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Preface 

I have edited with introduction and commentary Baptistes, sive Calumnia, 
George Buchanan's Latin play on John the Baptist's defiance of Herod, and 
a seventeenth-century anonymous translation of this play, Tyrannicall-
Government Anatomized, which bas been attributed to John Milton. 

Although written and performed in the 1540's in Bordeaux, where 
Buchanan taught and where bis pupil, Montaigne, may have played a role, 
Baptistes was not printed until 1577 in London. I have collated over 40 
printed editions, seven published in the author's lifetime. No manuscript, 
however, is known to exist. I have taken the London 1577 editio princeps 
as copy-text, but have freely adopted punctuation from the Frankfurt 1578 
edition, which I believe may have benefited from authorial correction. 

Buchanan's play was long confidently read as an allegorical and didactic 
portrayal of a Protestant hero set against priest and tyrant In the 1890's, 
however, it was discovered that in bis trial before the Lisbon Inquisition, 
Buchanan bad sworn that bis drama represented, "as much as the matter 
would allow," Thomas More's defiance before Henry VIII. In my 
introduction I argue that the play is more humanist drama, filled with 
verbal irony and moral wit, than party tract or historical allegory of the 
1570's. Accordingly, I show the relationship of Baptistes to several earlier 
and contemporary plays on John the Baptist and place the tragedy in the 
aesthetic engagement of the Erasmian humanism of its time of 
composition. 

Tyrannicall-Govemment Anatomized (1642/43) bad only one, sloppy, 
contemporary printing. In 1740, Francis Peck attributed the work to John 
Milton. But the qualities which prompted one later scholar to allow that the 
work is "not unworthy ofMilton"--the political and religious liberalism 
and the language of Christian humanism by which these beliefs are 
clotbed--most obviously derive from the original work and not specifically 
from the translation. Neither external nor internal evidence provides 
corroboration of Peck's attribution of Tyrannicall-Govemment to Milton. 

ix 



x Preface 

Special features of this critical edition include the introduction which 
covers both the technical problems of editing neo-Latin and English and 
the interpretive issues which the play and its translation provoke; an 
extensive commentary which deals with contemporary neo-Latin contexts 
as well as with classical sources; and a finding list for editions and 
translations of Baptistes. Scholars working on Jacobean drama may find 
Buchanan's play to be an early example of "oppositional theater" and that it 
suggests a Scottish heritage for James I's remarkable tolerance for 
dissentient drama. 

Toe present critical edition was originally submitted in 1986 as a doctoral 
dissertation to the Department of English of Harvard University. I am 
grateful to my parents for having endured with patience the many demands 
made by that work. I enjoyed discussing sections of the thesis with Sanford 
Freedman, Eugene Hill, Nicholas Koss, and Roland Marandino. I wish to 
thank Gerald Richman for bis constancy and corrigenda. Ellen Payne 
Quackenbos contributed her learning and a great deal of her time. Harvard 
University, the University of Munster (Westf.), and the College of Foreign 
Languages of Fu Jen University (R.O.C.) were especially generous. Much 
of the early bibliographical work was done with the help of a Dexter 
Travelling Fellowship granted by the Department of English of Harvard 
University. Research awards from the National Science Council of the 
Republic of China supported the revision. Finally, Dave Klawiter of the 
Arts and Letters Computing Office, the University of Notre Dame, did not 
go home until the printer worked. 

In the formative stages of this study I was fortunate to have the guidance 
of Professor Herschel Baker. Later, Professor Richard Marius entered 
enthusiastically into the project. Throughout its stages, Professor G. B. 
Evans, aestimator candidissimus, gave my manuscript scrupulous 
attention; he bas served as a model of scholarship and imaginative 

understanding. 

INTRODUCTION TO BAPTISTES 



Chronology* 

1506 Buchanan born near Killearn, Stirlingsbire 
1520 studies in Paris, becomes ill 
1522 returns borne prematurely, lacking funds 
1523 participates in the Duke of Albany's raids on England 
1525 takes B.A. at St. Andrews University 
1526 returns to the University of Paris 
1528 granted M.A.; 

teaches at College de Sainte-Barbe 
1531? tutors Gilbert Kennedy, Earl of Cassillis, 
1533 publishes Rudimenta grammatices, Latin translation of Linacre's 

grammar 
1534? returns to Scotland with the Earl of Cassillis 
1536 tutors Lord James Stewart (bastard son of James V) 
1539 flees persecution, caused, in part, by his satires against the 

Franciscans; 
visits London, then Paris; 
by December, teaching in Bordeaux at the College de Guyenne; 
during this period (1539-43) composes Medea, Alcestis, Baptistes, 
and Jephthes; 

* This table is based on James R. Naiden, The "Sphera" of George 
Buchanan (Privately printed, 1952), pp. 175-179, Philip J. Ford, George 
Buchanan: Prince of Poets (Aberdeen: Aberdeen Univ. Press, 1982), pp. 
1-11; and I. D. McFarlane, Buchanan (London: Duckworth, 1981), passim. 
Many of the dates in this chronology are disputed. 
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4 Introduction to Baptistes 

1539 during this or his second period in the College de Guyenne, 
instructs Montaigne, who "played the principal roles in the Latin 
tragedies of Buchanan, Guerente, and Murel" (Essays, I, 26) 

1543 end of Buchanan's first period at Bordeaux; 
teaches at College du Cardinal Lemoine, Paris 

1544 lodges with the printer Michel Vascosan; 
publishes Medea; 
illness, recovery, travel (?) 

1545 teaches in Bordeaux; 
remains in touch with Paris literary circles 

1547 sails to Coimbra with colleagues from Bordeaux led by Andre de 
Gouvea to found Real Colegio das Artes 

1550 arrested by Portuguese Inquisition; 
held and tried in Lisbon; 
testifies that in Baptistes he represented "so far as the likeness of 
the material would permit, the death and accusation of Thomas 
More and set before the eyes an image of the tyranny of that time" 
(Aitken, p. 25) 

1551 sentenced, spends time in a monastery where he very likely 
worked on his paraphrases of the Psalms 

1552 released from detention; 
travels to London, then Scotland (?); 
returns to Paris, College de Bancourt 

1554? tutors Timoleon, son of the Comte de Brissac; 
publishes Jephthes 

1558 publishes De Caleto celebrating the capture of Calais by the 
French; 
meets Charles Utenhove 

1560/ returns to Scotland 
1561 
1563 until 1566, a member of the General Assembly 
1565/ visits Paris; 
1566 shows Daniel Rogers a copy of Baptistes in Paris; 

publishes Psalmorum Davidis paraphrasis poetica; 
publishes Franciscanus; 
until 1570, principal of St. Leonard's College, St. Andrews 

1567 publishes E/egiarum liber l, sylvarum lib. l, endecasyllabon lib. I; 
after the murder of Darnley, becomes propagandist for opponents of 
Mary 

1568 

1570 

1571 

1577 

1578 

1579 
1582 

1584 

1586 
1893 

attends Westminster Conference on Mary Stuart; 
meets Roger Ascham 
tutors James VI; 
writes The Chamaeleon (printed 1710) 

Chronology 5 

publishes Ane Admonition Direct to the Trew Lordis· 
publishes De Maria Scotorum regina [Detectio] ' 
Daniel Rogers writes tbat Buchanan does not mention his Tragedy 
of John, a man~script of which he saw in Paris ten years ago; 
Buchanan publishes Baptistes 
Daniel Rogers writes to Janus Dousa tbat de Villiers, tbe 
preacher to William of Orange, reports tbe London printing of tbe 
Baptistes 
publishes De jure regni apud Scotos 
Buchanan dies in Edinburgh; 
publication of Rerum Scoticarum Historia; 
Thomas Randolph says that Buchanan sent Baptist es to him to be 
printe~ toge~er witb tb~ dedicatory epistle on which Randolph 
wro~ _Sed hie metus utmam sit vanus" (Calderwood, I, 132) 
de Villiers recalls to Walsingham tbat "being in England, tbe late 
Mr Bucc~an ~ent his tragedy named Baptists (sic) to be printed, 
and had given 1t a preface addressed to tbe King of Scotland which 
seemed to me a little harsh ... " (C.S.P., Foreign: 1584, p. 575) 
publication of Sphaera 
announcement of tbe recent discovery of Buchanan's Lisbon 
defense 



Early Editions (Printed before 1582) t 

Baptistes was written in the 1540's while Buchanan was leaching at the 
College de Guyenne in Bordeaux.2 It was performed at the college, and a 
manuscript copy of it was seen by Daniel Rogers in Paris in 1566, 3 but no 
manuscripts are now known. The play was first printed in 1577 by the 
Huguenot Thomas Vautrollier in London.4 This edition (=L) exists in three 
forms with press-altered imprints: London, 1577 (=L77); London, 1578 
(=L 78); and Edinburgh, 1578, apud Henricum Charteris (=E78):5 

BAPTISTES, SIVE 
CAL VMNIA, TRAGOEDIA, 

A VCTORE GEORGIO 
Buchanano Scoto. 

[device of Anchora Spei] 

LOND!Nl, 
Excudebat Thomas Vautrollerius, 

Typographus. 
M. D. LXXVII. 

[8° A-D8] 

(L 78 is distinguished from L77 only by its date of publication, press-
altered to "M. D. LXXVIII.") 
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Early Editions (Printed before 1582)1 

Baptistes was written in the 1540's while Buchanan was teaching at the 
College de Guyenne in Bordeaux.2 It was performed at the college, and a 
manuscript copy of it was seen by Daniel Rogers in Paris in 1566, 3 but no 
manuscripts are now known. The play was first printed in 1577 by the 
Huguenot Thomas Vautrollier in London.4 This edition (=L) exists in three 
forms with press-altered imprints: London, 1577 (=L77); London, 1578 
(=L 78); and Edinburgh, 1578, apud Henricum Charteris (=E78):5 

BAPTISTES, SIVE 
CAL VMNIA, TRAGOEDIA, 

A VCTORE GEORGIO 
Buchanano Scoto. 

[device of Anchora Spei) 

LOND!Nl, 
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8 Introduction to Baptistes 

TRANSMISSION OF EARLY EDITIONS OF BAPTISTES 
(printed before 1582) 

Composition in 1540's for College de Guyenne; Performance and 
circulation of MSS (?); MS (not extant) seen by Daniel Rogers in Paris 
(15(56) 

I 
Lost Manuscript: Sent by Buchanan in Scotland to London for printing by 
Thomas Vautrollier; Addition of dedicatory epistle to James VI described 
by Thomas Randolph, English diplomat 

I 
Editio princeps (L) in three forms distinguished by press-altered title-page 
imprints (8°): 
London 1577 = London 1578 = Edinburgh 1578 
T. Vautrollier T. Vautrollier printed for H. Charteris 
(L 77) (L 78) (E78) 

Frankfurt 1578 
A. Wechel (8°) 
(adds epigram 
by Rogers) (F78) 

I 
Frankfurt 1579 
A. Wechel 
(page for page) 
(8°) (F79) 

Strasbourg 1579 
N. Wyriot (8°) 
(adds preface by 
Johann Sturm) (S79) 

"London" 1578 
[Antwerp or Louvain ?] 
printed for J. Henricius 

(diplomatic, 8°) (A78) 

I 
Paris 1579 
Buchanan's Elegiarum Uber 
with Baptistes (16°) 
Mamert Patisson, in the 
Estienne shop (without the 
poem "De Caleto") (P79A) 

I 
Paris 1579 
Mamert Patisson 
(page for page) (16°) 

(with "De Caleto") (P79B) 

Early Editions 9 

B A P T I S T E S, SI.VE 
CALVMNIA, TRAGOEDIA, 

AVCTORE GEORGlO 
Buchanano Scoto. 

LONDINI, 

Excudebat Thornas Vautrolleri1J$, 
r ypographus. 

rd. D. L X XVJJ, 

2. Baptistes (L77) By Permission of the Boston Public Library 



JO Introduction to Baptistes 

E Pl STOL A. 

confuetudine in natu'ram vertat. ~od 
equidem cum multis & fpero, & opto, 
Vale. Sterlino ad Calend. Nouem-
bres. i 5 7 6. 

A iij 

3. Baptistes (L77) By Pennission of the Boston Public Library 

Early Editions I I 

Q 

BAPTISTES, SIVE 
CALVMNIA, TRAGOEDIA, 

.AVCTORE GEORGJO 
~uchanan'e Scoro. 

LONDINl 
- ' 

Excudebat Thomas Vautrollerius • Typographus. 

M. D. L XX VII I. 

4. ~apti~tes (L78) By Pennission of the Houghton Library Harvard 
University ' 
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A iij 
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Early Editions 11 
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Baptistes was written in the 1540's while Buchanan was teaching at the 
College de Guyenne in Bordeaux.2 It was perfonned at the college, and a 
manuscript copy of it was seen by Daniel Rogers in Paris in 1566,3 but no 
manuscripts are now known. The play was first printed in 1577 by the 
Huguenot Thomas Vautrollier in London.4 This edition (=L) exists in three 
forms with press-altered imprints: London, 1577 (=L77); London, 1578 
(=L78); and Edinburgh, 1578, apua Henricum Charteris (=E78):5 
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8 Introduction to Baptistes 

TRANSMISSION OF EARLY EDITIONS OF BAPTISTES 
(printed before 1582) 

Composition in 1540's for College de Guyenne; Perfonnance and 
circulation of MSS (?); MS (not extant) seen by Daniel Rogers in Paris 
(1566) 

\ 
Lost Manuscript: Sent by Buchanan in Scotland to London for printing by 
Thomas Vautrollier; Addition of dedicatory epistle to James VI described 
by Thomas Randolph, English diplomat 

I 
Editio princeps (L) in three fonns distinguished by press-altered title-page 
imprints (8°): 
London 1577 = London 1578 = Edinburgh 1578 
T. Vautrollier T. Vautrollier printed for H. Charteris 
(L77) (L78) (E78) 

Frankfurt 1578 
A. Wechel (8°) 
(adds epigram 
by Rogers) (F78) 

\ 
Frankfurt 1579 
A. Wechel 
(page for page) 
(8°) (F79) 

Strasbourg 1579 
N. Wyriot (8°) 
(adds preface by 
Johann Stunn) (S79) 

I 
"London" 1578 
(Antwerp or Lou vain?] 
printed for J. Henricius 

(diplomatic, 8°) (A78) 

I 
Paris 1579 
Buchanan's Elegiarum /iber 
with Baptistes (16°) 
Mamert Patisson, in the 
Estienne shop (without the 
poem "De Caleto") (P79A) 

I 
Paris 1579 
Mamert Patisson 
(page for page) (16°) 

(with "De Caleto") (P79B) 

Early Editions 9 

BAPTISTE S, SI.VE 
CALVMNIA, TRAGOEDIA 

AVCTORE GEORGIO 
Buchanano Scoto. 

LONDINI, 

Excudebat Thomas Vautrolleri»s, 
Typographus. 

U, D. LXXVJJ, 

, 

2. Baptistes (L77) By Pennission of the Boston Public Library 
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12 Introduction to Baptistes 

l 
DAPTISTES, SIVE 

C AL V 1-1 N I A, TR AG OE-
D I A, AV CT ORE GEOR~ 

GIO BVCHANANO 

Scoto. 

LON DINI. 
Et proffant vfntuerpi.e apud 

Iacobum Henricium. 

M. p. L XX VI II. 

s. Baptist es (A 78) By Pennission of the Houghton Library, Harvard 
University 

Early Editions 13 

·BAPTISTES, sr~ 
VE CALVMNIA, TRA-

GOEDIA, A VCTORE 
· GEOR.GIO 13VCHANAN0 

• . Scoto·. 
f. I.I, :. · 

·FRANCOFVRTI 
Apud Andr_e~m Wechelmn. 

M; ,D. !XX VIII. . ' . 

I 

-
l 

6. Baptistes (F78) By Pennission of the.Houghton Library, Harvard 
University 
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14 Introduction to Baptistes 

GEORGI I 73 V-
CH AN AN I SCOT I, 

Poetdrum noftrifaculi 
fdcil'e principis, 

1LJGIARVM 

5YLV.ARVM 

LillER. I. 

LIBER I. 

I 'N D E C A S Y L L A B O N L I B. I. 

EiufJ~~ Buchan~ni Tr:igredia, qua: in-
[cnb1tur Bapt1ftes,fiue Calumnia ... 

L VT E TI AI, 
Apud Mamertum Patiffonium, Typo-

graphum Re~;ium: In offi.cina 
Roberti Stephani. 
M. D. L XX IX. 

t Y M P R I V I L E G I o. 

7. Baptistes (P79A) By Pennission of the Chapin Library, Williamstown 

Early Editions 15 

BAPTIST ES 
S IVE 

CALVMNI.A , 

. · "f ragredia, 

AuElore qeorgio Bucha-
nano S'coto. 

, 

8. Baptistes, sig E4 (P79A) B p . . 
W

.
11

. · Y ermiss1on of the Chapi·n L'b 
1 1amstown 1 rary, 



16 Introduction to Baptistes 

GEORG/I 'B V-
C H A N A N I S C O TI, 

Poetdrum noflrifaculi 
facile principu, 

1tEG IA RVM L I B E R. I. 

$ y L V A R V M L l ll E R I. 

IND E C A S Y LL ABO N L I B, I. 

Eiu[J~m Buchanani Traga:dia, qua: in• 
fcribitur Baptiftes)fiuc Calumnia. 

LVTETIAF., 

Apud Mamertum Pati(fonium, Typo• 
graphum Re~ium : In offi.cina 

. Roberti Sceph:rni. 
:M, D, L XX IX • • C V M P R I V I L E G I o. 

9. Baptist es (P79B) By Pennission of the Houghton Library, Harvard 
University 

OD I, 
Inui{/4 f.,,gi,, infalmtts 
Mumtr.antm11 rn ,H C4/et11m: 

l.orttn4 v,rt1«,foeta ptr 11iu,a 
N,n 11/itutum ca.rpere tranutem 

Jnuif1.: deumc,nJo,fanum • 
LAudt ~011a i.ltlertm refell,t. 

Ftrox Br1tttunu,, vir,bu-, antel,ac 
GalliflJu, fem per clad,b,u ,mmintns 

Vix Je f>Mat ferurMm ab h•fl•, ' 
Flu{1,I,,.. Ocea11,dirempt,u: 

R egma, pawn ntfiia pn-ptti, 
l<1m Jlmtu ma,m f <edtra,iam Dn 

Ir~m pat.et fibi nnmmtntcm~ 
• Vmdirn&f1md!f/ag,llu,n , 

C,u,s & (1ofte, ram p,mt,r fuo1 
Odrt pauw1ue,& r,u,um & J,ofli,i,,. 

H1rudo communH • cruortTnJ 
.IF.'!"' au,drfitims tJtrun'f"'· 

Hu,, :11ct t~rror Mart,,u affon4t: 
Dm«J; c,td., men,jil,, m•Jcia 

Vmhr<t,j; 11of111rr. ,t, <Jim/:,. 
Terrij,11 aJitant figurH. 

• 

Early Editions 17 

"Ji B A P T I S T E S, 
SI V ! 

CALVMNIA, 

Tragcrdia. • 

.AuEl-ore Georgio Bucha-
na.no Scoro. · 

• 

1?. Baptistes sig. E~title-page (P79B) By Pennission of the Houghton 
Library, Harvard University 
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BAPTISTES, SIVE 
CAL VMNIA, TRAGOEDIA, 

A VCTORE GEORGIO 
Buchanano Scoto. 

[Vautrollier's Athena-head device 
with cornucopias) 

EDINBVRGHf, 
Apud Henricum Charteris. 

M . D. LXXVIII. 
Cum Privilegio Regali. 

[8° A-D8) 

The Edinburgh issue uses on its reset title-page the Vautrollier Athena-
head device found on the last page of the dedicatory epistle (sig. A3) of the 
two London issues. In its place, on sig. A3, the Edinburgh issue prints a 
similar Athena-head, with a somewhat more pained expression, bracketed 
by the initials "T.V." (No. 179 in McKerrow's Printers' & Publishers' 
Devices [London, 1913)). 

In 1578, another edition set from L was published, perhaps in Louvain or 
Antwerp (=A78).6 The title-page claims, however, that this edition was 
printed in London to be sold in Antwerp apud lacobum Henricium (i.e., 
Jacobus Henricsz): 

BAPTISTES, SIVE 
CAL VMNIA. TRAGOE-
DIA, A VCTORE GEOR-

GIO BVCHANANO 
Scoto. 

[ornament] 

LONDINI. 
Et prostant Antwerpiae apud 

lacobum Henricium 

M . D. LXXVIII. 

Early Editions 19 

Signa~e Asv occurs in a corrected and uncorrected state (see Historical 
Collatlon: Baptistes; ~or copies, see Table of Editions and Translations). 

In 15~8 an~ther pagmary resetting ofL appeared, this time with 
correctlons, m Frankfurt by Andre Wechel, a Huguenot who had fled Paris 
after the St. B~olomew Day massacre. His shop in Frankfurt quickly 
became a meetmg place for other Protestant sympathizers such as Hubert 
Languet an_d ~ir Philip Sidney.7 The Frankfurt 1578 edition (=F78), which 
adds a prehmmary poem by Daniel Rogers, Queen Elizabeth's foreign 
agent ~d Buchanan's friend, exists in three states (see Historical 
Collahon):8 

BAPTISTES, SI-
VE CAL VMNIA, TRA-
GOEDIA, A VCTORE 

GEORG IO BVCHANANO 
Scoto. 

[Wechel device of Pegasus and 
winged Caduceus] 

FRANCOFVRTI 
Apud Andream Wechelum. 

M. D. LXVIII. 
[8° A-D8] 

In 1579, Wechel published a new setting (=F79) ofF78 with a few 
corrections (e.g., lines 815-16). ' 

In the same y_ear, Nicholaus Wyriot in Strasbourg printed a Baptistes 
from F78, addmg a preface by the local humanist Johann Sturm:9 
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BAPTISTES, 
SIVE CAL VMNIA, 

1RAGOEDIA, A VCTO-
RE GEORGIO BVCHA-

nano Scoto. 

Cum Praefatione Ioannis Sturmij. 

[device of a griffin] 

ARGENTORA TI 
Excudebat Nicolaus VVyriot. 

M.D.LXXIX. 
[8° A-D8] 

While Wyriot corrected some obvious errors in this edition (=S79), new 
errors were introduced. 

In 1579, two editions, probably based on A78, were printed in Paris by 
Mamert Patisson, who in 1574 had married Denys Barbe, the widow of the 
printer Robert Estienne II (d.1571): 10 

GEORGll BV-
CHANANI SCOT!, 

Poetarum nostri saeculi 
facile principis, 

ELEGIARVM UBER I. 
SYLVARVM UBER I. 

ENDECASYLLABON LIB. I. 
Eiusdem Buchanani Tragoedia, quae in-

scribitur Baptistes, siue Calumnia. 
(Estienne's olive tree device, with the 
banner Noli Altum Sapere Sed Time) 

LVTETIAE, 
Apud Mamertum Patissonium, Typo-

graphum Regium: In officina 
Roberti Stephani. 

M. D.LXXIX. 
CVM PRIVILEGIO. 

(16° A-H8) 
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Unlike the previously mentioned editions of Baptistes, which were printed 
separately and in octavo, the two Paris editions are in sextodecimo and 
p~t the pl~y- at the end of a collection of short poems based on an early 
Esuenne ed1uon of Buchanan's poems (Elegiarum fiber J. sylvarum fiber J. 
hendecasyllabon lib. I., 1567). Patisson's Baptistes is repunctuated much 
like Wechel's and seems to have received incidental substantive 
corrections (e.g., lines 2, 4, 198, 815, 1345). 

The two Paris editions can be distinguished by the presence in one of 
them (P79B) of the poem De Caleto (sigs. E4-5v) celebrating the fall of 
Calais. As far as Baptistes is concerned, we are dealing with two very 
similar editions, one a paginary resetting of the other, with only a few 
differences in layout, ornaments, and readings (e.g., lines 735, 1180). In 
the edition without De Caleto (P79A), Baptistes is found on signatures E4-
H6v; in the other (P79B), on E6-H7v: 

BAPTISTES, 
sive 

CALVMNIA, 
Tragoedia, 

Auctore Georgio Bucha-
nano Scoto. 

[P79A, sig. E4; in the reset title-page of P79B at sig. E6 for Tragoedia, 
read Tragoedia.] 

~~ough the ev~dence is not conclusive, I believe that the Baptist es in the 
ed1uon that contains De Caleto (P79B) is based on that in P79A. i l 
C~ously, unlike the rest of the volume, the general title-page of the 1579 

repnnt (P79B) seems not to have been reset. In the copies I have examined, 
howeve~, ei~er of two similar versions ofEstienne's olive tree device may 
be used m either of the two editions. (One of these woodblocks was also 
used for the 1567 edition of the poems.) 
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NOTES 

1. For copies of these editions, see Table of Editions and Translations. 
2. On Buchanan in Bordeaux, see "The Critical Tradition." 
3. Opera, I, sig. f3; also, B.N. MS. Dupuy 951, fol. 52, cited in I. D. 

McFarlane, Buchanan (London: Duckworth, 1981) p. 385; also see "The 
Critical Tradition." 
4. Vautrollier came to London about 1558. In partnership with Jan 

Desserans, 1567-68, he imported books for Plantin. In 1569, he had his 
own press at Blackfriars; he became associated with the printing of 
educational manuals, Calvinist writings (e.g., Thomas Norton's translation 
of the Institutes (1578]), and, like Andre Wechel, the works of Ramus. He 
exported books to Scotland, and in 1580, perhaps as a result of his first trip 
to Edinburgh, he was invited by the General Assembly to establish a press. 

In 1583 he set up a press in Edinburgh. The next year, he printed James 
Vi's The Essayes of a Prentice in the Divine Art of Poesie. In 1586 he 
returned with his press to London, where he died in late 1587 or early 
1588. Richard Field married Vautrollier's widow Jaklin in 1588 and 
continued the generally high standard of printing of his master's shop. 

For slightly differing accounts of Vautrollier, see DNB, (s.v. "Thomas 
Vautrollier"; Colin Clair, "Thomas Vautrollier," Gutenburg Jahrbuch, 
1960, pp. 223-238; W.R. Le Fanu, "Thomas Vautrollier, Printer and 
Bookseller," Proceedings of the Huguenot Society of London, 20 (1958-
59), 12-25; Robert D. Pepper, "Francis Clement's Petie Schole at the 
VautrollierPress," The Library, 5th series, 22 (1967), 1-12; and R. B. 
McKerrow, A Dictionary of Printers and Booksellers . .. 1557-1640 
(London, 1910), pp. 272-73. 

5. Charteris, a major Edinburgh bookseller, also had books printed for 
him by John Ross. Perhaps it is this local loyalty that explains why in 1582 
he joined in a complaint made in Edinburgh against Vautrollier (Le Fanu, 
p. 23). 

6. The new edition of Vol. I of the STC includes the following entry: 
3972 --[Anr. ed.] 8° Londini [i.e. Louvain, J. Heybergius?]. I am grateful 
to Dr. K. Pantzer of the Houghton Library, Harvard University, for giving 
me a photocopy of the relevant pages before publication. 

In the Houghton copy of this volume, which was donated by Lester 
Bradner, "Antwerp?" is indicated in pencil. 
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7. On Wechel, see theAllgemeine Deutsche Biographie, XLI, 366. More 
recent studies include W.R. Le Frum, "Andre Wechel," Proceedings of the 
Huguenot Society of London, 21 (1966), 58-81; J. Benzing, Die 
Buchdrucker des 16 und 17 Jahrhunderts im deutschen Sprachgebiet 
(Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 1963); and R. J. W. Evans, The Wechel 
Presses: Humanism and Calvinism in Central Europe 1572-1627, Past and 
Present, Supplement 2 (Oxford: Past and Present Society, 1975). Accounts 
of Sir Philip Sidney's Continental travels record Wechel's shop as a 
meeting place for Protestant intellectuals. See, for example, James M. 
Osborn, Young Philip Sidney, 1572-77 (New Haven: Yale Univ. Press, 
1972), pp. 71, 77,288,461. Hubert Languet and Daniel Rogers were 
among those who enjoyed Wechel's hospitality. Also, see Jan van Dorsten, 
Poets, Patrons, and Professors (Leiden: Univ. of Leiden Press, 1962), p. 
30. 

8. See Appendix A for Rogers' preliminary poem. For press-variants, see 
Historical Collation: Baptistes. 
9. Sturm dedicates this edition to William Robert de Ia Marek, Duke of 

Bouillon (1 January 1579).See Appendix B for Sturm's dedicatory epistle 
and "The Critical Tradition." Also in this year (4 May) Sturm, who saw 
himself as an agent for the Protestant league ( Calendar of State Papers, 
Foreign: 1577-78, pp. 347, 350-54), writes to Walsingham of his need for 
money: "I am compelled to ask everybody's help, that I may not be wholly 
ruined. I have written to Daniel Rogers about the necessity of this; and I 
entreat you to learn it from him and assist a poor old man. I was the first, 
sometimes the only one, to help all men, and now I am deserted by all 
men" (C.S.P., Foreign: 1578-79, p. 503). Sturm's lament recalls 
Malchus'(lines 657 ff.) 

Sturm could have acquired his copy of Baptistes from many sources, 
including Buchanan himself, or Rogers (who is known to have acted as a 
go-between) or Hubert Languet 

On the Strasbourg printer Wyriot (or, Wiriot; fl.1568-83), see Fran~ois 
Ritter, Histoire de l'imprimerie alsacienne aux XVe et XVe siecles 
(Strasbourg: Le Roux, 1955), pp. 342-45. It seems that then as today a new 
preface by a local notable litterateur freshened the appeal of a not 
especially new book. The popularity of the subject is evidenced, however, 
by another Wyriot publication: In 1575, he printed Tragoedia Joannis des 
h. Vorlaufers und Taufers . .. gespielt durch ein Ehrsam Burgschaft zu 
C~lmar auff den 25 und 26 tag Maii I 575. Getruckt zu Strassburg bei 
N1colaum Wyriot 1575, avec une dedicace de !'auteur Andre Meyenbrunn 
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'Lateiniscber Scbulmeister' a Colmar jusqu'en 1575, puis collaborateur de 
J . Rasser a Ensisbeimjusqu'en 1580" (Ritter, p. 344). I have not seen this 
work, but the play (performed in May 1573) bas been described as being in 
the mystere tradition. See L.A. Treibel, "Sixteenth-Century Stagecraft in 
European Drama." Modem Language Quarterly, 11 (1950), 11. 

10. Ruth Mortimer, Harvard College Library Department of Priming and 
Graphic Arts Catalogue of Books and Manuscripts, Part I, French 
Sixteenth-Century Books, II (Cambridge: Harvard Univ. Press, 1964), 447. 
On Buchanan's relations with Robert Estienne II, see "Buchanan's Practice 
of Revision." 

11. On the priority of the two Paris 1579 editions, McFarlane, Buchanan, 
pp. 304-5, argues the opposite. His case is basically that after the 
unauthorized printing of tbe edition with De Caleto, Buchanan must have 
demanded that the ode be removed, since at this time a poem in celebration 
of the Guises would be most embarrassing to him. McFarlane offers no 
internal evidence to support bis reconstruction; were it true, I would have 
expected some easily made cancellations of the offensive two leaves. I 
have found no evidence of such cancellations in any__59pies examined. 
Also, the 1579 edition without De Caleto is closef§in following accidentals 
and details of type-alignment than the 1579 edition witb De CaletQ.,,""t<i the 
1567 edition of Buchanan's poems on which tbe first of tbe 1579 editions 
must be based. Textual evidence strictly from the two printings of 
Baptistes, however, is less unambiguous concerning priority, yet it seems 
likely that in adding De Caleto, which was not in the 1567 copy, Patisson 
was merely taking one more unauthorized step toward a complete edition 
of Buchanan's poems and, at the same time, making use of two otherwise 
wasted leaves. (De Caleto bad been first published in 1558 by Estienne.) 
On Buchanan's relations with the Estienne printing-house, see "Buchanan's 
Practice of Revision." 

McFarlane's early article on the printing of Buchanan's poems, "George 
Buchanan's Latin Poems, from Script to Print a Preliminary Survey," The 
Library, 5th series, 24 (1969), 277-332, did not distinguish between the 
two Paris editions. They are mentioned in bis "Pour Une Edition des 
Poemata de George Buchanan," in Acta Conventus Neo-Latini Turonensis 
(1976), ed. Jean-Claude Margolin (Paris: J. Vrin, 1980), pp. 78, 82. 
I wish to thank Mr. Wayne G. Hammond for bis help when I was 

collating P79 texts at the Chapin Library, Williamstown. 

Spies and Literary Agents: Buchanan's Practice or Revision and the 
Role or Daniel Rogers 

PART I 

There_is n~ shortage of evidence to show that Buchanan took a sustained 
and senous mterest in the printing and reprinting of many of his works. We 
have the statements of Buchanan himself and of his friends as to the 
Scot~man's textual fussiness. For his writings as a whole, the evidence is 
co~s1dcrable. I. D. McFarlane's several articles and his biography give us 
an mvaluable survey of what is available and lists of selected variant 
readings. But until we have modem editions of Buchanan's works with 
complete collations, we will not really be able to evaluate such scattered 
data.I 

We ~a~e for n~w b~t_clues and hints toward establishing the practices of 
the pnntmg of his wntmgs. Yet, from internal and external evidence 
ce~in unsurp~si_ng patterns emerge: Buchanan was reluctant to rel~se his 
wnt'.n~s for ~nntmg; he e~pected to correct errors and make changes in 
repnntmg~ his ":orks; he liked to work on revisions as long as possible, 
often makmg n_1mor verbal alterations; and he considered a work which he 
had no further mtention of revising to be an "abandoned child."2 Baptistes 
seems to be a work that more quickly than others (e.g., Psalm 
Paraphrases)_ becam~ a foundling. ~uchanan himself in his Dedicatory 
Letter called it aboruvus and there 1s some justification for asserting, as 
many d~, ~hat the author thought less of its literary value than that of his 
other ongmal drama, Jephthes.3 

25 
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'Lateiniscber Scbulmeister' a Colmar jusqu'en 1575, puis collaborateur de 
J. Rasser aEnsisbeimjusqu'en 1580" (Ritter, p. 344). I have not seen this 
work, but the play (performed in May 1573) has been described as being in 
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On Buchanan's relations with Robert Estienne II, see "Buchanan's Practice 
of Revision." 

11. On the priority of the two Paris 1579 editions, McFarlane, Buchanan, 
pp. 304-5, argues the opposite. His case is basically that after the 
unauthorized printing of the edition with De Caleto, Buchanan must have 
demanded that the ode be removed, since at this time a poem in celebration 
of the Guises would be most embarrassing to him. McFarlane offers no 
internal evidence to support bis reconstruction; were it true, I would have 
expected some easily made cancellations of the offensive two leaves. I 
have found no evidence of such cancellations in any copies examined. 
Also, the 1579 edition without De Calero is closeiin"following accidentals 
and details of type-alignment than the 1579 edition with De Calet<6t,O the 
1567 edition of Buchanan's poems on which the first of the 1579 editions 
must be based. Textual evidence strictly from the two printings of 
Baptistes, however, is less unambiguous concerning priority, yet it seems 
likely that in adding De Caleto, which was not in the 1567 copy, Patisson 
was merely taking one more unauthorized step toward a complete edition 
of Buchanan's poems and, at the same time, making use of two otherwise 
wasted leaves. (De Caleto had been first published in 1558 by Estienne.) 
On Buchanan's relations with the Estienne printing-house, see "Buchanan's 
Practice of Revision." 
McFarlane's early article on the printing of Buchanan's poems, "George 

Buchanan's Latin Poems, from Script to Print a Preliminary Survey," The 
Library, 5th series, 24 (1969), 277-332, did not distinguish between the 
two Paris editions. They are mentioned in his "Pour Une Edition des 
Poemata de George Buchanan," in Acta Conventus Neo-Latini Turonensis 
(1976), ed. Jean-Claude Margolin (Paris: J. Vrin, 1980), pp. 78, 82. 

I wish to thank Mr. Wayne G. Hammond for his help when I was 
collating P79 texts at the Chapin Library, Williamstown. 

Spies and Literary Agents: Buchanan's Practice of Revision and the 
Role of Daniel Rogers 

PART I 

There is no shortage of evidence to show that Buchanan took a sustained 
and serious interest in the printing and reprinting of many of his works. We 
have the statements of Buchanan himself and of his friends as to the 
Scotsman's textual fussiness. For his writings as a whole, the evidence is 
considerable. I. D. McFarlane's several articles and his biography give us 
an invaluable survey of what is available and lists of selected variant 
readings. But until we have modem editions of Buchanan's works with 
complete collations, we will not really be able to evaluate such scattered 
data.I 

We have for now but clues and hints toward establishing the practices of 
the printing of his writings. Yet, from internal and external evidence, 
certain unsurprising patterns emerge: Buchanan was reluctant to release his 
writings for printing; he expected to correct errors and make changes in 
reprintings his works; he liked to work on revisions as long as possible, 
often making minor verbal alterations; and he considered a work which he 
had no further intention of revising to be an "abandoned child."2 Baptistes 
seems to be a work that more quickly than others (e.g., Psalm 
Paraphrases) became a foundling . Buchanan himself in his Dedicatory 
Letter called it abortivus and there is some justification for asserting. as 
many do, that the author thought less of its literary value than that of his 
other original drama, Jephthes.3 
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Buchanan did not make any major changes in the text of the play after it 
was printed, and I see little reason to believe that he did so earlier in 
preparing for its late publication. 4 Nevertheless, he would naturally be 
concerned that printing errors be corrected. The Frankfurt 1578 reprint, 
perhaps supervised by his friend Daniel Rogers, offered a chance to tidy up 
the text of the London first edition, which he had not been able to correct 
in proof. I argue that this process of correction and perhaps the 
introduction of minor second thoughts extended also to the punctuation, if 
for no other reason than that punctuation can be more easily corrected by 
an author and followed by a compositor in printed copy. 

In service to the Scottish court and kirk, preoccupied by new political and 
literary duties, and plagued by recurrent periods of ill health, Buchanan 
gradually lost interest in the publication of his early poems and plays. 
Friends, reminding him of his promises to make his writings available for 
publication, thus preserving them for posterity, took it upon themselves to 
pester him to gather and publish these works on the Continent. 5 

Operating mainly on the Continent, Buchanan's many literary 
intermediaries included Charles Utenhove, Pierre Daniel, Obertus 
Gifanius, and Daniel Rogers. Of these, thyoreign agent Daniel Rogers 
(1538?-91), son of the Protestant martyf9John Rogers, most concerns us 
because of his declared interest in the printing of Buchanan's Baptistes and 
because of his ties to the Wechel press in Frankfurt, which in 1578 and 
1579 brought out editions of Baptistes including a prefatory epigram by 
Rogers to Buchanan.6 During 1577-78, Rogers was travelling between 
London and Frankfurt, passing through the Low Countries. Although a full 
biographical study of Rogers may still fail to guarantee that on one of these 
trips he brought a copy of Baptistes with Buchanan's corrections to 
Wechel, the quality of these corrected resettings, I suggest, owes 
something to Rogers' acting as Buchanan's agent. 
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PART II 

During the late 1570's, Rogers repeatedly encouraged Buchanan, whose 
health was ever failing, to authorize the printing of his earlier works and to 
:mi~h for publica!ion his Rerum Scoticarwn Historia. 7 That Rogers reveals 
m his letters no disappointment or jealousy when he learns that certain 
"'.orks he has bee~ asking after were recently published, apparently without 
his knowledge or mvolvement, is itself interesting. Perhaps Rogers had no 
such proprietary interest in Buchanan that could result in such feelings; or, 
perhaps, both men saw Rogers as having his proper role in the Continental 
printing of Buchanan's works. 

In Febru~ 1577 (n.s., as shall be the practice), for example, writing 
from Westmmster, Rogers asked to see the Historia, reminded Buchanan 
that he had promised his friends his Iambics, Epigrams, and Lyrics, and 
wondered why in a list of his unpublished works in his, now lost, Jetter the 
Scotsman had failed to mention his Tragedy of John: 

Illud miror, dum Sphaericorum tuorum meministi, eaque citas quae de 
lure regni Scotiae noA.t'ttKroc; Kat 1tACX'tWVtKroc; 
disseruisti, nullam abs le mentionem factam Tragoediae !oannis, cuius 
ante decennium Parisiis participem me fecisti. 8 (Opera, I, f3) 

fl wonder at the fact that while you mention your Sphaera and cite 
those lh~ngs which you discussed politically and platonically 
concerning the law of the Scottish kingdom, no mention was made by 
you of your Tragedy of John which you showed me ten years ago in 
Paris.] 

Rogers was very timely in his question about Baptistes--the only one of 
Buchanan's plays left unprinted--since the letter to which Rogers was 
resp~mding wa~, we can now confinn, dated the same day as the 
De~catory Epistle to Baptistes. That is, on 30 August 1576, Rogers, 
wnting _from London, had asked Buchanan what he was bringing out 
<J1artu:1as). ?n l November 1576, Buchanan replied with a letter now Jost, 
mclu~mg a hst of works, but neglecting to mention his intention to publish 
Bapllstes, even though the Dedicatory Epistle to the play is also dated 
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1 November 1576. We can only wonder why Buchanan did not tell Rogers 
of his publishing plans.9 

Buchanan, for his part, several times indicates in his letters that Rogers 
has earned his respect and trust. For example, in response to the 30 August 
1576 letter from Rogers cited above, which also recommended Philippe de 
Mamix, Sieur de Ste. Hildegonde (1540?-98), Buchanan, with 
uncharacteristic swiftness, replied to the talented, young diplomat (whose 
own letter had accompanied Rogers'). He tells Mamix, in a letter also dated 
1 November 1576, that the fact that he, Marnix, is pleasing to Rogers, 
"whose judgment I revere and whose friendship I embrace and whose 
candor I vehemently love," is enough to establish their friendship. IO 

Whatever the reason that in November 1576 Buchanan chose to keep 
Rogers in the dark about his composing a dedicatory epistle for an 
anticipated printing of Baptistes, Rogers next mentions the play in a letter 
sent 16 January 1578 from Antwerp to Janus Dousa, another Dutch 
admirer of Buchanan. Rogers writes that he has just heard of the London 
printing during dinner with de Villiers, the preacher to the Prince of 
Orange: 

Villerius qui nuper ad Principem venit mecumque hodie est pransus, 
narravit mihi, Tragediam Johannis Buchananicam Landini impressam: 
inde earn brevi exspectabis: 11 

[Villiers who lately came to the Prince and who dined with me today, 
has told me that Buchanan's Tragedy of John has been printed in 
London; whence you will expect it shortly.] 

One conclusion we draw from Rogers' hearing of the publication of 
Baptistes only in January 1578 is that a year must have passed bet~een the 
date of the Dedicatory Epistle and the first printing of the play. While 
much is left to conjecture as to why this year elapsed, one supposition is 
that Rogers had intended to play some part in the printing, but was too 
busy on diplomatic missions abroad during 1577 to deal with Buchanan's 
literary odds-and-ends.12 As we shall see, it was Rogers' imprisonment at a 
later time that frustrated Christopher Plantin's hopes for a collected edition 
of Buchanan's works. 

The selection of Thomas Vautrollier to do the London printing may well 
have been left to Buchanan's friend, the diplomat Thomas Randolph (1523-
90), who later said that he received the manuscript for printing from 
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Buchanan.13 During the fall and winter of 1577-78, Randolph was living in 
the London area waiting for reassignment 14 He also seems to have had a 
special relationship to Vautrollier, for in 1586 or 1587 he gained the 
printer a pardon for one of his frequent license infringements. IS But 
Rogers, too, may have been involved in the choosing of the Huguenot 
printer, since, as we shall see, in 1579 Rogers recommended him to publish 
Buchanan's poems. 

Documents from Calendar of State Papers, Foreign Series, and letters 
exchanged between Languet and Sidney help us to trace Rogers' 
movements between London and Frankfurt in 1577-78. After a long 
Continental stay during which he was negotiating on behalf of the 
Protestant League, Rogers writes on 21 December 1577 from Frankenthal, 
south of Worms, that he is ready to leave for England.16 On 26 December, 
Languet in Frankfurt writes to Sidney that he expects Rogers to tell Sidney 
in person what he would write in a long letter about supporting the 
Protestant German princes. 17 On 8 January 1578, Languet writes to Sidney 
again, hoping that "Master Rogers long ago reached you safe and sound" 
(Letters, p. 133). (Languet may mean by the time his letter is received by 
Sidney.) In any case, on 16 January 1578 Rogers bad just reached Antwerp 
on his way to England, as we know from his letter to Janus Dousa.18 In 
this letter, Rogers, as noted earlier, tells Dousa that he has just learned of 
the London printing of Baptistes and that Dousa can soon expect a copy.19 

Presumably, once in London, Rogers got copies of the Vautrollier 
Baptistes for himself and, as promised, for his Continental colleagues. 
While it seems unlikely that Rogers, who had been collecting Buchanan's 
poems for publication, bad a manuscript of the play, since he had written 
twice only that he had seen a copy in Paris ten years ago, be may still have 
compared a manuscript to the printed text If be acted quickly, he would 
have had time to ask Buchanan in Scotland to correct a copy for the 
Continental reprinting. 

I~ any event, Rogers did not linger in London. On 1 March 1578 Sidney 
wntes from London to Languet of Rogers' visiting him; and on 10 March 
1578, he again writes to Languet, but this time with Rogers as courier, and 
requests Languet to "love my friend Rogers more and more for my sake" 
(Letters, p. 147). But the journey back to Frankfurt seems not to have been 
without incident, for, according to Van Dorsten, "in the early spring of 
1578, there was a rumour that Rogers had been taken prisoner." Rescued 
by horsemen of the Prince of Orange, he was able to continue bis 
mission.20 
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On 2 May 1578, Languet writes to Sidney from Frankfurt that he has just 
"received the letter which you gave Master Rogers for me" (Letters, p. 
149). It may be suggested that Rogers also carried a corrected copy of the 
London edition of Baptistes to Andre Wechel, the printer whose white 
house in Frankfurt was the meeting place for Rogers, Languet, and 
Sidney.21 Added to the volume was Rogers' own dedicatory epigram 
(Appendix A). 

PART Ill 

We also see Rogers' involvement with other works of Buchanan. In the 
case of the De jure regni apud Scotos, the publication of which had long 
been sought by Buchanan's friends,22 Rogers writes 30 August 1576 to 
Buchanan that, although he is intensely interested in the Historia and 
Sphaera, he has read the De jure and would like to see it printed: 

Dialogismum de Regno, ab hoc temporis statu non alienum, avidissime 
perlegi, ex quo & illud cognovi, quam studiose in Platone versatus 
esses. Eum ego Philologis Hollandis communicavi, ac typis edituri 
essent, side tua voluntate essent certiores. (Opera, II, 737) 

[I very eagerly read your dialogue De jure regni, which is not irrelevant 
to the conditions of this time, and from it I also realized how carefully 
you had studied Plato. I have given it to Dutch men of letters and they 
would print it if they were informed of your willingness.] 

In 1577, the two friends exchange letters discussing the political dialogue, 
along with other works.23 In 1579 having learned of its publication in 
Edinburgh, Rogers writes (5 August) to Buchanan from London that he 
wants a printed copy for use as the basis of a reprint: 

Quidem etiam ipsius comites affirmare non sunt veriti, te gentis tuae 
Historiam pertexuisse ac Dialogum quidem De jure regni (de quo 
nuper per Herculem Rollocium ad te scripsi) edidisse. Quod si ita est, 
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~p~ro te librum impressum nobis non negaturum, quern, cum publici 
Juns non esset, calamo exaratum, nobiscum tibi communem esse 
~olueris. ~deo sane cupiditate eum videndi, ut si in eo aliquid 
immutavens, typographi, quorum in posterioribus meis ad te literis 
memini, vestris ilium potius typis evulgatum, suis irnitentur, quam de 
manuscripto codice exprimant. (Opera, I, 749) C>j>f!. 
[Certain comrades of the Scottish legate to Elizabeth have even dared 
to assert that you have completed the History of your nation and also 
that you have published the dialogue De jure regni (about which I 
recently wrote_you by Hercules Rollocius). If this is true, I hope that 
you are not going to deny us the printed book, which, when it was 
written but not yet published, you wished to share with us. Indeed I 
?u~ with t~e desire of seeing it, so that, if you have changed anything 
~n 1t, ~he printers, whom I mentioned in my last letter, may copy it, in 
its pnnted form, rather than have to print it from the handwritten 
codex.] 

For a number of reasons Rogers' reaction interests us. It shows that he 
expected Buchanan to take the opportunity of a new printing to make 
corrcc~ions and cha~ges in _his text. This demonstrates how familiar Rogers 
was with Buchanan s practices and, again, how meticulous he was in 
respecting the Scotsman's persistent wish to reprint only the best text. 
Also, we see, not surprisingly, that new editions are likely to be made from 
a corrected printed copy even when reliable manuscripts are at hand. 24 

The reference to "the printers, whom I mentioned in my last letter" is 
tantalizing. Rogers seems to have sent Buchanan three or four letters for 
each one he got in return, and we do not have this "last" one.25 
~onsequenlly, i~ is not entirely clear where Rogers planned to reprint De 
Jure. The most likely candidate for this edition is a De jure regni, editio 
se~u~da, ad exemplar loannis Rossei, n.p., 1580 (STC 3976). James 
:hilhps, pro~ably misled by the entry in the STC, argues that Rogers was 
busy arranging for a London edition of the work."26 But Rogers was 

probably still proposing a Continental edition, and it was to this that 
Buchanan was apparently giving his permission in his 9 November 1579 
letter to Rogers: 

De Dialogo de Regno isthic edendo tibi facile assentior vel ob id 
maxime, quod quidam hie refutationem moliri dicantur'. Si qui sunt in 
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eadem apud vos sententia, ut esse non dubito, cuperem ut id me vivo 
facerent. (Opera, II, 755) 

[Concerning publishing the dialogue De Regno in that place, I yield 
readily to you, most of all because certain ones here, it is said, are 
contriving a refutation. If there are among you any of like opinion, as I 
do not doubt there are, I wish that they would do this (i.e., make their 
attacks) while I am alive.] 

Probably Buchanan had in mind Continental critics like Adam Blackwood 
(1539-1613), a Scottish Catholic living in Poitiers, whose Pro Regibus 
Apologia was published in 1581.27 

McFarlane records that on 16 January 1580 Rogers wrote to his cousin, 
the great geographer Abraham Ortelius, that he was planning to send a 
copy of the De jure regni to Christopher Plantin for reprinting, as soon as 
he could get the volume back from "the Chancellor."28 But no Plantin 
edition is known. Nor have I been able to establish the existence of a 1580 
Frankfurt reprint listed in the Glasgow memorial volume.29 Sadly, Rogers' 
efforts as a literary agent on behalf of Plant in were abruptly put to an end 
in the autumn of 1580, when, on yet another of his diplomatic missions, he 
was captured near Cleves and held prisoner for four years before finally 
being ransomed.30 

PART IV 

Rogers was also an interested party in the printing of Buchanan's Latin 
paraphrases of the Psalms. As I. D. McFarlane's studies have shown, 
Buchanan was fiddling with the text of his paraphrases until shortly before 
his death in 1582.31 In this section 1 point out from his and others' 
correspondence Buchanan's continuing interest in the details of reprinting 
these poems and Rogers' apparent faithfulness to these wishes. Rogers' 
solicitude contrasts to the high-handedness of the printer Robert Estienne, 
whose impatience encourages us to value the Wechel reprints of Baptistes 
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mo~e highly than the two done in 1579 by Estienne's successor, Mamert 
Pat1sson. 

In a long letter dated 9 November 1579, Buchanan gives permission to 
Rogers t~ ~ange a reprint of the De jure regni and offers an account of 
~he pubhshmg status of many of his other works. 32 What interests us here 
ts that Buchanan tells Rogers of his insistence that at least for certain 
works, _including the Psalm paraphrases, new printings incorporate 
corrections and changes: 

In Psalterio quaedam correxi, plura atque etiarn integros Psalmos 
mutaturus, nisi aetas ingravescens jarndudum mihi extorsisset Poe ta 
(Opera, II, 755) ma · 

[I have ~orrectcd a few things in the Psalter. I would have changed 
more thmgs, even whole Psalms, had not old age, growing more and 
more heavy, already long ago wrenched from me my Poems.] 

~hile Buchanan becomes more and more resigned to entrusting to his 
fn~nds the fate of many of his works, especially his poems as he was 
losmg the pleasure and the power of writing poetry with advancing age, at 
the same lime he shows a strong and clear insistence that his works be 
properly printcd.33 
!his is a I_ife-long struggle of Buchanan's. In July 1566, he complains to 

Pierre Daniel, who has been arranging for the publication of his short 
po~ms'. that he does not want Robert Estienne reprinting his Psalms unless 
he 1s given the chance to make corrections and changes: 

In Psalterio multa typographorum errata correxi, quaedam etiam mea 
~on pauca mutavi: quamobrem velim cum Stephano agas, ne me 
mconsulto id operis iterurn ernittat. (Opera, II, 724) 

[In the Psalter I have corrected many errors of the printers and I have 
al~o changed certain things, not a few, of my own. Because of this I 
w1s~ yo~ would see to it that Estienne does not publish my Psalms 
agam without consulting me.] 

In 1565 (?) Robert Estienne had printed the first complete edition of 
Buchanan's P_salm paraphrases. In 1566 he printed them again, adding 
fephthes, which had been first printed in 1554. Although the errata listed 
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in the first edition had been corrected in the second, Buchanan apparently 
felt that Estienne had not done enough and was promulgating a defective 
text.34 It is likely, moreover, that Buchanan had never given his approval 
to Estienne as printer of the first edition of his Psalm paraphrases. 35 

Despite its uncomplimentary suggestions about Estienne's fidelity as a 
printer, this letter to Daniel, a letter which in fact Buchanan did not want 
printed as a preface, 36 was printed at the beginning of Estienne's 1567 
edition of Elegiarum fiber, sy/varum fiber, endecasy/labon fiber. (When in 
1579 these poems were reprinted, probably without authority, by Patisson 
at the Estienne press, this letter again prefaced the volume. See below.) 
A number of letters show that the friends of Buchanan who were trying to 

pry his papers from him believed that the way to gain the distinguished 
poet's trust was to promise to respect his wishes concerning changes and to 
praise the reliability of the printer. In 1575 or 1576, Pierre Daniel, who had 
made excuses for Robert Estienne in 1567, wrote to Buchanan 
recommending the "diligent" printer Patisson for an edition of the long 
awaited and as yet uncollected shorter poems: 

In eorum editione habebis diiigentem typographum Mamertum 
Patissonum nostratem, Stephani viduae maritum, & ad vota tua, supra 
quam dici possit, facile et propensum. 

In Psalterio si qua mutaveris, quaeso mitte. (Opera, II, 734) 

[For the printing of your poems you will have the diligent printer, our 
own Mamer! Patisson, husband of Robert Estienne's widow. and one 
who is pliant and disposed to your wishes beyond what can be 
expressed. 

If you have changed anything in your Psalter, please let me know.] 

Here Daniel is promising more fidelity from the new manager of the 
Estienne shop.37 Nevertheless, the Paris printer apparently became 
impatient, because his 1579 edition of the 1567 Poemata ("unauthorized" 
according to Mcfarlane) appeared without any new material from 
Buchanan. Appended to the short poems was Baptistes, probably taken 
from the Antwerp or Louvain 1578 diplomatic reprint of the London editio 
princeps. Repunctuated much like Wechel's edition, Patisson's resetting 
seems to have benefited from incidental substantive corrections or 
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Buchanan's typically fussy afterthoughts concerning word-order and 
substitution (see lines 2, 4). But since the text also perpetuates easily 
correctable errors, one is not confident that it was prepared with an 
assiduous care hitherto unexperienced by Buchanan at the Estienne 
press.38 
0~ 16 January 1567, Obertus Gifanius, on behalf of the printer 

Cbnstopber Plantin, writes to Buchanan to encourage him to let Plantin 
publish bis Latin translations of Greek epigrams: 

Plantinus typograpbus Flander, tibi, ni fallor, notus, cum optima 
quaeque semper formis suis describere consuerit, tum valde 
Epigrammata Graeca, aut omnia aut majorem partem, illa, quae in libro 
pervulgato Epigrammata Graeca continentur, Latine conversa cuperet 
edere: ... Est vir ille dignus, quern & tuis versibus adjutes & studio: 
ille jam Psalmos tuos elegantissime formis suis descripsit. & nihil aliud 
fere, quam tua ardet suis typis expolire. (Opera, II, 725-6) 

[Plantin, a Flemish printer who, if I am not mistaken, is known to you, 
an~ ~ho always ~ishes to print works of the greatest value, is very 
so!1c1tous to pubhsb a Latin version, all or the greater part. of the Greek 
epigrams o~ the Anthology .... This person is both worthy of being 
entrusted with your verses and of being encouraged by your good 
offices: he bas already printed a very elegant edition of your Psalms 
and prints almost with reluctance all works other than your own.] 

Whether because of Gifanius's powerful eloquence or because of Plantin's 
reputation, Buchanan's letters show a willingness remarkable in the 
Scotsman to submit his verses for publication. Ironically, when be received 
them, Plantin was in no position to print them, and his later efforts to re-
establish a working relationship with Buchanan were frustrated. 
Gifanius was a regular agent for Plantin. On 25 June 1567, be writes to 

the printer in Antwerp that be bas received poems from Buchanan and that 
be has sent Plantin's second edition of the Psalm Paraphrases (1567) to 
Buchanan as a sample of the printer's skill and care: 

Miserunt una quae petieram epigrammata. Ea omnia una cum epistola 
nunc ad te mitto. Videbis ipse quod scribunt. Rescripsi illis nudius 
tertius, petiique ut psalmos suos mittat. te paratum esse illos jam statim 
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excudere. Misi quoque ad eum Psalmorum eius tuam editionem 
secundam, ut laudent tuam diligentiam.39 

[They (Buchanan and Ramsey, another Scottish scholar) sent together 
the epigrams which I had requested. I send them all together with their 
letter now to you; you will see yourself what they write. I wrote back to 
them on the day before yesterday asking him that he (Buchanan) send 
his Psalms. And (I wrote him) that you are ready to print them 
immediately. I also sent him your second edition of his Psalms. so that 
they may praise your diligence.] 

These letters offer some support for Leon Voel's suggestion that the 1567 
Plantin edition of Buchanan's Psalm Paraphrases, described in the title as 
"multo quam ante hac castigatior," benefited from Buchanan's correction: 
"it is possible that already, i.e., before June 1567 . .. through the 
intermediary of Gifanius or other [sic] French friends, Plantin had entered 
into contact with Buchanan and received from the author some additions or 
corrections for the 1567 edition."40 It is not improbable that along with his 
letter of January 1567, Gifanius had sent a copy of the 1566 Plantin Psalm 
Paraphrases. which corrected minor errors in the earlier Estienne editions, 
and a few months later he sent a copy of the 1567 resetting to show how 
carefully Buchanan's corrections to the 1566 edition had been followed.

41 

Pleased by Plantin's care in this matter, Buchanan seems to have sent a 
page of corrections for the next Plantin edition of the Psalm Paraphrases 
(1571), for on 29 May 1570 Plantil)...acknowledges the receipt of such a 
carta delivered .f!.m1)ibro, probably of poems that Buchanan was 
submitting for publication: ---,:-

Desideratissimas et gratissimas litteras tuas nono Aprilis Sterlini datas, 
una cum libro et carta immutandorum. accepi, vir praestantissime, de 
quibus, ut debeo, maxime habeo gratias. Referam vero libenter. si 
unquam sese nobis obtulerit occasio.42 

[I received your much desired and very pleasing letter, dated 9 April, 
Stiriing, together with the book and the page of corrections to be made, 
most illustrious Sir, for which. as I ought to be, I am most grateful. I 
will willingly indeed repay your kindness if an opportunity should ever 
present itself to me.] 
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On ~8 November 15'.~ (?), Buchanan writes to Plantin that having 
examined the 1571 ed1llon, he sees that Plantin received his instructions 
and he asks for the return of the works Plantin has not been able to print; 

Ex_ postrema Psalterii editione intellexi te meas literas accepisse, 
rehqua opera_ quae una acceperas, quando isthic non licet, quod 
volebam, vehm ad me remittas. (Opera, II, 744) 

[From your l~t edition of my paraphrases of the Psalms I gathered that 
you had r~ce1ved my l~tter. I wish you would send back my other .lf;°) 
works which you received with my letter since what I wished for is not 
possible on this occasion.] 

It is some sign of his respect for the great printer that Buchanan is not 
of~ended by the ~ejection of his manuscript book and that he promises the 
pnnter that he will send more works in the future. 43 

Buchanan and Plantin continue to exchange letters in the 1570's, and we 
have seen that Rogers had plans in 1580 to have Plantin reprint Buchanan's 
De jure regni. But nothing is to come of these or other more ambitious 
designs. 

Much later, in 1581, with Rogers, his middleman, imprisoned in 
Germany, Plantin tries to re-establish a business relationship directly with 
B~chanan. The Antwerp printer promises that Buchanan's books will be 
pnnted as luxury editions with the utmost care for the author's wishes: 

Plusieurs mois sont passes que Monsieur Daniel Rogiers m'escrivit de 
Londres que vous esties bien delibere de m'envoyer toutes vos oeuvres 
par v?us reveues pour !es imprimer une fois toutes ensemble. Et 
prem1er~men~ vostre Histoire du Royaume d'Escosse. A quoy je 
respond1 que Je recevrois tel office pour ung bien grand benefice et 
honneur. Mais depuis que ledict Signeur Rogerius a eu l'infortune 
? 'estre priso~nier des ennemis de ce Pai's,je n'en ay rien entendu 
Jusques a ceJourdhuy . ... je vous certifie que je me tiendray 
grande~ent h~no_re et tenu a vous s'il vous plaist m'envoyer la copie de 
':ostred1cte Hi~torre, et vous promects que tout incontinent que je 
l auray r~eue Je commenceray et continueray de l'imprimer en beau et 
bon ~ap1er, de belle grosse lectre et le plus correctement qu'il nous sera 
pos~1ble, et que nous suivrons en tout ce qu'il vous plaira nous faire 
escnre de vostre intention et volonte, non seulement touchant ladicte 
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impression d'Histoire mais aussi de toutes vos autres oeuvres que je 
desire de pouvoir une fois imprimer ensemble pour le bien de la 
posterite. 44 

[Many months have passed since M. Daniel Rogers wrote me from 
London that you were very much resolved to send me all your works 
prepared by you to be, for once, printed all together, especially your 
History of Scotland. To this proposal I answered that I would consider 
such a commission a great benefit and honor. But after Rogers had the 
misfortune to become the prisoner of the enemies of the nation, I have 
heard nothing until today ... . (Having received an indirect message 
that Buchanan remains interested in his doing the printing, Plantin now 
writes to the Scotsman.) ... I state that I would be greatly honored if 
you would be pleased to send me a copy of your History. I promise that 
as soon as I have it, I will immediately print it on good paper, with 
large type, and as correctly as we can. I further promise that we will 
follow totally whatever you please to write us of your intentions and 
wishes not only concerning the said printing of the History but also 
concerning all your other works that I desire to be allowed to print in a 
collected edition for the good of posterity.) 

Buchanan died in the next year and Plantin was never able to fulfill any of 
the hopes he expressed in this letter. 

Besides this letter from Plantin, we have other evidence that along with 
others the tireless Rogers had been collecting manuscript materials over 
the years and hoped to publish a new edition of Buchanan's poems.45 
Although these expectations were finally dashed by Rogers' capture in 
1580 and Buchanan's death in 1582, it may be said that it was Rogers' own 
unwillingness to take matters into his own hands that prevented an edition, 
albeit not entirely authorized, from coming out under his supervision. 46 

In his 7 November 1579 letter recommending the "most honest" 
Vautrollier, the bearer of the letter and prospective printer of Buchanan's 
poems, Rogers voices some impatience with the slow and fussy Scotsman: 

Tuas vero literas unice desidero: cum enim plures ad te perferendas 
dederim, nullas recepi. Quod si respondisses, quid de nostra in 
Poematum tuorum editione sententia (de qua superioribus meis literis 
tecum egi) judicares, Vautrollierius quaedam ex ipsis, si non omnia, 
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typis mandasset: nunc intactajacent, donec quid de ordine in iis 
imprimendis observando statueris, perspectum habeat: qua de re 
rectissime cum eo ipso coram nunc egeris. (Opera, II, 751) 

[I am longing for a letter from you. For although I have entrusted many 
to be carried to you, I have received none in reply. If you had replied 
what your judgment was concerning my opinion about an edition of 
your Poems, which I discussed with you in my last letter, Vautrollier 
would have printed at least some of them, if not all. Now they lie 
untouched until he knows clearly what you have decided about the 
order to be observed in printing them, which matter you may now best 
discuss with him in person.] 

However the discussions went between the two men, Vautrollier never 
published an edition of Buchanan's profane poems. Perhaps, as Phillips 
suggests, the "Sidney circle"--Vautrollier's market to some extent--was 
primarily interested in Buchanan's "divine poems."47 Vautrollier's edition 
of the Psalm paraphrases with Jephthes (London, 1580) is, however, 
according to Mcfarlane, among those that show some authorial 
intervention.48 It seem~ then, that Vautrollier got some manuscripts, 
or at least some changes to previously printed copies, from the aging 
poet.49 

In the absence of critical editions of Buchanan's works for which, unlike 
Baptistes, we have evidence of sustained revision, we have turned mainly 
to Buchanan's correspondence to conclude that Buchanan and his friends 
took an abiding interest in the accurate printing of his works. A later 
edition was seen as an opportunity for correction and improvement. 
Inspection of available textual evidence indicates that small verbal 
alterations and punctuation were the bulk of the revisions at issue. 
Energetic and fastidious , Daniel Rogers had the interest and opportunity in 
1578 to bring a corrected copy of Baptistes to Andre Wechel's press in 
Frankfurt for a corrected printing. The Paris printer Mamert Patisson 
~eems to have had, through Pierre Daniel, the chance, if not obligation, to 
introduce Buchanan's afterthoughts into his two 1579 Estienne editions of 
Baptistes, but he did not carry out the revision with meticulous care. 
The foregoing investigation bears directly on the editorial decisions made 

for the present edition. Although L (=L77, L78, and E78), the editio 
princeps, is taken as copy-text, punctuation is freely emended from F78; 

-
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substantive emendations are introduced from F78, F79, P79A, and P79B 
with greater confidence toward their authority. 

NOTES 

1. McFarlane, Buchanan (London: Duckworth, 1981), hereafter cited 
simply by the author's name, is extremely valuable in many _way~. I~ 
particular, I have found it an indispensable and comprehe~~1ve b1blio_- . 
graphic guide. McFarlane's earlier articles on the compos1t1on and _pnntmg 
of Buchanan's works, on which much of his biography is based, will be 
cited only when they give specific additional information. Allhou~h !here 
is unavoidable overlap in our discussions, I believe that the matenal 1s 
complex enough to warrant additional independent interpretation. 

2. Opera, II, 755. 
3. See "Critical Tradition." 
4. McFarlane renews the claim for major revision in his biography, p. 

379. On this question, see "Critical Tradition: The Question of Revision." 
On Buchanan's careful and sustained revision of his Sphaera, see James 

Naiden's translation and study, The "Sphera" of George Buchanan (1952), 
pp. 27-30. Naiden concludes that while Buchanan left the general context 
and arrangement unchanged, he corrected expressions and word order. 
"Thus it was with Buchanan. A good thing was never left alone; he kept at 
it, pecking away at printer's errors, his own infelicities, the lacunae" 
(p. 28). "None of these changes can be said to indicate a changed outlook 
on controversial questions or a change of plan of the poem. They represent 
the file, not the saw, at work" (p.30). McFarlane's studies on Buchanan's 
Psalm Paraphrases and poemata lead one to similar conclusions on the 
obsessive nature of Buchanan's revisions. It is therefore odd that 
McFarlane believes Buchanan to have drastically altered Baptistes, a work 
described as "abortivus" just before its publication. See McFarlane, 
"George Buchanan and French Humanism," in Humanism in France, ed. 
A.H. T. Levi (Manchester: Manchester Univ. Press, 1970), p. 315 

P. G. Walsh and Peter Sharratt, the editors of George Buchanan: 
Tragedies (Edinburgh: Scottish Academic Press, 1983), u~fortunat~ly 
decided that the texts of the tragedies did not justify collatJon (p. vu). 
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. 5. The ~ly mid 1560's, during which Buchanan was actively 
mvolved m rev1smg and printing his poems saw the early printings of 
Fran_ciscanus (1566, 1568), Psalm Paraphrases (1565, 1566), and 
Ele?,arum Uber ... (1567). This is also the time of Buchanan's visit to 
Pans (1565-66), perhaps in part to oversee these printings. After 1567 
Buchanan loses interest in poetry and his promises to his friends in thi~ 
respect lose some force, as he is preoccupied by political upheavals in 
Scotland. On this, see Buchanan's letter (1576) to Philippe de Marnix 
(Harvard MS 79M 38(1)), and letters to Pierre Daniel and Daniel Rogers. 
Also, see McFarlane, pp. 305 ff., and especially the following articles by 
Mc~ar~ane: "George Buchanan's Latin Poems from Script to Print: A 
Prehmmary _s_urvey," The Library, 5th Series, 24 (1969), 302 ff.; "Notes on 
the Compos1t1on and Reception of George Buchanan's Psalm Paraphrases," 
Forum for Modern Language Studies, 7 (1971), 319-60; "The History of 
George Buchanan's Sphaera," in Humanism and the Encyclopedia, ed. 
Pet~r. Sharratt (Edinburgh: Edinburgh Univ. Press, 1976) pp. 198-99. In 
add1t1on, see John Durkan's "George Buchanan: Some French 
Connections," The Bib/iotheck, 4 (1963). 66-72, and "George Buchanan· 
New Light on the Poems," The Bib/iotheck, 10 (1980), 1-9. · 

6. Daniel Rogers (1538?-1591) received his early education under the 
Protestant leaders Melancthon. Stunn. and Languet. Later, in 1561 he was 
at Oxford. _He met_ Buchanan in Paris in 1566. In 1570 he began his service 
as an Enghsh foreign agent, leaving a trail of paper behind him. During the 
late 1570's, he was especially involved in establishing an international 
~otestant League, a movement which brought him into the company of an 
mtellectual and political vanguard. 

Hubert Languet's hopes were high at this time that the League might be 
led by young Sidney. (See James M. Osborn, Young Philip Sidney 1572-
1~77 [New Haven: Yale Univ. Press, 1972), pp. 298, 492.) Soon after 
Sidney returned to England in 1577, the Queen and Council decided to 
send the ~xp.~rienced negotiator Rogers to "tum the proposed league into 
an actuality. (Osborn, pp. 494-96). But Elizabeth's resolve wavered and 
s~e soon dropped the idea. James Phillips, "George Buchanan and the 
S_idne~ Circle," The Huntington Library Quarterly, 12 (1948-49), hereafter 
cited simply by author, intertwines Rogers and Buchanan in these political 
dreams of the "Sidney Circle" and demonstrates that the publication of 
Buchanan's works, especially the De Jure regni, aided the goals of the 
Protestant League. There is, however, a considerable leap between 
Buchanan and Rogers both believing that certain old and new works had a 
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relevance to the political conditions of the late 1570's and the idea that 
Baptistes, written in the 1540's, is nothing more than a dramatization of De 
jure regni, written in the late 1560's. 

No full account of Rogers' career exists, but see Jan van Dorsten's 
resourceful Poets, Patrons, and Professors (Leiden: Leiden Univ. Press, 
1962). See also James Phillips' second article on the political and literary 
sympathies of the Sidney circle: "Daniel Rogers: A Neo-Latin Link 
between the Pleiade and Sidney's 'Areopagus'" in Neo-Latin Poetry of the 
16th and 17th Centuries, ed. William Matthews et al. (Los Angeles: Univ. 
of California Press, 1965), 5-28. McFarlane, following the tradition of 
earlier biographies of Buchanan, gives a record of the Scotsman's many 
friends and correspondents. He also discusses Rogers' role in the printing 
of Buchanan's works (see pp. 454-55 and passim). 

The "divine poems" (Psalm Paraphrases, Jephthes, and Baptistes), as 
Phillips describes them; could be seen as in some way allied to the 
"eirenicism" or "non-disputative religio-political engagement" that was a 
persistent hope of many European intellectuals. (On the Psalms interpreted 
as poems of harmonious reconciliation, see Jan van Dorsten, The Radical 
Arts [Leiden: Leiden Univ. Press, 1970], p. 68.) Phillips seems to see this 
hope of universal peace as enduring even the bloodbath of St. 
Bartholomew Day, 1572. But the peace policy of some gradually became, 
as Van Dorsten details, the war policy of others. And the English 
interventionist policy of Walsingham and Leicester was the main product 
of the movement for which Sidney was the most famous martyr. See Van 
Dorsten, Poets (cited hereafter by author), pp. 88, 126. 

McFarlane's useful list of extant "Letters from and to Buchanan" (pp. 
519-26) includes the following first group with Rogers as a correspondent 
(printed in Opera [1725]). I include McFarlane's identifying numbers 
where applicable: 

(14) G.B. to D.R. 29 July 1571 
(24) D.R. to G.B. 30 August 1576 
(28) D.R. to G.B. 28 February 1577 
(39) D.R. to G.B. 5 August 1579 
(41) D.R. to G.B. 7 November 1579 
(42) G.B. to D.R. 9 November 1579 

In addition, Rogers is mentioned in the following letters to or from 
Buchanan: 
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(25) G.B. to Philippe de Marnix 1 November 1576 
(McFarlane: 2 November I 576) 
Houghton MS. 79M 38(1) 

(51) Hubert Languet to G.B. 20 February 1581 
(Opera, II, 764-5) 

Also, Rogers mentions Buchanan in two letters: 

D.R. to Janus Dousa 16 January 1578 
(See Van Dorsten, p. 207.) 

D.R. to Abraham Ortelius 16 January 1580 
(See McFarlane, p. 411.) 

In t_heir c~rrespondence, Languet and Sidney mention Rogers often as 
thelf couner: ' 

Languet to Sidney 12 August 1577 
Languet to Sidney 28 November 1577 
Languct lo Sidney 26 December 1577 
Languet to Sidney 8 January 1578 
Sidney to Languet 1 March 1578 
Sidney to Languet 10 March 1578 
Languet to Sidney 2 May 1578 
Languet to Sidney 22 October 1578 
Languct to Sidney 22 October 1580 

For these, sec The Correspondence of Sir Philip Sidney and Hubert 
languet, trans. and ed. Steuart A. Pears (London· w1·111·a p· k . 1845). · m 1c enng, 

7._ ~hillips explai_ns Rogers' requests as motivated by the political and 
rehg10us s~mpath1es ~f the Sidney circle. Baptistes, in this view, also 
~omes, ~1ke the De Jure and the Historia, a party piece. See Ph"Ir 
Sidney Circle." 

1 
ips, 

8. Rogers al~o made a .. list of_works of Buchanan "still to be published" 
~~denda) that included Ioannis Tragocdia quam ostendit in Parisiis 1566" 

N MS Du~uy 951 fol. 52), cited by McFarlane, p. 385. Also, see I D 
McFarlane, George Buchanan and France," Studies in French liter~tu;e 
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Presented to H. W. Lawton (Manchester: Manchester Univ. Press, 1968), 

p. 245. 
9. Although Buchanan often ignored the letters that Rogers poured down 

upon him, that of 30 August 1576 (3 Cal. Sept.) was special. Besides the 
long account of the Protestant League politics that it contains, and the 
usual request for works ready for printing, the packet that Rogers sent to 
Buchanan also included poems from Janus Dousa and a letter from 
Philippe de Marnix, "who is very dear to the Prince of Orange." 
Furthermore, Rogers pressed, "I desire very much to know whether you 
received my earlier letters to you and whether this one reaches your bands . 
. . I long to know what you are bringing forth [parturias, i.e., making 
available for publication)." Rogers also lets Buchanan know that Johann 
Sturm bas been asking for news of him. Besides, it had been "three years" 
since Rogers bad received a letter from Buchanan! 

On 28 February 1577, just having returned to Wesoninster, Rogers writes 
that Buchanan's "letter to me on the Calends of November . .. was given to 
me toward the end of the month ... " in the Low Countries, along with 
letters for Sturm and Marnit'Rogers tells Buchanan that he sent_~ t_urm's 
letter by courier, but be banded over in person the letter to Marmx m 
Brussels. Unfortunately the letter to Rogers is lost. but the letter to Marnix 
seems to be that now held by Houghton Library as fMS Eng 1343(1) or 
MS 79M 38(1). This manuscript, dated "ad Calen. Novemb." (no year; the 
address page [itself half of the original sheet) is marked "receu le XX[e) 
decembre 1576") and the Marnix letter cited by Mcfarlane as contents 
unknown but "tantalizing" and dated "2 November 1576" (pp. 241, 522), 

are doubtless the same. 
Unknown to Phillips, Van Dorsten, and Mcfarlane, the text of this letter 

to Marnix was recently published by Alo:is Gerlo, "Een Onuitgegeven 
Brief Van George Buchanan aan Philips van Mamix van Sint-Aldegonde," 
in Mededelingen van de Koninklijke Academie voor Wetenschappen, 
Letteren en Schone Kunsten van Belgie, Klasse der Letteren, Academiae 
Analecta, 45 (1983), 66-76. Gerlo provides a careful, annotated transcript 
of the manuscript ("een goed leesbaar kalligrafisch origineel"), a Dutch 
translation, and a discussion that, understandably, stresses the hitherto 
uninvestigated relationship between Buchanan and Marnix. Still, one 
would like a fuller account of certain points: the trust between Buchanan 
and Rogers confirmed by this letter, the wit of Bucbanana's Horatian 
remarks (Odes 1.6.12 and Epistles 1.1.7-9) on his having given up writing 
verse nearly ten years ago (about when Marnix would have bad bis last 
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chanc~ to s~e Buchanan), the significance of Buchanan's typical laxness to 
chrom_c~e his own life, his feelings on the perfidy of the Spanish, and his 
op_pos1hon to the proposed remarriage of Mary Stuart, now held captive b 

y 
~ore specific~ll~, Gerlo does not indicate a likely error of the author, 

scnbe, or copyist m the first sentence of the letter: 

Nihil opus erat, Mamixi, tam altae [read alte) repelitis amicitiae 
n~strae causis, et initiis, quae etiam ultro mihi, te tacente, ambienda 
fmsset. 

[1'!1~re was no need, Marnix, to seek so deeply for the causes and 
ongms ~f ?ur friendship, which I on my own, in your silence, should 
have sohc1ted) 

C~nsequently, Gerlo's translation "van onze zo oude vriendschap" 
misleads. Although Rogers in his 30 August letter (dated 29 August b 
Gerlo) by way of introduction reminds Buchanan that he knew Marn· y · 
Paris ("nosti Parisiis"), no evidence exists that the two shared an "olt m 
friendship." And it is unlikely that it was deep, elevated, or noble (more 
frequent translations of altus). More probably Buchanan is politely saying 
that there was no need for Mamix to establish his relationship with 
Buchanan by r~ollecting, as Rogers had done, casual meetings and 
common acquamtances of ten years ago in Paris (i.e., tam alte). Rather 
than these ~omewhat dist~t and trivial grounds, Mamix's own reputation 
and Rogers recomn:ie~dat1on suffice. Besides, one may have the feeling 
that ~uchanan w~ 1~tated by Mamix's imitating Rogers' habit of 
considerately remmdmg the old man of things he could perfectly well 
remember on his own (ultra). 
G_erlo_has ~!so published a transcription of the letter in De Onuitgegeven 

Bne~1sseh~g van Marnix van Sint-Aldegonde, (Brussels, 1985) and an 
Enghsh version of the original article, "An Unpublished Latin Letter of 
George Bu~hanan to Mamix of Saint Aldegonde," Studia Varia 
Bruxell~nsw, eds. Cecilia Saerens, Rudolf De Smet, and Henri Malaerts 
(Louvam: 1987), pp. 43-54. Somewhat revised from the present 
Introduction, see also Steven Berkowitz, "A Note on a New Letter from 

Mamix of St. Aldegonde," Humanistica Lovaniensia 
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We can only guess what besides a list of Buchanan's works was in that 
lost letter to Rogers. It is possible, however, that Buchanan mentioned his 
duties as tutor to young James. The Dedicatory Epistle to Baptistes, dated 
1 November 1576, shows that these responsibilities were on his mind, and 
Rogers' closing remarks (28 February 1577) wish Buchanan good health 
for two reasons: first, that he may "add the finishing touches to his 
writings" and secondly, "so that by your tutoring you may give us a most 
Christian king." 

The 28 February 1577 letter from Rogers is dated "Ex Regia 
Monasteriensi, pridie Kalend. Martias," with no year. Jan van Dorsten 
describes it correctly (p. 22), but James Phillips erroneously takes it as "28 
January 1577, Munster" (p. 38). For the two published letters, see Opera, I, 
r2v_3 and II, 736-37. 

10. "Vel quod Danieli Rogerio placeres, cuius ego et iudicium revereor, et 
amicitiam amplector, et candorem vehementer amo:" (Houghton Library, 
MS 79M 38[1 ]). I quote from this letter by pennission of the Houghton 
Library. On Rogers' quick trip to the Continent, see C.S.P., Foreign: 1575-
77. On 29 December 1576, Rogers is reported in "March-en-Famine," in 
the Low Countries (p. 455); on 10 February 1577, Thomas Wilson, the 
English agent in residence in the Low Countries, records Rogers' presence 
in Brussels (p. 514), where Mamix was occupied deciphering Spanish 
letters for the English (p. 552). 

11. Quoted by Jan van Dorst en, p. 207. For de Villiers' 1584 recollections 
on the play's Dedicatory Epistle, see "Critical Tradition." 

In this same letter to Dousa, Rogers complains of his friend's absence in 
his dealing with Wechel in Frankfurt, betraying his characteristic 
reluctance to act without authority: 

Miror, autem cum Francofurtum te venturul,U ad nundinas mihi 
promiseras. te nee apparuissse isthic, nee literas, mutati consilii mi 
(read tui) indices ad me misisse. pluribus tuo nomine cum Wechele 
egi sed exspectabaris indies. 

[Moreover I wonder at the fact that although you had promised me 
that you would come to the Frankfurt Fair neither did you appear 
there nor did you send me a letter indicating your changed plan. In 
many things I acted with Wechel in your name, but you were awaited 

daily.] 
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Unfortunately it is not known in what matters Rogers was acting on 
Dousa's behalf. 
~oger~ also reveals in this letter that he plans to have Wechel print his 

H1b_erma, an account of Ireland. This work, like most of Rogers' literary 
proJects, was never published. See Van Dorstcn, pp. 22-23 . 

12. E~cep_t for a few days in February, when he wrote to Buchanan, and 
some time m May-June before he was sent back to the Continent on 24 
June'. R~gers was kept outside England on diplomatic missions. See C.S.P., 
Foreign. 1575-77, 157_7-78, passim, and Van Dorsten, pp. 48-57. 
. 13. ~andolph ~ost likely came under Buchanan's influence as a student 
m Pan~, wh~r~ m 1557 he was an exile. See C.S.P., Foreign: 1553-58, p. 
299. Hts political_ and pe

1

rsonal ties with Buchanan strengthened during his 
many years as Eltzabeth s agent in Scotland. On this, see Phillips, p. 25 and 
the R~n~olph-B~chan~ corres~~dence in Opera, II. Randolph's 
descnptton of his role m the prmtmg of Baptist es is collected by Da · d 
Calderwood, The His~o7 of the Kirk of Scotland (Edinburgh, 1842;;), 1, 
131-32, quoted by Phtlhps, p. 40. On this, see "Critical Tradition" 

14. From September 1577 to the end of the year Randolph was iiving in 
i~.terbury or London, see C.S.P., Foreign: 1577-58, pp. 177,251,362, 

15: W.R. Le Fanu, "Thomas Vautrollier," Proceedings of the Huguenot 
Society of London, 20 (1958-59), 22. 

1_6. _C.S.P., Foreig~: 1577-78, p. 393. Much of Rogers' time during this 
missi?n was spent m ~rankfurt, from where on 10 October 1577 he writes 
Walsmgh~ to send his letters "either to Wechelin's house, where M. 
Lan~uet abides, or to Dr. Joannes a Glaupurche, my friends" (C.S.P., 
Fon~,g~: 1577-78, p. 238). Languet was acting as counsellor to the Duke 
Cas1mrr and was one of the strongest supporters of the idea of the 
Protestant League. 

17. Correspondence, ed. Pears. Further references will be cited in the text 
as Letters. 

18. Van Dorsten, p. 56. 
19. Van Dorsten, p. 207. 
20. _van Dorsten, p. 68. The timetable is perplexing, however. On the 

evenmg of 28 March, Rogers left Antwerp to travel to Germany by way of 
Dordre~ht: On the next day, Davison, England's agent in Antwerp, reports 
Rogers b~ef capture and release. But, as Van Dorsten records, other letters 
that mention rumours of Rogers' capture are dated 25 and 26 March. 
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We next hear from Rogers in "Mayence" on 6 April. He is on his way 
south to "Keiserslautem" hoping to meet with the Duke Casimir. The 
crucial part of his mission completed in April with the Duke, Rogers n~xt 
travels through Frankfurt on his way north to Bruges. See C.S.P., Foreign: 
1577-78, pp. 579,584, 600-2, 661,668. Van Dorsten adds to this ac~ount 
that at Dordrecht "some time after 1 April," Rogers was presented with a 
portrait of William the Silent, "by the Prince himself' (p. 56). Hurried, so 
that Rogers could reach Mainz on 6 April, it must have been a short 
ceremony. 

21. Rogers could not have stayed long with Languet, since on 8 May he 
writes to Davison from Bruges (C.S.P., Foreign: 1577-78, p. 668). I have 
found no evidence that Rogers travelled again to Gennany in 1578. J. J. 
Levy supports this chronology in his "Daniel Rogers as Antiquary," 
Bibfiotheque d'Humanisme et Renaissance, 27 (1965), 450. 

22. On the eagerness for De jure regni, see Phillips and McFarlane, p. 
395-96. 

23. Opera, I, f2v 
24. Rogers may also be implying that he would go to the trouble of 

comparing the printed version and the manuscript and so might catch 
mistakes in the printed version. 

25. Rogers often mentions unanswered letters. For example, Opera, II, 
737. H. R. Trevor-Roper observes that Buchanan's negligence in this 
regard began in 1572. See "George Buchanan and the Ancient Scottish 
Constitution," English Historical Review, supp. 3 (1966). 

26. Phillips, p. 42. Phillips argues that in encouraging Rogers'_ plan~ ~or a 
reprint Buchanan is responding to rumours of there being English cnll~s of 
his political theories, even though he is aware that Rogers had been trying 
"to secure publication of the work on the Continent" and that the editio 
secunda (STC 3976) was considered by some to be "published at Leyden 
or Antwerp" (p. 43). Phillips seems to be taking Buchanan's words "apud 
vos" to refer to Rogers' acquaintances in London, but I believe it more 
likely to mean Rogers' Continental cronies. McFarlane, pp. 264-5, follows 
Phillips too closely. We can only wonder why Vautrollier or another 
London printer did not publish De jure regni in 1580 since there seems to 
have been considerable local interest and Rogers could have acted as 
intermediary. (Compare the modem confusion over Rogers' role in other 
printings, discussed below.) 

The new edition of the STC describes entry 3976, editio secunda of De 
jure (l 580) as Antwerp, G. van den Rade and STC 3977, editio tertia 
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(158_1) as_ "London, T. Dawson, f. E. Aggas." But by autumn 1580, Rogers 
was llllpnsoned in Germany. I am grateful to Dr. K. Pantzer of the 
Hough~o~ Library for giving me a photocopy of the relevant pages of the 
new ed1uon of the STC before publication. 

27. See Camilla H. Hay, "George Buchanan and Adam Blackwood" 
BHR, 8 (1946), 156-71; J. H. Burns, "Three Scottish Catholic Critic~ of 
George Buchanan," Innes Review, 1 (1950), 92-107. 

28. Mcfarlane, p. 411. On 7 November 1579, Rogers writes from London 
to Buchanan that as soon as he received bis copy of De jure from Johann 
Sturm's courier travelling from Edinburgh, it was snapped up by several 
men eager to read it. They included Thomas Bromley, the Chancellor. 
Rogers adds that through Vautrollier, who is bearing bis letter to Buchanan 
in Scotland, be bas ordered more copies for like-minded friends on the 
Continent See Phillips, p. 43, and Opera, II, 751. 

29. George Buchanan: Glasgow Quatercentenary Studies 1906 
(Glasgow: Maclebose, 1907), p. 453. In 1583, J. Wecbel, Andre's heir 
reprinted De jure regni with Buchanan's Rerum Scoticarum Historia ' 
which had been first printed in Edinburgh (1582). ' 

30. Very much worth reading, if only for its bewildered and abused 
reasonableness, is Rogers' own splendid report to the "secretaries" of bis 
capture by a band of Colonel Scbenk's "reiters" in the territory of the Duke 
of Cleve(s). Eli~~eth's_ agent is conned by the reiters who say they merely 
want to prove his 1denuty, that be and his men were not Spanish 
('.'Thereof,' quoth I, 'I need no great probation, for lo bis [sic] my passport, 
signed and sealed with the Queen's band and seal,' which I drew out of my 
pock_et. They answered they did not understand Latin .. . " p. 466), C.P.S., 
Foreign: 1579-1580, pp. 464-70. Among the "sad chorus of anxious 
friends" who reported Rogers' capture, two letters of Hubert Languet 
especially interest us (see Jan van Dorsten, Poets, pp. 68-70). Languet, 
who had been using Rogers to carry messages back and forth between 
Frankfurt and London, reports to Sir Philip Sidney that "our mutual friend 
~an~el Roge:s ... bas been taken prisoner ... it is your business to procure 
his hberty, smce the Prince of Orange can do nothing about this case ... " 
(Van Dorsten, p. 69). In the next year, Languet "repeated the case of 
'Daniel Rogers, our mutual friend, who honours you to an exceptional 
degree,' to George Buchanan" (p. 70). Languet, of course, is one of the ties 
that ?ind Buchanan and Rogers with the Huguenot printer Wechel, who 
survived the St. Bartholomew massacre only because of Languet's 
sangfroid: "our der Kaltbltitigkeit seines damals gerade wieder bei ihm 
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wobnenden Freundes Languet verdankte er seiner Rettung." See the 
Allgemeine deutsche Biographie, XLI, 366; also, Van Dorsten, pp. 30, 56. 

31. McFarlane, pp. 247-86. 
32. Opera, II, 752-756. ln this letter Buchanan also discusses his 

tragedies; see "Critical Tradition." 
33. Besides the 1566 letter to Pierre Daniel, p. 17, below, see late 

reflections on age, poetry, and the vagaries of printers in Historia, 
Dedicatory Epistle (1582), the letter to Philippe de Marnix (1576), and the 
letter to Daniel Rogers (1579); see also the chapter "Meter." 

34. On this, see McFarlane, p . 256-258. 
35. In 1564 in Basie, Charles Utenhove wrote to Adrien Tumebe in Paris 

asking for bis help in stopping Estienne's unauthorized printing of their 
mutual friend Buchanan's poems: 

I bear that Buchanan's Psalm paraphrases have begun to be printed by 
Robert Estienne. If this is taking place, it is against the will of the 
author, since Buchanan wrote me in clear words and in other ways 
tending towards the same meaning: "Robert Estienne excuses the injury 
which be does to me with the lie that he of course does it at my order." 
Therefore if you have any idea how Robert Estienne can be hindered in 
this undertaking, and if you should judge how this may be done 
quickly, Buchanan will confess himself plainly bound to you and 
obligated forever. . .. 

(My translation of the Latin letter transcribed by John Durkan in bis 
"George Buchanan: New Light on the Poems," The Bibliotheck, 10 
[1980], p. 5. McFarlane's excerpt (p. 254] is mistranslated.) 

Toe editorial practice of Estienne can be contrasted with that of 
Utenhove, whom Buchanan called "censor meorum carminum" (Opera, II, 
281). In 1568 Utenhove's new edition of Buchanan's poems was printed in 
Basie. John Durkan describes this improved reprint as follows: "We 
commonly assume an exchange of correspondence in which Utenhove bad 
ample suggestions for emendation to put to the poet for bis acceptance. In 
this he differed from Estienne of whom Buchanan complained that he was 
apt to emend on his own authority" ("New Light," p. 3). On Utenhove, the 
"multilingual Ghent poet" who was "almost a member of the Pleiade," see 
Jan van Dorsten, Radical Arts, pp. 7, 16, 25 ff. 
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There i~ evidence also that Buchanan had promised his Psalm paraphrases 
to 1!1e pn~ter Jean de Morel and had been negotiating with him when 
Esuenne Jumped the gun (Mcfarlane, p. 253; Durkan, p. 3). Indeed, 
elsewhere Buchanan recollects that among his motives for printing his 
Psalm p:n-aph_rases was to rescue them from bad printings that were 
t~eatenm~ his reputation (see Opera, Preface to Historia, and letter of 
Pierre ?amel to_G~orge Buchanan [c.1575-76; Opera, II, 734]). 

36. Pierre D~mel s notes for a letter to Buchanan indicate that because of 
th~ d~ath of his mother Daniel lost control over the final details of the 
pnntmg of_the 1567 ~ms. He complains that even though Buchanan did 
not wan! his lett~r pnnted as a preface, Des Mesmes, who took over the 
task dunng Daniel's absence, wanted the letter printed because his own 
nam_e ~as mentioned in _it. Daniel also finds excuses for Estienne's 
repnntmg of the Psalm Paraphrases. See John Durkan, "George 
Buchanan: Som_e French C~nnections," The Bibliotheck, 4 (1963), 70. 

Although Daniel here demes responsibility and blame for the editing of 
the 1567 poems, Obertus Gifanius, who should have learned what 
happe~ed fro~ the Orleans friends he shared with Daniel, nevertheless 
gave him ~redit. In a 2 March 1567 (?) letter to Daniel, Gifanius praises his 
townsman s work, perhaps gratefully impressed that anyone could pry 
poems out of the stubborn Scot: 

I have seen Buchanan's epigrams edited by you, for which it is needless 
to say how much we are all indebted to you. 

On t~is and for the original Latin letter, see Glasgow Quatercentenary 
Studies, p. 431, and Durkan, p. 68. 

37. _McF~lane's account of Daniel's reasons for writing this letter and its 
re!ations~ip to t~e 15?9 Elegiarum Uber and the 1580 Psalm Paraphrases 
~igh~ mislead, smce 1t does not remind the reader that Robert Estienne had 
died m 1571 and that his widow in 1574 had married Mamert Patisson s 
Mcfarlane, "Psalms," p. 333, and Buchanan, p. 261. · ee 

38. McFarlan~ argues_ that the two very similar Paris 1579 editions seem 
to ha~e been pnnted without authority because they are basically simple 
resettmgs of the ~567 poems, plus the recently published Baptistes, plus, in 
one, t~e now_ un_t1~ely De Caleto in its 1558 printed form, all without new 
matenal or s1gmf1cant alteration. On this, see "Early Editions " and 
Mcfarlane, "From Script to Print," p. 288. ' 
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39. Plantin correspondence cited by Leon Voet, The Plantin Press 1555-
1589, (Amsterdam: Van Hoeve, 1980), I, 497. Plantin's relations with 
Buchanan are touched on by Colin Clair, Christopher Plantin (London, 
1960), Leon Voet, The Golden Compasses (Amsterdam: Van Genat, 1969) 
and, of course, in McFarlane's biography. The most conveniently 
documented account is found in Voet's Press, where much of the relevant 
correspondence is excerpted and given a more convincing commentary 
than that of the earlier Correspondance de Christophe Plantin, ed. M. 
Rooses and J. Denuce (Antwerp: Buschman, 1883-1955), vols. 1-7 and 
supplements. Buchanan could have been drawn to Plantin simply as a 
prestigious printer or also because bis Familist, pragmatically pacifist 
beliefs were sympathetic (see Van Dorsten, Radical Arts, p. 27). 

40. Voet, Press, I, 497. 
41. Plantin's 1566 slightly corrected reprint of the Psalm paraphrases with 

Jephthes was based on Estienne's 1566 second edition, which, despite 
Buchanan's complaints to Daniel about the first edition (see above), was 
"not impeccable" (McFarlane, "Psalms," p. 331, and Buchanan, p. 259). 
There is no evidence that Plantin was in contact with Buchanan for his first 
reprint. Tue 1567 edition, however, may have benefited from Gifanius' 
contacts with Buchanan, although McFarlane describes it as adding 
"nothing to the corpus" despite "some attempt to correct errors" (p. 260). 

42. Correspondance de Plantin, II, 141, No. 230, cited from Voet, Press, 
p. 499. While "libro" could refer to a corrected copy of the 1567 edition (as 
McFarlane, p. 260, following the Correspondance de Plantin, II, 141, No. 
230), I follow Voet's suggestion (pp. 498-99). Despite the external 
evidence that Buchanan was involved in making changes in this printing of 
bis Psalm Paraphrases, McFarlane finds that this 1571 edition reveals no 
"textual differences" when compared with that of 1567 (p. 260). Without a 
critical edition (including a consideration of accidentals) of the Psalm 
Paraphrases and Jephthes, which was printed with it, we cannot be certain 
of the relationship between the statements in the correspondence and the 
texts themselves. But my own spot checks indicate more verbal changes in 
the 1571 edition than McFarlane allows. In fact, the 1571 Plantin Psalm 
Paraphrases was something of a watershed edition, since the changes 
made between 1567 and 1571 seem to be maintained in the many editions 
that follow. Thus nearly all the specific variant readings which McFarlane 
records as occurring first in the 1580 Estienne "milestone" edition are 
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found in the 1571 Plantin (see McFarlane, pp. 263-5). In order to judge 
V.:het~er Mamert Patisson, the new operator of Estienne's press (Robert 
di~~ m 15?~) was substantially more responsible than the old, we need /i" , 
cnt~cal edit10~ ?f the Psalm Paraphrases. Since Patisson also printed the (,. ,, 
Pans 1579 editions of Elegiarum Liber with Baptistes lo which the 1580 
Psalm Paraphrases make a "sort of companion volume" (see above n 39 
:-d McFarlane, p. 264), the authority of the 1580 Psalm Paraphras~s is of 
. irecl co~cern to t~e text of Baptistes. If Pierre Daniel acted as an 
mtermed1ary, bearing new Psahn material from Buchanan to the Estienne 
shop, perhaps he had done the same office for Baptistes. A critical ed"t' 
of Jephthes would be of similar value. I ion 

Critical edi~ions of J~phthes and the Psalm Paraphrases would also hel 
us to determine what m fact was authorial alteration and what p . ·a1 . was 
compositon ,_especially in the case of punctuation. When I first compared 
the 1567 Plantm Psalm ~araphrases to the 1571, for example, I expected 
t? find, as McFarlane clrumed, no substantive "textual differences" B t 
smce B~chanan ~tat~ in his letters that he had made changes, J h~pedul 
would ~scov~r significant punctuational differences. The presence of 
substanttve differences however lessens the chance that Buchana • 
remarks refer exclusively to punctuation. n s 
It is perhap~ worth noting that the eight emendanda listed in the first 

undated ed1~ion of the Psalm Paraphrases (p. 277) and corrected in th~ 
second (Esllenne, 1566), include three punctuational corrections (two 
comm_as and one mark of interrogation). 

In t~1~ context, i_t _may b~ that Andrew Melville was still waiting for 
Plantm s 1571 edition (pnnted in August, according to Voet Press p 
498~, ~hen~ April 1572, writing from Geneva to Peter Yo~ng he· s~eaks 
of h~s mtentton -~f glos!ing Buchanan's Psalm paraphrases if he ·could get 
the al~eram edi~onem promised him. Buchanan had led him to expect 
authon.al ~orrecllons and alterations in it. I quote from McFarlane's 
transcnptton of the letter (pp. 255-56): 

N · si, 6£U~£p~t cppov1i8£c; quas est pollicitus, ad nos pervenissent 
quod d1cat m quadam epistola, non Typographi solum errata sed · 

et aha nonnulla a se esse correcta pleraque immutata stud· · -' · . . . . . . , , 1os1ss1mi 
q( uique_et ems ~ngeniJ adm1ratores alleram editionem exspect.ant 
Bodleian, Smith MS 77, 27) · · · · 
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43. The date of this letter is unclear. The first collected Epistolae (1711) 
gave 1578. Ruddiman suggested that 1573 was more likely, and apparently 
found the letter so dated in the Edinburgh manuscript (Opera, II, 744-45). 
Correspondance de Plantin accepts 1575 (see McFarlane, p. 522; Voet, 
Press, p. 499; Correspondance de Plantin, Supplement, No. 118, pp. 145-
46). Plantin brought out other reprint editions of Psalm Paraphrases in 
1576 (or, 1577) and 1582 (see Voet, Press, pp. 499-500). 
44. Correspondance de Plantin, VI, 313-5. No. 953 (letter of 7 October 

1581). On this, Van Dorsten speaks of Rogers' imprisonment as causing a 
"delay in publishing a selection from his [Buchanan's] works" and suggests 
"perhaps Rogers was in possession of the manuscripts and [was] the 
intended editor" (p. 71 ). 

45. See McFarlane, pp. 303-6, and below, note on the 1580 Psalm 
Paraphrases. 

46. On Rogers' indirect involvement in the printing of the 1584 [Geneva] 
Poemata, see James R. Naiden, The "Sphera" of George Buchanan 
(privately printed, 1952) p. 152; Van Dorsten, pp. 43-44; and McFar_lane, 
pp. 305-6 and 364-65. The 1584 Sphaera was taken from a manuscnpt 
owned by Rogers but was an early version. It is unlikely that Rogers would 
have authorized the printing of an inferior manuscript, he adds no epigram, 
and his stay in prison complicates the question of his participation in the 
project. 

47. Phillips, p. 48. A lull in Rogers' activities as recorded in the C.S.P., 
Foreign, between March 1579 and September 1580 suggests that Rogers 
while in England had the leisure to put together an edition. See also J. J. 
Levy: "Between April 1579 and September 1580, his activities remain a 
mystery" (p. 450). Rogers' ties to the Sidney circle and the Areopagus 
group are clear, not only as a political fellow traveller, but also as a . 
poetical sympathizer. On 14 January 1579 Rogers.addressed a long Laun 
elegy to Sidney that establishes his close relationship to these groups. See 
Phillips, "Rogers," pp. 20-21; Van Dorsten. In his 23 April 1580 letter to 
Spenser, Gabriel Harvey warmly included Rogers among this secret 
society of poets (see Phillips, "Rogers," p. 8). All this adds to our sense 
that the conditions were ripe for such a project. But we cannot claim more 
than that. 

Basing his original argument on Rogers' 7 November 1579 letter to 
Buchanan, Phillips wrote in 1948-49 that Rogers "made himself 
responsible for the first London publication of Buchanan's 'divine poems' 
[i.e., Psalm Paraphrases with Jephthes, 1580]" (p. 48). In his 1965 
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reworking of this material on Rogers, Phillips was no more specific 
("~ought to arran~e:" p. 24). Van Dorsten in 1962, offering no more 
eVIdenc~ !han Philhp~, ~!aimed th~t Rogers "personally supervised the 
1580 edition of the D1vme Poems m consultation with Buchanan and many 
friends" (p. 42). 

I~ ~eems clear only that Rogers had long hoped to assemble a collected 
ediuon of Buchanan's poems. We see this from his letters to Buchanan and 
from the manuscri~ts which he gathered over many years. But what Rogers 
sought ~as s?methmg more than a meagerly revised reprint. Further, it is 
hard to_ tmagme that with his stockpile of epigrams, Rogers could have 
supervised the printing of any edition of Buchanan's works without 
appending some dedicatory verse. Again, we need critical editions of 
Psalm Paraphrases, Poemata, and De jure regni to help us determine 
Rogers' role in 1579-80. Towards this, see R. P.H. Green, "The Text of 
George BuJhanan's Psalm Paraphrases," The Bibliotheck, 13 (1986), 3-29. ><: ~vflr, fJ<: 

;-1., D~tless,.R~gers' letter of introduction advanced Vautrollier's mission of '' 
gettmg matenals from Buchanan to improve his 1580 reprint of Psalm 
Paraphrases with Jephthes, but that is all we can say with confidence. 

I am grateful to Professor Van Dorsten for the loan of his microfiches of 
the Hertford/Huntington MS of Rogers' poems. 
48. McFarlane indicates unique readings in the Vautrollier Psalm 

Paraphrases (1580) (p. 264). Green questions the authority of Vautrollier's 
"notable alterations" to the Psalms--"resorted to free composition . .. 
~arelessn~ss" ("The Text," 22-24). My own study of this printing is 
mconclus1ve but there are readings in Jephthes which is adjoined to Psalm 
Paraphrases which I have not found in the 1554, 1557, or 1566 editions. I 
have not been able to check editions of Jephthes between 1567 and 1580 
and it is possible that Vautrollier is merely following a Plantin or Estien;e 
emended reprint. The Walsh and Sharratt edition of Jephthes in George 
Buchanan: The Tragedies lacks sufficient apparatus for resolving this 
matter. 
49. Vautrollier took Rogers' letter of 7 November 1579 with him to 

Edinburgh in late 1579 or early 1580, since Rogers complains of 
Vautrolliers's hasty departure (Opera, II, 751-52). Although "hurriedly" 
(raptim) is a frequent closure from Rogers, as well as from other of 
B~ch_anan's corresponde~ts (perhaps to excuse flaws in their Latin style), 
this lime Rogers seems, m fact, to have been taking his customary 
advantag~ of a handy messenger. On this trip Vautrollier probably received 
the matenals for his 1580 edition of Psalm Paraphrases and Jephthes (and, 
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probably, neglected to pay custom duties on the books he imported!. Either 
he sent an agent or he himself returned to London with these matenals for 
the printing of 1580. Vautrollier returned to Edinburgh in 1583 and by 
1584 was printing there. 
On Vautrollier, see "Early Editions." Le Fanu's dating of Vautrollier's 

first Scottish visit as 1581 must be late (p. 23). It may be derived from an 
entry in the Stationers' Register that in 1581 Vautrollier's wife had run the 
press during her husband's absence (an assumption of duties frowned upon 
by the Stationers' Company because Madame Vautrollier was not licensed 
to print). 

Vautrollier's being a Huguenot and his connection with Thomas Randolph 
have been used, for example by Phillips and McFarlane, to suggest an 
almost conspiratorial motive for his printing of Buchanan's works. 
Presumably, they shared political sympathies, but it may be that 
Vautrollier was as much pursuing his usual commercial interest in 
schoolbooks when he turned to Buchanan's poems. Baptistes, especially 
with its new Dedicatory Letter, smacks of pedagogy as much as politics, 
and Psalm Paraphrases (printed together with Jephthes by Vautrollier 
again in 1583), was a popular textbook into the nineteenth century._ 

In any case, Vautrollier did not print Buchanan's more co~trovers1al_ _ 
works, De jure regni and Historia, perhaps because they dtd not flt his hst 
or, more likely, because Elizabeth was not at all sympathetic to the 
rebellious philosophies expressed in these works. (Contemporary London 
printings were surreptitious. See STC.) Nor did Vautrollier ever print ~e 
edition of Buchanan's profane poems that, apparently, Rogers was trymg to 
arrange. Perhaps Vautrollier was hoping for a more marketable Latin 
grammar from the famous royal pedagogue. On V autrollier as a . 
schoolbook printer, see T. W. Baldwin, William Shakspere's Small Latin~ 
and Lesse Greek (Urbana: Univ. of Illinois Press, 1947) I, 504 ff. Baldwm 
observes that Vautrollier's edition of Buchanan's Psalm Paraphrases 
(1580) "has the air of a schoolbook" (I, 683). 

Choice of Copy-Text 

According to Greg, the "adoption of a copy-text is a matter of 
convenience." 1 I hope that my choice will be a convenience for the reader. 
The present t~xt of Baptistes (or, one might say, the apparatus of the 
?res~nt text) 1s based on the London editio princeps (L=L77, L78 [variant 
tmprmt], E78 [separa~e issue with variant imprint]; see "Early Editions"). 
For the reader the mam advantage of this selection is that by glancing at 
the bottom of the page he can reconstruct the historical development of the 
early, and, possibly, corrected editions. 

Since editing Baptistes involves few substantive variants, the chief and 
unavoidable, difficulties arise from punctuation. It will soon becom; clear 
that in emending the punctuation of the copy-text I have treated the 
substitution of punctuation from F78 and, to a lesser extent, from P79A 
much as the accepting of substantive readings is often handled.2 I would 
argue that th~ punctuation of F78, which is often independently in 
agreement wtth that of P79A, frequently represents a better approximation 
of Buchanan's wishes than that of L, even if it is not demonstrably derived 
fr~m the author's hand. In any case, to emend the punctuation of L by 
usmg that of F78 as a guide has two advantages. First, it preserves a 
Renaissance punctuation. Secondly, as F78's punctuation is a more 
r~tionalized or printerly punctuation, it offers a modem reader, as it did the 
sixteenth-century reader, a more readable text. Set against these 
advantages, there is no evidence that anything distinctive which L may 
pr~serv~ of_Buchanan's own punctuation will be lost by accepting the 
rat1onahzat10n of contemporary later editions as the basis for the 
emendation of L. 3 

From the Historical Collation we can see that both F78 and P79A heavily 
corre~ted th~ punctuation of their copy-texts (Land, probably for P79A, 
the d1plomat1c resetting of L, A 78). While it is possible that the corrections 
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were taken from manuscripts that could have been in the possession of the 
printers Wechel and Patisson, it is an easier conjecture that someone, 
perhaps Buchanan himself, his intennediaries Daniel Rogers and Pierre 
Daniel, or the press-correctors emended copies of L for the compositors. 
There are not, however, enough substantive variants in the reprints F78 and 
P79A to prove authorial intervention (either direct or through surrogates 
with manuscripts). Moreover, although the coincidence of correction 
between F78 and P79A rules out the notion that compositorial whim or 
that of the press-correctors can account for the alterations in punctuation, 
the conventions of punctuation and the tendency for reprints to undergo 
systematic rationalization of their punctuation are sufficiently familiar that 
we cannot argue that the emendations we find in F78 and P79A could only 
be derived from Buchanan himself. 
Nevertheless, the decision to base the present text on L has not come 

easily. This may appear strange since the choice of the editio princeps as 
copy-text is standard procedure when there are no extant manuscripts and 
later editions have not been thoroughly revised by the author. My problem 
was in adapting to neo-Latin procedures developed for the printing 
conditions of Elizabethan vernacular. Having decided that the present 
edition should employ a Renaissance punctuation, I was not satisfied with 
the punctuation of L 77. Nor, did it seem, were the the printers of F78 and 
P79A, nor perhaps even Buchanan himself, if it is his handiwork we see in 
these editions. At first it seemed that to choose F78, the best text, as copy-
text would (l) simplify the apparatus; (2) present a more coherent 
Renaissance punctuation that, conceivably, had been blessed by Buchanan 
and, at the very least, could be easier for modem readers; and (3) avoid 
creating an anachronistic text or "amalgam" text by my interventionary 
emendations.4 

Preparing the text, however, I became aware that the pattern of 
coincidentally emended punctuation that at first seemed to require the 
assumption of authorial intervention, or something pretty close to it, was 
predictable; and that it was possible to correct the punctuation of L without 
very much danger of corrupting the integrity of the whole. Since the 
punctuation of these texts was neither whim nor mystery, I did not 
consider, in Dr. Johnson's words, "the punctuation as wholly in my 
power. "5 Nor did I feel, in Bowers' words, a "sense of helplessness"6 

before the accidentals, or, at least, not much more than I would in 
perfonning a similar patch-job on a contemporary text. Consequently, 
there was no reason to preserve as distinctively authorial the pointing of 
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L77 wh~re it was manifestly inadequate. Nor was there need, although sore 
temptation, to select a corrected, if not revised, edition as copy-text. 
These procedures are not too surprising once we accept the view that in 

~he case of at I_cast some Latin books of the sixteenth century punctuation 
1s'. as_James ~m_ns has written, "no slap-dash affair" left to a compositor 
with 1~ pro~1sallonal tendcncies.7 The best way of seeing what is 
happening 1s to study the apparatus and Historical Collation of this edition. 
The chapter, "Observations on Renaissance Punctuation " tries to 
su~_marize the traits that seem most frequent and distinc,tive in the early 
edillons (1577-79) of Baptistes. 
. Most often where L differs from F78 and P79A, it is in relatively 
mnocuo~s ways that_ ma~ well ~erive from the difficulties of turning loose 
manuscript punctuallon mto pnnterly punctuation. F78 and P79A 
rationalize indecisive stops, especially commas, and they add stops at the 
end ?f verses where L, probably following its manuscript, is at times 
lacking. 
In a fe"; cases, F7_8 ~d P79A show a clear understanding of the Latin, 

~here Ls punctuallon 1s clearly wrong (e.g., lines 59,160,301,344,433); 
mother cases, F78 and P79A show a subtle understanding of the meaning 
of a passage and may, for example, omit misleading stops in L (e.g., lines 
1 (caesur~ comma omitted), 260,268, 268,256, 481-82). The omission of 
bad stops 1s a clearer sign of intelligent intervention than the addition of 
acceptable stops, especially at the end of lines. Generally, F78 shows more 
ruthlessness in eliminating aberrant commas, especially single commas 
that may or ~ay not_have a legitimate function. P79A often agrees with 
F78, but typically will add a comma to a single wayward comma to make a 
more modem comma pair, for example to set off a phrase. In one practice 
the elimination of the comma before ac, F78's over-eager rationalization ' 
probably does result in the loss of authentic punctuation. 8 
In a smal_l number ~f i~stances, especially in choral passages, L reveals a 

taste for d1fficult-10-Jus11fy medial commas. I am reluctant to preserve 
th~se aberrant ~arks becaus~ they mislead the modem reader, probably 
misled th~ Continental Renaissance reader (for which reason they were 
removed m ~9A and F78), and are unlikely to represent anything 
Buchanan des_ired to _see in_~is printed texts. Such commas do not tum up 
to any ex~ent m the first ed1t1ons of Jephthes (Paris, 1554) or Medea (Paris, 
1544, which according to McFarlane, Buchanan saw through the press9). 
In general we can say that the pattern of differences between L and F78 

or P79A does not indicate that Lis closer in its punctuation to Medea or 
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Jephthes, as we might expect if L preserved idiosyncracies that Buchanan 
wanted preserved. If anything, in their crisp rationalization, F78 and P79A, 
with the exception of F78's treatment of commas before ac, are closer to 
Medea and Jephthes than is L. L's punctuation may reflect an English 
treatment of occasional commas or a generally backward and slightly less 
careful treatment of accidentals in Vautrollier's work when compared to 
the very best of the Continental printers.10 Or, simply, the manuscript from 
which Vautrollier's compositor worked may not have been clear, and 
Buchanan was far away in Scotland and unable to correct proof. 

Moreover, in so far as I can tell from an autograph manuscript of 
Buchanan's verse satire Franciscanus, 11 which is typically lightly 
punctuated, especially at the ends of verses (that is, we find the absence of 
pointing and the use of the comma where in print we would expect the 
period) and with a preference for internal colons (used more 
indiscriminately than in F78 or P79A) over commas and periods, there is 
no direct evidence that what is peculiar about L, its aberrant commas, is 
Buchanan's own manuscript style of punctuation. 

Spelling is a less important question for these texts, because meaning is 
not affected by the compositor's preference in those few instances where 
choice is possible.12 Moreover, the spelling of L , which is not much 
different from that of the later early editions, is at least as close to that of 
manuscripts that may be in Buchanan's hand in those few places where we 
find typical variation: for example, the alternate use of ae, oe, e 
(paene/pene; coe/um/caelum); i, e (vendicat); i, y (syncera); c, ch 
(/achryma); ci, ti (concio); ca, qua (reciprocal); quanvis for quamvis; and 
the singling or doubling of m (imo) ands (caussa). There seems no need, 
therefore, to normalize or classicize spelling; rather, the spelling of the 
copy-text is faithfully reproduced. Typographical errors are corrected and 
the original readings recorded. 

Like the first edition of Jephthes, L shows some uncertainty over the 
capitalization of proper nouns that may derive from its manuscript copy. 
But there is no reason to believe that Buchanan wanted Dewn, Diana, 
Protea, and Cerberi to be printed with an initial lower case letter when in 
these same texts, even on the same pages, Tanta/i and Eumenides appear 
with initial capitals. Consequently, the present text normalizes the use of 
upper case initial letters for proper nouns, and the readings of the copy-text 
are recorded in the textual apparatus.13 
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NOTES 

~-V:· W. Greg, "The Rationale of Copy-Text (1949)," reprinted in 
B1bhograp~y and Te~tua/ Criticism, ed. 0. M. Brack, Jr. and Warner 
Barnes (Ch1~ago: Umv. of Chicago Press, 1969), p. 52. Fredson Bowers 
correctly J>?'.nts out that a great deal of effort can be spared by accepting 
the _first ed1~on as copy-text and then making judicious emendations from 
revise~ repnnts, a process he calls "Greg's procedures." See his "Current 
:neones of Copy-Text, with an Illustration from Dryden (1950)" reprinted 
m Bra_ck and Barnes, pp. 62-63. Although I have thought better of 
cho_os~ng,,F78 for copy-text, in my unreluctant acceptance of "unauthorized 
vanat1on from the Frank!urt edition I may not only have escaped the 
tyranny of co~y-text but, m Bowers strict view, have lapsed into editorial 
heresy. On this see also, G. Thomas Tanselle, "The Meaning of Copy-
:rex!: A Further Note," SB, 23 (1970), 195; Fredson Bowers, "Greg's 
Rallonal of Copy-Text' Revisited," SB, 31 (1978), 133; Philip Gaskell 
From Writer to Reader, (Oxford: Clarendon Press 1978) p 5- and v-' t D · "C • , . , 1n on 

earmg, oncepts of Copy-Text Old and New," The Library 5th Series 
28 (1973), 281 ("dealing in very small potatoes"). ' ' 

2. See, for example, the chapter on textual bibliography in Philip Gaskell 
New Introduction to Bibliography (New York: Oxford Univ. Press 1972)' 
pp. 336 ff. ' ' 

3. Th_e monu~en~al Amsterdam Erasmus currently being published shows 
how d~plomat1~ fruthfulness can produce an expensive, unreadable text. Jan 
Hen~k _w_aszmk in his edition of the translations from Euripides 
(lphigmia in Aulide; _Hecuba, in Opera Omnia [North-Holland, 1969), Vol. 
I) forces the reader either to waste time trying to make sense of a defective 
text that preserves the original printer's errors or to preview the footnotes 
of each page, where we find the corrected readings. 

4. On John Davenport's ill-fated efforts to avoid an "amalgam" text of 
Joseph Hall's poems (1949), see Bowers p. 63. Bowers argues that 
Davenport, "':ho based his edition on a reprint, was forced to introduce so 
many corrections from the editio princeps that an amalgam edition was 
produced despite itself. 
Neve~heless, Roland S. Marandino has given strong reasons for 

acceptm~ the punctuation of a revised edition, while taking spelling and 
Substanttves from the editio princeps. See his "A Critical Annotated Old-
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Spelling Edition of Barnabe Googe's Translation of Marcellus Palingenius' 
Z.Odiake of Life (Books I-VI)," Diss. Columbia Univ. 1980. 

S. Johnson cited by Peter Alexander in "Shakespeare's Punctuation," 
Proceedings of the British Academy, 31 (1945), 4 . 

6. Bowers, p. 65. 
7. James Binns, "STC Latin Books: Evidence of Printing-House Practice," 

The Library, 5th Series, 32 (1977), 23. 
8. See "Observations on Renaissance Punctuation." 
9. I. D. McFarlane, "George Buchanan and French Humanism," in 

Humanism in France, ed. A. H. T. Levi (Manchester: Manchester Univ. 
Press, 1970), p. 301. For more on Buchanan's close ties to the printers 
Guillaume Morel and Michel Vascosan. see McFarlane's "George 
Buchanan and France," Studies in French Literature Presented to H. W. 
Lawton (Manchester: Manchester Univ. Press, 1968), p. 226. 

McFarlane (1968) adds that "for a time, moreover, [Buchanan) stayed at 
Vascosan's house and no doubt served as a corrector" (p. 226). McFarlane's 
source, however, merely states that "in Lent 1544 Buchanan was lodging 
with Vascosan ... --possibly seeing his book through the press." See James 
Aitken, The Trial of George Buchanan before the Inquisition (Edinburgh: 
Oliver and Boyd, 1939), p. 98. 

10. The non-syntactic medial comma often marks in English verse a 
caesura or metrical pause. See Mindele Treip, Milton's Punctuation 
(London: Methuen, 1970), pp. 17, 27; George Puttenham, "Of ~esure," in 
The Arte of English Poesie (1589), ed. Gladys Willcock and Abee Walker 
(Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. Press, 1936), p. 75. . .. 

Another explanation for the "extra" commas in Vautrolher's ed1t1on ~ay 
be that the schoolbook printer wanted to include guides to the construing 
of the Latin. In another context, Raymond MacDonald Alden, "The 
Punctuation of Shakespeare's Printers, "PMLA, ~9 (1924), argued not 
elocution but "a cautious indication of the construction of the sentence" 
explained some commas. See A. C. Baugh, "A Medieval Survival in_ 
Elizabethan Punctuation," in Josephine Waters Bennett, Oscar Cargill, and 
Vernon Hall, Jr., eds. Studies in the English Renaissance Drama in 
Memory of Karl Julius Holzknecht (New York: New York Univ. Press, 
1959), p. 3. These comma-aids all too often confuse the 1:a?er who does 
not expect them. (See, e.g., lines 89, 297-99, 360, 356, S1mtlarly, Benne~ 
and Tengstrom observe that during the seventeenth century, accents, which 
had been a guide to pronunciation, are used more liberally. ~pparently '.. to 
help in construing the Latin. See Margareta Benner and Emm Tengstrom, 
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On the Interpretation of Learned Neo-Latin (Goteborg: Univ of Gotebo 
1977), pp. 26-27. · rg, 

A. C. Partridge remarks on what he calls Richard Field's "comma-
peda~try" _in printi~g Shakepcare's Venus and Adonis. Perhaps this is a 
prac~ce ~1eld acquired along with his master's shop and widow. See 
Pai:11dge s Orthography in Shakespeare and Elizabethan Drama (Lincoln: 
Univ. of Nebraska !7ess, 1964), p. 72. Fred J. Nichols points out that in 
~eneral _Gennan pnnters underpunctuate. See "Conventions of Punctuation 
m Renaissance Latin Poetry," in Acta Conventus Neo-Latini 
Amsterdame~sis, ed., P. T~ynman, et al. (Munich: Fink, 1979), p. 840. 
Aldus M~utms, representing a contemporary Continental view, noted that 
the excessive use of commas is a vice and impedes the sense 
(lnterpungendi Ratio in Or~hographiae Ratio [Venice, 1561), sig. G4v). 

11. B.N. MS. Baluze 280 1s the one manuscript of Buchanan's longer 
poems generally accepted as autograph. See John Durkan, "George 
Buchanan: Some French Connections" The Bibliotheck, 4 (1963), 66. 
There are no extant manuscripts of the plays. 

12. For a short account of the likely spelling variants found in 
seventeenth-century Latin, see Benner and Tengstrom, Learned Neo-Latin 
pp. 69-72. The degree of variation is exaggerated by classicists such as ' 
Be~ner and !engstrom. Compared to the state of English orthography, 
Lall~ ~as bh~sfully stable. Variant spellings are almost exclusively 
veshg1al medieval or classical alternatives. While manuals of classical 
orthography were available, writers seem to have been more influenced by 
the spellings they read in texts. 

13._I wi~h to ~h~k Hugh Amory, Anthony Grafton, and Marvin Spevack 
for hstenmg cnllcally to my thoughts on copy-text. 
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Observations On Renaissance Punctuation 

As Fred J. Nichols points out in one of the few articles on the subject, 
among the conventions of Renaissance printing, punctuation is for poetry 
the most important: "While the meter of poetry is the most obvious vehicle 
of the rhythm of poetry, that rhythm is invariably interrupted . .. by stops, 
and by stops of varying intensity."1 Nevertheless, while the spelling of 
Renaissance Latin has received considerable attention, punctuation has 
generally been neglected. In his valuable Companion to Neo-Latin Studies 
(1977), Jozef Usewijn states the usual view that "in matters of 
punctuation" the editor of a modern edition of a neo-Latin author "should 
unhesitatingly adopt modem principles, not because there were no rules in 
the Middle Ages and the Renaissance, but because full stops, semicolons 
and other marks had completely different meanings at that time and 
because they were very often used carelessly."2 

This view reflects the disposition of those neo-Latinists who have been 
trained primarily as classicists. Nichols explains their practice: 

Classical Latin poetry has come down to us largely innocent of 
punctuation; to decide where to put it therefore takes a great sensitivity 
to the language. Often a line or a passage can be read several ways and 
lively controversy among classicists has flourished on many such 
disputed points, and at times such a judgement may depend upon 
critical as well as upon scholarly arguments.3 

Consequently, for a classical scholar, the modernization or the 
normalization of a neo-Latin text, itself relatively unencumbered by 
generations of apparatus, is a happy-hunting ground. It may be fair to say 
that classicists consider an old-spelling edition a trivial exercise in 
diplomacy, no real test of their powers. 

65 
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Since there are so few opportunities for substantive emendation in neo-
Latin texts, not to re-punctuate means to lose tbe one sphere of editorial 
expression available. 

On the other band, scholars who come to neo-Latin from Renaissance 
vernacular literature, for example Nichols himself in bis Anthology of Neo-
Latin Poetry (1979), have been more desirous of keeping tbe accidentals of 
the early editions in making their modern editions. 

4 

Ultimately one must decide why an edition is being made. Those who 
wish a normalized and modernized text believe tbat they are providing a 
reading edition for a classically trained audience. 5 But there are few such 
dabbling classicists, willing to read Renaissance Latin texts, to be put off 
by tbe presence of contemporary accidentals. For students of Renaissance 
vernacular literature, however, an edition of a neo-Latin literary work 
should provide an old-spelling text of authority and reliability, the kind of 
corrected reprint tbat Buchanan says, in a letter to Daniel Rogers, he wants 
for his poems, or the kind promised Buchanan by Christophe Plantin.

6 

It is no arduous task to convince students of English Renaissance 
literature of tbe value, at least to scholarship, of old-spelling texts. Nichols 
to some extent mispresents the impact of English textual studies on neo-
Latin editorial procedure: 

There is a certain tendency to dismiss printed punctuation in 
Renaissance books as merely the result of printer's whim. In tbe 
English speaking world, at least.this attitude is mainly tbe result of the 
intensive work that has been done on the often badly printed early 
editions of Shakespeare, where the punctuation of different 
compositors can even be distinguished. Yet as anyone who has worked 
with Renaissance books knows, Latin books were generally printed and 
produced with greater care than vernacular books; the language they 
were written in made them intrinsically more worth the trouble. We 
should be careful therefore about letting our dismissal of Renaissance 
printed punctuation rest upon books that were among the most sloppily 
and hastily produced of their time.7 

The force of Renaissance English textual studies concerning punctuation 
bas not been so much to promote the modernization of whimsical printers' 
accidentals, but to argue that since printed punctuation is not reliably 
authorial what vestiges of authorial punctuation that do remain from the 
manuscript copy are best preserved in the printed edition closest to the 

-
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~anuscript.8 Nonnally, where later editions reveal no substantial auth . I 
mtervenllon, the first edition, as closest to the printer's manuscript copona 
becomes the copy-text of a modern critical edition y, 
f On the questio~ of ho~ ~uch of an author's punc~uation we can derive 
rom an early pnnted ed1t1on, Nichols observes: 

Yet we s_hould have no illusions, in the absence of author's 
manuscnpts, that we are getting in Renaissance books punctuation by 
anyone other than the printer. 9 ' 

But even_ if i~ early edi~:o~ w_e cannot claim to have an author's own 
p_unctualion we do ge!,r,\as Nichols rightly argues,' h coherent system of 
sixteenth-century p_unctua~ion . . . whose conventions are accepted in a 
ge_neral way by v:1nous pnnt~rs." We get not the "whim" of an individual 
pnnter that we might feel enlilled to dispense with in preference to our 
own, but a "genuine Renaissance punctuation . .. a product of the sam 
that produced the poctry."10 e age 
Thus Nichols makes a clear case for preferring a Renaissance unctuation 

to a modem and paradoxically "classical" one However the ed~t f Lat" · . . · , 1 oro a 
neo- m text is still left with some unanswered--even unask d . F N" e --questions 

i~s~. ich_ols doe~ not help us choose among manuscripts and early . 
editions_ with v~mg punc!uation. If we believe that the punctuation of 
neo~~tm _texts is a r~ognized system, even though there may be some 
dev1at1on m the pracllce of various presses at van·ous t1·m ak f h , es, can we not 
spe o. t _e authors expectations of certain printerly nonnalizations? 
Then_, his hg_hlly punctuated and loosely spelled (much less so in Latin 
than m ~nghsh) manuscript is not always a complete guide to how he 
:ants :is text to appear. I I Nichols holds the speciously plausible position 

at w e~e we have an autograph manuscript we should alwa s refer its 
fhun~_tu:t1on. He d_oes not deal with scribal copies. I suspect lat ~onnally 

e ig t punctuallon of a Renaissance manuscript would have to b 
gene~ously supplemented for either a modem printed edition or a e 
~ena1ssance one. Indeed, we might expect that a manuscript that was 
~~tended for the th_e printer might be sent off in considerably worse shape 
~n one that was intended for circulation among friends and patrons 

par;;;u7; :u~~~~t::dto mwuchhmore than we d~ about the practices of 
pnn crs. e ave no manuscnpts for Buchanan's 

plays, fo~ example, but it seems that he allowed a number of variant 
manuscripts of h ·s d • poemata an Psalm paraphrases to circulate and that he 
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was slow to commit them to print. and, then, provided minor verbal 
revisions for later editions until his death. That is, he was very concerned 
that printings. especially successive printings, of his works be an 
opportunity for emendation and correction. 

Typical of his age, Buchanan's own punctuation of his verse, so far as we 
can determine it from one manuscript, is light stops are used where 
printers then and today would use full stops, and internal pun~tuation of 
lines is relatively less frequent, with a taste for the colon that is unmodem. 
Often a lower case letter follows an internal full stop. 

Lacking the chance to supervise the printing of the editio princeps of 
Baptistes by Vautrollier in London, Buchanan,_ w~ may_ assume, took the 
opportunity offered by the later Continental pnntmgs either to make . 
changes himself or to request that they be made by ~ualified ~gents, either 
friends and intermediaries like Daniel Rogers and Pierre Daniel or the 
printers themselves. Any of these men mi~~t have_ had access to better 
manuscripts than those available to the ongmal pnnt~r. Also ~uchanan 
was probably very sensitive to his Continental re~ept1on, and 1t appear~ 
that the standards of printing, including punctuation, were unusually high 
in the presses he favored there. . 

My own views concerning the treatment of punctuat10n were_ fore~? ~pon 
me when I was collating F78 and P79A against L77 to determine f~hatton. 
I discovered that the two Continental editions differed from L77 with 
remarkable consistency. For independent reasons, this pattern could not 
have been the result of P79A being derived from F78. Rather both 
Continental editions are derived from the editio princeps. . 

Moreover, the comparison yields the following results: In the 1360 Imes 
of Baptistes there are 270 places in which the punctuation of F78 does not 
agree with that of L77. Of these 270 changes, 243 are likely imp~ovements 
(that is, make sense and are consistent within the shared con_vent10ns of 
these three early editions). (The remaining 27 changes are either neutral or 
disadvantageous.) Of these 270 places, 169 are places in which P79~ also 
differs from L77. In 126 of these 169 places, both F78 and P79A pnnt the 
same punctuation. (The majority of the remaining 4~ changes ru:e 
functionally the same punctuation as that of F78. It 1s worth n~llng also 
that P79A's punctuation is less likely to vary from that of~ 77 tn th~ last 
third of the text, indicating, most likely, a natural progressive weariness at 
the task.) To explain these results, we can make the following overlapping 

hypotheses: 
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I. Buchanan or an intermediary corrected copies ofL77 from which the 
Continental printings were made. 

2. Manuscripts from a common source were in circulation and were used 
to correct printers' copies of L 77. 

3. Wit~out needing manuscripts or authorially corrected copy, Wechel 
~nd Pattsson, two humanis~ printers with long Parisian printing traditions, 
imposed styles of punctuation that were substantially similar. 

At ~e v~ry l~ast, we must discount the view that punctuation is a matter 
of prmter s whim. But we should not be too quick to assume that house 
style is inevitably imposed on a work.12 It does seem the case however that 
once P~~terly punctuation has been imposed on a manuscript, printers of 
lat~r editions ar~ not li~ely to _take the trouble of repunctuating the editio 
pr~nceps. The diplomatic repnnt A 78 gives clear example of how slavishly 
pnnted copy can be reproduced. Comparison of the punctuation in copies 
?fRamus's Dialecticae Libri Duo printed by both Vautrollier and Wechel 
m th~ late l 570's indicates no obvious imposition of press style. There is 
considerably more difference in spelling, contractions, or accents. In these 
texts, the very occasional substitution of a comma by a colon is most often, 
~robably, merely a matter of the availability of type. To take another case 
m_ 1580, Vautrollier printed an edition of Buchanan's Psalm Paraphrases' 
with Jephthes. Although Vautrollier, who may well have earned 
Buch~a~·s tru~t wi_t~ his printing of Baptistes, inserted manuscript 
matenal mto his ed11ton (according to McFarlanel3), he made no 
syste~atic effort to impose his own style on the punctuation of the 
Contmental copy on which, presumably, he based his text. 

Neither compositors nor correctors, then, change punctuation for the sake 
of cha~ge. After all, they are paid to follow copy and avoid error, not to 
make_ 1~provements. But we can speak of editio princeps punctuation. 
!hat is_, 1t seems that the loose punctuation of the manuscript is wrestled 
mto pnnterly shape by the compositor or corrector for the first printing. 
~ere he h~ the need and the opportunity to impose the standardization of 
his profess10n a_s well as minor peculiarites of his own. It appears, for 
example, that given a manuscript to print, Vautrollier has a taste for 
loosely defined commas not shared by Michael Vascosan or Guillaume 
Morel, the Paris printers of the first editions of Buchanan's Medea (1544) 
and Jephthes (1554). 
n Neve~less, there ar~ also certain signs of manuscript punctuation (not 
~:ssanly Buchanan sown) that turn up more or less in all these first 

edillons. For example, occasional omission of punctuation at the ends of 
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lines may arise from the manuscript. Often these residual features are 
corrected in later editions.14 

Vautrollier, in his 1580 edition of Jephthes, makes his edition more 
printerly in its accidentals than that of Morel in ways that are similar to the 
changes imposed on Vautrollier's Baptistes by Wechel. For example, we 
find rationalization of commas and colons used internally and the 
capitalization of proper nouns (e.g., Deum). In doing this, Vautrollier was 
following in the steps of Vascosan and Estienne. In choosing a second or 
third printing of a neo-Latin play, then, we are more likely to lose from the 
editio princeps undesired aberrations than the author's own accidentals. In 
this regard, the editio princeps functions almost as page proof for later 
printings. 
This is more likely, one may suppose from the evidence of printing house 

practice available, when the author is unable to be present to correct proof, 
as Buchanan was when Vautrollier printed Baptistes in London. 15 

Although we cannot know whether we are talking about Parisian printer 
style or Buchanan's careful eye, still it can be observed that in comparison 
with Vautrollier's Baptistes, Jephthes (Paris: G. Morel, 1554) and Medea 
(Paris: Vascosan, 1544; which Buchanan may well have seen through the 
press 16) show few of the common signs of being set from manuscript, i.e., 
commas where reprints will prefer periods or colons, an absence of 
punctuation at the ends of verses, and a general lack of decisiveness in the 
use of the values of stops. The pattern of their punctuation seems closer to 
the more rational Wechel reprint than to the Vautrollier editio princeps. 
Of course, texts are never as neat as one might, at times, wish them to be. 

And since there are few substantive emendations in the later editions of 
Baptistes and since there is no conclusive evidence that Buchanan took an 
interest in punctuation when making make minor verbal changes in 
reprints of his Psalm Paraphrases, we must direct our attention to the 
evidence that the L77 edition is in significant ways faithful to its 
manuscript copy. For example, L77 characteristically uses a comma before 
ac (e.g., lines 23, 199) and, similarly, before et (lines 475, 524, 1099, 
1186). By illustration, line 499 ("Ego si quid olim liberius, ac verius / 
Dixi,") may be translated, "If I said anything too freely, and truly .... " 
F78, typically, removes the comma after liberius. Apparently, it was felt 
by the corrector that this kind of comma belonged to the category of 
useless and potentially misleading commas that he systematically removed 
from L77. But he may have been removing something he should have kept. 
Where parallel constructions tum up in L 77 without a comma before ac or 
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et, they always (for the three cases of ac, 496, 1080, 1233) and 
systematically (for et) carry a meaning that is not served by a rhetorical 
pause. An illustration is line 496, "Ut vera malint proloqui ac salubria," 
where a rhetorical separation of "true and healthful things" would be 
inappropriate. Another illustration is found in line 1233, where "by day 
and by night" is a phrase that should not be interrupted by a pause.17 
Supporting the validity of the readings of L77 in these cases is the fact 

that, despite the differences stated above, a similar pattern in this use of the 
comma is found in the first editions of Buchanan's Jephthes and Medea. 
Because of these last findings and rather than fly in the face of prudential 

advice, I have decided to use L77 as the copy-text for the present edition. 

We can summarize, if not systematize, certain traits that seem most 
frequent and distinctive from the modem point of view in the punctuation 
of early editions of Baptistes. 18 More than today, marks of punctuation 
have a relative and contextual force. A comma is weaker than a colon, a 
colon weaker than a period. 19 Where there are a confusing number of 
commas, colons may be called in to do the work normally performed by 
commas.20 This feature makes it possible for us to correct punctuation in 
context and still be unable to make a rule for the use of the marks of 
punctuation that will unerringly guide their use. In this sense, then, 
sixteenth-century punctuation, Latin and English, is less logical than that 
which followed it; its patterns are seldom worked out relentlessly 
throughout a volume. 
Periods end sentences. But a period followed by no space and a lower 

case initial can substitute for the colon and indicates a weaker division than 
a normal full stop.21 The colon is an intermediate mark, between a weak 
comma and a strong period. It is used to mark cola, that is, elements of a 
sentence longer than single words. Question marks indicate interrogation, 
but may also be used as exclamation marks. The.question mark may be 
placed before the end of the sentcnce.22 
Then as today the comma caused the most trouble. Modem uses of the 

comma need no special explanation. Some interesting Renaissance uses 
follow: Commas often are used to join and to emphasize. rather than to 
divide.23 One sub-category of this use is the comma used regularly before 
ac and et. But this comma is omitted where its rhetorical pause would be 
misleading, as discussed above. 
In several instances, the single, closing comma is paired not with another 

comma but with a word that introduces a phrase or a clause. For example, 
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commas are not always used in pairs to set off parenthetical elements, such 
as ut opinor. Single commas are regularly used after relative and si clauses 
where modem English would use a comma pair. In general, a single 
comma between a subject and verb is not a frightful thing as it is in 
modem English. It seems inadvisable in editing to eliminate or to twin 
every such comma.24 

NOTES 

1. Fred J. Nichols, "Conventions of Punctuation in Renaissance Latin 
Poetry," in Acta Conventus Neo-Latini Amsterdamensis (Munich: Fink, 
1979), pp. 836-37. Nichols opens, "The punctuation of the Latin poetry of 
the Renaissance is a subject hardly anyone seems to have thought about" 
(p. 835). A full study of Renaissance punctuation would demand daunting 
comparative analyses of authors and presses that go far beyond the scope 
of the present study. 

2. Jozef, IJsewijn, Companion to Neo-Latin Studies (Amsterdam: North-
Holland Press, 1977), pp. 224-25. Hardly more on the topic can be found 
in Margareta Benner and Emin Tengstrom, On the Interpretation of 
Learned Neo-Latin (Goteborg: Univ. ofGoteborg, 1977), pp. 24-27. 
Benner and Tengstrom like IJsewijn have little regard for neo-Latin 
punctuation, which they call careless and rhetorical. They cite G. Vossius 
(1635) who denied that unanimity on punctuation existed among the 
learned (p. 25). In 1561. Aldus Manutius in his manual lnterpungendi 
Ratio admitted this (sig. G4), but went on to discuss, as did Vossius, what 
in fact was common usage. 

Considerable scholarship is available on English punctuation which has 
bearing on Latin. Recently, Mindele Treip offered an intelligent and 
careful discussion of Renaissance punctuation before Milton, with a 
valuable bibliography. See Milton's Punctuation (London: Methuen, 
1970). Also useful in itself and as a guide to earlier studies is A. C. 
Partridge, Orthography in Shakespeare and Elizabethan Drama (Lincoln: 
Univ. of Nebraska Press, 1964). Less sympathetic to this endeavor is 
James Thorpe: "The editor will do best to spend only a modest amount of 
time on accidentals--mainly a losing cause--and devote himself to matters 
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of substance" Seep · · 1 H ti . . nnc1p es of Textual Criticism (San Marino· 
un ~gton Library, 1972), p. 168_ · 

3. Nicho~s. "Conventions," p. 837. 
4. See Nichols' arguments in his Antholo ,, . 

Haven: Yale Univ. Press 1979) .. ffgy 01 Neo-Latm Poetry (New 
5 F • •pp.VII . 

. or example, see the defense of modernization in 
Sharratt, George Buchanan· Tra d ' . P. G. Walsh and P. 
Press, 1983), pp.vii. · ge ies (Edinburgh: Scottish Academic 

6. See Introduction "B h • · · • uc anan s Practice of Revision " 
7. Nichols, "Conventions" p 838 C . · 

liberty in emending the ac~ide.ntals.of ~:17-s~ors were allowed_ great~r 
according to Moxon. See Jose h Moxon ';,.;5 tex~s than those m Latin, 
Whole Art of Printing (1683_i&) d H 'be echan~ck Exercises on the 
2 d ed ' e · er rt DaVJs and Harry C ( 
"n .; London: Oxford Univ. Press, 1962) II 197-98· ~er Rpt. 
Grammar and th c · . • • , H. T. Price 

Ce~turies," JEG/ 3;~~~t~~~-the Sixteenth and Seventeenth • 

Nichols' argument that the more rationalized La . . 
influenced the standardization of Engl' h . . tin punctuational practices 
Partridge for the English punctuation ~; :::t:u:.~r :;~ ~lier by 
century. The "sensus communis f .. e sixteenth 
write_rs in the first quarter of the usage among _scholarly 
Contmental and especially Latin ti (pt century was denved from the 

g c prac ce p. 3, 124). 
. om~ar~.~- C. Baugh, "A Medieval Survival in Elizabethan 

~;ctuatton, m Jo~ephine Waters Bennett, Oscar Cargill and V 
a , Jr., eds., Studies in the English Renaissance Dr '. emon 

Karl Julius Holzknecht (New York· New Yo k U . aPrma m Memory of · r mv. ess, 1959): 

The time is past I suppo h punctuation of books pri:;;. ethn an~one would maintain that the 
m e sixteenth and sevente th . 

represents only the vagaries of . . en centunes ignorant pnnters. (p. 1) 

Although Baugh would like to believ h 
printers' whimsy version of Ren . e t at n~ one an~ I~nger accepts the 
belief. Even when it is aband ~s:ncel acc1~enta1s, it is a persistent 
that commonly replaces it maone i: e ocuttonary or dramatic version 
century A E Th. It ( Y no acceptable. At the turn of the 

, . . . ise on see below) found both elocution ~=::':;:.~t:";~~:':::~•,;.hakespeare's time, :;:tactic, 
eventually becomes standard· I dency._(That is, pnnterly punctuation 

, oose punctuation--which is always with us--
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is relegated to personal letters and writers' drafts.) Percy Simpson, 
Shakespearian Punctuation (Oxford: Clarendon, 1911), called. th~ age 
"transitional," but his work became ammunition for the elocutionists. 
Baugh surveys the opposing camps {pp. 1 ff.). _ . 

9. Nichols, "Conventions." p. 838. Nichols finds th_at ~eprints O~_PTm~~ 
editions often impose the standard usage of the reprintmg press: For 1t 1s 
clear when one is examining books by various authors produced by the 
same' printer, that printers did not hesitate to change punctuation to . 
conform to their own usual practice." He deduces that we can expect little 
more deference to the punctuation of an author's manuscript in the first 
printed edition. On the issue of house-style, Nic~ols h~re raises questi~ns 
which have never really been studied. My experience 1s not, however, m 
agreement. See below, n. 12. . 

10. Nichols, "Conventions," p. 839. A. E. Th1selton argued very early that 
since understanding the contemporary punctuation "may frequently throw 
light upon the author's meaning" its importance does not "absolu~ely 
depend upon its being the author's" (Some Textual Notes on A M1dso~er 
Nights Dreame [London: E. Mathews, 1903), p. 83). This is true even if 
the system under examination is an extremely loose one. _ . 

Compare G. B. Evans on preserving the punctuati~n of ~arly ed1ttons of 
Shakespeare's texts, "If not Shakespeare's [punctuation], 1t was a~ least the 
work of his contemporaries, men in whom the rhythms and special 
emphases of his language were alive and immediately felt." See _ 
"Shakespeare Restored--Once Again!" in Editing Renaissance Dr~mauc_ 
Texts, ed. Ann Lancashire (New York: Garland, 1976), p. 50. Wh1_le Latm 
might not have been "alive" in Buchanan's printers, their punctuatton may 
be a guide to how it lived in Buchanan. . 

We must, however, guard against describing the goal as that of keepmg 
the "flavor" or "patina" or "empathy"--even "garb" (Nichols, Antholog~, p. 
vii)--of the Renaissance texts while "tactfully" modernizing. S~ Be~tnce 
Corrigan, "Italian Renaissance Plays," in Lancashire, p. 64. ~h1le Ntch?ls, 
"respects" the original albeit non-authorial accidentals, Corngan ~atromzes 
them. Such tasteful antiquarianism is rightly ridiculed by the outright 
modernizers. See, for example, F. W. Bateson, The Scholar-Critic 
{London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1972), who attacks the "quaintnesss" 
of old-spelling texts {p. 143). (One of the objects of his attack, Bowers, 
himself argued that if not authorial old spelling i~ mer~ q~aintness and to 
be shunned ["Current Theories," p. 65)). Bateson s pomt 1s that the only 
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logical alternatives for the editor are to provide (1) a facsimile for the 
scholar and (2) a modernized text for the general reader. 

In tho_se cases wh~~e the differences between a facsimile (or diplomatic 
transc~pt~ and a cnttcal, old-spelling edition are trivial, one could feel that 
the ed1tonal exercise degenerates into time-wasting puerility, at best 
h~less drudgery. Like most scholarly activities, however, the making of 
edit10~~ c~not be evaluated as if it were intended to be a social service. 
An ed1t1on 1s, at least in part, an instrument for thinking about certain 
textual and non-textual matters. 

11. Bowers guards against my extension of authority to include an 
autho~'s e

0

~pcctations or "general approval." See, for example, "Current 
Th_eo~es, p. 62. But. again, Bowers' strict rules of copy-text selection and 
editorial p~ocedure, whi~h compensate for our lack of knowledge about 
ext~emely trr~~ular English texts. need not be universally optimal. On this 
topic, see ~h1l1p Gaskell, A New Introduction to Bibliography (New York: 
Oxford Univ. Press, 1972). p. 360; Gaskell, From Writer to Reader 
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1978), 1978, pp. 3-4; and G. Thomas Tanselle 

Editorial Problem of Final Authorial Intention," SB, 29 (1976). 167: 

12. Nichols takes this position. Seen. 8, above. It may be that whether 
house-style is imposed in later editions has to do with how adequate the 
co?y punctuation is judged to be. One could expect, and one often finds, 
pnn~erly or modem punctuation to be imposed on manuscript or old-
fash10ned punctuation. Within the same period, I have not found house-
styles to be generally as marked as Nichols suggests. Certainly no evidence 
~as come from the present study to show that Wechel, a major reprinter 
imposed any distinctive style. ' 

H. T. Price p~esents evide~ce that in the same house the editio princeps of 
the same English work and its contemporary reprint could be much 
differently punctuated (pp. 546-47). In general, we get more imposition of 
house-style when the compositor's copy is inadequate or needs to be 
brought up to date: for example, the manuscript copy (especially for verse) 
could be largely unpunctuated, the author may have had peculiar or old-
fashi?ned practices, the copy may be several years old and reflect older 
pracuces, or English practice may be seen as more backward than that of 
the Continent. 

13. See "Buchanan's Practice of Revision." 
14. Rather than describing the light use of "external stops" as 

Shakespearean ("nearest to Shakespeare's manuscripts"), Peter Alexander 
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might have been more prudent to see this ~ait_ as ty~ic~ of Renaissance 
manuscript pointing and as such reflected m first pnntmgs. See 
"Shakespeare's Punctuation," Proceedings of the British Academy, 31 

(1945), 23. 
Baugh suggests that the printer's tendency to "~ut ~~me mark ~f 

punctuation at the end of a line of verse if at all Justifiabl~, and m some 
cases where it was justified by neither logical nor rhythm_ical . " 
considerations ... is at least in part the survival of a medieval convention 
of marking the ends of verse lines written as prose (p. 7). Whether Baugh 
is right cannot be proven. It does seem the case, however, that verse 
manuscripts are lightly punctuated at verse endings (p~rhap~ b:cause the 
end of the line functions as a natural marker; B. A. Wnght, m A Note on 
Milton's Punctuation," RES, 5 [1954], 170, has argued that Milton 
"commonly allows the metrical pause at the end of a line to do the work of 
punctuation." Thiselton called this practice a "principle of economy" 
[Midsommer Nights Dreame, 1903, p. 871). And it seems that the printers 
of first editions would be likely to introduce at least some erroneous 
pointings in their effort to make the light manuscript punctuation m?re 
printerly or modem. The end-line commas, for example, of Tyrannicall-
Government are especially unreliable. 

We could expect then that a revised reprint, while still adding . 
punctuation, would correct some of the earlier excesses (~though this final 
expectation flies in the face of received textual schol~hip on th~ nature of 
English reprint practice). One factor that must be cons1de_re~. besides the 
availabilty of the author, is the length of time between prmt'.ngs an~ how 
much punctuational norms may have altered in the intervening penod. 

Baugh's statistics ("about 90 per cent" [p.131) on t~e ends of verses 
marked with punctuation in sixteenth-century English plays are not . 
sustained by my examination of the early editions of Baptistes. Of the_first 
300 Jines, 164 (L 77), 167 (F78), and 171 (P79) are end-marked. ~h~t 1s, 
55%, 56%, and 57%, respectively, for the first three important pn~llngs of 
the play. This suggests that Buchanan's light, manuscri~t punctua!mn was 
respected by all three printers, but that cauti~us c?rr~t1ons were m the , 
natural direction of increased weight and rat1onahzat1on. Peter Alexanders 
quite different observations on Shakespeare's relatively light "external" 
punctuation should be set against Baugh's findings. 

15. Percy Simpson marshalled quite a bit of evidence to sh_ow that authors 
of English books often corrected proof if possible. When this was not 
possible (for example, because of their absence from the press), they used 
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the opportunity of the reprint to make corrections. See "Proof-Reading By 
E~gl_1sh Au~ors of ~e Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries," Oxford 
B1bliographica/ Society Proceedings and Papers, II, Pt. I, 1927-30 (1928 
Oxford; T?t. N~ndeln_, Liechtenstein: Kraus, 1969), p. 5 ff. The absence of 
press-vanants m copies of the editio princeps of Baptistes may suggest that 
no one was proofing this printing. 
It was the ~uthor's obligation to punctuate his manuscript and the duty of 

the compositor to follow_ i!. See, for example, J. Hornschuch, Orthographia 
(1608), _ed. a~d tr~ns. Philip Gaskell and Patricia Bradford (Cambridge: 
The l!mvcrs1ty ~1brary, 1972), pp. 32-33. Binns's articles on the printing 
practices ?f Latm S!C books confirms the involvement of the author and 
:orrector _m the settmg_of the text for the compositor. See James Binns, 
STC Latm Books: Evidence for Printing-House Practices" ,.,.he L"b 5th S . 32 , ', ' rary, 

. _enes, (1977), 1-27; "STC Latin Books: Further Evidence for 
Prmll~g-H?use Practice," The Library, 6th Series, I (1979), 347-54. A Jess 
~angume view of the actual results of the proofreading of vernacular texts 
is_ presented by Alan E. Craven in "Proofreading in the Shop of Valentin 
Simmes'," PBSA, 68 (1974), 361-69. e 

~6. McFarlane "George Buchanan and France," in Studies in French 
Ltterature Presented to Ii. W. Lawton (Manchester: Manchester Univ 
Press, 1968), p. 226. · 

17. See Manutius, sig. G4, e.g., "vir probus, & eruditus." Partridge 
compares Ben Jonson's distinctive comma used to "separate coordinates" 
(p. 192). But emphasis not separation seems to be the function here. 
Compare_Jonson's own practice, "unruly, and disobedient subjects." See 
T~e Enghsh Grammar (1637), in Ben Jonson, Vol. XI, ed. Herford and 
Simpson (~xford: Clarendon, 1925-52), p. 553). On the "illogical" comma 
for emphasis see Percy Simpson, pp. 26-39; Thiselton, p. 84. Peter 
~lcxander (above) demonstrated in the case of Dover Wilson's Hamlet that 
it can be danger~us to modernize this aspect of Renaissance punctuation. 

18. The rules given by Aldus Manulius, lllferpungendi Ratio in 
Orthogr~phiae Ratio (1561), sigs. G4-G7v, are a handy guide to the 
~unc~uallon of the early editions of Baptistes. See on Manutius, A. c. 
ar_tndge, Orthography in Shakespeare and Elizabethan Drama (Lincoln-

Umv · of Neb~ask Press, 1964 ), pp. 191-92. Punctuational practices are · 
:lways chang1~g, and over-generalizations must be avoided. Fred Nichols 

careful lo pom~ out that he takes his examples from the first half of the 
sixteenth cenury m Italy. See "Conventions," p. 839. Percy Simpson's book 
on Shakespeare's punctuation (1911) is, as Peter Alexander observed in his 
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British Academy Lecture (1945), a "very arsenal of material in reserve"(p. 
18). The detailed and valuable studies (London, 1899-1908) of Alfred 
Thiselton, described as "pioneer work" by Simpson (p. 3), have been 
generally neglected. 

H. W. Fowler and F. G. Fowler, The King's English, 3rd ed. (1931; rpt. 
Oxford: Oxford Univ. Press, 1979), pp. 228-99, remind us how 
unaccountable even our modem punctuation is. Their account of irregular 
paintings is remarkably applicable to Renaissance punctuation (for 
example, in the use of quotation or exclamation marks; placing question 
marks before the end of the sentence; separating subject from verb by a 
single comma; the rhetorical use of superfluous, non-syntactical commas; 
and the old-fashioned use of the colon to separate clauses). Charles Fries, 
who finds not elocutionary but structural principles in Renaissance 
punctuation observes the remarkable agreement "in underlying general 
principles in the use of the stops" between 1589-1900, in his 
"Shakepearian Punctuation," Studies in Shakespeare, Milton and Donne, 
Univ. of Michigan Publications, Language and Literature, Vol. 1 (New 
York: MacMillan, 1925), p. 84. 

Comparing the Fowlers' generous version of the varieties of stops to a 
recent Harbrace Handbook (7th ed., 1972), one is startled to realize that 
while once punctuation responded to the needs of writing (for example, 
colons were used to separate segments of periodic sentences), now what 
one is permitted to write in formal American English is restricted by the 
spareness of the manual's rules. 

19. Semicolons, a new mark, much discussed by Aldus Manutius, sigs. 
G4v-G5, are not used in early editions of Baptistes, except occasionally in 
error. (The mark does, of course, indicate the enclitic -que.) C.H. Herford 
and Percy and Evelyn Simpson claim "the semi-colon was invented by 
Aldus Manutius" (Ben Jonson, Vol. IX [Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1952], p. 
209)). At any rate, Partridge claims it was introduced to England 
"accidentally" in 1538 and reappeared in 1584 (p. 124). 

20. See Manutius, sig. G5v. Today, semi-colons may be used in this 

circumstance. 
21. Manutius, sig. G6. Space used after the period can also indicate a 

stronger break. 
22. See Nichols, "Conventions," pp. 841-43, for a subtle illustration of 

this practice, and how modernization can mislead or at least be less 
"expressive." Cf. Bapt. line 590. 
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23. Peter Alexander quietly made a numb . 
points. Perhaps most important is th t R e_r of importa~t corrective 
"obeys a [reader's] logic" not dr at· en_a1ssance English punctuation , ama ic v01ce accord ' t h' . . 
may emphasize and connect as well as divide' Th. I m~ o_ w ich pomtmg 
(and even some sixteenth-century) rules of . is _og1c violates modem 
unfamiliar modem habits (p 20) Th d punctuatt_on but confonns to not 
tendency may be seen in the. Ha .b e mHo em Amencan pedagogic 

f 
. . r race andbook Ob · I . 

ences, JOm as well as divide but the H db k . v1ous y, stops, like 
colon are "separators" (p 160,) M . an oo stresses that all but the 

· · anutms, on the other hand d · 
colon as a weaker separator than th . d b , escnbes the 
colon (sig. G5v). e perIO ut stronger than the semi-

24. On this "grossly violated card· I . 
punctuation, that the verbs mu~; ~ot bema rule of [Enghsh] modem 
essentially connected elements as the s;~arated_ by a full stop from such 
Peter Alexander p 19 Al d su ~_ect, ~bJect, or complements," see 
Thiselton's most' in~ightfut~:e;a~!~~t~~lhgent use ?f Alfred 
line of construction" is often marked b t_ ~e resumption of the direct 
the "beginning of the interposition" (p Y ~~

1~~;g, alth~ugh none indicates 
Some Textual Notes on the Tr . p. - · On this, see Thiselton, 
1902), p. 55. aged1es of Cymbeline (London: R. Folkard, 

Simpson found that Shakes eare did . 
P

airs (p 18) D b' h' S p not set off elements with comma 
. . ar is tre ha wcross and T . b 

Milton. (See "Editorial Procedure" i T ret~ o serve this practice in 
believed this practice should be ke to;n yr~nmcall~?overnm_ent.) Treip 
rhythm (p 32) · t h P mo em edittons for its rounded 

. , JUS ass e saw the use of a comm .th 
Thomas Browne to be for emphasis. But her rh a _wt a c~mpoun~ in 
punctuation may blind her to the lik l'h od e~o~1cal reading of Milton's 
for readers, not for actors (cf p Ale t that it is a s~heme of pointing 
influenced by Latin precede~ts.'Si;~:1 er;t 19) and hkely to have been 
colon plus upper-case initial in lace of y, t: seve_nteenth-century use of a 
trace its origins to Latin printin! ractic: rsnod,<:tte_d by Trei~, is likely to 
to, or reflection of, dramatic voicf ng. ee Manutrns), and is not a guide 
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Tue present edition of Baptistes follows as copy-text the London 1577 
editio princeps (L=L 77, L 78, E78). Except for the prefatory matter, the use 
of italic and roman type is here reversed: the text, italic in L, is here in 
roman; the entries and speech-prefixes, roman in L, are here in italic. All 
editorial changes made in the copy-text are recorded in the Emendations to 
Copy-Text, with the following exceptions: accent marks are not 
reproduced or recorded (these accents generally indicate an adverb or an 
enclitic or, in the case of a circumflex, a long vowel2); all abbreviations, 
except the ampersand, are silently expanded (for example, -q; becomes 
-que and the tilde becomes norm; the use of u and vis modernized; no 
distinction is kept between letters with or without the swash, nor are 
ligatures, long s, tailed i, or otber such typographic conventions, 
impractical in modem typescript, preserved; wrong-font or inverted letters 
that do not form a possible reading have been silently corrected. 3 Spacing 
after full-stops and semi-colons, which may have punctuational 
significance, bas nevertheless been silently normalized according to 
modem practice. For the early editions of Baptistes (tbose printed before 
Buchanan's death in 1582) the Historical Collation records all substantive 
variants, all punctuation, and significant capitalization (in particular, 
capitalization that may function as a form of punctuation [e.g., line 558; 
but not lines 518 or 1030, where P79A uses lower-case initials after the 
full stop], or indicates personification). I omit from the collation common 
spelling alternatives, accents, abbreviations, and certain typographical 
conventions. Variant initial capitals following full-stops (not normalized) 
and following speech-prefixes (normalized) are, as a rule, omitted from tbe 
collation. Variant stage entries are collated, but I do not record differences 
in the abbreviation of speech-prefixes (for example, Mal. for Malchus). It 
should be observed that in Land in the Frankfurt 1578 edition (=F78) 

81 
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scenes are indicated only by the speech prefix(es) of the new character(s) 
on entry. In the first Paris 1579 edition (=P79A) and most later editions, by 
contrast, a new scene is marked by a list of all characters who will 
participate at some time in the scene, the so-called neo-classical "massed 
entries." (See "Staging.") The Historical Collation also records the 
substantive and semi-substantive readings of Thomas Ruddiman's Opera 
Omnia (Edinburgh, 1715), which has long been the received text (often in 
the form of its bandier, large quarto edition by P. Burmann [Leiden, 

1725)). 
Between Buchanan's death in 1582 and 1715, the date ofRuddiman's 

great collected edition, Baptistes went through at least 35 printings, as can 
be seen in the Table of Editions. Nearly all are descended from the two 
Paris 1579 editions and are included in small-format editions of the Psalm 
Paraphrases and collected poems. Only two German editions in standard-
size octavo--a Baptistes printed in Wittenberg (1604) and one in Caspar 
Donavius's collection of works on calumny, Homo Diabolus (1618)--base 
their texts on the F78 tradition. For the most part, all these later editions 
(i.e., printed after Buchanan's death) are, as far as Baptistes is concerned, 
uncomplicated resettings, frequently page-for-page, where deviations from 
printers' copy are obvious restorations, compositor errors, or 
sophistications. For the two Leiden 1609 Plantin Psalm Paraphrases (#20 
and #20A in the Table of Editions), however, one senses an intelligence 
behind the selection of correct readings from editions previous to that of 
the muddled received text. Because the 1615 Edinburgh (#23) and, much 
more so, the 1621 Saumur edition (#28) of the Poemata Omnia, add new 
readings in other works, apparently from manuscript sources, and make 
claims for editorial competence, we are inclined to attribute some authority 
to certain variant readings in Baptistes occurring in these editions. 

4 
But the 

line between responsible eclecticism and compositorial sophistication or 
error is quite fuzzy for the variants typically at issue (e.g., ominibus vs. 
omnibus; graviter vs. gnaviter; leviter vs. leniter). In no cases do we find 
demonstrably fresh material for Baptistes. Toe stability of the Baptistes 
text makes establishing precise filiation among the many later editions (not 
all available in one library and too small and tightly bound to be 
satisfactorily microfilmed) both burdensomely perplexing and tiresomely 

unrewarding. 
As the editions between 1579 and 1641 have no independent textual 

authority and meager and undemonstrable editorial value, what interests us 
is merely what edition or editions preserve chance readings that may 
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indicate from which text T . was translated Readings ors~n~;~al/-Go~ern1_11ent Anatomized (1642/3) 
Commentary. Since from 164r un~~:u;c7e40m thhlS regard ~e recorded in the 

Lat
. 1 , w en Francis Peck pre ts 
m text of convenience to parallel h. d ' . sen a 

Government Anatomized no e . . is e it~on of Tyrannica/1-
Ruddiman's) is of textuai signit~:c off :pllstes (with the exception of 
Commentary observau· 1 e, ~ve merely entered in the 

ons on se ected vanant react· f 
For example, at times I correct Ruddiman's defec . mgs rom these edi~ons. 
1299) or note where Peck supplies an es . 11 :v~ apparatus ~e.g., hne 
make the text of Baptistes conform mor::t y armg emendation to 
translation (e.g., line 994). sely to the anonymous 

I have not been able to determine what edition 'f . 
Ruddiman's own copy-text (there is no i . . I any supplied 
he used other than the eclectic "bette d~tca.~10n from his apparatus that 
readings). One would assume Peck t~ ~a~:o~as~~n~_ept fo_r evaluatin? 
edition, but he seems to have worked b Ii . is _Lalin on Rudd1man's 
to correspond to the English while at / beral pn~c1ples t~ tailor his text 
English to correspond to mo~e lausibl~mes ~mscndmg unsallsfactory 
reprinted with a few eighteenthpcentury ~~n. ~ter 1740, Baptistes was 
During the nineteenth century ~uchan ' i;on; o the Psalm Paraphrases. 
to be printed, but without the ~erect dr ans sa m Paraphrases continued 

A di
. amas. 

n e t1on of Buchanan's four tra d. . . 
by Peter Sharratt and P. G Walsh geri:s ~d1ted, wit~ modern translations, 
published in 1983 6 F ·b . (p ~Iy responsible for the text), was 

. . . or su stanllves, this moderni d t ( " 
Walsh) 1s identical to Ruddiman's O 7 15) ze ext re1erred to as 
indicated in the Historical Collation.? except for a few readings 

NOTES 

1. See "Choice of Copy-Text " "Earl E . . ,. 
(for lists of copies collated). ' Y dil.lons, and Table of Editions 

A
2. Ll_eicester Bradner omitted accents from the texts in h1·s M 
ng 1canae ·AH' t if . usae M d · is ory O Anglo-Lalin Poetry 1500-1925 (Ne y k· 
0 em Language Association 1940) "b · w or · circumflex, I have bee bl , . ecause, with the exception of the 

n una e to satisfy myself as to their purpose. 
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Usually they contribute nothing to an understanding of the text" (p. viii). 
Bradner might also have added that they are often difficult to distinguish 
on microfilm. Margareta Benner and Emin Tengstrom observe that the 
grave accent frequently distinguishes adverbs, but can be found on other 
words. In the course of the seventeenth century, accents function 
increasingly as guides to syntax rather than to pronunciation, a shift 
lamented by scholars of the time as a sign of readers' weakening Latin 
skills. See On the Interpretation of Learned Neo-Latin (Goteborg: Univ. of 
Goteborg Press, 1977), pp. 26-27. 

3. In the sixteenth-century editions of the Baptistes, we fmd two fonns 
of u. One is used initially and for the enclitic -ve. The other fonn is used 
internally. Tue first fonn looks like modern v and the second, like u. There 
is only one fonn for upper case u, that is, V. There is, as such, no letter v. 
Although purists may argue that I should transcribe Uva as Vua, I believe 
that little is gained to compensate for the modern reader's discomfort. An 
exception to my practice of nonnalization is that in Roman, upper-case 
titles I keep the copy-text's use of V. 

I do not try to reproduce the tailed i (that is, j) of the Renaissance 
typographer. There is no letter j, as such. 

The ampersand presents a special case. In the early editions of Baptistes it 
seems always to be used medially for et, a consistency unlike other 
abbreviations such as the tilde for nasalizations and q; for que the use of 
which depends on the availability of space. On the ampersand in neo-Latin 
more generally, see Fred J. Nichols, An Anthology of Neo-Latin Poetry 
(New Haven: Yale Univ. Press, 1979), p. viii. 

4. I. D. McFarlane, Buchanan (London: Duckworth, 1981) and "Notes on 
the Composition and Reception of George Buchanan's Psalm Paraphrases," 
Forum for Modem Language Studies, 7 (1971), 319-60, discusses the early 
printings of Buchanan's Poemata and Psalm Paraphrases, pointing out 
editions that introduce new material. He does not, however, refer 
specifically to the textual history of Baptistes. A few years earlier, 
however, be expressed the view in a summary note on "reissues or 
editions" of Baptistes that "a proper bibliographical examination of these 
volumes would be desirable" ("The History of George Buchanan's 
Sphaera," in Humanism and the Encyclopedia, ed. Peter Sharratt 
[Edinburgh: Edinburgh Univ. Press, 1976], p. 208). 

5. Peck does not indicate a copy-text for his edition of Baptistes or the 
source of bis variants. He regularly chooses the Latin reading that best 
conforms to the translation in Tyrannicall-Government (=T), or to bis 
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e~~nded T. Sometimes this is a Latin re d' 
editions; other times, apparent! p k a mg that can be found in earlier 
Ba~tistes 946,994). But at leas~'on: ::s ~mended the Latin_himself (e.g., 
Lattn, sua (Bapt. 1245) altho h T.' pnnts a correct read10g in the 

t (Tl 3 
' ug 1s, awkwardly tr I · . ua 38). Elsewhere Peck · ' ans ating the incorrect 1s not averse to im · 

and the Latin texts not always . d' . prov10g both the English ' 10 1cat10g his ch · 
ex~ple, be prints possent (Baptistes 475· ange with a note. For 
editions later than L 77) and ii tl ' a common, correct reading in 
334-35). ' s en Y corrects 1 to they (T478; Peck, pp. 

6. George Buchanan:Tragedies ed and tr 
Sharratt (Edinburgh: Scottish A 'd . . ans., P. G. Walsh and P. 
distinguished by an intelligent b~ :~~c_Press, 1~83). This edition is 
critical commentary On & u ne_ mtroduction and a generally fine 
. · e 1eature of this comm . . 

sixteenth-century allusi entary 1s to mdicate 
1540's. In this re _ons more ~ppropriate for the 1570's than for th 

spect, it may, at times recall P k' e 
example, "pontifex" (110· e 738). l ' ec s allegory-hunting· for ugo~edas" · · ' 
the Pope." See also the Commen f conta101~~ ... a reference to 
1274. The Edinburgh ed1·ti· ' tary o the present edition on lines 718 and 

on s textual appar t · 
unreliable, the editors having c l d d a us is, sadly, exiguous and 
"systematic apparatus of . one u . e that the labor of making a 

( 
.. vanant read10gs w Id b p. vu). Conventionally Walsh d Sh . . . ou ear meagre results" 

accidentals· "As Rudd~ d'd: arratt chose to classicize their text's 
spelling and punctuation :e ~ot ~s !ghteen~-century readers," 
for "many students accustomed t;:1z to pr?vtde an easy reading text 
classical texts" (p. vii) On th e ~on~entions · · . encountered in 
"Observations on Remtissanc: ~::i:~::~~ of accidentals, see 
7. The present collation while exh . : variants in Ruddiman and Walsh i austtve 10 _rec~rding substantive 

substantives. The distinction b t s conservative to listing semi-
inherent. Punctuation may alteer ween_ these two categories is practical not meanmg as much l · ' 
another word, however unlikely B t . . as spe ling that creates 
generate numerous marginall . . u 10 pr~cttce punctuational differences 
impractical to record e ·a11Y vw:iant readings which it would be 

, spec1 y s10ce the d't' 
employ systems of punctuation de l ede t ions under examination ve op over four centuries. 



Summary of Baptistes 

PROLOGUE 

Since all the men he sees are very changeable, Buchanan finds much truth 
in the fable of Proteus, who could change himself into whatever he wished. 
Theatrical performances are subject lo the unfair criticisms of fickle 
audiences that reject in tum anything old or new. Buchanan wants to 
present his play to a fair judge. He allows that his play of how John the 
Baptist suffered can be called either old or new, since it is an old story 
freshly remade and deals, besides, with eternal evils. 

THE FIRST PART* 

Malchus enters with Gamaliel and in a long monologue laments that they 
should have lived so long as to be forced to see what he describes--the 
conquest of the Jews and the profanation of their temples. Yet even under a 
foreign tyrant, says Malchus, the Jewish laws had maintained something of 
their old dignity: 

* "Parts" derive from Tyrannicall-Governmellt Anatomized. Baptistes is 
without act or scene divisions. 
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In servitute quamlibet gravi, tamen 
Scintilla quaedam dignitatis pristinae 
Adhuc supererat: (69-71) 

[In our slavery, however harsh, nevertheless a certain spark of our 
ancient dignity still remained.] 

But now a young upstart, John the Baptist, a traitor descended from Jewish 
priests, deceives the people and, as a new prophet, leads them away from 
the old laws. Malchus therefore calls on his colleague to join him in 
opposing this raging threat to traditional Jewish sanctity. 

Gamaliel, however, responds that it is inappropriate and unforgivable for 
an elder to act rashly; he refuses to approve or condemn this prophet 
before knowing more. Moreover, he has not yet heard anything so evil 
about the new prophet as to demand censure and hatred. Gamaliel argues 
further that John reproves vice and teaches good morals by his own 
example. Malchus responds that John spurns the laws, founds new sects 
and rites, and reprimands the magistrates and priests for their sins. 
Gamaliel answers that as much as members of his own class pretend to be 
saints, they are in fact not free from the greatest vices. 

Malchus allows that this may be true, but asks whether it is lawful for a 
common man to reprimand a religious official (praesuli, 138). He argues 
that the people should obey passively, refusing no restraints. The governor 
should be a law unto himself. It is left to God to punish erring rulers: 

Lex ipse sibi sit: si quid autem erraverit, 
Est qui scelestum cernat, & plectat Deus. (142-43) 

[Let him be a law to himself; if he should err, there is a god who 
observes the wicked man and punishes him.] 

Such governance is just, Malchus argues, because the people are ignorant, 
wrong, rash, and blind. To Gamaliel's objection that superior virtue and 
wisdom can be and was, in fact, found in common men such as Moses and 
David, Malchus retorts that they were tutored by God. 

Gamaliel feels that such divine instruction could be again taking place 
with this new prophet. But Malchus, with near comic irony, retorts: 

No~is relictis erudiet illum Deus? (153) 
[Will God abandon us and instruct him?] 
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Gamaliel then must summarize his en . earthly power or glory. g eral pomt: God does not respect 

In response, Malchus charge th G . 
He asks what Gamaliel ex pee~ toat . ~mahe~ seems a traitor to his class. 
destruction of their order Garn 1· gl ru for himself after he helps in the 

· a 1e answers by tryin t 
understanding of the situation T d" . g 

O 
correct Malchus' 

and arms Nor was this e th. rue igmty cannot be defended by pride 
· ver e way of their fathers Mal h 

despite his defense of the ancient 1 . · c us, however, aws, IS a man for the moment: 

Ve_tusta ~eteres, nostra nos magis decent. 
Suique v1vat quisque more seculi. (175-76) 

[Old customs are fitting for the old . . . 
each one live according to the cust~ ourfthh1_ngs are f1ttmg for us. Let m o 1s own age.] 

But this is just talk, since Malchus and Gamali . 
what their ancestors would have done d el ha_ve different views of 
with John. Malchus suggests threats an ""'.hat therr order now should do 
Gamaliel, on the contrary argu th' ~xecullon, and _inquisitional torture. 
priestly class, nor is unjus't execeitio~· ~~t~ct cruelly is not fitting for the 
openly confronted and disputed back't :::· a transgressor should be 

At the I t G · 
0 

v ue. 
appearin~t~ 'w;;1~':~:e~~~:~chus to prote~t his_reputation by 
fears Malchus will be seen not' stead of pushmg him to destruction. He 
the laws, but as one who with tahs one who with John's blood has ratified 

, e power of a tyrant h d 
man whom he could not convince b r . . ' as oppresse a holy 
refusing to listen to either Gama!" / eason. Fmdmg no support, and 
angrily goes off to seek assistan ie" s or the C~orus' counsel, Malchus 

G al . ce 1rom the Kmg 
. am iel then alone on stage with the Ch . 

his own priestly order The rie d . orus speaks of the hypocrisy of 
of piety. If anyone d~s o p sis ece1ve t~e common people with show 
him with calumnies. Malc~:s~ themd,_they i~cense King Herod against 

' e pre icls, will do this at court: 

~raditur ?~ aulam: comminiscetur novas 
ectas onn, sacra patrum deseri, 
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Auctoritatem regiam ludibrio 
Patere: (240-43) 

. d th t new sects are arising, that 

~~ee ::c:~n~t~~ :to~uf~:e:;i~ ~;::~ed, ;hat the royal authority 

stands open to ridicule.] 

. . believe vain fears and are susceptible to 
Kings, moreover, are mchned _t~ ho warns faithfully is considered 
advisers such as M~chus--w~~ o~; ~hat he wishes the priests would deal 
timid dull and torpid. Gama ie a s · b God and 

, .' l with John; for either this prophet is sent y . 
more cautious y . d h·mselfwith his own guile. 
cannot be resisted or he ~ill confo~~h ~lay with a long ode consisting of 

The Chorus closes the first P_art O e th · lent and monstrous 
. th es· False piety screens e v10 familiar stoic em · dri es Malchus against the 

passions of men. The blind fury of revenge v aked truth Also desire 
innocent prophet and causes him falsely to accuse n . ' 
for glory poisons Malchus' reason. 

Ficta crudeles pietas tyrannos, 
Impios mores stola fimbriata 
Celat: (334-36) 

d the fringed cloak hides [Feigned piety conceals cruel tyrants, an 
impious morals.] 

th rests in the shadow of a humble cottage, far from both the 
But naked tru f h Hit de She is known only to herself. 
courts and the favor o t e mu u . 

THE SECOND PART 

M lchus has reported to the King and 
[Between the first and second part, a ted he has 
Queen on the threat posed b~ Joh~; John has been arres , 
reproved Herod, and is now m pnson.] 
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The Queen and Herod open this part of the play, disagreeing over the 
danger presented by John. The Queen now warns that Herod is blind to the 
growing strength of the rabble-rouser, and argues that Herod is deceived 
by John's show of sanctity. As Malchus and Gamaliel exchanged verbal 
formulations in the first part, so now do Herod and the Queen. Just as 
before neither claimed victory nor admitted defeat, so here, too, there is no 
explicit resolution. But as Gamaliel's rebuttals went uncontested, finally 
forcing Malchus to take new tacks, so the Queen here neatly handles each 
new question of the King. Herod argues that he reduces his dignity by base 
fear and that he becomes a tyrant, not a king, if he is an enemy to his 
people. But the Queen cautions him with the prudential wisdom of the 
preemptive attack. He thus assumes for the moment the role of an 
enlightened constitutional monarch and she that of the Machiavellian 
prince: 

Regina. Oum parcis uni factioso & perdito, 
Is perditum omnes, (383-84) 

[Queen. As long as you spare one who is factious and evil , you are 
moving toward the destruction of all.] 

While Herod speaks mildly and idealistically, his Queen upbraids his lack 
of kingliness. Finally, Herod sends her away as John enters, escorted from 
prison for this interview. 

In a long speech, Herod tells John that he, Herod, is John's only friend: 
the Queen, priests, nobles, and people all hate him. He lists the 
accusations: John reviles the priestly class, he deceives the common people 
who are untrained in the old laws, and he disrupts the peace of the state. 
John, he says, tells soldiers not to obey their leaders, and the people not to 
obey Caesar. John stirs up the people with the vain hope of ridding 
themselves of their foreign yoke, and he upbraids Herod openly for his 
immoral marriage. Herod adds that even the people complain that he is 
himself too slow to vindicate the laws of their ancestors. 
Herod concludes his speech with the observation that he is no foreign, 

blood-thirsty tyrant, but a fair judge ready to pardon any injury done 
against his own person. He must, however, punish proven crimes against 
the state. 
The Chorus commends Herod's speech and thinks that no kingdom is 

made as secure by gold and arms as it is by love and equity. 
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. . k his anonymous accusers, who, he says, 
John, unco~prom~sing, atl~c sbefore finding fault with his accusations: 

should examine their own ives 

Vitam necesse est arguat prius suam, 
Orationem quam meam culpet. (468-69) 

. th t he should blame his own life before finding fault (It 1s necessary a 
with what I say .1 

. . H . no secret instigator, rather he castigates in 
He defends his acttons: is H d t tell soldiers not to obey their 
public not men but t~e1r vices. e :~t :~moral acts of violence and 
king; rather, he forbids th~m to~~; of "new things" (i.e., religious 1:~~;~

0
: :;;:v:~:i::~, b:?only that ancient hope in which Herod, too, 

believes: 

Nee spem novarum praedico r~rum, n~~i 
Quam vos, prophetis ex vetustts, cred1t1s 
Mecum. (479-81) 

(Nor do I proclaim the hope of "new things" but only that hope which 
you believe with me from the ancient prophets.} 

· lf be the victim of calumny. There is no 
John. moreover, knows himse . to h. h he holds the old laws than that his 

more certain ~ign of the respec~~~;.s ing that Herod's wife is hi~ by 
accuser remains secret. As for . d ~ether it is right to please himself 
right, John would have Herod cons, er w ho would be frank 

h h . hes there were more men w 
or God. He a~ds t at e w1s l H d to set the law as a limit to the sway 
advisers to kings an~ counse s ·1e1 d Herod by the same law by which 
of his own power, since God w1 JU ge 
Herod judges others. ak of heavenly things only in 

Herod, an~ry, commands Jo~tohs~ust obey earthly laws. John answers 
heaven; while he_dwells_on e ' hl k"ngs he considers his true home to 
that although he 1s obedient to earl Y 1 • . 
be heaven and that it is its King that he w~rsh1ps. John's making laws for 

Herod again is angered by what he perceives as 
kings: 
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Res ipsa clamat, regibus quam pareas: 
Parere regem qui tuis vis legibus. (512-13) 

(The matter itself cries out how you obey kings, you who want the king 
to obey your laws.] 

John answers that he desires only that the people obey kings, and kings, 
God. But Herod has heard enough and orders John taken away, 
presumably, back to prison. Herod, however, delays judgment: 

Perplexa res est Donec cuncta certius 
Comperta pateant, stat nihil decemere. (517-18) 

[The affair is ambiguous. Until all is more unquestionably ascertained, 
I am determined to decide nothing.] 

The Chorus, full of fear, doubts that it can know Herod's mind from his 
words. 

Herod then declaims at length on the wretched state of kings: 

Fortuna regum quam misera sit, & anxia, 
Nee fando poterit explicare oratio, 
Nee cogitando mentis acies assequi. (524-26) 

[How wretched and anxious is the lot of kings, neither speech in words 
can set forth, nor keenness of mind by thought comprehend.] 

But the miseries Herod attempts to expound are not those just of the king 
who has given up the pleasures and securities of private life for public 
glory and service; rather they are the peculiar terrors of the tyrant whose 
people fear and hate t.iim and who, in tum, must constantly fear and hate 
his people. Herod, however, believes he has no choice: 

Spemit modes tum principem plebs: asperum 
Odere. Vulgo serviendum est mobili, 
Et imperandum. nil meo arbitrio gero. (539-4 I) 
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modest ruler· they hate a harsh one. It is 
[The common peoplle scto~: fickle crowd.and to rule it. I do nothing at 
necessary to be a s ave o 
my own pleasure.] 

Because he feels trapped, Herod as tyrant loses the 

free will of a king. b "dd"ng himself of 
He decides that he will risk losing popular _favor y_n 1 d dignity· 

one whom he now perceives as a threat to hts authority an . 

Nunc stat, cruore auctoritatem regi:1"1 
Stabilire: vulgus facile post placab1tur. (550-51) 

[Now I am determined to mak_e stab~e my royal authority with 
bloodshed. Later the crowd will easily be appeased.] 

Order is at stake: 

lam non regi, 
Sed regere cupiet, iura regibus dabit, 
Confundet imis summa. (558-60) 

[Soon he will wish not to be ruled but to rule, he will give laws to 
kings, he will mingle the highest and the lowest.] 

Herod says that what Malchus babbles about laws does not at all concern 

him. He only cares that--

modo populus unam hanc sciat_ . 
Legem tenendam, praeter ut leges m1h1 
Licere quidvis, esse legitimum putet. (570-72) 

onl let the people know that this one law must be obse1:ed: the 
~~opl~ must think it lawful that even outside the law anything is 
permitted to me.] 

The Chorus then calls upon God not to forsak_e his people while their 
enemies rejoice and rule under the pretext of piety: 

Vates pereunt ense tyranni, 

-

Nostris gaudent luctibus hostes, 
Et pietatis sub praetextu, 
Meriti poenas, regna gubernant: (603-6) 
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[Prophets perish by the tyrant's sword, enemies rejoice in our griefs, 
and under outward show of piety, persons deserving punishment 
govern the realm.] 

It calls upon God to sustain his people as He did against the Pharaohs. 
Such a manifestation would dispel the mist that clouds man's 
understanding and would show the world that only God can do all things. 

THE THIRD PART 

Malchus enters alone, pondering the general truth that we are often not 
satisfied by the fulfillment of our wishes. For example, by effecting John's 
imprisonment he has only increased the prophet's glory, the number of his 
followers, and Malchus' own danger. Moreover, he feels all his solitary 
efforts on behalf of the people are only gaining him ill will. The common 
people, continues Malchus, love the Prophet, the rabbis murmur but do 
nothing, the King connives, and the nobles neglect the threat, while he 
alone supports the country's falling rites: 

ruentes solus his humeris ego 
His fulcio humeris patrios ritus, manum 
Nullo admovente: (662-64) 

[I alone with these shoulders, with these shoulders I support the falling 
ancestral rites, with no one extending a hand to help.] 

After observing how the world goes, Malchus realizes that public virtue 
does not profit a man. He must look to himself: 

Et me ruinae publicae obiiciam? Deus 
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Sua tueatur, quando iam sic vivitur, . 
Ut quisque caveat sibi: ego mihi sum prox1mus. (670-72) 

kb f the public downfall? [And shall I set myself up as a bulwar e ore . l k 
Let God look to his own affairs; since now everyone hves so as to oo 
out for himself, I am closest to myself.] 

H decides therefore to extricate himself from danger by regaining th 
Johen's favor: Should this fail, he will bend all his efforts t~ eture ~-at e 

believe that he has been the cause of John s estru~ ion. ~~~:u:~h:~t stands apart as John enters wit~ his f?llowers. He h~~ens 
approvingly as John preaches against man's disobedience towards is 

Maker: 

Praecepta spemit, fraena l~gu~-r~iicit: 
In omne praeceps facinus 1~: hb~d_me 
Metitur aequum: ponderat ms vmbus. (715-17) 

He scorns commands, rejects the reins of th~ law; h~ rushes hea~lo;sg 
. . he measuresJ·ustice according to his lust, he we g mto every cnme, 

right by strength.] 

But when John chastises the priests and ~he eldthers w~o ~n~;d::: ;;;te the 
M l hus bursts with ire. John castigates e pnes y . 

:r:t~nd ~o\xcell in wisdom and sanctity. Not caring for thetr sheep, they 
are themselves wolves: 

lupi 
Vos estis ipsi. vos gregem deglubitis: 
Vos lana vestit: lac sitim sedat, fam~~ 
Caro. gregem non pascitis: vos pasc1tts. (747-50) 

fl the flock- its wool dresses 
[You yourselves are the wolves; you ay • . d not feed 
you; its milk relieves your thirst, its meat your hunger, you o 
the flock: you feed yourselves.] 

Now Malchus can no longer bear to overhear John's sermon. 
Sarcastically, he confronts John, 
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"Heus tu vir bone, turbae magister unice" (757-58) 

[You there, my good man, sole teacher of the crowd]. 

In rapid exchange, John rebuffs Malchus' probing questions as well as his 
efforts to assert the authority of the priests. Each character picks up the 
words of the other in their stichomythic battle of short proverbs, maxims, 
and paradoxes. 

Malchus. Parere iuvenem convenit maioribus. 
loannes. Parere cunctos convenit magis Deo. 
Malchus. Te iussit igitur ista proloqui Deus? 
loannes. Iubet profari vera cunctos veritas. (763-66) 

[Malchus. It is fitting for a youth to obey his elders. 
John. It is fitting rather for everyone to obey God. 
Malchus. Does God then command you to say these things? 
John. Truth commands everyone to speak true things.] 

Malchus demands to know who John is. John responds that he is the voice 
crying in the wilderness prophesied in the Old Testament. Asked by what 
miracle he proves his claim to authority, John turns the question against 
Malchus: 

Possem ego vicissim te rogare etiam, tuam 
Auctoritatem quo probes miraculo? (795-96) 

[I could in tum ask you also, by what miracle you prove your 
authority.] 

Malchus, however, interprets this radical undercutting of his traditional 
authority as simple obstinacy. Once again he reveals the limitations of his 
own corrupt understanding by attributing to John the motives of power, 
glory, and riches. Mal ch us warns John that he is too experienced to be 
deceived by John's show of piety. 
John does not reply point by point to Malchus' charges. Instead, he simply 

and boldly states his position: if he says true things and does right things, 
why should he be silent? Moreover, John is unmoved by Malchus' threat 
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to his life, since he does not fear to die. Malchus, in tum, renews his 
promise of revenge: 

Et, quando arnicos nos habere negligis, 
Quid possit odium forte cognosces senum. (831-32) 

{And since you neglect to have us for friends, you will perhaps 
discover what the hatred of old men can do.] 

The Chorus then concludes the third part of the play, observing that, 
however well the hypocrite appears to conceal the sin by which he 
prospers, his conscience is a tormentor that gnaws within: 

Vos vestra conscientia 
Secreta rodens arguit. (853-54) 

{Your conscience secretly gnawing accuses you.] 

Three times blessed and more is the man of pure heart. 

THE FOURTH PART 

Malchus solus complains that the King is unreliable since his 
unprincipled concern is to keep the good will of the people. Malchus, 
however, recognizes an ally in the Queen--one whose passions have 
become enraged by John's accusations. She enters and Malchus proceeds 
to feed her flames. He tells her that he is saddened that her dignity and 
authority have been made the laughing stocks of the common people. She 
in tum tells Malchus that her anger and grief have not been able to move 
the King to avenge her injuries. Malchus advises her that the imprisonment 
of the Baptist has served only to make him more violent and, should he be 
released, it will be a quickly forgotten favor: 

Odere cuncti propemodum beneficia, 
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Quorum memoriae iuncta sunt maleficia. (935-36) 

[Almost everyone hates benefits to th . . . linked.] e memory of which mJuries are 

Twisting adages to his purposes Maleh f persistent in her efforts: , us urther counsels the Queen to be 

Quod saepe vis non perficit, vincit labor. 
Nee alta quercus icta subito stemitur: (953-54) 

[Often that which force does not accom r 
tall oak at once laid low when it is struci.;sh, labor conquers. Nor is the 

quae non potest 
Plerunque ratio, expugnat importunitas. (957-58) 

[Things which reason often cannot, importunity overcomes.] 

And he finally advises her to set snares if open methods fail: 

Si peragi aperte res nequit, tendas dolos. (963) 

[If the thing cannot be done openly, use deceits.] 

After the exit of Malchus and th Q 
deceitful actions of the priest an; ~een, _the Chorus comments on the 
offered by Malchus the heroi~ re . stane agaifnst the ex_emplum of persistence 

sis ce o the Baptist: 

Ille ut tunsa furentibus 
Ilex dura aquilonibus, 
Aut rupes remeabili 
Quam fluctu mare verberat 
Nullo concutitur metu. (979_83) 

[He, like the hardy holm oak beaten b th . . 
the cliff which the sea batters "th. y e r~gmg north wmds, or like 
fear.] w1 its retummg wave, is shaken by no 
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Innocent truth stands finn before violence, fraud and the vicissitudes of 

fortune.h then turns directly to John standing before his prison door 
The C or;:~ f his danger. But to John loss of life is no danger, rat~er 

and warns im o man welcomes The Chorus states that even if 
something tha\_the ;oo:·mself he should consider his followers. John 
John does not lear or i ' ki Th Chorus tries to 

ffinns that his obedience is to the heavenly ng. e d t 
rea · · that while God can be appease a any 
give John prudent advice, arguing · th·s to be sinful 
time Herod can be appeased only now. John perce1~es I 1 

, . . The Chorus then argues that John despises the hoy 
temponzmg. . b 1 t esponds that by 
fellowship of body and soul. John, agam a sou e, r J h that he 

. death he wins eternal rewards. Moreover, o n sa~s . 

~:~:~ci:tnd no bereaved friendds, if :g~~l ~:i~r~:
0:b;~~~:1:p!~e, but 

seeking the natural harbor towar s w ic . 
is like an exile finding his way home: 

Quis exul errrans per pereg~ni so!i 
Desert.a tesca, doleat in patnam c1to 
Sese reverti? ( 1069-71) 

anderin as an exile through desert wild~messes of a foreign 
:u:~ would :rieve to return quickly back to his fatherland?] 

. the timorous Chorus, which 
:;hc;~~:s~e:hic truths just expounded by the 

young prophet: 

Hine formido malis, hinc bona spes bonis, (1130) 

[Hence dread to evil men, hence good hope to good men.) 
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THE FIFTH PART 

The Queen enters alone and reveals her lack of faith in her allies--
Malchus, the King, and even her daughter. She relates that Herod promised 
to reward the dancing of her daughter with whatever she should choose. 
Although she has her daughter's promise that she will demand John's head 
on a charger, the Queen bums with anxious fear as her wish for revenge 
nears it fulfillment. Just at this moment, Herod and the Salome-figure, 
called Puella, approach from the palace, even as the girl is making her 
outrageous request. 

Herod argues that his daughter's rash desire ill befits a young girl. Puella, 
apparently schooled in the sententiae of a Senecan tyrant, counters Herod's 
maxims of regal moderation. Herod suggests that an undeserved execution 
will incite public hatred and is a tyrannical infraction of law. 

Herod.Regna male servat metus. 
Puella.Et regna vertit facile scelerum impunitas. 
Herod.Securus est, quern civium servat fides. 
Puella.Necesse reges est timeri, diligi 

Necesse non est. 
Herod. Odia crudelem premunt. 
Pue/la.In rege vulgo lenitas contemnitur. (1211-16) 

[Herod. Fear is a bad preserver of kingdoms. 
Pue/la. And impunity for crimes easily overturns kingdoms. 
Herod. Secure is the ruler whom the loyalty of his citizens preserves. 
Pue/la. It is necessary for kings to be feared, not loved. 
Herod. Hatreds crush the cruel ruler. 
Pue/la. ~l_y,.,_Jeniency is scorned in a king.] b) 11)~ l'l'\ 1.< t-l•"vck .. 

Finally, the Queen, interrupting what threatens to become an endless 
exchange, shames the King into keeping his promise. Moreover, she 
advises that he learn that private virtues which obligate common men do 
not bind a king. A king's duty, rather, is to the welfare of the people; this 
being so, he must protect his own dignity. 
Herod responds that, although he will keep his promise, he wishes his 

daughter would reconsider. He regrets that he vowed rashly and so put his 
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kingdom's safety into the hands of a woman. Either because, as he says, he 
feels trapped by bis vow or because, as the Queen bas predicted, he can 
now kill John without blame, Herod grants the Queen the pleasure and 
responsibility of her vengeance. She, in tum, rejoices: 

lam vindicata dignitas est regia 
Ne pateat ulli in posterum ludibrio (1258-59) 

[Now royal dignity has been vindicated so that it will not in future be 
exposed to any mockery.] 

Et sive reges aequa. iniquave imperent, 
AEquo ferenda populus animo omnia putet. (1262-63) 

[And whether kings command just or unjust things, let the people think 
that all things must be borne with even mind.] 

After the exit of the royal family, the Chorus, in its sixth and last ode, 
apostrophizes Jerusalem, which for its sins and cruelty toward its prophets 
will suffer God's just revenge. 

Next, the Nuntius enters looking for John's disciples, but is met by the 
Chorus, which wants to bear the news. He counsels the Chorus not to weep 
for a man who dies well: 

Mortuos miseri fleant, 
Miserosque tantum. Neminem facere potest 
Fortuna miserum: (1335-37) 

[Let the wretched weep for the dead, and only for the dead that are 
wretched. Fortune can make no one wretched.] 

Although the Chorus accepts the truth of the messenger's speech, it closes 
the play expressing its own abject fear of death: 

Nee ligati hoc vinculo 
Servire miseri nos putamus: exitum 
Quam servitutem potius exborrescimus. (1358-60) 

Summary of Baptistes J 03 

[And bound by this h · f H 
are slaves: we shuddccr~o~e ;t ~eawthe dtho not think: wretched, that we 

an at servitude.] 
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The Critical Tradition 

COMPOSITION, INTENTIONS, RESPONSES 

In this, my good Maister, consistith your 
Prayse, and in this shal your Fame remayne 
immortal!, though many other thinges in this 
World have made yow famous for ever.I 

In 1579, when the English diplomat Thomas Randolph (1523-90) wrote 
these sincere words of praise to Buchanan, it would have been a rash man 
indeed who could have imagined that in 1952 James Naiden would be able 
to call the first chapter of his study on Buchanan's Sphaera, "Time brings 
many changes: Who was George Buchanan?"2 It would be otiose to offer 
once again a chronicle of the testimonia through the ages to Buchanan's 
greatness. Buchanan was labelled "poeta sui seculi facile princeps" by the 
scholar Henri Estienne II, an early publisher of his Psalm paraphrases; this 
title of "prince of poets" was never seriously challenged. 3 

But later it was as a political propagandist against Mary Queen of Scots 
that Buchanan's notoriety was established. Today those who know his 
name are likely to have read the few words of admiration offered by Sir 
Philip Sidney in his Apology for Poetry, or perhaps a recent biography of 
Mary Queen of Scots, in which Buchanan is portrayed as snapping off the 
royal hand that fed him, or, more probably, the concession wrung out of 
Dr. Johnson that the Scotsman was indeed "the only man of genius his 
country ever produced."4 

105 
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Johnson was not alone in the necessity of choking down natural Tory 
sentiments about Buchanan's regicidal political doctrines in order to give 
due credit to a poet of genius. Thomas Ruddiman (1674-57), the Librarian 
of the Society of Advocates (Edinburgh), produced the monumental 1715 
edition of Buchanan's works, even though he was himself a loyal Jacobite. 
His criticism of Buchanan's political stance, especially in the Historia, 
where Ruddiman "endeavoured to correct with an unlucky diligence that 
proved fatal to his future quiet," so incensed Buchanan's supporters that an 
association was formed to re-edit the works more sympathetically. 

5 

Ruddiman's own biographer, Chalmers (1742-1825), in a letter to David 
Laing, 6 March 1817, admits Buchanan's genius, but calls him a "raskal": 

I have heard of the Life of Buchanan [presumably Irving's Memoirs, 
second edition 1817] who with all his genius was a raskal; and I care 
very little what any biographer says about him: the biographer, whom 
you allude to, wishes to protect Buchanan, by abusing others: I am 
fixed in the opinion, that no genius or talent, ought to protect the 
crimes of the party: So farewell Buchanan.6 

Given this disputed territory, we can be grateful that today the balanced 
and up-to-date biography that Naiden felt was necessary has been provided 
by I. D. McFarlane. We can if we wish easily know a great deal about 

George Buchanan.7 
Baptistes brings us to look both at Buchanan's early years as a poet and 

teacher in Bordeaux in the 1540's and at his later years back in Scotland, 
when the play was finally printed in 1577, among his political works. For 
many legitimate reasons the interpretation of Baptistes has most often been 
determined by its date of publication rather than by that of its composition. 
Mcfarlane, like his predecessor, P. Hume Brown, places his primary 
discussion of Baptistes in the period of its publication, as an example of 
Buchanan's "committed literature . . . brought out in response to the 
circumstances of the times," along with his De jure regni and Historia. 

8 

His synthetic account of Baptistes is comprehensive, if at times 
contradictory. and constitutes the closest thing we have to a received 

reading. 
Encouraged by Buchanan's own testimony, yet undeterred by the 

contradictions in that testimony, critics have long viewed Baptistes as a 
dramatic failure when compared to Jephthes, the other of Buchanan's two 
original school dramas, and as, at best, worthy of extended discussion only 
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as a topical political alle O or .. 
give an account of these ~i~s b~ a ~~:ment of poht1cal doctrine. I shall 
Baptistes depend on the dramati u wi so U")'. to show that the ideas in 
admittedly abortivus--as Buchancannatulrle do~ the1r presentation. Although 
' ca e it--and somewh t I ki . 
iocus, the play is a remarkable h" . a ac ng m 
time and no tract More class· a1ac· ievement m dramatic art for that dull 

. · ic m tone and struct th 
Renaissance drama on John the Baptist h. h . h u~e an even the later 
tradition, Buchanan's play is at the w. ic m ented a strong medieval 
contemporary products of the "new les~ reformist than 
humanist's political and ethical play than ng.1· I! is more Erasmian a re ig1ous polemic. 

* * * 
From the Vita (a late memo· ll . 

learn of the poet's time in Bo~~:~~: y attnbuted to Buchanan himself), we 

Ibi in scholis, quae tum sumptu public . . . 
quo tempore scripsit quattuor tra d"o engebantur, tr1enmum docuit: 
fuerunt evulgatae Sed quae . goe ia~. quae postea per occasiones 

· pnma ommum fuerat con · ( · 
nomen est Baptista) ultima fuit ed"ta· d . scnpta cm . i , ac emde Medea E . ·ct· E 
e~1m ut consuetudini scholae satisfaceret ui:ip1 is. as 
smgulas poscebat fabulas cons . • quae per annos smgulos 
ab allegoriis, quibus tum Gair cn~erat: ut earum actione iuventutem 
imitati ia ve ementer se oblectabat ad 

onem veterum qua posset retrahcret Id . • 
successisset, reliquas Jephthen et Alce ( · t~ ~1 

pr~pe ultra spem 
lucem et hominum conspectum latur:. :~:.,:~~i~!1gentms, tanquan 

[There Buchanan taught for three ears . 
being built with public funds· duri~g th.

10th
~ College de Guyenne then 

tragedies, afterwards publish~d on fav is penod he wro~ four 
first play to be written (Bap( t ) ourable opportumhes. But the 
second play he wrote was M1:es was the last to be published; the 

B h 
e ea translated from Eurip"d N 

uc anan had composed these . . • es. ow 
school which required a pla works m obedience to the custom of the 
Bordeaux by actin in such y every ~ear. He hoped that the youth of 
then so very popul~ in Fran~~a;s ~mg~ be weaned from ~he allegories 
the models of the ancients As B n :ec led as far as possible to imitate 
hopes in this design, he to~k soC::C h ~an succee~ed al~ost beyond his w a greater pams with his remaining 
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plays the Jephthes and the A/cestis--regarding them as works intended 
to endure the light of day and the sight of men.] 

Although feeling himself hounded by his old enemy Cardinal Beaton, 
Buchanan was enjoying in Bordeaux "la vie vagabonde de ce ~vant 
cosmopolite."10 Montaigne was among his most talented pupils at the 
College de Guyenne (opened in 1533), where Andre de Gouvea was 
master. At nearby Agen, he earned the regard of the elder Julius ~aesar 
Scaliger, the "veritable swashbuckler of letters." 11 There is cons1?erable 
difficulty however in ascertaining precisely when Buchanan was m 
Bordeaux. The Vita, we have seen.says that he remained for three years, 
and we have evidence (Silvae, 1) that by 15 December he was on the staff 
of the college. But, in his Lisbon defense (1550-51), he states that towards 
the end of 1543 he set out for Paris ("sub finem anni 1543"). Four years 
would seem right if he wrote one play for each year, as the Vita says was 
the custom at the school. Consequently, the dates of Buchanan's first stay 
in Bordeaux are generally given as 1539-43. (There is also evidence of a 

second trip, 1545-47.)12 

In 1579, Buchanan wrote to Rogers to give an account of his old works: 

Quatuor Tragoediae meae sunt editae, e quibus duae sunt e Graeco 
translatae. Medeam non in hoc scripseram, ut ederetur, ~d, cum_ 
Graecis literis absque magistro darem operam, ut verba sm~ula ~nter 
scribendum diligentius expenderem: amicis importune flag1~t1b~s 
edidi cum Latinas literas Burdegalae docerem, ac fabulam smgulis 
anni; pueris agendam dare eagerer. In ea cum multa n~gligentius el~psa 
essent, post aliquot annos retractavi earn, & quaedarn_ tn ea vul_nera 

1
ta 

sanavi, ut adhuc cicatrices alicubi appareant. Tres rehquas maJore cum 

labore ibidem effudi. 13 

[Four tragedies of mine have been published, two of them bein~ . 
translations from the Greek. I did not write the Medea for pubhcat1on 
but so that when I was studying Greek on my own I might give close 
thought to individual words as I wrote. I publis~e~ it because my 
friends kept on pestering me, when I taught Lattn m Bordeaux, and had 
to produce a text to be performed each year by !11e pupils. Since many 
things in it [Medea] had slipped out rather neghgently, after a few . 
years I redid it, and I healed certain wounds in it so that the scars sttll 
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appear in some places. The three remaining ones I produced in the 
same place with more labor.] 

:,-1cFarl~e observes that the Vita and this letter to Rogers constitute 
essenltally, two conflicting statements" both of which are "made nearly 

four decades after the event, though they are made within a year or so of 
~ach other" (p.119). If Medea was written as an early Greek exercise, that 
1s long before 1540, then Baptistes seems not to have been his first work.14 

McFarlane may h_av_e been too quick to condemn Buchanan's consistency. 
Rather, Buchanan 1s incomplete. Since Medea was reworked both for 
performance ~d for its 1544 publication, he did not conside~ it his first 
work.15 Its f1~st state as a Gr~k translation exercise must have seemed far 
from the pubh~hed form and its unusual origins seem to have required 
s~me expl~nalton, as the other plays did not. Mcfarlane does not deal 
drrectly with the two obvious sources of the story of John the Baptist 
Josephus and the Gospels, but acknowledges that in the absence of clear 
mod~ls fo~ ~uc~anan's version, "discussion has .. centred more in the 
~os~1?le s1m1lanty of the action to the contemporary religious situation." 
Cnttcs have gone further" than pointing out the general resemblances 

bet~een John ,?nd the Protestant reformers, "interpreting the play as a sort 
of piece a cle. McFarlane repeats Aitken's surmise that this pursuit has 
been '.'enco~raged by some lines in thepro/ogos."16 

S~ttmg aside for now Buchanan's own Lisbon testimony (1550-51), in 
which John stood for Thomas More (see below), and Francis Peck's 
proP?sed seventeenth-century allegory (New Memoirs of . .. Milton, 1740) 
the ~1rst c~ndidates for the character John were all on the reformist side. ' 
D_av1d lrvmg (1817) initiated the pattern in his admiring Memoirs of the 
~ife of George Buchana_n (1807;_ 2nd ed., Edinburgh, 1817). Irving's work 
is a great storehouse of mformat1on that even in 1952 Naiden could still 
call the only ~cholarl~ biography of Buchanan.17 Irving first voiced the 
later convc~ttonal behcf that "the Baptistes, although inferior to the 
[Jephthes] m dramatic interest, is more strongly impregnated with the 
a_uthor's characteristic sentiments .... Its great theme is civil and religious 
~~rty. The poet ~requently expresses himself with astonishing boldness: 

is ~ang~age relative to tyranny and priestcraft is so strong and 
undisgmsed, _that it could not then have been tolerated in many schools; 
~nd the acquiesc~~ce of Buchanan's learned auditory suggests no 

nfavourable o~m10n of the flourishing seminary to which he belonged" 
(pp. 29-30). lrvmg also began the allegorical tradition among critics by 
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suggesting, "Some of his expressions bear a very easy application to the 
late conduct of Cardinal Beaton" (p. 30). 

Irving offers the opinion that the Terentian prologue of Baptistes "':as 
adopted that Buchanan might prepare "his audi~ors for the bo~d sentiments 
which they were about to hear" (p. 30). Defending Buchana~ s . . 
accomplishment, he mentions the "disapprobation" of Grotms,_Heinsms, 
and Bentley for the lack of metrical purity in Buchan~·~ tragedies ~P· 31-
35). He notes that Buchanan chose the "diction of Eunp1de~ ... as .~1s 
model" and did not "invest every scene with the same heroic swell (p. 31). 
Derivative and perniciously influential, P. Hume Br~~n's bi~graphy firmly 
placed Baptistes in the 1570's. 18 Hume Brown held, If th~ ~1ece v.:ere 
actually represented, the spectators could hav~ had little d1ffi~ulty in .. 
finding modem representatives for all its leading personages. John who 
is for laying the axe to the very root of Jewish traditio~" is the ,, 
"unmistakable prototype of any fiery reformer (Ber_qum, f?r ~xample)._. · · 
Malchus is identified with Cardinal Beaton, following Irving s suggestion, 
or the Archbishop of Bordeaux, Charles de Grammont. Herod mus~ then be 
Francis I, and Herodias, Louise of Savoy, the Queen Mother_. But s~nce 
such easy identification--Bordeaux had become by 1541 an inhospitable 
refuge for reformers--would have been terribly dangerous, Hume Brown 
must conclude, "It seems hardly possible that such a play could have been 

th• ' d n}9 represented at Bordeaux at 1s peno . 
Since Hume Brown well knows that Buchanan's plays were performed--

he cites Montaigne's Essais--it seems odd that he stubbornly mak~s no 
effort to reconcile this fact with his view that it is "difficult to believe that 
the play was actually put on the stage by Gou~ea" (p. 124). He concl~des, 
rather, "The Baptistes is, in truth, but the poetical dra~t o~ [Buchanan s] 
famous tract De Jure Regni Apud Scotos, whose pubhcat1on_long 
afterwards made him known to Europe as a political revolutionary" 

(p. 124). . E 
Hume Brown's impact on later scholarship can be easily_ traced. Whe~ · 

K. Rand stops finding fault with Uuchanan and turns to discuss _the ~?p~cal 
allegories that haw; made the play popular, his own accuracy shps: ll 1s 
dangerous to identify the characters exactly; one sho~ld take warning from 
Nicholas [sic] Peck, who in the eighteenth century disc~vered ... what he 
thought was a lost work of Milton's .... " Although cautious about 
accepting allegories, Rand allows that Baptist es is "the argument of the De 
Jure Regni in poetical form (p. 416).20 
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Even in 1892, ignoring the recently discovered evidence from Buchanan's 
Lisbon testimony (see below), Hume Brown continued to state his theories: 

The direct application to Buchanan's own personal fortunes, as well as 
to the burning questions of the day, cannot be mistaken. John the 
Baptist, who aims at the overthrow of effete Jewish tradition is the 
m~ifest prototype of men like Buchanan himself, who were' directing 
their keenest weapons against the abuses of the Roman church· 
Malchus, the high priest, is Buchanan's own persecutor, Cardi~al 
Beaton; the good-natured but frivolous Herod might stand either for 
James V. of Scotland or Francis I. of France. The interest of the drama 
is further enhanced by the fact that John is made the spokesman of 
those very opinions in politics which Buchanan long afterwards 
expounded in his famous tract, "De Jure Regni apud Scotos."21 

When Hume Brown heard of Buchanan's own allegory given in Lisbon, 
on oath, he must have felt like Francis Peck hearing that Tyrannicall-
Govemment Anatomized was not a seventeenth century allegory on 
Charles I, but a translation of Baptistes. Unlike Peck, however, Hume 
Brown was not subjected to ridicule and his easy identifications have 
~ound widespread acceptance.22 Hume Brown also believed Jephthes was 
undoubtedly much the more striking dramatic performance .... But if his 

Jep~thes be the greater drama, Baptistes is much the more interesting in its 
bearmg on the poet's character and opinions." Although aware of the 
dangers of drawing "dogmatic conclusions" about an author's own 
"leanings in politics and religion" from a play, Hume Brown found this 
piece "is hardly a drama at all, but simply a series of dialogues which 
naturally ~nd with ~e death of the Baptist. There is no attempt at a plot, 
and there 1s not a smgle dramatic incident." 23 

In a standard work on the academic drama, Frederick S. Boas (1914) 
co~trast~ Buchanan's play, with its "solemn austerity" to Nicholas 
Gnmald_s more romantic production, Archipropheta (1548).24 He cites as 
e~planauon for Baptist es' lack of theatricality the recently discovered 
Lisbon testimony. 

As th~ Baptistes represents More, Herod must stand for Henry VIII, 
~d his queen for Anne Boleyn. The saving clause ["as much as the 
likeness of the material allowed"] must be borne in mind, and we 
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should not look for historical portraits, but the tragedy contains as clear 
an exposition of hispolitical philosophy as his De Jure Regni apud 
Scotos, written many years later (p.41). 

Here we see that shifting the application of the allegory from Berquin to 
More did not in the least hinder Boas' accepting Hume Brown's argument 
that the play was an exposition of the De jure regni! Boas belie_ve_s that the 
characters in Baptistes are "merely the mouthpieces of antagonistic 
political opinions." John, for example, "speaks the autho_r·~ deepest 
convictions on the claim of sovereignty. He asserts that 1t 1s always 
subordinate to the will of God, and that if it conflicts with this, it has no 
title to obedience" (p. 41 ). Hume Brown's influence reached even to the 
German dissertation mill. To Meyer-Cohn, Buchanan was a Publizist. 
Baptistes is of especial interest, "denn in ihm offenbaren sich Buch~ans 
politischen Idcen. Es enhalt in anderer Form dieselben Gedanken w1e 
seine Schrift .. . De Jure Regni Apud Scotos."25 Meyer-Cohn rounds up 
the usual suspects to make the allegory for Herod and Malchus (James V, 
Francis I, Cardinal Beaton), concluding that John is the "Vertreter der 
zahlreichen Reformatoren, gewissermassen auch dcr Ansicht Buchanans 

selbst" (p. 5). 
In his popular biography of Buchanan, David MacMillan was equally 

certain that Baptistes "was a parable for the times, and its readers would 
not fail to see the significance of its allusions" --leaving us unclear whether 
he means for the "times" of the readers of 1577, when it was first 
published, or of the viewers of the 1540's when it was first perfoi:med· .. 
MacMillan, too, finds in Baptistes the "first sketch" of Buchanan s politics 
later developed in De Jure Regni. The theme of Baptistes is the "great one 
of human liberty ... against tyranny and priestcraft." MacMillan differs . 
from Hume Brown mainly in accepting that the play was performed and m 
suggesting that John represented Luther.26 

Another allegory, this time a Scottish one, was supported by H. de la 
Ville de Mirmont in 1906.27 He sets up the equations John=Patrick 
Hamilton (the Lutheran burned in 1528), Malchus=Cardinal Beaton, 
Herod=James V, Herodias=Mary Guise. As Mcfarlane points out, this 
theory fits the play to the historical facts no better than the others (p.383). 

Testifying to the lasting hold of these readings is J. R. C. Martyn's . 
description of Baptistes--"revolutionary ," "Senecan" (p. 138), ascending to 
a "clarion call for reformation" (p. 140), climaxing with "the heretical 
message of the Baptistes" (p. 140).28 The essay continues to muddle 
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thr?ug~ the various received opinions without a guiding intelligence. 
ReJec_ung _blatant allegorization'. the tone modulates: "Buchanan probably 
gave in _this play a personal testimony of his own victimization at the hands 
of Cardmal B~ton; although one does not have to see Patrick Hamilton as 
John the Baptist and James V as Herod, or discover portraits of Berquin 
Charles de Grammont and Francis I" (p. 141). "Rather, John the Baptist' 
repr~s~~ted reformers ~d humanists in general, Malchus the spirit of the 
Inqms1uon_, Herod the !~potent[!] King (like James V, Francis I, John Ill), 
a~d Herodtas the conmvmg [?]Queen. By the time Buchanan published 
his ~ct De !~re Regni apud Scotos, with a very similar plea, Bordeaux 
was distant h1Story" (p. 141). "Even if Buchanan had been a confirmed 
reformer by 1540, whi~h he was not, the college would not have accepted 
such d?°gerous allegones. Rather, [Baptistes'] real purpose then was the 
ed~cat1on of Gouvea's pupils ad pietatis studium" (p. 141). Martyn is 
trymg to say that the play as we have it has been revised, and that its 
purpose th~n was not what it became in 1577 when it was published. But 
elsewhere 1t seems Martyn believes the play was always the same. He 
quotes from Buchanan's advice to James VI in the Dedicatory Epistle 
(1576) and adds "appropriate advice, too, for the young French noblemen 
at the College of Guyenne, such as Michel Eyquem, who must have 
grasped the_ heretical message of the Baptistes at the same time" (p. 141). 
Martyn behe~e~ Buchanan made an "impact" on his pupil (p. 142), but, 
except that his influence may explain such common traits as "th · · ii . . err s1m ar 
scepticism and very thorough knowledge of the classical authors" (p. 135) 
we ~e never told what that impact is. Although aware of Buchanan's ' 
!esllmony that John represented More, Martyn, like Hume Brown, ignores 
It. 
In the 1890's a surprising allegory--the first and the most authoritative to 

be proposed but the last to be discovered by the critics--came out of the 
records of B_uch_anan's trial before the Lisbon Inquisition (1550a51). In the 
~ontex_t of his disagreement with the English Church on important issues, 
mcludi_ng supremacy, papal authority, and vows, Buchanan volunteered the 
following: 

Itaq~e primum potui ut illinc evasi meam sententiarn de Anglis 
exphc_av1 1_n ~- tragoedi_a quae est de Io. Baptista, in qua quantum 
matenae s1m~htudo p~tiebatur mortem et accusationem Thomae Mori 
repraesentav,, et spectem tyrannidis illius temporis ob oculos posui.29 
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[Accordingly, as soon as possible when I had escaped thence, I 
recorded my opinion of the English in that tragedy which deals with 
John the Baptist. wherein, so far as the likeness of the material would 
permit, I represented the death and accusation of Thomas More and set 
forth before the eyes an image of the tyranny of that time.] 

Such a statement. even with its canny hedge, made under inquisitional 
constraints, gives a new twist to the old Ovidian tag that "nee tamen ut 
testes mos est audire poetas" (Amores 3. 12. 19) 

The fullest case for the Thomas More allegory is made by the war-time 
cryptologist James Aitken.30 Aitken shows that the reformer hypotheses 
previously suggested break down when examined.31 He then turns from 
these unsatisfactory Protestant identifications to Buchanan's defence, the 
"hitherto unconsidered solution" to the presumed historical allegory. Toe 
implications of Buchanan's statement gives us John=More, Herod= 
Henry VIII, Herodias=Anne Boleyn, Malchus=Cromwell, and Gamaliel= 
Cranmer. The relationship between Anne-Henry-More bas some 
parallelism to that of Herodias-Herod-John. The comparisons were "in the 
air at the time" though Fisher not More made them.32 In this interpretation, 
the play is a political not a religious attack and "Herod rather than Malcbus 
is the true villain of the piece" (p. 130). Aitken argues that Buchanan's 
representation conforms to bis "religious attitude" at the time, but this 
attitude is not at all clear from other evidence. Buchanan's important years 
in Bordeaux (1539 to the end of 1543) were somewhat clarified by his 
testimony at the Lisbon inquisition.33 Under an earlier regime Bordeaux 
had become a Protestant center. Buchanan's colleagues at the College de 
Guyenne were "not known for their religious orthodoxy."34 But the lenient 
years ended in 1538. In 1541, Bordeaux's first martyr of the reformation, 
Aymon de La Voye, was executed, and "those who lacked an inclination 
for martydom rapidly learned discretion." 35 Philip Ford's conclusions on 
Buchanan's religious affiliations at Bordeaux may be seen to be in accord 
with the tensions we see in Baptistes: "He was not an unquestioning 
Catholic, but neither was he a convinced Protestant." Ford continues, 
"[Buchanan] also makes a sharp distinction in his mind between the law of 
God and Man .... [he] criticised the dissolute conduct of many of the 
religious." In general, Ford describes an "uneasy compromise in 
[Buchanan's] own mind" between the claims of Protestantism and 
Catholicism. 36 
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Perhaps the reason Baptistes could be f . 
recorded difficulty is that the l . per onne~ m Bordeaux without any 

h f 
p ay is not so one-sided no d ' . 

as o ten been represented to be B t . f . . r so ra ical as ,t 
opinion--even held by Lebegue-~th~t ~u:~:::st acceptmg the usual 
need not, on the other hand describe B h was not very prudent, we 
"wobbler" and a "trimmer"' T uc anan as an opportunistic --as revor-Roper d It . 
Buchanan as a man who had not m d h. ~s. may be fairer to see 
years, perhaps, was all too much in~ e up ts mmd, and indeed in later 
fact of being inconstant does not f uenced by those around him. 37 The 
motivation. ' 0 course, change, but only the 

Aitken's use of Buchanan's defense do 
most easily agreed upon realities of the e~ano~, however, ~onform to the 
an attack on the priesthood as such p : itself. Even if !he play is not 
if comic, villain. Also, Herod is h, nevert :less, Malch~s is the energetic, 
more vacillating than was Hen; :171~v: o scurely mollvated, certainly 
Aitken's position helps us to see th t b . oreover, McFarlane's criticism of 
reading which may be good eno Y it~ very nature an allegorical 
absolutely nowhere for a studen~~f 1:~e:~:Y a ~ortuguese inquisitor leads 
Buchanan's published and unpublished e i : · Frrs~, ~cFarlane argues, 
for More and considerable esteem H p g ams md1cate he had no love 
good terms with Buchanan (McFart enry. Also, Cromwell had been on 
religious reformer "nor does h t ikane, p. 384), and More was neither a e s r e one as endowed 'th 
de~o~ratic idea of truth" (p.3S4). w1 a very 

Simliarly, Aitken himself finds the "m · . . .. 
represented as a refonner in matters f rut ~bJection to be !hat "John is 
traditionalist " Th M O ~e igion, Malchus bemg the 

· omas ore was certaml n .. the wilderness" (p 133) A'tk , . . Y O young and fiery prophet of · . 1 en s unmsplTed res . 
(he does not propose revision of the la ) . h ~?nse to ~1s o_wn objection 
complete " But ,·ran h' t . al p y is t at parallelism is never 
. · , 1s one allegory is f al . 
mterpret an ambiguous character And sh ~d any v ~e it should help us to 
oath and allow John to re resent . ou we believe Buchanan under 
some think he is. p More, then John may not be the democrat 

In fact, John, al thou h · . 
traditionalist. Malchu! i;;~n~, IS pr~~ented m Baptistes as the true 
to sustain the law. But John i:~cntic~ :o':"pter of tradition. He refuses 
an unclubbable side th t ' s narc1ss1sllc absoluteness for truth has 

, a may recall More. 38 ' 
Johns stubborn will to become a m . . 

same bewilderment with which m artyr ~hc1ts from the Chorus much the 
More's ultimate "inexpr bl any of h1~ f~llow humanists greeted 

,ca e, personal dec1s10n." The "heroic solitude" of 
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More and Fisher appeared uncomfortably radical to their Continental 
followers. Whatever "amazement and horror" greeted the news of Henry's 
action, there was "an inability to share" the martyrs' views on the 
"importance of the Royal Supremacy."39 

An unpublished epigram on More attributed to Buchanan may be relevant 

to an adjusted view of John: 

MORUS 
ILLA PROCAX MORI LINGUA IRREVERENTER IN OMNES 

Reges sub regum vindice rege tacet 
Et qui nee cineri regum, tumulisve pepercit 

Truncus iners tumuli nunc sine bonore iacet[.) 
Parcite funeribus regum insultare poeta[e] 

Quorum babet & gladios muta favilla suos. 

[More's tongue, irreverently bold against all kings, is silent under a 
king who is an avenger of kings. And be who spared neither the ashes 
of kings nor their monuments, now lies an inert trunk without the honor 
of a tomb. Poets, refrain from insulting the deaths of kings. Even their 
mute ashes have swords.)40 

Although too great an insistence on coincidental resemblances between 
the historical More and Buchanan's portrayal of John draws us along the 
path of speculation, recent biographical studies of More indicate that be 
was in fact the complex (and perhaps "exemplary") Renaissance figure 
Buchanan may have been suggesting be was: a tradition-revering, 
ambitious lawyer who wanted to be the saintly, ascetic martyr the real John 

the Baptist was.41 
To link Buchanan's John to More, the middle term of Socrates may be 

employed with justification. John's Stoic constancy in Baptist es is 
associated with Socrates, as described in Cicero's Tusculan Disputations 
(see below and Commentary on lines 1051 ff.). Thomas More's unjust 
execution even in bis own time called to mind that of the Athenian 
philosopher. A letter from Conrad Goclenius to Erasmus compared More, 
recently beheaded, to Socrates in terms of constancy: "non minorem 
constantiam in iudicio et supplicio prae se ferens quam olim iniquissirno 
Atbeniens[i)um senatu condemnatus Socrates .... "42 More's biographer 
Nicholas Harpsfield compared him with Socrates in terms of renovatio--a 
theme of Baptistes: "O noble and woortby voyce of our noble, newe, 
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christen Socrates! The olde Socrates, the excellen . 
was also uniustly put to death "43 Ith b . t vertuous Philosopher, 
fellow martyr, John Fisher fi.ts the ~s e~n pomted out above that More's 
that he himself drew the an;Jo be a egon~al slot better than More and 
more virulently, between Ann!;ol:we: h1mself_and the Baptist (and, 
does little more than confirm th t B d Herod~as). But this argument 
all time, as he claimed in Ba tis~ '~ anan had picked a th~me timely for 
identification, there would h~ve ;s ologue. If w_e accept either Catholic 
authorities when the I een,_ of course, little stir among the 

. p ay as we have it was perf d . B 
not implausible and has bee d orme m ordeaux. It is n suggeste by A'tk d 
Buchanan contrived his Mo d" . 

1 
en an others that . re-rea mg simply to a t' . . .. 

mterrogation on a bit of his pa t th h n 
1
~
1
pate mqms1torial 

But it is unlikely that Buchan; wi~lde tou?ht required explanation. 44 

seems _to have done, unless he thought hi:vi~:;iroduc~d the topic, as ~e 
There is no evidence that his e . rpretat10n was compellmg 
neither that they were satisfiedx~;e~ranted to pursue the matter-- . 
the play' still in manuscript Anoyth is b egdory nor that they had even read . er, roa er and more th . . 
can only be touched on hcre--that of the r 1 . . eorellcal issue 
declared intention and the interpretat' ~~10nsh1p between an author's 
statements on why he wrote Ba tiste:on o is t~xt. Buchanan's various 
statements provide an interesti: and the c1~cums_tances of those 
interpretation 45 Echo·n R g case study for mtenllonalism in literary 

· 1 g aymond Lebegue · h 
masterly account of the various alle . , ~n w ose work there is a 
concludes that the "very mult' Ii . goncal clmmants, Mcfarlane 
invalidity, and no pattern co:s c1t~.t h~othes~s ~ecomes a sign of their 
situation and character of the p/onTh_salls actonly m the detail to the ay. is does not preclud th · . . 
a general relevance of the dramat' e e poss1b1hty of 
themes and social relations "46 H ic p:'~m to a co~te~porary network of 
of hypotheses" simply sho~s tha:~~e ~ll~n~ th~ pomt is I~st. "Multiplic!ty 
and therefore not as dangerous to the thg ry s not particular and obvious 
mo . . au or as has been supp d Th 

re press mg disadvantage of th. II . ose . e 
interpreter nothing to explain wh:~: egoncal approach is that it gains the 
carefully (i .e, the play) b what w e know and should be examining 
examine ("the multiplicit: of hyp;:~s;~~)k:: 1a~d1can~ot_ carefully 
knowledge. · a is ost 1s ltterary 
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THE QUESTION OF REVISION 

Although McFarlane along with others is unconvinced by any of the 
proposed allegories, he nevertheless seems to accept one of the 
consequences of most of these readings. Acceptance of !he_presu~ed 
radicality of Baptistes "with its clarion call for reformat10n a~d its . 
heretical message" (Martyn) inevitably leads to Hume Browns surmise 
that is "hardly possible that such a play could have been represented at 
Bordeaux at this period." But, since "it is virtually certain that the play was 
performed ... and that no untoward consequences flowed from it," 
McFarlane naturally asks, "to what extent the text of the Baptistes, as it 
was published in 1577, corresponds to the early state of the play." To solve 
the riddle, he suggests a "fairly extensiv~ revision of ~e text" influenced 
by the pressure of the political and religious traumas m both Scotland and 
France of the late 156O's and 157O's.47 McFarlane has suggested that the 
events of St. Bartholomew's massacre might have contributed to the tone 
of the Baptistes as we have it.48 He also seems t~ be_ accepting ~he 
argument of James Phillips, who places the pubhcall?~ of B~pllstes among 
the activities of a 157O's Sidney Circle, bound by rehg1ous, literary, and 
especially political beliefs, which also enco~ged the_pub~ication of 
Buchanan's Psalm Paraphrases, De jure regm, and H1stona--all but the 
last, and that in part, works of an earlier time. 49 Phillips argues ~at ~l 
Baptistes needed was a "shift in application" from More's execution m 
1535 to the political problems of the 157O's to be us~f~l to Buch~an and 
his friends But it is misleading to slide from recogrnzmg the plays general 
applicatio~ to tyranny to making the much more ~pecific claim that it is, ,in 
the words of Hume Brown, "in truth, but the poetical draft of [Buchanan s] 
famous tract De Jure Regni Apud Scotos." This influential opinion is again 
cited with approval by Phillips (p. 40), and sustained by McFarlane, 
leading him to posit extensive revision (p. 387). . . 

There is, however, r.o evidence for this presumed rewntmg. Indeed: there 
is general agreement that Buchanan's low ~stim~te of Baptistes, tha_t it was 
a first birth and misshapen (Dedicatory Epistle) 1s accurate. Few fail to 
appreciate the advances Buchanan was able to make in his later play 
Jephthes. This being the case, it is odd that ~cF~Iane and others argue 
that Baptistes was revised long after the pubhcallon of Jephthes. One must 
presume an extensive adjustment of the content of the play that left the 
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form unimproved. There is however no evidence, stylistic or metrical, of 
such sad patchwork (see "Meters"). 

Although evidence is extant that Baptistes circulated in manuscript (see 
below), no manuscripts remain to prove that the play, like the Psalm 
P.U:aphras~s, unde~~nt significant changes. Moreover, the quick sequence 
of mte~allon~ pnntmg_s Baptistes enjoyed shows only minor traces of 
textual mstab11Ity, certainly none that alter the political message of the 
play. 

To accept the theory of revision one must believe that Buchanan did not 
mer~ly t_ouch ~p Baptistes here and there before sending it off for 
p~bhc_allon "."_1th a lengthy apologetic epistle, but that he set to work to 
bnng its poht1cs up to date, fully aware that a primitive piece of dramatic 

_would emerge under his name. If nothing else, it would seem 
d1smge~uous for ~uchanan, having submitted Baptistes to major 
reworking, to call 1t abor1ivus and so excuse it as an early work. This 
seems es~ially u_nl~ely ~ince at least one of those who were asking for 
the old p_lay s publtcat1on (1.e., Daniel Rogers) had already seen it in 
manuscnpt. 

* * * 
From composition to first printing, we have but few clear references to 

Baptist es. In one of these, a manuscript jotting, Daniel Rogers noted, 

... edenda ... Ioannis Tragoedia quam ostendit in Pariis 1566. 

[. .. still to be printed ... the tragedy of John which he showed me in 
Paris in 1566.]50 

McFarlane wonders_ whether in 1566 the text of the play had been brought 
by B_uch~nan to Pans or whether a copy had been left with friends and so 
was m crrculation. "Whatever the state of the play at that point, it 
underwent further alt~rations before it went through the press" (p. 385-86). 
The dem?nstrated ~XJstence of one or more manuscript copies is of some 
moment m evaluating the variants of the early printings, but again 
Mcfarlane offers no evidence for his claim that the text was revised. 
~athe~ McFarlane surmises that the elements that interested the Sidney 
crrcle m the l57O's were not already in the manuscript that Buchanan 
showed Rogers in 1566 (p.387). But it seems likely that Rogers' continued 
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. d nded on what he remembered 
interest in th~ ~ublica~on of :p~~:: le::n on the error of political and 
having read in it: that is, an a p's E istle was new in 1576, but its 
religious repression. The tragedy icied a mirror for tyranny. Buchanan had 
sentiments were not--_the ~lay pro; (1550_51), as we saw. Whatever we 
claimed as much i~ h1~ L1s~n dec~~~:l acumen, we cannot doubt that the 
make of Buchanan s smcenty o~cFarlane, however, finds evidence of 
play shows an unhapp~ tyr~t. d quanquam abortivus, tamen 
revision in the new Epistle. quo meut'ari fabularum scenicarum 
primus est_ foetus_, 8:- a~olescent~~ :~~Js provocet, & ad pietatis studium. · 
consuetudme ad im1tat1onem_ an d particularly for the institution du 
. . "51 "The play was by now mtenh e. h d been placed more precisely on 

h · ·nal emp as1s a prince, whereas t e o~g1 . ·1 to classical drama and on the 
the pedagogic aim of mtroducmg pup1 s 

· "(p 386) encouragement of true piety . ·d. 11· t·ons The education of the - · k to draw 1s nc 1 · 
McFarlane here is _too quic . . h manism and the imitation of . 

Prince in the moral ideals of Chnsllan u seen as being of a piece. It is 
f d. f n and structure were 

classical models 1~ 10 th od man and the skilled speaker 
a familiar humanist dictum that ego ·tt ·1th the humanist goals of 

ator A play wn en w . 
together made the true or · . . ·ety would be eminently suited 

. · al L f n and Chnst1an p1 teaching classic a I ·1 king for teaching "more 
I h n addressed to a pupi - ' - · years ater, w e . . d te") the virtues of the Stoic kmg. 

particularly" ("autem pe~~l:1:a: after forty years his play no longe~ 
Buchanan, of course: re iz . l f rm but as an exemplary fable it 
provided the best guide to class1ca . o We find in Buchanan's Epistle to 
remained of value for moral e~ucat~o;. James that a work written for an 
De jure regni (1579), also ded1cat_e o d1·'ence especially (praesertim) 

be ed. ected to its new au , 
old purpose may r . ir . t with the model of author-reader or 
for the young king. ~t is c?ns1sten in the Prologue and play that 
speaker-hearer relationship develo~1 ed mewhat now that Baptist es had 
Buchanan's intention would be_ mo i J1 so It was not necessary to revise 
a new and more particular audience, ames. 
the play to revise its function. . t The sentiments of the Epistle 

. al · or for mag1stra es. 
Baptistes is a natur mITT f h la lie in a relationship that was 

to James VI and the themes o t p yda e The nature of the tyrant 
Ch · f humanist pe gogu · ) inevitable to the ns ian Th Elyot in The Governour (1531 , 

was a favorite schoolboy lesson_- o~a:hor th; intolerable career of the 
advises that princes read tragedies to a ams that the prince 
tyrant" (I, Ch. 14). In the Adagia_ ~7~~~:a~~;is "above the law" 
learns to play the tyrant as a boy, e 
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(Adagia 111).52 He points out that the only art kings could learn properly 
was riding, because only a horse is unable to flatter (Adagia 110). Women 
courtiers and even tutors are likely to fawn over princes. (Buchanan was a 
harsh exception to this rule about fawning tutors; his severity to James was 
notorious and attested to by the King in later life.) In the Adagia {110) the 
true animus dignus of the king as opposed to the tyrant is discussed, using 
words (dignus, dignitas) that recur significantly in Baptistes. Erasmus' 
lnstitutio principis Christiani (1516) is above all a manual for being a king 
and not a tyrant 

As we see in the Prologue as well as in the Epistle, Buchanan felt that the 
threat to true Christian virtue was constant. There is no reason to posit any 
substantial revision, other than the addition of the Epistle, by which the 
late publication of the old play is explicitly justified. And, indeed, it was 
this same Epistle that men seem to have read, along with Buchanan's De 
jure regni (written late 1560's; pub. 1579), as part of the political 
maneuvering of the time (see below). 

In his section on the composition of Baptistes, McFarlane argues that the 
character of Herodias was "very much in Buchanan's mind since the 
murder of Mary's husband and her hasty remarriage." But in fact 
Buchanan's presentation of this traditional feature of the biblical story is 
evidence against a presumed late revision. In characterizing the corrupt 
queen, Buchanan neglects the role of sexual passion. Yet we know that the 
sober Scot was disgusted by the notorious doings of his former pupil Mary. 
In bis Historia (1582) Buchanan, perhaps unfairly, stresses her 
"voluptuousness and self-indulgence," as W. A. Gatherer points out.53 
Buchanan's reaction was shared, however, by many of the Protestant 
propagandists against the deposed queen.54 

One would have expected more of his strong feelings about this aspect of 
the political developments of the 1560's to have been introduced into any 
extensive revision, for there were parallels. H. Bullinger's Tragedies of 
Tyrantes (1575) and Grimald's Archipropheta (1548) show that the 
Queen's passionate nature urged her to plot John's execution. Indeed it is 
striking that while images of juror and aestuans are taken over from Virgil 
and Seneca, they are used to describe intense vengeance, envy, and anger, 
rather than the amor furens we find burning in Grimald's Herodias. If 
anything, Buchanan avoids this aspect of her character, much to the 
popular dramatic loss. 

Still on the topic of the putative revision of Baptistes, it has been 
suggested in a lecture by P. G. Walsh that the Prologue was a late addition 
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since Buchanan had no need at the beginning of his career to defend his 
work.55 There is, however, no evidence that at any time during his career 
his dramas received anything but praise.56 The question of need, however, 
is irrelevant in discussing the convention of the Prologue. It is not so much 
a pre-emptive strike as the manipulation of a traditional structure to enrich 
the themes of the text. Also, while it is of course true that such a prologue 
is inappropriate for a well-made tragedy, as Walsh correctly states, the 
point is that this play, as Walsh also recognizes, is not a well-made 
tragedy. And it seems unlikely that in 1576 Buchanan would have wanted 
to make the form of his old, abortivus play any more irregular than it was 
already by tacking on a comic prologue. 

In addition, we have a parallel case (perhaps influenced by Baptistes in 
manuscript) of such a prologue in the first edition (1546) of Schoepper's 
Ectrachelistis. The first of the play's two prologues, which is not reprinted 
in the 1562 and 1565 editions, is directed In 'Zoilos. 

It is also worth mentioning that neither Pierre l'Oyseleur de Villiers, the 
preacher to William of Orange, nor Thomas Randolph, the English 
ambassador in Scotland, makes any mention of the addition of a prologue, 
although each takes considerable interest in the fact that Buchanan had 
added a dedicatory epistle (see below). We also learn that according to 
Buchanan's own testimony in a letter to Philip Mamix, in 1576 he felt that 
his poetic powers had been diminishing for almost ten years and that he 
had been writing very little verse.57 

Raymond Lebegue also found no reason to suppose a late revision of the 

play: 

En somme, je ne crois pas que Buchanan, apres son depart de 
Bordeaux, ait apporte des changements importants au texte de ses deux 

tragedies.58 

Lacking textual, biographical, metrical, or stylistic grounds for supposing 
revision, the argument hinges on whether Baptistes is a fair representation 
--"poetical draft"--of political ideas Buchanan developed in the late 1560's 
and published in De jure regni apud Scotos. One of the main aims of the 
present introduction is to demonstrate that Baptist es placed in the history 
of plays on John the Baptist does not support the received view that it 
would have been for the 1540's an extraordinarily radical and dangerous 
work of political propaganda. I argue, moreover, that a direct comparison 
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of Baptistes with De jure reveals no eviden 
to reflect Buchanan's later political views. ce that the tragedy was revised 

DE JURE REGN/ APUD SCOTOS AND BAPTISTES 

De jure regni apud Scotos (written be i . . . 
dedicated to James VI) is a philoso hie~ n;~g 1567, published 1579 and 
Tho~as Maetellanus (Thomas Maifiand I ogue ~etween Buch~an and 
succmctly puts it, "to prove that th S )._ 1~ was wnt~en, as Francis Oakley 
abdication of Mary Q f S e collis people, m forcing the 

ueen o cots had acted · th · · · 
with the laws of Scotland and of N, t "59w1 Justice m accordance 

I 
· a ure. · · Buchanan" rta· I 

n? c aim to originality" in this work (p. 27) · 0 . . ce m y made 
his purpose to propose a novel rr al h . bv1ous!y _it would not serve 
capabilities; what he wanted to~ I :C t eory, even if it were within his 
principle, was "to recount the ideo, r~; prec~dent and established 
original ideas of my own."60 Ind:~ Dee ancients rather tha~ advance any 
cast, its debts to Aristotle and C" Jure op~nly reveals its humanist 

d
. . . icero, as well as its use of 

me ieval pohtical theory on the ri ht of th It was not Buchanan's g . . e people to depose a tyrant.61 
involvement in the turm~~toe; h~ ~- pohtical th_inke_r that explains his 
Buchanan's part d d is i~es, b~t his skdl as a Latinist; 

y nee e a well-wnllen p1ec f 
Buchanan's work has been given an im e o pro~aganda. Neverthless, 
Whig constitutionalism. Harold Lask· por1t:;11t place m the the history of 
dialogue was the most influential ~ou say that "Buchanan's famous 
and more recently, Quentin Skinn~~t1cal e~say of the sixteenth century" 
Buchanan's claim to be a radi·ca1 1. ~s rev~ved and strengthened I po 1llcal thmker 62 

. n _what ways then, whether b acciden . . . 
d1s~nguish itself from its fore~nners? ;.or detgn, does f!e Jure regni 
unhke many of his contem orari . rrst o all_ ":'e nollce that Buchanan 
Christopher Goodman's Hp S es makes no exphc1t appeal to religion 
(Geneva, 1558) is often deosw _bupderior Powers Ought to be Obeyed . 

en e as a text that m h h . 
on Buchanan. But as Chr" st h M . ~y ave ad an mfluence 
tedious sermon on' the te ;. ,op er oms says, this work is "a long and 

x · we muSt obey God rather than man "'63 Th" • IS 
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conventional argument is, however, precisely the substance of John's 
sennons in Baptistes. 

What De jure and Baptist es may be said to share is Buchanan's 
characteristic secularism. Unlike Knox, for example, Buchanan's politics 
are free from the fervor of a true believer. John's appeal to obey God and 
not man is an appeal to universal natural moral law as expressed in 
Leviticus, more Stoic in its tone than Calvinist, Catholic, or, for that 
matter, Jewish (Cf. 695 ff.--all creatures obey their creator, only man 
rebels). John's case is that Herod breaks and Malchus subverts these clear 

laws. . 
But while there was a long and well-established view maintained by 

Knox that an ungodly prince should be actively opposed, this is not John's 
view in Baptistes, Sive Calumnia. The calumnia of the title refers precisely 
to this charge of fomenting rebellion (cf. line 481). Buchanan in this play 
is not supporting the right to revolt, as he will in De jure. The social 
implications of John's religious refonn and passive disobedience were, of 
course, clear, but the distinction was crucial to Renaissance and 
Refonnation political thought. 

On one other issue De jure regni may be seen as taking a novel position. 
Faced with the practical problem of detennining the will of the people, 
Buchanan seems at times to accept a simple numerical majority. "It would 
be historically strange," observes Francis Oakley (somewhat circularly), "if 
Buchanan really intended to speak in tenns of simple numerical majorities. 
His medieval predecessors (including his own master {John Major]) had 
believed that the opinion which prevailed within a community did so as 
much because of the qualitative as because of the quantitative superiority 
of its supporters, and even contemporaries and co-religionists of his could 
speak in a similar fashion, equally uninfluenced by anachronistic beliefs in 
egalitarian individualism. "64 It has been just these "anachronistic beliefs", 
however,--or the presumption of their presence--that have made Buchanan 
a hero to Whiggish and more radical democrats.

65 

Despite Oakley's re-interpretation, it is significant that a number of other 
political historians have seen De jure to be distinctively promoting simple 
majority rule. However excused, sentiments in De jure such as even 
Socrates would choke on (e. g. , "Nam multitudo fere melius, quam singuli, 
de rebus iudicat," (Opera, I, 20) [The many are a better judge of all affairs 
than the individual.)) are, to say the least, not to be found in Baptistes. 
There the traditional and conservative contempt for the aura popularis is 
as much assumed as in, for example, Shakespeare's Coriolanus or Julius 
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Caesar ("stinking breath," I. i). In Baptistes, there is no doubt that 
Buc~anan acce~ts the commonly held classical and Renaissance belief that 
the fickle m?b 1s at the mercy of the demagogue and that only the weak 
leader lets _himself be led by a concern for public opinion. This view is 
expres~ed m the_ 1:ologue in respect to judging literary worth, but its 
extension to political matters is clear and completely conventional .66 
.Another aspect of De jure's radical program is Buchanan's supporting the 

nght and duty o.f n?t .only the ~eople (through its magistrates or council) 
but even of the mdiv1dual to kill a tyrant. This unusual statement much 
attacked for its threat of anarchy by Buchanan's Scottish Catholi~ 
opi:onents, also distingui~hes the political dialogue from the passive 
resistance John preaches m Baptistes (e.g., lines 469-81).67 

W~ ~an see then that to the extent that De jure regni is more than a 
trad1t_1onal tra~t on ~ow a king differs from a tyrant it shares little with 
B~p_tlste~. The play 1s an Erasmian, humanist, pedagogic document. It 
d1stmgmshes the Stoic king from the tyrant; it argues that the good man 
should obey God's law (as represented by natural law or, in this case, Old 
Testament law) r~ther than an unjust king who sets himself up against law 
and ~e good of his people. As a revolutionary manual, Baptist es is 
lacking. Whate~er popular action against Herod was justified, none was 
taken and certaml~ John never encouraged any. Herod suffered only what 
he brought ~pon himself from God--the army of his first wife's father 
bec~e, as .mt~':Preted by the Jews, a scourge sent against him (Josephus, 
Jewish Ant1quwes, Chapter 18). Later, Herodias's political ambitions were 
thwarted and the couple was exiled by the Roman emperor to the area of 
modem Lyons. Patiently waiting for such indirect and divine retribution is 
mon~ the stuff of homilies on obedience than of root-and-branch 
mamfestoes. 
Baptist es is devoid of the Whig political history and legal theory that 

Buchanan was called upon to work up in order to justify the deposition of 
M81?'_Queen ofSc?ts. This occasion called for a harsher selection from a 
tra~illonal colleclton of political wisdom and (from the security of 
Edmb~gh) ev~n permitted a daring advance of the genre (if only in 
rheto,ncal flounshes rather than systematic thought). The school play of the 
1540.s, re-vamped for the 1570's by the inclusion of a new Epistle 
r~mamed a mild d?Cument--part of the humanist educational prog;am of its 
t~me. As a drama, 1t shows the human difficulties of conforming oneself to 

absolute demands ~f the moral law when a tyrant rules, the priesthood 
pts, and the non-evil, prudential elements of society beg for 
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compromise. In these terms, the play is an elitist and prickly document. It 
makes no claims for the authority of the sluggish majority; nor was it 
called upon to do so. 

* * * 
The prefatory Epistle, which presents Baptistes as a lesson against 

tyranny for Buchanan's royal pupil, seems to have interested a certain 
group of the author's contemporaries as much, if not more, than the play 
itself. The political message of the Epistle is responsible for the eagerness 
with which the play's late publication was requested and greeted by what 
James Phillips calls the "Sidney Circle."68 

One member of this extended family was Buchanan's friend, Thomas 
Randolph. According to the historian Calderwood, Randolph was involved 
in the first printing of Baptistes and took an especial interest in the 
Dedicatory Epistle: 

In December 1582, Mr Jobne Davidsone and Mr James Carmichaell, 
conferring with Mr Randulph, postmaster, when they were in England 
in time of their banishment [from Scotland), he shew unto them Mr 
George Buchanan's epistle before Baptistes, writtin with his owne hand 
which had these words, "Sed hie metus utinam, sit vanus." Mr 
Randulph confessed this to have beene done by himself and two others, 
to whom Mr George sent the epistle and booke to be printed. 

69 

In 1584, the preacher to the Prince of Orange, Pierre l'Oyseleur de 
Villiers (1530-1590?), reflecting on his own life in the court, recalled the 
epistle that Buchanan added to his tragedy when he sent it to be printed ~n 
London. At the time he thought its sentiments "harsh," but by 1584, havmg 
tried bard to be the good courtier in the midst of so much calumny, he 
accepted that the tone of this dedicatory letter was appropriate and even 

necessary: 

I remember that. being in England, the late Mr. Buccanan sent his 
tragedy named Baptistes to be printed, and had given it a preface 
addressed to the King of Scotland which seemed to me a little harsh, 
and I was of the opinion that it should be softened. I could not think 
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that ever the King of Scotland would have need of such counsel, but I 
learn every day that men are men .... 70 

* * * 

A f~w critics have found in Baptistes something more than a happy 
hunting ground for political allegory. Recently the editors of George 
~uc~~nan: Tragedies make a cogent case for Baptistes not being a 
poht1cal tract, nor a religious manifesto, but a work of the imagination." 

But they ~on~lude their discussion of the allegories proposed for the play 
by a_cce~ung 1t to be a "universal" allegory on tyranny and oppression 
(which 1s, of course, what the Prologue asserts), and, since Buchanan 
found it worth publishing in 1577, they, not unlike Hume Brown and Boas 
"can be s~re" that_ Buchanan thought it "was a dramatic counterpart to his ' 
forthcommg treatise De iure regni apud Scotos."71 

Murray Roston stands out for his unconventional evaluation of Jephthes 
as "dull reading today" and as "lacking any real dramatic power." B 
contrast, he holds that Baptistes "is a much livelier work."72 Althou~h 
Roston shows no great originality in matters of substance, his sympathy for 
what_he calls "postfiguration" in Protestant drama makes his reading of 
Baptlstes somewhat more critically alert. He accepts that the play's original 
crypto-hero was Thomas More, "a Catholic martyr," but recognizes that 
even if this is so "in a much deeper sense the play betrayed those leanings 
~o~ards Protest~ntism with whic~ [~uchanan] was charged .... " The play 
1s a protest agamst harsh authontar1anism rather than ... a sectarian 
polemic--an attack [in Buchanan's own words] upon 'the torments and 
mise_ries' of tyrants." In Roston's view, More, in a typically Protestant 
read1~g_of the Bible, is seen "as a type of John." "For Buchanan, here was 
the biblical story being cyclically repeated in his own generation"--as 
Buchanan implies in his Prologue (p. 81). 

On postfiguration, Roston says "instead of searching in the Old 
!estam_ent for stories whose validity lay in their adumbrating the New [that 
is, prefiguration], [the author) now searched for those which seemed to 
P:11'a~lel his own personal history, those which he felt were being relived by 
him 1_n a later generation" (p. 71). John Bale (whose play on John the 
Baptist Carl Fries believes influenced Buchanan) is Roston's earliest 
example of this Protestant tendency. 

Despit~ some basic weaknesses, Roston can take credit for evading the 
red-hemng of supposing a necessary revision to allow a pro-Catholic 
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drama to become a pro-Protestant one. He seems to believe that it is 
perfectly natural, or at least typically Protestant, that a portrayal of a 
figural event (resistance to tyranny) may be interpreted as applying to 
Thomas More or, later, to seventeenth-century Puritans. "But of course, in 
this resistance the cyclical repetition did not hold true to the biblical 
pattem--this time it was Herod who lost his head"(p. 82). 

Donald Stone has written a number of works in which Buchanan's drama 
has received consideration.73 Stone's main effort has been to effect a 
revaluation of humanist drama, which he believes has suffered by being 
viewed as inchoately classical. "If this drama is not that of Racine, then we 
must still appreciate it for what it is." His position is that despite their 
frequent claims that they were breaking from the impiety and irregularity 
of the medieval stage in favor of classical form and sobriety, the humanists 
nevertheless preserved "much of the rival tradition" and their works should 
be judged as belonging to what came before them rather than to what later 
emerged.74 With friends like Stone, however, Buchanan may need no 
enemies. Whatever else Buchanan was trying to do, it does not seem, from 
the Vita and Epistle to Baptistes, that he would be satisfied with his 
achievement if it were merely the continuation of medieval didacticism, 
however lyrical, that Stone describes. Rather it seems a stronger case can 
be made for criticizing Baptistes for what it is--half-formed and all too 
often boring. 

Despite themselves, as Raymond Lebegue has shown, the classically-
minded humanists could not break completely their medieval chains. Nor 
will "high" Renaissance literature ever entirely shed the moral purpose that 
for some reason some scholars describe as exclusively medieval.

75 

Meanwhile, whatever similarities there may be between, say, Michel's 
mysteres and Baptistes, the differences are more significant for discerning 
the history of the genre. Buchanan himself, although choosing a topic 
popular in the mysteres, has developed it in a way strikingly unlike the 
medieval manner. Lebegue, in fact, can find no true precedents, not 
surprisingly, since it was Buchanan's declared purpose to break with the 
corrupt "allegories" that were popular in his time. 

Besides, a great deal of our pleasure in this drama is in seeing in what 
ways it anticipates, for one, the tragedie reguliere--exhibiting the qualities 
of intrigue, vacillation, and interior conflict. 76 That is, Baptist es can as 
well be appreciated for what it wants to be as for what it is. The continuity 
of French literature is perhaps its greatest strength (while American 
literature, by contrast, approaches the reader in discontinuous 
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maste~ork~)- We deprive not only Buchanan but also Racine by trying to 
appreciate either one for what it is, in Stone's reductionist sense. 

Stone_ should have b_een on guard more against those who would judge 
humamst drama_by nmete~nth-century dramatic standards than those who 
would ap~ly their academic grounding in French classical theater. 
Buchanan splays are often quickly written off as having little dramatic 
value. Even scholars cannot always acquire a taste for debats and recits 
For example, !ephthes' speeches may well be as good examples of wha; 
they are as exist, but_ the_ learned Lebegue does not take pleasure in them. 
Rather he wants to fmd m a play ironic pathos and something that cannot 
be seen.77 

Cteai:ly, B_uchanan was trying to eliminate from his work the sins of 
sensat10nahsm. But there are considerable dramatic tensions which we 
should be able to appreciate. In both Jephthes and Baptistes we know of 
course, how the plays will end. In Jephthes, however, we do not kno; as 
the d~bates progress how Jephthes will be able to argue himself into a state 
of mm_d to do the deed. The tum comes with Iphis' sacrifice. 

Bapt~stes we ~now must end with a head on a plate, but we are shown the 
conspiracy agamst John progressively losing ground. The tum comes when 
Malchus encourages the Queen to make one more desperate assault; the 
Cho~s th~n _warns J?~n, and he explains that staying alive is not his goal. 
Agrun a w1llmg sacnf1ce resolves the tensions of debate. In this pla t 
although we know how it will end, we do not know how it can end;~ i~o, 
must end. 

w_i~hout being a political allegory, Baptistes may belong to the genre of 
potiti_cal ~am~ ~escribed by Gillian Jondorf. Jondorfs short discussion of 
Bapt_1stes 1s ongm~ and intriguing, even if in its details it docs not inspire 
confidence. ~he pomts out that "Buchanan has no genuinely political 
m~ssage,_he 1s not 'saying' anything about kingship except that Herod is a 
wi~k~d ~m~. Yet the_ play is intended to be didactic." That is, the "true 
r~hgion .. -:vms glon~us martyr's death, while tyranny gains only worldly 
victo08 smce m pracltcal terms, tyranny and calumny are successful in the 
play: Jondorf correctly sees that the "discrepancy between Herod's 
pubh~ utterances and private thoughts" has a dramatic and thematic 
funcllon ~and thus these passages are not to be dismissed as mere "set 
speec~es !; they "show more ingeniously the crooked workings of a 
tyrants mmd. Herod's political speeches are relevant to the plot, and his 
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political involvement is central to the play" (p.127). Jondorf thus reminds 
us of what the Chorus tells us. 
Concerned mainly with Shakespeare's histories, Gordon Ross Smith also 

helps us to understand the genre of the political play as dealing with 
authority and obedience. Ross would correct the view of the Elizabethan 
world picture that supposes that the familiar homilies on obedience record 
unquestioned belief. Besides the doctrines so well expressed by Richard 
Hooker that defended authority there were, Ross reminds us, plenty of 
theories and examples of resistance to authority. Indeed, the injunction to 
read the homilies in the churches is evidence that acceptance of the official 
hierarchical vision could not be universally assumed. "The repudiation of 
all kinds of authority as man-made hoaxes is the most obvious fact about 
the sixteenth-century ."79 Buchanan's Baptist es and De jure regni apud 
Scotos, taken together as supporting rebellion, are central documents for 
Ross's thesis. Although Camden attributed Scottish anti-monarchism to 
Buchanan, Smith adds the influence of John Knox, John Major, and 
Erasmus, whose adages on the tyrant he quotes. He argues from the pre-
Reformation existence of theories of popular sovereignty that 1eligious 
reform was an excuse, a "defensive justification," for political action. 
Political revolutionaries sought out religious fervor as the locomotive for 
change, but the track had already been laid (pp. 30-33). 

The weakness of Smith's article is that he fails to distinguish an attack on 
the abuses of the aristocracy from a political theory of resistance. For 
example, Sir Thomas Smith's De republica Anglorum (1583), cited by 
Smith, is like Erasmus's work basically conservative. Sir Thomas defines a 
tyrant as either an illegitimate ruler or as one who goes beyond the law--
this can be found in Aquinas--but is careful not to counsel regicide (p. 34). 
Nevertheless, in the 1580's rejection of the absolute right of kings was 

frequent and vehement, especially in Scotland whe.re James VI had to face 
the badgering of Presbyterian divines in the General Assembly. And we 
may see their tiresome exhortations and expressions of obedience above all 
to God as counterparts to John's stand before Herod in Buchanan's play. 
Meanwhile, the vengefulness and dissimulation of rulers was proverbial 
and actual. James, who seems to have missed the point of his master's 
lessons, sounds a bit like Puella when he tries to claim that the king is 
above the law. 80 

David Bevington, like Jondorf and Smith, but more subtly, helps us to 
place Baptistes in the genre of political plays. For Bevington, these are 
plays concerned with the duty of obedience to the tyrant or "defining royal 
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status," something altogether different from a revoluti .. 
and _which will bear eventual fruit such as R" onary ~hllcal tract 
Bevmgton devotes a chapter to la s ichar1 II and Julius Caesar. 81 
tyrant in the 1560's and 1570,s p on~he q~eSl.lon ?f obedience to a 
Jocasta. Bevington fails to ;s ~mb1ses, Ap1us and Virginia, and 
not published until 1577, but it is not ?t1ste\~d of ~ourse the play was 
~o~n_- B~vington observes that the au7t::s~f ~h~hat it cou~d have been 
mcnr~una~mg plays deliberately chose "historical ::ltent.Idally 
far afield m order to avoid more overt form f . . egen examples 
offic!al government propaganda stressed en~ o _poht1c~l equat1_on. The 
obedience, and the authority of Romans xiii .~:tg a m1sbehavmg rul~r, 
but showed that endurance would be . The plays toed the lme, 
tyrants to go unpunished. We may no~:wtharatdded si~cethGod ~~snot allow l esp1te e cnllcal 
commonp ace that Baptistes preaches revolution . 
not foster rebellion at home (th" . . i-: ary doctrme, John does is 1s m 1act the sland . 
the play its full title), rather he outspok I erous attack that gives 
their sins and observes that He od . ~n y encourages men to repent of 

:~~~ont? the sGco~ of the ~l:y, ;:~i:~:~~rit :~:n :::~~::~~ugally, 
c. mg as od s avenging hand. 

Tyrants m the dramas of this p · d d . some of Herod's characteristics ' as ernbed by Bevington, share 
ways, because his claim to the ~hron:;:i;;f ~/ ruler can be a tyrant in two 
unlawfully. Herod's claim to the J . h th egi i~ate or because he acts 
of law is blatant. In Cambises (c 1 ro~e is sh~y, and his disregard 
is above the law. Cambises' "f · . -6 ) Sisamn~s is a tyrant in that he 
all his allies " (p 159) H. ranllc quest for secunty leads him to destroy 

· · · · 1s courageo d · ct· and service. In Baptistes, .Gamaliel hus a v1~er ie~ a martyr to truth 
better than to try. In Jocasta by G~~oi en says m ~e first scene, knows 
Antigone's principled but no~-violent g. e and Kmwelmarshe, we see D . . resistance to Creon. In Edw d , 
i:cmon ~nd Pythws, D1onysius who has ruled through fear and ha: nl 

ause e has been shown no other wa a d . . e o y 
of his own paranoid nightmares" . y n is himself a "terrified victim 1s converted (p 165) 
More recently Timothy Reiss in on f . . 

Baptistes, has applied an inapp~o . the few s~enuous readings of 
Baptistes 83 Th . _pna e ut suggestive scheme to 

. ere is some truth m his vie th t . 
cannot be translated into action that w_al~ m the tr~gedy "discourse · ct· . , no soc1 1zed meaning b . ~n m IVldual's utlerance" (p. 40) But hi . . . can e given to 
Jargon, evocative obscurity and~- I s ~gument_ is vitiated by heuristic 
Reiss asserts cal . ' imp e m1stranslallon. 84 Certainly as 

' umny is a theme of the play. And calumny entails'a 
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disparity between what words represent as true and what is true. Moreover 
this distinction between being and seeming is a Stoic commonplace that 
turns up in the play, especially in the description of the hypocrit~cal tyrant 
whose clouded motives are little known to others, and even to himself. 
Sententiae are generated by characters and an exchange of maxims in 
stic homythia is, prima f acie, a good exam pie of language not bei~g used 
for effective communication: verbal posturing fails to lead to action based 
on dialectic. Rather, the irrational vow is fulfilled regardless of what was 
discussed before or after concerning the morality or political wisdom of 
John's execution. 

Still, Buchanan's point is not that of Reiss or of other contemporary 
thinkers who lament the decay of discourse. Buchanan is aware that 
language is corrupted by corrupt men. Malchus, for example, is ~llow~ to 
speak reasonable maxims that only because they emerge from his cynical 
lips are abused. But it is the humanist's pedagogic task, and not a ho~less 
one, to labor against this inclination to decay of language and morality. 

It is a "fashionable," "deconstructive" stance, according to William cain, 
"that politics finally reduces to rhetoric, and that human agents, caught in 
the web of words, can only bear witness to their own 'self-defeat."'85 In 
Renaissance skepticism we can, of course, find a parallel to this ~olips~stic 
tendency for which there can never be a logical rebuttal. Set against this 
epistemological radicalism, then, as now, is an ethical use of language. 
Today we see this in Stanley Fish's "interpretive communi~y," _an . 
intersubjective scheme by which we escape the hermeneutic circle without 
recourse to historical or intentionalist positivism. 86 

As did Erasmus, Buchanan found his model for meaning in language in 
the effect of the gospel on its audience. The words are in themselves good 
seed, although they may fall on bad soil. What is said may not in fact be 
identical with what is understood, and perhaps can never be. But to say that 
therefore language is irredeemably corrupt and communication is 
impossible is not, because it cannot be, the end of the matter. 87 

Before the Second World War destroyed or scattered their research 
materials, substantial efforts were being made by German scholars in the 
field of neo-Latin drama. While not so reliable or acute as Raymond 
Lebegue, P. Bahlman and J. Bolte made valuable contributions._ Bolte's 
lengthy Nachwort to his edition of the 1585 Heidelberg translation of 
Baptistes shows some critical insight towards the original. Bolte sees 
clearly Buchanan's accomplishment: 
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Kennzeichen des neuen Stiles ist die in meisterhaften Dialogen 
durchgeftihrte Charakteristik der beiden Pharisaer, des Eiferers, 
Malchus und des milden Gamaliel, des Herodes und seinen Gatlin 
eodlich des von einer als Chor auftretenden Jtingerschar geleiteten' 
Johannes.88 

He notes that by restricting the action of the play to a single day and 
"durch strenge Konzentrieruog der Handlung und Beschrankung der 
Personenzahl den Gesetzen der antiken Tragodie" Buchanan imitated the 
~cien~. With his own considerable first-hand knowledge of the drama of 
this penod, Bolte can confirm the argument of W. Creizenach that 
Buchanan introduced (eingeleitet) into France "in der Tat die 
Wiedergeburt" of classical drama (p. l 0). 89 
. We _h_ave seen how Baptist es has with few exceptions fared poorly among 
1~ cn~c~. But the the relegation of Buchanan's play to the dustheap of 
d1dact1c1sm and allegory does not seem destined to continue. There are 
signs that we have recently reached a watershed in criticism on Buchanan's 
plays. McFarlan~'s bi~graphy, the Walsh/Sharratt edition of the tragedies, 
and a _number of mtelhgent articles on Buchanan's poetry, promise that 
there 1s perhaps a greater threat that the value of Baptistes will be 
exaggerated in the future than that it will be neglected. 90 

NACHLEBEN 

Although great claims have been made for Buchananan's influence on 
contemporary writers and those following, we see praise or censure or the 
occasional echo of a line from his poems, political tracts, history, or plays 
as the only definite use of the Scotsman's work.91 Although Buchanan's 
fame kept his name in sixteenth- and seventeenth-century discussions of 
t~e drama, we find mainly general comments that give little indication that 
his play~ are still being read, although they are being reprinted (often, 
along with the Psalm Paraphrases). The exception to this pattern of 
respectful neglect is the large number of translations his plays received 
(see "Translations" and "Staging"). 
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McFarlane records with proper skepticism that it is possible that even 
before its publication Baptistes, along with Jephthes, bad some influence 
on Continental drama. 92 The difficulty in determining influence here, as 
often, is that so much of Baptistes is itself derived from common biblical 
and classical sources. Raymond Lebegue argued in 1929 that the influence 
of Baptistes on French dramatic literature was practically zero: 

En somme, Jes idees politiques des Baptistes ont du interesser ses 
lecteurs fran~ais, mais son influence sur notre litterature dramatique a 
ete a peu pres nulle. 93 

Although there were post-publication French translations of the play and 
although it was occasionally cited in French works of dramatic criticism, 
its publication in 1577 was too late to make much of an impact on the 
already well developed French theatre.94 Mouflard, however, bolds that "la 
construction du Baptistes peut avoir influence Come lie" of Robert Gamier, 
and that bis Troade expresses similar sentiments on the immortality of the 
soul.95 

A case bas been made that through Baptistes, Machiavelli's ideas entered 
sixteenth-century Portuguese political drama. 96 A. Irvine Watson, like 
Buchanan's Gamaliel (lines 221 ff.), sees Malcbus not as a comic senex, 
nor as a parodic tragic hero, but as an evil courtier of the Italianate order. 
He finds evidence that Malcbus' "Machiavellian arguments" influenced 
Ferreira's Castro (written 1553). Were this true, Buchanan would certainly 
have a claim to being the first to introduce into drama ideas only recently 
published in fl Principe (Rome, 1532). (We have no reason to believe that, 
like Cromwell and Cardinal Pole, Buchanan had access to Machiavelli's 
work in manuscript.) Rather, it seems likely that the many resemblances 
between the Rorentine's manual and Buchanan's play are coincidental and 
can be explained by the common humanist tradition of works on the 
education of the prince. Machiavelli's innovation is in making the 
outrageous policy of the Senecan tyrant the prudential maxims of a real 
prince.97 

If Buchanan is responding directly to Machiavelli's writings, it is, of 
course, by repudiating them in conventional humanist fashion. He puts the 
tenets of the new Realpolitik into the mouths of the weak and the evil. For 
example, Machiavelli's "deeply pessimistic view of human nature"--that 
men are "ungrateful, fickle, liars, and deceivers" is Malcbus' rejoinder to 
the Queen's suggestion that John be released (931).98 The several 

l 
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Rena_issance plays on John's beheading that followed the late publication of 
B~plls~es McFarlane views as "very much d'cpoque;" nevertheless it is 1 
think likely. that at the last ?f this string, Cornelius Schonaeus' Latin play 
(1603)--which Mcfarlane incorrectly lists as not extant--owes something 
to Buchanan's.99 
. In the early Jesuit school drama we find a play that may have been 
1nflue~c~ by Buchanan's inte1pretation of the Baptist. Gregorius 
H~l~nms s Lamberti us (Antwerp, 1556) tells the story of the bishop of 
Lutllch who wan_ied his king against adultery and, like John, suffered death 
throu_gh the plotting of a woman. 100 One distantly possible influence of 
Bapus!es may be found in_ Nicholas Vernulaeus's Latin play on Henry VIII 
(Henncus octavus, Louvam: 1624). As Leicester Bradner describes it 
"~enry VIII is presented as a man whose intentions were good but whose 
mmd was corrupted by the evil plotting of Anne Boleyn. In his scenes with 
Tho~as More we are made fully aware of his liking for More and his 
genuine regret at his having to destroy him."101 

. There we.re among Buchanan's contemporaries men who were less 
1~terested 1~ Buchanan's plays as political documents than as humanist 
h_terary achievements ~a concept not divorced from political or pedagogic 
a1m_s, of ~ourse, but with a somewhat different emphasis). In this regard, 
besides Sidney, we can look at the less familiar remarks of Johann Sturm 
Roger Ascham, and Gabriel Harvey. ' 
Joh~n ~turm's prefatory letter to the Strasbourg 1579 printing of 

Bapllstes is of some contemporary critical value.102 It is interesting to note 
what Stu~, the pedagogue, does not mention. Although he does Buchanan 
the except10n~I ho~or of admitting his Baptistes into his Academy as a 
textbook, unl~e Sidney he is not interested in Buchanan the vatic poet; 
nor, though give~ ~e opportunity to address a young Duke, does he, like 
Randol~h and V1I1_1ers, focus attention on the contemporary application of 
the D:d1c~t~ry Epistle's lesson for tyrants. Rather, Sturm praises Buchanan 
for bemg pious, pure and learned" and worthy of being imitated. 
Sturm was professionally committed to the efficacy of the imitatio-

~et~od of education. (Roger Ascham was in this technique one of his 
~1s_c1p~es.) And he uses this preface to praise Buchanan's dramas as 
1m1ta1J~ns. Although not explicitly stated, it seems that imitations and 
~nslahons ~land _as of equal worth with the original works of an author: 
~o one behe_ves 1t, ~d yet it is true: of what perished from the writings of 

Cicero, there 1s nothmg I would rather recover than the opposing orations 
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of Demosthenes and Aeschines, translated by Cicero." Although Stunn 
praises Buchanan's ability to imitate the art of the ancients (and he seems 
to imply the Greeks, here) there is little indication that he is interested so 
much in the dramatic structure of the ancients as in their diction and 
morality. Here also, we see that Cicero's ideal of the orator, a good speaker 
and a good man, has been transferred to the ideal poet. 

103 

In Renaissance England, the remarks by Sidney and Milton are no doubt 
most familiar. Roger Ascham, who knew Buchanan, also praised the 
Scotsman's skill as a dramatist: 

[N]ot one [of the "Tragedies in our tyme"] I am sure is able to abyde 
the trew touch of Aristotles preceptes and Eurypides examples, save 
onely two that ever I saw, M. Watsons Absalon and George 
Buckananus lepthe.104 

Ascham's words were echoed by Francis Meres. 105 Omitted from C. G. 
Smith's collection of Elizabethan critical essays, are mentions of 
Buchanan's poems and plays by Abraham Fraunce (1588?) and R. Wilmot 
(Buchanan was "not embarrassed to print his Jeptha"). 106 The possible 
verbal echoes of his poems are many .107 Spingam's collection of 
seventeenth-century critical essays includes references to Buchanan as a 
poet by Henry Peacham whose very high praise for his "loftie" tragedies 
and "pure" style and poetic genius is tempered only by his recognition that 
"in his person, behaviour, and fashion he was rough hewen, slovenly, and 
rude .... "108 Sir William Temple ranks Buchanan at the top of all modem 
Latinists, but William Wotton expresses a modem prejudice (which will be 
repeated by classicists in later years) when he finds that "copying 
nauseates more in Poetry than any thing: So that Buchanan and 
Sannazarius tho' admirable Poets, are not read with that Pleasure which 
Men find in Lucretius and Virgil .. . because they wrote in a dead 
Language .. . (and their Readers too often (must] look back upon their 
masters .. . .1°9 

As part of the Sidney circle, Gabriel Harvey had kind words for 
Buchanan's Psalm paraphrases.1 lO From his marginalia on a copy of 
Erasmus' translation of Euripides we can see that Harvey also had a high 
regard for his plays.111 

Buchanan's reputation as a strict moralist had to be dealt with in the 
puritan attacks on the theater. In his A Reply to Stephen Gosson (1579), 
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Thomas Lodge replied to Gosson's attacks on the theater in his School of 
Abuse (1579): 

Pittie weare it that Poetrye should be displaced; full little could we 
want Buchanan's workes, and Boetius comfortes may not be banished. 
W~a~ made Erasmus labor in_ Euripi~es tragedies? Did he indeuour by 
pam~mg the~ out of Greeke mto Latme to manifest sinne vnto vs? or to 
conf1nne vs m goodness?l 12 

Gosson ~ho h!~self admitted that in his youth he had tried his hand at 
plays--hts Callhns Conspiracies was written to teach good government and 
to demonstrate vividly the ill rewards of tyranny I lLretorted in his Playes 
~onfuted i~ Five A~t~o~.s (1582) that the reference made by Lodge to 
Buchanan s booke 1s an old wormeaten objection" and that "neither 

:layers nor th~i~. friends are able t? prove" that either Baptistes or the 
Playe of Chnst by Gregory Nazianzenus was written to be performed on 

the stage." 114 

So Naziancen and Bucchanan perceiving the corruption of the Gentiles 
to avo~de that which is evill, and yet keepe that which is good, ' 
ac_cor_dmg to the true use of Poetrie, penned these bookes in numbers 
with mterloquutions dialoguewise, as Plato and Tu/lie did their 
P~ilosophy, to be reade, not to be played .... So Bucchananus wrote 
his p~aye of lohn _Baptist for the Kinge of Scots to reade that beholding 
therein, the practise of Pharasies in Herods Court, The Tyranny of 
Herod powred out u?on the messenger of the Lord, and the punishment 
that followed: He might learne to goveme his owne house and beware 
what entreatie he gives to the Prophettes of God. ' 

I~ it shoul~e bee Plaied, one must learne to trippe it like a Lady in 
the fmest fash1en, another must have time to whet his minde unto 
tyranny that he may give life to the picture hee presenteth, whereby 
they learne to counterfeit, and so to sinne.115 

Gosson, !oo, shows that it was the message of the Dedicatory Epistle that 
he especially valued and not the dramatic qualities of the play, of which he 
was, perversely, aware. 
i;uming to th~ E~gl!sh drama, we find no obvious examples of Baptistes' 
befluence. An mtngumg, however unconnected, comparison can be made 

tween Buchanan's treatment of John and Herod and the presentation of 
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More and Henry VIII in a later play. Bevington shows that in the play Sir 
Thomas More, "More himself is no rebel"--indeed he exhorts the proper 
procedure for redress of grievances and the obedience to authority in 
defusing the London rebellion--yet suffers "for an inner faith" and appeals 
to all "troubled in the religious allegiances." Bevington observes that 
More's "integrity remains admirable but puzzling," that the king is no 
tyrant, and that More is no martyr.116 . 
We may see in the Stoic hero of Elizabethan and Jacobean tragedy if not 

the influence of Buchanan, at least the precedent. Echoes of Stoic 
sentiments in the drama of William Alexander, Earl of Stirling are 
collected in the Commentary. Joseph Chang argues that "in many 
[Elizabethan] tragedies heroes and villains are differentiated on the basis of 
their general alignment with Stoic or Machiavellian doctrines." 117 Chang 
finds this pattern in Hamlet (the Stoic Prince versus Machiavellian 
Claudius). If so, whether Machiavelli or Seneca provided the material of 
the opposition, the John-Herod relationship, which Chang does not 
mention, has distinguished progeny. 
While John is a clear Stoic, Herod is no take-charge Machiavellian, but 

neither is Claudius. Obviously, it is an abuse of Machiavelli's good name 
to associate him with the typically sneaky, vacillating tyrant who, a victim 
of skeptic suspense, lacks Stoic inner strength. The history of this popular 
usurpation is well known.118 Perhaps only Tamburlaine is a true . . 
exemplification of Machiavellian virtu. The other so-called Machiavelhans 
are really dramatized, humanist counter-attacks on the Italian's critique of 
traditional political morality. Stoic heroes show how old-fashioned virtue 
conquers new-fangled virtu--which is only old, tyrannical willfulness by 
another name. 
Recent work on dualism in Elizabethan dramatic heroes has attributed it 

to Puritan views of the divided nature of man.119 But we may see Baptistes 
as making a contribution to the maturation of ihe hypocritical tyrant. 
Buchanan's play takes us from the medieval view of Herod Antip~ 
("crocodile tears"), a paradigm of duplicity which, apparently, satisfied 
Thomas More and, exuberantly, Shakespeare for their Richard Ill's, to the 
Elizabethan heroes who do not know their own minds. The difficult 
necessity of distinguishing being from seeming (for example in Hamlet or 
Othello), which may be attributed to an infusion of Renaissance neo-
Platonism into the theater, may be seen less philosophically as a 
sophistication of the dramatic portrayal of deception. 
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1:1o~e detailed than Chang's are the earlier observations of Michael 
Hi?gms on Buchanan as a stepping stone to George Chapman. Higgins 
poi~ts to Buchanan's dramas ("Sacred Seneca") as early examples of the 
Stoic hero of "constancy." Iphis in Jephthes, by her "courage and 
con~tancy" redeems t~e "human situation." Similarly John in Baptistes is 
th~. co~ageous heretic[!] whose simplicity of faith and intense 
s~mtuahty are contrasted with a corrupt ecclesiastical traditionalism and 
w1th .. the ty~anny o~ contemporary monarchy."120 Bussy's "noble faith in 
man pertains ambiguously as much lo the isolated tyrant as 10 the Stoic 
mart~r and may mark the beginning of the nineteenth-century Byronic 
asocial hero striding beyond standards of good and evil: 

Who to himself is law, no law doth need, 
Offends no law, and is a King indeed. 

(Bussy D'Ambois, II, 2, 203-4)121 

Do~g_las B~sh makes a useful distinction between the romantic or modern 
~ero 1sola11on_ and that of the hero in the Renaissance. For example, the 
1solat~on e~penenced by the hero in Paradise Regained or Samson 
A~omstes 1s caused.not by the ~ienating ambiguity of values but by the 
d'.f~cully on earth first of know mg what good is and then by the greater 
d1fficully of emulating it.122 
One might add, however, that writing in the midst of this shift in 

sensibility, Milto~ had to defend his epics from the threat that his good and 
bad charac~ers might be~ome, as they did to Blake, interchanged. (It is, 
perhaps, this self-defensive quality--this wiry making of distinctions that 
passes for ~ucatio~ in Milt~n-:that many critics have found offensive.) 

In ~arad1se Re?~ined, Chnst 1s associated with Socrates as a sort of red-
herrnng; t_h~ Sto'.c1srn of a pagan, however noble, and that of John-Christ 
must be disllngms~ed. We (and the seventeenth-century reader) are taught 
that the self-~uffic1ency of a Bussy or a Socrates is not the self-control of a 
man who rehes on_ God, however arrogant this confidence may appear to 
Malchus.123 John 1s ~eparated from his society by his thorny perfection of 
a generally accepted ideal. To the Renaissance reader, then, a hard 
~xample lo f?llow remains, nonetheless, an example to follow. And if John 
is a rebel he 1s not without a clear cause.124 
The ag_on in ~aptistes is between John's constancy and the anxiety of his 

antag?n_ists, with John's weak disciples caught painfully between. Since 
John ism a sense invulnerable, we do not feel Herod's cruelty, however 
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much we hear about it. Herod gives John what he wants--as John admits to 
the Chorus. What we do see and perhaps find almost moving is Herod's 
indecision as we watch him pondering choices yet making the wrong 
decisions 'losing control of himself and his realm. It is certainly not the 
beginnin~ of this kind of hero--antecedents are not hard to find--~ut it may 
be seen as a step on the way to Angelo in Measure for Measure, if not 

MacBeth.125 
It can be mentioned only in passing that rhetorically Buchanan sets 

against each other the differing isolations of John, Herod, _Malchus, and ~e 
Queen. Had this play been written as a Baroque Trauersp1el o~ as a goth1c 
tale, we might even have found the tyrant Herod to be somethmg of a dark 
counter to, or secret sharer with, the saint John.126 

. . , 
Finally, we may note that Warren Tomli~son ~i~?vered that_m Wildes 

Salome (1892, French; 1894, English version) eimge wesenthche, 
Ahnlichkeiten jedoch deuten aus auf einen Einflus~ von B_uch~an s , 
Baptistes."127 Perhaps the most persuasive similanty he cites is Her°? s 
"Ah! Wherefore did I give my oath?" which may co1?'espond to Bapt1stes 

1219-20. 

NOTES 

1. Opera, II, 745. Randolph refers to Buchanan's t~tori~g of James VI. In 
addition to this achievement, it is the political and histoncal wor~ . 
that seem most to ensure Buchanan's fame. On Randolph, ~ee Chri_stma 
Hallowell Garrett, The Marian Exiles (Cambridge: Cambnd~e Umv. Press, 
1938), pp. 266-67. Randolph also wrote Peter_ Young, James s pedagog~e, 
"I thought the Kinge your Maister more happie that had Buchanan to his 
Maister then Alexander the Great, that had Aristotell his instructor'~ (15 

. March i580), to which T. W. Baldwin responds, "High hopes and ~ig 
words, but Sic transit gloria mundi! ... One may no~ wond~r which was 
the more fortunate pair, Cox and Cheke, whose handiwork died young. 
before results could be appraised or Buchanan and Young, whos~ prodigy 
lived to prove the pudding." See William Shakspere's Small Larine and 
Lesse Greek (Urbana: Univ. of Illinois Press, 1944), I, 537. 
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2. The "Sphera" of George Bucharum, [New York, 1952]. For the likely 
source of this question, see George Chalmers, The Life of Thomas 
Ruddiman (London, 1794), p. 309. 

3. For a generous sampling of sixteenth- to eighteenth-century 
testimonia, see Opera, I, sigs. i4-n4. Estienne's phrase is also found in the 
form, "poet.arum nostri saeculi facile princeps;" this praise was first 
applied to Buchanan in a laudatory epistle by Estienne in his 1556 selected 
Latin Psalm paraphrases by several hands; the phrase became a standard 
feature of Buchanan title-pages beginning in 1565?, with the first printing 
of Buchanan's complete Psalm Paraphrases. See David Irving, Memoirs 
(1817), pp. 102-107; D. Murray, Glasgow Memorial, pp. 407-8. We find 
exceptional and gratuitous criticism in J. W. Allen, A History of Political 
Thought in the Sixteenth Century (1928, rev. 1957; London: Methuen, 
1967): "Henri Estienne spoke of him as 'easily the foremost poet of his 
age.' There seems to have been confusion in bis scholarly mind between 
sc~olarship and poetry" (p. 338). If anything, as Bentley and, later, Lindsay 
pomted out, Buchanan was no scholar in an age of such as Erasmus and 
Bude. Alessandro Perosa and John Sparrow, in their casually edited 
anthology Renaissance Latin Verse, dismiss Estienne's estimation as 
"absurdly flattering," (London: Duckworth, 1979), p. 512. C. S. Baldwin 
also demurs: The humanists as a matter of course "prudently praised one 
another ... lest after all their eminence in Latin should not be ratified by 
posterity.'' For example Tumebe, "There is no one in France with any 
pretensions to the humanities but knows George Buchanan.'' See 
Renaissance Literary Theory and Practice (1939; Gloucester: Peter Smith, 
1959), p. 137. 
4. "So piercing wits as George Buchanan" and "the tragedies of Buchanan 

do justly bring forth a divine admiration" in The Miscellaneous Prose of 
Sir Philip Sidney, ed. Katherine Duncan-Jones and Jan Van Dorsten 
~Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1973), pp. 11 O; 116. For example, "Mary's 
mveterate enemy and chief traducer" --Lady Antonia Fraser, Mary Queen 
of Scots (1969; London: Panther, 1970), p. 537. And see James Boswell, 
Life of Johnson, ed. G. B. Hill (Oxford:Oxford Univ. Press 1934-50) IV 
185-6. ' ' ' 
5. Chalmers, p. 73. Also, see Douglas Duncan, Thomas Ruddiman 

(Edinburgh: Oliver and Boyd, 1965). The Monthly Review (1796) opined 
Chalmers bad made too much of bis subject and bad written with 
"Jobn_sonian pomposity" in bis effort to rival Boswell (Duncan, p. 8.). 
Ruddlillan's last years were disquieted by the attacks of George Logan and 
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the "zealot" James Man, author of the Censure (Aberdeen, 1753) 
[Chalmers, p. 251; 73 ff.]. Nothing came of the association to re-edit 
Buchanan's works. 

6. Univ. of Edinburgh MS La IV 6 Chalmers 17. 
7. Naiden, p. v.; I. D. McFarlane,Buchanan (London: Duckworth, 1981). 

Toe publication of McFarlane's biography, which was the culmination of 
many articles, was followed by a number of important works on Buchanan, 
including Philip Ford, George Buchanan: Prince of Poets (Aberdeen: 
Aberdeen Univ. Press, 1982); P. Sharratt and P. G. Walsh, George 
Buchanan: Tragedies (Edinburgh: Scottish Academic Press, 1983). To 
McFarlane's fuller reading of Buchanan's tragedies, Sharratt and Walsh 
provide a cogent introduction to the plays. J. B. Trapp's review of 
McFarlane's Buchanan ("Poetry, Pedagogy and Propaganda," TLS, July 15, 
1983, p. 755) is graceful, grateful, and warmly uncritical. 

8. For example, P. Hume Brown, George Buchanan: Humanist and 
Reformer. A Biography (Edinburgh, 1890) and McFarlane do so. But 
Philip Ford, places the play amidst Buchanan's poetic activity in France. 

9. Text and trans. based on John Aitken, The Trial of George Buchanan 
before the Lisbon Inquisition (Edinburgh: Oliver and Boyd, 1939), pp. 
xviii-xxi. See also McFarlane, p. 379. David Irving (1817; p.270), Aitken, 
and McFarlane accept the Vita as Buchanan's. Ruddiman was "skeptical" 
of the Vita's being by Buchanan, according to Chalmers, who himself calls 
it a "fact" that "Sir Peter Young was the author" (pp. 68-69). His doubts 
have been taken up more recently by Philip Ford, "The Poetical Works of 
George Buchanan Before His Final Return to Scotland," Diss. Cambridge 
Univ. 1977, pp. 230 ff. 

10. Raymond Lebegue, La Tragedie religieuse en France (Paris, 1929), p. 

198. 
11. David MacMillan, George Buchanan: A Biography (Edinburgh: 

Morton, 1906), p. 78. Toe younger Scaliger had an even higher regard for 
Buchanan, pp. 79-80: "Buchananus unus est in tota Europa omnes post se 
relinquens in Latina poesi," cited from P. Hume Brown, ed., Vernacular 
Writings of George Buchanan, Scottish Text Society No. 26. (Edinburgh: 
Blackwood, 1891-92), p. xxi. 

12. See J.R.C. Martyn, "Montaigne and George Buchanan," Humanistica 
Lovaniensia, 26 (1977), 132-42. Other scholars have been more 
circumstantial and more cautious in their accounts of this relationship 
between the talented pupil and the teacher be called "ce grande poete 
Escossois" (Essais, I, 26). See McFarlane, pp. 91-96; McFarlane, 
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"Buch~an and ~ran~e," (1%8); Roger Trinquet, La Jeunesse de 
Monta,gne {Parts: N1zet, 1972), pp. 457-60. Martyn is aware of problems 
of chronology, but evades them with "could have" "probably" "q ·1 

"bl "" · • , UI e 
po~s1 Y, .~wte_probably," and (often) "must have." On Montaigne's 
actmg, see Stagmg." 

13. Opera, IT, 755; McFarlane, p. 119. 
14. See Aitk~n, P~- 26, 91-93. Aitken accepts the order of composition of 

the plays as given m the Vita. He suggests that the 1543 date of 
perform_an~e of Medea, which is indicated in the colophon of the Paris 
1544 pnntmg, may refer to a "revival" (p. 92). On the chronology of the 
f~ur plays, Lebegue quotes the relevant passages in which Buchanan gives 
?1verg~nt ~ta. Lebe~u: reminds us that Carl Fries in his overlooked, but 
. consc1e?~1e~x travail, found deficiencies in the translation and metrical 
megularthes m the anapaestic dimeters in Medea which suggested that it 
;:vas c?,mpo~ before Baptistes (apparently, Buchanan was right; the 
scars do still show). But such judgments are notoriously unreliable. See 

Lebegue, La Tragedie religieuse, pp. 202-3; Fries, "Quellenstudien zu 
Georg~ Buchanan," Neue Jahrbiicher fur das klassische Altertum, 
~:.5ch1chte und deutsche Litteratur undfur Paedagogik, 6 (1900), pp. 178-

E. K. R~d, in dutiful respo~se to the fuss being stirred up over 
Buch_ru:ian s quatercentenary m 1906, wrote with the customary negligence 
cla_ss1c1_s~ and ev~n me~eval_ists allow themselves with great neo-Latin 
wnters. Uncertam of his aptitude for this new task [of writing drama] h 
[~uchanan] devoted m~ch care to the first two plays, then finding that 'th:y 
did well enough, he ~mshed the others in short order." The first of his own 
plays.' and that on which he spent most care, according to Rand, is 
Bapllstes. Nevertheless, Jephthes is "distinctly the better play" Se 
"Georg B h " Th · e . uc ~an,_ e Nation, Nov. 7, 1907, p. 416. We might compare 
with this, Boas nouon that Buchanan himself thought Jephthes over which 
he had labored was the better play. To his credit, Rand realizes that 
Buchanan turned not so much to Seneca but to the "purer ideals of the 
Gree"k drama" (p. 41?). Otherwise, Rand describes Buchanan as a "great" 
and ~ell-connected teacher but no scholar, no great historian or political 
theonst, and no great reformer (p. 415). !· Cf. Philip Ford's similar reconciliation of the two accounts, p. 48; 

, Walsh and Sharratt, pp. 3-4; and, surprisingly reluctant, McFarlane 
p. l20. Perhaps it is from Buchanan's letter to Rogers that McFarlane h~ 
concluded that "by the author's admission" Baptistes was revised (p. 379). 
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(Nowhere else does Buchanan discuss revising his plays.) But we are told 
that, unlike Medea, the three others were done with more care. 

16. McFarlane, p.382. . . 
17. Irving established the tradition of dividing the ~1scuss1on of the p~ay 

between the play's composition in the Bordeaux penod (p. 27-37) and its 
publication in the 1570's (pp. 241-43). He considers the Edinburgh 1578 
issue to be the earliest printing (p. 28) and accepts Baptistes as the first of 
Buchanan's dramatic compositions (p. 27). 

18. George Buchanan: Humanist and Reformer (Edinburgh, 1890), PP· 
119 ff. · d h 

19. Hume Brown, p. 123. Berquin long and stubbornly res1ste t e 
Faculty of Theology of the Sorbonne until he was finally executed for 
heresy in 1529. Erasmus was moved by young Berquin's c~uragt:°u~ ~eath. 
His letter to Charles Utenhove concludes, "Varia sunt homm~m mdicia. 
Ille felix qui iudice Deo absoluitur. Bene vale." See Opus epistolarum, ed. 
P. s. Allen and H. M. Allen (Oxford, 1934), VIII, 216, Letter No. 2188, 
(Freiburg, 1 July 1529). 

20. The Nation, Nov. 7, 1907, pp. 415-8. 
21. P. Hume Brown, ed., Vernacular Writings of George Buchanan, .. 

Scottish Text Society No. 26. (Edinburgh: Blackwood, 1891-92), PP· xxn-
xxiii. Hume Brown adds that ~uch~an'~ ~edicatory let~er t~!a:nes VI 
"perfectly reveals his real motives m wntm~ the drama. (xx111). 

22. When Hume Brown finally came to wnte on the discovery of G. J.C. 
Henriques, he made no mention of Baptistes ("George Buchanan and the 
Inquisition," Scottish Review, Lon~on, 1893_, pp. ~96-31~). 

23 Hume Brown, p. 121-22. Obviously, this typically nineteenth-century 
co~ plaint could also be made about Samson Agonistes. Hume Brown's 
ranking of Buchanan's dramas and his criticism of the longeurs of . 
Baptist es is unexceptional. Cf., for example, the views _of G. Va_ut~1er 
(overly long, Senecan declamations), De Buchanani Vi ta .~' Scnptis_ 
(Toulouse: A. Chauvin, 1886), pp. 25-26; Emile Faguet ( plus pue~l, plus 
vide aussi, et sans mouvement"), La TragMie francaise au XV/e s1ecle 
1550-1600),(Paris, 1894),p. 73. 

24. University Drama in the Tudor Age (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1914), 

p. 41. · dH. .k 
25 Marie Meyer-Cohn, George Buchanan als Publizist un 1ston er . 

Ma;ia Stuarts (Heidelberg, 1913), pp. 4-5. We hear the rustle of the Kartei 
(viz., P . Hume Brown's biography). . 5 26. George Buchanan: A Biography (Edmburgh:Morton), 1906, P· 84-8 · 
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27. D. A. Millar, ed., George Buchanan: A Memorial 1506-1906 
(St.Andrews: W. C. Henderson, (1907], pp. 115-29. 
28. "Montaigne and George Buchanan," Humanistica Lovaniensia, 26 

(1977), 132-42. 
~9. Aitken, ed. and trans., pp. 24-25. Guilberme J.C. Henriques 

discovered the records about 1890 in the Lisbon archives. For Henriques, 
see St Andrews Memorial, 1906; also, his George Buchanan in the 
Lisbon Inquisition, (Lisbon, 1906). Aitken gives a modernized and 
translated text with commentary. He considers Buchanan at the time of bis 
trial at worst an "unconscious heretic," or "Erasmist," rather than a 
"convinced Protestant" (lxii). 

30. Aitken, p. 129. Aitken bas no interest in Baptistes except for its value 
as an historical puzzle. He calls the play "Senecan," dates its publication as 
1578, and notes its "proferred object--the delectation and edification of the 
youth of Bordeaux", but asserts that "it bas always been considered that the 
play, like Dryden's Absalom and Achitophel, bas reference to 
contemporary history" (pp. 91, 128-135). Aitken seems to have initiated 
the misleading opinion that the topical reading of the play "is almost stated 
by Buchanan in so many words in the Prologue" (p. 129). 

31. Aitken, p. 129, citing Calderwood, I, 141 ff. on Wedderburn. 
32. 132-33; See G. Constant, I, 204 ff. The Reformation in England, tr. R. 

E. Scantlebury (London, 1934). Fisher saw himself as a second John and 
many saw Anne as a Herodias. Also there is evidence that some saw More 
as Anne's own particular victim. Aitken takes as "very important 
corroborative evidence" for the More=John allegory that lives of the 
martyrs Fisher and More were at this time drawing the comparison with 
John (p. 134). Aitken also notes that John's final sentiments on death 
(however conventional) recall those attributed to More (p. 133). 

33. Good use of this material bas been made by Philip Ford in "The 
Poetical Works of George Buchanan Before His Final Return to Scotland" 
Diss. Cambridge Univ. 1977, pp. 34 ff., wbicb is not, however, especiall; 
concerned with Buchanan's drama. Ford also provides us with 
bibliographic sources, but we know too little about this period--still "peu 
de details precis" (Leb~gue, Tragedie religieuse, p. 199). 

34. Ford, p. 39. 
35. Ford, p. 41. Trevor-Roper was just lax when be claimed that 

Buc~anan's radical ideas were "all right" in Bordeaux, but not in Coimbra. 
~nti~g for a popular market. '.frevor-Roper, while calling Buchanan tbe 
histonan a "trimmer" and "wobbler," praises bis drama: At Bordeaux "bis 
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humanist views blossomed forth. He wrote brilliant Latin plays of a 
Protestant kind. He expressed himself indiscreetly. He kept very advanced 
company. That was all right in Bordeaux" ("George Buchanan." The 
Listener, Sept 15, 1966, pp. 383-401). Given the repression suffered by 
heretics there, it is unlikely it was "all right in Bordeaux," but that 
Buchanan's ideas, at least in Baptistes, were not especially eye-catching. 
Aignan, however, also seems to feel it was "all right in Bordeaux." See 
"Translations." The real question is how radical were Buchanan's ideas. 
Lebegue finds evidence in the Lisbon records that Buchanan failed to 
imitate the prudent conduct of de Gouvea; he defended himself by 
asserting that his opinions were those widely held in France, a country 
tolerant towards clerical and even royal satire (pp. 200-1). 

36. Ford, p. 41. 
37. Buchanan, then, might be seen as identifying not with John the 

Baptist, as Bale does, but with the weak Chorus. Trevor-Roper's remarks 
from The Listener (above) are most often applied to Buchanan the Scottish 
court attendant and unthankful historian. 

38. Richard Marius suggests that "in our time--so different from More's--
absolute truth and absolute honesty have become, like modem lying itself, 
expressions of the narcissism that afflicts us all." See Thomas More (New 
York: Random House, 1984), p. 141. In his discussion of More's distortion 
of historical truth in the Hunne Affair, Marius finds More to be lacking in 
this modem disease, but perhaps he was not always, at least not to 
Buchanan, nor to Erasmus. 
39. J. K. McConica, English Humanists (Oxford: Oxford Univ. Press, 

1965), pp. 150-52, 264. In his letters, Erasmus could not approve More's 
deed. Protestants on the Continent feared the executions could do them 
little good. In the preface to his translation of More's Utopia (1551), 
Robinson lamented that a man so learned and so eloquent should have 
been "so much blinded rather with obstinancies then with ignorance" that 
he would not see "the shining light of Gades holy truthe ... " (cited in 
McConica, p. 259). 
40. BM MS Cotton Caligula B.V., folio 268 (new numbering). 

Presumably, Buchanan is thinking of More's History of Richard III. But 
why would Henry VIII avenge the memory of Richard. We are reminded, 
however, by Marius, that More as a defender of the law was no friend of 
the tyrannical excesses of kings (p. 33). 
According to Jean Crespin, Histoire des martyrs (1554), I, 297, it was 

after 1534, when Huguenot martyrs became frequent, that "the practice of 
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:utting off the tongues of heretics before execution was initiated." See, 
. Martyrs, Myths, and the Massacre: The Background of SL Bartholomew" 
m Alfred Soman, ed., The Massacre of St. Bartholomew (The Hague· 
Martinus Nijhoff, 1974), p. 189. · 
41. Marius, p. xiii. See also Alistair Fox, Thomas More: History and 

Providence (Oxford: Blackwell, 1982), pp. 3-5, 9-10, passim. In their 
commentary, Walsh and Sharratt find "especially notable" for the 
"resemblance between John and Thomas More" line 493, where John sets 
personal pleasure (i.e, Herod's divorce and remarriage) against God. 
Although both spoke against divorce, it should be remembered that, unlike 
~ore, Jo~n thought the biblical injunction against marrying one's brother's 
wife applied to the case at issue, as did Henry VIII. Later, Walsh and 
Sharratt observ_e that "John himself has scarcely died 'pro patriis legibus,' 
?ut fo~ attemptm~ to change them. Perhaps B[uchanan] is here 
m~ent,onally ambiguous, leaving open a possible identification of John 
with T~omas More, :t°d at the same time making him appear a Protestant 
~ai:tyr (p. 294, on lme 1344). Arbitrarily executed, however, John does 
~em de~ense of Leviticus 20: 21, which is his nation's Jaw, and, as in De 
Jure regm, Buchanan holds the rule of law as the defining distinction 
between a tyrant and a king. Thomas More, on the contrary, died because 
h~ obey~ ~ot his country's Act of Supremacy but what he believed was a 
higher, ~mne law; Perhaps H~nry's law was fundamentally invalid, but it 
was, unlike Herod s rash promise, at least recognizably a Jaw. 
42. Erasmus, Opus epistolarum, ed. P. S. Allen, XI, No. 3037, (Louvain 

10 August 1535). ' 
~3. The Life and Death of Sr Thomas Moore, Knight, Sometymes Lord 

High Chancellor of England, ed., E. V. Hitchcock and R. W. Chambers 
(London: Oxford Univ. Press, 1932), p. 199. 
44. A "clever fraud"--Aitken, p. 4; "to save his skin"--Walsh and Sharratt 

p.11. • 
45. For a_skep,tical :i~w ?fa recent stiffening of the intentionalist theory 

ofE. D. H~sch s Vahd1ty m Interpretation (1967) and The Aims of 
lnterp~etallon (~976), see Frank Kermode's review of Interpretation: An 
E~say ,!n the Philosophy of Literary Criticism by P. D. Juhl. See "Getting it 
Right, London Review of Books, 7-20 May 1981, Vol. 3 (1981), pp. 12-13. 
46. McFarlane, p. 385. 
47, Martyn, pp. 138-4!; Hume Brown, p. 123; McFarlane, pp. 383-87. 48. ~ather than reflecting something initiated by the massacre of 1572 

Bapllstes anticipated its mythology. Donald Kelley argues that the ' 
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Huguenots were prepared to understand the massacre by martyrologies 
such as Foxe's and Crespin's (both 1554), which were written to "intensify 
the impression of Protestants that [in this as in other aspects of their true 
faith] they were recapitulating the experiences of the early Christians." Cf. 
Baptistes, Prologue. See Kelley, in Soman, p. 187. 

49. James Phillips, "George Buchanan and the Sidney Circle." The 
Huntington Library Quarterly, 12 (1948-49), 23-55. According to Aitken, 
in 1578 [that is, 1577) when the play was published, Buchanan needed 
only to shift the application of the general attack on tyranny. He must have 
been confident that Elizabeth would not have seen Herodias as her own 
mother. See Aitken, p. 134. One might add also that Vautrollier was, 
whatever bis Huguenot ancestry, above all a schoolbook publisher, and one 
would not expect him to bring out a dangerously radical tract. To all but a 
few insiders the play must have been read as a piece of old-fashioned 
humanist pedagogy and not a justification of revolution. Whatever her 
difficulties with Mary Queen of Scots and other members of the Guise 
family, Elizabeth was not at all disposed to the printing in England of the 
popular French Protestant genre, the anti-monarchic tract. De jure regni 
(1579), for example, was printed in Scotland. 

Concerning the easy shift in application, it should not be supposed that 
suppression of heresy was exclusively Catholic. It was "expected of a 
christian prince [ whether Protestant or Catholic] that he should supress all 
opposition to the received doctrine, enforce ecclesiastical discipline, even 
enforce subscription to a creed." See Anthony Ross, "Reformation and 
Repression" in David McRoberts, ed., Essays on the Scottish Reformation 
1513-1625 (Glasgow: Burns, 1962), p. 374. John Knox in 1560, for 
example, would not suffer contempt or disobedience of authority. 
Prisoners charged with heresy were subjected to physical and mental 
torture to extract confessions or submission (Ross, p. 394). Malchus is not 
wrong for bis illiberal views--tolerance is not the issue--but because what 
he wants to destroy is good. 

50. BN Dupuy MS. Vol. 951, fol. 52. See also McFarlane, p. 385. Rogers 
asked Buchanan about Baptistes, "which I saw ten years ago in Paris'" in a 
1576-77 (?)letter.See Opera, I, sig. f3 and "Buchanan's Practice of 
Revision." 

51. For the complete text and translation, see Baptistes. Many reformist 
readings have rested on the ambiguous phrase "pietatis studium." 
Buchanan's apology for having violated Cicero's rules of generic purity 
(abortivus) reminds us that the genera mista could not be appreciated as 
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::;::ng more tha~ half-~aked tragedy until regularity of form had been 
Le See Rosalie Cohe, The Resources of Kind ed Barb K 

. wa_Iski (B~rkely: Univ. of California Press 1973), p .1,23 S ~d . 
disdained mLXed . ' • · · 1 ney 
aestheti di d genres, reflec_tm~, perhaps his distaste for social and 
Buchan~ t:~aner1_.ewl Re fmd a(Osunilar use of abortiva in a letter from 

ogers pera II 755) 
52-Column references to the Ad '· ' fr. 1703-11). agw are om Opera Omnia (Leiden, 

{.a;n;;s Reign of Mary Stuart (Edinburgh: Univ. of Edinburgh 

~4. On this, see Ja":es Phillips, Images of a Queen: Ma Stuart in 
;::teenth-gentu? Laerature (Berkeley: Univ. of Califom'fa Press 1964) 

so _unr~ ected m Buchanan's Herodias is the emotional violenc, . 
reacllon m England to the massacre of St Barth I ' e of the 
family includin M (". . · 0 omew s Day. The Guise S • g . ary 1psa ... nostrt fundi calamitas"--so, Edwin 
E~!~.:: a;;~t~~:icul~ ~ppsrobrium. See A.G. Dickens, "The 

55 St An . omew m oman, ed., pp. 58, 62. 
Pr · · drews, August, 1982. Walsh and Sharratt assert that "th 

ologue has been added for publication" (p 269) Al th · e draws tt r · · · so, elf commentary 
sixteen~h-~:~~;;~=~~:ce of more genei:31 revision ("sentiments with a 
than to those of 1540") a~propnate to the conditions of 1577 

56. See Vita Aitk ,dw ic m , on the whole, unconvincing. 
, en, e .• p. xx. 

57. Harvard MS 79M 38 [1 ]). 
58.Lebegue,p. 206. 
59 Francis Oak! "O h Th · h ey, n t e Road from Constance to 1668· The p rc al 

oug t of John Major and George B h " . o i 1c 
Studies l (1962) 

21 
uc anan, The Journal of British 

, ,p. . 
60. De jure regni, trans. Charles F Arrow d 

in Scotland (Austin: Univ. of Texas· 1949) °; .;;h\:;':"e~ of the Crown ~;i:~~~~j;, 0_ve;tates the c~e. bu( pl~e~ ~uch:an~;.i:~s
2

~~ 
Buchanan's Ii . s m rance. i:tiere was, he says, nothing "new" in 
tyrannicide~- tical tra~~.and hIStory, although he finds his theory of 
Human· "•. 10syncra~1c ._See "George Buchanan and French 

ISm, m Humanism ,n France ed A H T Le . 
Manchester Univ. Press 1970) 304• · · · · vi (Manchester: 
61 Oakl ' 'pp. -5 

on Buch~;n~!~: ~oalr Buchanan's debt in particular to John Major. Also 

G 
sic sources, see Roger A Mason "Rex St . eorge Buch J · , mcus: anan, ames VI, and the Scottish Polity " 1·n New p . , erspecttves 
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on the Politics and Culture of Early Modem Scotland, ed. John Dwyer, 
Roger Mason, and Alexander Murdoch (Edinburgh: Donald, 1982), 
pp. 9-33. See also J. H. Bums, "The Political Ideas of George Buchanan," 
Scottish Historical Review, 30 (1951), 60-68, on Buchanan's tailoring 
elements of a common scholastic and humanist storehouse of theory for a 
particular predicament. On the typically "circumstantial" nature of 
sixteenth-century political writing, see, among many recent discussions of 
this topic, Donald Kelley's review of Quentin Skinner's The Foundation of 
Modem Political Thought, in Journal of the History of Ideas, 40 (1979), 
663-73. 
62. Laski in his introduction to A Defense of Liberty Against Tyrants (a 

translation of the Vindiciae), London 1924, p. 5, cited by Oakley, p. 30. 
See also Skinner, The Foundations of Modern Political Thought 
(Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. Press, 1978), II, 339-48. 
63. Political Thought in England: Tyndale to Hooker, p. 152; cited in 

Oakley, p. 29. On Goodman, seeJ. W. Allen, A History of Political 
Thought in the Sixteenth Century (1928; London: Methuen, 1967), pp. 
116-18. Goodman's How Superior Powers Ought to Be Obeyed of Their 
Subjects (Geneva, 1558) is described as a more systematic and perhaps 
prior presentation of John Knox's doctrines. Indeed. a study of the history 
of John's political beliefs would be little else than a history of the 
commonplaces of political theory. John's position is completely consistent 
with the English orthodoxy of 1538: kings who break the law are tyrants, 
nevertheless they can only be passively resisted. See Baumer, below, p. 
164. There is nothing in John of the cutting edge of political theory, that is, 
that kings are essentially elective and owe their authority to the people who 
remain sovereign. Gamaliel's observation that God's word may be 
transmitted through shepherds in preference to priests or his opinion that 
truth shuns the royal courts are literary topoi and are in no significant way 
equivalent to a radically democratic political theory . . On the development 
of a theory of political resistance, the following are useful: Cynthia Grant 
Schoenberger, "Luther and the Justifiability of Resistance to Legitimate 
Authority," Journal of the History of Ideas, 40 (1979), 3-20; Schoenberger, 
"The Development of the Lutheran Theory of Resistance: 1523-30," 
Sixteenth Century Journal, 8 (1) (1977), 61-76; Dan G. Danner, 
"Christopher Goodman and the English Protestant Tradition of Civil 
Disobedience," Sixteenth Century Journal, 8 (3) (1977), 61-73; and Julian 
H. Franklin, "Constitutionalism in the Sixteenth Century: The Protestant 
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Monarchomachs," in David Spitz, ed., Political Theory and Social Change 
(New York: Atherton, 1967), pp. 117-32. 
Franklin Le van Baumer details how up to 1538 English Puritans in 

support of the Henrician reform, preached the doctrine of non-resi;tance. 
~ter Cromwell's fall and especially in exile, under Mary, the reformers 
t~ed a complete volle1ace and pronounced the righteousness of 

resistanc~" ~- 91). P~litical ~amphlets of the sixteenth century were more 
opportumshc apologia than ngorous or innovative theoretical treatises. See 
The Early Tudor Theory of Kingship (New Haven: Yale Univ. Press, 
1940), pp. 86-112. 
64. Oakley, p. 25. 
?5. F~r .. e~ample, McFarlane speaks of Buchanan's "democratic theory of 

kingship m ~aptistes and De jure, which Thomas More did not share 
(p. 387; but did John)? Charles Kingsley is also a typical defender of 
Buchanan, whom ~e sees as a scholar of great moral integrity without 
whom Scotland n_iight have turned into a decadent Poland (that is, a 
country,~~ b~ ~~oral nobles "varnished over by a thin coating of 
Frenc~ c~vilizahon ). _Th~s B~ptistes, by the "good old, plain speaking" 
Geordie, 1~ a decl~a~.,o~ agamst tyranny and priestcraft." With Jephthes, 
Buchanan s tragedies gamed for the poor Scotsman, in the eyes of the best 
scholars of Europe, a credit amounting almost to veneration." See 
Historical Lectures and Essays, (London: Methuen, 1889), pp. 402, 385. 
Angus T. Kerr, George Buchanan: Apostle of Liberty (Edinburgh: The St. 
Andrews Press, (1962]) is not untypical of the enduring legend. Milton 
however, was more interested in Buchanan the tyrannicide than the ' 
democrat. 
66. See C~mmentary on lines 340. On the convention, see George Boas, 

Vox Popuh: Essays on the History of an Idea (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins 
Press, 1969); more recently, Annabel Patterson, Shakespeare and the 
Popular Vo~ce (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Blackwell, 1989), reinterprets 
the convention. Concerning Buchanan's democratic instincts, it is amusing 
to record that The Nation, July 26, 1906, Vol. 83, pp. 75-76, reported that 
at the St. Andrews celebration of the quatercentenary of Buchanan's birth 
Lo~d Reay asserted, "Ha~ he [Buch~an) lived in these days his scathing ' 
satire would have been drrected agamst the evils of plutocracy and 
democ~y: and the tyranny of public opinion." But Buchanan was at the 
same h~e m other quarters being proclaimed as Scotland's greatest 
revolutionary freedom fighter. 
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67. Cf. Arrowood, p. 113; Opera, I, De jure, p. 28; Skinner pp. 343-44. 
On Continental critics, see the section "Buchanan's Practice of Revision." 

68. On this, see Jan Van Dorsten, Poets, Patrons, and Professors (Leiden: 
Leiden Univ. Press, 1962), pp. 56,207. Also, see William D. Briggs, 
"Sidney's Political Ideas," Studies in Philology, 29 (1932), 537-40. De jure 
regni (1579) and Historia (1582) were also dedicated to James VI. 

69. David Calderwood, The History of the Kirk of Scotland, ed. T.-
Thomson (Edinburgh, 1842), I, 131-32. 

70. C.S.P.: Foreign, 1584, No. 709, p. 573-78; letter from Villiers to 
Walsingham, written in French, before the assassination of his prince, 
William of Orange, but posted in its shadow from Delft, 1/11 July 1584. 
Villiers dined with Rogers and discussed the recent publication of 
Baptistes in January 1578; see "Buchanan's Practice of Revision." 

71. Walsh and Sharratt, pp. 12-13. 
72. Murray Roston, Biblical Drama in England (London: Faber and 

Faber, 1968), p. 81. Roston, however, makes several of the usual errors of 
fact concerning Baptistes. 

73. Stone, Donald, Jr., ed. Four Renaissance Tragedies (Cambridge: 
Harvard Univ. Press, 1966); "An Approach to French Renaissance Drama," 
Renaissance Drama, 9 (1966), 279-89; "Professor Stone Replies," 
Renaissance Drama, N.S. 2 (1969), 220-2; and French Humanist Tragedy: 
A Reassessment (Manchester: Manchester Univ. Press, 1974). Stone 
replied to the eloquent article of Elliot Forsyth, "French Renaissance 
Tragedy and its Critics: A Reply to Donald Stone, Jr," Renaissance 
Drama, N.S . 2 (1969), 207-220. Forsyth claimed Stone had mis-
represented the state of scholarship on sixteenth-century French drama 
while exaggerating the need for his corrective efforts. 

74. Four Tragedies (1966), p. xxvi. Sentiments repeated often, for 
example in "Stone Replies" (1969), p. 221. It is worth noting that Stone is 
not especially concerned with neo-Latin. His main topic is the French 
humanist drama between 1550-1600. Buchanan, one feels, is being read in 
octosyllabic French translations, which gives his plays a more medieval 
flavor. In his earlier pieces, especially, Stone depends heavily on 
Buchanan's Jephthes and Jodelle's Dido for his argument. 

75. Since classical authors, too, allowed that a tragedy was a play with a 
moral purpose, Forsyth argues that "it is thus unnecessary to_assume that 
the idea of a didactic purpose in tragedy must be due to medieval 
influence" (p. 215). Rather "the humanist ideas on the didactic purpose of 
tragedy fell on receptive ears prepared by the medieval tradition" (p. 216). 
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Unfortunately what is meant by didactic is so vague as to be meaningless 
F?r some lite':31)' historians, the mere presence of sententiae threatens to · 
dissolve the d~fferences between Mankynd and Hamlet. To argue that 
Seneca mo~izes as much as Boethius or vice versa leads nowhere. 
Forsyth cautions us that "it would be a mistake to assume that the didactic 
prese_ntation of Rena~ssance tragedy always followed the same pattern. In 
fact, i_t underwent quite a complex series of changes from humanist 
tea~~mg on_ s~oic principles and Protestant biblical lessons to bitter 
politico-r~lig1~us propaganda linked with the Wars of Religion and the 
strange distortions of Senecan technique which mark the 'horror' traged of 
the end of the century . ... [A]s the religious wars gathered momentumy 
tragedy became more and more the vehicle, not merely of general montl 
lessons on the ~nstability of human fortunes, but of specific lessons on 
contemporary issues and then of politico-religious propaganda" 
~P-2 ! ~-17). What Forsyth does not add is that these varieties of 
d1dact1~1s~ were present not only among different plays of the period but 
even w1thm the same play. 

76. Forsyth, p. 212. 
77. Lebegue, pp. 234. Cf. Forsyth (1969), p. 212. 
78. Robert Garnier and the Themes of Political Tragedy in the Sixteenth 

~entury ~Cam_bridge: Cambridge Univ. Press, 1969), p. 127. In Garnier, a 
harsh pn?ce 1s h~ted and resisted, a mild one despised as weak" (p. 128). 

An early, interesting work on this genre is F. Holl, Das politische und 
religiose Tendenzdrama des sechszehnten Jahrhunderts in Frankreich 
(Erlangen, 1903). 

79. Gordon, Ross_ ~mith, "A Rabble of Princes: Considerations Touching 
S~akespeare s PohtJcal Orthodoxy in the Second Tetralogy," Journal of the 
Hist~'?' of ld~as, 41 ( 1980), 29. Thomas Fuller says, for example, that the 
hom1hes_ agamst rebellion "did little good" (Smith, p. 35). 

80. ~m1th (pp. 31-32) cites examples from The Diary of Mr. James 
Me/vzlle 1556-1601, ed. George R. Kinloch (Edinburgh, 1829), XLI, 244. 
Also: see pp. 40-42. Smith points to Shakespeare's Henry IV as suffering 
the disorders of the usurper/tyrant. On Buchanan's royal pupil, see also 
Jonathan Goldberg, James I and the Politics of Literature (Baltimore· 
Johns H ki U · Pr · op ns mv. ess, 1983), pp. 21-23. J. W. Allen gives a succinct 
account of James's political beliefs in Political Thought, pp. 252-55. 
Instead of.a k~ng being subject to God and restrained by natural law, as in 
Buchanan s view, for James, a king was subject only to God and so 
absolute. "The kings were the authors and the makers of the' 
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laws and not the laws of the king" (Trew Law of Free Monarchies [15981, 
cited in Allen, p. 253). Allen adds, "Much of what he had to say is merely 
rhetorical and conveys little but his sense of his own importance. He was 
fond of argumentation and prided himself on his cleverness in dialectic; a 
sure sign, this, of the second rate" (p. 253). 

81. Tudor Drama and Politics (Cambridge: Harvard Univ. Press, 1968), 
pp. 156 ff. Also, see Frank Kennode on Julius Caesar in The Riverside 
Shakespeare, ed. G. B. Evans, et al. (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1974), 
p. 1104 

82. Bevington, p. 156. What had been a "sobering precedent" --the ousting 
of Mary Queen of Scots in 1567, was of course all in the future when 
Baptistes was composed. In Buchanan's play arguments for obedience 
come from the Chorus, Malchus, Herodias, Herod, and Puella, as well as 
John himself. The moral source of the sententiae is a crucial part of the 
interplay of voices. 
83. Timothy Reiss, "Buchanan, Montaigne, and the Difficulty of 

Speaking," Chapter 2, in Tragedy and Truth: Studies in the Development of 
a Renaissance and Neo-Classical Discourse (New Haven: Yale Univ. 
Press, 1980). An earlier version was "Vers un systeme de la tragMie 
renaissante: Buchanan, Montaigne, et la difficult6 de s'exprimer," 
Canadian Review of Comparative Literature 4 (1977), pp. 133-78. 

84. Illustrative, if not typical, is the following: "The failure of the 
principal speaker does not proceed from a hero's defeat at the hands of 
Destiny or of some gods, or from his inability to surpass his humanity, or 
whatever" (p. 40). "As we find it in Buchanan, discourse shows itself quite 
inefficacious for any speaking about" (p. 41). S. K. Heninger is "uneasy" 
with modem critical exploitation of the "temporality of language." He 
states, "the dependability of language, it seems to me, was the basis of the 
humanist's creed." See his review of Thomas Greene's The Lighl in Troy 
in Renaissance Quarterly 37 (1984), 116. 
85. See The Crisis of Criticism (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Univ. Press, 

1984), p. 242, discussing Christopher Norris' Deconstruction: Theory and 
Practice (1982). 

86. See Stanley Fish, ls There a Text in This Class? (Cambridge: Harvard 
Univ. Press, 1980). 

87. On Erasmus' theory of language, see section "Sources and Parallels." 
88. Bolte, "Die Heidelberger Verdeutschung von Buchanans Tragodie 

Baptistes," Archiv fur das Studium der neueren Sprachen, 163 (1933), 
p. 29; W. Creizenach, Geschichte des neueren Dramas (1901) II, 426. 
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Bolte is not without flaws. His dates are unreliable and he accepts the 
probability that Milton wrote Tyrannicall-Government Anatomized. His 
claim tha~ Bucb~an initiated the rebirth of classical drama in France may 
be ~xcessive, but it should be contrasted with L.B. Campbell's otiose 
rediscovery of the rival claim for priority of the "Senecan" Quintilianus 
Stoa See Divine Poetry and Drama in Sixteenth-Century England 
(Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. Press, 1959). Cf. Philip Ford's assessment 
that Baptistes was "the first classical drama to be written in France" and of 
"incontestable importance" ("Dissertation," p. 49). 
89. Writing during a temporary absence of scholarship, Moses Hadas 

praised Buchanan as more than a Latin phrase-maker, but as someone with 
"certain things to say that are worth hearing." Hadas takes advantage of his 
war-time inhabiting of a "bookless region" (he was reading the 1628 
Elzevir ·:~~et ed!~on" with the help of a magnifying glass) to indulge in 
the classicists traditional casualness about facts concerning neo-Latin. He 
finds the source of Baptistes in "the Apocrypha" and its model (bettered) 
Seneca One advantage Hadas finds in this play over Seneca is that Herod's 
two Pharisee advisers are both "well-intentioned." "Malchus is in no sense 
vicious." Speaking for his own age as much as for Buchanan's Hadas 
believes the doctrine that all are responsible to a "higher law" tllan that of 
the state is "good doctrine" and, shades of the Prologue, "never untimely." 
See "George Buchanan, Scottish Humanist," South Atlantic Quarterly, 43 
(1944), p. 390-92. 
. In th~ U~ited St:ites, (post-)war work in neo-Latin was engaged for a time 
m re~undmg ones colle~gues of its importance for an understanding of 
Renaissance vernacular literature and in making lists. See for example 
Leicester Bradner's valuable work, and that of D. C. Allen, and Tucke; 
Brooke, cited in the Bibliography. 
90. See James H. McGregor, "The Sense of Tragedy in George 

Buchanan's Jephlhes," Humanistica Louvaniensia, 31 (1982), 120-40. 
91._ Oliphant Smeaton, in George Buchanan: A Memorial, 1506-1906, ed. 

David Millar (St. Andrews, 1907), p. 186. 
92. McFarlane, p. 390. 
~3. Lebegue, p. 222. Sharratt and Walsh argue, however, that "because 

bis plays were known ... his indirect influence on French literature has 
been very great indeed" (p. 10). 
94. ~ebegue, pp. 219-22. Montaigne (Essais, III, 5) cites a verse from 

Baptis!es; Balzac (dissertation sur l'Herodes lnfanticida) cites a passage; 
Corneille (Examen de Polyeucte and Discours sur Les unites) also makes a 
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short mention of the play. See also, Kosta Loukovitch, L'Evolution de Ia 
tragedie religieuse en France (Paris: E. Droz, 1933), p. 92. 

95. Marie-Madeleine Mouflard. Robert Garnier: 1545-90 lll: Les 
Sources (La Roche-sur-Yon, 1964), 252. See Commentary on lines 
1153 ff. To have been influenced by Baptistes, Gamier would of course 
have to have had access to a manuscript. It should be noted that several of 
Mouflard's dates are incorrect: She claims Baptistes was "compose sans 
doute aussi vers 1555-60" and was first published in "1578 a Londres et a 
Anvers." In general, Mouflard's evidence is not specific enought to be 
convincing. 

96. See A. Irvine Watson, "George Buchanan and Antonio Ferreira's 
Castro," Bulletin of Hispanic Studies, 31 (1954), 67. Also, Claude-Henri 
Freches, Le Theatre neo-latin au Portugal ( 1550-1745) (Paris: Nizet. 
1964), pp. 10-11, 71-72. Also, an acquaintance of Buchanan's, Diogo de 
Teive, is said to have composed a play on John the Baptist (1553), now 
lost. 

97. Cf. Commentary on lines 1214-15 and elsewhere. We should 
distinguish between the special blend of theatrical villainy, called 
"Senecchiavellian" by A. P. Rossiter, popular on the Elizabethan stage, 
especially after Gentillet's attack on The Prince, Contre-Machiavel (1576), 
and direct borrowings from Machiavelli. See English Drama from Early 
Times to the Elizabethans (1950; New York: Barnes and Noble, 1967), pp. 
171-73, 183-84. That much that has been called Machiavellian has older 
sources is the argument of Mario Praz, The Flaming Heart (New York: 
Doubleday Anchor, 1958) and the valuable work by Allan Gilbert, 
Machiavelli's "Prince" and Its Forerunners (Durham: Univ. of North 
Carolina Press, l938). See also, Albert Cherel, La Pensee de Machiavel en 
France (Paris, 1935), Felix Raab, The English Face of Machiavelli ( 1500-
1700) (London: Routledge, Kegan and Paul, 1964), J. R. Hale, England 
and the Italian Renaissance (London: Faber, 1954), and W. A. Armstrong, 
"The Influence of Seneca and Machiavelli on the Elizabethan Tyrant," 
Review of English Studies, 24 (1948), 19-35. 

98. See Skinner, I, 137. 
99. McFarlane, p. 390-91. Echoes in Schonaeus' play of Baptistes are 

recorded in the Commentary. For further lists of plays, especially from 
Germany (often now Kriegsverlust), see 0. Thulin's valuable monograph, 
Johannes der Tau/er im geistlichen Schauspiel des Mittelalters und der 
Reformationzeit (Leipzig: Dieterich'sche Verlag, 1930), supplemented by 
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Creizenach, and J. Bolte's Nachwort to his edition of the Heidelberg 1585 
translation of Baptistes. 

100. See Leicester Bradner, "The Latin Drama of the Renaissance, 1340-
164?," Studies in the Renaissance, 4 (1957), 50. The play, in any case, 
remmds us that at this time in real life and in literature imitatio Joannis 
was a familiar pattern. 

101. "The Latin Drama of the Renaissance," p. 54. See Henry Vlll: A 
Neo-Latin Drama, ed, Louis A. Schuster (Austin: Univ. of Texas, 1964). 

102. See Appendix B. Sturm (1507-89) had earlier contributed a 
dedicatory epistle to a 1567 Strasbourg printing of Buchanan's Alcestis and 
Jephthes. See Lebegue, p. 205. 

103. On Sturm's educational theories on the relationship between piety 
and eloquence, which were being developed at the same time Buchanan 
was writing Baptistes, see Steven Ozment, "Humanism, Scholasticism, and 
the Intellectual Origins of the Reformation" in F. Church and T. George, 
eds., Continuity and Discontinuity in Church History (Leyden: Brill, 
1979), pp. 145-46. 

104. G. Gregory Smith, Elizabethan Critical Essays (Oxford: Oxford 
Univ. Press, 1904), I, 24. See John Hazel Smith on Watson's Senecanism 
in his A Humanist's "Trew Imitation": Thomas Watson's Absalom, l/linois 
Studies in Language and Literature, 52 (Urbana: Univ. of Illinois Press, 
1964), 13 ff., 43 ff. 
105. G. G. Smith, II, 322 
106. McFarlane, pp. 313-14; Wilmot, Tancred and Gismond, Malone 

Society Reprints, Oxford: Oxford Univ. Press, 1914; Wilmot's point is that 
there is nothing to be ashamed of, even for a sober scholar, in publishing a 
play. 

107. McFarlane, p. 314. 
108. Spingam, I, 129, Critical Essays of the Seventeenth Century (19089; 

Bloomington: Indiana Univ. Press, 1968). 
1()(). Temple, Of Poetry, In Spingam, III, 54; Wotton, in Spingam, III, 

206-7. David Henry Sabrio, "George Buchanan's 'Elegies' and 'Silvae' 
Translated with an Introduction and Commentary," Diss. Univ. of South 
Carolina 1980, pp. 16-17, includes a short survey of Buchanan's literary 
reputation in England. 

110. G. G. Smith, II, 234. In Pierces Supererogation, Harvey attacks 
Nashe as "learned to contemne, and deprave the two mounting AEgles of 
the heavenly art of Poetry, Buchanan in Latin Verse and Bartas in French 
meter .... " See Complete Works, ed., A. B. Grosart (1884-85), II, 251-52. 
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But Nashe has no idea what incited Harvey. See The Works, ed., R. B. 
McKerrow (London, 1903), III, 130. On the possible influence of 
Buchanan on the putative circle of Sidney's sister, see Mary Lamb, "The 
Countess of Pembroke's Patronage," Diss. Columbia University 1975, 
pp. 232-37, and Emily Newcomb, "The Countess of Pembroke Circle," 
Diss. University of Wisconsin 1937, pp. 156-68. 

111. For Harvey's comments, see Buchanan's use of Euripides in section 
"Sources and Parallels." 

112. A Reply to Stephen Gosson (1579) in G. G. Smith, I, 68. 
113. Arthur Kinney, Markets of Bawdrie: The Dramatic Criticism of 

Stephen Gosson, Salzburg Studies in English Literature, 4 (Salzburg: Univ. 
of Salzburg Press, 1974), 13. 

114. G. G. Smith, I, 365-66; Kinney, p. 177. 
115. Kinney, p. 178. Kinney writes that Buchanan's tragedies are a 

"common defense for plays," citing Sidney's Defense, but that Gregory's 
play is not extant and was not a common source of objection. Baptistes he 
describes as dealing "with the virtue of liberty, the fear of God (not man), 
and the infamy of tyrants" (pp. 281-84). 

116. Tudor Drama, pp. 255-56. 
117. "Of Mighty Opposites: Stoicism and Machiavellianism," 

Renaissance Drama, 9 (1966), 37-57. 
118. On Gentillet and theatrical Machiavelianism, see Chang pp. 37-38 

and F. Raab, cited above. 
. 119. See Martha Tuck Rozett, The Doctrine of Election and the 

Emergence of Elizabethan Tragedy (Princeton: Princeton Univ. Press, 
1984). 

120. Michael Higgins, "The Development of the 'Senecal Man,'" Review 
of English Studies, 23 (1947), 26-27. Leicester Bradner ~nds ~f Buchanan 
that "in no other neo-Latin writer is the praise of ethical idealism and of 
virtue so nobly expressed." Bradner points in particular to Buchanan's 
poems on ideal kingship, epigraphs, and various epigrams. See Musae 
Anglicanae: A History of Anglo-Latin Poetry 1500-1925 (New York: 
MLA, 1940), pp. 137-40, 142-48. Apparently our "trimmer" saw v~e_as 
the one constant in an inconstant world. Seventeenth century neo-St01c1Sm 
will make constancy its motto. Montchrestien's La Reine d'Escosse (1601), 
on Buchanan's old adversary, is, according to Richard Griffiths, of interest 
primarily for "providing an example of a Stoic death" (p. 93). Not a 
propaganda piece--both Elizabeth and Mary are victims not of "human 
malice" but fate, i.e., misunderstanding and fear--the play asks us to 
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contemplate the "calm acceptance by the Scottish queen of her undeserved 
death" (p. 9~). Po~yed as a lust-driven tyrant in Britain, Mary becomes 
on the Continent an mnocent and brave martyr--no Herodias but a John. 
See The Dramatic Technique of Antoine de Montchrestien (Oxford: 
Clarendon, 1970). 

121. Higgins, p. 31. See Commentary on lines 570-73. 
122. "The Isolation of the Renaissance Hero," in Reason and the 

Imagination: Studies in the History of Ideas /600-1800, ed. J.A. Mazzeo 
[New York: Columbia University Press, 1962], pp. 57-70. 

123. On John the Baptist in Paradise Regained, see Barbara K. Lewalski 
Milton's Brief Epic (Providence: Brown Univ. Press, 1966), p. 243-46. Se; 
also R. Galland, "Milton et Buchanan," Revue Anglo-Americaine, 13 
(1936), 326-33. Galland compares Tl008-20 to Samson 392-404. See 
"External Evidence" for the attribution of T to Milton. 

124. S. F. Johnson also discusses the "isolation and tragic falls of virtuous 
heroes" in "The Tragic Hero in Early Elizabethan Drama," in Studies in the 
English Renaissance Drama, ed. Josephine W. Bennett et al. (New York: 
New York Univ. Press, 1959), p. 159. 

125. Charles Balestri, "English Neo-Classicism and Shakespeare: A 
Study of Conflicting Ideas of Dramatic Form," Diss. Yale Univ. 1970, 
oddly, agrees with Tomlinson that Buchanan is unconcerned with Herod's 
inn~r state. He sees Grimald's John, however, as a hero of constancy set 
agamst Herod, a new, neo-classical hero who is "self-reflective divided 
an_d incapable of acting without endless doubts and fears" (pp. 85-87). We 
might note that Buchanan's Herod does vacillate but totally as a 
conse~uence of intel!ectual uncertainty. He seems clearly untroubled by 
consc1e~ce and s~ fads to conform to the portrayal of the villain approved 
by Martin ~ucer m De regno Christi (1551). See Balestri, p. 86. This is 
one more sign that Buchanan's didacticism is unconventional. 

126. See George Steiner's introduction to Walter Benjamin, The Origin of 
German Tragic Drama, tr. John Osborne (n.p.: NLB, 1977), p. 16. 

127. Warren E. Tomlinson, Der Herodes-Charakter im englischen 
Drama, Palaestra 195 (Leipzig: Mayer & Muller, 1934), 92. 
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A discussion of the sources of Baptist es must deal with a number of 
disparate entities. First there are the (mainly Gospel) sources of the story 
itself. And second there are the (mainly classical) models for the form and 
language of the play. 
The Gospel narrative was of course the subject of much commentary, 

literature, and art; and Buchanan did not, of course, receive his story 
unaffected by its transmission. As he was well aware, the popular and 
degraded French mystery plays had made licentious use of the New 
Testament story. Besides, among more progressive thinkers, the tale was 
"in the air" (Aitken). Wedderburn and Bale had put vernacular dramatic 
versions to work for the reformist cause. Grimald and Schoepper would be 
writing less doctrinaire Latin versions. In German speaking areas, John's 
was a favored story, handed down from the medieval mysteries to the 
quasi-humanist, popular vernacular drama of the sixteenth century. 

The purpose of the introduction that follows is to place Buchanan's play 
within this complex context and so to understand more clearly what 
Buchanan was attempting in his school drama. We will see that Buchanan 
was not writing a radical political tract disguised as a play; that he wanted 
to classicize the form and content of biblical school tragedy; and that this 
meant developing Stoic themes within a New Testament story. It was a 
task for which Buchanan was well-equipped, in which he succeeded better 
than his contemporaries, but for which the time was unripe. Searching for a 
renewed form, Buchanan mixed comic elements into his neo-classical 
tragedy. Advances in dramatic theory and practice insured that, almost 
forty years later when he was persuaded to publish this early work, he 
would be painfully aware that his play was, as he said, abortivus. 1 

* * * 

161 
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The two primary sources of the story of the ministry and beheading of 
John the Baptist are the Gospels and Josephus.2 The more familiar Gospel 
account is found in Mtt. 14: 3-12, Mk. 6: 17-29, and Lk. 3: 19-20. 
Josephus' less circumstantial version is found in his Jewish Antiquities, 
Chapter 18. . 

In a digression, Josephus tells how some Jews thought that the dcstrucllon 
of Herod's army by the Arab king Aretas (the father of Herod's displaced 
first wife) was a divine punishment for John's execution. Herod feared that 
the great influence John had over the people might lead to rebellion and so 
rather than risk acting too late he slew the good man. Josephus, 
accordingly, attributes to Herod strictly political motives. Absent from his 
account is any mention of John's rebuking Herod for marrying his brother's 
wife in violation of Leviticus 20: 21; nor do we hear of Herodias' plotting 
John's murder. Josephus, not the Gospels, gives Salome as the name of 
Herodias' daughter, but mentions neither her birthday-banquet dance nor 
her request for John's head on a plate. 

Reconciling the two accounts has caused scientific New Testament 
scholars considerable disconcertment.3 But to Buchanan and his 
predecessors it was self-evident that a popular moral refonner who 
rebuked a king's sexual conduct would be perceived as a threat to the 
stability of the state. More particularly, in Buchanan's own experience, 
political motives, especially those of dynastic power, were never 
secondary in religious refonn in Scotland. It is impossible to understand 
the contests of the Scottish refonnation as primarily of religious beliefs. 
"Hatred of heresy could have its roots not in religious bigotry, but in the 
fear of sedition, tumult and civil wars characteristic of sixteenth-century 
statesmen."4 

At issue in the various accounts of John's life was only the apportionment 
of responsibility for the execution--whether Herod, Herodias, or the Jewish 
priests were more to blame for the crime--and the precise motivation. 
Again, the two accounts could be and were reconciled. Herod's sadness in 
the Gospel account over John's execution (Herod recognized that John was 
a pious man and "the king was sorry"--contristatus est--to fulfill his rash 
promise to Salome) was regularly interpreted as hypocrisy. 

The medieval tradition, as represented by the G/ossa Ordinaria of 
Nicholas of Lyra, the Legenda Aurea of Jacobo de Voragine, and the 
medieval mystery plays ( of which the late French compilations are the 
most valuable), interests us mainly because it stresses that Herod's sorrow 
over the execution of John was always a show. Thus, the De decollatione 
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sancti Johannis baptistae of the Legenda Aurea has it that for reproving 
his marriage, Herod imprisoned John. Conspiring (secreto tractaverit) with 
Herodias, he awaited an opportunity to execute John and found it in his 
birthday-banquet scheme. His plan was to feign anger and regret at his rash 
oath and so escape the censure of the people, who loved John. "Sed 
tristitiam praeferebat in facie, cum laetitiam haberet in mente: excusat 
scelus iuramento, ut sub occasione pietatis impius fieret" ("But his sorrow 
was merely worn on his face, since in his heart he bore joy. He excused his 
crime by his oath, so that he might be impious out of piety. ")5 The 
Legenda continues that Herod and Herodias did not evade punishment but 
were exiled by the Roman emperor to Lyon, where they ended their lives 
miserably. 

Concerning Herod's hypocrisy, the commentaries by Calvin and Luther 
on the Gospels, and Erasmus' Paraphrases of the New Testament, too, are 
clear.6 Although it was not necessary to posit premeditated collusion to 
explain the awkward scriptural passage ("and the king was sad"), since 
Herod might have been a simple opportunist, it was generally believed that 
Herodias had tricked Herod into doing what he wanted an excuse to do. 
There was no need for a Malchus or a Machiavelli to come to teach the 
lesson that rulers prefer to shift to subordinates public opprobrium for 
unpopular but necessary acts. 

An examination of later treatments of Herod's collusion will help us to 
see that rather than bearing a radical, anti-clerical, reformist message, 
Baptistes stands poised between the medieval mysteries and the 
evangelical Catholic and Protestant dramas of Schoepper, Grimald, and 
Schonaeus. 7 
The French mysteres make clear the deliberate stratagem between Herod 

and Herodias, while the attitudes of the priests towards John range from 
fairly open-minded to completely malicious. 8 Buchanan reproduces this 
range economically through the contrasting figures of Gamaliel and 
Malchus. For the audience, John's satiric attack--traditional in substance--
on the priests is balanced not only by the presence of the decent Gamaliel 
but by Malchus' complaint that he acts alone, bearing solely and 
unappreciated the burden of preserving the authority of the priestly order. 

By contrast, the other neo-Latin plays (by Grimald, Schoepper, and much 
later, Schonaeus) present only hypocritical priests. Moreover, they build 
~~pathy for the king and (somewhat) the queen, suggesting that the 
m~~ue of Herodias is as much a matter of uncontrollable passion as of 
political strategy. Additionally, they weaken Herod's responsibility, 
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making him either a drunken nit-wit or a basically good but weak 
character, like Grimald's more complex Herod, who can see the better 
action, but, like Angelo in Measure/or Measure, lacks the strength of will 
to do it. Grimald is especially effective in presenting a sympathetic Herod 
as the victim of his passion for Herodias. Schoepper stresses, in addition, 
the generosity of Herod to his court servants and guests. For him, Herod is 
another example of the backsliding penitents of whom John speaks. 

As Rosemary Woolf points out, the representation of the Baptist's story in 
Greban's popular fifteenth-<:entury version differs significantly from 
Grimald's, which Woolf narrowly takes to be the "renaissance" view.9 In 
Grimald's play we see Herod caught in a dilemma: genuinely revering the 
religious zeal of John, he is nonetheless swayed by love. This play 
inhabits, according to Woolf, a more "spacious and complex .. . 
imaginative world . .. at the cost of religious meaning and the clear pattern 
of moral judgment" (p. 321). But the romantic vision that Grimald, the 
author of "A True Love," had of Herod's role in John's fate was not shared 
by the sterner humanist Buchanan, whose views on love and marriage are 
more those of a cynical satirist.10 Nevertheless, his conception of the moral 
and political issues was no less "spacious and complex" than that of 
his predecessors. 
Later sixteenth and seventeenth-century accounts are generally more 

sympathetic to Herod and less to his queen and priests. For example, H. 
Bullinger's account of martyrs through the ages, The Tragedies of Tyrant es 
Exercised upon the Church (1575), lessens Herod's responsibility (if not 
his sinfulness) by stressing his drunkenness, while defaming his wife. 
Herod Antipas, the Tetrarch, is Bullinger's second example (the first being 
Herod the Great). John the Baptist was hated by the "high byshoppes and 
priestes" for his doctrine of repentance. Herod was "merie with wine" (C2) 
when he imprisoned John and "promised large rewardes unto Herodiades 
the daughter, a strumpet . . . [whose) auld harlot . . . mother" instructed her 
to ask for the head. "Tyrannical Lust" was Herod's motive for executing a 
man he knew to be good and holy. The daughter, as in one common 
tradition, presented the head to her mother, the "incestuous harlot," at the 
banquet table. Bullinger is at pains to explain why no one should "accuse 
God" that John was allowed to suffer while his murderers "drowned in 
riotinge, drounkenness, and dauncing" (C2Y). Similarly, Bullinger 
concludes "these dayes" we see "verteous and godly men, miserably slayne 
by the ungodly ai,d wicked, and reproachefully used" 2v-C3). The justice 
of a cause does not depend on whether one prevails, neither then, nor "in 
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our age like wis~" (~3). Herod acted unjustly simply because he would not 
be rebuked for h~s wickedness.just as some princes act today, "as always" 
(C3v). (Cf. Baptlstes, Prologue.) 
Milton's. notes for a tragedy on John the Baptist indicate that even more 

t~an Bullinger he was prepared to excuse Herod ("bedew'd" on his 
b~hday). (See Introduction to Tyrannica/1-Government: "External 
Evi.dence".~ The paradigm in these later accounts is that of the Fall, in 
which .Eve 1s deceived by the serpent (here, the wiles of evil counsellors 
and pne~ts) and Adam (here, weakened by social drinking and the 
fellowshtp-?<>nds of a rash oath) in tum is a victim of his all too human 
loyalty to h1~ mate. We find in this interpretation both an increased desire 
to exc~e p~nces--at the expense of priests, counsellors, and women--and a 
growth m middle-class sympathy for uxoriousness. Francis Peck's 
e~traordinary reading of Baptistes continues the trend we have traced. In 
his Argument to Tyrannica/1-Government Anatomized (New Memoirs 
[1740], p. ~?<>), ~e are told that Herod was "awed by the sanctity of the 
PR?PHET and greatly shocked at . . . [Salome's] inhuman request." 
While as far back as Caxton's Golden legend Herod is described as 
"abashed," it is striking that Peck mentions no hint of Herod's hypocrisy. 
'!"e see then ~at, b~ contrast, Buchanan's Herod is neither simply a 

~1gorou.~ Mach1avelhan plot.~er nor a victim of passions. His Queen is not a 
harlot, ~or her dau~hter a strumpet." While Malchus is a scheming, 

corrupt pnest, Gamaliel at least advises tolerance. Nor do we find 
Baptistes, as we do Bullinger's tale of the tribulations of a proto-Calvinist 
martyr, concerned with theological issues of faith and charity. 
Although the ~horns_ and Gamaliel both speak of Herod as a blood-thirsty 

tyrant, Herod ~1mself 1s careful to point out to John that he is not, as it 
were, the exot~c ra~ter o~.the mystery plays. I I P. Hume Brown could go so 
far as to descnbe him as good-natured and frivolous." 12 Herod does say 
that he wants to be rid .of John and escape blame, and we might believe, as 
does the Queen, that his rash vow offers him exactly the opportunity he 
needs to preserve his kingdom. Nevertheless, we cannot be sure. What 
emerges_most strongly from Buchanan's play is the truth of the Chorus's 
observalto~ that the ~ind ?f the tyrant is a murky glass.13 As such, except 
for presenltng th~ painful insecurity of a vacillating monarch, Baptistes 
seem~ to have fa~ed to prese_nt young James VI with a very clear mirror 
for pnnces--desp1te the tutonal advice of the Epistle. I4 

~efore John's beheading, Herod's long debate with Puella (i.e., Salome) is 
a tissue of commonplaces on the differences between kings and tyrants. 
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Yet this debate, which is not found in other plays on John the Baptist, 15 
creates a final complexity in the King's character that we might call 
Euripidean and which reminds us of some of the unhappy kings of Tudor 
drama. 16 Buchanan, then, shows us an exemplary tyrant suffering, but not 
a medieval or Renaissance caricature. 

But the medieval portrayal of Herod's hypocrisy was the least offensive 
element of these old plays. We have seen in "The Critical Tradition" that in 
his Epistle to Baplisles, Buchanan repeats the hopes for his drama that he 
said (in the Vila) he held when it was first composed in the 1540's in 
Bordeaux: that it would draw his pupils away from the popular plays of the 
time and lead them towards the imitation of the ancients. Even if his first 
play was not a perfect model, it is easy to have sympathy for his intention. 
The contemporary mysl~res, indeed, are rich in the kinds of scenes which 
might have encouraged the stoic Scot to reform the taste of his students at 
the College de Guyenne.17 

In one cycle, for example, Florence, the daughter of Herodias, after some 
witty chat with the executioner, is offered John's head on her plate to be 
"boiled, roasted, or made into a pate."18 The actual beheading of John 
would probably have taken place on stage with much stage business with a 
bleeding manikin. 19 One example more may help to put into relief the 
restraint of Buchanan's play. At S. Giovanni in Gualdo, "la decollazione de 
Battista" was performed, "e fra la meraviglia e le risa de! pubblico, Erode 
nel sottoscrivere la sentenza, intinge la penna in una parte recondita del 
diavolo, che per tal occasione gli serve di calamajo.0020 

It was hard even for the evangelical priest Jacobus Schoepper of 
Dortmund to spare the traditional low humor in his play on John, 
Ec1rache/is1is (1546), which he casually calls a Tragicam acliunculam. 
The executioner, for example, bears John's head to the feast as if it were a 
pickled condiment. Earlier, the court fool Morio announces the entrance of 
Herodias with "if it isn't a dog's arse, there's Herodias."21 

In comparison, Buchanan's play is remarkable for its classical restraint, 
for the traditional and sensational scenes which it omits or merely reports: 
John's arrest, his initial accusation of Herod and Herodias, the banquet, the 
dance of the queen's daughter, John's beheading, and the presentation of 
the head. In composing one of the early neo-classical dramas of the 
Renaissance Buchanan made radical formalistic departures from the 
tradition of his story--departures that would please a sober humanist and, 
even in an abor1ivus play, would gain him the general admiration of his 
contemporaries who were also seeking the renewal of classical forms. 
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A number of plays on John the Baptist were written in vernacular and 
Latin during this period (1535-50). The historian Calderwood records that 
James Wedderbum's tragedy on John the Baptist "nipped the abusses and 
superstitioun of the time .... He composed in form of tragedie the 
beheading of Johne the Baptist, which was acted at the West Port of 
Dundie, wherin [he] carped roughlie the abusses and corruptiouns of the 
Papists." Brother Kenneth concedes that "nipping the papists" was likely to 
be popular at Dundee at this time (before 1540). Unfortunately this 
notorious play has been lost.22 McFarlane (p. 381; following Aitken, p. 
129) recognizes that the "theme was in the air" around 1535 in Scotland as 
a reformist allegory. We see in Calderwood's Hislory of lhe Kirk of 
Scolland that before, during, and after Buchanan's period in Scotland the 
strident tones of absolute moral integrity which we hear coming from John 
are the natural speaking voice of the Scottish Protestant of the sixteenth 
century.23 

Carl Fries first made the claim that John Bale's English play John the 
Baptist Preaching in the Wilderness (1538 ?) influenced Buchanan.24 
Since the plays are in different languages, it is difficult to prove 
indebtedness; where the plays overlap--John's preaching--naturally derives 
from the Gospel. Certainly, however, both Buchanan and Bale are more 
interested than others in the question of John's authority set against that of 
the priests. 

In developing this aspect of the biblical narrative, Buchanan and Bale 
were participating in the central issue of their day. "Reformation thought in 
England," according to Lawrence Manly, "was in large part devoted to the 
doctrinal question of authority and tradition."25 In Bale's Prologue, for 
example, and in the exchanges between the priests and John much is made 
of John as the bringer of "new fangled" doctrines [that is, Lutheranism] 
which are not really new. Bale's irony indicates that "novelties" are really 
traditions: 

For, as much as we are given to novelties 
Of very nature, let us ourselves apply 
To accept these news and heavenly verities; (Prologue, p. 129) 

Later in the play, a Pharisee says: 

For we will none be of this new fangled school: 
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We are men learned; we know the ancient laws 
Of our forefathers; thy news are not worth two straws. (p. 140)26 

Here we can see, as Bishop Jewel said, "oftentimes the thing that indeed is 
new is condemned as old, and the thing that indeed is old is condemned as 
new."27 

The question, which is asked only of Jesus in the Gospels and which turns 
up but is left undeveloped in the medieval mysteries, that is, as Bale has it, 
"By what authority doest thou teach this new learning?", seems to be first 
stressed in this English play.28 In it, John responds with vituperation. 
Generally, in other plays of this period he patiently explains his role as a 
modest baptizer.29 But in Buchanan's play John responds that he can just 
as well question the ultimate authority of the priests: 

Malchus. istam quam tibi sic vendicas 
Auctoritatem quo probas miraculo? 
Joannes. Possem ego vicissim te rogare etiam, tuam 
Auctoritatem quo probes miraculo. 
Malchus. Ut contumax est! (793-797) 

(Malchus. By what miracle do you prove your authority? 
John . I could in turn ask you, by what miracle do you prove your 
authority. 
Malchus. How insolent he is!) 

In an age beyond miracles, Buchanan is here opening the question of the 
traditional authority of the priestly order set against the authority of direct 
access to the records of revealed truth. 30 

More precisely, in Buchanan's play John asserts his right to interpret 
directly the old law, the ancient record of revealed truth, the texts of the 
past. John regards the prudential authority of tradition and power--that of 
Herod, Malchus, and even that of the Chorus--as adulterating absolute 
truth. Here Buchanan is, of course, expanding the literary topos to support 
the position of the humanist as the reformer who pursues the new learning 
--both secular and religious--as the recovery of wisdom.31 

By contrast, in Schoepper's Ectrachelistis (1546) and Grimald's derivative 
Archipropheta (1548) the battle between the authority of the queen and 
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that of John in mastering Herod seems to be another way of talking about 
the humanist theme of passion and virtue: 

Si auctoritate, qua decet, apud coniugem 
Esses, inultas sic tuas iniurias 
Tulisset, aut, ut verius dicam, suas? 

(Malchus to Regina; Baptistes, 911-13) 

[If you had fitting authority with your husband, would he have thus 
borne your injuries unavenged, or, to speak more truely, his injuries?] 

ContrastSchoepper. 

quantum nam valeat & mea 
Apud Herodem authoritas, an etiam arnet 
Tam corde, quam verbis solet testarier. 
(Herodias to the Fool; Ectrachelistis, III.iii, sig. D5Y) 

[For how strong is my authority with Herod, or also does he love me as 
deeply, as he is accustomed to declare in words.] 

and Grimald: 

Si mihi quae quondam erat, quam & esse nunc decet, 
In amore vis foret: non hunc diutius 
Ferres, canere vel cogeres Palinodiam. 
(Herodias to Herod; Archipropheta, p. 294) 

[If I had that power in love which once was mine, and which I ought 
also now to have, you would not bear him any longer, or you would 
compel him to sing a Palinode.] 

This contrast may exist because the traditional authority of the hypocrite 
priests is not so much an issue in plays which expand the role of the royal 
pair's romantic infatuation. In any case, in Buchanan's play true and false 
authority have relatively little to do with love. 

Perhaps the most significant of the many complexities inherent in the 
old/new paradox developed in Baptistes refers to the Old and New 
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Testament, the Law and the Promise, a relationship that John in himself 
neatly symbolizes. "John stands between the two testaments and a number 
of crucial issues intersect in him .... "32 The last of the prophets is, 
perhaps, the first of the apostles. Among reformers there was considerable 
debate over whether John benefited from the new dispensation which he 
proclaimed. 33 

Orthodoxy placed John before but at the divide. In his Paraphrases of the 
New Testament, Erasmus too puts John on the border between the prophets 
and the fulfillment of the promise: 

Legis figuris suum fuit tempus, exspectabatur, quod promittebant 
Prophetarum oracula: sed cessant figurae, posteaquam apparuit veritas: 
nee exspectatur jam prophetica pollicitatio, posteaquam exhibetur id, 
quod illi promiserant. Ab umbris oportet ad veritatem proficere. Ex fide 
promissorum proficiendum est ad amorem rei jam exhibitae. Joannes 
confinium fuit, dirimens Legem cum suis figuris, & Prophetas cum suis 
promissis ab Evangelio, quod reipsa exhibet, & quod Lex umbris suis 
designarat, & quod Prophetae Deo afflati venturum praedixerant. 34 

[The figures of the Law had their time; what the oracles of the Prophets 
promised was being awaited. But the figures ceased after truth 
appeared. Nor is the prophetic promise awaited, now, after that which 
was promised is shown. It is necessary to advance from shadows to 
truth. From faith in the promises there must be an advance to love of 
the thing now shown. John was the boundary, separating the Law with 
its figures and the Prophets with their promises from the Gospel, which 
shows the thing itself, which Law with its shadows had traced out, and 
which the Prophets inspired by God had predicted would come.] 

No doubt it was this poignant stance, outside but on the walls of Jerusalem, 
with which humanists such as Buchanan, still pondering his move towards 
Protestantism in 1540, identified themselves.35 

We can see, that in the evangelical and Protestant plays John is much 
more the preacher than the baptizer he is in the older Catholic plays. He 
becomes a much different model for the Protestant clergy than for the 
Catholic. In the fifteenth-century mysteries, the contrast is between John as 
Christian man set against the priests who are, of course, Jews bound to the 
Old Testament. In the Protestant plays, the contrast is between priests who 
represent Catholic sacramental doctrine and John who is the true, pure 
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Church. While Buchanan's Old Testament John is typologically suggestive 
of Christ, Buchanan, nevertheless, avoids Catholic meanings by 
diminishing as much as possible the role of baptism in his play. 

As we have already seen, in discussing Buchanan's handling of his 
material, during the sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries several Latin 
plays were written on John the Baptist. Leicester Bradner finds that John's 
life furnished the material for some of the best neo-Latin drama. 36 Extant 
are Jacobus Schoepper, Echtrachelistis (1546), Nicholas Grimald, 
Archipropheta (1548), and Cornelius Schonaeus, Baptistes (1603). 
Discussing Thomas Wilson's Absalom, Baldwin observes that "plays (in 
the period 1535-44] on a given subject are seldom independent of each 
other. After the first, the dramatist usually took the work of a predecessor 
as his point of departure."37 Consequently, it is difficult to ascertain 
whether Schoepper or Grimald (whose own play according to Grimald's 
editor, L. Merrill, is indebted to Schoepper's) had access to Buchanan's 
play in manuscript or had seen a perfonnance.38 
That today no manuscripts of Baptistes can be located should not exclude 

the possibility that they were in circulation before the printing of the play. 
It can be presumed that a number of copies of Baptist es were made for the 
actors, students, colleagues, and superiors of the College de Guyenne. 
What happened to these copies, with their inevitable variants, we can only 
guess. But that they found their way into the hands of Grimald or 
Schoepper is not impossible. We know, for instance, that Daniel Rogers, 
whose range of friendships was large, was shown a copy of Baptistes in 
Paris, probably in 1566. Schoepper, a Dortmund schoolmaster, had ties to 
Johann Sturm the Strasbourg pedagogue, who was of course in close touch 
with many humanists including Roger Ascham and, who, in 1567 and 1579 
wrote highly favorable prefaces to editions of Buchanan's plays. 39 
Grimald's association with Oxford and Continental humanists would have 
given him a chance of reading Buchanan's play if it were circulating in 
manuscript. 40 

Of the many Renaissance vernacular German plays on the Baptist only a 
few can be located today.41 Those that remain give us more evidence by 
which to put Baptistes into context. Hans Sachs' in rhymed verse (1550) is 
unexceptional,42 but the much longer work by the Swiss Johannes Aal 
(1549) deserves some attention.43 Written in his Argau dialect, Aal's play 
is a Catholic, conservative, yet humanist reworking of the popular 
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medieval tradition. Of some bearing as an analogue to Baptistes, we see 
Aal's acceptance and dramatic development of the notion found in the 
Legenda Aurea that the consequence of Herod's sin was a disastrous life. 44 

But for Aal, spiritual suffering is not as much the source of Herod's grief as 
the loss of bis realm and bis exile to Lyons with Herodias--something one 
might otherwise take as a token misfortune set against the enonnity of bis 
crime. 

The existence of contemporary plays on John as well as a play by 
Micyllus called Apelles Aegypticus seu Calumnia (1564) shows for 
McFarlane the "popularity" of the theme of slander, but not that it is a 
"major" theme of the play, although it "exacerbates the difference between 
paraftre and etre" (p. 389). McFarlane finds parallel interest in Calvin's 
discussions of calumny and the topic of rash vows. Whether vows should 
be kept was central to Jephthes, but also bas "marginal" application to 
Baptistes. (McFarlane, p.382). 
Buchanan in bis Lisbon defense used Jephthes as evidence of bis 

orthodoxy on the currently debated question of whether vows must be 
kept. (Good Catholics keep lawful vows.)45 Although Jephthes bad to keep 
bis vow, bis friends and advisers certainly make some compelling 
arguments against this primitive fidelity. Perhaps the appeal of their 
arguments is related to, bas as its "subtext" some might say, the analogous 
situation of Agammemnon in Euripides' Iphigenia at Aulis, whose 
stubbornness was interpreted, for example by Erasmus in the Adagia, as an 
egregiously foolish act of tyranny. But Erasmus was notoriously opposed 
to the superstitious nature of rash vows, having written a colloquium De 
votis temere susceptis (On Rash Vows). 46 

While it might seem doubtless that Herod should not have kept bis 
promise, the sanctity of an oath is supported in the Legenda Aurea's 
account of John's death. Herod's culpability derives from the fact that be 
would not have kept the vow had he not wished to, and that bis piety was 
merely a pretext and not a true moral quandary of the sort in which 
Jephthes found himself. But Buchanan makes the question of Herod's 
obligation to keep bis rash promise peripheral to the interpretation of 
Baptistes. Herod's promise itself, an unavoidable element of the narrative, 
is not dramatized, and we do not know if it is merely made before friends, 
and so involves the keeping of face, or whether it is an oath sworn with 
God as bis witness. Like calumny, however, the vow is an abuse of 
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language; it resolves the endlessly futile dialectic of the debates; and 
unreasoned action--the play's delayed and only action--derives from it. 

ERASMUS 

It is hardly possible either to exaggerate or to trace precisely the influence 
of Erasmus on Buchanan. Erasmus in 1506 had published Latin 
translations of Euripides' Hecuba and Iphigenia at Au/is. These were 
reprinted with Buchanan's Medea in 1544 (Paris; Vascosan) and in 1567 
(H. Estienne) with the addition of Buchanan's Alcestis and more Greek 
tragedies translated by others. In his preface to Medea, Buchanan 
proclaimed his debt to the Dutch humanist, indicated that he had emulated 
Erasmus' method of fidelity to the text, and said that be too found the 
obscurity of the Greek choruses a challenge. 47 

We see in Baptistes as well as (more obviously) in Jephthes the influence 
of Erasmus' translations of Euripides. But although Erasmus's versions of 
Iphigenia at Au/is and Hecuba were Buchanan's immediate models for bis 
own career as a translator of Euripides and as a Latin dramatist, 
Buchanan's Latin does not sound at all like that of his predecessor. There is 
something more medieval, or at least less classical, in the earlier 
humanist's work.48 
In addition, Erasmus's Colloquies, Adages, and Paraphrases on the New 

Testament bad both a direct and indirect impact on Baptistes. More 
generally, it is the literary tone of Erasmus, the detached humanist, that we 
feel distinguishes Buchanan from, say, bis fellow Scotsman John Knox, the 
Protestant reformer, or keeps Baptistes from becoming a reformist 
document such as Bale's play on John the Baptist. 

In Buchanan's description of John's Stoic martyrdom there are echoes of 
the death of Socrates as found in Cicero and Cyprian (see Commentary). It 
may be that the veneration Erasmus felt for Socrates may account in part 
for how Buchanan interpretated this important association. 49 There is an 
~vocative congruence in the imagery of John, Christ, Socrates, and Proteus 
m Baptistes and in Erasmus' writings that may lead us to an understanding 
of Buchanan's philosophy of language and moral action. 
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In an important article on the early Renaissance view of "Saint" Socrates, 
Raymond Marcel shows that Erasmus in the adage on Silenus and 
elsewhere sees Socrates, like John the Baptist, as an adumbration of 
Christ. SO To the neo-Platonists of the fifteenth century, Socrates could be 
made the equal of a prophet, a saint, and even could be compared to Christ 
himself (p. 136). Marcel translates from Confirmatio Christianorum per 
Socratica, a letter of Ficino to Paolo Ferobanti and, from Concordantia 
Moisis et Platonis, a letter to Martello: 

Si je ne craignais pas, dit-il, que quelqu'un, par malice ou etroitesse 
d'esprit, interprete mal ce que je pouvais dire, je demontrerais point par 
point que Socrate a ete, non pas la figure du Christ, comme Job et Jean-
Baptiste, mais son esquisse, adumbratio . ... Toute sa vie ii a prefere 
les biens etemels aux biens perissables .... Enfin, accuse d'impiete par 
ceux-la memes auxquels ii avail enseigne la piete, non seulement ii 
refusa de se defendre, mais ii confondit ses juges et alors meme qu'il 
aurait pu echapper a !'execution de la sentence qui le condamnait, ii 
pref era souffrir une mort unjuste, en donnant a la posterite un exemple 
de patience et de grandeur d'fune.51 

Lynda Christian's useful article on Erasmus' view of Socrates allows us to 
go beyond Ficino's identification of Socrates with Job and John. She 
argues that Erasmus's "portrait of Socrates is not static .... In the 
Enchiridion (1503) he derives Socrates' importance to Christianity from 
his wise and philosophic nature, as well as from his indifference to death. 
However, in the Praise of Folly (1509), the adage "Sileni of Alcibiades" 
(1515), and the colloquy The Godly Feast (1522), Socrates becomes a 
symbol for the essentially paradoxical nature of the Christian life. As 
Erasmus' picture of Socrates changes, his picture of Christ changes 
accordingly."52 

Christian sends us to Raymond Himelick's translation of Erasmus's 
Enchiridion (1503), then to Hudson's Praise of Folly (1509), and then to 
Phillips' Adages (1515), to see a Socrates who is, like Christ, wisely facing 
death in a Stoic manner, but then takes on a paradoxical and mysterious 
nature, as wise folly. We see not just indifference to death, but an ecstatic 
response; we pass from morality to mystery (p. 1). 
The Stoic Socrates in the Enchiridion is invoked as "an example of one 

whose indifference to death ought to be emulated by the Christian. The 
true Christian ought to set his sights on heavenly things ... This Socrates 
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under~tood .... [T)he soul gladly departs from the body ... despising 
matenal forms and loving and contemplating the spiritual. 11 53 Here 
Socrates is a moral example, moral wisdom but not wise folly. Nor is he 
yet an adumbration of the mystery of Christ Later in the Enchiridion 
Socrates is an example of Stoic control, that is, goodness that can be ' 
ach.ie~~ tru:ough knowledge. Here "Erasmus does not question Socrates' 
?Pt:urtistic view of human nature .... " If a man knows the good, he will do 
1t Erasmus does explain that it is is impossible to do evil "assuming 
steadfastness in his persuasion" that good is good.54 
Final_ly, in the coll.oquy The Godly Feast (1522), Socrates represents "the 

~s~entially par~ox1cal nature of the Christian life" (Christian, p. 1). Truth, 
1t 1s suggested, ts paradoxical and mysterious. Irony is patent in Erasmus' 
reference to "Saint Socrates;" yet, perhaps more than usual in Erasmus 
there is some sincerity: ' 

Nephalius. Profecto mirandus animus in eo, qui Christum ac sacras 
Ji~ras ~on ~o.verat Proinde quum huiusmodi quaedam !ego de talibus 
vms, VIX mihi tempero, quin dicam: sancte Socrates, ora pro nobis. 
Ch7soglottus. At ipse mihi saepenumero non tempero, quin bene 
onuner sanctae animae Maronis ac Flacci. 55 

[Nephalius. I~deed we must wonder at the spirit in that one, who did 
n?t know Christ and sacred writings. Hence, when I read things of this 
kind about such men, I scarcely restrain myself from saying: Saint 
Socrates pray for us. 
Chrysoglott~s. I myself very often do not restrain myself from saying, 
nay rather I mvoke, o sacred souls of Virgil and Horace.] 

When Erasmus in The Praise of Folly describes Plato as an ineffectual 
discipulus at Socrates' trial, he is, according to Christian, constructing a 
"parallel" between "the life of Socrates and of Jesus"56 
Als?, in The Godly Feast, Eusebius says to Ymothy, "Let that be a 

warnmg t~ yo~ not to believe or swear to do anything rashly; appearances 
often deceive. 57 Herod of course lacks the ability to see through 
appearances. By contrast Erasmus tells us the Christian fool "bas been 
trans_fi~ured by a vision given only to the purified eye of the soul'' 
(Christian, p .. 10). ~d perhaps this was John's Protean task--to prepare the 
way that by his foohsh appearance and imprudent behavior people might 
have a chance to see and understand. 58 
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We can also see from Erasmus how Buchanan understood the ambivalent 
symbol of Proteus in Baptistes' Prologue. The images of Proteus and 
Socrates as Silenus-figures are linked by "metamorphoses."59 Like 
Socrates the figure of Proteus became a symbol of the twists and turns of 
knowledge. In Erasmus, according to Terence Cave, Proteus is a sign for 
copia (tropes are transfonnations). 60 Erasmus also remarks that the myth 
of Proteus should be read morally to denote inconstancy (cave, p. 93). 
Language is generated by language, "endlessly transmutable into salvic 
senses." Erasmus "attempts to rehabilitate nature and language" by an 
"endless series of new authenticities proved by persuasion" (Cave, pp. 110, 
92). Christian finds the "power of transformation" again emphasized by 
Erasmus in his paraphrase of I Cor. 2:4: "Thus my speech was in no way 
furnished with the ornaments of rhetoricians, or the arguments of 
philosophers ... but nevertheless it was powerfully able to transform you . 
.. by the spirit and the strength of God ... "61 

While the immorality of duplicity is an obvious theme in Buchanan and 
others, one also finds, as a paradoxical escape from skepticism, an 
embracing of multiplicity as a generative source of eloquence and, finally, 
truth. In Ratio verae theologiae, Erasmus suggests that pagan authors be 
used as "training ground for reading Scripture." The multiple text, the text 
with hidden meanings that move and give pleasure, provides "the language 
of the Protean Christ." In the Ratio, Christ is simple but can represent "a 
kind of Proteus in the variety of his life and teaching." Cave also quotes 
Bude, De transitu: "The speech of God is truly a Proteus, transforming 
itself into all kinds of marvellous things." He concludes, the "ideals of 
fruitful discourse [are) guaranteed by a supernatural principle. But Proteus 
(like Apollo) is a figure of elusive as well as prophetic nature"62. 

Myron Gilmore has observed that Erasmus is "constantly using the 
expressions renovatio, restoratio, instauratio" in connection with the 
subject of "historical change and the relationship between the past and 
present"63 These expressions help to explain the means by which 
Renaissance historiography was seen as exemplary. Gilmore argues that in 
Erasmus' work, 

there coexist two different views on history, each one owing much to 
his humanist predecessors but fundamentally incompatible with the 
other. The one was founded on the view that the chief function of 
history was to furnish examples of virtue, that is, illustrations of 
timeless truths applied to the recurrent pattern of situations in which 
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man found themselves involved. The other emphasized what could be 
learned from a unique historical evolution ... .In the one [approach] a 
student went to history to find examples to illustrate truths derived 
from other sources, morality, religion, and philosophy [including 
natural law]. In the other be went to history to find out what truths 
could be elicited from it to apply to an understanding of morality, 
religion, and philosophy.(p.8.) 

Gilmore explains that Erasmus in general cared little for modem history, 
such as that of Guicciardini. Moral philosopy or even the fables of the 
poets could as well serve bis purpose. Typically, in the Education of the 
Christian Prince (1516) be advises his reader that the pedagogic use of 
history is to provide examples of tyrants who ended badly: "if historians 
are read selectively, the lives of wicked tyrants may be more instructive." 
Buchanan's Dedicatory Lettter to James VI makes the same point. 
Erasmus accepts in De Copia the "great tradition of invented speeches" 

inaugurated by Thucydides and developed by the Romans and "commits 
himself to the use of imaginary direct discourse by the historian." 64 This, 
as we remember, is the tradition of historical fabrication Trevor-Roper 
criticized in Buchanan's Historia (for example, Buchanan's presentation of 
Morton's speeches).65 The mechanics of that theory--how does it happen 
that examples of virtue from Livy effect virtue in a sixteenth-century 
reader--is a less obvious matter; it leads us to the wider issue of bow 
knowledge is related to action, education to behavior, and, beyond the 
secular sphere, scripture to salvation. It is an issue not unrelated to the 
presumed working of Baptistes, a didactic drama based on scriptural 
history renewed in classical form. 

Gilmore argues that humanist history is not so much concerned with fact 
as with the correspondence of moral truth and good Latin--the power to 
convince. The criterion of truth was its ability to convince--less matter and 
more words, as was, in effect. said by Ascbam. 66 Erasmus and Buchanan 
wo~ld j_udge, say, the speeches attributed to Pericles by Thucydides not by 
the~ faithfulness to the words actually spoken that day in Athens, but by 
therr power to convince of moral truth. This is, indeed, another notion of 
faithfulness. Cave describes the humanist desire not to bond "verba and 
res" but to indicate "the power of a given instance of discourse to generate 
fu~er discourse" (p. 124). lmitatio is creative because it is generative. We 
nugbt translate this insight into the moral force of internal, aesthetic 
coherence, repetition, or simply the frequently admitted bewitching power 
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of pagan beauty to the Christian humanist.67 In Baptistes' Prologue 
Buchanan speaks of the power of fable and implies that it. as the 
persuasive design of action, carries the moral force of history. Here, then, 
as in his historical works, Buchanan can be seen to be Erasmian. 

At base is perhaps a thoroughgoing skepticism towards knowledge, an 
attitude which in English studies is often assigned to the end of the 
sixteenth century but which was, in fact, an ancient philosophy available 
for reactivation much earlier. For example, Coluccio Salutati (d. 1406) in 
De Nobilitate said "Every truth which is grasped by reason can be made 
doubtful by a contrary reason .... The more you know, the more true you 
will know it to be that you know nothing at all."68 Cave writes that the 
"theoretical and semi-theoretical writing of this period [the 1520's and 
1530's] repeatedly express its inability to produce a coherent account of the 
relationship of language to 'world,' 'thought.' 'truth"' (p. 157). Socratic 
skepticism that attacks the epistemological basis of language, leads us to 
mystery, paradoxes, and if not silence, to truth as persuasion, but with a 
Christocentric basis. We end up where we began, in the ethical basis of 
communication. 

The awarenesss of the separateness of the golden past increased the 
somewhat nostalgic desire to renovate the present. When the past then was 
searched back to its primitive purity--adfontes--in pagan arts and Christian 
religion, it was with the purpose of making the continuity that in fact exists 
in time a vivifying force, rather than the dead hand of tradition. In response 
to growing doubt as to the rational basis of knowing and of faith, rhetoric 
became the means of renewal and so transmission. 
Gilmore points out that Erasmus says a historian must have the qualities 

ofjides and eruditio and that learning was necessary for piety. Erasmus 
probably shared Lorenzo Valla's interpretation of Quintilian'sjides. In 
Elegantiae Linguae Latinae, Valla (1407-54) finds thatfides is probatio, 
"whether offered by documents, by arguments or by witnesses. Yet the 
Christian religion advances less by proof than by persuasion, which is 
nobler than proof." 

[A] man who is persuaded acquiesces fully and seeks no further proof. 
And because fides can alone be taken for the quality that inspires this 
kind of belief, rightly is our religion called a faith. 69 

For Erasmus, as in Ciceronianus, the use of history is to lead us on "to the 
discovery of a more abstract sense. Eternal unchanging truth is hidden 
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behind the temporal flux of the historical world." History is the "basis of 
alleg~ry" ~d, as such, fabulous history can serve as well as any other. 70 
Herc 1s a distrust of facts and a reliance on eloquence as the preserver of 
moral truth. Facts exist merely in the world of seeming; truth is hidden in 
that of being, access to which is by faith, which we approach by persuasion 
(not reason), which is in tum effected by eloquence. 
Trevo~-~oper has argued strongly that the search for textual and linguistic 

authcnhc1ty (adfontes) could be be turned inside out by the humanist 
historians who, like Buchanan, are satisfied they have found historical 
~th _when they hav~ ~urged ~way the linguistic barbarisms. Trevor-Roper 
1magmes that the fullhty of his old-fashioned method must have infuriated 
~uc~anan in 1572 when, as a world-distinguished Latinist with "grandiose 
airs, he saw Lhuyd, an obscure Welsh antiquarian, destroy his and Boece's 
eloquent, persuasive, but fabulous story of forty exemplary Scottish 
kings.71 To a_modem, professional historian such as Trevor-Roper, 
however, Pencles' speeches in Thucydides or Morton's in Buchanan's 
Historia are either factual or mere fabrications, and probably dishonest 
o~es at that. We can see better now why Buchanan, though mightily 
d1sconce_rted by Lluyd's discovery that the forty Scottish Kings were 
~abl~, did_ not feel that this fact in itself made his use of them totally 
mvahd to illustrate a truth of natural law. While no doubt historical fact 
(itself not uncolored by narrative modes) was crucial for legal precedent 
and would have to be argued before the courts, to the humanist poet 
Buchanan the persuasive power of a well-wrought fable was in itself truth 
enough. We can see the appeal to historia, familiar from the prefaces to the 
drama, countered in Bu~hanan and_ in Sidney, where philosophy and poetry 
are revalued. But most important sign of the truth of discourse whatever 
its genre, was its power to convince or to move the affections, 'which was a 
result of both its eloquence and the preparation of the heart of its reader. 

The _cry of the humanists, adfontes, was an appeal to the original 
meanmg of the ancient religious texts as well as the secular. Erasmus' 
prefaces and annotations to his editions of the New Testament show his 
method: "He applied the new learning [here, humanist textual criticism] to 
the an~ient texts because the rcfonn of the Church that he envisioned could 
be a~h1eved only by a return to the primary sources of Christianity, 
particularly the Gospels and letters of the Apostles; for in them God's 
heavenly word 'still lives, breathes, acts, and speaks to us."'72 
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Erasmus' letter to the reader as the understander (in_Ben Jonson's pb::~ 
of bis Paraphrases of the New Testament shows tthe ::;~n:i::u:~e but 
theory of renovatio. The Gospel speaks a curren an 
only to those wbo come prepared to listen: 

Legant igitur omnes, sed qui volet cum fructu legere, legat sobrie, legal 
. · al" quam bumanam ad se non oscitanter [yawning), velut bistonam i . ' 

nibil attinentem, sed avide, sed attente, sed assidue. 

[Therefore let all read, but if anyone wishes to read profitabl~, let bim 
read soberly; let him read not with yawns,_ as be were reading some 
human history wbicb bad nothing to do with htm, but eagerly, 
attentively, constantly· 

Onl the reader with eyes to see and ears to bear receiv~ ~e message . 
the:. when Christ walked openly among men, and receive it now, when it 
must be re-enacted through scripture: 

Sed videntes non videbant, quod oculos baberent livore, odioque 
vitiatatos: audientes non audiebant, quod aures b~bere~t malarum 
cupiditatum sordibus obturatas: inte~l~gentes no_n mtelhgebant, quod 
mentem baberent ambitionis & avanuae tenebns obcaecatam. 

[But those wbo saw did not see, because they bad eyes dama~ by 
envy and bate. Those wbo heard did not be_ar, because ~ey b ears 

d by the meanness of wicked destres. Those with 
:~:r:~~ing did not understand because they bad minds blinded by 
the darkness of ambition and avarice.) 

The good reader realizes that the scriptural drama is still being enacted 

today: 
e nostrum non pertinet Nihil autem illic narratur, quod ad un~que~qu_ . 

nibil illic geritur, quod quotidie non gent~r m vita nostra, tecuus . 
quidem, sed verius. Nascitur in nobis C~~tus, ~ec desunt Herodes, qui 
tenerum adbuc & lactentem conantur occ1 ere. 

[Nothing there is told, moreover, wbicb d~s _not pertain to each 
f Nothing there is done which 1s not done everyday 

everyone o us. 
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our lifetime, less patently to be sure, but more truely. Christ is born in 
us; nor is there a lack of Herods who would try to kill the tender and 
still nursing child.] 

We may compare this prefatory letter to Baptistes' Prologue and to the 
play itself. First, Erasmus seeks the good reader, believing, like Luther 
(but for somewhat different reasons) that the meaning of scripture is 
simple and clear; nevertheless, not everyone will be able to understand its 
clear message. Although the seed is good, it may fall on sterile ground. 
("Nam enim istud lectionis vitium non est, sed hominis"; Erasmus, Opera 
Omnia, VII, sig. **3). Similarly, Buchanan asks that an aestimator 
candidus judge his play. 

Also in Baptistes itself we see that the communication of bona verba 
requires the good will of its audience. Buchanan's presentation of Malchus 
has very little to do with his being a corrupt priest, and more with his 
comic or, conceivably, Machiavellian heritage. Buchanan deliberately 
draws attention away from John's sermon to focus on Malchus's comic and 
evil reception of it--as if the sermon were too familiar or too boring, yet 
unavoidable. Indeed, some of its required data is reported by John to Herod 
in a separate interview. What seems to interest Buchanan is how the good 
words are received--by Malchus, by the crowd, by Herod, and by us, the 
audience. 

Although in his commentaries he has little new to say specifically about 
John the Baptist, Erasmus can help us see how Malchus is showing his 
affiliation with the priests of the mysteries and the Cursus Mundi who do 
not understand what is happening with the coming of Christ because they 
think too literally; that is, they look for an earthly king. In his Paraphrasis 
of the Gospels, on the parable of the sower, Luke 8: 8, "He who has ears to 
hear, let him hear," Erasmus asks the reader to compare Is. 6: 9 ff., John 
12: 40, Rom. 11: 8, Mtt. 13: 2-9, and 'Mk. 4: 1-9, and Acts 28: 26-27. He is 
here laying stress on what Terence Cave calls "the affective disposition" of 
the reader of Scriptures as essential for its "fruitful reading."74 As 
Buchanan says in Baptistes' Prologue, he wants a candidus reader. 
Similarly, as Cave says of Erasmus' Ciceronianus, "The crucial factor is 
the moral and psychological predisposition of the reader." The "grounding 
for authenticity" is ultimately pectus (the heart), "but only where pectus 
is itself grounded supernaturally (or at least evangelically) in Christ" 
(Cave, p. 159).75 
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Second, the narrative is of course historical but it is not dead in the past. 
Nor is it a keyed historical allegory. That is, the essential truth of the 
narrative lives in the present because it is timeless. Just as for Erasmus 
there are today Herods (the Great), so for Buchanan there are Herods 
Antipas. Clearly, renovatio was a basic pedagogic aim of these humanists 
at this time and indicated the means by which the appeal ad fontes would 
avoid degenerating into sterile antiquarianism. 

Erasmus' restrained commentaries on the Gospel account of John may 
help us to understand Buchanan's use or avoidance of the traditional 
dramatic material. We see this more in the overall approach to the 
narrative than in particular passages. As McFarlane says, Buchanan 
"laicizes and politicizes" the subject (p. 385). He shows relatively little 
interest in either the Roman Catholic John of repentance and baptism, or in 
the new preacher John of the Protestants. Buchanan's John is remarkably 
atheological. Committed to God known through the Law, not by personal 
revelation, he is much more the Stoic hero than the proto-Christian martyr. 
He is primarily a man facing death nobly, rather than a crucial cog in 
Christian salvational history. In another context, Trevor-Roper has 
remarked on Buchanan that his "religious conversion" is "mysterious" for 
neither before nor after 1560 did he "show the slightest religious feeling. 
His references to religion in his writings are invariably either intellectual, 
literary or rhetorical. ... "76 
Obviously James VI did not learn the political lessons that Buchanan 

taught in Baptistes. Rather than rejecting the image of tyranny set before 
him, he seems in several ways to have imitated it. One striking similarity 
between Herod and James VI, for which Buchanan perhaps would not care 
to admit responsibility, was his lack of sincere interest in religion. Herod 
does not care at all what Malchus babbles about the (religious) laws (line 
567). For James, "religion was never a matter of great personal concern, 
but it was a matter of politicaljmportance."77 He saw that his dynastic 
hopes rested squarely on the support of the Scottish protestants for an 
English alliance. After hearing of his queen's conversion to Catholicism he 
said, "Well, wife, if you cannot live without this sort of thing, do your best 
to keep things as quiet as possible; for, if you don't, our crown is in 
danger."78 

Anthony Ross's account of James Vi's casual cruelty--he could execute 
freely for disrespect towards his own person, even over trivial matters--
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make us recall the hypocrisy in Herod's saying to John that he is quite 
w1llmg to overlook any personal insubordination (Bapt. 451). 
Likewise, Herod's Queen is deranged neither by lust nor religious fervor. 

(One does not imagine that her meeting with Malchus takes place at the 
anachronistic confessional.) Rather, she shows another side of the insecure 
tyrant. It adds dramatic interest that she and Herod share and debate the 
topoi on the king versus the tyrant. Herod is shown as well intentioned 
(~rhaps) b~t wavering (or very deceptive). The Queen in her exchanges 
with Herod 1s shown as a finn believer in force and, unlike Malchus, eager 
to be Herod's excuse f?r executing John. She understands that a king must 
be able to keep face with the people and, as Elizabeth did over the 
execution of Mary, be seen as bitterly regretting that it took place. 
Moreover, her final , unashamed defiance of public opinion recalls the 
triumphant avengers Clytemnestra and Hecuba from Greek tragedy. 79 
Although literary and conventional, the politics of the Queen are not 

with?ul their application to court life of the sixteenth century, perhaps 
provmg that men and women think in tenns of their conventional 
education. A papal nuncio reported in 1566 that Mary Queen of Scots out 
of "excessive kindness" did not rid herself of the six ringleaders of the 
rebellious forces in her court: "Bui being too prone to pity and clemency 
she has exposed herself lo the risk of being the slave and prey of those 
heretics, with danger even to her own life."80 

We see then that to find Buchanan's characters complex is not in itself 
an~chroni_stic. The complexity of the characters (more "spacious" than 
the1C m~d1eval c~unterparts, if lacking in realism to a nineteenth-century 
romantic) !hat arises from Erasmian biblical henneneutic may of course be 
attributed to other sources. It has been argued Buchanan's characters like 
those of other humanist dramas use speeches that develop established 
rh~lorical and didactic topoi. The appearance of character complexity that 
anses from the inevitable inconsistencies between set speeches can be 
tenned specious and ahistoric. But, whatever its origins, it remains 
complex_ity nonetheless. And there are, of course, literary precedents which 
we refram from calling "didactic." 
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NOTES 

1. An early version of this introduction with the title "Fabula Vetus aut 
Nova: George Buchanan's Baptistes" was delivered at the Fifth Congress 
of the International Association for Neo-Latin Studies, St. Andrews, 23-31 
August 1982. 

2. For a short discussion of some of these sources and analogues, see L. 
R. Merrill's introduction to his edition of Grimald's Archipropheta in The 
Life and Poems of Nicholas Grimald (New Haven: Yale Univ. Press, 
1925), pp. 221-25. See also Commentary on Personae. 
3. Recent works have come around to the medieval conflation. Carl 

K.raeling observes that there is "no political implication" in Mark's a~c~unt 
of John's "meteoric career," in which Herod, the "enlightened Hellemsllc 
monarch". puts John into "protective custody;" John's execution is caused 
by "merely the private grudge of a woman." He concludes that John'~ 
denunciation was in fact just a private charge, but "politically explosive." 
See John the Baptist (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1951), pp. 85-
94. 

4. See Anthony Ross, "Reformation and Repression," in David 
McRoberts, ed., Essays on the Scottish Reformation 1513-1625 (Glasgow: 
Bums, 1962), p. 380. On the humanist fear of social disorder, compare R. 
W. Chambers, Thomas More (London, 1938), p. 282. Buchanan's 
secularism then appears not as exceptional as Trevor-Roper would have us 
believe, but is typical of the Scotland of his time. See also, J. H. Bums, 
"The Political Background of the Reformation, 1513-1625," in McRoberts: 
"The reformation was a revolution, dependent for its success on the 
wielding of political power" (p. 1). 

5. Jacobo de Voragine, Legenda Aurea, ed. Th. Graesse (Dresden, 1866), 
pp. 567-68. 

6. For example, Erasmus, Opera omnia (Leiden, 1706), VII, 83-84. The 
Chorus in Baptistes in fact uses the expression crocodile tears to describe 
hypocrisy (lines 330-31 ). 

7. O. Thulin, Johannes der Tiiufer im geistlichen Schauspiel des 
Mittelalters und der Reformationzeit (Leipzig: Dieterich'sche Verlag, 
1930) chronicles the popularity of John the Baptist in medieval and . 
Renaissance drama. Texts that will be frequently cited are the following: 
Arnold Greban. Le Mystere de la Passion, eds. Gaston Paris and Gaston 
Taynaud (Paris:F. Vieweg, 1878); Jean Michel, Le Mystere de la Passion, 
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ed. Omer Jodogne (Gembloux, Belgium: J. Duculot, 1959); John Bale, 
John Baptist's Preaching in the Wilderness, in The Dramatic Writings of 
John Bale, ed. John S. Farmer (1907; rpt. New York: Barnes and Noble, 
1966); Jacobus Schoepper, Ectrachelistis, sive decol/atus loannes: 
Tragoedia sacra (1546; rpt. Argentorati, 1565); Nicolas Grimald, 
Archipropheta, in The Life and Poems of Nicolas Grimald, ed. L.R. 
Merrill (1925; rpt. Hamdon Conn.: Archon, 1969); and Cornelius 
Schonaeus, Baptistes in Lucubrationum Pars Tertia (1603; rpt. Frankfurt, 
1711). Apart from the Greban-Michel tradition, is the French The Baptism 
and Temptation of Christ, ed. and trans. John R. Elliot, Jr., and Graham A. 
Runnalls (New Haven: Yale Univ. Press, 1978). 

For the received view that Baptistes is a politically radical and 
exceptionally anti-clerical work, see "The Critical Tradition." Tomlinson 
atypically sees the political force of the play as less strident than the 
religious: "Die anti-tyrannische Tendenz isl verhaltnismassig verhiillt 
dargestellt; die anti-kirchliche These dagegen kommt direkter und 
kraftvoller zum Ausdruck in der Gestalt des Malchus, in Gamaliels 
Verurteilung seines eigenen Standes und in seiner Forderung nach Milde· 
hauptsachlich aber in den Scharfen Vorwurfen und Angriffen Johannes d~s 
Taufers gegen die Priester" (p. 76). 

8. Michel, pp. 14-19. In Elliot and Runnalls, ed., we find a not 
unreasonable pair, "Berith and Malifferas," who ask John, "Are you 
Christ" (p. 96). 

9. Rosemary Woolf, The English Mystery Plays (London: Routledge and 
Kegan ~aul, 1972), pp. 321-22. She observes also that no English cycle 
dramatizes the death of John the Baptist. Nevertheless, since Buchanan has 
at times conflated details from the life of Christ with John's, the English 
dramas are not without interest as precedents. On the relatively minor role 
of Herod Antipas, the Tetrarch, see Warren E. Tomlinson, Der Herodes-
Charakter !m engl!schen Drama, Palaestra 195 (Leipzig: Mayer & Muller, 
1934)._An interesting, full account of John the Baptist in English verse is 
found ,_n ~he early fourt:enth century Cursor Mundi (lines 12752-13241). 
Herod 1s introduced as not that Herod who slew the innocents." John 
comes to rebuke ~erod for taking his brother's wife. Herod respects John 
and encourages him to return to the desert. Herodias rages at John's rebuke, 
a~d _H~rod, out of love for his queen, puts John in prison, where "his 
disc1phs come him to see./ the king ham lete have free entre" (13078-79). 
The banquet day arrives, the daughter dances, Herod makes his promise. 
The daughter consults with her mother as to her request. Herod is angry 
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with himself for making such a rash vow, but he keeps his word, lest "that 
men sulde halde him un-lele" (13173). 

10. See Buchanan's gibing letter to Thomas Randolph on the latter's 
decision to re-marry in The Vernacular Writings, ed. P. Hume Brown, 
Scottish Text Society No. 26.(Edinburgh: Blackwood, 1891-92), p. 57. 

11. David Staines, Herod, p. 31, points out that aided by the confusion in 
the apocryphal New Testament, the English mystery plays often blend into 
one ranting tyrant the father, Herod the Great, who slaughtered the 
innocents, and his son, Herod Antipas, who ordered John's execution. On 
this issue, see S.S. Hussey, "How Many Herods in Middle English 
Drama?" New Philologus 48 (1964), 252-59; Roscoe E. Parker, "The 
Reputation of Herod in Early English Literature," Speculum 8 (1933), 59-
67. 

12. P. Hume Brown, ed., Vernacular Writings, p. xxii. Tomlinson saw 
Herod's character "als ganzes nicht klar erfasst" (p. 75). That there is some 
ambiguity in whether he is "ein boser, tyrannischer Konig" is to Tomlinson 
not so much of dramatic significance but more an indication that he is a 
spokesman (Verkiinder) of Buchanan's political views on tyranny (pp. 72-
75). McFarlane saw Herod as not the "complete tyrant" but "weak, 
"yielding to his "passions," and "dominated by his wife and daughter." 
"The Queen ... represents the tyrant more strikingly" (p. 388). Walsh and 
Sharratt, on the contrary, find Herod entirely duplicitous, but still "weak 
and timorous" --not a "tyrant." It is the Queen's ruthlessness that "rescues 
the theme of the cruel tyranny of the royal house" (pp. 292-93). But in fact 
in Herod and Herodias we are being shown two sides of tyranny. 
Moreover, in the relationship between the Queen and Malchus we see the 
themes of calumny and intrigue. 

13. Chorus. Qui de tyranni oratione se autumat 
Perspicere mentis posse sensus abditos, 
Nae turbido se credere speculo sciat. (519-21) 

[Whoever asserts that from the speech of a tyrant he can perceive 
the hidden meanings of his mind, truly let him know that he is 
trusting in a turbid mirror.] 

14. The life of Herod Antipas does not provide the best material for 
illustrating "quod tyrannorum cruciatus, &, cum florere maxime videntur, 
miserias dilucide exponat" as Buchanan claims in the Epistle to Baptistes. 
All we can say of this Herod's sufferings is that his immoral marriage to 
Herodias, the wife of his half-brother and his niece, led to raids by Aretus 
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IV, father of Herod's first wife and that later it was the ambition of his wife 
that drove Herod to Rome to seek preferment from Gaius. There it turned 
out that Herod and his wife had been out-maneuvered by his nephew 
(Herodias's brother) Agrippa I. The hopes of the couple ended in Herod's 
being banished to Lyons. Herodias displayed her loyalty by joining him. 
See Harold W. Hoehner, Herod Antipas (Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. 
Press, 1972); also The Herods of Judea (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1938), 
pp. 176 ff., 195, a study repugnantly sympathetic to the Herodean dynasty 
at the expense of the Jewish population, including "John the Dipper," by 
A.H. M. Jones. Reading Jones' book, one wonders whether Buchanan, 
whose antisemitism shows itself in his attack on Beleago (Fratres 
fraterrimi; Iambi 7-9; Epig. I, 18), shared some modern scholars' philo-
hellenism. 

Since Herod the Great did, by contrast, die a most miserable death and 
since he was "an exemplum of the horror of vice and a frank warning to 
mankind to avoid evil" (Staines, p. 31), we may wonder if in his Epistle 
Buchanan took advantage of the confusion in the minds of many of his 
readers between the two Herods. There is other evidence, however, that the 
various Herods were well-distinguished and that loss of power and exile to 
Lyons was seen to be a miserable end. · 

15. Constrained by the Gospel account (Herod was sad but "immediately" 
ordered the execution, Mk. 6:26), the other neo-Latin)plays on John show ti,,-., 
Herod overcoming his distaste for the act fairly quickly and only later, as 
in Grimald's play, bitterly regretting John's death. 

16. Staines (p. 30) suggests that there were "descendants" of Herod in the 
Elizabethan theater. Grace Frank observes that Herod the Great was the 
"first role capable of giving us a real person and not a type." See The 
Medieval Drama in France (Oxford: Clarendon, 1954), p. 34. J. Margeson, 
too, discusses the importance of the mystery play tyrant for the 
development of the English drama: "The tyrants are the most obvious 
examples of human will completely at odds with reality [i.e., fate, in 
Stone's and Griffith's terms] and doomed to failure." But he is careful to 
make distinctions: In medieval plays. "the tyrants are not in themselves 
tragic," since they are completely evil. But "even tyranny is human in its 
varie~y." Nevertheless, it would be "foolish to represent the many tyrants 
ofEliza~ethan drama simply as direct descendants" of the medieval tyrant-
figure, smce there were many other possible sources. See The Origin of 
~nglish ~ragedy (Oxford: Clarendon, 1967), pp. 2-3. 26. The development 
m humanist drama of the more inwardly complex Herod Antipas is clearly 
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an advance in the development of the composite Herod-figure not possible 
within the more farcical conventions of Herod the Great. 

17. The French mystery plays are called "monstrous exhibitions" by P. 
Hume Brown in George Buchanan: Hwnanist and Reformer (Edinburgh, 
1890), p. 120. Although banned in Paris by Parliament in 1548, an action 
reflecting the taste of refonners, humanists, and public and church officials 
subject to mockery on stage, the immensely popular mysteries and 
allegories continued to be perfonned in other towns and, under new titles, 
even in Paris. See Grace Frank, p. 270, and, on John in the mysteries, pp. 
175-76. 

18. Grongart. Tenez, or la portez bouillir, 
et puis en faictes des pastes. (Greban, p. 159) 

[Here, take it to be boiled, then make some pate out of it.] 
19. For an account of John the Baptist in the mysteres, see Thulin, 

pp. 83-92. Madeleine Pouresy records the 21 August (John the Baptist's 
feast day) perfonnance in Bordeaux of a mystere in which a major staging 
problem was the substitution of a dummy for the actor at the crucial 
moment of beheading. See "Une representation theatrale a Bordeaux en 
1525," Revue historique de Bordeaux et du department de la 
Gironde, 1915, pp. 156-59. 

20. Alessandro D'Ancona, Origini de! teatro italiano (Rome: Bardi, 
1971), II, 215. 
21. Morio. adest Herodias, 

Sed ecce, ni iam canis omnino podicem 
Inspicio, ... (Schoepper, III. ii, sig. D8) 

22. David Calderwood, The History of the Kirk of Scotland, ed., Thomas 
Thomson (Edinburgh: Wodrow Society, 1842-9), I, 141-43), written in 
1636. See also Ann Jean Mill, Medieval Plays in Scotland (1924; rpt. New 
York: Blom, 1969). Brother Kenneth cites Calderwood's history in "The 
Popular Literature of the Scottish Refonnation," in David McRoberts, ed., 
Essays on the Scottish Reformation 1513-1625 (Glasgow: Bums, 1962), 
pp. 173-74). 

23. David Calderwood records the impudence of Scottish reformers (see 
I, 141-42; III, 312-19, 583-85, 595-97; IV, 88-95; IV, 159-63; V, 161, a 
particular reference to John the Baptist). The 1564 General Assembly 
debates are especially suggestive, and, at the end of the century, the 
harangues of feisty Walter Balcalquall and John Davidson. See also 
Thomas M'Crie, The Life of John Knox: Containing lllustrations of the 
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History of the Reformation in Scotland (fourth ed.; Edinburgh, 1818), II, 
112-27. 
24. Carl Fries, "Quellenstudien zu George Buchanan," Neue Jahrbiicher 

fiir das klassische A/tertwn, Geschichte und deutsche Litteratur undfiir 
Piidagogik, 6 (1900), 244-45: "Auf den Johannesstoff wurde Buchanan 
ohne Zweifel durch Bale hingewiesen." 

25. Lawrence Manley, Convention 1500-1750 (Cambridge: Harvard 
Univ. Press, 1980), p. 80. Cf." ... that widespread repudiation of authority 
which characterized 'the long sixteenth century,' that is, 1450-1650." See 
Gordon Ross Smith, "A Rabble of Princes: Considerations Touching 
Shakespeare's Political Orthodoxy in the Second Tetralogy," Journal of the 
History of Ideas, 41 (1980), 29. "Repudiation," however, oversimplifies 
the issue. Roland Bainton is more accurate, "The thorniest problem of the 
Refonnation is that of authority." See "The Problem of Authority in the 
Age of the Refonnation" in John C. Olin et al., ed., Luther, Erasmus, and 
the Reformation (New York: Fordham Univ. Press, 1969), p. 14. 

26. We might compare the ironic reference to the refonnist "New 
Leaming" in the Prologue to Gnapheus' Acolastus, ed. W. E. D. Atkinson 
(London, Ontario: Univ. of Western Ontario, 1964), p. 90: 

Haud me latet, quanto odio vocabulum 
Novi laboret, verum enimvero his novis 
De dogmatis ne µu quidem, paradoxa nos 
NuUo loco dignabimur. 

[I am not at all unaware under how much odium the word "new" labors 
but indeed of these new dogmas, not even a mu; paradoxes we deem ' 
worthy of no space.] 

Manley (p. 70) points out that in the anonymous interlude New Custom 
(1559) the Prologue says that "the primitive constitution ... / ... is 
perverted by man's wicked iniquity,/ To be called New Custom or New 
Constitution." We might also be reminded of Malchus' opening scene in 
Baptistes (52 ff.) by the first scene in New Custom in which Perverse 
Doctrine laments: 

It is even so indeed, the world was never in so evil a state; 
.......... 
Do you not see how these new-fangled prattling elves 
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Prink up so pertly in every place, 
And go about us ancients flatly to deface? 

N;;, ·~;y·, ·if many years and grey hairs do know no more, 
But that every peevish boy hath even a wit in store: 
By the mass, then, have I lived too long, and I would I were dead. 
[Old English Plays, III, ed. W. Carew Hazlett (London: Reeves and 
Turner, 1874, 5) 

Novelty was a word to be avoided by all at this time of revolution: For 
example, "And this is na new thing in Scotland" in 1571 was used as a 
defense of rebellion. See H. R. Trevor-Roper, George Buchanan and the 
Ancient Scottish Constitution, English Historical Review, Supplement 3 
(1966), p. 42. Trevor-Roper cites a BM manuscript t~at ~e ~es ~o be the 
speech of the Earl of Morton reported by Buchanan m his H1stona as 
delivered before the London commission set up to judge whether .the 
deposition of Mary Stewart was justified. The appeal of the S~ottish lords 
to the traditional, legal, and ultimate authority of the people did not please 
Queen Elizabeth. Demonstrating the force of this di~tast~, ~hal~ers, 
Ruddiman's biographer, wrote of De jure regni that it will ~onu~ue to be 
printed, during anarchical times, and will, doubtless, be prrused, m every 
age, by those busy men who mistake ardour of novelty for attachment to 
freedom" (pp. 73-74). 

But newness had not always suffered the opprobrium that we see ~ttached 
to it in these sixteenth-century references (new doctrin~, n~w learnm~, new 
custom, new-fangledness, novelty, etc.). For exa~p!e, m his suggestive 
discussion of the old and the new in medieval thinking, D. W · Robertson 
associates the letter that killeth with the Old Testament and the old Adam, 
and the spirit that giveth life with the New, citing Romans 7: 6: "But now 
we are loosed from the law of death wherein we were detatned, so that we 
should serve in newness of spirit, and not in the oldness of the letter." See 
Preface to Chaucer (Princeton: Princeton U~iv. Press, 1963), p. 300. 
Malchus' typically Jewish efforts to retard this fonn of novelty are, of 
course, misguided. 

27. Manley, pp. 71-72, from John Jewel's Defense of the Apology for the 
Church of England (1567). John Foxe's parallels between the suffenngs of 
the early church and of the English reformed martyrs (~cts and , 
Monuments, first English edition, 1563) indicates that, m Frances Yates 
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words, "English reform is no new development but represents a pure 
Catholic church which bad always existed" (pp. 42-43). See Astraea: The 
Imperial Theme in the Sixteenth Century (London: Routledge & Kegan 
Paul, 1975), pp. 42-43. Elizabeth's own identification with Astraea 
proclaimed her as leading the triumphant return of the Golden Age--in this 
case of "pure imperial religion" (p. 39). One may see this as a later and 
nationalistic adaption of the Erasmian or evangelical hopes for universal 
renovation. 

28. Mtt. 21: 23; Mk. 11: 28; Lk. 20: 2; and Bale, p. 139. 
29. Greban, pp. 133-34; Michel, pp. 19, 21; Bale, p. 139; Schoepper, IV. 

ii (sig. E3v); Scbonaeus, III. iii (sig. E7v). Grimald omits a confrontation 
between John and the priests and, thus, the opportunity to ask "by what 
authority." He cannot omit the Gospel exchange prompted by the question 
whether John is Christ, Elias, or a prophet. But Grimald has a disciple put 
this question (p. 243-45). 

30. In his first defense before the Lisbon Inquisition, Buchanan, probably 
fearing that he bad already been compromised by his satirical Francis-
canus, volunteered bis skepticism over recent miracles. For this, see James 
M. Aitken, The Trial of George Buchanan Before the Lisbon Inquisition 
(Edinburgh: Oliver and Boyd, 1939), pp. 16, 74, and George Neilson, "The 
Franciscan: Some Footnotes," in George Buchanan: Glasgow Quater-
centenary Studies 1906 (Glasgow: Maclehose, 1907), pp. 328-30. 
There may be another reason for John's angry response to Malchus' 

question. For men of proper understanding, a great miracle bad occurred 
during Christ's baptism when the voice of God proclaimed Christ as his 
son. More generally, the very power of John's words should be proof 
enough, should convince the heart, if it is prepared, if the listeners are men 
of eruditio and fides, to hear and understand; that is, if the listeners are the 
select, good readers wished for in the Prologue. To deny the truth of John's 
message, that Christ is the Messiah, because we do nqt see the lamb 
snuggling up to the lion (or because Jesus bas not yet performed his magic 
tricks) is literal-minded intransigence by which the stiff-necked Jewish 
priests condemn themselves to lose the rewards of faith and suffer instead 
everlasting misery. 

31. The "most basic" difference between scholasticism and humanism 
(with which Protestantism will feel a fundamental kinship), is in the 
"method and goal of education," according to Steven Ozment. The 
humanist study of classical texts made "the individual scholar rather than 
an established tradition of interpretation the authority on a subject. 
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Scholastics, on the other hand, approached their subjects, whether biblical, 
theological, or philosophical, indirectly, by juxtaposing the views of 
recognized authorities." See "Humanism, Scholasticism, and the 
Intellectual Origins of the Reformation," in F. T. Church and T. George, 
eds., Continuity and Discontinuity in Church History (Leiden: Brill, 1979), 

32. David Steinmetz, "The Baptism of John and the Baptism of Jesus," in 
F.F. Church and T. George, eds., Continuity and Discontinuity in Church 
History (Leiden: Brill, 1979), pp. 169. 

33. See Steinmetz. In 1525 Zwingli and Balthasar Hubmaier debated 
whether the baptism of John was equal in power to that of Jesus. At issue 
was the nature of baptism as much as John's status. Zwingli argued that the 
two baptisms were equivalent, that baptism was above all a change of life, 
and that John was not a type of Christ, not an Old Testament prophet, but a 
New Testament figure (Steinmetz, pp. 174-76). Hubmaier's response was 
that John should be identified with the Law and the Old Testament "His 
preaching is filled with the curse of the Law ... " (p. 177). John, in 
Hubmaier's view, is "a preacher who drives men to Christ, not an apostle 
who administers Christ's baptism" (p. 178). Hubmaier's position stresses 
Christ's saving action. He is reacting, probably, to the last scholastic inter-
pretation that took John to be transitional and figural. But Zwingli, too, 
opposed this scholastic distinction because it emphasized the formal nature 
of the sacrament. Zwingli stresses the continuity of one people of God in 
history, not in allegory (p. 181). 

34. Erasmus, Opera omnia (Leiden, 1706), VII, 413-14; Jn. 16:16. 
35 Buchanan's identification with any one of his characters is less clear 

than his likely personal feeling for the problem dramatized as a whole in 
his play. Sharratt and Walsh, in their introduction to George Buchanan: 
Tragedies (Edinburgh, 1983), observe that when Buchanan wrote Baptistes 
his was a mind in "turmoil" and "his play is a dramatization of the 
problems of conscience caused by the conflict of the new religion with the 
old" (p. 13). They see the play to be both "committed" and yet detached 
(p. 19). 

Barbara K. Lewalski discusses the importance of John as a symbol of "the 
vile servitude and bondage" of those "who must doe service in prison" 
(William Cowper), in Protestant Poetics and the Seventeenth-Century 
Lyric (Princeton: Princeton Univ. Press, 1979), p. 91. In Cowper's words 
we can see another significance of the images of servitude and the prison 
in Baptistes. 
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At another level, at that of careerism, we might see Buchanan's 
identification with John. One may recall the David MacMillan's suggestion 
that John stands for Martin Luther. Luther was 34 in 1517 when he 
published hi_s nin~ty-fi:e th~ses. Buchanan was 34--not an uncommon age 
for dela~~d 1denuty-cnses--m 1540, the approximate date of Baptistes' 
compos11ton. In less strictly religious terms, David Quint sees the author · 
B h ' · 10 
11 

uc an~ s time as forced to find authority in originality, not sources. 
_Innovation became the criterion for admission" into the canon of 

hterature. !o ~eturn adfontes was in fact impossible when "a traditional 
an~ ~uth~n~l.lve ca~on was ~istoricized and relativized." See Origin and 
Ongmahty 1n Renmssance Literature: Versions of the Source (New 
Haven: Yale Univ. Press, 1983), p. 220. 
36. "The Latin Drama of the Renaissance, 1340-1640," Studies in the 

Renaissance, 4 (1957), 43-45. "Baptistes is the most powerful in 
conception and p~tical effect, as one would expect" (p. 45). 
37. T. W. Baldwm, Shakspere's Five-Act Structure (Urbana: Univ of 

Illinois Press, 1947), p. 364. · 
38. M~rrill, pp. 6~. Me~ll was not the first to notice this relationship. 

A~cordm_g to Hardin Craig, P. Bahlman (Die lateinischen Dramen von 
W1mphelmgs Stylpho bis zur Mitte des Sechszehnten Jahrhunderts 1480-
1550 [Munster, 1893), p. 93) regarded Grimald's play (performed at 
Oxford, 1547; published in ~ologn_e, 154~) as derived from Schoepper's 
(p~b. Cologne,_ 1546), and this Craig considers not surprising since there is 
evidence of Gnmald's being a "translator" and "borrower" in other works 
See English Religious Drama of the Middle Ages (Oxford: Clarendon, · 
1955), p. 375. ~- H. ~crford, Studies in the Literary Relations of England 
and Germany m the Sixteenth Century (Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. 
Press, 1886), p. 114-19, is milder than Bahlman. Irene Wiem Das 
englische Schriftum in D~utschland von 1518-1600, (Leipzig; Becker and 
Erler, 1940),p. 98, followmg F. S. Boas (University Drama in the Tudor 
Ag~ [Ox.ford: Clarendon, 1914, p. 35]. "no verbal imitation"), observes that 
Gnmald s style shows no influence from Schoepper, yet his play was 
probably modelled on the earlier one. 

39. See Appendix B. 
40. I note only a few echoes of Buchanan's play in Grimald's 

Schoepper's, and Schonaeus' in the Commentary. There is littl~ Buchanan 
could ~a_ve learned from Grimald or Schoepper about dramatic art. 
Baldwin.~ ~ssessment of Archipropheta (1548),--"a Biblical story in five-
act form --1s much less enthusiastic than that of Boas or Balestri (pp. 68 
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ff.). For Baldwin, Bale and Grimald were "primarily preachers and 
reformers" and "essentially writers of morality plays of the earlier type." 
He accuses Grimald of departing from his more regular model, 
Schoepper's Joannes Decol/atus (1546). See Five-Act, pp. 352-53. But 
Hardin Craig inexplicably finds that Archipropheta "shows advanced 
classical technique and dramaturgy," unlike the simple mystery form of 
Grimald's Christus Redivivus (p. 375). 
It is difficult, however, to prove solely from internal evidence that 

Buchanan's play still in manuscript influenced the others; the pedestrian 
Haarlem schoolmaster, Schonaeus, however, would have had full 
opportunity and good reason to read Buchanan's play before writing his 
own, and we can assume that resemblances are not coincidental. 

41. See Thulin, supplemented by Johannes Bolte, Nachwort to "Die 
Heidelberger Verdeutschung von Buchanans Tragodie Baptistes," Archiv 
fiir das Studium der neueren Sprachen, 162 (1932), 174-184 and 163 
(1933), 1-33; W. Creizenach, Geschichte des neueren Dramas (Halle, 
1901), II and III; and K. Goedeke, Grundriss zur Geschichte der Deutsche 
Dichtung (2nd Ed.; Dresden, 1886), II. Many of these plays are not extant. 

42. Tragedie mil 6 perso11e11. Die enthaubtung Joha11nis (1550) in Werke , 
ed. Avon Keller (1878; Hildesheim: Ohlms, 1964), II, pp. 198-212. Herod 
is initially inclined to respect John as a true prophet, but Herodias tries to 
use the King's love for her to tum him against John whose "predig hat bey 
mir kein platz. / Er sagt von einem newen glauben" (p. 200). After all other 
stratagems have been exhausted (including the vain thought that the 
teetotaler John might be enticed to drink poisoned wine), it is the Queen's 
daughter who suggests the dance-trick. The banquet is shown on stage; the 
executioner brings back John's head and a bloody sword. Both he and 
Herod speak of John as a pious man. (This scene may have influenced the 
addition in the Lohwasser translation.) While the Queen exults over the 
head, Herod's regret seems genuine. The play includes some explicit 
moralizing on how the world goes for the virtuous man. 

43. Tragoedia Johannis des Tiiufers von Johannes Aal in Soluthurn 
(1549), ed. Ernst Meyer (Halle, 1929). See also Ludwig Gombert, 
Johannes Aa/s Spiel von Johannes dem Tiiufer (Breslau, 1908). 

44. The word cruciatus is applied to tyrants in Aal's dedicatory letter. 
Cf. Baptistes, Dedicatory Epistle (El4). It is clear, also, that Aal does not 
confuse John's tormentor, Herod the Tetrarch, with his father, Herod the 
Great, whose end was indeed miserable, nor with the later Herod, who was 
tortured by worms. 
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.. ~5. _See Lebegue on the debate on vows, pp. 229-34. James McGregor is 
mclined to ac~~pt B~chanan's word" that "vows which are lawfully made 

should be kept. See The Sense of Tragedy in George Buchanan's 
Jephthes," Humanistica lovaniensia, 31 (1982), 136. 

Machiavelli, of course, believed that the prince was not bound by his 
vows. See II Principe, Ch. 18. 
46. Walsh and Sharratt note that Cicero (De Officiis 3. 95) cites 

Agamemnon's vow as one not to be fulfilled (p. 292). 
47. Opera, II, 536. See Lebegue's discussion of Buchanan's debt 

(pp. 204-5). Echoing Carl Fries (Buchanan "als Ubersetzer den Erasmus 
zum Vorbild nimmt," pp. 186-90), "Erasmus was his master," says 
W. 0. Sypherd, Jephthah and His Daughter (Newark, Delaware: Univ. of 
Delaware Press, 1948), p. 13). Buchanan may have felt that through Hector 
B~e (1465-1536), whom he met in Paris, he had a personal relationship 
:1th Erasmus. Boece knew the Dutch humanist in Paris in 1495 and was a 
.. fervent a_dv~ate of Erasmus throughout his career." See John Durkan, 
Th~. Begmnmgs of Humanism _in Scotland," Innes Review, 4 (1953), 6; 

and The Cultural Background m Sixteenth-Century Scotland," in David 
McRoberts, ed., Essays on the Scottish Reformation 1513-1625 (Glasgow· 
Bums, 1962), pp. 279,290. Mcfarlane often speaks of Buchanan's · 
~r?,smian humanism. See for example his acute but too brief observations 
m George ~uchanan and French Humanism," in Humanism in France, ed. 
A. H. T. Lev~ (Manchester: Manchester Univ. Press, 1970), pp. 295-315. 
M~F~lane dis~usses, for example, Buchanan's Erasmian politics and 
rehg,_o~. H~ porn~ out that his view of the ideal ruler and his secular sense 
of spmtual1ty denve from the intellectual climate of the 1530's in France 
(pp. 312,304). J. K. McConica has detailed the powerful appeal that 
Erasmus made to the "best minds of his day." See English Humanists 
(Oxford: Oxford Univ. Press, 1965), pp. 14-17. More recently, Hugh 
Trevor-Roper has made the centrality of Erasmian Christian humanism the 
theme of his Renaissance Essays (Chicago: Chicago Univ. Press, 1985). 
Erasmus, however, owes quite a bit to earlier Italian humanists and 
especially to his culture-hero, Lorenzo Valla. On this "arch-phiiologist," 
see Donald Kelley, ~he F~undations of Modern Historical Scholarship 
(New ~ork: Columbia Umv. Press, 1970). To Valla, language was 
eve'1'.thmg and the philologist had the purpose to "remake the world in his 
own image and t~t of hi~ profe~sio~" (p. 28). A vivifying relationship to 
the _past, a persuasive basis of faith, 1.e., renovatio, lalces place not through 
logic but rhetoric. Morris W. Croll quotes Valla, "If we will only strive 
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heroically enough, the Roman speech, and along with it every branch o~ 
learning, will revive and flourish in its old splendor:" See Style'. Rhetoric, 
and Rhythm, ed. J. Max Patrick et al. (Princeton: Princeton Umv. Press, 
1966), pp. 120-22. Buchanan praises Valla in his !cones (18; 19; Opera, II, 
389). On Florentine rhetorical humanism, see Nancy S~ever, Th: 
Language of History in the Renaissance (Princeton: Princeton Umv. Press, 

1970). . 
48. Erasmus' translation has been called "virtuoso" and remarkable for its 

faithfulness, "clarity and ease." See Erika Rummell, Erasmus as 
Translator of the Classics (Toronto: Univ. of Toronto Press. 1985), p. 39. 
More precisley, by borrowing little from classical Latin poets he cau~ht 
some of the wildness of Euripides' Greek. Erasmus was perhaps the first 
and last of the great Latinists able to take advantage of the interplay of 
classical learning and the flexibility of medieval Latin. 

49. On Socrates, the virtuous pagan, and the Fathers of the Church, see 
Herbert Spiegelberg, ed., The Socratic Enigma (Indianapolis: Bobbs- . 
Merrill, 1964), pp. 38-49. On Erasmus and Socrates, see Lynda Gregonan 
Christian, "The Figure of Socrates in Erasmus' Works," Sixteenth Century 
Journal, 3 (1972), 1-10; Raymond Marcel, "Saint Socrate Patron de 
l'Humanisme," Revue Internationale de Philosophie, 5 (1951), 135-43. 

We may remember that Chambers devoted a chapter of his biography of 
Thomas More (1935) to the idea that the Christian martyr was also a 
Socratic hero. There is evidence that this was also a contemporary 
response. On the identification of More with Socrates, and of John with 

More. 
50. Marcel, pp. 141-142. 
51. Marcel, pp. 141-42, citing Ficino, Opera (Basie, 1561), I, 866-68. 

Marcel traces this identification to Cyprian, who uses the language of 
Plato and Cicero. It is interesting that one of Socrates' crucial arguments 
for his steadfastness, and one that is ignored by Stoic-Christian followers, 
was his old age. The importance of human time is discounted by Christian 
metaphysics and ethics. It would undercut the Christian mess~ge t? recall 
that Socrates recognized not without irony that he was elevating himself 
into the ranks of the heroes at the cost of at most a few years of painful 
decrepitude. The prudential counter-argument that John had many. . 
productive years ahead of him and should not have thrown awa~ h1~ life 
would have convinced few Christian moralists, whatever force 1t might 
have for a pagan--or even, perhaps, for Erasmus. See his response to the 
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sacri~~e of Berquin and, even, More in the section "The Critical 
Trad1t10n." 

52. Christian, p. 1. Christian does not discuss the fifteenth-century 
forerunners. 

53. C~s~an, p. 2, quoting Himelick, p. 103; Erasmus, Opera, v, 28. 
54. Christian, P: 2, quoting Himelick, pp. 132-33; Erasmus, Opera, v, 40. 

~ere we see the 1~portance of eruditio and persuasio for fides (probatio ). 
~mce ~owledge_1s ef~ected b~ persuasion, rhetoric (pagan powers of 
1mpressmg the mmd) 1s essenhal for the Christian moralist. Cf. Terence 
Cave, below. 

55. Convivium Religiosum, Opera, I, 673. See Marcel, p. 136. Christian 
(p. 9) seems to hear no irony in Nephalius' words, "Saint Socrates pray tor 
us." ' 
56. Christian, pp. 5-9. Christian cites the following: Hoyt and Hopewell 

Hudson, trans., The Praise of Folly, (New York, 1941), p. 31; Opera IV 
422-423. For the adage "Sileni of Alcibiades," see Margaret Mann Ph·11·' E H . .,... C . 1 1ps, 

rasmus on 1s, zmes ( ambndge: Cambridge Univ. Press, 1967), p. 78; 
O?er~, I, 771. In the Adagia, Erasmus gives Socrates as an example of the 
s11;,m then adds, "'But is not Christ ... the most extraordinary Silenus of 
all. : .. [Erasmus1 prototypes were the prophets, especially John the 
Baptist ... ~hrist, who_ alone transforms"--the true alchemist. To Erasmus, 
the scholastics were vam pharmacists: "'they repeatedly concoct the old out 
of the new, the new out of the old, one out of many, and many out of one."' 
See Margaret O'Rourke Boyles, Erasmus on Language and Method in 
Theolog~ (Toronto: Univ. of Toronto Press. 1977), p. 117. 

57. Craig R. Thompson, trans., Ten Colloquies (New York: Liberal Arts 
Press,: 1957), p. 137; Opera, I, 674; cited by Christian, p. 9. 

5~. Pau_l has much to say of the power of Christianity to transform the 
believer; m Ro~ans 12:2 he specifically warns the convert, "And be not 
c~nforme~ to ~1s_ world: but be ye transformed by the renewing of your 
mmd. . . . C_hrishan, p. 10. The Stoic commonplaces on seeing beyond the 
surface o_f ~mgs are transformed into Christian mysticism. 

59. Chri~tJan, ~-~-For more on the ambiguous figure of Proteus, see A. 
Bartl~tt Gia~.a~h, Prot~us_ U~bound: Some Versions of the Sea God in the 
Renaissance, m The D1sc1plmes of Criticism: Essays in Literary Theory 
Interpretation and History, eds. Peter Demetz, Thomas Greene, and Low'ry 
Nelson: ~r. ~ew Ha~en: Yale Univ. Press, 1968), pp. 437-75. Buchanan's 
low opmion m practical matters of what Giamatti calls "flexible creativity" 
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(p. 472) is shown also by the title of his work attacking the shifty William 
Maitland, The Chameleon. 

The elusive character of truth is expressed according to Amadis Jamyn 
( 1540-93), a disciple of Ronsard, in the Homeric figure of Proteus. His 
elusiveness teaches us bow "great is the difficulty of attaining to the truth 
of things, and bow many false opinions and sects mislead us before Proteus 
... allows himself to be seen in human form, that is to say in bis true 
essence ... " See Frances Yates, The French Academies of the Sixteenth 
Century (London: Warburg Institute, 1947) pp. 146-47. 
60. Terence Cave, The Comucopian Text: Problems of Writing in the 

French Renaissance (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1979), p. 23. See Baptistes, 
Prologue and Commentary. 

61. Christian, p.10. Her translation of Opera, VII, 864: " ... sed tamen 
efficax fuit ad transfigurandos vos . ... " Paradoxically, eruditio often is the 
companion offides. But we see, for example, in Jephthes, that Buchanan 
can present both sides of the argument Jepbthes rejects the philosophical 
case for not sacrificing his daughter as irreligious sophistry. 

62. Cave, p. 110. 
63. Myron Gilmore, Humanists and Jurists (Cambridge: Harvard Univ. 

Press, 1963), pp. l 08-9. Herschel Baker speaks of the "moral contour of 
events" in Renaissance historiography. See The Race of Time (Toronto, 
1967), p. 64, cited by G. W. Trompf in The Idea of Historical Recurrence 
in Western Thought (Berkeley: Univ. of California Press, 1979), p. 288. 
Trompfs study shows one way that "history is not a string of 
inconsequential episodes but an intelligible design where repetition and 
recurrence provided the key to explanation" (p. 288). Mere cyclic 
recurrence can of course be as meaningless as nonrecurrence. It is not only 
repetition that gives shape but the intervention in human time of divine and 
saving moments. In Baptistes, shaped time, as described in the Prologue, is 
contrasted with the sequence of days that, in Macbeth's phrase, lead to 
"dusty death." Cf. Baptistes 52-54, 1352-58. On Renaissance views of 
time, see Edward W. Tayler, Milton's Poetry: Its Development in Time 
(Pittsburgh: Duquesne Univ. Press, 1979). 
64. Gilmore, pp. 92-97. "Nor is there anything more admirable in the 

writers of history." See The Education of a Christian Prince, trans. L. K. 
Born. (New York, 1936), pp. 200-1 (Erasmus, Opera, I, 106). 

65. H. R. Trevor-Roper's unsympathetic description of humanist history, 
as be finds it in, for example, Buchanan' Historia, should be balanced by 
Gilmore's views above. See Trevor-Roper, George Buchanan and the 
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Ancient Scottish Constitution, English Historical Review, Supp. 3 (1966). 
66. See Gilmore, Chapter 4, "Fides et Eruditio: Erasmus and the Study of 

History," pp. 87-114. John Durkan is simpler: "The age was a rhetorical 
one: men wrote and spoke to move rather than convince." Patrick 
Cockburn, De Utilitate Verbi Dei (1551), describes the relationship 
between persuasio and fides: faith comes from bearing, "fides ex auditu." 
See "The Cultural Background in Sixteenth-Century Scotland," in David 
McRoberts, ed., Essays on the Scottish Reformation 1513-1625 (Glasgow: 
Bums, 1962), p. 311. Steven Ozment bas discussed the fundamental 
alliance between humanism and Protestantism in the sixteenth century. He 
notes that the German Reformation scholar Lewis Spitz was initially 
disinclined to equate "thefidemfacere (verbumfacitfidem of Luther) with 
the bumanistpersuadeo." But, later, be had come around to accepting the 
humanist displacement of logic by rhetoric as a significant contribution to 
the reformation program (p. 147). 

Also, see an application of Buchanan's sense of the relationship of history 
to metaphor in Steven Berkowitz, "As thou art to this hour": Ancestors, 
Constancy, and Analogy in Shakespeare's Henriad and Julius Caesar," 
delivered at the seminar "Shakespeare's Uses of History: New 
Approaches," in the Fifth World Shakespeare Congress (Tokyo, August 
1991), forthcoming. 
67. As Erasmus often suggests. See Cave, pp. 157-161, on Erasmus' 

Ciceronianus. 
68. Jerrold E. Siegel, Rhetoric and Philosophy in Renaissance Humanism 

(Princeton: Princeton Univ. Press, 1968), p. 74. Buchanan's Jepbthes says 
something of this sort to counter the sophistries of the Sacerdos who would 
have him break his oath. See Jephthes 962. See also Richard Marius, 
Thomas More (1984), on understanding the Reformation as not just 
another but more thorough cleansing of ecclesiastical corruption, but as a 
response to a profound loss of faith in the reliabilty 9f the continuous 
linkage with the origins of divine knowledge that bad been promised by 
Church traditions. Marius associates this skepticism with the Renaissance 
discovery of perspective in time and space. Petrarch bitterly endured the 
pain of the newly discovered distance between himself and the golden age 
of Italy and Greece, a gap which, lacking the linguistic knowledge of later 
humanism, be could never bridge. On this see Gilmore, above, and, the 
seminal work of Erwin Panofsky, Studies in Jconology (New York: Harper 
and Row, 1962) and Renaissance and Renascences in Western Art (1965; 
London: Paladin, 1970), esp. pp. 36-38, 108-113. Implicit are the 
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paradoxes of which the young John is a symbol:. that youth is mor~ 
"original" and hence in a sense older than the wisdom of age that 11'. ~ere 
experience. David Quint has suggested more recently that the relattv1ty of 
knowledge brought about by this new perspective o~ ~he ~ast _led to~ 
breakdown in the authority of sources in favor of ongmal1ty, mcreasmgly 
as the word is used today. 

There are, of course, Renaissance writers in whom Erasmus and 
Augustine comfortably co-exist. To Giles de Viterbo (as later to Thomas 
More), the traditions of the Church did not constitute~ dead hand but a 
seamless web of divine sanction--he could allow nothing to be reformed 
away, as much as he recognized a need for reform. No moment in the ~ast 
could be cut away from any other. Amidst the cobwebs of the scholastic 
attic there was much true scholarship, albeit in barbaric Latin, and in truth 
the scholastic jurists were closer to the code of Justinian than Erasmus 
could ever be, except by philological skill and no little imagination. See 
John w. O'Malley, SJ., "Historical Thought and the Reform Crisis o~ the 
Early Sixteenth Century." Theological Studies, 28 (1967), 53_1-4~. G~lmore 
shows that the humanist view of law that developed from thetr h1stoncal 
perspective did have many limitation.s. As C. ~- Lewis.Put i.t. in many .. ways 
the "new learning" (he meant humamsm) was JUSt the old 1gno~ance. 

69. Gilmore, pp. 112-13. Quintilian's discussion of what constttutes a 
warrant of credibility (Jides or probatio) fails to distinguish proof from 
argument, within which vague category is included anal~gy. :or the 
forensic rhetorician, of course, as well as for the moral h1stonan, argument 
without analogy (and so also metaphor) is impossible. See Inst. 5.x.11; 
5.x.73. 

70. Gilmore, p. 98. 
71. Trevor-Roper (1966), p. 28. 
72. " ... adhuc nobis vivit, adhuc spiral, adhuc agit et loquitur ... "--Pref. 

Ded. to Leo X, Novum lnstrumentum (Basie: Froben, 1516); Ep. 384. in 
Opus Epistolarum, ed. P. S. Allen (Oxford, 1910), II, 184-7; quoted m C. 
A. L. Jarrott, "Erasmus' Biblical Humanism," Studies in the Renaissance 
27 (1970): 119-152 (119). The Toronto series has supplemented our . 
understanding of this and other aspects of Erasmus. Perhaps most pertinent 
is Margaret O'Rourke Boyles' Erasmus on Language and Method in 
Theology (Toronto: Univ. of Toronto Press, 1977). 

Jarrot concludes, "in pursuing this work {of exegesis] Erasmus followe~ 
the inspiration of John Colet" (119). The influence of Colet on Erasmus ts 
also discussed by Fritz Caspari, Humanism and the Social Order in Tudor 
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England (1954; New York: Teachers' College Press, 1968). See also Opus, 
ed. Allen, I, 404 (Epistle to Colet, 1504). Erasmus called John Colet 
"praeceptus unicus" and "facile princeps" among men of good learning. 
See J. H. Lupton, A Life of John Colet (1887; New York: Franklin, 1974), 
9~, and P. Duhamel, "The Oxford Lectures of John Colet," Journal of the 
H~story of Ideas, 14 (1953), 495. The accepted opinion (followed by 
G1.~ore) 1s that Colet was influenced by St. Jerome and Valla to stress the 
spmt and purpose, the time and the audience, of Paul's Epistle to the 
Romans. 
John B. Gleason bas recently argued, however, that in order to offer the 

world another authority for his own reformist views Erasmus somewhat 
distorted Colet's ideas. Victorian scholars for their own spiritual and social 
reasons continued to misrepresent Colet as a leading humanist reformer 
and historically-minded exegete. For example, Frederick Seebobm's son 
reports that his father's "historical insight made him feel that they [the 
Oxford reformers] had been almost his companions and friends." The past 
was used to "shed light on the problems of the present and the future." 
Gleason .po~ts out ~at Seebobm saw "the need to study the Scriptures 
from h1~toncal pomt of view in order to prune away what no longer had 
meanmg m changed historical circumstances." See John Colet (Berkeley: 
Univ. of _Califo~ia Press, 1989), pp. 8-11. An account of the past may be 
made universal, 1t seems, by either ignoring pastness (as a medieval 
allegorist) or knowing (and pruning away) the local characteristics of the 
past which make it unlike now. It may be, however, that although Gleason 
3?d S~bobm demand that Colet possess a concern and capacity for 
h1ston.cal accuracy to keep bis reputation as a humanist, it was his gifts as 
a poetical preacher (which Gleason depreciatingly details) that won 
Erasmus' respect 

73. Eras~us, Opera, VII, sigs. **2v-**3. Erasmus' influence on pre-
Reformation Scotland was considerable. His Paraphrases of the New 
Testament was used by Aberdeen University students (where Boece 
taught), but in the 1540 trial of John Borthwick they were termed 
"hereti<:31." See D~rkan, "Humanism in Scotland," p. 10. Interestingly, in 
1547 _Bishop Gardiner refused the royal injunction that the Paraphrases be 
used in churches, thinking them too Protestant. See Franklin Le van 
Baumer, The Early Tudor Theory of Kingship (New Haven: Yale Univ. 
Press, 1940), p. 61. 
74. Cave, p. 91. 
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75. To Cave, "paraphrase" is to Erasmus only the "more protracted 
writing out of that duplicity." That is, to explain a scriptural text Erasmus 
must himself create a new text; even as he would free scripture from the 
multiplicity of scholastic readings by "the circularity of a Christo-centric 
Scripture," he opens up the possibility of an infinite series of "authentic 
readings or rewritings" (p. 91). 

There is no space for a more rigorous discussion of the difficulties of 
interpretation. The question that cannot be answered here is to what e~tent 
every Renaissance text that inevitably involves discourse must be sta~mg 
this philosophical problem and, more, answering it with epistemological 
radicality towards what are, from this point of view, "the inherent 
duplicities of language" (p. 157). 

76. Trevor-Roper (1966), p. 2. 
77. Anthony Ross, David McRoberts, ed., Essays on the Scottish 

Reformation 1513-1625, (Glasgow: Bums, 1962), p. 404. For Knox, 
however, indifference was the kiss of death to the true religion. He 
opposed any toleration that a ruler might allow for political expediency. 
Ross attributes to the influence of Erasmus the tolerance developed by 
certain Scottish humanists (p. 408). Also, encouraging the growth of the 
secular state was the general coldness of the Scottish nobility towards 
religion, preferring to view it as a matter of expediency (p. 407). 

78. Ross, p. 404. 
79. The Queen's suggestion to Malchus that John be controlled by 

mildness may be disingenuous or more specifically Machiavellian. Her 
remarks are certainly no sign of virtuous nature. In any case, she is quickly 
won over to the policy that where direct efforts fail to gain one's purpose, 
deceit is to be tried, but not kindness. See Bapt. 926-42 ff. 

80. Ross, p. 413. In the wake of the St. Bartholomew Day massacre, 
however, similar warnings were directed to Elizabeth concerning her 
dangerous royal prisoner. Archbishop Parker, like Malchus, considcr~d. 
himself an unheeded good counsellor. He writes to Burghley that advising 
Elizabeth against papist conspiracies is a "thankless task." But, "God's will 
be done: and I beseech God send to the Queen's Majesty aures ut audiat; 
cor docile el benignum ut intelligat." See A.G. Dickens, "The 
Elizabethans and St. Bartholomew" in Alfred Soman, ed., The Massacre of 
St. Bart~olomew (The Hague: Nijhoff, 1974), pp. 64-68. 
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CLASSICAL AND NEO-CLASSICAL SOURCES 

Diction, Form, and Themes 

Johnson, ~ho~ desperately extravagant praise of Buchanan ("the only 
man of ?~mus his country ever produced"--this in the age of Hume!) is all 
~.oo fanuhar, also observed, with more accuracy, that Buchanan's poetry 
has fewe~ cent~s than a~y modem Latin poet."l The integrity of 

Buch~an s ~bcal gemus does not make it easy to point to any classical 
aut~or m particular as the source for the language of Baptistes. Inevitably a 
Lahn tragedy must draw from Seneca, but even more important are Virgil 
and_Ho~ace for the play's characteristic diction and arrangement of words. 
Wh1~h 1s only to say that for the most part Buchanan's Latin sounds 
classical. The more Latin one reads, the more dictionaries and handbooks 
one ~hecks, the more echoes one discovers. But never is it felt that one is 
reading a patchwork of borrowings. 2 

Only a fe_w wor~s in Baptistes--either non-classical or exceptional--are 
not ~ound m Lewis and Short's Latin Dictionary: emplasmatis (840), 
lsaczdaru~ (589; but Isac, Lewis and Short), laxamen (1098),pharmaca 
(837), rabznus (661, frequent), semi arabis (64; taken as one word 
unattested but by analogy with semi barbarus), Solomonis (1265; Lewis 
and Short has Salomon , a later form), the unattested spelling variant 
solomontis (1299), and undequaque (689). 

Buchanan_ borrow_s from or shares the language of Euripides, Plautus, 
Terenc_e, C1ce~o,,:1bullus, Horace, Virgil, Livy, Ovid, Seneca, Juvenal, 
Lu~r~tms, Qumuhan, Tacitus, Sallust, the Vulgate, Cyprian, Boethius, 
Poht~an, Thomas More, Erasmus, and more. To these classical and neo-
classical sour~es, can be added occasional parallels in language or theme 
from ne~-L~tm play~ (collected, for our purposes, in two contemporary 
antholo_g1es. ~omedwe et Tr~~oediae [1541] and Dramata Sacra [1547], 
both p~nted m Basie). Surpnsmgly few adjectives in Baptistes are direct 
borrowings from Ravisius Textor's Epitheta, a popular sixteenth-century 
handbook, which Buchanan seems to have used more in his early poetry 3 

Although Seneca provides the source for many of the Stoic · 
commonplaces on the king and t~nt, on the immortality of the soul, on 
heaven as haven, and such, Boethms, Horace, Cicero and Cyprian often 
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75. To Cave, "paraphrase" is to Erasmus only the "more protracted 
writing out of that duplicity." That is, to explain a scriptural text Erasmus 
must himself create a new text; even as he would free scripture from the 
multiplicity of scholastic readings by "the circularity of a Christo-centric 
Scripture," he opens up the possibility of an infinite series of "authentic 
readings or rewritings" (p. 91). 
There is no space for a more rigorous discussion of the difficulties of 

interpretation. The question that cannot be answered here is to what extent 
every Renaissance text that inevitably involves discourse must be stating 
this philosophical problem and, more, answering it with epistemological 
radicality towards what are, from this point of view, "the inherent 
duplicities of language" (p. 157). 
76. Trevor-Roper (1966), p. 2. 
77. Anthony Ross, David McRoberts, ed., Essays on the Scottish 

Reformation 15/3-1625, (Glasgow: Bums, 1962), p. 404. For Knox, 
however, indifference was the kiss of death to the true religion. He 
opposed any toleration that a ruler might allow for political expediency. 
Ross attributes to the influence of Erasmus the tolerance developed by 
certain Scottish humanists (p. 408). Also, encouraging the growth of the 
secular state was the general coldness of the Scottish nobility towards 
religion, preferring to view it as a matter of expediency (p. 407). 

78. Ross, p. 404. 
79. The Queen's suggestion to Malchus that John be controlled by 

mildness may be disingenuous or more specifically Machiavellian. Her 
remarks are certainly no sign of virtuous nature. In any case, she is quickly 
won over to the policy that where direct efforts fail to gain one's purpose, 
deceit is to be tried, but not kindness. See Bapt. 926-42 ff. 

80. Ross, p. 413. In the wake of the St. Bartholomew Day massacre, 
however, similar warnings were directed to Elizabeth concerning her 
dangerous royal prisoner. Archbishop Parker, like Malchus, considered 
himself an unheeded good counsellor. He writes to Burghley that advising 
Elizabeth against papist conspiracies is a "thankless task." But, "God's will 
be done: and I beseech God send to the Queen's Majesty aures ut audiat; 
cor docile et benignum ut intelligat." See A.G. Dickens, "The 
Elizabethans and St. Bartholomew" in Alfred Soman, ed., The Massacre of 
St. Bartt,olomew (The Hague: Nijhoff, 1974), pp. 64-68. 
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CLASSICAL AND NEO-CLASSICAL SOURCES 

Diction, Form, and Themes 

Johnson, ~ho~ desperately extravagant praise of Buchanan ("the only 
man of geruus his country ever produced"--this in the age of Hume!) is all 
too familiar, also observed, with more accuracy, that Buchanan's poetry 
"has fewer centos than any modem Latin poet." I The integrity of 
Buchanan's poetical genius does not make it easy to point to any classical 
aut~or in particular as the source for the language of Baptistes. Inevitably a 
Lahn tragedy must draw from Seneca, but even more important are Virgil 
and Horace for the play's characteristic diction and arrangement of words. 
Which is only to say that for the most part Buchanan's Latin sounds 
classical. The more Latin one reads, the more dictionaries and handbooks 
one checks, the more echoes one discovers. But never is it felt that one is 
reading a patchwork of borrowings.2 
Only a few words in Baptistes--either non-class ical or exceptional--are 

not found in Lewis and Short's Latin Dictionary: emplasmatis (840), 
lsacidarum (589; but Isac, Lewis and Short), laxamen (1098), pharmaca 
(837), rabinus (661, frequent), semi arabis (64; taken as one word 
unattested but by analogy with semi barbarus), So/omonis (1265; Lewis 
and Short has Salomon, a later form), the unattested spelling variant 
solomontis (1299), and undequaque (689). 

Buchanan borrows from or shares the language of Euripides, Plautus, 
Terence, Cicero, Tibullus, Horace, Virgil, Livy, Ovid, Seneca, Juvenal, 
Lucretius, Quintilian, Tacitus, Sallust, the Vulgate, Cyprian, Boethius, 
Politian, Thomas More, Erasmus, and more. To these classical and neo-
classical sources, can be added occasional parallels in language or theme 
from neo-Latin plays (collected, for our purposes, in two contemporary 
anthol~gies: ~omediae et Tragoediae [1541] and Dramata Sacra [1547], 
both pnnted m Basie). Surprisingly few adjectives in Baptistes are direct 
borrowings from Ravisius Textor's Epitheta, a popular sixteenth-century 
handbook, which Buchanan seems to have used more in his early poet.ry.3 
Although Seneca provides the source for many of the Stoic 

commonplaces on the king and tyrant, on the immortality of the soul, on 
heaven as haven, and such, Boethius, Horace, Cicero and Cyprian often 
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seem to be as important for the verbal formulation of particular passages, 
especially those in which John expresses his spiritual commitment. 

John, more than Jewish but lacking a fully developed Christian 
philosophy of death, expresses himself as a noble Greek philosopher or a 
Roman Stoic. Boethius, himself a threshold-Christian, is a natural source 
for John's non-anachronistic diction. The Stoic beliefs proferred in 
Boethius' Consolation of Philosophy are certainly not original. But there 
are sufficient similar patterns to suggest Buchanan had Boethius' work in 
mind when he composed his drama. For example, Cicero in his Tusculan 
Disputations (I. 97-100; see Commentary on line 1051 ff.) describes the 
heroic death of Socrates in language which Baptistes may recall, but 
Philosophy makes the point to Boethius that as a victim of calumny he 
joins a line of wisdom's martyrs, at the bead of which stands Socrates. This 
idea turns up in Baptistes' Prologue (see Commentary on lines 48 ff.). 

In one other instance, we see Buchanan rearranging language and themes 
from Carmen 5 of The Consolation of Philosophy I into a Choral ode and 
one of John's sermons. Boethius praises the all-encompassing power of the 
Creator and Governor of the universe and then exclaims why man alone is 
subject to chance by which rewards and punishments are unjustly 
distributed, and, indeed, by which the evil oppress the innocent. Boethius 
calls upon the Creator to reveal his providence and save men from the 
storms of fortune. Philosophy's response to his Job-like self-pity is to say 
that Boethius has brought about his own misery, bis own exile, by his self-
willed wandering (I, Pros. 5; Loeb edition, p. 158). 

In Buchanan's ode (573 ff.), by comparison, the Chorus calls on the 
Creator of the world to arise and, like the ancient Protector of Israel, 
reassert His power and justice. The Old Testament echoes are clear when 
the Chorus prays that it not be abandoned and deserted by its Father who 
should again scatter its enemies. But there is something at the least short-
sighted in this prayer that begs for a vision. For example, the Chorus, here 
as elsewhere, is fearful of being deserted. In later debate with his 
followers, John must correct this view, "Non desero, sed potius ab eis 
deseror" (1050). Like Philosophy, he must remind the Chorus that it (like 
Malchus, Herod, and Herodias) makes its own misery, its own exile. By 
the time of its final ode, the Chorus accepts that the people of Israel have 
deserted their God and have earned their punishment. 

John's sermon (lines 695 ff.) may be seen as a response to the earlier 
Choral ode, for it too borrows, even more directly, from the Boethian 
Carmen I, 5. But John after addressing the Creator and Ruler of all, 
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laments that man alone denies His laws. Worse, the Jews (who in their 
Chorus called upon their Father to show himself), reject their Father 
(7_09 ff.) and, despite their proud claims as the heirs of God (72 ]), they 
willfully wander from His paths, misled by the priests who allow true 
orphans and widows to suffer and the rich to oppress the poor (731-32). 
Buchanan here is doing something extraordinarily skillful. John's sermon 

is answering the self-serving prayers of the Chorus by a rectification of the 
language of that prayer. Moreover, Buchanan has drawn many of the 
eleme~ts of this subtle dialogue from a single, well-known passage of 
~oethms. There is great integrity or aesthetic coherence in Baptistes in that 
mtern_al references help to determine the context within which the precise 
meanings of words are generated. But there is greater richness, as 
Buchanan borrows associations from traditional classical, Hebrew, and 
early Christian texts. (See Commentary, lines 573 ff; 695 ff.) 

Comedy and the Prologue 

Al_thou?h there is no doubt that Baptistes should retain its generic 
designation as a tragedy, it is interesting that, according to Professor 
McFarlane, it may have been once, before its publication, referred 
to as a comMie.4 Also, later, in his own Dedicatory Epistle to a reprint of 
Baptistes (Strasbourg: N. Wyriot, 1579), the local humanist Johann Sturm 
may have in mind lost works by Buchanan or perhaps is confused about 
what the Scotsman has written or, one may suggest, considers Baptistes a 
comedy, since he praises Buchanan's unique skill in this genre: "in 
Comoediis & Tragoediis novis faciendis: & veteribus convertendis: mihi si 
aude~ dicere; pene solus inter eos, quos legi, placet" ("almost the only 
one,_1f I may say so, among those I have read, who pleases me in the 
makmg of new comedies and tragedies and in the translating of the 
old;" for the complete Epistle, see Appendix B). 
E. K. Rand noted, with a lament, the "unfortunate" echoes of Terence: 

when the "Chorus exclaims, 'Sed cemo [i.e., cesso] vatem convenire? . .. 
Atque eccum ante ipsas carceris stantem fores:' [997-999] the reader is 
prepared for Chremes, not John the Baptist." 5 In unweaving the sources of 
the tragedy Baptistes, then, we should not ignore the comic thread. A 
number of Terentian and Plautine expressions give a colloquial tone to 
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parts of the play, in particular giving the appropriate verbal texture to the 
comic senex role that Malchus plays. For example, the phrases in ma/am 
crucem, heus tu vir bone, disrumpor ira,faxo, maxime (lo indicate 
agreement), neutiquam, and scelestus are drawn from comic diction. The 
Queen to a lesser extent also degrades herself linguistically by using the 
Plautine expressions homunculus, denuo, andfaxo. Diction, then, works 
with meter to demean the selfish maneuvering of John's opponents, while 
the gravitas of John's moral speeches is by contrast heightened. 
Not only the diction but also its Terentian Prologue reveal Baptistes' 

mixed genre. 6 In it Buchanan says that the story of Proteus fabled by the 
old poets has proved to him far truer than the oracles of the Sibyl, because 
it is the fortune of the drama to endure the calumnies of protean critics, 
who, while they cough and hiss at oldfabulae, nevertheless, given the 
opportunity, reject anything new and prefer to approve, praise, and even 
love that which is old. These critics maliciously misconstrue everything 
which is rightly said in a new play and, themselves given to sleep and 
laziness, envy the labors of others. Thus these Zoiloi attribute their own 
faults to authors. Buchanan says that he will have nothing more to do with 
such unjust critics and asks for an aestimator candidus who generously 
fosters "purer letters." He then presents to this genial judge hisfabulam 
novam or rather this historiam vetustam, refurbished (interpol em), of how 
John the Baptist suffered, among other injustices, the crafty calumnies of 
his envious enemies. 
Buchanan sees, then, that the good words of the author as well as those of 

the prophet are often badly judged (Bapt. 21, 29, 39-41). Malchus presents 
the obvious example of the truth of the parallel being drawn in the 
Prologue between bad critics and political calumniators. For one thing, the 
invidious high priest attributes to John his own vices, his hypocrisy and his 
desire for power (90 ff., 298 ff.). Further, Buchanan reconstructs the 
traditional scene of John's preaching in such a way that it distracts the 
audience's attention from John's message of repentance and reform. 7 

Instead of a straightforward scene of long, uninterrupted preaching, we are 
given a comic representation of Malchus standing apart, overhearing, and, 
in asides, at first smugly approving John's sermon. Only when John turns 
his criticism to the sins of the priests does Malchus, bursting with rage, 
feel himself forced to confront the young rebel: 

Deus me si ex olympo mitteret, 
Hae lege, ut haec sint audienda, deseram 
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Mandala potius, ista quarn dici audiam. 
Durare nequeo ulterius. (755-58) 

[Even if God from heaven should send me with this charge, that I 
should hear these things, I rather would decline his command than hear 
so much. I cannot stand it any longer!] 

Here, cl~ly, '.'1alchus shows himself unable properly to judge recte dicta 
or bene dlCla, m the words of the Prologue (lines 2 I, 29). 8 
To return to our reading of the Prologue, Buchanan next allows his well-

disposed reader to choose whether he will call this work afabulam veterem 
aut novam: if things that occurred ages ago are necessarily old then this 
story is an old one; but if we call that new which is fresh in recent 
m<:mory, the~ the play must be considered new (line 47). As long as people 
exist, there ':"ill ~I ways be new frauds. Calumnies will always be at hand, 
envy and evil will suppress the good, force will conquer law, and cunning 
will defeat innocence. 
Although the question that Buchanan leaves to the candid hearer is an 

old--or new--paradox, we can say that for Buchanan Baptistes is a new 
play even though its story is a narration of long past events, a historia 
vetusta. But the reason thefabula is called new is not because it is novel in 
selection, treatment, or form--the reasons we find in innumerable other 
dedicatory epistles and prologues of this time--but because it describes 
something--an injustice--which is a matter of recent memory (recenti 
me"!°ria vi get). This interpretation does not arise exclusively out of some 
particular event of, say, 1535 or 1572, but because injustice, as Buchanan 
says, is always with us. The play then is a true and new fabula not because 
it_ is b~ed on history--indeed it is unusual at this time to speak of a 
h1stoncally based play as afabula; Grimald, for example, avoids the term 
in the Epis~le t? his_Archipropheta (1548), while defe!)ding the poetic 
power of his h1st?na9--nor because of its recentness in fact or allegory, nor 
even because of its moral or doctrinal purity, itself the grounds for 
claiming formal novelty for some neo-Latin dramatistsI0 __ but because the 
fabula is an eternally true exemplum of human life. In a sense, as 
Buchanan wo~ld admit, it could just as well be called old. The point is that 
the exemplum 1s a true fable, truer than a representation of historical fact 
~nd truer than a moral or philosophical doctrine expressed 
10 precepts. It is true in the allegorical and poetical way that the old fable 
of Proteus proved true to Buchanan. 
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What makes Buchanan's argument remarkable is that it is made about a 
play that, as a scriptural historia, could more conventionally claim the 
historical and moral truth that in the typically didactic school drama of his 
time was opposed to the content of vain and profane fabulae. Jacobus 
Schoepper in his drama on the Baptist, Ectrachelistis, conforms to this 
common pattern. He contrasts the profane fables of poets with the sacred 
history of the Bible: 

Venimus hue Christo auspice 
Exhibituri vobis spectaculum, haud quidem 
Fictum illud, sed verissimum: non ethnicum, 
Sed Christianum: non iocosum aut ludicrum, 
Sed maxime frugifcrum: & tale denique, 
Quod neutiquam e prodigiosis Gentium 
Commentis, aut Poetarum etiam fabulis 
Petitum est, sed.quod sacri Evangeliographi 
Hystoria compertissime tradunt 

Si igitur id in 
Rem vestram iudicatis fore (viri optimi) ut 
Nos certa spes tenet, linguis favete nunc, 
Summaque diligentia animum advortite. (Prologue, sigs. A7-7") 

[We come hither under the auspice of Christ, to show you a play, not at 
all indeed a fictive one, but most true: not pagan but Christian, not 
joking or comic but rather serious, not vain and useless but most 
profitable, and such finally as has been sought by no means from the 
prodigious inventions of foreign peoples or from the fables of poets but 
which the Sacred Evangelists relate in their history with positive 
certainty .... If therefore you judge it to be in your interest, gentlemen, 
(as certain hope assures us), keep silent now and give us your attention 
with greatest diligence.] 

Buchanan eschews this kind of claim, this kind of didacticism. Buchanan's 
is a subtle argument and it removes Buchanan's Prologue from the usual 
Terentian defense against accusations of plagiarism. It goes beyond a 
simple Horatian battle of the ancients and modems, or, another nearly 
universal topos, that of the author's request for a gentle hearing from 
learned and candid judges. It also goes beyond what Marvin Herrick 
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recognized as the "repeated use of the term nova--as in comoedia nova or 
tragoedia nova," used primarily as an indication of the "changes that were 
being made" in the classical genres.11 Sensing something similar in 
Grimald, Charles Balestri interprets nova in Grimald's title, Christus 
Redivivus, Commedia Tragica, sacra et nova, to imply the "author clearly 
saw a common spirit of renovation in the true subject matter of the 
Resurrection, the Lutheran doctrines of religious reform, and the 
humanists' attempt to restore the classical form of drama." Grimald's play 
"re-presents . .. the historical resurrection [that] brought a new dis-
pensation to man and brings the message of the new Lutheran reform." 12 
The re-presentation in Christus Redivivus can be related to Balestri's 

interpretation of Grimald's Archipropheta, with its "vivid representation of 
an action." Archipropheta is another Lutheran play, in Balestri's eyes, 
str~ssing a preacher and salvation (p. 74). In his Dedication to the play, 
Gnmald stresses the function of classical form to aid this vividness: 

[A] deed is portrayed in adequate language, and characters are 
introduced as though living and breathing; when time, place, words and 
deeds are vividly depicted, when the whole action is brought before 
your eyes and ears, so that it seems not so much to be told, to be 
narrated, as to be done, to be enacted .... (Balestri, p. 75, citing 
Merrill's translation, p. 233) 

Unlike ~uchanan's argument, however, Grimald's is not a theory of 
poetry, smce he speaks only of re-enacting sacred history. That the Bible is 
true and that history is exemplary is common Christian humanist 
pedagogy, of course; but Buchanan speaks of re-enacting the fable that is 
hidden in the history, the fable that is indeed the persuasive design of 
hi~tory wi~out which it is mere shapeless contingency, dusty chronicle 
without wisdom or moral power. Frederick Boas' notion that Buchanan 
"di~ not aim, like Grimald, at giving new life to the past, but at making the 
a~c1ent story the vehicle of his views on contemporary affairs" is typical of 
nmeteenth-century romantics who found that the passions of the characters 
in Grimald's play conformed to their sense of naturalism but were unable 
to s_ee in Baptistes more than set speeches expounding Buchanan's personal 
political conviction.13 
Buchanan also develops this theme of the moral power of the fable in the 

Epistle to his translation of Alcestis (pub. 1556): 
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ut non verear hanc Fabulam [i.e., Alcestis] comparare cum Libris eorum 
Philosophorum qui ex professo virtutis praecepta tradiderunt: ac nescio 
an etiam praeferre debeam. Actio enim rerum sermone & spiritu pene 
animata, acrius quam nuda praecepta sensus impellit, & facilius in 
animo influit & illabitur: atque ubi illapsa fuerit, firmius haeret, & 
quasi radices agit. (Opera Omnia, II, 572) 

[So that I do not fear to compare this play with the books of those 
Philosophers who hand down precepts of virtue ex professo: and I do 
not know if I should not even prefer it. For the acting of things, almost 
made alive by speech and spirit, moves the senses more piercingly than 
bare precepts and more easily flows and glides into the mind; and 
where it has flowed in, it adheres more firmly and, so to speak, strikes 
root.] 

Buchanan's argument in Baptistes' Prologue is more radical, however, 
since although Alcestis is in fact fabulous Baptistes is defended as if it 
were fable. History can teach lessons only to the extent that the fable 
hidden in it is persuasive. The coherence of words, not of events, is 
morally effective. The roots of Buchanan's theory of the power of fable 
may be found in Erasmus' humanist theology, history, and, reductively, 
language (copia). The philologist, the rhetorician, and the poet hold the 
keys to aesthetic and moral education. 14 

Buchanan's preoccupation with the paradoxical relationship of old and 
new in the Prologue is continued in the play itself and, especially, in those 
elements that are from comedy. For example, it appears to have led 
Buchanan to make a change in the traditional portrayal of John that seems 
so natural as to be almost inevitable but which has crucial implications for 
the drama, that is, Buchanan's depiction of John as a young man. Usually, 
in earlier and later versions of the story, no mention is made of John's age, 
or, as in the mysteres, he is called ce vie/ hermite. 15 Characterizing John as 
young produces a number of effects. As we shall see, John's youth places 
his rebellion in a resonant relationship with the tradition of the prodigal 
son plays. It also establishes a contrast between the young John and the old 
Malchus that has an obvious dramatic appeal, especially to the play's 
original audience of pupils. 
This contrast has a thematic significance in stressing the terms of the 

conflict between the young, rebellious John, with his so-called new rites 
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a~d doc~nes, and the old order of priests, in particular, the aged Malchus, 
with their old laws, customs, and traditional authority to defend. 
In his debate with the tolerant priest Gamaliel on how to deal with John 

Mal~h~s at first criticizes the Baptist because of his youth and the newne~s 
o~ his ideas. After Gamaliel points out that in judging John, Malchus is 
~1mself not beh~v.in~ in accordance with old custom, the rebuked priest, 
like the fickle cnllc m the Prologue, suddenly finds new ideas attractive: 

Vetusta veteres, nostra nos magis decent. 
Suique vivat quisque more seculi. (175-76) 

[Ancient customs befit the ancients, but our customs befit us more. Let 
each live according to the ways of his own generation.] 

Gamaliel, countering Malchus, comes close to Buchanan's own view as 
expressed in the Prologue, when he says, "For the good man, whatev~r is 
good is always fitting." By contrast to this more Stoic view of eternal 
natural right, Malchus, in this exchange, proves, although a senex, to be 
something of a Sophistic modem. He is willing to allow to every age its 
own c~toms, much as Moliere will later say, "Les anciens, monsieur, sont 
Jes anc1ens; et nous sommes Jes gens de main tenant." 16 Set against the 
protean opportunism of Malchus, John is, paradoxically, the youth who 
would by "new rites" reinstate the ancient virtues and original vision of the 
purer past. 
Few Protestants or Catholics in the mid-sixteenth century, however 

revolutionary in fact, were so comfortable with the idea of progress to 
accept Malchus' argument that since times have changed customs should 
also. As we have seen, changes from the status quo were called novelties 
by those opposing them, but restorations by those in favor. But as a 
rh~torical position, the necessity for change, if not the desirability, was not 
unique to M~chu~. In Erasmus' Ciceronianus (comp. 1529), Bulephorus 
argues t~at sm~e ttmes have changed language must; if it does not change, 
paradox1cally, 1t has changed, since it no longer can refer to what it once 
did.17 E_rasmus also shows an appreciation of historical and linguistic 
chan_ge m the notes to his edition of the New Testament, where historical 
exphcat(on of the text is used to make it more vivid, to get behind the 
scholasucs to the sources. But the ultimate purpose of this method was 
exemplary, not scientifically progressive. IS 
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In his dialogue De jure regni apud Scotos (1579), Buchanan expresses 
Malchus' opinions on the relativity of truth when forced to argue that the 
Gospel injunction to political obedience (Romans 13: 1-7) must be 
interpreted as speaking not for all times and circumstances but for the 
particular conditions of its original composition (Opera I, 41-42, 46-47). 
Since Malchus' case is not in itself untenable, we see again that truth 
lodges not so much in the words themselves but in the ethos of the speaker 
and the listener. It is not so much that what Malchus says is evil as that he 
is. Indeed, it may be that the appeal of sententiae in this play and 
elsewhere in this period is precisely that their emblematic duplicity is 
pedagogic. More than day-to-day language they must be interpreted by the 
reader, and the basis of understanding must be ethical since reason is 
patently inadequate.19 
We have seen that Malchus plays a comic role in his partisan asides 

during John's sermon. Carl Fries first pointed out the debt of Baptistes to 
Terence's Adelphoe, where the differing views of a severe and a mild senex 
on how youth should be disciplined are set against each other in the 
opening scene, just as those of Malchus and Gamaliel are at the beginning 
of Baptistes.20 Gnaphius' extremely popular comedy Acolastus (1529) also 
opens with such a scene, between the severe father Pelargus and the mild 
and wise adviser Eubulus. This opening pattern, as well as John's 
untraditional yet appropriate youth, inevitably casts Buchanan's hero into 
the role of the prodigal son.21 
Not only Malchus is unhappy with the headstrong youth. Using a word 

(temere) that joins John to the rash promise of Herod, to the rash request of 
the king's daughter, and the unbecoming rashness of Malchus, the Chorus 
too scolds John for his temerity.22 The timid Chorus advises John to make 
his peace with Herod. John responds sarcastically that, since both he and 
Herod wish his death, he could not be any more appeasing. The Chorus 
rebukes him with the expression bona verba.23 The same phrase is used in 
Terence's Andria by the slave Davus to ward off the ill temper of his 
master, in Gnaphius' Aco/astus by the good adviser to reprove the 
harshness of Pelargus, and in Schoepper's play on John the Baptist, once 
by John to calm down his disciples and a second time by Herodias to 
reprimand her cow1 fool.24 
John's sharp tongue is not a light lash for the Chorus to bear. In another 

context, Harold Bloom has written, .. It is usually unwise to be witty 
concerning our desperate need not only to decide upon right action, but 
also to will such action, against pleasure and against what we take to be 
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self-interest .. 25 In Baptist es the Chorus' use of comic diction of reproof 
encourages us to see even what normally passes for prudence and 
reasonableness as an enemy to truth. Yet, Buchanan differs from the 
reformer Bale, who seems to identify himself completely with his prophet 
hero. In reading the Scotsman's play, we may ourselves feel with Malchus 
that .. it has often profited many people to keep silent about true matters ... 
Coming from Malchus, this sententious advice is sheer cynicism, 
.. Tacuisse vera saepe multis profuit .. (767). But Erasmus, challenging 
Luther on the freedom of the will, had argued that a doctrine could be 
detrimental to morality .. even if the doctrine were true: .... Paul knew the 
difference between what things are lawful and what are expedient. It is 
lawful to speak the truth; it is not expedient to speak the truth to everybody 
at everytime and in everyway ... 26 

Whether with prudential sententiae or plain cynicism, Buchanan creates a 
dramatic tension of feeling that critics have failed to notice. This tension, 
felt by the audience and the Chorus, may represent the difficulties of 
resolving the eternal conflict between the absolute truth of innocence and 
the cautious wisdom of experience--whether sincere or hypocritical--more 
than it does a topical political allegory. Emerson's Thoreau, "the born 
protestant," no less than the impudent Scottish reformers facing down 
James VI, provides a parallel to John: "I think the severity of his ideal 
interfered to deprive him of a healthy sufficiency of human society."27 
Indeed, Buchanan's John conforms to the profile of the alienated 
revolutionary developed by sociological historians in recent years. How to 
respond to the prickly isolation of the Gospel hero is a question that is 
never asked in other plays about John the Baptist. Buchanan's interest in 
the issue owes something to the humanist program, perhaps initiated by 
Colet and carried on by Erasmus, in which the New Testament was to be 
recreated vividly, even uncomfortably, in one's own life. 

Euripides and Seneca 

Buchanan's debt to Euripides, whom he translated, was early recognized. 
Later, however, when scholars wanted to correct the exaggerated credit 
they thought bad been given to Greek tragedy for the development of 
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English drama, Buchanan the "Christian Seneca" was created. In the last 
few years, Euripides bas been restored to bis rightful place as a model for 
Buchanan. It bas also been understood that to some extent the question was 
a false one: the Renaissance often read Euripides through Senecan-colored 
lenses. More recently, Buchanan's Jephthes bas been called "Aristotelian" 
--although there is only the faintest of chances that during bis Bordeaux 
days Buchanan was introduced to the Poetics by J.C. Scaliger. In any case, 
appreciating the complexity of Buchanan's characters is a step in the right 
direction away from the reductionist positions of the political allegorists 
and those who believe that all humanist tragedy is fundamentally medieval 
and didactic. Were these positions true, that they are learnedly simplistic 
would not be held against them, but since in order to sustain them one 
must deny the evidence of one's own eyes, they should not continue to bold 
pride of place in the handbooks. 

It is worth noting that Baptistes, if not so clearly as Jephthes, shows the 
influence of Euripides' Iphigenia in Aulis. 28 The figure of Agamemnon, 
the king whose tyranny is a result of bis weakness, may be a model for 
Buchanan's Herod. Bernard Knox observes that Agammemnon's changes 
of mind are "unparalleled in ancient drama."29 Presumably this feature 
would have been even more striking--more exceptional--to Buchanan than 
to the modem reader. Herod wavers until trapped by bis vow. Like 
Agamemnon, Herod laments the state of kings who, unlike the common 
people, are not allowed to show their feelings. In the case of Agamemnon 
it is pudor that prevents this display; for Herod it is the enforced 
insincerity of the Machiavellian ruler. Both also complain that kings must 
serve the fickle will of the masses.30 Both Herod and Agamemnon are, of 
course, like Jepbtha, victims of an oath. But in Euripides it is clear that it is 
not just the oath that bolds Agamemnon but also bis political ambition. 
This may have colored Buchanan's view of Herod's half-willing self-
capture. 
There are other slight parallels between the two plays, but above all the 

closing of the Iphigenia offers a possible model (perhaps with the Troades) 
for the end of Baptistes. In Erasmus' translation the transmuted sacrifice of 
Iphigenia is told by a messenger to Clytemnestra and the Chorus, whose 
reflections close the play. Such an ending is perhaps too quiet and perhaps 
too little hopeful for the other neo-Latin plays on John the Baptist to 
follow. 
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For contemporary recognition of Buchanan's relationship to Euripides, we 
may examine marginalia by a member of the so-called Sidney Circle. 31 
Gabriel Harvey's copy of Euripides' Hecuba and Iphigenia at Aulis 
(Erasmus' translation) offers us remarks on tragedy and comedy (he 
admires Aretino, Ariosto, and Machiavelli) as well as some mention of 
Buchanan.32 The critical acumen of Harvey's casual jottings should not be 
exaggerated; he favors the world-weary apothegm: "Ut fere foeminas; sic 
Comoedias, et Tragoedias; qui Unam omni modo novit, omnes novit 
quodam modo."33 Nevertheless, we can see that Harvey shared the high 
estimation of Euripides general in the sixteenth century. He "terms 
Euripides the wisest of poets, even more sinewed and profound than the 
Attican Sophocles or the Latin Seneca." And he "observes that it is useless 
to read tragedies unless one knows how to distinguish philosophical from 
tyrannous concepts. "34 A sympathetic reader of Euripides, Harvey reveals 
an early appreciation of mixed genre: "Placent etiam Comoediae quae non 
sunt Comoediae; et Tragocdiae, quae non sunt Tragoediae" (sig. 8). 

On Buchanan, we first read "Hue Buchanani Jephthes Tragoedia," (sig. 
a8, next to the Argument to Iphigenia; evidence that Fries was not the first 
to spot the obvious similarity in the theme of the father's rash vow). On sig. 
4v, next to Erasmus' Epistle to Hecuba, we read "Hue Buchanani Baptista, 
sive Calumnia"--indicating a somewhat obscure relationship. Harvey is not 
one to yield easily his secrets. 

There are no further references to Baptistes in these notes, and we can 
only guess what it was in Buchanan's work that made Harvey think of him 
when he was reading Euripides. Presumably it was not of the Christian 
Seneca he was reminded nor of the schoolmaster who was required to 
produce dramatic exercises for his pupils in Bordeaux. Rather, it is clear 
that he was placing Buchanan where Buchanan had hoped his emulation of 
Euripides and Erasmus would land him, where Sidney was finding space 
for him in his Apology, i.e., among the great ancient arid modem dramatists 
for consideration and comparison. 
William Arrowsmith's introduction to his translation of Hecuba may help 

to explain what Harvey had in mind. "Hecuba [is] a taut, bitter little 
tragedy of the interrelationships between those who hold power and those 
who suffer it. ... Superficially ... episodic, it is in fact a tightly 
constructed tragedy, driving home with great economy and control its 
central tragic idea."35 The heroine is "not tormented by the calculating 
cruelty of two vicious politicians but is a victim of men in the process of 
corruption by a power whose real necessities they understand no better 
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than their real motives."36 If this is the case, then Harvey would be 
suggesting that Baptistes is about Herod's not knowing himself. 

But Euripides' play must at first make us think of the relationship between 
Hecuba and Herodias. The extremity of Hecuba's desire for revenge may 
recall that of Herodias, especially when she exults over John's death. 37 The 
harsh political counsel Hecuba gives Agamemnon, who fears his anny, 
sounds like that of Herod's queen. 
Or, one might imagine Harvey perceived a relationship between Erasmus' 

Dedicatory Epistle to William Warham, Archbishop of Canterbury and 
Baptistes. Erasmus speaks of the difficulty of making good Latin out of 
good Greek. He praises Euripides' "wonderfully subtle conciseness 
(excussus], in which there is nothing otiose, nothing which you can take 
away or change with impunity." Harvey may have Baptistes' Prologue in 
mind, since, after speaking of the qualities that make Euripides difficult to 
translate, Erasmus hopes that a candid reader would think his attempt at a 
scrupulous translation was worthy of some praise. He adds that there may 
be missing in his translation the fullness characteristic of Latin tragedy 
(according to Horace), since he prefers to render tersely the elegance of his 
author rather than produce an alien grandiloquence. Erasmus concludes 
that his work will be safe against the calumnies of the unjust and will 
please the candid and fair reader, such as the Archbishop. 

We may recall that in his Scholemaster (written, 1563?; pub., 1570) 
Roger Ascham asserted that Jephthes "is able to abyde the trew touch of 
Aristotles preceptes and Eurypides examples." Following Irving, in 1855, 
Robert Chambers remarked casually that Baptistes and Jephthes were 
based on "the Greek modcI,"38 accepting as self-evident what would soon 
be rejected by the more professional supporters of Senecan influence. 
A. Ward, in his survey of the drama, while giving full credit to his "old 
fellow-student" John Cunliffe (The Influence of Seneca on Elizabethan 
Tragedy (1893; rpt. Hamden, Conn.: Archon, 1965), is cautious as to the 
dominance of Seneca: "I cannot say whether the four tragedies composed 
by George Buchanan ... were based on Seneca, or more directly on 
Seneca's model Euripides."39 

More under the spell of Cunliffe, perhaps, Charlton's comprehensive 
study of the influence of Seneca on Renaissance tragedy discounts the 
Greek element in Buchanan. It admits "as a matter of fact, the play 
(Jephthes] is not reduced to the formal five acts of the Senecan type; 
superficially a Greek structure is retained, but, as is argued in [Charlton's 
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main text], the inherent structure is Senecan. "40 But the reliable Raymond 
Lebegue divides Baptistes into seven parts, more like a Greek tragedy than 
a Senecan--a prologue and six episodes separated by choral passages. 
Buchanan is self-evidently not adopting the "iron maiden" of the five-act 
formula to which Lodovico Dolce, a follower of Cinthia, subjected 
Euripides.41 Since, as T. W. Baldwin says, Seneca "was simply taken for 
~rant~," it may be assumed that had Buchanan wanted to divide his play 
mto five parts he would have faced little difficulty in knowing where to 
draw the lines.42 Also, it seems less likely that he was mimicking the 
episodic medieval drama--whose vulgarities he explicitly rejects in the 
Vita--than that he was trying to imitate the Euripides he had been 
translating. We can see this in the small cast and the emotional restraint of 
the play. Charlton thus displays the blindness of a man devoted to applying 
to every author his thesis, which is, baldly, that the influence of Seneca on 
Renaissance tragedy was "immeasurable" and that of Greek tragedy 
insignificant. 
C. S. Baldwin's opinion of Baptistes is a good example of how repeated 

received opinion stales and is infiltrated by casual error: "The long 
speeches of Baptistes hardly achieve even characterization. If Buchanan 
had learned from Euripides what made Medea a play, he was not making 
one himself; he was casting Latin poetry in dialogue and dividing oratory 
into five acts. "43 

Another typical instance of the influence of the Senecan tradition in 
criticism is this judgment of the distinguished literary historian Wolfgang 
Clemen: 

Of those who carried on the Senecan tradition the Scottish playwright 
Robert [sic, also in the German original] Buchanan deserves special 
mention .... It is symptomatic of the strength of Seneca's influence 
that, although Buchanan had himself translated two of Euripides' plays 
into Latin, his own Latin plays are not in any way reminiscent of 
Euripides; they are very close imitations of Seneca, especially in the 
handling of the set speech.44 

While much is lost by exaggerating Buchanan's debt to Seneca little is 
gained by critics who retail the wisdom of the past. L. B. Campbell wishes 
to "supplement and correct" C. H. Herford's influential account of divine 
drama, which established the terms "Christian Terence" and, in particular 
for Buchanan's works, "Christian Seneca. "45 Making use of Lebegue's 
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valuable work, Campbell indicates that Euripides, not Seneca was 
Buchanan's model. But she gives no sign of having pondered the 
distinction herself. Neverthless, following Lebegue, Campbell points out 
that Buchanan uses no act or scene divisions, the chorus participates in the 
dialogue, and there is "no realistic (sic) description of horror." 46 Campbell 
renews Ascham's comparison of Buchanan and Euripides. She adds, 
"Because Buchanan has generally been considered the initiator of the 
Senecan drama, it is necessary to stress the fact that he translated Euripides 
and used Euripides as his model." This may well be true, but Campbell's 
argument returns us to David Irving with no gain in subtlety. There are 
objections which Campbell has not answered nor even anticipated. For 
example, John Smith has made an intelligent argument that Ascham's 
judgment of Watson's and Buchanan's "abiding the example of Euripides 
was mere lip-service."47 

Herford may have made excessive claims while charting the tenitory, but 
it is not clear that Campbell, whose own objections are forcefully stated, 
has proposed an alternative theory of the orgins of biblical drama that is 
substantially different from that of Herford, fairly stated. For example, 
Herford called Jephthes "the earliest tragedy composed north of the Alps 
in decidedly Senecan form."48 Whether Jephthes was first or whether it 
was Senecan is a matter of dispute. But Campbell's main objection seems 
to be that an Italian Catholic Quintianus Stoa (not printed until 1568), not a 
Dutch Lutheran imitating Seneca in a tragedy on Christ's death, fathered 
the genre: "An Italian Catholic writing Christian tragedy long before 
Buchanan and before the plays of the Netherlands group were published 
offers sufficient evidence to disprove the popular idea of the Christian 
Terence and the Christian Seneca" (p. 151). Campbell cites Lebegue as her 
source, but his account of Stoa is certainly more modest and convincing.49 

Since Campbell admits that Herford himself recognized that Christian 
drama did not start with the Dutch reformers, her point of disagreement 
narrows to whether they were responsible for "essentially a new departure" 
(p. 150; Herford, p. 89.). Precedence is notoriously difficult to establish, 
especially when we are looking for the first occurrence of what has not yet 
been fully formed. Campbell, depending on Herford and Lebegue, admits 
that Macropedius's Asotus (pub. 1537), a Dutch prodigal son play, may 
have been written in 1507 or 1510, nudging Stoa into richly deserved 
obscurity. 

What is lost in her discussion of the origins of the genre is the individual 
works. She gives no sense of having read the plays, which in fact differ 
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enormously; we may find a medieval mystery revived, Senecan or 
Euripidean qualities, or odd mixtures of Terence, Plautus, and medieval 
Latin. What is interesting as we read through the neo-Latin plays collected 
in Comoediae et Tragoediae (Basie, 1541) and Dramata Sacra (Basie, 
1547)--the two basic collections cited by Lebegue, Campbell, and Marvin 
Herrick--is that as much as the plays in fact differ in classical or Christian 
quality, in structure and in Latin, the intentions of the authors given in their 
prefaces are remarkably alike: to instill Christian piety and, often, correct 
Latin. 

Finally, pounding the last nail into the coffin of the Dutch-reformer thesis 
of the origins of the Christian Seneca, Campbell reminds her reader that 
Buchanan did not formally join the Protestant church until 1561. But it is 
not true, as she states again (p. 156) that "Catholic and Protestant authors 
moved by a common impulse to offset the dangers of an exclusive classical 
education, turned to the Bible for more healthful fare for their pupils." 
There was never any danger in these schools of providing an exclusively 
classical education or, for that matter, of producing any little, neo-pagan 
Horaces or Catulluses. Nor should we expect any such ecumenicism then 
or now in religious education. Rather, it was felt by humanists who were 
often at least evangelical, if not Lutheran, that both Christian piety and 
classical Latin could be served at once by appropriate school drama. 

To the authors of such drama the challenge of the genre was clear: to 
emulate classical form while maintaining Christian morality. To the 
humanist, the popular medieval theater was the obvious aesthetic and 
perhaps theological enemy. The efforts to reject medieval Latin and the 
popular theater in the evangelical and Lutheran humanists are in general 
more clearly evident than in the orthodox Catholic writers of the same 
period. Not only the propaganda but the language and the form differed. 
When Campbell turns more particularly to Buchanan, no longer the 

Christian Seneca, she does little to clarify the issues she disputes. 
Assiduity at the card files does not always bring forth light, and Campbell's 
derivative work reveals the limitations of her method. For example, just as 
she used Lebegue to correct Herford, so she depends on him and James 
Aitken for her knowledge of Buchanan. But coming many removes from 
the data, errors are perpetrated and muddiness is everywhere in her 
narrative.50 

As the work of Charlton helps us to understand, the dominance of Seneca 
over Renaissance drama that he and others accept took some time to be 
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established. Trissino and others attempted to use Greek tragedy as a model, 
but their experiment did not take.51 Seen from the late 1530's, Buchanan 
may not be so much rejecting the "standard" Senecan model as reaching 
out for a new, classical fonn. T. W. Baldwin outlines what Cambridge 
scholars in 1535-44 faced in trying to "devise the ideal play fonnula from 
both Latin and Greek theory and practice without making distinction 
between the two."52 

Donald Stone, Jr., takes another approach. He observes that since what 
was taken from Greek tragedy was typically the most Senecan elements of 
Euripides, it is at times a futile effort to distinguish whether neo-classical 
authors are following one or the other. 53 Stone's case is overstated; we 
have seen above that at least in the basic division of the play, Buchanan 
was able to distinguish the two authors. Moreover, there is evidence that 
other aspects of their style were properly appreciated. Charlton has 
asserted that Erasmus and Buchanan found Euripides' choruses obscure 
and so transfonned them gladly to Senecan fonns which became the 
nonnative influence of the sixteenth century. We might look again at 
Erasmus' Epistle to William Warham (1506), the preface to his 1507 
translation of Euripides. According to Charles Balestri, "Erasmus describes 
Euripides' style as 'marvelously concise, taut and unadorned, in whom 
there is nothing otiose,' nothing which it would not be a crime to alter or 
remove . ... He contrasts this 'concise simplicity and elegance' with the 
bombast of Seneca."54 Although we must weigh John H. Smith's judgment 
of Ascham's critical limitations and Donald Stone's view on the humanists' 
Senecan reading of Euripides, to argue that neither Erasmus nor Buchanan 
appreciated the qualitative difference between Erasmus and Seneca is to 
fly in the face of common sense. 

Besides the divisions of the play (five acts or an indefinite number of 
episodes) and the obscurity and function of the chorus, one basic 
distinction can be made between Seneca and Euripides. Characters in 
Euripides talk to one another. There is dramatic irony. In Seneca we have, 
if not bombast, the kind of thematic irony associated with lyric poetry. In 
Baptistes it seems that characters are trying to talk to one another; the 
irony may be in how little persuasive they are. Nevertheless, there is a 
particularity--an emotional truth, perhaps, in Euripides that is lacking in 
Seneca's universal moral truths. This complex and contradictory specificity 
is found in Buchanan. But we cannot ignore the main obstacle in the way 
of Buchanan's emulation of Greek drama. That is, like other humanists, he 
was too c1o¥<t tied to the Latin ways of saying things. 
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Buchanan, then, was forced to invent a new kind of drama. It may be that 
what he took from Seneca (or from his "Senecanized" reading of 
Euripides), was, as Richard Griffiths says of French humanist drama, an 
emphasis on "effects" not "causes." If so, it was an emphasis consistent 
with what we have seen of the Erasmian method of evaluating theological 
doctrines not by their truth-content but by their moral effect. The speeches 
of Baptistes, then, are a dramatic response to skepticism, not a mere 
pedantic fascination with rhetorical exercises. Buchanan's commitment in 
this play is not, however, that of the political dialogue, but of the aesthetic 
object that lures us into an imaginative understanding of the other. Nor was 
Buchanan thrill-seeking--there is precious little of the "bad bleeding" in his 
Senecanism; rather, he was trying to reawaken the springs offides. In 
Baptistes he was trying to renovate the condition of men before grace: as it 
was then, as it is now. If as Tucker Brooke has claimed, neo-Latin drama 
"saved the day" for the course of English theater in the third quarter of the 
sixteenth-century, Buchanan's strenuous efforts with the comfortable 
chains of Latin may be seen as preparing the way for others to fashion the 
more yielding vernacular. 

Having set aside the Senecan and Euripidean critical camps, Stone 
develops an argument that may remind students of English literary history 
of the debates on the influence on English tragedy of native (medieval) 
versus classical sources. Stone's discussion of Jephthes can be taken to 
represent his view of Buchanan's tragedies. Jephthes, despite the 
clear influence of Euripides, is, to Stone, neverthless essentially medieval: 
"We must not confuse a genre's formal traits with those elements which 
constitute a tragic action." None of the several changes that Buchanan 
made to make his drama classical, in Stone's view, "implies that 
Buchanan's tragic vision differed fundamentally from that of the Middle 
Ages or embraced the kind of tragedy associated with Euripides and 
Seneca."55 

As Stone realizes, the medieval definition of tragedy was so "minimal" 
(p. xviii)--the moralized fall of a great man--that compliance with it proves 
almost nothing about the ultimate disposition of the play. Because it was 
not until late in the sixteenth century that theoretical statements about 
tragedy incorporated Aristotelian precepts, we are to deny our eyes when 
reading Buchanan's plays. We can only wonder what Buchanan could have 
done to make his experiment more persuasive, short of quoting from the 
Poetics on pity and fear. Stone takes the Jack of a decisive final judgment 
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of Jephthes to be evidence of its medieval character (p. xviii). It would 
seem to me that the lack of moral resolution is an indication that the play is 
less didactic (in the bad medieval sense) and that Buchanan has learned 
something from Euripides, which in tum may be learned by Racine and 
Corneille who portray heroes tom between obligations. The judgment of 
human dilemmas is not concluded with an obiter dictum. Rather, we are in 
Buchanan's dramas on our way to the modem appreciation of vacillation, 
intrigue, psychological tension, and other painful confusions.56 

Unintentionally echoing Charlton on inherent form, Stone concludes that 
"form may vary but concept does not" (xxvi), giving the lie to all those--
including Buchanan--who have believed that a change in form, rightly 
understood, necessitates a change in concept (that is, nothing is indifferent 
--adiaphoron). The four humanist plays introduced by Stone all express 
"variations on the same theme of the inconstancy of fortune and its 
catastrophic results." But it should be observed that what casts Jephthes 
down is not merely the well-known medieval concept that all things on 
earth cannot last but that he made a rash vow, which, had he so willed, he 
could have rescinded. He does not do so, and we are not at all certain he is 
right or wrong, because once having gotten himself into this difficulty, he 
cannot extricate himself without risking even greater damage to himself 
and to those over whom he as king is responsible. He and the intellectual 
wranglings of the play are rescued, as it were, only by his daughter, whose 
sacrifice elevates the drama to a higher level. In following this action, our 
eyes are not on the ineluctable and inconstant workings of fortune, 
powerful though we know them to be. 

In this regard, S. F. Johnson's article on what is new in Bales's Kyng 
Johan is corrective.57 In Bale's play--old-fashioned in form nonetheless--
we have a fall which is caused neither by just retribution on a tyrant nor by 
the inevitable working of fortune on good and bad alike. Johan is the 
virtuous victim of the Antichrist. Similarly, in Baptistes, John is brought 
down by Herod. The simple lesson, which is not the most interesting point 
of the play, is that Herods bring down Johns. The promise of John's 
eventual triumph is left implicit in Buchanan's play, but is explicit in other 
plays on John--plays which are less classical and less tragedies. The 
mechanism of the action in Buchanan's plays is not that of medieval 
tragedy, as defined by Stone and others, nor is the mechanism always the 
same. We walk away, like the Chorus in Baptist es, clutching our heads, not 
extracting a moral. 
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Assuming that Buchanan's vision of tragedy was not Boethian, can we 
say, with others, that it was Aristotelian? Here we must distinguish 
between Baptistes and Jephthes. Walsh and Sharratt find that the "gospel-
story" on which Baptistes is based "inadequate for Aristotelian demands of 
drama," because the action "does not develop inevitably from what 
precedes, but is the result of a whim . . .. " By contrast, Jephthes, a more 
advanced play, reveals a "superior structure. "58 If Buchanan derived his 
notion of tragedy from the Poetics, however, he would have been quick off 
the mark. Allhough the Greek text of the Poetics was first printed in 1508 
and was edited by Erasmus in 1531, it has been generally assumed that not 
before Robertellus' commentary in 1548 had the work made an appreciable 
impact. T. W. Baldwin has shown that in 1545 Italian scholarship knew 
only the Terentian tradition of dramatic theory. 59 For James H. McGregor, 
writing on Jephthes, the question of Euripidean influence is self-evident 
and only whether Buchanan knew the Poetics in 1540 is at issue.60 But 
whether Buchanan actually read Aristotle or, if he did, appreciated, as no 
other critic of his time, his artistic implications, McGregor realizes, is not 
the point. Buchanan read Euripides. "What the Renaissance critic could not 
articulate, the scholar-poet, intimately familiar with the text of Euripides, 
evidently sensed"61 Euripides, however, is perhaps the least Aristotelian of 
the Greek dramatists, and we may find, as did Gabriel Harvey, that 
Baptistes, although lacking Aristotelian-Sophoclean unity, benefitted from 
Buchanan's knowledge of the most melodramatic of the Greek tragedians. 

Sententiae 

We have already seen how Malchus dramatizes the iH-will of 
calumniators mentioned in the Prologue. That is, men such as Malchus 
slander because they do not properly hear the words that they judge. 
Malchus judging John's sermon should remind us of bad drama critics, 
who "bene dicta surdis auribus praetervolant" ("with deaf ears pass over 
things well said," line 29). Malchus thus is acting out the familiar proverb 
found, among other places, in More's Utopia, where Hythlodaeus says, "If 
I tried to force these ideas on men strongly inclined to the opposite way of 
thinking, to what deaf ears should I tell the tale."62 The application of this 
proverb, "to speak to deaf ears," oblique in Baptistes, is overtly worked out 
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in Schoepper's Ectrachelistis, II. iii., where John himself makes this 
accusation against the hypocrite priests: "Surdissimis enim/ Omnino fabula 
narratur." 

Buchanan complicates this proverbial image in his play, where not only 
do the calumniators have deaf ears but they poison the ruler's ears with 
lies:63 

falsis regias rumoribus 
Implemus aures. (233-235) 

Haec in regias 
Stillabit aures toxica ingenii sui. (254-255 
[We fill the king's ears with false rumors. 

He will distiil these poisons from his wit into the king's ears.] 

The repetition with variation of this image links the Prologue and its 
aesthetic concerns to the characters and the ethical issues of the play itself. 
The use of proverbs is itself a test of the force of traditional authority, and 

there are a number of ways of interpreting that force in the sixteenth 
century. It seems that Buchanan does not bring his play to the point at 
which public discourse, exemplified by the proverb, breaks down 
complctely--although Timothy Reiss has recently made an argument for 
this radical collapse.64 Rather, Buchanan seems to share the ironic and 
typically humanist view in which the moral character (ethos) of the 
speaker is an essential part of the system of discourse. 65 

We can see this in the speech of Malchus to the queen (lines 940 ff.), a 
good example of maxims being piled on to obvious ill purpose. The 
prudential advice that dogged labor will gain what is denied to force and 
the familiar example of the oak that is persistently battered and finally falls 
are used to encourage the queen to employ tears and deceit to win from 
Herod what to reason would be denied. As if responding to this speech, the 
Chorus immediately reflects on the perils besetting John by comparing him 
to a hardy ilex, which, although assaulted by north winds, is not moved--
just as truth cannot be moved by force or fraud. 66 

But it is well known that "sentences ... are equivocal." 67 Coleridge in his 
Table Talk observed that "you may get a motto for every sect in religion or 
line of thought in morals or philosophy from Seneca."68 In Baptistes, 
Buchanan borrows and balances a number of these Senecan mottos. One of 
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them is the notion that death is not to be feared. Instead, to the virtuous 
man, death is the final and welcome release from the blows of fortune, 
including the calumnies of men. 69 This is expressed by the Chorus as well 
as by John, who in his resolute martyrdom may very well recall Socrates or 
'f!1omas More. But _again these familiar maxims on death are not being 
piled up as prudential and complete truths in themselves. Dramatically 
these stoic sententiae serve to counter and discredit the speciously 
affecting laments of Malchus at the beginning of the play: 
"O miserable old age and the nearing goal of my last breath, and unhappy 
fates, have you granted me this long term of life only that I might see my 
country enslaved. "70 

Our perception of these laments must be influenced by our awareness of 
genre. We have, of course, an instinctive sympathy towards old age. 
Indeed, Buchanan's own letters offer us a litany of the miseries of 
sencctitude.71 But unlike the epistolary Buchanan, who knows his 
condition is part of the human comedy, Malchus believes himself to be a 
tragic hero whose troubles should raise pity and fear. In fact, he is very 
much here, as elsewhere in this tragedy, a senex who has wandered in from 
classical comedy. 72 

Opening Baptistes with a speech that formally corresponds to the 
prologue of a classical tragedy, Malchus becomes something of a mock-
heroic figure. A mean-spirited senex, neither he nor what he bewails is in 
fact tragic. Later in Baptistes, Malchus pities himself as the lonely 
defender of the authority of his order (624 ff.). Abandoned by his class, he 
asks, "Quo conferam me? quid querar primum?" (658). Of this theatrical 
appeal, Cicero says that when properly delivered it brings tears even to the 
eyes of an orator's enemies (De Oratore III. 214). The cry is used to effect 
b~ Euripides' Medea (line 502), Catullus's Ariadne (64. 177), and Virgil's 
Dido (Aen. IV. 677). Milton too recognizes the stagey stirrings of false 
heroism: 

Me miserable! which way shall I flie 
Infinite wrauth, and infinite despaire? 
Which way I flie is Hell: my self am Hell; (PL IV. 73-75) 

Malchus's isolation is of course parodic of John's true heroic isolation and 
reflects the loneliness and mistrust felt by Herod and the Queen. 
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More important, Malchus's times are, rightly understood, the best of 
times. Erasmus, in his Paraphrases of the New Testament may have 
influenced Buchanan's understanding of John's offer to the Pharisees: 

Praedicavit Joannes adesse regnum Dei. Hoc nimirum est quod Lex 
adumbravit, hoc est quod Prophetae praecinuerunt. Videtis autem rem 
ipsam congruere cum Joannis praedicatione. 

[John announced that the kingdom of God was at band. This indeed is 
what the Law foreshadowed; this is what the Prophets foretold. You 
see, moreover, that reality corresponded with John's announcement.] 

None are barred from this wonderful new age, unless they refuse to enter: 

Ad bane felicitatem nulli praecluditur aditus. Quod si vos Pbariseaei 
non dignamini intrare, occupabunt alii: (Jn. 16: 16)73 

[The entrance to this bliss is barred to no one. But if you Pharisees do 
not deign to enter, others will enter and take possession of it.] 

Malchus' opening speech recalls the scenes in the mysteres in which priests 
debate whether the conditions set by the prophets for the coming of the 
Messiah are being in their time fulfilled. 74 Those priests who see only 
misery and foreign occupation are unable to recognize the spiritual and 
universal peace at band. Malchus reveals himself to be, as M. Andresen 
says of Lear, "plagued by his ill-timing."75 As a type of senectus mundi, he 
demonstrates the harsh side of the paradoxical proverbs: Veritas Filia 
Temporis and Tempus Edax. Time will reveal naked truth to some, but to 
him it will merely bring destruction. The wisdom of John, the youth, is, 
paradoxically, greater than that of the old man. 
Against Malcbus' bitter view of old age, Buchanan sets John's baste to 

fulfill his race of life: 

Chor. mortis urget terminus. 
loannes. Haec summa nobis imminentis est mali? 

Conditio cunctos una cobibet, tendimus 
In mortem: eo nos singuli ducunt dies, 
Mortem esse poenam voluit improbis Deus, 
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Bonisque portum: terminum longae viae, 
Ad longioris vitae initium ianuam ... (1008-9, 1055-59) 

[Chorus. Death threatens you, John. 
John: Is this the worst of our impending evils? 

This one condition, that we must die, bears on us all. For the wicked, 
death is a punishment, but for the good, it is a port, tbe end of a long 
journey, the doorway to a longer life.] 

John's youthful rashness is in truth divinely directed. 
Finally, with considerable difficulty, the Chorus--itself an imperfect 

audience that has merely intercepted the messenger seeking John's 
disciples--tries to accept the austere model of John's life and, with lines 
that are an implicit commentary on the opening sentiments of Malchus, 
closes the play: 

Nee longa vita est aliud, ac longi mali 
Catbena, mortis nexa ad usque terminum 
Serie perenni. Nee ligati hoc vinculo 
Servire miseri nos putamus: exitum 
Quam servitutem potius exhorrescimus. (1345-60) 

[Long life is merely one long chain of evils, eternally linked with the 
goal of death. We miserable men do not think we are enslaved by this 
chain and we shudder at death more than at servitude.]76 

By the end of Baptistes we have been reminded often of the Stoic lesson 
that true misery and true servitude are spiritual and not the physical ills and 
loss of political power lamented by Malcbus. But for the Chorus, too weak 
in itself to follow John's example, this refrain of contemptus mundi leads 
more to despair than consolation. Accordingly, Buchanan has shown us 
how John has prepared the Chorus to receive the grace of the Messiah, 
which soon shall be offered.77 

Buchanan's understanding of the fable (fabula) as being more instructive 
than philosophy or history--as be says in his preface to Alcestis and implies 
in his acceptance of the tale of Proteus that opens the Prologue to 
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Baptistes--removes him from the common rank of the sercalled Christian 
Terences of the sixteenth century and demonstrates one reason more that 
Sir Philip Sidney. recognizing his "piercing wit," placed him in his list of 
right poets. 78 Milton, too, perhaps thinking of the Baptistes, numbered 
"our Buchanan" among the true poets of Britain, those who had always set 
themselves against tyranny and whom he "loved and reverenced and read 
with delight "79 

NOTES 

1. James Boswell, Ufe of Johnson, ed., G. B. Hill; rev., L. F. Powell 
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1950), IV, 186; II, 96. 
2. For details, see the Commentary. There is something inevitably 

haphazard about such a collection of echoes and half echoes, with no 
method of establishing ultimate origin, either in classical or neerclassical 
authors or handbooks. But lack of system seems somehow true to the 
nature of neo-Latin composition. James Naiden also finds few departures 
from classical Latin in Buchanan and speaks of his "surpassingly clear 
diction" in the Sphaera. See The "Sphera" of George Buchanan (privately 
printed, (1952]), p. 38. 

3. I. D. McFarlane "Reflections on Ravisius Textor's Specimen 
epilhetorum," in Classical Influences on European Culture: A.D. 1500-
1700, ed. R.R. Bolgar (Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. Press, 1976), pp. 81-
90. See Commentary for epithets borrowed by Buchanan. In general, 
Baptistes seems light in its use of adjectives. 
4. The play is described even in manuscript as a Tragoedia loannis by 

Daniel Rogers in Biblio~ue Nationale MS. Dupuy Vol. 951, fol. 52'. 
Buchanan himself calls the Baptistes a tragedy in a number of places: in 
his Lisbon defense, see Aitken, p. 24; in the Vita, see Aitken, p. xviii; and 
in a letter to Rogers in Buchanan, Opera, II, 755. For the re(erence to 
comedie, see McFarlane, Buchanan, pp. 291-92. Also, see John Durkan, 
"George Buchanan: Some French Connections," Bibliotheck, 4 (1963), 
66-72. 
5. "George Buchanan," The Nation, Nov. 7, 1907, p. 416. "Only in the 

tragedies does his diction play him false" (p. 417). 
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6. The Prologue deserves more attention than it has as yet received. 
Except as suggesting, or even demanding, that Baptistes is a topical 
allegory (Aitken, Martyn, McFarlane), or as evidence of the play's being 
revised (Walsh, in SL Andrews lecture), the Prologue has been neglected 
except by Timothy Reiss. One of Buchanan's contemporaries, however, 
may have been an understanding reader of the Prologue. In 1583, toward 
the end of a flattering letter to Buchanan, Nicolaus Nancel, the biographer 
of Ramus, acknowledges the esteem in which the Scotsman is now held by 
his countrymen. Had Buchanan lived to read this letter, he might have 
sensed an allusion to the passage where he calls his Baptistes "fabula vetus 
aut nova," for Nancel greets Buchanan with the announcement that he 
sends him "new poems, or rather old poems, those of the Hebrews, now 
made new by alteration and translation" ("Mitto tibi nova carmina, 
vel potius prisca ilia quidem apud Hebraeos, sed recenti interpolatione 
interpretationeque renovata"). See Buchanan, Opera II, 769. Cf. Baptistes, 
37-38, 42. For more on Nance!, see Peter Sharratt, "Nicolaus Nancelius, 
Petri Rami Vita. Edited with an English Translation," Humanistica 
Lovaniensia, 24 (1975), 161 ff. 
7. For examples, see Arnold Greban, Le Mystere de la Passion, eds. 

Gaston Paris and Gaston Taynaud (Paris: F. Vieweg, 1878), pp. 132 ff.; 
Jean Michel, Le Mystere de la Passion, ed. Omer Jodogne (Gembloux, 
Belgium: J. Duculot, 1959), pp. 12 ff.; John Bale, John Baptist's Preaching 
in the Wilderness , in The Dramatic Writings of John Bale, ed. John S. 
Farmer (1907; rpt New York: Barnes and Noble, 1966), pp. 130-37; 
Jacobus Schoepper, Ectachelistis, sive deco/latus loannes: Tragoedia 
sacra (1546; rpL Argentorati, 1565), sigs. A8v-e4v; Nicolas Grimald, 
Archipropheta, in The Life and Poems of Nicolas Grimald, ed. L.R. Merrill 
(1925; rpt Hamdon Conn.: Archon, 1969), pp. 240-57; and Cornelius 
Schonaeus, Baptistes in Lucubrationum Pars Tertia (1603; rpL Frankfurt, 
1711), sigs. A5r.B1v. Where there are interruptions in John's sermons in 
these plays they are there to draw the audience closer to the message. 
Buchanan's use of Malchus' asides departs from this didactic technique. 
8. In her work on Erasmus, Marjorie O'Rourke Boyle has analysed the 

importance of bene dicta: 

The progress of Erasmus' evangelical humanism is, however, precisely 
bene dicere [that is, skillful speaking and not, simply, benedicere, or 
moral speech] because it is in speech as the expression of mature 
human nature that man most imitates the Logos, the divine discourse 
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[i.e., sermo] in which he WM created and recreated, Christ the eloquent 
revelation of God. Rhetoric, and the grammar which serves it, is for 
Erasmus not merely propaedeutic to theology, but its very definition, 
for it is in rhetoric that God hM disclosed himself and in rhetoric that 
man appropriates that revelation. 

See Christening Pagan Mysteries: Erasmus in Pursuit of Wisdom 
(Toronto: Univ. of Toronto Press, 1981), p. 7. 
9. Grimald. pp. 232-35. 
10. In Tragicomedy: lts Origins and Development in ltaly, France, and 

England (Urbana: Univ. of Illinois Press, 1955), pp. 5-63, Marvin Herrick 
lists a number of prologues in the "Christian Terence" tradition that repeat 
the theme that they are new because in them Terentian form is being used 
not to tell a profane and immoral fable but to carry historical and religious 
truth. Herrick's examples of authors who claim the instructive value of 
fiction comprise none that have a recourse to the value of history (p. 61). 
Donald Stone, Jr., French Humanist Tragedy: A Reassessment 

(Manchester: Manchester Univ. Press, 1974), would seem to support 
Herrick's view. He stresses the "long medieval shadow that falls on France 
in the sixteenth century" (p. 4) and quotes M typical of the thinking of even 
the most advanced literary figures Jean de La Taille's assurance to his 
reader of Saul le Furieux that "ie n'ay des histoires fabuleuses mendie icy 
les fureurs d'un Athameant, d'un Hercules, ny d'un Roland. mais celles que 
la Veri~ mesme a dictees." Stone concludes, "Truth here hM a specifically 
religious sense and la Taille joins Theodore de B~ze in equating 'true' 
subjects with thooe taken from the Bible" (p. 12). 
That this didactic view offabula is so common and that in at l~t some 

way Buchanan is obviously a self-proclaimed didactic writer have 
encouraged the perpetuation of the view that Buchanan "saw the purpose 
of tragedy M being an essentially didactic one," as expressed by Philip 
Ford in his George Buchanan: Prince of Poets [Aberdeen: Aberdeen Univ. 
Press, 1982), pp.71-72. To describe Baptistes M "didactic" without 
pointing out how much it departs from the usual "didactic" school drama 
of this time is misleading. 

At a basic level, the goals of didactic or, better, "exemplary" literature 
and those of tragedy are "irreconcilable," M W.D. Hine observes in his 
intriguing "George Buchanan's Jephthes sive Votum: A Critical 
Commentary," Diss. Univ. of Chicago 1967, p. 251. It is perhaps fairer to 
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Buchanan to say that he inevitably muddled these incompatible genres 
rather than that he simply succeeded in his didactic aims for tragedy. 

11. Herrick, Tragicomedy, p. 25. John H. Smith notes that in the 
Prologue ofFoxe's Christus Triumphans (1556) new is "almost a technical 
term for a play which wM neither tragedy nor comedy" (p. 41). Foxe wM 
aware that his play was an "indecorous mixture" of classical and medieval 
elements (p. 40). See Two Latin Comedies by John Foxe the Martyrologist 
(Ithaca: Cornell Univ. Press, 1973). 

12. "English Neo-Classicism and Shakespeare." Diss. Yale Univ. 1976, 
pp. 73-74. Balestri finds this renovatio also in Watson's Absalom. 

13. University Drama in the Tudor Age (Oxford: Clarendon, 1914), p. 41. 
Emile Faguet, La Tragedie francaise au XVle siec/e (1550-1600) (Paris, 
1894), and Raymond Lebegue, La Tragedie religieuse en France (Paris, 
1929), lamented the lack of brooding, suppressed passion in the play. 

14. To describe the preface to Alcestis as presenting "tragedy M serving a 
moral purpose"-as does Philip Ford (p. 71)--without pointing out that its 
didacticism is closer to that of Spenser than to that of Naogeorgus is to do 
Buchanan an injustice. This view of the value of feigning is of course 
found in A Defence of Poetry by Buchanan's friend Sir Philip Sidney [in 
the Miscellaneous Prose of Sir Philip Sidney, eds. Katherine Duncan-Jones 
and Jan Van Dorsten (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1973), pp. 87-91]. While 
Sidney's view that poetry was a better teacher than either philosophy or 
history, or Milton's that Spenser was a better moral teacher than Scotus or 
Aquinas, are familiar, there are other testimonia for the power of the fable. 
Roger Ascham taught how fables conceal "godlie preceptes of 
philosophie" (Toxophilus (1545], in English Works, ed. W. A. Wright 
[Cambridge, 1904]). In the Dedicatory Epistle to his Greek drama 
Jephthah (comp., c.1544), John Christopherson contrMts pagan fictions 
with sacred history: 

... for, MI examined the eloquent lphigenia of Euripides, I saw clearly 
that the heroines were not dissimilar .. .. He followed after the fictions 
of the poets of old and, with perfect wte, produced a fictitious story: I 
have sought the venerable spring of truth and have with truthfulness, as 
I hope, set forth a true story. 

See Jephtha, ed. and trans. F. H. Fobes (Newark, Del.: Univ. of Delaware 
Press, 1928), p. 12. 
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Several Pleiade poets taught that truth, paradoxically naked and simple, 
was hidden in fables and available only to an elect. Ronsard, for example, 
says that Jean Dorat "had taught him how 'to finde the truth of things' in 
poetry. That is to say, he had initiated him into the science of mythology 
through which 'the fables of the poets' were to be interpreted as veiled 
statements of truth of moral and natural philosophy, and were hannonized 
with Christian doctrine.and had shown him the way to find his own 
meanings in myths and images." See Frances Yates, The French 
Academies of the Sixteenth Century (London: Warburg Institute, 1947), 
p. 15; pp. 14-15, 127-32, 145-49. See also Jean Seznec, La survivance des 
dieu.x antiques (London: Warburg, 1940), pp. 89, 273-75, cited by Yates. 
These writers also described the elusive nature of truth with the image and 
the fable of Proteus. On Buchanan and the Pleaide, see Philip Ford, 
"George Buchanan's Court Poetry and the Pleiade," French Studies, 34 
(1980), 137-52. Dorai was a considerably older member of the group and 
was an influential teacher of Bau as well as Ronsard. 
Renovatio in the New Testament theology of John Colet and Erasmus 

seems to have passed easily to pedagogy and the business of schoolbook 
production. One might understand the finding of hidden meaning as equal 
to the renovation of old texts. Pedagogy was a natural beneficiary of this 
technique, since education required the transmission (that is, reinvention of 
meaning) of authoritative texts. In the preface to his translation of Cicero's 
De Officiis (1553; 1558), Grimald declares that he is making moral 
philosophy available to those who cannot read Latin "and have now 
brought into light, yt from them so longe was hidden; & have caused an 
auncient wryting to beecome, in a manner, newe agayne." See T. W. 
Baldwin, William Shalcspere's Sma/J Latine and Lesse Greek (Umana: 
Univ. of Illinois Press, 1944), I, 583. 
The pleasure, pride, profit. power, and privilege these court poets and 

academics derived from being able to find truths hidden in fables is not 
innocently related to theories of persuasio andfides that seem to require a 
rare knowledge of Greek for salvation. We may draw an analogy between 
certain sixteenth-century social and religious phenomena: the Puritan 
democracy of the spirit (an elitism more open to the flagrantly ambitious 
individual--the "fast-tracker" --than the Church or the aristocracy), 
profitable urban professions open to men of talent and low birth, and the 
obscure heuristics of these new Sophists. Valla would feel at home with a 
language-careerist like Gorgias. 
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15. Michel, p. 97. Also, compare Greban, "telz vielz bigos reputes," 
(p. 141). It may be that here, as elsewhere, John is picking up features 
originally attributed to Jesus. In the N-Town Adoration of the Magi, for 
example, Herod the Great is indignant with wounded pride over the reports 
of the Christ child-king: "he is yong and I am old" (quoted by David 
Staines, "To Out-Herod Herod: The Development of a Dramatic 
Character," Comparative Drama, 10 [1976], 39.) On John's youth, see 
section "John the Baptist in Art." 

16. Quoted by W. von Leyden in his provocative" Antiquity and 
Authority: A Paradox in the Renaissance Theory of History," Journal of 
the History of Ideas, 19 (1958), p. 490. Von Leyden also cites Robert 
Barrett, The Theorike and Practike of Moderne Warres (London, 1598): 
"Then was then, and now is now." I am indebted to Professor H. Real of 
Munster for this reference. 

17. Gilmore, pp. 103-4. 
18. Gilmore, pp. 105-6. 
19. For a brief, intelligent discussion of the aphorism, see Brian Vickers, 

Francis Bacon and Renaissance Prose (Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. 
Press, 1968), pp. 68-80. 
20. Fries, Quel/enstudien, p. 248. Malchus also attributes to John the 

desire for wealth typically shown by old men in Roman comedies and the 
desire for power clearly exhibited by Malchus himself. For these 
characteristics of the senex, see George Duckworth, The Nature of Roman 
Comedy (Princeton: Princeton Univ. Press, 1952). p. 243 and Marvin 
Herrick, Comic Theory in the Sixteenth Century (Urbana: Univ. of Illinois 
Press, 1964), pp. 154-59. Donald Stone, Jr., Humanist Drama, p. 94, points 
out that one stock rhetorical debate is that between clemency and severity. 
Buchanan's exchange between Malchus and Gamaliel may owe something 
to this tradition. 
21. On the enonnous popularity of the drama of the prodigal son, see 

Atkinson's introduction to Acolastus. Also worth consulting is C. H. 
Herford, Studies in the Literary Relations of England and 
Germany in the Sixteenth Century (Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. Press, 
1886). Lily B. Campbell harshly criticises this old work, but her own 
derivative Divine Poetry and Drama in Sixteenth-Century England 
(Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. Press, 1959) only muddies the issues of the 
Christian Terence, the Christian Seneca, and the role of Buchanan 
(pp. 148, 153-56, 169-70). On the Northern European genre, see also 
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James A. Parente, Jr., Religious Drama and the Humanist Tradition 
(Leiden: BriU, 1987). 
22. See Baptistes 109·10, 680-81, 1039-43, 1197·98, 1246-48. 
23. See Baptistes 1021·24. 
24. Andria, line 204; Acolastus, p. 96; and Ectrachelistis m. ii (sig. D3), 

IV. iii (sig. E5). 
25. "On the Heights," rev. of Selections from George Eliot's Leners, ed. 

Gordon S. Haight, New York Review, Sept. 26, 1985, p. 43. 
26. Erasmus' Diatriba (1524), translated in Margaret O'Rourke Boyle, 

Rhetoric and Reform: Erasmus' Civil Dispute with Luther (Cambridge: 
Harvard Univ. Press, 1983), p. 17. Boyle argues (suggestively for our 
study) that in this exchange Erasmus played the role of Gamaliel, the 
prudent doctor of the Law (Acts 5: 38·39), against Luther, who was 
absolute for truth (or, "the fly and the elephant," pp. 2·3). Luther accused 
Erasmus of "Protean evasion" (p. 21). Erasmus, "a good man ... no hero" 
(Whitehead), "recognized arrogance" in his counterpart, "although this 
derived from religious conviction and not personal pride" (pp. 155--60). See 
also Steven Ozment, "Humanism, Scholasticism, and the lnteUectual 
Origins of the Reformation," in F. T. Church and T. George, eds., 
Continuity and Discontinuity in Church History (Leiden: Brill, 1979). 
Ozment points out that "for Luther, if the doctrine were true, life had to 
adjust to it, regardless of the cost. The eternal truth of an idea was more 
important than its short tenn temporal consequence" p. 140-41. We may 
see that MacMillan's identification of John with young man Luther is not 
so far.fetched as some have said (see "The Critical Tradition"). 
27. From the essay "Thoreau" in Selected Writings, ed. Frederick I. 

Carpenter (New York.: American Book Co., 1934), pp. 297,311. Emerson 
has more to say about the "hermit and stoic" Thoreau that reminds us of 
Buchanan's interpretation of John the Baptist On the "narcissism" of 
absolute truth, see Richard Marius, More, p. 141. 
28. I am in agreement with Peter Walsh ("Euripides Latinus: Buchanan's 

Use of his Sources," lecture at the St Andrews meeting of the International 
Asoociation for Neo.Latin studies. 27 August, 1983), who sees the 
influence of Euripides throughout Buchanan's dramas··unlike Carl Fries 
for whom the Baptistes represents a pre·Euripidean Buchanan, influenced 
by Terence, Seneca, Bale, the "Christian Terence" biblical drama, and 
other Latin and native sources (Quellenstudien, p. 247). Fries's view is a 
bit odd, since he also argues that Medea is earlier than Baptistes. Le~gue 
follows Fries, noting that Buchanan was indebted to Greek drama only for 
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the division of Baptistes into episodes and for an active Chorus. Both agree 
that Buchanan was less committed to art in Baptistes and more to ideas 
(Le~gue, pp. 222·23). Le~gue cites with sympathy Boas' view (from 
P. Hume Brown) on the play's similarities with De jure regni. In recent 
years, Buchanan has benefited from this view of him as more committed 
and less a rhetorician, one of those who merely balanced set speeches (see 
"The Critical Tradition"). 
29. Word and Action: Essays on the Ancient Theater (Baltimore: The 

Johns Hopkins Univ. Press, 1984), pp. 24344. 
30. Nam liberum illis lachrumas profundere 

Querique misera, stirpe at illustri satis 
Sunt haec negata Sed arbitrium vitae levem 
Populum obtinemus atque multitudini 
Servimus: 
[Iphigenia in Au/is, in Opera Omnia Desiderii Erasmi Roterdami, I 
Amsterdam: North Holland, 1969), II. 577·81 

[For they are free to pour forth tears and to lament miserable things, 
but this is denied to those born of illustrious family. Yet we have the 
fickle people as arbiter of our life and we serve the multitude.] 

Compare from Baptistes: 

Quodcunque populus diligit, cupit, timet, 
Audet fateri libere. 

Vulgo serviendum est mobili, 
Et imperandum: nil meo arbitrio gero. (530.31, 540-41) 

[Whatever the people love, desire, or fear, it dares to confess freely . .. 

I must serve the fickle crowd and command it; I do nothing at my own 
pleasure.] 

More generally, compare the Iphigenia, lines 19·35, with Baptistes. 524 
ff., on the difficulties of leaders and the advantages of the lowly life. Also 
the reaction of the Chorus to the argument between Agamemnon and 
Menelaus recalls that of the Chorus in Baptistes responding to the debate 
between Malchus and Gamaliel: 
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Diversa dictis ista superioribus 
Relata sunt. at illud admonent probe, 
Vim propriis esse abstinendam a liberis. (Iphigenia, lines 519-21) 

[Differing things have been said in the previous speeches, but in that 
respect they warn correctly--that one should refrain from violence 
against one's own children.] 

Compare 

Recte Gamaliel admonet, me iudice. (Baptistes, 217) 

[Gamaliel warns rightly in my judgment] 
31. As part of the Sidney Circle, Gabriel Harvey had kind words for 

Buchanan's Psalm paraphrases. See James Phillips, "George Buchanan 
and the Sidney Circle," The Hunrington Ubrary Quarterly, 12 (1948-9), 
23-55. Also, for Harvey on Buchanan, see G. Gregory Smith, Essays, II, 
234. Harvey's published remarks on "owre" Buchanan can be 
supplemented by his marginalia. See G. C. Moore Smith, Gabriel Harvey's 
Marginalia (Stratford-Upon-Avon: Shakespeare Head Press, 1923), 
pp. 158, 161-63. Harvey's copy of Euripides seems unknown to Moore 
Smith. 
32. Euripides, Hecuba, & Iphigenia in Aulide . . . Erasmo Roterodamo 

interprete .. . (Venice: Aldus, 1507) [*E.C. H 2623. ZZ 507e], quoted by 
permission of the Houghton Library, Harvard University. It is worth 
observing that the punctuation of the Aldine printing has frequently been 
fine-tuned, on the heavy side: commas are inserted, commas are changed 
to semicolons. See J. C. Margolin, "Gabriel Harvey, lecteur d'Erasme," 
Arquivos do Centro Cultural Portugues 4 (1972), 37-92. Also, more 
specifically, see Virginia Stem, Gabriel Harvey: His Life, Marginalia and 
Library (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1979). 173 ff. Stem's account fails to 
mention Harvey's reference to Buchanan and her transcriptions cannot 
always be trusted (e.g., sig. 8v; Stem, p. 173). 

33. Sig. 6v, at the end of Ad Lectorem Hecuba. 
34. Sigs. 7v.8v, trans. Stem, p. 174. 
35. William Arrowsmith, trans., Euripides, III, in The Complete Greek 

Tragedies, ed. David Grene and Richard Lattimore, (Chicago: Univ. of 
Chicago Press, 1958), p. 3. 
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36. Arrowsmith, p. 5. Thematic similarities are, of course, incidental in 
these much different plays. 
37. Iphigenia, Erasmus, trans., "Nihil laboro, posteaquam te ulta sum." 

sig. c7v; sig. b7V-b8. Alois Brandl recognized in Herodias "eine wilde 
Rlicherin: odium ultionis gaudio." Cf. Commentary on line 1178. While 
Herod is the ancient type of the tyrant out of higher reason (e.g., Creon), 
Herodias is the passionate tyrant. See Quellen des weltlichen Dramas in 
England vor Shakespeare (Strasbourg, 1898), p. LXXXVIII. 

38. Robert Chambers, A Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen 
(rev. ed., T. Thomson, 1855; new. ed. 1870; rpt Hildesheim: Olms, 1971), 
Vol. I., 466. 
39. A. Ward, English Drama, I, 193-94. 
40. H. B. Charlton, The Senecan Tradition in Renaissance Tragedy, 

(1921; Manchester: Manchester Univ.~. 1946), p. li. Perhaps from 
misunderstanding a catalogue, Charlton errs in stating that Buchanan 
"translated also plays of Sophocles" (p. x1ix). On this, W. Sypherd 
observes, "if Buchanan translated any of the plays of Sophocles, such 
translations are non-extant" (p. 39). Sypherd agrees with ~gue that 
Buchanan's JephJhes "certainly owes more to Euripides than to Seneca." 
See Jephthah and His DaughJer (Newark, Delaware: Univ. of Delaware 
Press, 1948) p. 40. Sypherd does not deal with Baptistes. 

Charlton's influence is seen in W. Leonard Grant. who writes that 
Jephthes is "Senecan in tone but Greek in its arrangement of choruses and 
epeisodia"--a statement whose speciously balanced plausibility is 
diminished when we examine its genesis. See Neo-1.Atin Uteratwe and the 
Pastoral (Chapel Hill: Univ. of North Carolina Press, 1965), p. 26. 
41. Le~gue, (1929), p. 206. Cf. Cinthio's Italian adaption of Hecuba 

(1543). See Baldwin, Five-Act, pp. 261-263. Richard Griffiths in The 
Dramatic Technique of Antoine de Montchrestien (Oxford: Clarendon, 
1970) observes that Buchanan is an "exception" among French humanist 
dramatists in that he did not follow the "Senecan pattern" (p. 31). 
42. Baldwin, p. 98; 117. Baldwin observes that the proper division of 

Seneca's plays into five acts at the choruses "can hardly be considered 
miraculous;" it was recognized as early as about 1300 and thereafter was 
simply assumed by the critics. 
43. Renaissance Uterary Theory and Practice (1939; rpt. Gloucester: 

Peter Smith, 1959). C. S. Baldwin dates Baptistes 1576. Even that great 
promoter of Senecan influence, Charlton, had to admit that Buchanan had 
not divided his play into five acts. 
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44. English Tragedy Before Shakespeare, trans., T. S. Dorsch (1955, 
orig.; 1961, trans.; London: Methuen, 1967), p. 32. (Errors are in the 
original, p.28.). Clemen cites B~. University Drama (1914), p. 60, and 
C. S. Baldwin, p. 138, as supporting his views, but in fact they probably 
derive from Charlton. Clemen's studies on the set speech were developed 
by historians of the French humanist and classical drama. Gillian Jondorf 
notes that arguments between "revenge and mercy" are common in Seneca, 
Garnier, Jean de la Taille's Saul le furieux, Jaques Grevin's Cesar (Act 
I), and in Baptistes (second episode, between Herod and Herodias). See 
Jondorf, pp. 127-28. In Gamier, a "harsh prince is hated and resisted, a 
mild one despised as weak" (p. 128). Donald Stone, Jr .• has made 
interesting use of this rhetorical approach to these plays. See below. 
45. L.B. Campbell, Divine Poetry and Drama in Sixteenth-Century 

England (Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. Press, 1959). C. H. Herford, 
Studies in the literary Relations of England and Germany in the Sixteenth 
Century (Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. Press, 1886). 
46. Since the Euripidean chorus and the Senecan chorus can both play 

equally insignificant roles, we might prefer to say that Buchanan gives his 
chorus more involvement in the play than is typical of Seneca and which, 
then, more recalls its treatment in Greek tragedy. Griffiths observes that 
Montchrestien's practice is nonnal f<X" French humanist drama in that the 
Chorus is less a "composite character" and more an impersonal lyric 
interlude. Buchanan's active chorus is thus seen as exceptional, but 
Griffiths, like Jondorf, is too quick to see this as a reflection of Buchanan's 
personal commitment to the ideas that the Chorus expresses (pp. 138-45). 
It might also be noted that. superficially at least, Buchanan follows the 
injunction of Hooice (Ars Poet. 193-201) that the chorus should take the 
part of an act<X" and that it should favCX" the good and commend justice. 
47. See Tlwmas Watson, A Humanist's 'Trew Imitation": Tlwmas 

Watson's Absalom, ed. John Hazel Smith (Urbana: Univ. of Illinois, 1964). 
48. Campbell, p. 149. Campbell cites E. K. Chambers, Medieval Stage, II, 

216-17, as furthering the "misunderstanding" begun by Herford. 
49. See Lebegue, pp. 129-42. 
50. She believes Buchanan "left Bordeaux in 1544" although Aitken and 

others have given towards the end of 1543 (from the Lisbon testimony) as 
most likely. Apparently accepting the old STC, she believes "two editions" 
of Baptistes "were published in London, in 1577 and 1578, and one in 
Edinburgh in 1578" (Campbell, pp. 153-54). 
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5~. Charlton grudgingly describes Trissino's experiments, pp. 52-57. 
Elliot F~':8)'th, for example, starting his study with the period just after the 
c?"1pos1uon of Buchanan's plays, assumes the dominance of Seneca for 
sixteenth-century French tragedy. See la Tragtdiefrancaise de l ode/le a 
Corneille (1553-1640): le theme de la vengeance (Paris, 1962); also, 
below, Ren. Drama, 1969, (p. 215) 
52. Baldwin, Five-Act, p. 361. Baldwin examines Watson's Absalom to 

see how well it satisfies the conditions of play design known to the most 
advanced Cambridge minds of the time. It falls into five acts but is of more 
"breadth of treatment" than the "ordinary neo-Senecan type" (p. 361-62). 
One wonders whether this greater breadth of treatment was so much an 
ad~ance over the neo-Senecan type, a type which there is no reason to 
~heve had yet been attained, as it was a reaching towards it. Baldwin's 
view, following Boas, may be anachronistic. Cf. Boas, University Drama 
p.353. ' 
5~. French Humanist Tragedy: A Reassessment (Manchester: Manchester 

Univ. Press, 1974). Stone's position that "the difference between the Latins 
G~ks ... was probably not overly apparent" is cited by Timothy 

Reiss with some modification (Tragedy and Truth, p. 43). Reiss quotes 
Ascham's familiar passage in The Sclwlemaster to argue that "matter" was 
held !O the s_tre .. ngth o~ the Greeks, while Seneca was granted equality 
only rn elocutlo. Stones treatment of Buchanan is more concerned with 
Jephthes than Baptistes. 

54. Epistle cited from Johan Huizinga's Erasmus of Rotterdam, trans. F. 
Hopm'.111; l~tter translated by Barbara Flower (London: Phaidon, 1952) 
both cited m Charles A. Balestri, "English Neo-Classicism and 
Shakespeare," Diss. Yale Univ. 1976, p. 80. Donald Stone takes this 
pre~a~ to mean_ that Erasmus was only concerned with style and copia in 
Eunp1des and did not otherwise distinguish him from Seneca. But Erika 
Rummel, Erasmus as Translator, points out that Erasmus is refusing to 
"create~ Latin tragedy in the style of Seneca" (p. 39). In the preface to his 
transl~on of Medea, Buchanan also recognizes that making a good Latin 
translatmn from the Greek is difficult precisely because there are no 
c~ical Latin equivalents on which to model one's own work. Were it 
~imply a matter of turning Euripides into something quite different, i.e., 
mto Seneca, neither Erasmus nor Buchanan would have felt the task to be 
almost hopeless. 
55. Four Renaissance Tragedies, [Cambridge: Harvard Univ. Press, 

19fl6J p. xiv. Despite my criticism of Stone's views, I have depended much 
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on his scholarship. Stone's approach and conclusions are the subject of an 
exchange in Renaissance Drama. See Stone, "An Approach to French 
Renaissance Drama," Renaissance Drama, 9 (1966), 279-89; "Professor 
Stone Replies," Renaissance Drama. N.S. 2 (1969), 220-2; and Elliot 
Forsyth, "French Renaissance Tragedy and its Critics: A Reply to Donald 
Stone, Jr," Renaissance Drama, N.S. 2 (1969), 207-20. On the native 
origins of English drama, see Willard Farnham, The Medieval Heritage of 
Elizabethan Tragedy (Berkeley: Univ. of California Press, 1936). Richard 
Griffiths, Montchrestien, argues that Seneca and the Greeks can be brought 
together on fate, which "rules all" in sixteenth-century French drama. 
Griffiths, like Stone, reduces humanist drama to its rhetorical interest in 
effects, not causes (pp. 27-28). 

56. In passing we might note that Forsyth is typical in discovering a "new 
concept of tragedy as a psychological conflict enacted within the soul of 
the protagonist" in Alexandre Hardy (c.1570--1632), while totally unaware 
that in the rhetorical waverings of Herod and Jephthes there were the 
necessary seeds of this psychological naturalism that would be so valued in 
French classical theater. Similarly, Griffiths, primarily concerned with 
Montchrestien, finds no "inner struggle" in humanist French drama 
(pp. 27-28). Forsyth and Stone can agree that the "intrinsic value" of 
Buchanan's works "must not be overrated," but that this is a tautology that 
excuses us from rating them at all is overlooked. See Forsyth, Reply to 
Stone, p. 220. 

57. "The Tragic Hero in Early Elizabethan Drama," in Studies in English 
Renaissance Drama, ed. Josephine Waters Bennett, Oscar Cargill, and 
Vernon Hall,Jr. (New York: New York Univ. Press, 1959), pp. 157-71. 

58. Walsh and Sharratt. pp. 245, 290. 
59. See Gyraldus, Historiae Poetarum Tam Graecorum Quam Latinorum 

Dialogi Decem (Basie, 1545), cited in T. W. Baldwin, Five-Act, pp. 252 ff. 
60. James H. McGregor, "The Sense of Tragedy in George Buchanan's 

Jephthes," Humanistica Lovaniensia, 31 (1982), 120-40. 
61. McGregor, p. 125. This also seems to be McFarlane's suggestion on 

the Aristotelian complexity of/ephthes ("very definitely Greek in 
inspiration," p. 299). See "George Buchanan and French Humanism.". in 
Humanism in France, ed. A.H. T. Levi (Manchester: Manchester Uruv. 
Press, 1970) pp. 295-315. He suggests that perhaps in his Bordeaux days, 
Buchanan was privileged to a pre-publication chat with J. C. Scaliger on 
his Poetices libri septem (1567) ("French Hwnanism," p. 300). Here 
Mcfarlane calls Baptistes "a play and not a tract." perhaps revised once 
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early for literary reasons and then "probably" in 1577 for political (pp. 308, 
317). Philip Ford doubts Buchanan knew Aristotles' Poetics. See George 
Buchanan: Prince of Poets (Aberdeen: Aberdeeen Univ. Press, 1982), 
p. 71. 
62. "(S]i ingenerem apud homines in contrariam partem vebementer 

inclinatos, quam surdis essem narraturus fabulam?" In the beginning of the 
Utopia, Hythlodaeus is speaking of the futility of giving wise counsel, in 
The Complete Works of St. Thomas More, IV, ed. Edward Surtz, S.J., and 
J.H. Hexter (New Haven: Yale Univ. Press, 1965), p. 96. This proverb is 
also quoted by Acolastus to describe how be receives the prudent advice of 
bis father (Atkinson, p. 106). The immediate source is perhaps Terence, 
Heaut., line 222. 
63. Fries, Quellenstudien, also remarks "das Gift seines Geistes ins Ohr 

gegossen hat" (p. 246). Timothy Reiss, Tragedy and Truth (New Haven: 
Yale Univ. Press, 1980), explicitly points out that this metaphor is used in 
Hamlet and has some interesting observations on the linking of "the 
metaphor of the poison with the idea of calumny" (pp. 53-54). Neither 
scholar seems to be aware that the use of proverbial language having to do 
with ears ties together themes of the Prologue and the text of the play. Not 
appreciating that what is important is the rhetorical manipulation of a 
common Latin expression, Reiss converts a potentially valuable insight 
into an absurdity when be says that Malchus, 

comments that John's power comes most of all from bis use of 
language; be has some sort of intimate contact with the crowd's ears: 

. . . ut furore facilius 
Vulgi fruatur, omnibus probris patres 
Laceret, secundis plebis usus auribus. (Reiss, p. 51) 

[That is, in order that be may make use of the fury of the crowd more 
easily, be censures the fathers with all reproaches, availing himself of 
the favorable ears of the crowd.] 

It is no doubt only a coincidence that the High Priest's servant whose ear 
Peter cuts off is also named Malcbus (Jn. 18: 10). 
64. Reiss's theme in Tragedy and Truth is the "difficulty" or 

"impossibility of speaking" in the Renaissance. But Buchanan makes his 
theme the moral difficulty of bearing properly rather than the 
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epistemological question of the ability of language to express truth. In 
Buchanan's pupil Montaigne, Reiss has a better example for his argument 
Although Buchanan says in his Prologue that there will always be new 
calumnies (48-51) and although John's death is one of the "fatal effects of 
calumny" (Reiss, p. 60), we need not believe that Baptistes carries the 
message that all meaningful discourse is impossible (p. 61). With 
Buchanan's calumny we might compare Spenser's Blatant Beast, which 
escapes all mortal efforts to defeat it completely. Nevertheless, the moral 
struggle and the language of that struggle is not meaningless. 

While the Blatant Beast in Spenser's Fairie Queene, VI, xii, may be an 
allegory of Puritan malcontents, it also represents all kinds of calumnies 
"committed by men of all professions in a century when libel did its worst 
in European commentaries .... " Spenser's beast can only temporarily be 
"supprest and tamed": 

Untill that, whether wicked fate so framed, 
Or fault of men, be broke his yron cbaine, 
And got into the world at liberty againe. 

There he caused "mischeife" to "mortall men" and could no more be 
controlled "ne maystred any more." "So now he raungeth through the 
world againe," attacking the innocent and especially "the gentle Poets 
rime" (FQ, VI, xii: xxxviii, xxxix, xi). See Merritt Hughes in Variorum 
Spenser, FQ, Bk. VI, p. 383. 

According to Hughes, people in high places especially felt the "ignorant, 
vindictive malice of the mob." He cites Erasmus, Lingua, 

Circumferat quisque oculos suos, per domos privatas, per collegia, per 
monasteria, per aulas principum, per civitates, per regna, et compendio 
discet, quantam ubique pestem ingerat Lingua Calumniatrix. 

See Variorum Spenser, FQ, Bk. VI, pp. 384-85. To Spenser "envie, spite, 
and malice" were directed by the mob, and especiallly its leaders, against 
the loyal servants of the state. Buchanan is traditional enough to contemn 
the breath of the populace, but be, like Erasmus, realizes that slander is 
equally rife "per aulas principum." 

65. In his view of the ethical role in interpreting proverbial speech, 
Buchanan may be indebted, again, to Erasmus. Compare: "Modo detur qui 
quod scriptum est intellegat, modo detur aequus et integer, quique 
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cognoscere studeat, non affectet calumniari" (MORIAE ENKOMION sive 
Laus Stultitiae, ed. Alfred Hartman, in Erasmus von Rotterdam, 
Ausgewiihlte Schriften, II [Wamstadt: Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft, 
19? 5], lines 571-72.) ("Only let there be someone to understand what is 
wntten, only let there be someone just and impartial, and someone who 
would strive to examine judicially, and not aim to calumniate.") In a 
lecture on "Human ~ature" (National Taiwan University, 18 March 1985) 
Tzvetan Todorov, citmg Habermas on the "ethics of communication" 
seems t~ be approachin~ Erasmus'_pos~tion while rejecting, explicitl;, the 
one attnbuted to Montaigne by Re1Ss, m the article ref erred to above. 
66. See Commentary, lines 953-54 ff. and 979-80 ff. 
67. Othello I. iii. 216-17. 

"68. Tabl_e T~l/c (New York, 1884), p. 106 (26 July 1831). Coleridge adds 
but nothmg 1s ever thought out by him [Seneca]." In his account of the 

Montchrestien's dramatic style, Richard Griffiths sees a strictly occasional 
use of "Senecan to~i: "~i~ut thought f<X" the conttadictions they will 
create Mon~hrest1en will pile up sententiae that produce no "system of 
thought, nothmg but a hopeless muddle, a mixture of clasmcal neo-Stoic 
and Christi3? ideas" (p. 99). This ornamental view of the set ~h is, of 
c~, ,applied to Buchanan's work by, for example, Donald Stone. In 
Gnffith swords, we should try to see sixteenth-century drama "on its own 
ground" (p. 27). See The Dramatic Technique of Antoine de Montchrestien 
(Oxford: Clarendon, 1970). Griffiths observes that according to Jondorf 
Bu~~anan, like Gamier, is committed to his sententiae, and that his ' 
political views may be determined from them (p. 103). He observes that 
Buchanan chooses topics about which he is himself concerned and which 
are not quite so morally neutral as the standard dramatic debate. While it 
may be that to Buchanan "justice vs. clemency" was m<n than an exercise 
it is not clear if we are to prefer the detached rhetoric of Montchrestien or ' 
the commitment of Buchanan. 
69. For one of the more extended echoes, see Commentary 1135. a. 

Seneca, Agamemnon 589-95): "Alas, how allwing a bane is appointed unto 
mortals, eve~ dire love of life, though refuge from their woes opens wide, 
and ~h with generous hand invites the wretched, a peaceful port of 
everlastmg rest Nor fear nor stonn of raging Fortune disturbs that calm, 
nor bolt of the harsh Thunderer" (Frank Justus Miller, trans., Seneca's 
Tragedies [Cambridge: Harvard Univ.~. 1917], II, 51). Cf. Baptistes 
1135-38: "With tender blandishments you [i.e., vita] close to us the nearby 
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refuge from evil, and you block the lovely port of perpetual peace, where 
no martial terror threatens." 
70. Malchus opens the play: "Wretched old age, and nearby goal of my 

last breath, and unhappy fates, have you set the bound of too long life for 
these purposes" (52-54). The Chorus warns John and he asks: "What is the 
danger? Chorus: The term of death bears down upon you." John corrects 
the Chorus: "Is this the sum of imminent evil? .. . One condition 
constrains all men, we tend all to death; every day leads us there. God 
wished death to be a punishment for the bad, and for the good a port, the 
end of a long road, the door to the beginning of a longer life, which sends 
us to the splendid home of perpetual light not dead but rather reborn." In a 
clever pun on his prison, his body, and the starting gates of a race, John 
continues: "What runner, when he has left the starting gate (carceres), does 
not hasten in his soul to the goal? ... Happy therefore, my path run, I 
believe that I stand at the very goal" (1008-72). 
The Chorus is iMtructed by the Nuntius of the ~ge contained in 

John's death: "If death is to be wept over, let those ones weep for the dead 
whose hopes lie buried with the body, who do not think that their limbs 
return after a term of brief sleep and that another life remains. Let the 
wretched weep for the dead and only for the dead who are wretched. 
Fortune can make no one wretched, even though a similar end of life 
should await the innocent man and the guilty man alike" (1333-38). The 
Chorus then responds: "God lets us defer, not avoid, our fates . .. Nor is 
long life anything other than a chain of long evil, fastened in a perennial 
series up to the end of death. And bound by this fetter, we, wretched, do 
not think we are slaves; we shudder more at death than at servitude" (1535-
60). Also, compare lines 1039-43. 

71. For Buchanan on his old age, see his letters to Philip Mamix, Harvard 
MS 79M-38(1), and to Daniel Rogers, in Buchanan, Opera, IT, 756. 
72 On Malchus standing solus, see Commentary at line 662. On this 

point, Walsh and Sharratt seem to be led astray by their historical 
allegories; they write that Malchus' "isolation is perhaps comparable with 
that of orthodox Catholics during the refoonation years." They also 
describe Malchus as courageous, but "in spite of these good qualities" 
selfish (p. 281). For the comic line of Malchus's theatrical ancestry, see 
above "Comedy and the Prologue". Also, in the mysttres, according to 
Alphonse Royer, Histoire Universe/le du Thiatre, I (Paris, 1869), 
Malchus, the servant of Caiphe, becomes a comic figure. 
73. Erasmus, Opera, Il, 414. 
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74. Michel, pp. 15 ff. Malchus' speech on the worst of times might have 
struck some popular chords. Among Catholic intellectuals, Erasmus was 
~ot untypical: "What person of sincere piety does not see that our century 
ts by fa~ the most corrupt of all" (Enchiridion [1518)--cited by O'Malley). 
According to John O'Malley, "In the opening years of the sixteenth 
century, evidence of corruption, decay, and the approaching end of a 
degenerate world was produced on all sides." Paradoxically, there are 
senses in which both John and Malchus would agree that theirs was the age 
most needing of reformation. For Protestants, the recurrence of corruption 
and martyred prophets and saints was further proof of their faith . See 
"Historical Thought and the Reform Crisis of the Early Sixteenth Century," 
Theological Studies, 28 (1967), 546. 

75. Martha Andresen, '"Ripeness is All': Sentenfiae and Commonplaces in 
King Lear" in Rosalie Colie and F.T. Flahiff, eds., Some Facets of King 
Lear (London: Heinemann, 1974), p. 160. Tilley cites "numerous English 
versions" (p. 166); see T324, T335. In Baptistes, naked truth is associated 
with naked virtue. Also, see simplex oratio and simplex ratio veritas, in A. 
Otto, p. 367, who cites Cicero, De Oratore I, 53,229. 
76. It might be noted that here in the response of the Chorus to the 

messenger's report Buchanan is again emphasizing the difficulty of hearing 
the ~uth rather than, as Timothy Reiss calls it, "the difficulty of speaking." 
Agam the emphasis is on the ethical difficulties rather than those strictly of 
language. Baptistes shows us a variety of attitudes. Malchus, like a 
malicious critic, twists the truth. Herod hears and understands, yet acts 
against it. The timid Chorus postpones any uncomfortable moral action. 
Gamaliel adopts a "wait-and-see" posture. The Queen does not want even 
to listen to the truth. She storms out at John's entrance (404). Curiously, we 
never hear from John's disciples. 
77. More generally, the false search for certainty and hope of Malchus, 

the Queen, and Herod is set against the true constancy of John. Malchus 
learns, for example, that John is not "spes nostra Christus" (780), yet can 
say, ironically, "in rege nulla certa spes est" (862). By comparison, the 
Chorus finds, "A sure seat (certa sedes) among the dwellers in heaven 
awaits innocent souls .... Hence there is dread for evil men; hence good 
hope for good men" (1124-30). Next the queen realizes that "Pharisaeus 
igitur spem fefellit" (I 166). But the parodic substitute for true hope and 
~ertainty is merely "promissa regum certa" (1186, 1243, 1250). Similarly, 
m Baptistes the words auctoritas, honos, dignitas, ordo, and so/us take on 
false or conventional meanings for Malchus, Herod, and the Queen, 
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whereas for John they assume true or eternal or uncompromised meanings. 
Milton, perhaps, observed with profit this technique of Buchanan. On ~e 
humanist rediscovery of true honor, see Quentin Skinner, The Foundatwn 
of Modem Political Thought (Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. Press,_ 1978), 
I, 213-62. On Thomas More's acceptance of this in Utopia, see Skinner, 
"Tue Lesson of Thomas More," New York Review, Oct. 12, 1978, pp. 57-

60. . 1 t 78. For Sidney, see "Tue Critical Tradition." Sidney ~oes not sm~ e ou_ 
Buchanan for his gravitas; rather it is his creative gemus that p~ov1des his 
epithet. Also, see David Stump, "Sidney's Concept of Tragedy m the 
Apology and the Arcadia," Studies in Philology, 79 O,;82)'. 41:61. 

79. Columbia Works, VIII, 76-78; see Introduction, Attrtbutton: External 
Evidence." 

John the Baptist in Art 

Another source for the narrative of the life of John the Baptist is religious 
art. A comparison of the trarutional scenes with those used by Buchanan 
reveals what we have learned from the literary analogues, that Buchanan 
has chosen to stress conspiracy and political debate and to excise the 
popular and sensational elements. 
For example, we do not see John's initial arrest, nor the first exchange of 

accusations before Herod and Herodias. Rather, John and Herod debate in 
a later more private interview, from which the Queen has angrily stomped 
off. Buchanan also omits the banquet, the dance, the decapitation, and the 
presentation of the head to the Queen (either at the table or, in some 
versions, in the Queen's chamber).1 The granting of the rash vow in 
Baptistes takes place not in front of the party guests but afterwards when 
members of the royal family meet on their way to the inner rooms of the 
palace. Thus, while in Baptistes John's own tirades are made openly 
(ironically, he is accused of holding secreta conventicula [354]), in the 
corridors of power we find new private meetings, between John and Herod, 
Herod and Herodias, and Malchus and Herodias, replacing the traditional 
public scenes of accusation and celebration. 

When we turn to the issue of John's age, we can find in the visual arts no 
clear precedent for stressing John's youth at death. In art up to Buchanan's 
time, John could be a child, an old or--a Renaissance Florentine 
development--a young man in the desert, or a mature martyr.2 What is of 
interest for us is the representation of John's age when he is executed. The 
head on the platter was typically that of a bearded, Old Testament prophet 
--more an Elijah than a Messiah. It can be determined from the Gospels 
that John was 28-30 years old when he died, but whether 30 is old or 
young remains a matter of interpretation. There is some evidence that in 
the Renaissance, 30 was generally considered if not old, not young.3 We 
do not know, however, whether Buchanan wants John to be younger than 
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30--tlying in the face of actual chronology, or whether Buchanan allowed 
30 to be young. In any case Malchus' perception of John's youth is never 
denied. 

The first "monumental" adolescent John the Baptist is, according to M. A. 
Lavin, Donatello's Giovannino Martelli. As "patron saint of Florence, St. 
John was a political as well as a Christian symbol. It was Donatello's 
innovation to transfer this meaning from the figure of the mature saint to 
that of the youth." His John may be a step on the way to Buchanan's. 
Donatello's young saint is haggard and ascetic, representing the voice 
shouting in the desert, "traditionally associated with the mature John" 
(p. 91). 
Lavin observes that in the text on which Donatello may have relied for his 

image the adolescent John is described as suffering violent, fanatical fits of 
penitence in the desert before accepting his mission (pp. 91-92). This new 
stress on John's youthful career brought him and Jesus closer together and 
so stressed John's passion, making him the precursor in death as well as in 
life and slipped him across the border from the last of the Old Testament 
prophets to the first of the New Testament saints. As shown in the 
Introduction and Commentary, Buchanan's John partakes of some of 
Christ's Gospel features (e.g., his authority is questioned; he testily affinns 
that his filial obligations are heavenly). Also, we remember that in our play 
John is asked the scriptural question, "Who are you--Elijah or the 
Messiah?" Buchanan leaves evocative this original ambiguity, which he 
has heightened by portraying John as young. 
We may surmise that the youthful rebel was a feature of the lost 

Wedderburn play, but as far as we can determine, this feature of the 
executed Baptist begins with Buchanan.4 There is evidence, however, that 
in the sixteenth century, youth was in its prime. Paul Meissner, in his 
chapters entitled "Der Sieg der Jugend" and "Preis der Jugend," argues that 
the re-evaluation of youth is a result of the revival of the classics: 

Die Begegnung mit der Antike nun wird fur die neue Wertung des 
Jugendbegriffs entscheidend. Die Grundstimmung jener geistigen 
Wandlung, die wir Renaissance nennen, ist eine plotzlich iiber die 
Menschen hereinbrechende Furcht vor dem Altwerden.5 

The natural reaction to this fear was popular tracts and translations on 
Stoic consolation and the wisdom of old age. 

John the Baptist in Art 249 

Certainly we can find, from Buchanan's letters alone, sufficient examples 
to show that he suffered the indignities of old age, perhaps even before 
they had occurred. But it may be difficult to prove that his was an anxiety 
that was forgotten by Western civilization until the rediscovery of 
Sophocles. Nevertheless, Meissner quotes from the preacher Henry Smith 
(1550?-1591), "The young men are more forward in truth, and more 
zealous than the aged" and from the Count Feria who wrote to Philip of 
Spain that "the kingdom [England] is entirely in the hands of young folks, 
heretics, and traitors."6 

We see then that Buchanan contracted the stages of the brief career of 
John the Baptist: John communing with God or, less often, preaching on 
the desert (portrayed as an ascetic stripling in fifteenth-century Florentine 
art) is combined with the mature John about to be beheaded into one young 
and rebellious figure. Dramatic unity of time and artistic unity of effect are 
gained, along with some philosophical and theological shift to the promise 
of the New Testament hero, who is nonetheless essentially and 
paradoxically old. 

In addition there was some theatrical appropriateness for the young pupil 
playing John in his school play, a vivid contrast with the doubtless 
hammed-up senex Malchus, and, not to be ignored, the topical application 
to the young reformers of the time (setting aside the age of Thomas More, 
who, in this regard, seems an unlikely model for John). Buchanan's 
shruper image of John will become natural and normal in later 
representations, until--politics and religion cast aside--the sexual 
attractiveness of the life-force denying, young, ascetic prude becomes the 
theme of Wilde's Salome. 

NOTES 

1. It is also worth noting that the Gospel account, as followed by painters 
and sculptors, created certain awkward scenes. For example, the Queen 
must leave the banquet table in order that her daughter, in accordance with 
scripture, ask her in private what should be her request. She then must 
return to the table to receive the head, or receive it in her chamber. See 
Alexandre Masseron, Saint Jean Baptiste dans /'art (Paris: Arthaud, 1957). 
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2. We see in Renaissance Florence many more portrayals of the child 
Christ with the child John, as well as the young ascetic John in the desert. 
See Marilyn Aronberg Lavin, "Giovannino Battista: A Study in Religious 
Symbolism," Art Bulletin, 37 (1955), 85-101 and "Giovannino Battista: A 
Supplement," Art Bulletin, 43 (1961), 319-26. Lavin's primary interest is 
the infant and the adolescent John in fifteenth-century Florentine art. 

3. Creighton Gilbert, "When Did a Man in the Renaissance Grow Old," 
Studies in the Renaissance, 14 (1967), 7-32. 

4. Seventeenth-century and later art will frequently show a young and 
attractive John. According to Erwin Panofsky, "the idea of Salome's erotic 
involvement with John the Baptist," which is commonly considered a 
"romantic invention" of Heine, Wilde, and Strauss may occur in Titian's 
Salome with the painter's own head in the plate. See Erwin Panofsky, 
Problems in Titian Mostly Iconographic (London: Pbaidon, 1969), p. 42-
43. But Bale certainly precedes Titian as an artist wbo identified with John, 
and John Fisher saw himself as an Old Testament prophet of the Baptist 
variety, showing that neither youth nor sexual promise was essential for 
the identification. Panofsky finds, besides Titian, two other seventeenth-
century painters in whom we find love-stricken Salomes (p. 47). Although 
there is no hint of romance in Buchanan's play, Salome is presented as 
something more than Herodias' mere dancing "tool" (Panofsky, p. 44); 
rather, she is something of an unpleasant bluestocking in her parrying with 
her father, who reveals little infatuation with his daughter. He appears 
more like a businessman who has signed an imprudent contract, and has 
just realized his error. 

5. Paul Meissner, England im Zeitalter von Humanismus (Heidelberg: 
Kerle, 1952), pp. 254, 253-59. 

6. Meissner, p. 256. Self-identification with John the Baptist was, as we 
have seen, a not uncommon feature of the sixteenth and seventeenth 
centuries. Although we have not stressed this aspect of Baptistes, 
preferring to see the Chorus as representing the more puzzled state of mind 
of the author, another program is possible. Buchanan himself was only 
about 34 in 1540, the approximate age of John at his death (about 30), of 
Christ (33), and of Luther when he published bis notorious theses in 1517 
(34). In this heady time, could Buchanan have been thinking he was young 
and so identifying with his hero? 

The Meters of Baptistes 

As Buchanan's Vita makes clear, writing Latin verse was the staple of 
humanistic education: 

Ibi ~um studi~s literarum, maxime carminibus scribendis, operam 
ded1~set, parum naturae impulsu, partim necessitate (quod hoc unum 
stud1orum genus adolescentiae proponebatur). l 

[Tbe~e-(in Paris, Buchanan) studied arts, especially dedicating himself 
to wntmg verses, partly from bis own natural impulse, partly from 
necessity, since this was the one subject set for boys.] 

For Buchanan, this school-boy exercise became a devotion that 
e~tablis~ed bis fame Europe-wide. Only late in life, when, as he often said, 
h1_s poeuc powers faded, did be give up this art and, encouraged by 
friends, tum to more serious political and historical prose. 2 As we have 
see~ in "Tbe Critical Tradition," Buchanan's skill, even genius, in writing 
Laun v~rs~ was recognized early by bis contemporaries, and in following 
years this Judgment was universally accepted, except for the occasional 
carping classicist, even by his most virulent political enemies. 3 

Today, however, we have few adequate guides to Renaissance Latin 
m~ter4 Modem, authoritative, comprehensive studies of the subject do not 
e:°st. For Buchanan, we are only slightly better off. Although Buchanan 
blffiself wrote a short, elementary handbook, it is only of little value in 
understanding Buchanan's own metrical practice.5 And the most complete 
attempt to write a critical guide to Buchanan's meter is still Ruddiman's 
rambli~g _account in the Opera Omnia of 1715. 6 In the various general 
apprec1auons of Buchanan's poetry, occasional mention is made of the 
Scotsman's meters, often disparaging his Latinity from the point of view of 
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Victorian public school-boy rules of prosody.7 In recent years, Philip Ford 
has discussed at length the poetic theories of Renaissance Latin in relation 
primarily to Buchanan's verse; he finds in Buchanan's metrical practice 
much the same license he finds in his diction. 8 

Aside from Ruddiman's treatment, however, little specific attention has 
been given to the meters of Buchanan's drama, nor, in particular, to the 
meters of the Baptistes. Two exceptions are the brief appendix on choral 
meters printed in the A. Gordon Mitchell translation of the play and the 
Conspectus Metrorum included in the Walsh and Sharratt edition of 
Buchanan's tragedies.9 

Choral Meters 

There are six choral passages in the Baptistes. The first and sixth 
choruses are written primarily in sapphics ( -u~-vv-u- - ). The first 
chorus is divided into two sections of thirty-two lines. The first half of the 
first chorus (lines 281-344) is written in sapphic stanzas. That is, we find 
eight stanzas of three sapphic lines and one adonic (-vu--). The 
second half of the chorus is written in three sections, each closed by an 
adonic line. The first section consists of nine sapphics and an adonic (313-
322), the second of ten sapphics and an adonic (323-333), and the third of 
ten sapphics and an adonic (334-344). 

The sixth chorus (lines 1264-1315) also consists of two sections. The first 
contains twenty-two sapphics followed by an adonic (1264-1286). The 
second contains twenty-eight sapphics followed by an adonic (1287-1315). 
Buchanan's sapphics generally follow the pattern of Horace and Seneca, as 
contrasted with that of Catullus, in that the forth syllable is almost always 
long (one exception, line 1302). Seneca, like Buchanan, sometimes wrote 
series of sapphic lines with an occasional adonic.10 Also, like Horace, 
Buchanan as a rule places the caesura after the fifth syllable in his sapphic 
lines. Unlike Seneca, however, Buchanan allows a few exceptions to this 
rule. In this, Buchanan's sapphics are much like those of Erasmus' 
Iphigenia in Aulide (1506).11 Both authors show, perhaps, the influence of 
the later Horace, where the caesura is often placed after the sixth syllable. 

Buchanan's second chorus (lines 573-623) is written in anapaestic dimeter 
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( vv-v v-// vv-vv-). In Seneca's tragedies only the first long 
syllable of the metron may be replaced by two short syllables 
(i.e., vvvvvv-1/vvvvvv- ).12 Other writers, for example, Plautus 
and Boethius, allow freer substitution. Six lines of this chorus follow the 
looser practice (lines 580,592,594, 598,599,617). Like Seneca, however, 
Buchanan is faithful to the rule that a diaeresis separate the two metra (one 
exception, line 589). 

In any case, Buchanan's anapaestic dimeters are more closely modeled 
after those of Seneca than are those of Erasmus, as sampled in his Hecuba 
(lines 66-98). Despite the assertion of the Dutch humanist's modern editor 
Waszink that "in general it can be said that in his anapestic verses Erasmus 
sticks to the technique of Seneca," 13 Buchanan's predecessor in fact often 
allows lines with no diaeresis. Moreover, Erasmus frequently resolves the 
second longum of a metron (i.e., the second and fourth longum of the line), 
something, as we have seen, that Seneca almost never does. Buchanan 
violates this Senecan norm perhaps one half as often as does Erasmus. 14 

The third chorus (lines 833-862) of the Baptistes is written in iambic 
dimeter ( ~-U--<,,d-V- ). In Horace and his successors, including Seneca, 
the short syllables remain short and resolution of a long into two shorts is 
"notably rare."15 In Buchanan, as in Seneca, this meter is used in stichic 
sequence, and we find in Baptistes only one resolution (line 859). 
If we examine the comparable eight lines of iambic dimeter acatalectic of 

an iambic dimeter chorus in Iphigenia in Aulide (lines 2168-209), we see 
that here again Erasmus' practice is more irregular than that of the 
Baptistes, lines 2183 and 2196 showing resolution of the anceps of the 
second metron (i.e., l,d-u-uu---v- ). This resolution of an anceps never 
occurs in Horace, nor in the Baptistes. Similarly irregular are the 
comparable iambic dimeters of Erasmus' Hecuba, lines 1146-69, where 
every other line is iambic dimeter acatalectic and of these twelve lines two 
(1155 and 1165) show resolution. 
The fourth chorus of the Baptistes (lines 966-96) is written in glyconics 

( 1:./ 1,,2-u v-u - ). Buchanan's practice of stichic composition with 
ancipitia long (one exception, line 989) is typical of Horace and later 
writers. By comparison with Buchanan, Erasmus' glyconics, as found in 
Iphigenia in Aulide (lines 696-750), show ten instances of a short in the 
ancipitia at the beginning of the line. In the Baptistes' fifth chorus (lines 
1110-65) we find the asclepiadean ( ---u v-//-u u-u- ), a meter 
not found in either of Erasmus' translations from Euripides. Buchanan 
seems to be following the custom of Horace and later writers by placing 
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the caesura after the first choriamb (one exception, line 1157, where 
elision obscures the caesura). 

Iambic Trimeter 

Toe dialogue of the Baptistes is composed in iambic trimeter, the 
standard classical meter for tragic dialogue ( ~-v-~-u-v-v - ). 16 

In general, we can say that Buchanan's iambics are basically Senecan. 
Buchanan, like Seneca. as a rule places the caesura after the first syllable 
of the third foot. Also, like Seneca, Buchanan allows a free use of 
resolution of longa and ancipitia. Unlike Seneca. however, are some 
liberties in the Baptistes which Buchanan may have taken from Horace: the 
fifth foot iamb (almost never found in Seneca) and the frequent disregard 
of what is now known as Parson's Law (strictly observed by Seneca. 
sometimes broken by Horace). (Porson's Law holds that a word-ending is 
avoided at the anceps of the fifth foot of an iambic trimeter line, if this 
syllable is long.) 

Although Porson's Law was not promulgated until 1802, it is nevertheless 
unlikely that Buchanan was unaware how divergent his verse was from 
that of Seneca in this regard. Rather, Buchanan seems to have made a 
characteristic prosodic choice. For one consequence of Seneca's adhering 
to Parson's Law and, at the same time, avoiding fifth foot iambs, is that a 
very high percentage of his lines end in two syllable words. Seneca's 
practice results in a dissonance of metrical ictus and word accent at the 
ending of the line in ninety percent of his iambic trimeters. 17 Many of 
Buchanan's lines, however, end in a three syllable word which forms a 
cretic (-U - ) and will have consonance of ictus and accent Buchanan's 
fondness for concluding consonance may be the influence of his training in 
the dactylic hexameter, where consonance is normal at the end of the line. 
Or it may be due to the influence of aeolic verse forms, some of which end 
in a cretic and do not bar a trisyllabic word in that position. 

Seneca, by tending to have fewer resolutions at the end of the line than at 
the beginning, already emphasized the iambic nature of the line. Although 
Buchanan follows this pattern also, his ear seems not to have been 
offended by the coincidence of ictus and accent which, apparently, for 
Seneca made the conclusion of the line too insistently iambic.18 At any 
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rate, Erasmus, whose translations of Euripides were greatly admired by 
Buchanan, also freely violated Parson's Law and frequently admitted fifth 
foot iambs. 

More details concerning Buchanan's iambic trimeter can be noted: 
Resolution of the fifth long um is much less common in the Baptist es than 
of the first, second, third, or fourth, although it is not as rare as in Seneca. 
who allows a total of only five. 19 Elision over caesura, rare in Seneca, is 
found only occasionally in Baptistes. Also in conformity with Senecan 
verse, lines without caesura are rare, as is word division within resolved 
elements. As Ruddiman points out. Buchanan very occasionally admits an 
anapaest in the fourth foot 20 Buchanan must have known that this was a 
deviation from classical practice, for Ravisius Textor observes that in the 
even feet of iambic trimeter "rarissime anapaestum, nisi apud comicos."21 
Perhaps more interesting, is that in passages of solemn or elevated diction, 
describing, for example, divinity or the after life, Buchanan restricts the 
number of resolutions and makes ancipitia long (see lines 1060-64, 1075, 
1087).22 
Since some critics have perceived an advance of metrical skill in 

Buchanan's later plays, it may be worthwhile to compare the incidence of 
two non-classical features in Baptistes and in the Medea (probably drafted 
before Baptistes, certainly revised before publication in 1544, and the 
earlier of the two translations from Euripides) and in Jephthes (the later 
and certainly the more praised of the two Biblical plays, published 
1554).23 Of 400 lines scanned from Baptistes, 30.25% violated Porson's 
Law. The results of scanning fifty randomly chosen lines from each of the 
other two plays gave 20% violation for Medea and 28% for Jephthes. 
Similarly, comparing fifth foot iambs, we find 26% in the Baptistes, 10% 
in the Medea, and 24% in Jephthes.24 We can only conclude that there is 
no advance in terms of metrical regularity between "early" and "late" 
plays. Metrical data which suggests that the early Medea was more 
polished than the late Jephthes cannot help in solving the problem of the 
chronology of composition of the plays. What may have misled some 
critics who find greater skill in Jephthes is that in the first ten lines of that 
play there is, by chance, only one violation of Porson's Law, as opposed to 
six in the first ten lines of Medea and seven in the first ten lines of 
Baptistes (that is, of the prologue).25 There is no metrical evidence that the 
prologue of Baptistes was composed at a different time from the rest of the 
play nor that the play was ever revised. 
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Finally, a few general observations should be made on metrical anomalies 
in the Baptistes: One license frequently taken in the play is maldng final o 
common (for example, see lines 10,11, 136, 149, 150,202,400,404, 712, 
1074, 1101, 1142). But all ego's in Baptistes have short final o (lines 8, 
222,499,636,622,672,680,683,752,787,795, 1022, 1177, 1195)in 
conformity with the best poets of the classical period (Catullus, Vergil, 
Horace).26 Some individual prosodic irregularites are discussed in the 
Commentary. Although never conclusive in itself, metrical analysis has 
some bearing on a few textual problems in Baptistes, for which see the 
Commentary. 

Notes 

1. Vita, in Opera, I, g2. 
2. An early example on the theme of the poet's powers fading with age, 

which seems both a matter of fact and proverbial, is Buchanan's iambic 
poem to Walter Haddon, Opera, IL 349. See also, e.g., Buchanan's 1576 
letter to Philippe de Marnix, in which he quotes Horace's use of the topos, 
and his dedicatory epistle to Historia, in Opera, I, A2. Although the 
Marnix letter places his poetic decline at 1566, Buchanan could still after 
this date write with power on occasions when be was roused (for example, 
the St Bartholomew Day Massacre). See Philip Ford, George Buchanan: 
Prince of Poets (Aberdeen: Aberdeen Univ. Press, 1982) p. 108. 

3. One recent reaction to that general acceptance is the opinion of Perosa 
and Sparrow, "The contemporary estimate of Buchanan--'poetarum nostri 
saeculi facile princeps'--is absurdly flattering; but Scaliger and Milton 
studied and admired him." See Alessandro Perosa and John Sparrow, eds., 
Renaissance Latin Verse (Chapel Hill: Univ. of North Carolina Press, 
1979), pp. 511-2. 
4. JozefIJsewijn, Companion to Neo-Latin Studies (Amsterdam: North-

Holland, 1977) pp. 254-261, points out that Neo-Latin lacks full manuals 
of prosody, diction, and syntax. One recent attempt at an analysis of neo-
Latin dramatic prosody is typical in its impreciseness. Louis A. Schuster's 
description of Vemulaeus' iambic dialogue verse fails to distinguish the 
iambic trimeter from the senarius, which allows freer substitution in its six 
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feet (Henry VIII: A Neo-Latin Drama by Nicolaus Vemulaeus, Austin: 
Univ. of Texas Press, 1964, pp. 68-69). Cf. R. J. Tarrant, ed., Seneca's 
Thyestes (Atlanta: Scholars, 1985), p. 28. 

In the following account I hope to guide the reader through the meters of 
the Baptistes with as little controversy and complication as possible. My 
modem authorities for classical Latin meters have been the following: 
T. G. Rosenmeyer, Martin Ostwald, and James W. Halpom,Jne Meters of 
Greek and Latin Poetry (Indianapolis: Bobbs Merrill, 1963i D.S. Raven, 
Latin Metre (London: Faber and Faber, 1965); and Friedrich Crusius, 
Romische Metrik: Eine Einfiihrung, newly edited by Hans Rubenbauer 
(Munich: Max Hueber Verlag, 1959). 

5. De Prosodia Libellus (?1595), Opera, II, 709-18, had been planned as 
part of a standard Latin grammar for Scottish schools. It does not include, 
for example, a discussion of caesura On this uncompleted enterprise, see 
I. D. McFarlane, Buchanan (London: Duckworth, 1981) pp. 442-44. 

6. Opera, II, 624 ff. (on tragedies). Ruddiman defends Buchanan against 
the charges of strict classicists by finding exceptions to their rules in 
Seneca. He concludes of bis examples that "if they do not altogether refute 
Bentley's harsh opinions, in which be proclaims that 'if our Buchanan, 
Scaliger, Grotius and all who wrote Tragedies after the rebirth of literature, 
had written their plays during Greek or Roman times, they would have 
been driven off the stage by hisses and duckings [sibilis & KAcoyµo'i~ ],' 
at least they seem able to soften and mitigate them [mo/lire saltem ac 
mitigare]" (II, 627-28 [my translation]). Here, as elsewhere, Ruddiman 
displays his great learning in finding classical examples that justify 
Buchanan's supposed prosodic lapses. Nevertheless, be also lists a number 
of aberations in the dramas which be either views as textual corruptions or 
as unjustified licenses. 

The footnotes in Burmann's derivative edition of the Opera Omnia (1725) 
incorporate Ruddiman's (1715) endnotes and information from Ruddiman's 
separate section on Buchanan's meters. I only reproduce those notes in my 
commentary which are still of interest to the modem reader, since many 
gloss metrical niceties no longer under dispute. 

7. Most notoriously in modem times, W. M. Lindsay, "Buchanan as a 
Latin Scholar," in D. A. Millar, ed., George Buchanan: A Memorial (St. 
Andrews, 1906), pp. 204-11. Lindsay unoriginally summed up and 
advanced the attacks of the classical scholars. Not only did Buchanan 
commit false quantities and disregard "certain laws of Latin Dramatic 
verse" but "Buchanan's dramas are the least interesting of bis works." 
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Worse than these technical flaws, it is above all the "insincerity" of 
Buchanan's writing in a "dead language about living people" that "tries the 
patience of a reader." Thus, Buchanan "fetters bis imagination" and his 
verses are somewhat "unpalatable ... merely because they are written in 
Latin." Lindsay, then, thinks that Buchanan should never have tried to 
write real poetry in Latin. Such verse as be did write can only be viewed as 
an exercise and, judged by this standard, Buchanan gets, at best, a "B" 
(pp. 210-11). Lindsay's generosity is shown by his allowing that, given the 
age in which Buchanan lived, his lapses were "no fault" of his own. 

Typical of classicist fault-finding is E. K. Rand's view that Buchanan's 
iambics are "unpleasant" for their flaws. See "George Buchanan," The 
Nation, Nov. 7, 1907, p. 416. 

Similarly, W. L. Adams, although agreeing with the praise of Johnson, 
Bradner, and Naiden, that Buchanan was "the master, not [the] servant" of 
the Latin language, finds, "The plays are probably the least attractive of all 
Buchanan's writings." For lack of prosodic knowledge "there are inevitable 
metrical faults." And Buchanan's "model" Seneca "was never good 
theatre." See "The Renaissance Poets: Latin," in James Kinsley, ed., 
Scottish Poetry: A Critical Survey (London: Cassell, 1955), p. 73. Also, 
see Ruddiman's testimonia and William Wotton's remarks in "The Critical 
Tradition." 

More recently, J. R. C. Martyn has spiritedly defended Buchanan against 
Lindsay's "patronizing and pedantic criticism." See "George Buchanan's 
Franciscanus," Acta Conventus Neo-Latini Amsterdamensis (1973), ed. P. 
Tuynman, et al. (Munich: Fink, 1979), p . 737: Lindsay "pounced on faults 
of prosody and metre, and failed to appreciate that Latin was as much 
Buchanan's literary language as it was Horace's, or Juvenal's .... " Martyn 
also notes that Leicester Bradner (Musae Anglicanae: A History of Anglo-
Latin Poetry 1500-1925 [ New York: MLA, 1940], p.136) had earlier 
criticized Lindsay's depreciation of Buchanan. Before him, Raymond 
Leb~gue faulted Lindsay for complaining that Buchanan failed to follow 
rules of prosody discovered in the nineteenth century (La Tragedie 
religieuse en France, [Paris, 1929], p. 205 

8. Since Ford's treatment of neo-Latin meter does not specifically treat 
Buchanan's drama, this is not the place for a full critique of his George 
Buchanan: Prince of Poets (1982). (For his strictures on the Baptistes see 
"The Critical Tradition" .) But since much of what Ford does say has a 
general bearing on the reading of neo-Latin, a few words are in order. On 
one band, Ford wants to save Buchanan and other neo-Latin writers from 
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the charge of metrical clumsiness made by classicists such as Lindsay. His 
approach is to point out that Renaissance writers had their own, more 
liberal, "consensus view," "diachronically" established rules (p. 35) by 
which their poetry should be judged. Ford concludes that "purism leads to 
sterility ... ; the occasional lapsus calami ... derive perhaps not from an 
insufficient knowledge of a dead language but from the creative use of a 
living one" (p. 112). 

But at least two difficulties muddle Ford's attempt to rescue Buchanan 
(whom Ford patronizingly calls "a man of his times" "despite his more 
profound insight" into Latin verse, pp. 30 and 35). First, Ford himself 
seems to have a strict notion of classical prosody, one that exaggerates 
Buchanan's deviations. For example, Ford's discussion of the length of 
final o's could mislead: "The final o of the first person singular which had 
been long in all except one or two cases ( e.g., scio, puto, volo) [sic] at the 
time of Ovid began to be shortened in a number of verbs. This gave rise to 
the Renaissance idea that final o was common" (p. 13). Ford's account 
implies that in these "one or two cases" final o was always short. But it 
was common (i.e., either long or short). Also, the phrase "began to be 
shortened in a number of verbs" implies further that the final o's of a 
number of verbs began to be always short. They were common. 

Secondly, even though Ford develops a more generous idea that 
Buchanan is following "poetic decorum" (p. 36), he nevertheless seems to 
defy his own original premise by excusing neo-Latinists (like Buchanan) 
for their lack of "consistency" (p. 43), when it is not at all clear that by 
their own standards they wanted this consistency. Ford fails to give any 
evidence that the passions of the well-known debate over Ciceronian purity 
in prose style ever spilled over to verse. In fact, what Ford does 
demonstrate is that the neo-Latin verse manuals encouraged intelligent 
eclecticism, i.e., following the best classical and neo-classical poets 
according to genre (p. 23). Ford even observes that Buchanan's own 
elementary guide to prosody allows "a certain poetic license" but not for 
beginners (p. 31); that the Libellus gives few rules, believing that 
experience will be the better teacher (p. 30); and that "in many cases where 
Buchanan has prosodic abnormalities, corroborative examples may be 
found among classical Roman poets" cited in the Libellus (p. 31). All in 
all, Ford allows that "we may expect any liberties in the more familiar 
hexameter which Buchanan takes to be totally conscious" (p. 33); but he 
finds fault with Buchanan for similar liberties in meters whose "rules" 
were not yet discovered. One might argue with more confidence than does 
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Ford, that the typically neo-Latin flexible practice in which Buchanan 
excelled is itself an imitation of the practices of the best classical poets. 
That is, variation from "rules" is a clear practice among poets, not merely a 
"license." And the persistent, censorious use of the word "eclectic" (p. 93) 
is misleading. It is no failed attempt at historically correct classicism that 
we find in Buchanan nor "the anarchy of a hybrid Latin based upon no par-
ticular writer or period" (p.12), which Ford, at times, implies was the alter-
native to "sterility." On the contrary, Baptistes, at least, shows in its adop-
tion of classical meters a disciplined but flexible approach, just as it does 
in its imitation of the Euripidean-Senecan idea of tragedy. Perhaps its met-
rical anomalies and comic elements made the older poet wince in 1576, but 
in its time of composition, the 1540's, it was a remarkable achievement. 

We can say, then, that Buchanan: 1. Did not know or notice certain 
characteristics of classical metrics that are known today; whether he would 
have chosen to follow them had he known them is another question. 2. Had 
a tendency to use exceptions more frequently than classical poets. Perhaps 
this practice arises because, as Ford points out, exceptions were what neo-
Latinists collected and studied. But there is no evidence that Buchanan 
could not distinguish an exception from a general practice, as Ford 
strongly implies ("Exceptions began to take on the status of rules." p. 29). 
3. Did not care to follow faithfully some practices he must have known 
were classical "rules." 

9. A. Gordon Mitchell, trans., John the Baptist (Paisley: Alexander 
Gardner, 1904), Appendix, n. pag. Oddly, Mitchell neglects to mention the 
fifth chorus of Baptistes, calling the sixth the fifth; P. G. Walsh and P. 
Sharratt, eds. and trans., George Buchanan: Tragedies (Edinburgh: 
Scottish Academic Press, 1983), pp. 334-35. 

10. Raven, pp. 143-44. 
11., Opera Omnia, I, Euripidis Hecuba et Iphigenia Latinae factae 

Erasmo interprete, ed. Jan Hendrik Waszink (Amsterdam: North-Holland, 
1969). 

12. Rosenmeyer, pp. 82-83. 
13. Waszink, Introduction to Hecuba et Iphigenia. 
14. Crusius (p. 86) describes other exceptions in Seneca's verse that also 

occur in Buchanan's, although here, as elsewhere, it is difficult to know 
whether Buchanan is following an exception as if it were the norm or 
merely violating the norm. 

15. Raven, p. 58; Rosenmeyer, p. 85. 
16. Raven, pp. 50-54; Crusius, pp. 76-78. 
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17. Crusius, p. 79. Almost none end in a three syllable word except where 
there is elision with the previous word. 

18. Crusius, pp. 76-78. Horace calls the iambic trimeter pes citus and 
alternis aptum sermonibus ("a swift foot" and "fit for dialogue," Ars 
Poetica 252, 81). Similarly, Cicero observes that for prose some writers 
"favor the iambic as being closest to ordinary speech, for which reason we 
find that it is chiefly used in the drama because of the similarity to actual 
speech" (Orator 57, 191, trans. by H. M. Hubbell, 1939; rpt. Cambridge: 
Harvard Univ. Press, 1962). Lines that violate Porson's Law would sound 
less close to common speech and possibly slower and more portentous, 
leading one to pause at the end of a line (more like the stately major 
asclepidean). 

19. Crusius, p. 77. 
20. Opera, II, 607-08 and 624-25. 
21. Epitheta (editio princeps, 1518; Leiden, 1625), F5v. I. D. McFarlane 

has established Buchanan's familiarity with Textor's handbook. See his 
"Reflections on Ravisius Textor's Specimen epithetorum," in R.R. Bolgar, 
ed., Classical Influences on European Culture: A.D. 1500-1700 
(Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. Press, 1976), pp. 81-90. Also, Buchanan 
does not give the anapaest as a possibility for the fourth foot in his Libellus 
(Opera, II, 718). 
22. This avoidance of resolution may reflect the practice of late Latin 

hymns. See Crusius, p. 77. Ruddiman points out that in the sacred 
tragedies Buchanan is gravissimus, especially because he switches meters 
much more rarely than Seneca (Opera, II, 633). 
23. On the problematic chronology, see Carl Fries, "Quellenstudien zu 
George Buchanan," Neue Jahrbucher far das klassische Altertum, 
Geschichte und deutsche Litteratur undfar Padagogik, 6 (1900), 177 ff. 
and 241 ff. Also, see McFarlane, Buchanan, pp. 118-21, Ford, p. 71; and 
P. Sharratt's introduction to Buchanan's tragedies (pp. 2-4). Sharratt 
hypothesizes that "the plays were all probably completed in Bordeaux at 
more or less the same time, though it is likely that Buchanan had already 
worked on the Medea, at least, in Paris." Reconciling Buchanan's own 
inconsistent testimony and other meager external evidence, he concludes 
plausibly that Baptistes was the first play written in Bordeaux for 
performance (1542); an early (1520's or 30's) draft of Medea was revised 
for performance the following year. In the next two years Buchanan 
worked more carefully composing Jephthes and Alcestis, but he left 
Bordeaux before they were both performed. Sharratt acknowledges that we 
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cannot know precisely the facts of composition, performance, and revision 
of these plays. Walsh and Sharratt's Conspectus Metrorum and 
Commentary indicate that Medea's choral meters are much less varied and 
polished than those of Alcestis. 

24. Lines scanned from Baptistes: 1-280, 345-427, 1051-109 (i.e., the 
first 427 lines, minus the chorus, 280-345, and a consecutive section at the 
end); from Medea: 30-40, 255-64, 500-09, 860-69, 1175-84; from 
Jephthes: 1-10, 320-9, 485-94, 675-84, 930-39 (i.e., chosen in groups of 
ten from early, middle, and late sections of the plays). 

25. In the first ten lines ofMalchus' opening speech there are four 
violations of Parson's Law. Comparing violations of the rule of fifth foot 
iambs, we get four in the first ten lines of Jephthes, none in the first ten 
lines of Medea, one in the first ten lines of Baptistes Prologue, and three in 
the first ten lines of Malchus' opening speech. 
26. On fmal o see note 8. Also, Opera, II, 634-35. On Buchanan's 

"entirely orthodox" metrical schemes in his Sphaera, see James Naiden's 
generous account (New York, 1952), pp. 31-32. Naiden points out that 
Buchanan allowed a short vowel at the end of a word to remain short 
before sand a consonant (p. 32). This is exceptional in classical practice. 
On the "tolerant" classicism of early seventeenth-century Latinists, see the 
brief introduction by Margareta Benner and Emin Tengstrom, On the 
Interpretation of Learned Neo-Latin (Goteborg: Univ. of Goteborg, 1977), 
especially p. 79. 

Staging 

The introduction of act and scene divisions is not called for in Baptistes 
(setting aside the problem of defining scene and act for a Greek-modeled 
Latin play). There is in copy-text L (followed by F78) no indication as 
such of act or scene divisions; but each of the six choral odes marks the 
clearing of the stage. In contrast to P79A, P79B, and most later editions, 
the continental system of massed entries is not generally used. 1 Rather, 
new characters are named as they are required and character entries do 
double-duty as speech-prefixes. This is a spare system, but it obviates the 
need for stage directions such as solus (e.g., 624 and 863). In fact, there are 
no stage directions in any editions. Nevertheless, the movements of 
characters on and off stage are seldom unsure. 

Characters often mention entrances and exits: "abiit" 221,406; "graditur 
ad aulam" 240 ("he is going to the court"); "ecce comm" 393; "quin abis" 
401; "hunc abducite" ("take him away") 516; "ipse ... sequitur" 690-91 
("he comes accompanied by his followers"); "ecce sese in tempore offert 
commode" ("she presents herself opportunely" 893; "Regina salve" 896; 
"eccum ante ipsas carceris stanten fores" 999 ("and there he is, standing in 
front of the prison gates"); "salve valeque sempitemum dicimus" ("we say 
hail and farewell forever") 1109; "ambo proferunt pedem domo" 1181 
("they are stepping out from the house"). 

Only the movements of the Chorus and its leader cause us some 
uncertainty (in this, also, Baptistes is classical); rather than entering and 
exiting, the Chorus seems to step in and out of prominence as required. 
Unlike later editions, L-77 and F-78 do not indicate the Chorus as a 
character in stage entries; there is one exception, line 1316, where, after 
the Choral ode signaling the clearing of the stage, not to indicate the 
presence of the Chorus leader could imply that the Nuntius is speaking 
so/us. · 
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cannot know precisely the facts of composition, performance, and revision 
of these plays. Walsh and Sbarratt's Conspectus Metrorum and 
Commentary indicate that Medea's choral meters are much less varied and 
polished than those of Alcestis. 

24. Lines scanned from Baptistes: 1-280, 345-427, 1051-109 (i.e., the 
first 427 lines, minus the chorus, 280-345, and a consecutive section at the 
end); from Medea: 30-40, 255-64, 500-09, 860-69, 1175-84; from 
Jephthes: 1-10, 320-9, 485-94, 675-84, 930-39 (i.e., chosen in groups of 
ten from early, middle, and late sections of the plays). 

25. In the first ten lines ofMalchus' opening speech there are four 
violations of Porson's Law. Comparing violations of the rule of fifth foot 
iambs, we get four in the first ten lines of Jephthes, none in the first ten 
lines of Medea, one in the first ten lines of Baptistes Prologue, and three in 
the first ten lines of Malcbus' opening speech. 
26. On final o see note 8. Also, Opera, II, 634-35. On Buchanan's 

"entirely orthodox" metrical schemes in bis Sphaera, see James Naiden's 
generous account (New York, 1952), pp. 31-32. Naiden points out that 
Buchanan allowed a short vowel at the end of a word to remain short 
before sand a consonant (p. 32). This is exceptional in classical practice. 
On the "tolerant" classicism of early seventeenth-century Latinists, see the 
brief introduction by Margareta Benner and Emin Tengstrom, On the 
Interpretation of Learned Neo-Latin (Goteborg: Univ. of Goteborg, 1977), 
especially p. 79. 

Staging 

The introduction of act and scene divisions is not called for in Baptistes 
(setting aside the problem of defining scene and act for a Greek-modeled 
Latin play). There is in copy-text L (followed by F78) no indication as 
such of act or scene divisions; but each of the six choral odes marks the 
clearing of the stage. In contrast to P79A, P79B, and most later editions 
the continental system of massed entries is not generally used. I Rather,' 
new characters are named as they are required and character entries do 
double-duty as speech-prefixes. This is a spare system, but it obviates the 
need for stage directions such as so/us (e.g., 624 and 863). In fact, there are 
no stage directions in any editions. Nevertheless, the movements of 
characters on and off stage are seldom unsure. 

Characters often mention entrances and exits: "abiit" 221,406; "graditur 
ad aularn" 240 ("he is going to the court"); "ecce comm" 393; "quin abis" 
401; "hunc abducite" ("take him away") 516; "ipse ... sequitur" 690-91 
("he comes accompanied by his followers"); "ecce sese in tempore offert 
commode" ("she presents herself opportunely" 893; "Regina salve" 896; 
"eccum ante ipsas carceris stanten fores" 999 ("and there he is, standing in 
front of the prison gates"); "salve valeque sempitemum dicimus" ("we say 
hail and farewell forever") 1109; "ambo proferunt pedem domo" 1181 
("they are stepping out from the house"). 

Only the movements of the Chorus and its leader cause us some 
uncertainty (in this, also, Baptistes is classical); rather than entering and 
exiting, the Chorus seems to step in and out of prominence as required. 
Unlike later editions, L-77 and F-78 do not indicate the Chorus as a 
character in stage entries; there is one exception, line 1316, where, after 
the Choral ode signaling the clearing of the stage, not to indicate the 
presence of the Chorus leader could imply that the_ Nuntius is speaking 
so/us. 
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Non-speaking roles, such as the palace guards and John's various 
auditors, are indicated in the text The Chorus should be distinguished 
from John's "followers"--the priests, princes, and people who have 
gathered to bear the preacher and the disciples to whom the Nuntius is 
carrying bis message (coetus ... comes, 97, 691; comites 1318). 

The staging of sixteenth-century school drama is a much disputed 
subject.2 Assuming that simple is best, one may imagine Baptistes 
performed on a platform at one end of a dining hall. In front of each of the 
two openings in the ball screen there is a "house"--one representing the 
prison from which John is brought and to which be returns an(;l before 
which be may address bis disciples; the second. representing the palace 
into which the Queen retreats in anger (406) and from which Herod and 
PueUa are walking when spotted by the Queen (1181). Other entrances and 
exits can be made from the left or right wings at the side of each house, 
along the ways that the stage platform leaves free for the dining hall 
servants. The area in front of the two houses is vaguely defined as a public 
or private meeting place, as needed. One wing may represent the town or 
temple from which Malcbus and Gamaliel enter in the first scene. The 
other may be seen as the Chorus' territory, since it is not clear that the 
Chorus is ever off stage. In one scene (345 ff.), for example, after Herod 
and the Queen have debated, the Queen exits through the house 
representing the palace when John is brought in by guards from the prison 
house. The Chorus, although present throughout, advances twice in this 
scene (to commend Herod's moderation, 458-61; to express its anxiety 
over the sincerity of the tyrant, 519-23; iambic lines spoken presumably by 
the Chorus leader), before it reassembles for its ode (573 ff.). After their 
interview, Herod orders John taken back to bis prison (516), himself 
exiting into the palace (572). 

It must be acknowledged, however, that the evidence for any actual 
performance of Baptistes is slight Indeed. Stephen Gosson could yoke 
Buchanan with Gregory Nazianzen as famous authors of unplayed plays.3 

Possibly, a John babtiste performed in Trinity College, Cambridge, 1562-
63, was Buchanan's play.4 Otherwise there is some evidence that Baptistes 
was performed in German translation in Heidelberg and, from a short note 
written in one copy of the Frankfurt 1578 Baptistes, that it was presented 
for the Ducal court of Wittenberg on 26 April 1585. 5 But it is reasonable 
to assume that Baptist es was performed by the students of the College de 
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Guyenne at Bordcaux--that being the purpose for which the play was 
originally written, according to Buchanan's Vita.6 John Aitken repeats de 
Minnont's suggestion that Baptistes may have been performed on 24 June 
the festival of St John and a school holiday_? There is evidence that the ' 
young Montaigne was one of Buchanan's favored actors. In his Essais, 
Montaigne is proud to make this claim: 

Shall I mention one youthful quality I possessed? I brought a bold and 
confident look and a flexibility of voice and gesture to the parts which I 
undertook to act. For I was scarcely twelve when I played the leading 
parts in the Latin tragedies of Buchanan, Guerente and Murel, which 
were performed in our College de Guyenne with some dignity.8 

We know that Montaigne's spoken Latin had been imbibed with his nurse's 
milk, and his precocious talent along with his family's status could explain 
why such a young pupil might have won one of the play' s four major 
individual roles. 

Buchanan was more concerned than most school dramatists (who 
probably wanted to allow as many pupils as possible to say a few words on 
stage) to maintain classical concentration, and the small number of 
speaking roles in his play (nine) contrasts sharply with the large casts of 
Grimald, Schoepper, or the medieval tradition. But no doubt those students 
relegated to playing John's guards, followers or, even, sitting in the 
audience appreciated their master's performing his own Prologue (we can 
suppose) and begging for a fair hearing. Then they certainly enjoyed 
Malchus and the comic portrayal of an old man's envy of the young. 

Except for a grotesque costume and broad acting for the Jewish priest 
Malchus, however, there was in Buchnanan's sober play remarkably little 
opportunity for the stage business that was typical of the school drama of 
the the time.9 Not only was the cast small, but all sensational scenes from 
the old story were absent, reported, or merely suggested. IO Buchanan's 
Puella stretches out an empty charger when she repeats her scriptural 
request ("Give me John's head in this plate!" 1196); we are intended to 
remember that in other plays she serves John's head to her mother. By 
~ontrast Grimald's Archipropheta had a very large cast, and Grimald 
mtroduced new, elaborate scenes of visual display, humor, oriental music, 
and gluttony. 
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NOT~ 

1. See Historical Collation and Commentary and Textual Notes for 
variant stage entrances and speech-prefixes. Apparent anomalies in L 
include Regina's entrance at line 1184. Because she does not speak for 
many lines, Regina's presence on stage is indicated lest we think she exited 
after her soliloquy. Also, at line 1316, the Chorus leader enters after the 
choral ode that cleared the stage of speaking roles. 

2. For my account I am indebted to Richard Southern, The Staging of 
Plays Before Shakespeare (London: Faber and Faber, 1973), pp. 413-23; 
David Greenwood, "The Staging of Neo-Latin Plays in Sixteenth-Century 
England," Educational Theatre Journal, 16 (1964), 311-23; Richard 
Griffiths, The Dramatic Technique of Antoine de Montchrestien (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 1970), p. 146; L. J. Mills, "The Acting in University 
Comedy of Early Seventeenth-Century England," in Studies in the English 
Renaissance Drama: in Memory of Karl Julius Holzknecht, ed. Josephine 
Waters Bennett et al.(New York: New York Univ. Press, 1959), pp. 212-
30; L.A. Triebel, "Sixteenth-Century Stagecraft in European Drama," 
Modern Language Quarterly, 11 (1950), 7-16; and Glynne Wickham, 
Shakespeare's Dramatic Heritage (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 
1969), pp. 67-83. The relationship of Latin dramatic practice to the early 
English stage should be considered. See T. H. Howard-Hill, "The 
Evolution of the Form of Plays in English During the Renaissance," 
Renaissance Quarterly, 43 (1990), 112-45. 
3. Playes Confuted, in Arthur F. Kinney, Markets of Bawdrie: The 

Dramatic Criticism of Stephen Gosson (Salzburg: Univ. of Saltzburg Press, 
1974), p. 177. On how Buchanan's reputation was appropriated by each 
side in the Gosson-Lodge exchange, see "The Critical Tradition." Oddly, 
David Sabrio has termed Baptistes and Jephthes "closet dramas" in 
"George Buchanan and Renaissance Latin Poetry," Explorations in 
Renaissance Culture, 7 (1981), 43. 
4. G. C. Moore Smith made this tentative identification in College Plays 
Performed in the University of Cambridge (Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. 
Press, 1923), pp. 5, 103. Since then it has been variously accepted or 
doubted, but for no particular reasons. 
5. Copy: National Library of Scotland, 5.5691 (18), sig. A3. On Gennan 

translations, see the section "Translations." Reporting on German taste in 
school theater, Thomas Nashe describes a perfonnance of Acolastus at 
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Wittenberg in his Unfortunate Traveller, in The Works, ed. R. B. 
McKerrow (London, 1904-9), II, 249; McKerrow notes a 1572 Wittenberg 
performance, IV, 274--cited by Lily B. Campbell, Divine Poetry and 
Drama in Sixteenth-Century England (Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. Press, 
1959), p. 169. There is evidence that Buchanan's Alcestis was also 
performed in Wittenberg about 1581 (see Irene Wiem, Das englische 
Schriftum in Deutsch/and von 1518-1600 [Leipzig: Becker and Erler, 
1940], p. 100). On the question of whether Baptistes as we have it was too 
radical to have been performed in Bordeaux (quite unlike Wittenberg, with 
its legacy from Melancthon), see "The Critical Tradition." 
6. See "The Critical Tradition." 
7. The Trial of George Buchanan before the Lisbon Inquisition 

(Edinburgh: Oliver and Boyd, 1939), p. 92. 
8. Translation of Essais, I, 26 ("De !'institution des enfants") by Geoffrey 

Brereton, French Tragic Drama in the Sixteenth and Seventeenth 
Centuries (London: Methuen, 1973), p. 8. J. R. C. Martyn gives an 
uncritical but convenient account of the relationship between Buchanan 
and his pupil. Roger Trinquet questions the chronology of this relationship. 
Since Montaigne was twelve in 1545, we must wonder if Buchanan's plays 
were enjoying a revival at the college, with or without the presence on the 
faculty of their author. But Peter Sharratt argues that Montaigne is saying 
that he played "Jes premiers personnages" before he was twelve: "avant 
l'age, Alter ab undecimo tum me vix ceperat annus" (Montaigne citing 
Virgil, Eclogue 8. 39). Sharratt warns us against "making the few facts 
bear more weight than they warrant." See Trinquet, La Jeunesse de 
Montaigne, (Paris: Nizet, 1972), pp. 455-67; Martyn, "Montaigne and 
George Buchanan," Humanistica Lovaniensia, 26 (1977), 132-42, (Martyn 
seems unaware ofTrinquet's book, below, and, more forgiveably, fails to 
mention an unpublished poem by Buchanan to the "three Montaigne 
kinsmen," reported by McFarlane, p. 95. Except for this poem, it seems 
true that, as Martyn says, "Buchanan's works contain no references at all to 
the young Michel," p. 135.); and P. Sharratt and P. G. Walsh, George 
Buchanan: Tragedies (Edinburgh: Scottish Universities Press, 1983), 
pp. 4-5. Montaigne quotes once briefly from Baptistes; see McFarlane, 
"George Buchanan and France," in Studies in French Literature Presented 
to H. W. Lawton, ed. J.C. Ireson, I. D. McFarlane, and Gamet Rees 
(Manchester: Manchester Univ. Press, 1968), p. 244. 
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9. Greenwood, pp. 314,317,319,322; Mills, 214,224. The mystery 
plays, of course, also indulged in farce. On Buchanan's disapproval of this, 
see "The Critical Tradition." 

10. See "Sources and Parallels" and "John the Baptist in Art." 

Translations of Baptistes 

Although Baptistes has not been translated as often as J ephthes, the 
number and variety of these translations remain remarkable, even more so 
when we consider how seldom they are read. 
The first translation of Baptistes to be printed was that of Ambrosius 

Lobwasser (1515-85), a Lutheran law professor at Konigsberg University. I 
He first translated Buchanan's Jephthes into Gennan ( 1576) and then 
turned to Baptistes (1583, lost; undated contemporary edition extant). In 
his translation the play is not divided into acts. An Argumentum Calumniae 
precedes the translation of the prologue. Lobwasser's translation has not 
been kindly treated by the critics, although Bolte excuses some lapses in 
taste by suggesting that it suffered at the hands of whoever was responsible 
for "dieser neuen Ausgabe." One tasteless addition ("ein geschmackloser 
Zusatz") is the entrance of the executioner at the end of the play to display 
John's head and to assert that he was only following orders (sig. H3). In 
this translation, as Bolle describes it, "Der Chor besteht aus 'vier 
Jungfrewlein,' die 'alles anhoren, was geschicht und urtheilen, was sie recht 
deucht oder nicht,"'--giving us some idea of how the play was then 
perfonned at Konigsberg, with the Chorus always on stage.2 

A second, anonymous, Gennan translation of Baptistes was written in 
1585 and perfonned before the Heidelberg court.3 At this time of burning 
controversy between Lutherans and Calvinists (Refonned), one might 
expect that choosing to translate and stage Baptistes would be a party-act. 
Yet, as Bolte writes, "Von den Verfassem der beiden Verdeutschungen, 
die 1583 und 1585 vor einer Konigsberger und einer Heidelberger 
Hofgesellschaft zur Aufftihrung kamen, gehorte freilich nur einer dem 
reformierte Bekenntis an, der andre war ein duldsamer, weitblickender 
Lutheraner."4 
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The 1585 version was written, says its epilogue, to advise the young 
Prince Friedrich IV von der Pfalz (1574-1610). Concerning the translator, 
Bolte inquires, "Wer aber war dieser freimiitige Furstenzieher?" and 
concludes that it was the Strassburger humanist, Georg Michael 
Lingelsheim (1556-1636).5 In Lingelsheim's manuscript we find no act 
divisions; Bolte's edition supplies them from a later edition of Baptistes 
[Wittenberg, 1604]): Act I, line 52; Act II, line 345; Act III, line 624; Act 
IV, line 966; and Act V, line 1166. (Compare T's beginning Part IV at 
Baptistes 863.) Lingelsheim omits Buchanan's epistle, but translates the 
prologue. An epilogue is added (pp. 26-27) that tells the popular story of 
Apelles and Calumnia as a moral tale of the prince's good and bad adviser 
a lesson "von alten zeiten und auch heut" (p. 27). 

Bolte points out that Lingelsheim's version is markedly less prolix than 
that of Lohwasser. Moreover, the later translation is "frisch" and does not 
shy away from "volkstiimlichen, mundartlichen Ausdriicken." Bolte also 
praises Lingelsheim's metrical virtuosity in contrast to Lobwasser's 
uninspired performance which even in his own day was subject to harsh 
review.6 

The first French translation or imitation of Baptistes was written by 
Roland Brisset and published in 1590 ( privilege, 1589). "II a supprime le 
prologue, et divise la piece en cinq actes: les trois derniers episodes 
forment deux actes. Son style est parfois vigoureux."7 So the master of 
Renaissance French drama, Raymond Lebegue, on Brisset's alexandrines. 
But Yves Le Hir concludes that "!'ensemble revele plus d'application que 
de talent. "8 Brisset adds to his Baptiste a long, general essay on drama, 
"Aux Lecteurs," and an "Argument" of the play. 
The next French translation was published anonymously in 1613 but is 

probably by Pierre de Brinon de Beaumartin.9 Brinon replaces Buchanan's 
dedicatory epistle with his own address to the reader, "L'Autheur au 
Lecteur," in which he laments that translators are unappreciated and argues 
that unfaithfulness in a translation should be excused as it derives from "la 
pauurete de nostre langue ou [le] privilege des Poetes" (sig. A2). His 
translation, in decasyllabic verse, includes the prologue, and divides the 
play as did Brisset's (that is Act IV, as in T, begins at line 863). Neither 
Brisset's nor Brinon's religious affiliation is known or can be determined 
from their translations. 10 

Samples of these two translations, a passage (Baptistes 1331-34) which 
seems to be indebted to I Thess. 4: 13, follow: 

Si la mort est plorable, ii faut plorer les morts 
Dont l'esperance meurt tout ainsi que le corps 
Et qui ne pensent point que l'escorce qui tombe 
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Se doive resveiller du sommeil de la tom be. (Brisset, in Le Hir, p. 106) 

S'il faut pleurer pour Jes morts, c'est a ceux 
Desquels l'espoir se perd avecques l'homme, 
Ne croyans pas qu'apres un bien court fomme 
Doivent un iovre resusciter nos corps 
Pour vivre encor: (Brinon, sig. D3v) 

In the seventeenth century, we find two anonymous English translations 
of Baptistes. Tyrannical/-Government Anatomized (1642/3) is discussed 
~lsew~ere. _The other'. "":hich exists unpublished in a Bodleian manuscript, 
1s a fairly hteral, und1stmguished prose translation. l l The translator reveals 
himself to be at least as skilfull a Latinist as the author of T; he also seems 
to be working from a more correct text. For example, he translates line 475 
as" ... how they might serve God and their King ... " (sig. 58) and line 
913 as" ... or that I may speak more true his ... " (sig. 69), avoiding 
errors that Tyrannicall-Government (T) commits. In this version, the 
prologue is included and there are no act divisions. 

An interesting Dutch translation by J. de Decker was published in 1654 or 
1656.12 Buchanan's dedicatory letter and prologue are omitted, and an 
argument precedes the play proper which is divided into five sections. The 
argument makes explicit the unity of setting (the castle of Macherus) and 
of time (Herod's birthday) (sig. A2v). Two non-speaking roles, the 
Bewaerders and the Scherprechter (guards and executioner) are added. 
Decker's divisions (each is called a Bedryf) correspond to those of Brisset 
and Brinon. 
!n the fo~rth section_, however, Decker brings back Gamaliel. He assigns 

him two Imes belonging to the Chorus (Baptistes 894-95; Decker, sig. E3), 
an~ later h_e creates ~or Gamaliel a new speech about the impossibility of 
actmg against the pnests and the court (Baptistes, following line 965; 
Decker, sig. E4v). He predicts that the "bloed des leeraers vroom" (blood 
of the pious master) will be spilled. Immediately after this 22-line addition, 
Decker makes a major rearrangement. He places here the Queen's 
reflections on her distrust of Maleh us and the scene between Herod and the 
Daughter (Baptistes 1166-1315). This closes Decker's Vierde Bedryf. 
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The Vyf de Bedryf opens with an additional scene between Gamaliel and 
the Chorus discussing the unhappy state of affairs. (sigs. F3v-F4v). 
Gamaliel functions very much as a messenger and describes bow Herod in 
bis great drunkenness bas made a crazy promise. Bit by bit the Chorus 
learns the nature of this promise and, when Gamaliel returns to the court to 
see bow matters have progressed, the Chorus decides to warn John. 

Decker then returns to the original (Baptistes 966-1007; Decker, sig. F4Y) 
with the fourth choral ode and the Chorus' warning--little beeded--to John 
(here Joannes). Decker follows the original through the next choral ode 
(Baptistes 1105-1165), after which be inserts a new scene with the Queen 
and her Daughter. The Daughter appears with the executioner and 
triumphantly displays John's bead in a dish. The Queen rejoices in the 
sight, on which she would gladly feast her eyes in preference to any royal 
banquet (sig. G4v). She compares herself favorably in her successful defeat 
of her rival with Antony who so dispatched the talkative Cicero. Then she 
asks whether John showed signs of defeat at the moment of bis death. Her 
daughter responds, "Verslagen, moeder? neen" ("Defeated, mother? no."). 
Never did be seem in better mood. She recalls his final words of constant 
faith, his affirmation that be was prepared not just to confess the truth but 
to suffer for it, and his prediction that Herod would be punished by loss of 
his kingdom and exile. Then she describes bow, as be recited a prayer 
(anticipating I Corinthians 2: 9), John's bead was struck off. The Queen 
feels justified that she bas trimmed the sails of a man who even in bis 
death would play the prophet ("nocb spelen den Propbeet"). All exit with 
the bead. 

Decker's additions suggest that be did not want to forsake certain, more 
sensational, elements of the traditional story. Also, in stressing the 
drunkenness of Herod at bis birthday party, Decker chose a typically 
Protestant method of reducing the king's responsibility. On the other band, 
the Chorus is allowed lines that do little to excuse the king. Before it 
knows the nature of the daughter's request, it expresses the opinion that 
when the king returns to bis senses be will not give her anything at all, 
because be is not so free with bis wealth as be is with pious blood. (sig. F4) 
But this statement does not establish complicity, as we find it in the 
Legenda Aurea; rather, it merely stresses the king's deep-seated cruelty and 
the craziness of the vow, a childish action ("kinderlijk bedrijf'). 

Herod may be foolish and cruel, but Herodias is cunning. She takes 
advantage of Herod's drunkenness to gain her goal. As Gamaliel says, she 
seizes occasion by the forelock ("Mogt dees' gelegentheyd we! grijpen by 
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de hair.") We see this further in the third addition, in which mother and 
daughter exult in their mutual crime. Moreover, Gamaliel's role is 
increased to stress the sinfulness of the forces aligned against John. One 
cannot help feeling that the vivid portrayals of John's head brought back to 
the banquet that are commonly found in seventeenth-century Dutch 
paintings of the subject help to explain the taste for the sensational 
preserved in Decker's version of Baptistes. 

In 1823, another French translation appeared as part of E. Aignan's multi-
~olu':11e .~isto'?' of literature. 13 This prose translation is preceded by a short 
Notice and 1s followed by a few pages of interesting "Remarques sur 

Jean-Baptiste." Aignan finds "La tragedie de Jean-Baptiste est surtout un 
monument, fort curieux pour nous, du degre de liberte Iitteraire et 
d'opposition politique permis en France, dans Jes etablissemens (sic) 
d'education sous le regne de Francois Jer." 14 Thus we see a French scholar 
of the early nineteenth century could assume that the play as we have it 
was perform~d in its own time and did not feel the need to suppose that it 
had been revised! While recognizing the play's imperfections as a "tableau 
histori~ue" (p: ~07), Aignan, nevertheless, praises the religious feeling and 
Platomc myst1c1sm of John and his disciples. He also observes that "le 
despotisme versatile et perfide d'Herode Antipas, l'orgueil pharisruque de 
Malchus, les vues reformatrices de Gamaliel, se retrouvent tels que 
l'histoire Jes presente." (p. 207). He praises the "energie et verite" of 
Buchanan's limited success. Aignan concludes his "Notice" by recording 
Buchanan's undistinguished demise in 1582, "sans laisser de quoi se faire 
enterrer: quel homme d'etat ignorant!" (p. 208). 

Aignan inclu~es Buchanan's dedicatory letter as well as the prologue. He 
makes no explicit or numbered divisions, but he does introduce occasional 
stag_e directions and clusters characters to mark a scene. His "Remarques" 
are mtended, for example, to explain how it is that John in prison is 
allo~ed the ~reedom to stroll in a public place in the view of his guards or 
to remforce la morale evangelique" (pp. 269-71).15 
There _has been no shortage of nineteenth and twentieth-century English 

translations. In 1870, Alexander Gibb translated Baptistes into verse that 
a~proximated dislocated prose. He divided the play into fourteen scenes in 
his Argument (pp. 113-14). An example of his translation follows: 

Miserable old age, approaching goal 
Of my last breath, and ye unhappy fates, 
Have ye bestow'd on me a longer life 
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Only to this intent, that I, while lies 
My native land enslaved by her foes, 
Should see the temples heinously defiled, 
Profane and sacred mingled? (Bapt. 52-57) 

Archibald Brown in the preface to his own version of the play (1906) 
spoke of Gibb's as suffering "rigid literalism" (p. vii) and attempted in his 
own to "give the force and tone and spirit of the original" (p. viii). How 
well he succeeded may be judged by comparing his translation of the same 
lines to Gibb's: 

0 troubled eld, and thou fast-nearing bound 
Where I shall breathe my latest breath; and ye, 
0 powers, that as ye list grant weal or woe--
Unkind to me, unkind!--have ye prolonged 
My term of life beyond the common span 
Only for this, that I might live to see 
My country's servitude, and, sadder far, 
The hallowed courts trodden by feet profane, 
And idol-symbols in the temple of God? 

A more pleasing translation was published in 1904 by A. Gordon 
Mitchell. Written in verse, it is literal enough to be used as a guide to the 
original. Moreover, Mitchell adds a list of the choral meters and a few 
reader's notes. A passage from this sober translation follows: 

Whither shall I betake myself? What first 
Shall I complain of? Who shall bear the brunt 
Of my intensest anger? or to whom 
Shall I my earliest support convey? 
The godless crowd this prophet false revere: 
The Rabbins mumble; and the King connives 
At his proceedings; and the nobles pay 
No heed; (Bapt. 658-62; Mitchell, p. 63) 

Although Mitchell acquiesces in the standard view that Baptistes is "no 
doubt" an inferior stage play to Jephthes, he finds more in it to praise than 
republican sentiments. He discovers in it "an intensely tragical motif' and 
"the exhibition of conflicting passions .... Personality rather than action is 
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the key-note." That is, the voice of the prophet dominates the "strife of 
tongues" (p. 3). 

Selections from Baptistes were translated by Lionel S. Charles in the 
1907 St. Andrews memorial volume edited by David Millar. One passage 
follows: 

I leave them not; they will no longer stay. 
My soul is going on its ancient way 
Through gates predestined since God's world began, 
His law is heavy on the soul of man. (Bapt. 352-62; Millar, p. 357) 

Robert Sutherland's translation of Baptistes into Scots (1959) is 
remarkable for its liveliness. In his preface, the translator argues that 
Buchanan's Latin does not sound right turned into English: 

[11he unco-dowie logic o the Hebrew Jephthah juist doesna maik wi 
English conventions, and the Baptist's thrawn Jewish threipin o ill-
fau'rd sooth seems mair naiteral whan he flytes in Scots.16 

An example of this translation follows: 

Ma/chus. Heh! Gude man, maister o this crowd here, is this discourse 
the pith of your doctrine? is that the stuff ye teach the seelie folk? 
John. If ye're an honest man, my words dinna concern ye. 
Ma/chus. Does it concern ye to flyte agen the priests? 
John. I think it weill to flyte at wicked men. 

(Bapt. 757-62; Sutherland, pp. 78-79) 

Or, a few lines below, 

Ma/chus. Hou artfully he jouggles ambiguities and fankles us in 
riddles! Tell me, by whatna ferlie are ye preparit to prieve your 
authority? 
John. I micht speir at ye in tum by whatna ferlie are ye preparit to 
prieve your authority? 
Ma/chus. Hou contumax he is! (Bapt . 792-97; Sutherland, p. 80) 

In the 1983 Edinburgh edition of Buchanan's tragedies we find P. G. 
Walsh's work-a-day translation of Baptistes.17 Unassuming, still it is not 
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always to the point. One case is in lines 868-69 ("Suasque voluit vindicare 
iniurias / Meo periculo."): "and has sought to compensate for the injuries 
done to him by exposing me to danger" (Walsh, p. 153). Rather, Malchus 
is saying that Herod wanted to revenge himself on John, while shifting to 
Malchus the risk of this revenge. Walsh's translation suggests that the 
compensation for the injuries suffered by Herod is the danger to which 
Malchus is exposed. Or, an example of taste, Walsh evades the translation 
of opilio (line 156) by shepherd: "Moses was a rustic, so was David" 
(p. 137). 

NOTES 

1. The extant edition is undated. On the lost 1583 edition described by 
Gottshed (Leipzig, 1757; p. 120), see Johannes Bolte, "Die Heidelberger 
Verdeutschung von Buchanans Tragodie Baptistes," Archiv fiir das 
Studium der neueren Sprachen, 162 (1932), 174-184 and 163 (1933), 1-33; 
and Irene Wiem, Das englische Schriftum in Deutsch/and von 1518-1600 
(Leipzig: Becker and Erler, 1940), p. 132. See "Table of Editions and 
Translations" for bibliographic details concerning this translation and the 
others discussed in this section. 

2. Bolte, p. 31. 
3. Bolte's edition of the Heidelberger codex 377 (in the article cited 

above) is made even more valuable by his afterword. Bolte lists the names 
of authors to whom plays on John the Baptist have been attributed (and 
who were neglected by Oskar Thulin's 1903 monograph) and lists locations 
of some very rare editions and anonymous manuscripts. My own efforts to 
locate copies of these plays through the Zentralkata/ogsystem of 
interlibrary loan met with disappointing results. Often catalogues and texts 
were victims of war or the post-war partition of Gennany, where plays on 
John were exceptionally popular. With the exception of a lost drama 
(1553) by the Portuguese Diogo de Teive, none of these unavailable works 
are likely to have a direct bearing on Buchanan's play. Nevertheless, a new 
monograph on this topic is needed. 

4. Bolte, p. 30. 
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5. Bolte, p. 32. On Lingelsheim's connections, see Briefe G. M. 
Lingelsheims, M. Berneggers und lhrer Freunde, ed. Dr. Alexander 
Reifferscheid (Heilbronn, 1889). Admired by several of Lingelsheim's 
correspondents, Buchanan' is mentioned at least once in these letters (pace 
McFarlane, p. 41), in passing, by Hugo Grotius in 1617; p. 90). 

6. Bolte, p. 33. Reiffersheid quotes one Lohwasser critic: 

Lobwasserus corrumpit in singulis paragraphis ultimos versus et 
melodiarn depravat, caesuras negligit et heic et alibi passim. In illius 
versione omnia sunt valde aquea, sive potius aquosa. Sic enim iudicat 
noster senatus ecclesiasticus. Idque dixerunt me audiente. (p. 963) 

One may compare the following passages from the opening of the play: 

lch alter unnd verlebter man, 
Ach, das ich nun mus sehenn an, 
Dass inn mein lieben Vatterland, 
Die Ketzerei nimbt uberhand! 
Was ungliickhs und trtibseligkeit 
Hab ich erlebt die lange zeit! (Lingelsheim?, in Bolte, p. 175) 

Wie ist mein alter so elend: 
Das nu nah ist dem letzen end. 
0 Gott/ wie hastu mir so eben / 
Verlengt mein arm und elend Leben/ 
Das ich mein liebes Vaterland 
Mus sehen so mit grosser Schand/ 
In der Feind dienstbarkeit gesteckt/ 
Und das die Gottsheuer beflekt/ (Lohwasser, sig. AS) 

7. Raymond Lebegue, La Tragedie religieuse en France (Paris, 1929), p. 
221. "Ceste tragedie est imitee de Bucchanan" (Brisset, sig. Hh3). Lebegue 
notes that Brisset's translation was mentioned in 1584. Yves Le Hir, Les 
f!rames Bibliques de 1541-1600 (Grenoble: Press Universitaires, 1974) 
hsts numerous Biblical echoes in this imitatio, finding in John's speeches 
resonances of Jesus' (p. 104-6). 

8. Le Hir, p. 106. 
9. Lebegue, p. 221. 
10.Lebegue,p.221. 
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11. MS Rawlinson D 1391 (Baptistes, sigs. 44v ff.). This large folio 
includes translations of plays by Schonaeus and Plautus, apparently done 
as an exercise. No author has been proposed and even a precise date for the 
manuscript has not been offered. "Why these plays were translated or by 
whom must be a matter for conjecture, but they were clearly not adapted 
for production in England," writes L.B. Campbell (Divine Poetry and 
Drama in Sixteenth-Century England, [Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. 
Press, 1959], p. 166). W. Sypherd dates the manuscript "c. 1700." from E. 
Lobel, Esq., Keeper of the Western Manuscripts, Bodleian. He adds of the 
Jephthes translation, "It has not a great deal of literary merit; indeed it 
reads at times like a school exercise in translation from the Latin," 
(Jephthah and His Daughter [Newark, Delaware: Univ. of Delaware Press, 
1948], p. 133). The translation has no obvious relationship to T. 

12. J. de Decker, Baptistes of Dooper, Treurspel. Getrocken uyt de 
Latijnsche Vaersen van G. Buchanan (1654), in Gedichten [Amsterdam: 
Jacob Colom, 1656]. 

13. [Etienne] Aignan, Jean-Baptiste, ou La Calomnie, in Bibliotheque 
etrangere d'histoire et de litterature (Paris, Ladvocat, 1823), III, 203-71. 

14. Aignan, p. 207. 
15. Lebegue is more amazed at John's being at liberty; Bolte calls it 

"unklar" (p. 30). See Commentary, line 690. 
16. Sutherland, p. 6. Sutherland believes T to be "attributit (in error, it 

wad seem) to Milton" (p. 7). 
17. George Buchanan: Tragedies, ed. P. Sharratt and P. G. Walsh 

(Edinburgh: Scottish Academic Press, 1983). Walsh was responsible for 
the text and translation. The translations of the two original plays by 
Buchanan are found separate from (not facing) the Latin and are 
inadequately keyed, making cross-reference difficult. It is unfortunate that 
Walsh does not translate Buchanan's dedicatory epistles to the four dramas. 

Textual Introduction to Tyrannica/1-Government Anatomized 

PART I 

. In 1642/3 an anony~ous translation of Buchanan's Baptistes was printed 
m London for John Field at the order of the "Committee of the House of 
Commons concerning Printing" (dated "Die Martis, 30. Januarii, 1642" 
and signed by John White). The printing of Tyrannicall-Government 
Anatomized: Or, A Discourse Concerning Evil-Councellors. Being The 
Life and Death of John the Baptist (hereafter called T) is peculiar. The 
collation of this quarto is as follows: A (missigned, the only signature in 
the sheet is B2)--C4, D2• Catchwords which differ from the first word of 
the following page are here listed: A3 Maleh. (Mlach.); A4v O thou (Oh 
~hou); B_4 ~ohn (Joh~.); B4v John. (!oh.); D l v brief (briefe). l The type line 
m A (m1ss1gned B) 1s about 100 mm; in B, 117 mm; in C and D, 107 mm. 
Printed text length on A is about 145 mm; on B, 175 mm; on C and D, 155 
mm. ~bout two-thirds down on B3 there is an abrupt switch to very small 
type (hne T606, ex-/extirped), which continues to the bottom of B3v (line 
T742, wa-/ters). Page-breaks are indicated in the text. 

The type font in gatherings C and D appears to differ from that of A and 
B. Moreover, the discordant catchwords between Band C, distinctive 
speech-prefixes and spellings also seem to indicate that gatherings C and D 
are the work of another. reasonably careful compositor, perhaps at another 
print shop. Compositorial characteristics and favored practices that 
distinguish A, B from C, D include the following. A, B: ruled "Part" 
divisions; speech-prefixes John. (B2, B2v, B4v), loh11 (B4), Her.; type-
shortages for roman/, g, T, S; spellings Oh (0 also found), do (favored), 
own, self, vain, war, thats, than (=than; then also). C, D: unruled "Part" 

279 
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divisions; speech-prefixes not found in A, B Joh., Hero. (for Herod on 
C4v; Her. on DI); type-shortage for roman K; spellings O (never Oh); doe 
(favored), owne, selfe, vaine, warre, that's, then (=than; never than), -de 
(participle ending). The large number of extant copies of this pamphlet 
suggests a large printing run, one possible reason, along with haste, for 
dividing the work between two shops.2 

Although there are features that distinguish A from B, C from D, and B 
large type from B small type, they are inconclusive. But notice, for 
example, the following. A: 50 verse-lines per full page on average (space 
at botttom of A4v), italic "Part" division. B large type: 67 verse-lines per 
page average (excluding B3r·v), roman "Part" division, spelling Oh is 
favored. B small type and A, C, D: spelling O (one Oh in B small type). B 
small type: greater general negligence than the rest of T (see below). C, D: 
55-54 verse-lines per page average. C4v: Hero. exclusively. D and B: Her. 
Throughout T, spelling variation is, for the most part, indiscriminate and 
offers little reliable evidence for compositor stints. For example,forraign 
(T416, Tl 136),foraign (T1395),forraigne (T1403),forreign (T294, 
T1399). 

The main bibliographical problem of T occurs in the B gathering. Greg 
described it as follows: 

The whole of sheet B, which is unpaged, is printed in a wider measure 
and with more lines [i.e., of type] to the page than the others: 
furthermore, the lower portion of B3 and the whole of B3v are in 
smaller type. The sheet was evidently reset to include matter originally 
omitted. Printed like the other sheets it would, if solid, have contained 
about 3400 words: as it is it contains, as solid, about 3600 of large 
type and almost 2000 of small. This suggests that the large type 
represents approximately the original matter (rearranged in a wider 
measure and a longer page) and the small type the new. If so, it was the 
fmal chorus of Act II and the first two speeches of Act III that were 
omitted in the original setting.3 

Greg's hypothesis can be checked and perhaps adjusted using the 
lineation of the present edition (since we can assume that the printers' copy 
was in verse). We can take the 437 verse-lines of sheet C as the norm. 
Sheet B bas 454 lines of large type and 136 lines of small (all figures are 
rounded off). The final Chorus of Part II and Malchus' opening soliloquy 
of Part II occupy 132 lines (T597-728). It seems not unlikely that these two 
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~as-~ges (no~ th:ee, as Greg proposed) were omitted in the presumed 
ongmal settmg of B. If the total text of 1465 lines was divided between 

two shops for concurrent printing, we could expect each to receive 733 
lines. But sheets A and B contain 868 lines, or 135 extra lines 
corresponding to the 132 lines that we may guess were originally in the 
batch sent to the C and D printer. 
In the presumed erroneous division of the text, line T596, the conclusion 

of Herod's interview with John, could easily have been placed next to line 
T729, John's address to the Creator, in A and B's copy. That the sequence 
of Chorus and Malchus so/us, which we find at T597-728, occurs again at 
the Fourth Part break (T882-940) may have contributed to the confused 
distribution of the copy. 

Greg's pos_ition is that to make room for the omitted matter, B, previously 
composed hke the other sheets, was "rearranged in a wider measure."4The 
main drawback to this point of Greg's theory is that several of the printed 
pages of B (large type) show a coherence unlikely if their type had been 
rearranged. For example, sig. B4 is distinguished by its sole use of the 
speech-prefix John. Signatures B 1, B 1 v, B2, and B4 v show no evidence of 
the lYJ:e-shortages that forced the compositor frequently to use italic/, s, 
and Tm place of roman on B2v, B3 (one-third page), and B4. (Italic g is 
used often for roman only on B2.) From type-shortages, catchwords, and 
speech-prefixes, I propose that B was set in the following order: Bl, B4v, 
Blv, ~2, B2v, B3, B3v, B4 (that is, pages 9, 16, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15). 

Bas1cally, then, the pages were set seriatim with the exception of the last 
page, B4v, which was cast off and set early, perhaps to allow the printing 
of th~ outer forme. This, of course, is a peculiar sequence. But it may 
explam why the catchword on B4 is John. yet B4v begins John., which is 
the spelling of the speech-prefix used in B 1 v, B2, and B2v. If 454 verse-
lines were B's original assignment, the 62 lines on B 1, 63 on B 1 v and 60 
on B4v "'.oul~ be con~istent with the necessary average of 57 lines per 
page. This bemg so, s1gs. B2 (76 lines), B2v (73 lines), B4 (65 lines), and, 
o~ course, B3r·v (190 lines, large and small type) were set or reset after the 
discovery of the omitted matter forced major adjustment to the sheet. The 
very small margins of B4v, which are the same in the rest of B, indicate 
that from the beginning the compositor was worried about how he was 
going t~ fit_ all his assigned copy into his sheet. He was especially 
~nceru_un smce he was setting verse as prose. He had to get all his copy 
mto this sheet, since, apparently, A and Chad been done or were being 
done separately. 
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This hypothesis of initial faulty casting-off between A and B, 
compounded by the late discovery of matter misallocated to C, D but 
belonging to B, may explain not only the discordant catchwords, the 
relatively low number of verse-lines per page in A, and the extra space at 
the end of A4v but also why there are two B signatures. Compositor B 
could assume he was second. But Compositor A apparently expected 
prefatory matter that never came, and, then at the end, set the title-page. 
Perhaps it was decided not to print the translation of the dedicatory letter 
and prologue of the original Latin when it was realized that they were 
irrelevant and even detrimental to the political purpose of the pamphlet. 

Consequently I suggest that the B sheet was orginally set as printed, or 
that only the type in B3r-v and perhaps B2r-v was rearranged, not on a 
wider measure, for that was impossible, but squeezed to make room for the 
new matter. The absence of page numbers on sheet B may be explained by 
the compositor's uncertainty about how many pages were to go before his, 
or simply because there was no space left at the top of the page. 
If we conclude that the small type of B represents not original 

composition but a hasty, patch-work resetting, another hypothesis may be 
offered to explain the especial raggedness of this section. If the omitted 
matter was discovered late in the day, one workman might have taken the 
copy to a window to catch what was left of the waning winter light. This 
new material was read to the compositor who set it mainly in small type. 
To make space, he also reset from large into small type one section of 
John's address, ending B3v with the wa- of waters; also, a few lines of the 
new matter (the opening of the Chorus) were set in large type on B3.6 

Space was made by squeezing type on B3, B2r-v. That is, not able to 
complete his refit on B3v (inner forme), the compositor turned to the outer 
forme (B3) and finally finished with extirped in small type, one-third up 
the page, perhaps unconcerned that ex- was left dangling in larger type at 
the end of the line above. It was late and he wanted to go home. 
R. B. McKerrow observes that composition by dictation was "never 

customary but ... may sometimes have been resorted to."7 McKerrow's 
main condition--the dim light of a short January day--applies to T. There 
are throughout T readings that may be derived from dictation, but none of 
the outrageously convincing examples such as McKerrow cites. An 
interesting instance on B3v, however, may be "voyd" (T730), perhaps the 
reader's instruction to the compositor or a marginal note that was 
misunderstood to be a part of John's praise of the Creator. Less striking are 
the usual confusions between possessives and plurals, its and it's (once for 
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its, Tl 143), their and there, ignorant spellings of words with Latin roots 
which one may assume the translator would have gotten right (e.g., 
Basalisk, T303), and spellings that seem to reflect dialect (timerous, T240). 
Few of these, one must admit, could not be slips of the eye, hand, inner 
ear, or even authorial or compositorial intention, but we find a greater 
con~entrat~o~ of_these irregularities, alo~g with a general negligence (e.g., 
the died d1stmction and turned letters), m the B small-type section than 
elsewhere in T. For example, we have for sake (=forsake elsewhere in T) 
T618; predomanant T622; afarre offT652; Not (=Nor conjectured) T652; 
alwayes (=all ways) T658; eminent (=imminent) T669; I (=ay) T699; 
O~ders, (=po~s._sing.) T696; voyd T730; and there (=their) T733. Against 
this hypothesis 1s the fact that, as McKerrow points out, dictation would 
hinder "rapid work," and one would expect that speed was the reason for 
the apparent concurrent production of T. But clearly something exceptional 
happened in the T's printing, and we cannot assume that the most efficient 
practices were followed. 

PART II 

John Field (died 1668) is a familiar if not notorious bookseller, who 
during the 1640's and 50's was kept busy by the House of Commons 
bringing out political pamphlets, proclamations, decrees, and reports. 
During this period, the bookseller also became a printer, frequently sharing 
assignments with Luke Norton, Edward Husband, and John Franck. 8 
In the 1650's, however, it was the high price and poor quality of his 

Bibles that compelled considerable unfavorable attention. One example 
from a 1653 Quarto Bible will serve. Psalm 67: 2 is printed as follows: 

That all the world may know 
The way to worldly [for "Godly"] wealth.9 

John White and his Committee are less easy to identify than Field. 
Francis Peck assumed that the White who signed this printing order was 
the well-known foe of the bishops, "Century" White, MP for Southwark 
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(1590-1645). Although this identification is not certain, it is plausible. 10 
The title page of T certainly stresses themes sympathetic to the author of 
"The First Century of Scandalous and Malignant Priests" (Nov. 1643). The 
"Evil-councellors" in Tyrannicall-Government are above all Malchus the 
priest and the Queen who is under his malignant influence. According to 
the DNB, White was "occasionally entrusted with the task of licensing 
publications and was charged by the church party with being too ready to 
license works attacking the church." 11 

The House of Commons Committee Concerning Printing for which White 
worked should not be confused with the Committee for Examinations set 
up for censorship later in 1643 (14 June) with which Millon had 
difficulties. And it is not listed among the acts and ordinances of the Long 
Parliament.12 From the records of the Stationers' Company it appears that 
this committee, with John White active in it, simply was the means by 
which the Commons got into print works that furthered its cause. 

PARTIII 

The suppression of the stage in September 1642 and the general Puritan 
hostility to the theater may help explain, as it did for Peck, why T was 
printed as a prose discourse and why the apparent five act divisions are 
called "parts." Moreover, the absence of Baptistes' Prologue and 
Dedicatory Epistle to James VI further disguises the dramatic ancestry of 
the anonymous political dialogue. 13 
The title page presents more camouflage. Peck went to great lengths to 

explain the phrase "Presented to the KINGS most Excellent MAJESTY by 
the Author." In summary, he found in it a brilliant stroke of Miltonic wit--
in that had Milton's authorship been found out, he could have excused the 
sarcastic boldness of the presentation as a mere translation of Buchanan's 
letter of dedication to Charles' most illustrious father. 14 William Bayne, on 
the contrary, deemed "the attitude depicted" by Peck "quite un-Miltonic." 15 

Another more cogent reason for T's being printed anonymously and with 
no indication of its being a translation may be that at this time an 
association with Buchanan was prematurely radical. John Hall "reminded 
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the Smectymnuuans, with a reference to Buchanan [De jure regni], that 
'they are your better friends' who argue that 'kings, princes, and governors, 
have their authority from the people, and upon occasion they may take it 
away again as men revoke their proxies."' Milton's associates "did not 
reply to this innuendo" but they were "uncomfortably aware of the 
common impression that radical political views accompanied the demand 
for reformation" and they, like the English Puritans generally before the 
revolution, carefully side-stepped the accusation that they directed their 
reform against the king. Rather they opposed "evil councellors who bad 
seduced the royal ear."16 
Another curiosity of the title page is the date "Die Martis, 30. Januarii, 

1642." Peck rejects the obvious 1642/43 date entirely, arguing that the 
Commons ordered T printed in 1641 (old style) and that John White chose 
to use a 1642 (new style) date. The printer then decided to keep 1642 as 
the date of publication for fear of bis book's appearing all too quickly a 
year old on 25 March 1642. Peck prefers to place T in the midst of the 
confrontations between Prynne (who for Peck is represented by John) and 
Charles(= Herod) of 1642 (new style) rather than in the relatively calmer 
period of 1643.17 

There is, however, a less gratuitous observation to be made about the 
date. "Die Martis" should mean "Tuesday," but in 1642/43, 30 January was 
not a Tuesday (nor was it in 1641/42). Either John White, whoever be was, 
did not know what day it was, or we are facing falsification. IS 

NOTES 

I. For full bibliographical description, see W.W. Greg, Bibliography of 
the English Printed Drama to the Restoration, (London: Oxford, Univ. 
Press, 1951), II, 753-54 (No. 623). 
2. On concurrent production, see Philip Gaskell, A New Introduction to 

Bibliography (New York: Oxford Univ. Press, 1972), pp. 164-67. For 
copies, see "Tables of Editions and Translations," No. 62. Unaccountably, 
copies of T are sometimes described as "rare." 
3. Greg, II, 753-54. 
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4. Visiting and corresponding with many libraries, I have received a 
number of suggestions concerning the Ts printing anomalies: differences 
in type between signatures may be caused by a second compositor, a 
second shop, or "using what was left over after a day of printing." 
5. It is impossible to know precisely how much was left out. If it was 

included, The Third Part. rule and break could have taken up more or less 
space in the original setting. 

6. That is, B3r-v can be presented as follows: 

large type 
orig. setting, 
squeezed 

Chor. large type 
new material 

new material 
small type 

B3 

The Third Part. 
MALCHUS. 

----insert 
new material 

IOHN. 
reset as small type 

B3V 

The compositor set the new material in small type. Trying to save the . 
original page arrangement as much as possible, he was forced to reset m 
small type the original text of John's address down to the bottom of B3v, 
ending wa-/. To make more room for the new material that would not fit on 
B3v, he had to squeeze the original, large type on B3 and B2r-v; he set ~e 
remaining new material with small and finally large type, ending one third 
upB3. 

7. R. B. McKerrow, An Introduction to Bibliography (Oxford: Clarendon, 
1928), pp.241-46. 
8. On Field, see Henry Plomer, A Dictionary of . .. Booksellers and 

Printers ... 1641-67 {London: Bibliographical Society, 1907), pp. 74-75; 
Paul Morrison's indices of printers and booksellers in the STC (1950) and 
Wing (1955). Tom Corns (University of North Wales) was generous with 
suggestions on Field, White, and the printing of T. 
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9. C. H. Timperly, Encyclopedia of Literary and Typographical Anecdote 
(~.d. rpt.; New York: Garland, 1972), II, 520-21. According to Timperly, 
Field also accepted bribes to corrupt the text of a Biblical passage so as to 
make it more agreeable to Independent church government (p. 520). He 
also implies that Field paid bribes to maintain his privileges. He adds that 
Field's Bibles, besides being full of errors, were printed "in an illegible and 
v.:orn out type" ep. 521). Field reportedly defended himself by saying that it 
did not matter, smce all should know the Bible by heart. 

One hesitates to believe that Milton would have given over his work to 
such a hack printer. The only connection between Milton and Field that I 
have located is a passing reference in The London Printers Lamentacon 
(June 1660?), "a vehement attack" on three "Republican printers," cited by 
Arber, Stationers' Register, III, 27-28: Field is assailed for his textually 
corrupt Bibles and for printing trashy pamphlets "of Mi/tons strain." 

10. On White, see DNB; Mary F. Keeler, The Long Parliament 1640-41, 
A Biographical Study of Its Members (Philadephia: American 
Philosophical Society, 1954); David Masson, The Life of John Milton 
(1896; rpt. Gloucester: Peter Smith, 1965), III, 28-30, 268 ff. There is no 
reason, according to Tom Corns, why the clerk to a Parliamentary 
committee need have been an MP. Another candidate for John White is a 
divine mentioned by C.H. Firth and R.S. Rait in connection with 
Presbyterian church government [Acts and Ordinances of the Interregnum 
1642-1660 {London, 1911), I, 180]. 

11. "John White," DNB, citing Clarendon's History of England. 
12. Firth, Acts; Masson, III, 268-72. None of Milton's five anti-prelatical 

tracts (1641-42) had been licensed, registered, or borne his name, "though 
he made no real concealment of that" (Masson, III, 266). Masson records 
!hat in 1641-42, Parliament "tried to institute a new agency of censorship 
m the form of a Committee for Printing." "Licensers were either members 
of Parliament or Parliamentary officials or persons-out-of-doors in whom 
Parliament could trust" (267). During this period, as Masson and the 
Stationers' Register record, John White (taken by Masson to be "Century") 
was active in this Committee. On 14 June 1643, a new, strict ordinance for 
printing was passed, and, as we can see from the dramatically increased 
number of entries in the Register for the second half of the year, 
c?mpliance was general. Milton paid no mind to this ordinance, printing 
his Doctrine and Discipline of Divorce (August 1643) "unlicensed and 
unregistered ... just as its predecessors, the Anti Episcopal pamphlets had 
been" (Masson, III, 271). However, his later tract Of Education (1644) and 
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Martin Bucer (1644) did conform to the ordinance, presumably after 
Milton experienced difficulties with the Parliamentary Committee in 
August 1644. See Masson, III, 266-68; W.R. Parker, Milton: A Life 
(Oxford: Clarendon, 1968), I, 238-39, 262-66. 

13. Tis blank verse printed as prose, except for lines T1090-91 and 
T1250-51, which are couplets; also, one couplet closes the Fourth Part 
(T1236-37) and several lines of blank verse (partly misaligned) plus a 
couplet end the play (Tl459-1467). The tagged closures of the other Parts, 
or Acts, are printed as prose. 

14. Peck, pp. 282-87. 
15. Bayne, in Millar, p. 131. 
16. Arthur E. Barker, Milton and the Puritan Dilemma 1641-1660 (1942; 

Toronto: Univ. of Toronto Press, 1976), p. 8, citing Hall's A Short Answer 
to the Tedious Vindication of Smectymnuus (1641); also, on the "seditious 
opinions of-Buchanan," see pp. 140, 371. T's full title, of course, would 
indicate it is directed at "evil-councellors" such as Malchus and the Queen. 
Other translations of Baptistes, undisguised, also omit the epistle and/or 
the prologue. See Introduction, "Translations." There is no evidence that 
any earlier translation served as a guide for T. 

17. Peck, pp. 289-90. 
18. Greg notes that the title-page of the BM copy of T from the 

Thomason Tracts (E. 88. 29) bears Thomason's notation "feb: 9" (p. 754). 
However this date is interpreted (publication or purchase), 9 February 
1642/43 was not a Tuesday. 

Editorial Procedure for Tyrannicall-Government Anatomized 

The principles that serve an editor for Baptistes will not do for 
Tyr~nnical/-Govern_ment Anatomized. Even the conventional goal of 
making the text available as the author intended it becomes a 
philosophically thorny problem here. We might ask whether the author of 
T_ ever inten_ded h_is verse drama to lose its camouflage as a prose, political 
d1~logue. Did ~e mtend that his five "parts" be recognized as five "acts"? 
Did he want his play to be given stage directions, as if it were intended for 
the stage? ~)early, the func_tion Thad for its readers in 1643 as a political 
pamphlet differs from that 1t has today as a curious translation of a 
considerable humanist drama. Thus, the present edition restores the 
~nsl~tion's inherent form as a verse drama and supplies a few stage 
drrecho~s that may make it a better guide to Buchanan's original play. 

Emending _the punctuation of the copy-text Tis a more difficult problem 
than emending that of Baptistes, where both the modem reader's need for 
clarity and the contemporary printers' practices themselves aided the 
proces~ of correction. The punctuation of T is manifestly unprinterly, 
~eflectmg loose and erratic manuscript punctuation. There are many 
~nstan~es when the original punctuation is seriously deficient, Jet alone 
mcons1stent, and as such would mislead even its contemporary readers. T 
d_oes not seem to have been well served by the corrector of the press. l But 
smce_the text is in English and is presented facing a Latin text that 
functions as a control, momentary ambiguities are not serious problems. 
~ndeed T shows a common defect of translations, namely lack of 
m~ependent coherence, since a translator himself has the original as a 
gmde to meaning. This is shown especially in Ts punctuation. After all, a 
translator, perhaps even more than an editor, sets as his main task getting 
the substantives right. 
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11. Tyrannicall-Government A~ato~zed (T) By Pennission of the 
Houghton Library, Harvard Umvers1ty 
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The vagaries of spelling and punctuation of T are of particular interest to 
a reader because of their bearing on the issue of possible Miltonic 
authorship. Nonnalizations that for Baptistes have as their simple goal a 
reader's ease, might be viewed as special pleading in the case of a work 
whose very lineation is a matter of editorial imposition affecting the 
question of authorship. An edited text, warns W.W. Greg, removes all the 
evidence.2 

The present edition is therefore conservative in its treatment of 
accidentals. Emendations of punctuation and spelling are made only to 
correct certain errors (that is, clearly unintentional departures from 
customary usage) and, occasionally, to guide the reader where the original 
usage is very misleading. Alternative spellings that may be authorial, 
compositorial, that may reflect pronunciational habits, aural type-setting, 
or, perhaps, simple error are usually maintained (e.g., offerd Tl089; offred 
Tl098). This procedure is followed even when a spelling may be a vulgar 
and aberrant departure from the classical norm that the translator, if not the 
compositor, had before his eyes as he wrote.(e.g., Basa/isk, ceartainly (cf. 
certius), and rediculous). Very occasionally a spelling has been nonnalized 
where it violates the copy-text's consistent practice in a way that appears 
blatantly unintentional (e.g., there=their T733; it's=its Tl 143; root=rout 
T330, cf. rout T665). 

Elided fonns made for metrical regularity are in general not nonnalized. 
The non-syllabic or non-sonant past participle and preterite ending -ed (-'d, 
-d, -t) is a special case. In signature A, the conventional -ed/-'d distinction 
is evident, but with many exceptions; in B there is little evidence of this 
convention; in C and D the distinction is carefully maintained. In all 
signatures, but especially in B, non-syllabic -ed at the end of lines is very 
likely to be unmarked. The present text normalizes non-syllabic -ed to -'d. 
Only in those few places where the present text differs in this regard from 
Peck or Brown is an entry made in the Historical Collation. (It should be 
noted that Peck elides liberally and that Brown normalizes all but syllabic-
td to non-syllabic -ed.) All such changes are recorded, however, in the 
Emendations to Copy-Text. In T, -d and -'dare used indiscriminately, 
while the alternative -de is more likely to be found in signatures C and D. 
The normalization of upper-case letters following periods, question marks, 
and speech-prefixes is also recorded. Only a few corrections are made 
silently: s for longs, obviously inverted letters that do not create a possible 
word, wrong font, and single roman s used to indicate possession with a 
proper noun in italic. The capitals following the display letter that opens 
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each part are made lower case. In addition, the initial capital of each line of 
verse is normalized. 

In the Emendations of Copy-Text and Historical Collation of Tyrannicall-
Government Anatomized, we deal with just three editions besides the 
present one: the editio princeps T (1642/3), the English-Latin edition of 
Francis Peck (1740), and the transcription and facing lineated text of J. T. 
T. Brown (1907), on which see Historical Collation and Table of Editions 
and Translations. 

In the Table of Editions and Translations, entry No. 62., I list the copies 
of T that I have collated or have had described to me by letter. I have 
located two copies of a corrected state ofT (matter for master, sig. 02r, 
line 'f-14-19): Houghton Library (14496.75) and the Ohio State University, 
Special Collections. On these, see the Historical Collation. Each of these 
copies is in several places illegible, usually because of folds in the paper. 
The Ohio copy is, in addition, severely cropped. Consequently, except for 
the corrected reading~~terJPY working text (against which I have 
collated other copies of T) bas been a photocopy of the relatively clean, 
uncorrected T in the University of Pennsylvania. The various defacements 
(folds, blots, trimming) present in the surviving copies of Tare of no 
textual significance and are not recorded. The apparatus does at times 
indicate indistinct impressions of letters or punctuation where emendations 
have been offered. 

Peck discovered T and true to the practice of the age of Bentley, he used a 
free hand in correcting his text Peck's efforts were also guided by his 
mission of proving Milton the author of I.be translation. Nevertheless, he 
was a clever and scholarly reader and we must be grateful for his work. To 
try to record all his editorial and typographic practices, especially those 
I.bat smoolh I.be meter and indicate dramatic voicing, would overburden 
and distort I.be apparatus of this edition. Substantive and semi-substantive 
variants I.bat are recorded, however, include stage directions, act and scene 
divisions, verbal emendations, interpolations of reconstructed material 
Peck believed was dropped by the faulty compositor, and punctuation, 
such as question marks, when I.bey indicate a difference in meaning from 
I.be present text. 3 

Brown's edition is a simpler matter. The Historical Collation records 
substantives and semi-substantives of his lineated, somewhat modernized 
text It does not, however, collate bis facing and occasionally faulty prose 
transcript of a copy of T.4 Where it appears I.bat a substantive variant 
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reading in Brown's edition is derived from an inaccuracy in his 
transcription, I.bis fact is indicated in I.be Historical Collation. 

In almost all cases where I have decided emendation is required, Peck has 
emended according to I.be sense of I.be Latin and often according to his 
own ~ramatic se~se (for example, by the liberal use of exclamation points). 
Despite punctuational excesses by modem taste, Peck's readings are 
usually correct and his repunctuation often must be followed. That of 
Brown is more restrained and follows closely I.bat of the early editions of 
Baptistes. 
In~ ~~servative emendation of T's punctuation some legitimate 

amb1gmt1es of lhe looser, contemporary pointing must remain. One typical 
textual tangle should be explained. Where Peck (or, much less often, 
Brown) frequently repunctuates by replacing a number of T's all-purpose 
commas with heavier pointing--dash, colon, semi-colon, exclamation 
mark, period, or, less likely, question mark--the present edition more often 
mai~tains T's punctuational system, such as it is, by closing clauses with 
semi-colons. It would be misleading, however, to claim the semi-colon as 
an original emendation. To keep the apparatus responsible and reasonably 
tidy, Peck's credit for the emendation is indicated by Peck (subs.),but no 
record is made in the Historical Collation that he used pointing other than 
that of the present edition unless the distinction is significant for meaning. 
Generally, then, when Peck or Brown use a question mark to indicate a 
question not marked in the present text, an entry is made in the Historical 
Collation. Brown usually, and, as he claims, independently, agrees with 
Peck. But where be differs significantly, this is recorded in the Historical 
Collation. In fact, seldom do both Brown and the present editor agree on 
the need to alter the punctuation of T where the ever-ready pen of Peck bas 
not marked before. 
With the exception of Peck's several interpolations, the lineation of Peck, 

Brown, and the present edition are basically in agreement Peck's edition 
not surprisingly, marks all elisions that regularize bis lineation. Although 
the Historical Collation records where Peck or Brown's lineation differs 
from the present text, Peck's elisions are not as a rule collated. Peck's work 
bas an interest in itself, and if anyone wants to work with it, be will have to 
consult the New Memoirs. 
Brown consistently modernizes elided forms (i.e., seest in T becomes 

see'st _in Brown). Brown levels past participle endings to -ed, except for an 
occasional -ed to mark stress, but preserves T's occasional -t endings. As 
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with Peck's emendations, those of Brown are not recorded in the Historical 
Collation unless they alter meaning. 

Related to the darkest difficulties of Milton's prosody, as Robert Beum 
rightly observes, there grows a "tangled thicket of theories on Milton's 
elisions"--"very minute [problems] and hopelessly moot."5 Especially 
because of its bearing on authorship, it seemed best in the present edition 
of T to keep the indications of elision for the most part as they are in the 
copy-text for readers who might want to struggle with comparative 
analyses of hypermetric lines. 

There are a number of metrically ragged or short lines in T. Some may 
indicate an abrupt, intemperate, or impassioned exit (e.g., lines Tl94, 
T531, T875, Tl260). Otherwise they are evidence of an unskilled or 
unfinished work, or perhaps, simply of taste. For Peck and Brown, these 
irregularities were evidence of Miltonic authorship. 

Paragraphing is taken from the copy-text. Variant paragraphing of later 
editions is not recorded. 
There are times that T does not serve as an accurate or complete 

translation of Baptistes, either because the translator followed a defective 
Latin text or because he chose to depart from his text for one reason or 
another. These passages may cause some inconvenience for the reader 
using T as a guide to Baptistes. Where these difficulties seem to result 
from the translator's following a corrupt text, I have so indicated in the 
Commentary. I have also tried in the Commentary to lighten dark spots in 
Ts translation. 

NOTES 

1. On early seventeenth-century punctuation, see the bibliographic note to 
"Observations on Renaissance Latin Punctuation." It is worth noting that 
many of the distinctive traits of sixteenth-century Latin punctuation are 
found in that of seventeenth-century English, which generally is more 
rationalized than sixteenth-century. Useful is the brief guide to Milton's 
punctuation by by Helen Darbishire, Paradise Lost (Oxford, 1952), I, xx-
xxii. She observes for example that "the semicolon implies continuity of 
movement, the colon an arrest, a stepping aside, something staccato." The 
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comma is omitted more than today with dependent clauses; it is omitted 
usually with vocatives and with phrases in apposition. There is a tendency 
for the exclamation point and the interrogation mark to be confused, not 
unlike today, when an exclamation may appear to be a question, and the 
reverse. We may add from John Shawcross' "Establishment of a Text of 
Milton's Poems Through a Study of Lycidas," Papers of the 
Bibliographical Society of America, 56 (1962) 329-31, obse(Vations on 
Milton's Trinity MS punctuation valuable for understanding Ts practices: 
light MS punctuation, especially at the end of lines and at caesuras, was 
made heavier in the 1638 printing; commas are used before and with 
simple compounds ("the willows, and the hazel"). See also, Mindele Treip, 
especially on the relative or contrastive nature of pointing (Milton's 
Punctuation and Changing English Usage, 1582-1676 [London: Methuen, 
1970). p. 31). Tis a persuasive example of what Treip calls the "low point" 
in English printing (1640-61), as regards punctuation (p. 31). 
On the regularization of Milton's punctuation by his printers, see Tom 

Corns, "Punctuation in Milton's Vernacular Prose," Notes and Queries, 25 
(1978), 18-19; B. A. Wright," A Note on Milton's Punctuation," Review of 
English Studies, 5 (1954), discussing PL IX. 921-25, encourages us "to 
leave Milton's economical pointing alone" rather than follow the example 
of eighteenth-century editors such as Bentley, Newton, or Peck "of 
endeavouring to elucidate the syntax by means of modem, grammatical 
punctuation" (p. 170). Wright observes that "Milton commonly allows the 
metrical pause at the end of a line to do the work of punctuation." This 
may tum out to be generally true of authors at this time and may reflect a 
loose, manuscript practice as much as any idiosyncratic intention for the 
printed version. 

2. Greg quoted by S. Schoenbaum, Internal Evidence and Elizabethan 
Dramatic Authorship (London: Edward Arnold, 1966), p. 172. 

3. Peck shows his taste for dividing poems into acts and scenes in his 
dramatic reconstruction of Paradise Lost ("Adam Unparadis'd") 
precipitated by his discovery of Milton's poetic plans in the Trinity College 
manuscript Peck conjectured that Milton's dramatic calling was curtailed 
by the "mean, narrow-spirited temper of the times." See Ants Oras, 
Milton's Editors and Commentators from Patrick Hume to Henry John 
Todd (1695-1801) [(1st ed. 1931) Rev. ed. n.d.; rpt New York: Haskell 
House, 1967), pp. 149-151. Peck divided up Samson Agonistes and Comus, 
as well. This despite Milton's explicit intention, as stated in his preface to 
Samson. Oras' finding some "authorization" for Peck's divisions in 
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Milton's, "It suffices if the whole Drama be found not produc't beyond the 
fift Act," sadly misses Milton's dry mock (Oras, p. 151),-

Brown, in Nielson, quotes and ridicules Peck's allegoncal notes, , 
emendations, interpolations, and silent "tinkering" (pp. 66-68). On Pecks 
Latin text, see "Editorial Procedure" for Baptistes. . 

4 . Brown based his edition on the Stirling Library copy, now m th~ 
Mitchell Library, Glasgow, to whose staff I am grateful for confirming 
Brown's errors of transcription. 

5. Beum, "Of So Much Gravity and Ease," in Ronald David Emma and 
John T. Shawcross, eds., Language and Style in Milton (New Yo~k: 
Frederick Ungar, 1967), p. 359. See also the section "Internal Evidence: 
Prosody." 

The Latin Original for Tyrannicall-Government 

T was most probably translated from the editio princeps of the Baptistes 
(:;;L), that is the London 1577 edition or one of its re-issues or from its 
diplomatic resetting, Louvain 1578 (A 78), with consultation of later 
editions.1 We can conclude this because all later editions correct the 
erroneous possem of line 475 to possent. The translation in Treads "how 
could I serve" (T478). At several of those places where it appears that T 
does not follow the readings of L (e.g., 207, 221 , 296, and 913) the 
translator could have emended the text himself without too much difficulty 
or, as likely, could have consulted one of the many later editions with 
corrected readings.2 

There is, however, more particular evidence that the translator consulted 
editions later than L. In translating lines 541 and 1009 he departs from L's 
punctuation to accept the erroneous pointing of, for example, P79A, P79B, 
and Edinburgh 1615. Also, Ts stage entries are a mixture of those found in 
L and later editions. 

The translator reveals little desire or talent for emendation where, it 
seems, he was satisfied with his somewhat awkward translation from L's 
defective text (e.g., 404,475, 1115, 1180, 1245, and 1345). Of these, we 
can say that at least two readings (possem 475 and tua 1245) violate the 
context and demand emendation--which, indeed, copies of early editions 
frequently did receive from the pens of attentive readers. The other 
questionable readings merely produce weak translations. (Some of these 
are discussed under the section on internal evidence concerning Milton's 
authorship.) 
There is no evidence that T was written with the help of an early French 

or German translation of Baptistes. 
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NOTES 

1. At one point, where A 78 differs from L, T may have followed the A 78 
gratia for gratiae (Bapt. 865; T908, "with favour"). But this reading could 
be derived from many other later editions and at Baptistes 995 where L and 
A78 again differ, T follows L (indomitam; "the impartial hand," Tl043) 
not indomita (A 78). Beginning with 1621 Saumur, editions of Baptist es 
correct errors translated by T. These errors are typically those initiated by 
P79A and P79B and transmitted by the 1590 Geneva and 1592 London 
traditions (e.g., lines 541, 865). But see T295-96, where it seems Peck felt 
Twas following a reading found only in some 1621 and later editions. 

2. Another explanation for the apparent use of more than one Latin 
original is the hypothesis that T was written, and rewritten, in sections over 
a period of time: favorite passages were translated from L and later other 
passages were translated from one or more later editions. Some passages 
were reworked at this later time. The disruption of gathering B may have 
been caused by the printer's having been presented with piecemeal copy. 
This hypothesis of a variably revised T manuscript further complicates the 
question of whether the spellings of T are Miltonic. 

Attribution 

HISTORY OF THE ATTRIBUTION 

The Rev. Francis Peck (1692-1743) first attributed Tyrannical/-
Government Anatomized (hereafter, T) to John Milton. In his New 
Memoirs of the Life and Poetical Works of Mr. John Milton (London, 
1740), the antiquarian told how he initially identified T as an original work 
of Milton. As Ants Oras relates, "the supposed discovery of a new work of 
the poet induced him to go through nearly the whole Milton corpus to 
make sure of the authenticity of the find." The result was pages of notes on 
Milton's style, studies of parallels in Shakespeare, and various antiquarian 
annotations.1 

Peck had already completed his work, including an elaborate historical 
allegory for T in which John stands for William Prynne and Herod for 
Charles, when a "learned gentleman" pointed out that Twas in fact a 
translation of Buchanan's Baptistes: 

to my great amaze the gentleman perceived that my English poem was 
a direct translation of it [BaptistesJ, and the closest thing of the kind, I 
think, which I ever saw. Here then was a double discovery. The English 
poem which I had in my hands was not an Original; & again, Milton 
was not the author, He could now be no more than the translator, of it. 2 

The absurdity of Peck's stubborn insistence on using as much as possible 
of the somewhat spoiled fruit of his labors to show that what he had 
imagined to be an original work was indeed a translation by Milton has not 
been lost on his many critics. For this and other reasons, Peck's claim that 
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Milton wrote T bas been received unkindly by scholars. We may today, 
however, feel some sympathy for the undisciplined but insightful Peck, 
whose service to T as J. T. T. Brown rightfully acknowledges was not 
"without value."3 
In order to discount Peck's New Memoirs, scholars have extended their 

own phrase-making talents. Buchanan's biographer, David Irving derided 
Peck's "very curious and entertaining specimen of antiquarian reasoning" 
that brought him to ascribe Tyrannicall-Govemment Anatomized to Milton . 
As an example, be quotes a few "favourable " verses that "certainly 
comprehend nothing unattainable by talents very inferior to those of 
Milton." In recent years Ants Oras, for example, described it as a "medley 
which defies all definition," and Edward Le Comte in bis Milton 
Dictionary, itself something of a grab-bag, called Peck's volume an 
"eccentric farrago." Joining the chorus, Gerald Snare termed the attribution 
ofT to Milton as "patently absurd" and "an unfounded guess."4 

Understandably protective of Milton's reputation, perhaps scholars have 
been inspired to such hostility by the kind of support that Peck's attribution 
at first received. William Lauder in Milton's Imitation of the Modems 
(1749) embraced with some pleasure Peck's identification of Ts author as 
proof of yet another of Milton's neo-Latin thefts. After citing the 
"catalogue of above 60 subjects" in the Trinity manuscript, Lauder 
proclaims, "But, the truth is, they were only the titles of tragedies already 
written in Latin verse, by men of the highest rank and genius in the 
commonwealth of learning." Among these plagiarized titles Lauder 
includes "the Baptistes; from George Buchanan: which last Milton actually 
translated into English verse." 5 

Peck's attribution bas lingered, with or without question marks, in one 
standard manual of anonymous works, many library catalogues, at least 
one hopeful bookseller's catalogue, and with the occasional lazy-minded 
scholar.6 Only J. T. T. Brown, in the Glasgow memorial volume of 1907, 
went to any length to sustain Peck's claim, observing with agreement 
Walter Begley's opinion that Peck's position bad been "non-suited off 
band."7 Brown argued that certain eccentricities, if not absurdities, in 
Peck's presentation of bis case did the attribution an injustice. Brown 
realized that only external evidence can convince of authorship, but since 
in the case of T and Milton such evidence is lacking, be turned to 
reconsider the internal evidence on which the claim must rest. 

Brown finds for it, but bis argument is little better, and little different, 
from Peck's. They present substantially the same external evidence--
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~!ton's. known familiarity and admiration for Buchanan's work and his 
intere~t in John ~he Baptist as a dramatic theme. Also, Brown's arguments 
from intemaJ evidence go little beyond Peck's. His main addition is a 
com~arative anaJysis of the meters of T and Milton. based on questionable 
metncal data borrow~d from the first edition of Robert Bridges' study of 
the prosody of Paradise Lost (Milton's Prosody, [Oxford: Clarendon Press 
19011). ' 
~n balance then only two men, Peck and Brown, have seriously proposed 

Milton t~e author of T, a few others have accepted this attribution either 
for spec1aJ interests or from merefaineance, and the overwhelming 
numbe~ of scholars has summarily rejected the attribution as pure, or 
something less than pure, fancy. W. Bayne, in the St. Andrews memorial 
~olu~e of_ 1~?7, al~ne found it worth his while to do more than proclaim T 
unMiltonic. He tned to answer the arguments of Peck (indirectly, also, of 

Brown), and he alone of those who dismissed Peck's case nevertheless 
regarded the work as being of high quality and not "unworthy to be 
thought Milton's."8 
The present study offers the opportunity to correct certain factual claims 

tha! have gone unopposed. For example, it has been claimed or accepted 
variously by Peck, Brown, and Bayne that T shows the signs of a 
n~es~ly skillful Latini~t and poet, that its spelling is distinctively 
Mdtomc, and th_at few of its words are not found in Milton's poetry. The 
present study wtll demonstrate these claims to be untrue. 9 

NOTES 

I. Ants Oras, Milton's Editors and Commentators from Patrick Hume to 
He~ry Joh_n_ Todd ( I695-I80I ), (1st ed. 1931; this is a rpt. of the undated 
~ev1sed_ edition; New York: Haskell House, 1967) p. 139 ff. Oras gives an 
mdustnously full account of Peck's volume, but omits Peck's treatment of 
Baptist_es ~d other Mil~on apoc_rypha as "amateurish groping," scarcely 
belonging to the domain of senous scholarship" (p. 142). Selections from 
the_~ew Memoirs are found in John T. Shawcross, Milton /732-180I: The 
Crwcal Heritage (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1972), pp. 111-17. 
For Peck's life, see DNB. 
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2. Peck, p. 280. 
3. Brown, in Nielson, p. 68. Brown quotes extensively from Peck, is 

indebted to him for insights (perhaps more than he acknowledges), but is 
embarrassed by the "absurdities" that seemed to make Peck's otherwise 
reasonable claim ridiculous. While Peck, like his more distinguished 
contemporary Bentley, may well be chided for his textual liberties, he 
displays a certain amount of that genius for emendation that, as E. J 
Kenney says, cannot be taught. Unfortunately the editorial fashion of his 
time encouraged his· already too strong inclination--his "uncommon innate 
faculty for conjecture" (W. Bayne, "Buchanan's Baptistes, Was it 
Translated by Milton?" in D. A. Millar, ed. George Buchanan: A Memorial 
1506-1906 [St. Andrews: W. C. Henderson, (1907)), p. 130.)--to over-
extend the limits of his talent. Bentley's emendation of the last two lines of 
PL were and are notorious, but who recalls Peck's more cautious 
rearrangement of the close: 

Some natural tears they dropt, but wip'd them soon; 
Then, band in hand, with wandering steps and slow, 
Through Eden took their solitary way. 
The world was all before them where to choose 
Their place of rest, and Providence their guide. 

See C. A. Moore, "The Conclusion of Paradise Lost," PMLA, 36 (1921), 
p. 3; Peck, New Memoirs, p. 201. 

4. See Irving, Memoirs of Buchanan (1807; rev. 1817), pp. 35-37. Also, 
Oras, p. 12; Le Comte, Milton Dictionary, p. 244; Snare, The Milton 
Encyclopedia, I, 204-5. Robert Chambers, rev. Thomson, recognized in 
1855 that the attribution of T to Milton was "without foundation." See A 
Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen (1855; 1870; rpt. 
Hildesheim: Ohlms, 1971), I, 466. J. T. T. Brown graciously selects a 
number of unfavorable, nineteenth-century comments on Peck. David 
Masson, P. Hume Brown, John Shawcross (Critical Heritage, p. 111), W. 
R. Parker, Milton (Oxford: Clarendon, 1968), II, 836, and the editor of the 
Columbia Milton have come down hard on Peck's case. For example, 
Frank Patterson: "Peck brought forth not one scrap of direct evidence to 
connect Milton with this work" and "Peck has cut this [prose) up into 
verse," in The Works of John Milton, (New York: Columbia Univ. Press, 
1938), XVIII, 602 . Even in his own time, Peck was not well treated: Oras 
observes that Peck's "blunders of ignorance and the deficiencies of his taste 
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led several critics, [Thomas] Newton among them, to treat him with 
contempt" (p. 13). Yet Oras himself can defend Peck as an enthusiastic but 
unmethodical editor and critic (pp. 13, 139-72). 
5. Sbawcross, Critical Heritage, p. 137. John Steadman, "Milton's 

Outline for Tragedies, (1639?-1642?), in John Milton: The Complete Prose 
Works, Vol. VIII, ed. Maurice Kelley (New Haven: Yale Univ. Press, 
1982), p. 546, observes on the sources of the outlines that "the influence of 
post classical dramatists is more difficult to trace. Though the entries 
reveal a general affinity with the divine and national drama of the period, 
there is little evidence of indebtedness to particular works. Milton had 
probably read humanistic dramas on biblical themes, some of them 
paralleling subjects on his own list. Buchanan bad written a Baptistes . . .. " 

6. Samuel Halket and John Laing, Dictionary of Anonymous and 
Pseudonymous English Literature, rev. James Kennedy, et al. (1932), VI, 
138; Johannes Bolte, "Die Heidelberger Verdeutscbung von Buchanans 
Tragodie Baptistes," Archiv far das Studium der neueren Sprachen, 163 
(1933), writes "wahrscheinlich von John Milton" (p.29) and "von J. 
!"filton" (p. 30). Alfred Harbage discusses T briefly as an exceptional 
mstance of Roundhead use of the theater. Pointing out that in this new 
allegorical instrument Herod, who bad represented Henry VIII, bas become 
Charles I, Harbage adds that an "excellent case bas been made" for 
Milton's being the translator. See Cavalier Drama (New York: MLA, 
1936), p. 178. Moses Hadas allows that T "reads like pure Milton, and it 
has been well argued that Milton is in fact its author." See "George 
Buchanan, Scottish Humanist," South Atlantic Quarterly, 43 (1944), 392. 
Lily B. Campbell is less sure, in Divine Poetry and Drama in Sixteenth-
Century England, (Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. Press, 1959): "in 1642 
[TJ was translated, probably by Milton" (p. 155). Michael Walzer, The 
Revolution of the Saints (Cambridge: Harvard Univ. Press, 1965), notes 
"Baptistes: A Sacred Poem, trans. by Milton (London, 1641), and rpt. in 
Memoirs of the Life and Poetical Works of John Milton, ed. Francis Peck 
(London, 1741) ... "--a "strange piece of Protestant pastorale" (p. 241). 
More recently, a prominent Australian Buchananist could write that J. T. T. 
Brown "puts up a good case for Miltonic authorship" [J. R. C. Martyn, 
"Montaigne and George Buchanan," Humanistica Lovaniensia, 26 (1977), 
141). He adds, "Certainty is impossible, but the literary qualities, timing 
and religious message of the play would have suited Milton's campaign 
very well." And, at the August 1985 Wolfenbuttel gathering of the 
International Association for Neo-Latin Studies, Professor P. C. Dust 
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(University of Southern Illinois) delivered "A T~slation of Buchanan's 
Baptistes--Is It By John Milton?" Perhaps the :x.1stence of sue~ casu~ 
open-mindedness is one justification for pursumg the task of disprovmg an 
attribution which has, admittedly, been deemed by many Miltonists absurd. 

7. Brown, p. 69 
8. Bayne, p. 135. 

EXTERNAL EVIDENCE 

In considering the external evidence presented for Milton's authorship of 
T, we must deal with a number of items. No evidence is available to link 
Milton with the notoriously sloppy bookseller and printer John Field. Nor 
has Milton been linked with John White or, at least at this stage in his life, 
with any House Committee Concerning Printing.1 There is no doubt that 
Milton read and admired Buchanan's works, perhaps even Baptistes. Peck 
and Brown point out parallel passages, and later scholars have added to 
their lists. 2 

Milton himself mentions Buchanan's History of Scotland (Historia) in 
The Tenure of Kings and Magistrates (1649), and in The Second Defense 
of the English People (1654) he lauds the tyrannicidal Scotsman and true 
poet: 

Now poets who are truly so called, I love and reverence; and it is one 
of the most frequent and delightful of my pleasures to listen to their 
song. Besides, I know that most of them, if I pass them in review from 
the very first down to our own Buchanan, are the sworn foes of 
tyrants.3 

Among English men of his time and of his beliefs, there was nothing 
exceptional about Milton's respect for Buchanan. Rather there was, 
according to William Haller, considerable English Puritan sympathy for 
the Scottish reformers based on the similarities of their claims that 
"ministers [have] authority to call rulers to account under the law of God 
on the people's behalf." Haller observes that there is some irony in that 
James and his son in England tried to use their new power base to re-
establish monarchic and episcopal beliefs in Scotland, but failed first there 
and then, eventua1ly, in England as well. "James's old tutor bad 
conquered. "4 

More to our purpose, R. Galland bas argued that Baptistes left its mark on 
Milton's Samson Agonistes.5 But even if we accept his somewhat doubtful 
para1lels, these are not evidence that Milton wrote T. Indeed, that there are 
no verbal or metrical parallels between T and Samson becomes evidence 
for Milton's not being the author of the translation. That is, were Milton the 
author ofT, we could expect to find verbal or metrical similarities between 
Samson and T where we fmd similar content But compare, for example, 
the treatment of this tragic commonplace of consolation: 

305 
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Among English men of his time and of his beliefs, there was nothing 
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the Scottish reformers based on the similarities of their claims that 
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James and his son in England tried to use their new power base to re-
establish monarchic and episcopal beliefs in Scotland, but failed first there 
and then, eventually, in England as well. "James's old tutor had 
conquered."4 
More to our purpose, R. Galland has argued that Baptistes left its mark on 

Milton's Samson Agonistes.5 But even if we accept his somewhat doubtful 
parallels, these are not evidence that Milton wrote T. Indeed, that there are 
no verbal or metrical parallels between T and Samson becomes evidence 
for Milton's not being the author of the translation. That is, were Milton the 
author of T, we could expect to find verbal or metrical similarities between 
Samson and T where we find similar content. But compare, for example, 
the treatment of this tragic commonplace of consolation: 
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Quid fies? inanes mitte questus fundere. (Baptistes 1329) 

Why weepe you? Cease to poure out vaine complaints. (T1427) 

Come, come, no time for lamentations now, 
Nor much more cause. (Samson 1708-9) 

It is unlikely that Milton would have been satisfied with T's lame 
translation. But even if we could find enough echoes in Milton to prove 
that he had read T, we would still have no evidence that he had written it. 6 
While no doubt John the priggish hero of Baptist es may well have 

appealed to Milton at one time in his life, Galland neglects to point out that 
the preface to Samson Agonistes indicates neo-classical criteria by which 
Buchanan's old, abortivus tragedy would fall short of Milton's professional 
admiration. Milton observes that the recent low esteem of tragedy bas 
come about 

through the Poet's error of intermixing Comic stuff with Tragic sadness 
and gravity; or introducing trivial and vulgar persons, which by all 
judicious bath been counted absurd; and brought in without discretion, 
corruptly to gratify the people. And though ancient Tragedy use no 
Prologue, yet using sometimes, in case of self-defence, or explanation, 
that which Martial calls an Epistle. 7 

It seems likely that the comic elements of Baptistes--the Terentian 
prologue and the comic carping of Malchus--would be repugnant to 
Milton, as well as Buchanan's intention to have the play performed on the 
stage.8 But Milton would have approved the classically authentic lack of 
act and scene divisions of the original and is unlikely to have divided any 
unstaged translation of his own into five acts or "parts." 
Similarly, the fact that Milton jotted notes for a drama Baptist es around 

1640 is unconvincing evidence for his authorship ofT. Milton's version of 
the traditional story of John the Baptist is nevertheless interesting and may 
owe something to Baptistes: 

Baptistes 
the Scene. the Court 
Beginning from the morning of Herods birthday. Herod by some 
counseleTA or els the Queen may plot under praetense of begging for 
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his liberty to seek to draw him into a snare by his freedom of speechA 
persuaded on his birth day to release John Baptist. purposes it causes 
him to be sent for to the court from prison, the Queen hears of it. takes 
occasion to passe wher he is on purpose, that under praetence of 
reconsiling to him, or seeking to draw a kind retraction from him of his 
censure on the marriage, to which end she sends a courtier before to 
sound whether he might be persuaded to mitigate his sentence which 
not finding she her selfc craftily assays, and on his constancie founds 
an accusation to Herod of a contumacious affront on such a day before 
many peers; praepares the/ or K. to some passion, and at last by her 
daughters dancing effects it. there may prologize the spirit of Philip 
Herods brother. it may also be thought that Herod had well bedew'd 
himself with wine which made him grant the easier to his wives 
daughter. some of his disciples also as to congratulate his liberty, may 
be brought in, with whom after certain me command of his death many 
com passioning words of his disciples bewayling his youth cut off in his 
glorious cours he telling him his work is don and wishing them to 
follow Christ his maister. 9 

Milton goes very far in the direction of making the Queen the main guilty 
party. Her plotting and the King's drunkenness ("well bedew'd himself with 
wine") takes Milton's interpretation of the tale one step further away than 
Baptistes from the medieval tradition in which the King's connivance is 
made explicit.10 The drunken good humor of the King on his birthday is 
one traditional element of the Baptist legend that Milton includes and 
Buchanan pointedly omits. In Milton's notes, the Pharisees are not 
mentioned, and he reveals his peculiarly domestic view of the story in one 
detail: he describes the dancing girl as Herod's "wives daughter." 
John's "constancie," cited by Milton, is a basic feature of several versions 

of the story, including Buchanan's (Bapt. 1105). It is also mentioned by 
Grimald in the dedicatory epistle to his Archipropheta.11 But constancy 
(and its paradoxes) was, of course, the central feature of seventeenth-
century neo-Stoicism such as that of Lipsius, and need not have a specific 
source. Milton may, however, be indebted to a passage in Buchanan's play 
(926 ff.) for Herod's release of John. One other sign of possible influence 
from Baptistes is the disciples who are "bewayling his [John's] youth cut 
off in his glorious cours," since, as we have seen, youth is not an inevitable 
characteristic of John in the earlier beheading narratives. But this feature 
may merely indicate Milton's identification with his hero.12 
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Nothing in Milton's poetic plans requires that he have read Buchanan's 
play, let alone have translated it. Had these jottings been turned into a 
finished drama, we could have expected with some certainty that Milton 
would have made himself familiar with Baptistes. But to make his sketch, 
no reading of Baptistes was necessary. 
One further piece of evidence counts against the attribution to Milton. 

According to W.R. Parker, the bookseller George Thomason and his wife 
Katherine were friends of Milton's, and "Thomason collected all of 
Milton's pamphlets up to 1651 and noted the authorship of the anonymous 
ones."13 Although Thomason owned a copy of Tyrannicall-Government 
(BM E. 88/29) and wrote "feb: 9" on its title-page, he did not indicate its 
authorship. Moreover, it was not Milton's nature to keep the identification 
of his anti-episcopal tracts from "those few whose recognition he most 
desired." 14 

In passing, one might also wonder whether John's strong words on 
Herod's divorce and remarriage ("serve your carnal! will," T502) would 
have found a sympathetic hearing in Milton in 1643. Of course Milton 
could have done the translation long before his own marital dissatisfaction, 
but would he want to publish Tat the very time he was composing his first 
tract on liberalizing the laws on divorce? 15 

Certainly if T was written by Milton it is difficult (setting aside evidence 
from spelling) to determine precisely when. To fit his political allegory, 
Peck argued for January 1637-April 1638; on presumed stylistic grounds, 
Brown suggested that it was written 1634-38 and then revised after 
Milton's return from Italy in 1639.16 But as we shall see, this work can 
claim neither the experimental nature of a verse exercise nor any kinship to 
that major work long promised by the proud, budding poet. 17 It can only 
stand, thematically if not artistically, among the anti-episcopal tracts of 
1640-42. But this period was "busy, extremely busy," as Parker shows, not 
only with anti-episcopal tract-writing, but also with nourishing grand 
poetical plans, and the educating of John and Edward Phillips. 18 Ts late 
publication then would seem a peculiar afterthought, coming as it would in 
the thick of Milton's own marital unease. 

In sum, then, while we must aIJow that Milton was in the right place, at 
the right time, and of the right political bent to support the publication of a 
translation of Baptist es as a Parliamentarian piece of propaganda, there is 
no evidence that he composed it and some to suggest that he would not 
have been so inclined.19 In the absence of relevant external evidence, the 
case for authorship turns to style, and it was by abuse of such internal 
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evidence that Peck and Brown made their claim that no other man of 
Milton's party could have written T.20 This is obviously, as we shall see, 
an unwarranted and desperate exclusion and one that Bayne treated with 
fitting disdain.21 

Unfortunately, without pertinent external evidence it is virtually 
impossible to track down the author of T. Moreover, as Schoenbaum 
observes, to do a stylistic analysis one must have for investigation a 
definite, "recognizable" style. 22 The style of T is not intuitively distinctive, 
and its being a translation of an original of no little literary merit further 
complicates the problem of using internal evidence to ascertain authorship. 

NOTES 

I. Peck, New Memoirs, tries to associate Milton with White, p. 292. On 
Milton and censorship committees, see "Textual Introduction." 

2. "A debt to Buchanan has long been recognized," says Douglas Bush in 
A Variorum Commentary on the Poems of John Milton (New York: 
Columbia University Press, 1970), I, 12. J.T.T. Brown, citing Peck's 
evidence, and even William Bayne acknowledge Milton's having read and 
admired Buchanan. See Brown, in Nielson, p. 72; Bayne, in Millar, p. 131. 
The Index to the Columbia Milton records many allusions. Milton has been 
associated with Buchanan in various ways by a number of scholars. See 
David Masson, The Life of John Milton, (1896; rpt. Gloucester: Peter 
Smith, 1965), I, 96, 511-12, IV, 59; James Holly Hanford's Milton 
Handbook, 4th ed. (New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1961), pp. 137, 
174,241; Edward S. Le Comte's A Milton Dictionary, (1961; rpt. New 
York: AMS, 1969), p. 50; J. Milton French, The Life Records of John 
Milton, 5 vols. (1949-58), esp. II, 84-85.; William Riley Parker, Milton 
(Oxford: Clarendon, 1968), I, 77,557; II, 661, 745, 842; VirginiaM. 
Chaney, "The Elegies of George Buchanan in Relation to those of the 
Roman Elegists and to the Latin Elegies of John Milton," Diss. Vanderbilt 
Univ. 1961; Jackson C. Boswell, Milton's Library (New York: Garland, 
1975), pp. 42-43. Leicester Bradner remarks on Buchanan's ode "De amore 
Cossaei et Aretes" [Jephthes was dedicated to Brissac], "It ends on 
Buchanan's favorite note, the eternal and unassailable power of virtue, a 
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note which emphasizes the similarity between his thought and Milton's." 
See Musae Anglicanae: A History of Anglo-Latin Poetry 1500-1925 (New 
York: MLA,1940.), p. 140. Gerald Snare, "George Buchanan" in the 
Milton Encyclopedia, I, 204-5 gives a recent summary of influence and 
echo studies. Snare records that Milton's teacher Thomas Young was a 
product of the refonns initiated by Buchanan at St. Andrews. 

Political works by Buchanan and Milton were among those chosen to 
feed the flames of an anti-radical bonfire held by the University of Oxford, 
21 July 1683 (Parker, I, 661; II, 1086). 
3. Joannis Miltoni Angli Pro Populo Anglicano Defensio Secunda, ed., 

Eugene J. Strittmatter, in The Works of Milton, VIII, ed. Frank Allen 
Patterson, et al. (New York: Columbia Univ. Press, 1933), pp. 76-78: 

Poetas equidem vere dictos & diligo & colo, & audiendo saepissime 
delector; illorum etiam plerosque tyrannis esse scio inimicissimos, si 
vel a primis exorsus ad Buchananum usque nostrum recenserem: 

The translation in the text is from the Columbia Works, VIII, 77-78; 
another translation is found in the Yale Prose, IV, 592. 
F. S. Boas, however, considers Milton in this passage to be thinking of 

strictly of Buchanan's political works. Consequently, Twas "without 
sufficient justification" attributed to Milton. See University Drama in the 
Tudor Age (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1914), p. 42. 

4. William Haller, liberty and Reformation in the Puritan Revolution 
(1955; New York: Columbia Univ. Press, 1967), pp. 5-6. It was of course 
the Scottish insWTection that compelled Charles to summon the Long 
Parliament (1640). Haller notes that it was no love for Presbyterianism that 
attracted Milton and others to the Scottish cause but the "true obedience" 
of a people's resistance to ungodly rule (p. 8). Haller quotes a confrontation 
between Mary Stuart and John Knox in 1561. Knox expressed the people's 
absolute right to resist an ungodly monarch. The queen responded "Well, 
then I perceive that my subjects shall onely obey you, and not me; And 
shall do what they list, and not what I command, so must I bee subject unto 
them, and not they to me," Knox replied, "My travell is, That both Princes 
and subjects obey God" (p. 5, citing Knox, Historie of the Reformation 
(1587; second edition, 1644], p. 317). We should observe that while 
Baptistes deals with the political issue of God's being the supreme ruler, 
without laying stress on the religious, as does Bale's play, De jure regni 
claims as one of its few theoretical advances that it avoids making this 
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ancient appeal. Nevertheless, Haller falls into line by finding the political 
principles of Baptistes (which he dates 1578-79) to be repeated more 
explicitly in De jure, Historia, and Knox's Historie. 

It should be noted that Knox avoided advocating anything more than 
passive disobedience until 1557 (one could say until he was forced into it 
by more radical supporters and until his forces were sufficiently strong to 
make the position tenable). But the Scot John Willcock had taken an 
actively and dangerously anti-authoritarian stance against Mary of 
Lorraine and Mary Tudor. See John Durkan, in "The Cultural Background 
in Sixteenth-Century Scotland," in David McRoberts, ed., Essays on the 
ScottishRefonnation 1513-1625 (Glasgow: Bums, 1962), pp. 312-13. 

5. Rene Galland, "Milton et Buchanan," Revue Anglo-Americaine, 13 
(1936), 326-33. Earlier, Peck, Brown, and Bayne each recognized 
similarities between the two works. John Carey questioned Galland's 
"dubious paralllels," in The Poems of John Milton (London: Longmans, 
1968), p. 335. Merritt Hughes ungenerously remarked that Galland "made 
the most of the slender evidence for a general resemblance between [the 
chorus of Baptistes] and Samson" in The Complete Poetry and Selected 
Prose of John Milton (New York: Odyssey, 1957), p. 538. Possible echoes 
of Baptistes in Milton's other works are non-unique. For example, compare 
PL I, 328: "Our new baptizing Prophet" with Baptistes ("Baptistes novus," 
79) and T ("a new Baptistes," T34). Or, we might compare Stoic virtue in 
Comus (e.g., 363, 381-83) with this familiar theme in Baptistes. 
6. This is not the place for a full discussion of what Milton may have 

borrowed from Baptistes. There are seeds of greater things, however, 
unrecognized in Buchanan's play. We might consider, in passing, John's 
association with Socrates, the favorite Stoic hero, and, at the same time, 
with the role of the Old Testament prophet. John is also given Christ-like 
attributes (above all, prophetic authority) and may be seen as prefiguring 
Jesus. And, of course, he embraces the special momenrof divine 
intervention in history. In Baptistes' Chorus, Milton could have found a 
portrayal of the limitations of Stoic philosophy and of the human need for 
grace. We may discover that Milton's debt to Buchanan was an insight into 
the making of Christian tragedy and epic. On these themes and poetic 
strategies which we find in Samson Agonistes, Paradise Lost, and Paradise 
Regained, see Barbara Lewalski, Milton's Brief Epic (Providence: Brown 
Univ. Press, 1966), pp. 188-89, 204-7, 240-41, 246-49, 291-302; William 
Kerrigan, The Prophetic Milton (Charlottesville: Univ. Press of Virginia, 
1974), esp. 68, 83-125, 219-58. 
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Milton and Buchanan are "kindred spirits" according to Michael Higgins, 
who cites Samson Agonistes where there is a victory "over all/ That 
tyrannie or Fortune can inflict." See Michael Higgins, "The Development 
of the 'Senecal Man,"' Review of Ef!.gtish Stttdies, 23 (1947), pp. 28. 7 
~amson Agoniste,2, in the ~olumbia Works, ed. Frank Patterson, I, Pt. 2 
(New York, 1931), 332. 
8. Milton was not opposed to all dramatic art, only to its corruption. In 

}Ee Re~n.oLClJ.urch Governm~L(1641/42), Milton was "squarely 
opposed to the [puritanical] attitude of his age" concerning the theater 
(Parker, I, 218). See Yale Prose1 I, 470, on the state subsidy of theater. In 
his "Commonplace Book," he goes even further. He is critical of the 
Church Fathers' attacks on spectacula. arguing rather that there is nothing 
more efficiently uplifting than a good tragedy: 

quid enim in tota philosophia aut gravius aut sanctius aut sublimius 
tragoedia recte constituta quid utilius ad humanae vitae casus et 
conversiones uno intuitu spectandos? 

See "The Commonplace Book," ed J. H. Hanford, in Uncollected 
,Writings,,. ed. Thomas Ollive Mabbott and J. Milton French, Vol. 18 o(,.The 
~ks of}ohr!,_~ [New York: Columbia Univ. Press, 1938), pp. 206-
7; Yale Prose1 I, 6, 241. This being Milton's view at this time, if not 
necessarily always, there is little substance in Peck's argument that Milton 
(and not John White, for example) wanted to conceal the theatrical origins 
of T, or that Milton for that reason wanted to conceal his authorship of 
such a work. In defense of the dignity of tragedy, Milton's preface to 
Samson wheels out what even in Stephen Gosson's time was a worm-eaten 
example, "Christ Suffering" then attributed to Gregory Nazianzen. It is 
perhaps significant that Milton, whose reference to the Bishop of 
Constantinople, is, I think, not without some irony, omits to mention the 
name conventionally yoked with the Church Father, that is, Buchanan. 
This may be, first, because Milton is not taking the old argument seriously 
and wants to spare Buchanan's memory and, second, because he, unlike 
Gosson, is aware that Buchanan's plays were, despite lacking act and scene 
division (see §..ap.§on, Prefa£e, ed. Patterson, p. 332), intended for the 
stage, a medium, Milton realized in 1671, unlikely to be reformed. 

Admitting similarities, we should acknowledge that Buchanan, like 
Milton, claimed his plays were written to reform the drama of his time. 
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Both were unhappy with the decay of the popular stage. Buchanan's 
having staged his plays in Bordeaux was merely good fortune. Both 
authors may be said to slip into impure or mixed tragedy, despite their 
theories. Baptist es has its comic prologue and Malchus, and Samson has its 
scenes with Dalila and Harapha, described by Merritt Hughes as possibly a 
"collapse into comedy" and "a comic failure" of "the kind that Milton said 
ought never to intrude into tragedy" (Complete Poems and Major Prose 
[New York: Odyssey, 1957], p. 532). See also Sandra Kerman, "George 
Buchanan and the Genre of Samson Agonistes," Language and Style, 19 
(1986), 31-25. On Gosson, see "Staging" and "The Critical Tradition." 

9. Text based on John Milton Poems, Reproduced in Facsimile from the 
MS in Trinity College, Cambridge (Menston Llkley: Scalar Press, 1972), 
p. 39. See also John Steadman, ed., Appendix "Milton's Outline for 
Tragedies," in the Complete Prose Works, ed. Maurice Kelley (New 
Haven: Yale Univ. Press, 1982), VIII, 539-85; Baptistes on p. 558. 
Although Peck abused the evidence of the Trinity manuscript to further his 
argument, his early transcription of the now-crumbling document is 
valuable, as Steadman notes, p. 567. Steadman on the dating (1639?-
1642?) neglects the evidence of spelling offered by John T. Shawcross in 
his "Milton' Spelling: Its Biographical and Critical Implications," Diss. 
New York Univ. 1958 ("early 1640's," p. 550; see Appendix to "Internal 
Evidence: Spelling"). Steadman describes these outlines as "jottings" or 
"notes," while Shawcross refers to them as "programs" or "plans." 

10. See "Sources and Parallels." 
11. The Life and Poems of Nicholas Grimald, ed. and trans. L. R. Merrill 

(New Haven: Yale Univ. Press, 1925), p. 234. 
12. John Fisher, John Bale, and James Wedderburn, it seems, identified 

with the reformer John the Baptist. On Bale, see Ruth Blackburn, Biblical 
Drama under the Tudors (The Hague: Mouton, 1971). 

13. Parker, I, 196; II, 930. Of the twenty-four works by Milton in 
Thomason's collection, four were "Ex Dono Authoris." 

14. Parker, I, 196. There is no shortage of Milton apocrypha. In the 1639-
42 period Parker lists thirteen titles including T that have been attributed 
to Milton without justification (II, 836). 

15. See Parker, I, 234-36. 
16. Peck, p. 279; Brown, pp. 74, 82, 88. Brown dates Milton's Baptistes at 

the end of 1639 (pp. 73-74), right after he prepared himself by translating 
Buchanan's play. For evidence from spelling, see "Internal Evidence." 
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17. Parker, I, 218-19. 
18. Parker, I, 226. 
19. On the time, place, and inclination, see Christopher Hill, Milton and 

the English Revolution (New York: Viking, 1977). Hill points out that in 
the early 1640's Milton's anti-episcopal tracts, however radical, held out 
some hope that, as Pym and the Parliamentary leaders claimed, the Civil 
Wars could be fought to "liberate the King from evil counsellors" (p. 166); 
citing Yale Prose, I, 6-7, 1006-7. Milton's borrowed regicidal theories are 
not made public until The Tenure of Kings and Magistrates (1649), which 
quotes from Buchanan's Historia. But as Hill observes, "from 1637 at least 
Milton had been noting in his Commonplace Book remarks critical of 
monarchy and favourable to a popular right of resistance" (p. 66). Whether 
he would see anything to be gained by using a pedestrian translation of 
Baptistes as if it were a timely or cogent discourse on anti-episcopal 
sentiments, is another matter. On Milton's reading (1639-41), see also 
Parker I, 842: Milton "may have read Buchanan's Historia during this 
period." Cf. Yale Prose, I, 461. 

20. Peck, p. 281; Brown, p. 87. 
21. Bayne p. 132. While not asserting, as does Brown, that only a scholar-

poet of the first rank could have composed T (p. 75), Bayne still allows it 
"high" literary merit (p. 135). 

22. Schoenbaum, pp. 167-168. "No style, no stylistic evidence" (p. 169). 

INTERNAL EVIDENCE 

Only with sufficient external evidence is an attribution certain. I In its 
absence, we must tum to internal evidence: spelling, diction, syntax or 
usage, punctuation, prosody, imagery, subject matter, the general quality of 
the work, and, more and more, computer-generated stylistic evidence such 
as sentence length, collocations, and function-word ratios.2 

Inherently unreliable, arguments from internal evidence become even less 
persuasive in the case of a translation such as T. Most of what appears 
Miltonic in Tyrannica/1-Government in fact derives from the original: the 
general tone of high seriousness, the passages in which John attacks the 
priesthood or in which John or the Chorus express the ideals of a life 
dedicated to virtue, the language and metaphors used to convey this theme 
and mood, and the Latinisms. Other similarities may be derived from the 
simple fact that Milton and the translator of T were writing at the same 
time with the same general literary language, indebted to the blank verse of 
the Elizabethan and Jacobean dramatists. 3 
Prosody and punctuation are notoriously difficult to evaluate, all the more 

so in a verse text sloppily printed as prose. 4 Areas of investigation that 
have held out some hope of confirming the attribution of T to Milton are 
characteristic or idiosyncratic spelling, diction, and usage. 
Francis Peck made considerable claims for the Miltonic nature of T's 

spelling.5 Setting aside for the moment the major stumbling block of 
questionable scribal and compositorial fidelity to manuscript copy, a 
careful examination reveals that these claims are invalid. Invalid first 
because they rely on faulty notions of Milton's spelling and second because 
they play fast and loose with the orthographic data of T itself. Similarly, 
the diction of T turns out not at all to be coterminous with that of Milton's 
poetry, as J. T. T. Brown asserted, and, along with usage, can provide no 
evidence that Milton was the author of the translation. 6 

Spelling 

In her edition of Paradise Lost (1952), Helen Darbishire made a 
somewhat hopeful statement about Milton's spelling: 

315 
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[A] key-list [of idiosyncratic Miltonic spellings] could readily be 
compiled which would enable an inquirer to identify a given page of 
print or manuscript as Milton's and no other's.7 

Sadly, this easy way to attribution is not ready. John T. Shawcross' 
investigations into Milton's spelling, taken up in part as a corrective to the 
reformed editions of B. A. Wright and Darbishire, present a much more 
complex view of the matter. In particular, he argues how unsystematic 
Milton's orthographic practices were, how they evolved during his life, and 
how erratically represented they are in his printed works.8 Neither the pre-
nor post-1641 Miltonic spellings which T shows are distinctive enough to 
prove or disprove Milton's authorship. Peck's list of Miltonic spellings 
included, for the most part, common practices of the period or exceptional 
spellings not found consistently in Milton's works until 1641 and later. 
Often, indeed, as in occasional omission of idle, final -e, these are likely in 
T to be unfavored alternatives or compositor error.9 

Rather than conforming to Peck's expectations, T's spelling, in fact, 
violates many of the general rules of simplified or pronunciational spelling 
which Milton began developing starting in 1638. In specific words where 
Milton, especially after 1639, omits idle -e, T does not: e.g., course (6), 
discipline, done, else, drinke (noun),fertile, gone, oake,private, redresse 
(3), serve (4), some, taste, vineyard, woeful/. T doubles final -II: one clear 
example will serve, battell (Milton early used battel). Milton favors ee or 
ei, but T favors ie: e.g, beleeve, believe (5), greifbut griefe (5), pierc'd, 
priest (4), view. Although T favors the prefix in- over en-, e.g. inclosed, 
inthralled, intreat (a preference that Darbishire sees as possibly Miltonic, 
p. xxiv), its author or compositor shows a pronunciational deviation in 
using e for i (rediculous, torped, deveous), while Milton tends to 
substitute i fore. T twice substitutes a for i (Basalisk, predomanant) and e 
for o (rigerous, timerous)--generating ignorant spellings which deviate 
from the words' Latin etymologies--traits that are not known to be 
Miltonic. 

From general evidence and the appended Word-Lists we can draw some 
conclusions: the correspondence with common spellings (e.g., anwng, 
ancient, blood) is insignificant. The lack of correspondence with Milton's 
clearly preferred distinctive spellings is pervasive (e.g., Milton's autority, 
anough, bin, batel,·beeing, comming,fift, pro/et, receave, suttle, towr, 
omission of idle e, avoidance of double II, preferrence for ee and ei over 
ie,). The correspondence of a few quasi-distinctive spellings is 
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inconclusive (e.g., breath (verb), hearken, hight (highth, says Darbishire), 
perswade, sphear, vertue). The absence in T of the relatively early 
Miltonic spelling som (T always uses some) and, less conclusively, again 
(once out of three uses in T) would date T clearly pre-1642 and probably 
pre-1638 were T known to be by Milton. Other evidence that we have 
collected indicates a pre-1640 date. Io 
Peck's list of Miltonic spellings is an irritating grab-bag of ill-chosen 

examples. It includes distinctive but non-exceptional spellings such as 
ancient, spear, and vertue, as well as non-Miltonic spellings, such as ayre, 
pertake, and beleeve (Milton used beleev). Peck makes much of the 
presence in T of hee, shee, wee, mee, and bee. In fact, there is no evidence 
that these are distinctive, pronunciational spellings of the author and not 
just compositorial variation: we find he ninety-one times, hee just once. 
The incidence of other pronoun-forms follow: he's (1), hee'I (4), hee's (1), 
she (4; Milton's normal spelling), shee (6), me (49), mee (10), we (47), wee 
(6). Milton's distinctive thire and thir, hir and hire forms are never found 
in T, which uses their (once, there) and her. Also, in T we have be (82), 
bee (6). Shawcross and George Whiting, earlier, have argued that the view 
which began with Richardson and was defended by Darbishire that the 
single/double vowel pronoun forms notate an accentual system is 
untenable. 11 In this regard, Milton and T are alike, for there is no evidence 
of systematic use of the variant forms in the anonymous translation. 

W. Bayne in 1907 observed that Peck's list of Miltonic spellings was 
unscientific. (Bayne himself put too much faith in Masson's description of 
Milton's late, systematic theories of orthography .12) Further, Bayne 
regarded as "far-fetched" Brown's view that T's spelling may reflect 
Milton's practice between stages of development. From Shawcross' data, 
this view is not so much far-fetched--Shawcross so describes the spelling 
of one of Milton's pamphlets of this period--as uselessly vague for 
attribution. 

Although on the whole, both T's and Milton's early spelling are 
conventional, there is orthographic evidence that Tis not by Milton. We 
find a number of distinctive spellings in T which are clearly not those of 
the early Milton, as determined from Comus and Lycidas in the Trinity 
College manuscript. Lycidas in the Trinity MS is, like T, old-fashioned, 
using idle e and doubling final consonants. But Comus shows phonetic 
spellings not used by T: buisinesse, moister, goverment (see Darbishire, 
pp. xv-xvi). Milton's later double e form of he and be, Elizabethan 
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alternative spellings, which we see in T, do not occur in Lycidas, Comus, 
or Arcades, where we do find occurrences of wee and shee (also in T). 

This evidence for these early spellings is, however, meager, and we are 
no better off for the rest of the period before the publication of T. Between 
these early poems and the developed pronunciational spellings of Paradise 
Lost, the evidence for Milton's spelling is mainly prose: the BM 
manuscript Commonplace Book and the printed pamphlets. 

It may be interesting to compare distinctive spellings in Milton's 
manuscript notes for a tragedy on John the Baptist, "Baptistes," with 
spellings in T. Shawcross assigns this passage from Milton's 
Commonplace Book to the middle of 1641, because of the omission of 
final idle -e (e.g., els, cours, wher, don, dancing).13 Thus the evidence 
indicates that if Milton wrote T, he did it months before he jotted down his 
thoughts for his own tragedy on the same subject. 

As criteria for attribution, spellings are not without drawbacks. From the 
Ingram and Swaim concordance to Milton's poetry we can see that certain 
of Shawcross' Miltonic spellings were not set at the likely time of T's 
composition: in Milton's developed spelling least is used for both least and 
lest. In T the distinction is usually observed: least=least (1), lest=lest (4), 
least=lest (2). But in Comus (Trinity MS) lest occurs. Also, printed 
editions of Milton's works often print lest, despite their manuscript copy. 
Similarly, after 1640 Milton uses only loose for both loose and lose. By 
contrast, T keeps a loose /lose distinction. But Comus (1637; line 288) 
prints lose and in later years Milton's printers were never as consistent as 
he was in eschewing the lose form. Shawcross lists maister as Milton's 
form, but in the Trinity MS, f. 39, both maister and master (T's spelling) 
are used. More, Milton's mariage, according to Shawcross, contrasts with 
Ts marriage. But on f.39, Trinity MS, we find marriage. Again, Milton's 
printed works usually use the familiar spelling. Idiosyncratic, authorial 
spellings may not filter down into print. Shawcross has shown, for 
example, that Milton in manuscript prefers heer(e), but this form does not 
survive in his printed poetry, nor in T. Beeing is Milton's choice, but not 
his printers'. Goverment is Milton's spelling, but we find it printed only 
once in his poetry (Comus [1645), line 25). The form -ceav(e) was "an 
almost consistent spelling for Milton but an infrequent one in print." 14 Our 
most telling indications, the most distinctive spellings, are most likely to 
be lost to printerly nniformity. 

Also, we must take into consideration the possibility that Twas not all 
written at once, or that it was variably revised. That it was translated 
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erratically from more than one edition of Baptistes may be seen to increase 
the chance that it was composed over a period of time. 

Diction and Usage 

Unlike orthographic evidence, which is easily contaminated by scribal 
and compositorial interference, that of diction may be regarded as more 
reliable and convincing. J. T. T. Brown claimed that nearly all the words in 
T were found in Milton's poetical works and lists a few, unusual 
exceptions. He only added that since so many of Milton's words are used 
once, that diction is shared is unlikely to be significant.15 My own list of 
words occurring in T but not found in W. Ingram and K. Swaim's A 
Concordance to Milton's Poetry (Oxford: Clarendon, 1972) is quite a bit 
longer than Brown's and includes many common words, such as knife, 
girle (three times in T), afarre off(3), and naturally (see Word-Lists: 
Diction). That many of the everyday words in T which are not found in 
Milton's poetry occur in his prose suggests that Milton considered them 
unsuitable for poetry, and, we can assume, especially for tragedy. On the 
other hand, Ts diction does not display the "lexical brilliance" of Milton's 
prose of this period. Tom Corns has demonstrated that the anti-prelatical 
tracts are "luxuriant--rich in lexical variety and inventiveness and often 
leisurely in the development of their imagery ... . " In T we do not find the 
"unorthodox collocations" and playful "neologizing" of Milton's early 
pamphlets. "16 Certain patterns from the list of words in T not in Milton's 
poetry can be noted. T favors a prosy, somewhat Latinate and legalistic 
diction. Ts choice of dis-, un-, -ious, and -er compounds, and its taste for 
-cy ending nouns and certain -ly adverbs give the work a fussy air (e.g., 
potency, privacy, godly, piously, privately--not in Milton's poetry). T 
frequently admits the -eth verb ending, Milton almost never (e.g., 
possesseth in T, but possesses exclusively in Milton's poetry; T uses 
seemeth, Milton seems).17 

T never uses ye or yee, forms which occur twelve times in Comus 
alone. 18 You never occurs in Lycidas. T's use of you in the following choral 
apostrophe is decidely un-Miltonic: 

0 thou great City where King David reign'd, 
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You Towers of wealthy Salomon and Salem, (T1357-58) 

Despite Ts eschewing the old-fashioned ye form, it is schoolmasterly 
precise in its employment of~ for social distinction. Equals use you 
(Gamaliel and Malchus, the Chorus and John). Superiors address inferiors 
with thou/thee (Herod to John, Herod to Daughter, Queen to Malchus), 
while inferiors respond using you (John to Herod, Malchus to Queen, 
Daughter to Herod). Moreover, characters shift from thou to you, or the 
reverse, to indicate a changed relationship or mood. For example, Herod 
and Herodias use you with each other except when the irritated King 
dismisses his Queen with thee (T390). After his initial greeting 

¥" sarcasticaut'y using Sir, master, and you (T799-800), Malchus regularly 
addresses John by thou, except when he thinks that he might be talking to 
the Messiah (T819-22). 19 John, angered when his authority is questioned, 
switches once from you to thee, an impudence that Malchus recognizes 
(T837-39). Regaining his self-control, John returns to addressing Malchus 
with you (T871). 

As other examples of differing diction, it is worth noting that T and 
Milton have non-intersecting usages of here- compunds. T uses only 
heretofore, while Milton uses hereby, herein, hereof and hereafter. Milton 
favors whatever and whatere. Neither is found in T, which prefers 
whatsoever (four times) and whatsoere. Milton in his poetry uses 
whatsoere once. Likewise, T has no whereat (wherat, Milton's spelling), 
wherein (wherin), whereof (wheroj), whereon (wheron), whereso, whereto, 
or wherewithal, which are all used in Milton's poems; wheras, used in 
Milton's prose, is not found in T. T never uses wherever, favored by 
Milton, but chooses instead whersoeer and wheresoeer (Milton uses 
wheresoe're once). Shared where- compounds are whereby (not Milton's 
spelling, wherby), wherefore (not wherfore), and wherewith (not 
wherwith). Also, Milton uses whenever twice, T never. 
While Milton's poetry uses thereafter, thereat, thereby (lherby), therein 

(therin), thereof (theroj), thereon (also, theron), and therewith, none of 
these is found in T; nor is therupon or therabout, which are in Milton's 
prose. T's only there-compound is therefore (8) (Milton favors therfore). 20 

Milton's poetry seems to avoid contractions with is. We find only a 
handful--that's, and's, she's, he's--seldom used more than once. T uses in 
addition there's, ther's, and theres none of which, however spelled, is 
found in Milton's poetry. Similarly, whats (twice) and what's (five times) 
are frequent in T, but are absent from Milton's poetry. Except for forms of 
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I'll and 'twill, Milton seems to avoid contractions with will. In T we find, in 
addition, forms of you'll and he'll. While T uses both than (seven times) 
and then (=than, sixteen times), Milton only uses the then form. 

The possessive its is found eight times in T (once spelled it's, Tl 143), but 
only three times in all of Milton's poetry. Finally, we find non-Miltonic 
vulgarisms in T. For example, T uses levyed for levelled (T830) and 
eminent for imminent (T669, T1060). 

Prosody 

"The danger of metrical evidence," remarked F. L. Lucas concerning the 
attribution of Webster's plays, "is that it is too often believed." 21 Prosody 
studies are in themselves quagmires of good intentions. When used to 
solve already muddy questions of attribution, the results are, to say the 
least, unsure. It is hard to imagine how any comparative analysis of T's and 
Milton's meters could convince anyone of Ts authorship. Yet, we must at 
least mention J. T. T. Brown's attempt.22 
Brown on Ts meters is no more cogent than he is on diction or usage. He 

realizes that his authority for Milton's practice, Robert Bridges' Milton's 
Prosody (Oxford, 1901), is for the most part a guide to Paradise Lost and 
that at the time of T's composition (when Comus and, perhaps, 
"Horace 1.5" were Milton's contributions to blank verse) the metrics of PL 
were not yet developed. Nevertheless, Brown argues, irrelevantly, that at 
times Ts verse conforms to Bridge's rules on syllable count, elision, 
stress, inversion, and caesura. But he also argues that if Ts meters do not 
"exhibit all the refinements of the rhythms of Paradise Lost," it is to be 
expected since the work is early. Moreover, Brown never offers evidence 
that the rules of prosody he is applying are exceptional or precisley defined 
enough to establish attribution. Indeed, William Bayne cited Bridges' rule 
of inversion to prove that T fails to conform to Miltonic practice!23 

But Brown's struggles with prosody are not unique. Robert Beum has 
described the "thicket" of studies on Milton's elisions.24 Brown's 
identification of Miltonic elision in T does not emerge from the 
underbrush. Weismiller is kind to a recent monograph on the subject, R. 0 . 
Evans' Milton's Elisions (Gainesville: Univ. of Florida Press, 1966); he 
says that Evans is "capable of making mistakes."25 
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It seems that the eighteenth-century editorial insertion of apostrophes was 
done to make the notation and the performance coincide. This, according 
to Bridges, Milton did not himself do.26 Milton scanned one way and read 
another. (David Masson called the eighteenth-century rectification of 
Milton's verse, as by Peck, an "absurdity."27) But Weismiller (in The 
Milton Encyclopedia, s.v., "versification") finds that Milton read as he 
scanned ("nothing else would make sense") and accepts Bridges' calling 
elision "optional" only in that metrical compression was an option for 
Milton, not for the reader.28 

One prosodic characteristic of T which may be sensed as Miltonic is 
related to enjambment. The frequency of enjambment in T seems to lie 
between that of the dramatic verse of the early seventeenth century and 
Milton's later, grand periodic structures, declaring its nature as quasi-non-
dramatic verse.29 In his summary of Paradise Lost's distinctive traits, 
Beum says, "Prosodically speaking, the most important unusual feature [of 
Milton's blank verse] is the conspicuousness of large musical paragraphs 
which tend to dominate but not to obscure the impact of the individual 
lines, an extension of a practice already developed by Shakespeare in his 
late plays."30 

Although Tis not as freely enjambed as Paradise Lost, and even though 
the texture of enjambment is not a unique feature, one characteristic which 
is frequently found in the translation and may be perceived as Miltonic is 
what Edward Tayler calls "functional ambiguity." "Milton ... caught from 
Jonson a way of significant enjambment and a feeling for the heft of a 
moral abstraction."31 This feature is found in Ts studied word placement: 

--the vulgar hold 
Us only free and happy, that are vex'd 
With terror, and with poverty besieg'd, 
With miserable servitude opprest: 
The people, whatsoever they desire, 
Or love or dread, they freely dare confesse[.] (T544-49) 

[Nos esse vulgus liberos solos putat, 
Solos beatos, quos egestas obsidet, 
Formido cruciat,' misera servitus premit. 
Quodcunque populus diligit, cupit, timet, 
Audet fateri libere-- (527-530)] 

... 
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It remains unclear if the translator purposely placed "the people" following 
"opprest" in such a way that a semi-colon after "terror" could have created 
a more than momentary ambiguity. We might wonder whether the 
translator intended to highlight the irony of Herod's commonplace 
soliloquy, in which he calls kings poor and servile, even though it is the 
people who are, in truth, oppressed. 

But the happy arrangement might have been the fortuitous result of 
placing "the people" first in the line to make room for T's favored 
"whatsoever."32 That is, for "The people, whatsoever they desire," a more 
straightforward translation could easily have been made: 

Whatever they desire or love or dread, 
The people freely dare confesse. 

Ts author could have learned this "squinting" style from Baptistes (or 
indeed, from Virgil, the master of enjambment). Examination of the two 
texts reveals numerous instances of Ts echoing Baptist es' enjambment, 
and even more where T has used the technique of the Latin, but not at the 
same place. One example of unimitated Latin follows: 

.. . dum gratiae 
Vaenatur auram, lenitatis imagine 
Me plebis irae nixus est supponere:(865-67) 

. . . and with favour hunts 
For ayrie applause; Me, under shew 
Of lenity, hee labours to subject 
Unto the Commons wrath . . . (T908-l l) 

T follows the received and present pointing. Walsh repunctuates (auram" 
lenitatis imagine,). Either reading is possible; and, indeed, the original 
punctuation, despite the translator's interpretation, may carry Walsh's 
meaning, when we take into consideration the pause at the end of the line, 
even when enjambed, and that the comma after auram may be there for 
emphasis or caesura and not to separate vaenatur from imagine. The 
phrase which is suspended between the two clauses is emphasized. "Under 
shew of lenity" is how the King achieves his several political goals; and 
Malchus keenly senses hypocrisy in the king, as he does in John, because 
he embodies the vice himself. 
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In the following, we see an example of T's closely folowing the pattern of 
the Latin: 

Gamaliel. A tall Oake is not suddenly born down, 
Nor does the warring Ram at one assault 
Overthrow the wals, what, often you suppose 
Cannot be finished, is in time dispatched. (Tl0ll-14) 

Gamaliel. Nee alta quercus icta subito stemitur: 
Nee vertit aries bellicus primo impetu 
Muros. frequenter quae putaris perfici 
Non posse, tempus expedit: (954-57) 

Although the English mimics the structure of the Latin, the alliteration and 
terse force of the original is lacking ("what, often you suppose/ Cannot be 
finished, is in time dispatched" vs. "frequenter quae putaris perfici / Non 
posse, tempus expedit:"). 

An example of another sort comes from Gamaliel's reaction to his debate 
with Malchus: 

Gamaliel. Ree's gone in wrath and swelling with disdain; 
For my part, what was lawfull, to my power 
I earnestly advis'd him with mild words 
Endeavoring to asswage his raging spirits: (T198-201) 

Gamaliel. Ille abiit ira incensus, & fastu tumens. 
Ego quod licebat sedulo pro viribus 
Monui furentem, spiritus nixus feros 
Lenire verbis mollibus. (221-24) 

Here, the first ambiguity "what was lawfull, to my power" is shared in both 
the English and the Latin, while the second exists only in the English 
("with mild words"). Peck's re-punctuation (lawfull" .. . him,) removes as 
much as possible the ambiguity but it is arguable that Buchanan wanted 
some ironic double meaning, or at least emphasis through squinting syntax, 
and that at this point T is doing Baptistes one better. 

Word-Lists 

Spelling, Part I 

Milton's Spelling* 

again 
air 
among 
ancient 
anough, anow 
appear 
asswage 
atcheiv 
autority 
battel 
beeing 
beleef, beleev 

bin 
blood 

breath (verb) 
buisness 
caitif 
cheif 
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T 

againe (2) again 
ayre (7) 
among (2) 
ancient (8) 
enough (3) 
appear, appeare 
asswage (2) 
atchieved 
authority (4), authoritie 
batten (2) 
being (19) 
believe (3), believes, 
beleeved, beleeve (3), 
believ'd, belief 
been (3), beene 
blood (12), bloody(2), 
blood-thirsty, bloud, bloudy 
breath 
businesse (3) 
caitiffs 
chiefe, chief (2), chiefest, chiefly (2) 

* Milton's spellings closely based on John T. Shawcross, "Milton's 
Spelling," Diss. New York Univ. 1958, pp. 15 ff. Shawcross lists 
approximately 300 words from Milton's manuscripts and printed works, 
poetry and prose that reveal distinctive spellings but do not conform to 
general rules (see above). A few more entries are taken from Shawcross' 
articles cited above. Additions from Darbishire's "key-word" list are 
denoted by (HD). Frequency of multiple occurrence of forms of a word are 
indicated in parentheses. 
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chois 
chuse,choos,choose 
citty 
clear, cleer 
cloak 
cloath(s)=eloth, 
clothe, clothes 
cloud 
comming 
counseler 
counterfet, counterfeit 
country 

darnmage 
deceav 
dore 
dread, dred 
dum, dumb, dumm 
eevn,eev'n 
endeavor 
e'er (poetry) 
ere (prose) 
extreme, extream 
eye, eie 
fain=feign 
faln 
farr 
fift 
flood 
flowr 
forren, foren, 
forreign, forrain 
freind 
furder 
goverment 
greif, greef, 
greiv, greev 
guift 

choice 
chuse (2) 
city (2), cities (5) 
cleer (3) 
cloak, clokd 
cloth'd, cloath'd 

cloud (2) 
comming (noun) 
counsell (4) 
counter feit (spacing in T) 
country (6), countrey (2), 
countries (poss. s.) (4), 
countreys (poss. s.) 
damage 
deceive (2) 
doore (2) 
dread (3) 
dumb(2) 
even (15) 
endeavours, endeavouring 
ere (9), ever (8) 

extremes 
eye 
feign (3), feigne (2), fain, feigned (4) 
falne 
farre (2), far (5) 
fifth 
flood, flouds (2) 
flowers 
forraign (2), foraign, 
forraigne, forreign 
friends (4), friendly, freindship 
further 
government 
grief, griefe (5), greif 

gift (3) 

hainous 
heavn, heav'n 
hearken 
heer 
herb 
hight, highth (HD) 
honour 
human 
ile=I'll 
joumy, journey 
joynt 
learn, !em 
least=least, lest 
lewd 
linage 
loose=loose, lose 
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heynous, hainous 
heaven, heavenly (19) 
hearken 
here (7) 
hearbs 
hight 
honor (8), honour 
humane (2) 
I'le (3), Ile (4), ile, I'l 
journey 
joyned (2), joyn'd 
learne (2), learned, learnd, unlearned 
least, lest (4), lest=least (2) 
lewdly 
lineage 
loose (2), lose (2) 

maister master 
(Trinity MS uses both master and maister on f. 39; master is Milton's later 
preference.) 
mariage marriage 
(Cf. marriage, Trinity MS, f. 39.) 
meer me ere 
murder murderers 
neer neere (3), neer (2), neerer 
oak oake 
oft'n (syllabic 'n; HD) often (5) 
op'n (syllabic 'n; HD) open (3) 
orfan orphan (3) 
only, onely only (18), onely 
(HD;but onely never in MS; see Shawcross, HLQ , p. 355) 
o're o're, or'e, ore 
pennance 
persue (HD) 
perswade 
Pharise 
powr=pour 
profane 
profet 
raigne, reigne 

pennance 
pursue (3) 
perswade (3) 
Pharisees (pl.) 
poure 
profane (1), prophane (2), prophan'd 
prophet (20) 
reigns, reign'd 

-
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receave 
rejoyce 
releif, releef 
renown, renoun 
respit (HD) 
row!, roul 
sease 
shew 
shoo 
sithe 
sollicit 
som (HD) 
souldier 
spacious, spatious 
sphear 
spok'n (syll. 'n; HD) 
spread, spred 
strait 
sudden 
supreme, supream 
sute 
suttle 
swoln 
term 
theef, theev 
then=then, than 
thir 
throughly 
tongue 
towr 
trial, tryal 
two 
veiw 
vertue 
vitious 
waigh 
-wealth 
widdow, widow 
wrauth (HD) 

receive (5) 
rejoice 
reliefe 
renown, renown'd 
respit 
roll, rolle, rolling 
seise 
shew (14) 
shoes 
sith (2) 
solicite 
some (7) 
souldiers 
spatious (2) 
sphear 
spoken (2) 
spread 
strieght 
suddenly (2) 
suprem 
suite 
subtle, subtily 
swolen 
termes 
thiefe, theifes, theives 
then (32), then=than (16), than (7) 
their (51), theirs, there=their 
thorough 
tongue (2) 
towers (2) 
tryalls 
two (3) 
view (7) 
vertue (5) 
vicious 
weighing 
common-wealth 
widdowes, widowes 
wrath (19) 

year, yeer 
yeeld, yeild 

yoke 
young 
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yeare 
yeeld, yeelds, yield, yielding, yeild, 
yeilds, yeilding 
yoke,yok 
young (5) 

Spelling, Part II: Distinctive Spellings in Milton's manuscript Baptistes* 

Milton T 

bewayling bewaile (6), bewayle 
constancie constancy 
counseler counsell 
cours course 
dancing danceing 
don done 
els else 
maister master 
passe pass (1), passe (2) 
persuaded perswade 
praepares prepares 
praetense cf. pretext 
purposes -eth often in T, e.g., possesseth. 
reconsiling reconciled 
wher where 

* See "Outlines for Tragedies," ed. John Steadman, in Yale Prose, VIII, 
558. 
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Diction 

Words in T not found in W. Ingram and K. Swaim, A Concordance to 
Milton's Poetry (Oxford: Clarendon, 1972): 

admonition 
afar (3) 
afterwards 
agitate (2)* 
alliance 
amove (2) 
anxietie 
approver 
aimless 
arrogancy 
assistance 
asswage (2) 
auspicious 
basalisk 
bewitch (3) 
bewray (Milton uses betray.) 
caitiff 
calumny 
candid 
case (2) 
charger 
churchman 
clangor 
clemency 
client 
cloak 
closely 
commodious 
commonly 

* Frequency of multiple occurrences of forms of the word. This list does 
not include proper nouns and adjectives such as Cleopatra or Cymmerian. 

commons 
common-weale 
common-wealth 
conduce 
contumelies 
conventicles 
courteously 
courtiers 
crave (2) 
crimination 
cursedly 
depell 
designments 
differ (2) 
dignifie 
dill 
discontent (i.e., unwilling, unhappy) 
discordant 
disfavor 
disgrac'd 
diutumall 
divination 
down-going 
drowning 
duely 
elders 
eschew 
estuate (2) 
examine 
exchange 
exercise 
exhibite 
extirp 
falsly (3) 
fane 
firebrands 
flagitious 
flay /flee/fley 
forsooth 
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forwards 
garlick 
girle (3) 
godly 
gold-ore 
graffd 
gravity 
grievously 
grudge (Milton has the participle.) 
ha (interjection) 
hey=hay 
heavily 
heretofore 
heritage 
high-priest 
ho 
holme 
hoodwinkt 
hooky 
howsoever 
ill-past (2) 
immanitie 
impeacher 
impunity 
inconstant 
indiscretion 
industry 
inebriated 
innate 
innocency 
insolently 
institutions 
interrd 
inviolably 
Jewish 
wish 
joyfull 
keeper 
knife 

laughing-stock 
lenity 
licentious 
lineage 
litigious 
livlyhood 
lodging 
lucre 
masking 
mercilesse 
mervaile (nor marvel) 
molestations 
momentany (nor momentary) 
Mr. 
naturally 
nephews 
nettles 
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new-come (2) (Milton's poetry has seven other new- compounds.) 
noblemen 
obstinate 
oftentimes (Milton uses oft-times.) 
oration (2) 
orphan (3) 
perforce 
pilling (i.e., pillaging) 
piously 
pirates 
plainly 
plaisters=plasters 
poisoning (adj.) 
potency 
preacher 
preclud'st 
prerogative 
price 
principally 
privacy 
privately 
procreate 
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prodigall 
profitable 
puffd (emend. from past) 
quaile 
quondam 
ravish 
re-advance 
refonner 
reinsittest (i.e., reincittest) 
relinquish 
republick (adj.) 
repugnant 
ruler (2) 
ruthful'st 
saucy 
saving (i.e., except) 
seaweeds 
secretly 
security 
shamefastness (Milton uses shame1ac't.) 
shortly 
silly 
Sith (2) 
snake-haired (Cf. snaky-headed, Comus 447 .) 
souldiers 
somniferous 
spitefull 
sundry 
symbole 
taunts 
temerity 
theft 
than (Milton uses then.) 
tythe=tithe 
torped;;;torpid 
totally 
tranquill 
unadvised 
unadvisedly 

uncomb'd 
uncomly 
unfading 
ungently 
ungracious 
unlawfull 
unlearned 
unnatural 
unpunished 
unrevenged 
unskilled 
untruth (2) 
unwitting 
upside 
upwards (Milton uses upward.) 
utterly 
verily 
verity 
vice-dishonored 
victor-like 
vineyard 
whelps 
whosoever 
widdowes (2) 
wildnesse (2) 
widdowes (2) 
wildnesse (2) 
workman 
wonnwood 
wretch (4) 
writer 
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NOTES 

1. G. E. Bentley observed that there are about one hundred anonymous 
Jacobean and Caroline plays and it is "tempting to leave them as 
anonymous" (in David V. Erdman and Ephim G. Fogel, Evidence of 
Authorship: Essays on Problems of Attribution [Ithaca: Cornell Univ. 
Press, 1 %6), p. 179). Unless the author of T wrote another, unchallenged 
drama, it is unlikely that internal evidence alone will ever identify him. On 
the use of internal evidence, see S. Schoebaum, Internal Evidence and 
Elizabethan Dramatic Authorship (London: Edward Arnold, 1966), 
pp. 167-94. 

2. Attribution studies have in recent years been dominated by computer 
stylistics. On these and older approaches, see Erdman and Fogel; 
Schoebaum; Robert L. Oakman, Computer Methods for Literary Research 
(Athens: Univ. of Georgia Press, 1984); Louis Ule, "Recent Progress in 
Computer Methods of Authorship Determination," ALLC Bulletin, 10 
(1982), 73-89. Susan Hockney, A Guide to Computer Applications in the 
Humanities (London: Duckworth, 1980). M. W. A. Smith, "Recent 
Experience and New Developments of Methods for the Determination of 
Authorship," ALLC Bulletin, 11 (1983), 73-82. Unskilled in these matters 
and skeptical, I am pleased that even the practitioners of stylometrics 
("fingerprint of the brain"--Schoenbaum, p. 196) admit the limitations of 
mechanical methods as "stand-alone technique" to discriminate between 
authors (Smith, p. 77). Ule also allows that these studies have as yet been 
intuitively unconvincing (p. 73). 
3. Bayne, in Millar, observed that Francis Peck's list of Miltonic traits in 

T included qualities derived from the original (p. 130). J. T. T. Brown, 
oddly, recognized that T and Milton merely share certain common 
Elizabethan characteristics of syntax, diction, and metrics; nevertheless, by 
the time he has cited them "in passing," he has forgotten his admission 
(Nielson, ed., pp. 75-77). 
4. The state of the text makes futile any attempt to determine attribution 

from punctuation. On this see "Editorial Procedure" for T. 
5. Peck, p. 269. 
6. Brown, p. 86. 
7. The Poetical Works of John Milton (Oxford: Clarendon, 1952), I, ix. Of 

the 31 key-words listed by Darbishire, 18 occur in T. Only two spellings 
correspond: respit and onely (so spelled once in T, 18 times only; John T. 
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Shawcross considers only to be Milton's spelling). While it may be true 
that the presence of all 31 key-words, so spelled on a "given page" would 
denote Milton as its author, such is not the problem of attribution one is 
likely to face. 
8. Shawcross is perhaps unfair to Darbishire who insists that she does not 

want to impose any "rigid system" on Milton's text. Milton had none, she 
reminds her readers. Nevertheless, she does go on to normalize a good 
number of spellings she considers anomalies (pp. xxiii-xxxiv). See 
Shawcross, John. "Milton's Spelling: Its Biographical and Critical 
Implications," Diss. New York Univ. 1958. "One Aspect of Milton's 
Spelling: Idle Final E," PMLA, 78 (1963), 501-10. "What We Can Learn 
form Milton's Spelling," Huntington Library Quarterly, 26 (1963), 351-61. 
"Establishment of a Text of Milton's Poems Through a Study ofLycidas," 
Papers of the Bibliographical Society of America, 56 (1962), 317-31. 
Mindele Treip, in Milton's Punctuation, observes that "Shawcross in an 
exhaustive analysis of Milton's orthography, demonstrates that the poet 
established no unique system of spelling but, in general spelled in the ways 
acceptable to his time" (p. viii). But Treip continues to argue that 
Shawcross' own work shows that Milton's spelling, even if it was not 
eccentric and rigid, does have at certain times identifiable traits. According 
to Darbishire, Milton's distinctive spellings did not predominate until 1644, 
although they began to develop on his return from Italy in 1639. 
Shawcross' analyses are more substantial and precise in dating this 
evolution. Still, little of what is most distinguishing in Milton's practice 
had evolved until two years before the publication of T. Thus, as we will 
see, neutral orthographic evidence leads us to the modest conclusion that if 
Milton wrote T, he could have done it only before the end of 1640. 

Weismiller's recent view that despite all the work that has been done, "the 
effective study of Milton's spelling, in its relationship to sixteenth and 
seventeenth-century spelling generally, is only beginning," must stand as a 
caution to what follows in this section. See Edward R. Weismiller, 
"Studies of Verse Form Form in the Minor English Poems," in A Variorum 
Commentary on the Poems of John Milton: The Minor English Poems, ed. 
A. S. P. Woodhouse and Douglas Bush (New York: Columbia Univ. Press, 
1972), II (3), 1086. 
9. For example, soul once, but soule eight times in T; againe (3), again; 

ask, aske (8); mild, mi/de (2); blind (3), blinde (2); appear, appeare. There 
are only two examples of -esse without final -e in T (perversness T877; 
unless T1256), suggesting simple, unintentional omission. I have found no 
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clear compositor preference regarding idle e. For spelling data, see Word-
Lists. 

10. Shawcross, HLQ, p. 359. Shawcross, especially "Diss.," PMLA, and 
PBSA, cited above, is my main source for distinctive spellings from the 
poetry and prose of this period (1637-43). For the poetry I also make use of 
William Ingram and Kathleen Swaim, A Concordance to Milton's Poetry 
(Oxford: Clarendon, 1972). Shawcross points out that pre-1639 the 
evidence for Milton's spellings is meager (Diss., p. 288). Darbishire's 
Miltonic spellings are mainly for Paradise Lost. 

. 11. Compositors variably altered Milton's unfamiliar pronouns to their 
own forms. See Shawcross, PMLA, p. 509. Also, George Whiting, 
"Milton's Rules for -ed," MLN, 49 (1934), 166-68. 

12. Bayne, pp. 132-33. Bayne accepted the received belief of his time that 
Milton used the double e pronoun and bee forms for emphasis. He found T 
did not discriminate. 

13. See Word-List: Spelling, Part II. For the date, see Shawcross, HLQ, 
p. 359. On Steadman's dating in the Yale Prose, VIII, see "External 
Evidence." 

14. Shawcross, HLQ, p. 357; also, see Treip, who observes that a greater 
proportion of spellings are indifferent in Milton than punctuation (p. 121); 
nevertheless, Milton's punctuation was regularized by his printers (p. 130, 
226-28). See, also, Tom Corns, "Punctuation in Milton's Vernacular 
Prose," Notes and Queries, 25 (1978), 18-19. 

15. Brown, p. 86. Brown's remarks on his authority (David Masson) for 
Miltonic usage to which T conforms are apologetic--"proves little more 
than the anomalies most essentially Elizabethan, or Shakespearian, can be 
well illustrated by examples from Milton" (pp. 75-76). Yet he gives 
"passing mention" to a few shared traits: the redundant from hence, from 
whence; singular verb with plural subject; its (but this example hurts his 
case; see above); He for Him (once); and omission ofto be. 

16. Tom Corns, The Development of Milton's Prose Style (Oxford: 
Clarendon, 1982), pp. 64, 101. 

17. Jesperson said there were no examples of the -eth ending in Milton. 
Ronald Emma, Milton's Grammar (The Hague: Mouton, 1964) records a 
few. 

18. Emma's account of Milton's use of ye/yee is frustratingly inadequate 
(pp. 45-48). As Tom Corns (Milton's Prose) laments, Emma's volume is 
severely limited and unreliable. 

1 
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19. In Comus (489-99) a similar shift in relationship between the Elder 
Brother and the Attendant Spirit is marked by the choice of pronoun. On 
this see, Emma, p. 48. We find a pastoral precedent in Celia and Rosalind's 
use of thou and you; see Angus McIntosh, "As You Like It: A Grammatical 
Clue to Character," in Patterns of Language, ed. Angus McIntosh and M. 
A. K. Halliday (London, 1966), pp. 113-35. 

20. Miltonic spellings from Shawcross, Diss., passim, and PMLA, p. 504. 
21. Schoenbaum, p. 185. Schoenbaum adds that the evidence is readily 

believed only by its compilers. Recent guides to Milton's prosody include 
the following by Edward S. Weismiller, Variorum Milton, II, Part 3, 1007-
88; "Studies of Style and Verse Form in Paradise Regained," a 
bibliographic survey in Paradise Regained, Vol. IV of A Variorum 
Commentary on the Poems of John Milton, ed. Walter Mackellar (New 
York: Columbia Univ. Press, 1975), pp. 253-364; "Versification," in The 
Milton Encyclopedia, ed. William, B. Hunter. See also, Ernest S. Sprott, 
Milton's Art of Prosody (Oxford: Blackwell, 1953; "based essentially on 
Bridges"--"incomprehensible" distinction between stress and accent--
Weismilller, Var. Milton, IV, 347); Ronald D. Emma and John T. 
Shawcross, eds., Language and Style in Milton (New York: Frederick 
Ungar, 1967). 

22. Brown, pp. 77-82 
23. Bayne, p. 133. On Milton's early meters, see Weismiller, Variorum 

Milton , II (3), 1040. To Saintsbury, Comus' blank verse was "obviously 
and multifariously experimental." It looks not to Italian models, however 
(Weismiller, p . 1052), but "looks homeward ... to Elizabethan and 
Jacobean masque and drama" (History of Prosody, II, 226; Weismiller, II 
[3], 1051). 
24. Beum, "Of So Much Gravity and Ease," in Emma and Shawcross, p. 

359. 
25. Weismiller, IV, 280-82, 361; II (3), 1041. For example, Evans did not 

know monosyllabic i'th is traditional. 
26. Robert Bridges, Milton's Prosody (Rev. ed.; Oxford, 1921),p. 35; 

Weismiller, II (3), 1011. 
27. Weismiller, II (3), 1041. 
28. Weismiller, II (3), 1011, 1040; Bridges (1921), p. 16. For the 

extensive scholarship on Milton's elision, see Weismiller II (3), 1016-17. 
The indefatigable Weismiller ("more is needed," p. 1087) promises us The 
Prosody of the English Poems, a continuation of this endless subject in the 
Variorum Milton, Vol. VI. 
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29. Weismiller (II [3], 1044) tells us that according to James Whaler, 
Counterpoint and Symbol (Copenhagen, 1956), p. 50 "only about a third of 
the lines of Comus are enjambed." Although enjambment is a reasonably 
distinct feature, Weismiller elsewhere writes that "only about 40% of the 
pentameters in Mask are enjambed" (Milton Encyclopedia, s.v., 
"Versification"). Weismiller states that dramatic blank verse is typically 
less enjambed than non-dramatic. I count enjambments in two-hundred 
lines from T, tallying 37-41 % (there were a few ambiguous lines). This 
statistic is, of course, of no value in determining attribution, but it may 
suggest why T sounds Miltonic to some people. 

30. In Emma and Shawcross, p. 348. 
4 3\\Edward W. Tayler, Milton's Poetry: Its Development in Time 

(Pittsburgh: Duquesne Univ. Press, 1979), p. 236, 185. 
32. T uses whatsoever and whatsoere five times. There is only one 

occurrence of these words in Milton's poetry (whatsoever: PL 4. 587), as 
he favored whatever and whatere, forms never used in T. 

QUALITY OF THE TRANSLATION 

Some lapses of translating skill in T may suggest that it is unworthy of a 
great Latinist and poet. For example, it seems improbable that Milton 
would risk a tasteless pun in the midst of the Nuntius' explanation of the 
meaning of John's martyrdom: 

Their bones must rise again, and there remaines 
Another life.... (T1433-34) 

Also, the Queene declares that the King promised "that he would reward/ 
her [i.e., her daughter's] danceing feates (which gave him high content)" 
(Tl243).1 It is unlikely that Milton would be guilty of that line, yet it is not 
impossible. After all he did write in Samson Agonistes, "But who 
constrains me to the Temple of Dagon/ Not dragging?" (1370). And we 
read that the Lord "feats of war defeats" (Samson 1278). We might guess, 
however, that the ultimate inspiration for the translator's line was 
Shakespeare's Winter's Tale, where Polixenes observes of Perdita, "She 
dances featly" (IV. iv. 177). Milton has nothing quite like this.2 

More to the point, would a skilled Latinist, let alone a literary genius, be 
guilty of following his original text so closely that he became oblivious to 
manifest corruption? The translator writes, for example, "when the soldiers 
asked me/ How I could serve at once the King and God" (T477-78), 
adhering to a text that reads possem. The correction possent ("how they 
could serve") is obvious and~ n made in early reprints of Baptistes. 
Another example, perhaps not so blatant, of T's tendency to translate 
faithfully even if illogically, occurs at line Tl 182, where accepting the 
easier reading graviter for gnaviter (1113) yields a translation that destroys 
Buchanan's parallellism (see Commentary). 
Later in the translation the Queene affirms, "For women to be cruell 'tis a 

shameJ A shame indeed, unless more shame it wereJ That of such nature 
there are many Kings:" (Tl255-57). Near nonsense is created by the 
translator's following the reading "nisi reges esse multos" rather than the 
emendation inultos for multos, that is, " . . . That kings be unavenged." 
Since it seems likely that the translator had recourse to one of the many 
emended reprints of Baptistes, it is remarkable that this line did not send 
him to one where he very likely would have found the reading inultos. 

We find another example of the translator's misguided loyalty to his text 
in lines T1336-37. The Queene tells Herod that if her daughter "aske my 
counsell, yours my Lord/ She may not change or take." Here the translator 
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was evidently confused, for to make sense of his original be desperately 
added "or take" in his translation. His original was corrupt; it read tua for 
sua. That is, "she may not change her own mind" is the meaning of the line 
in Baptistes (1245). This emendation also soon entered the later editions of 
Baptistes, and that it was not beyond the abilities of an average Latinist is 
attested to by readers' pen-and-ink corrections in several copies of early 
editions. Nevertheless, if we accept Peck's attribution we must also believe 
that Milton was not up to seeing the need here for an emendation. 
Until a stylometrician discovers Milton's signature in the way the verse 

elides, sentence length, or function-words, what we have in T is a second-
rate talent following too faithfully his Latin original. 

NOTES 

l. Compare, "Military bands" (T459), anachronistic humor? Or, 
elsewhere, T balks at paradox and produces a weak translation. See 
Commentary, lines T92-96. 

2. Edward Le Comte identifies 1630 puns in A Dictionary of Puns in 
Milton's English Poetry (New York: Columbia Univ. Press, 19-81). 

MILTON AS TRANSLATOR 

As Arnold Williams points out, Milton rarely took on the role of a 
translator of Latin.1 The only extended piece, The Judgment of Martin 
Bucer (1644), is a fairly free translation of loosely written, non-humanist 
Latin prose. As such it gives no evidence to support Milton's authorship of 
T, a fairly literal translation in blank verse of a humanist verse drama. In A 
Post-Script to The Judgment, Milton states quite baldly his lack of ease in 
his current role: 

... me who could never delight in long citations, much Jesse in whole 
traductions; Whether it be natural disposition or education in me, or 
that my mother bore me a speaker of what God made mine own, and 
not a translator.2 

Williams' study shows that Milton's translation both condensed Bucer's 
prolix text and freely expanded upon it to serve his own polemical ends 
and aesthetic sense. 3 
There are only a few scattered examples of Milton's translating Latin 

verse into English. The most famous one is doubtless "The Fifth Ode of 
Horace, Lib. I," which, as the headnote promises, is "rend'red almost word 
for word without Rhyme according to the Latin Measure, as near as the 
Language will permit it." In this tour de force, Milton finds English 
equivalents for Horace's strophe, the fourth asclepiadean, which is made up 
of two first asclepiadean lines, a pherccratic line, and a glyconic fourth 
line. 4 Some of these meters with which Milton experiments are used by 
Buchanan in the choruses of Baptistes--namely the first asclepiadean and 
the glyconic. The author ofT, however, unlike Milton in his translation of 
Horace, makes no attempt to find English equivalents for the asclepiadeans 
and glyconics, nor for Buchanan's other lyric meters. He translates all into 
the same iambic pentameter blank verse which is used, more appropriately, 
for the rest of the play. 
In An Apology for Smectymnuus (1642), Milton translates a few lines 

from two of Horace's satires (1. l. 24-26 and l. 10. 24-25). Horace's 
dactylic hexameters are turned into colloquial iambic pentameter blank 
v~rse, matching line for line.5 In the Tetrachordon (1645), Milton offers 
~ix state!~ lines of iambic pentameter to translate a typically stoic passage 
m da~tyhc hexameters from Horace' Epistles (l. 16. 40-45).6 Although the 
last Imes of this excerpt, "But his own house, and the whole neighborhood 
I See his foule inside through his whited skin," may recall a similar 
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was evidently confused, for to make sense of his original he desperately 
added "or take" in his translation. His original was corrupt; it read tua for 
sua. That is, "she may not change her own mind" is the meaning of the line 
in Baptistes (1245). This emendation also soon entered the later editions of 
Baptistes, and that it was not beyond the abilities of an average Latinist is 
attested to by readers' pen-and-ink corrections in several copies of early 
editions. Nevertheless, if we accept Peck's attribution we must also believe 
that Milton was not up to seeing the need here for an emendation. 
Until a stylometrician discovers Milton's signature in the way the verse 

elides, sentence length, or function-words, what we have in Tis a second-
rate talent following too faithfully his Latin original. 

NOTES 

1. Compare, "Military bands" (T459), anachronistic humor? Or, 
elsewhere, T balks at paradox and produces a weak translation. See 
Commentary, lines T92-96. 

2. Edward Le Comte identifies 1630 puns in A Dictionary of Puns in 
Milton's English Poetry (New York: Columbia Univ. Press, 19-81). 

MILTON AS TRANSLATOR 

As Arnold Williams points out, Milton rarely took on the role of a 
translator of Latin. 1 The only extended piece, The Judgment of Martin 
Bucer (1644), is a fairly free translation of loosely written, non-humanist 
Latin prose. As such it gives no evidence to support Milton's authorship of 
T, a fairly literal translation in blank verse of a humanist verse drama. In A 
Post-Script to The Judgment, Milton states quite baldly his lack of ease in 
his current role: 

... me who could never delight in long citations, much lesse in whole 
traductions; Whether it be natural disposition or education in me, or 
that my mother bore me a speaker of what God made mine own, and 
not a translator.2 

Williams' study shows that Milton's translation both condensed Bucer's 
prolix text and freely expanded upon it to serve his own polemical ends 
and aesthetic sense.3 
There are only a few scattered examples of Milton's translating Latin 

verse into English. The most famous one is doubtless "The Fifth Ode of 
Horace, Lib. I," which, as the headnote promises, is "rend'rcd almost word 
for word without Rhyme according to the Latin Measure, as near as the 
Language will permit it." In this tour de force, Milton finds English 
equivalents for Horace's strophe, the fourth asclepiadean, which is made up 
of two first asclepiadean lines, a pherecratic line, and a glyconic fourth 
line. 4 Some of these meters with which Milton experiments are used by 
Buchanan in the choruses of Baptistes--namely the first asclepiadean and 
the glyconic. The author of T, however, unlike Milton in his translation of 
Horace, makes no attempt to find English equivalents for the asclepiadeans 
and glyconics, nor for Buchanan's other lyric meters. He translates all into 
the same iambic pentameter blank verse which is used, more appropriately, 
for the rest of the play. 
In An Apology for Smectymnuus (1642), Milton translates a few lines 

from two of Horace's satires ( 1. 1. 24-26 and 1. 10. 24-25). Horace's 
dactylic hexameters are turned into colloquial iambic pentameter blank 
verse, matching line for line.5 In the Tetrachordon (1645), Milton offers 
six stately lines of iambic pentameter to translate a typically stoic passage 
in dactylic hexameters from Horace' Epistles (1. 16. 40-45).6 Although the 
last lines of this excerpt, "But his own house, and the whole neighborhood 
/ See his foule inside through his whited skin," may recall a similar 
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commonplace in Baptistes (334 ff.), there is nothing, for example in the 
choice of words, that associates this translation with T. Rather, Milton's 
acceptance of the challenge of keeping the structure of the original and 
finding English equivalents for different classical meters, as shown in 
these few translations as well as in the metrically varied choruses of 
Samson Agonistes, implies, as Bayne was aware, that he would not have 
been satisfied with Ts use of blank verse for dialogue and chorus alike. 
Consequently, Brown's suggestion that Twas composed as one of Milton's 
"metrical experiments" is made unlikely by the lack in the translation of 
any metrical experiment.7 · 

Moreover, Milton, unlike most translators of Latin, including the author 
of T, avoids empty amplification to meet in English the basic demands of 
Latin. In his translation or adaption of Bucer's De regno Christi, Milton 
condensed the reformer's prolix Latin for his own purposes. In translating 
Horace's Ode I. 5, Milton finds a challenge in the lapidary arrangement of 
the original. This he meets by his own dense arrangement of words and 
mimetic meter. 

In making his line-for-line translations of the fragments from Horace's 
Satires and Epistles, Milton uses new doublets and discreet omission. For 
example, in Epistle l. 16. 40-45, consulta patrum and res sponsore find no 
equivalent in Milton's translation, while "witness and opinion" stands for 
teste. Similarly, "Junkets and Knacks" translates crustula of Satire l. l. 24-
26 (in Apology). In its few liberties, however, T does not reveal this 
aesthetic discipline. 

Finally, we can see Milton the translator at work quoting from Seneca's 
Hercules Furens (922-24) in The Tenure of Kings and Magistrates (1649), 
a later work in the political tradition of Buchanan's De jure regni (1579) 
and directly indebted to his History of Scotland (Historia, 1582). Here 
Milton shows his taste for tight, formal equivalence, while eschewing 
literal fidelity in favor of serving his own polemics: 

--There can be slaine 
No sacrifice to God more acceptable 
Then an unjust amd wicked King--8 

[--Victima haud ulla amplior 
Po test magisque opima mactari J ovi 
Quam Rex iniquus--) 
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Milton's modification stresses a Christian "acceptable" rather than a literal 
"greater and richer" (amplior .. . opima), reeking of a pagan Jove and 
fatted calves. More, the doublet "unjust and wicked" emphasizes the 
relatively unemphatic iniquus of the original. Seneca's iambic trimeters, 
the meter of tragic dialogue, are translated appropriately by matching 
blank verse iambic pentameters. 

NOTES 

I. Arnold Williams, "Milton as Translator," in The Complete Prose 
Works of John Milton, Vol. II, ed. Ernest Sirluck (New Haven: Yale Univ. 
Press, 1959), 808. 

2. Yale Prose, II, 478. Brown, in Nielson, cites this passage to explain 
unconvincingly why Milton declined to claim T as his own (p. 88). 
3. Yale Prose, II, 808-18. Bucer, according to Williams, "affords scarcely 

any instances where Milton has used either a Latin derivative or a Latin 
construction where it is awkward or unusual in English." Rather, Milton 
avoids Latinisms in syntax and even rejects Latin derived diction that was 
"perfectly acceptable" in his time (II, 812-13). Nevertheless, Brown, 
adhering to the familiar belief in Milton's Latinisms, finds their presence in 
T to be evidence for attribution: "On every page there are Latin 
constructions and idioms, and not in a few places 'the contorted and 
gnarled structure' which Professor Masson points to as one of the marked 
characteristics of Milton's poetry" (p. 75). 
4. The date and prosody of Milton's ambitious English equivalent have 

been debated. In particular, Ernest Sprott concludes Milton's blank verse is 
strictly syllabic (Milton's Art of Prosody [Oxford: Blackwell, 1953), 
pp. 25-26). John T. Shawcross finds, on the contrary, that Milton's poem is 
written in quantitative measures ("The Prosody of Milton's Translation of 
Horace's Fifth Ode," Tennessee Studies in Literature, 13 [1968), 81-89). 
For a general account, see Edward Weismiller's "Studies of Verse Form in 
the Minor English Poems," in The Minor Poems, Vol. II, Part 3 in A 
Variorum Commentary on the Poems of John Milton, ed. A. S. P. 
Woodhouse and Douglas Bush (New York: Columbia Univ. Press, 1972), 
pp. 1023-26. 
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5. Yale Prose, I, 904 
6. "Whom doe we count a good man, whom but he/ who keepes the 

]awes and statutes of the Senate, / who judges in great suits and 
controversies,/ whose witnesse and opinion winnes the cause;/ But his 
owne house, and the whole neighborhood / Sees his foule inside through 
his whited skin" (Tetrachordon in The Complete Prose Works of John 
Milton, ed. Ernest Sirluck, preface and notes by Arnold Williams, [New 
York: Yale Univ Press, 1959], II. 639). 
7. Brown, p. 74, 88; Bayne, p. 134. On Samson's irregular and sometimes 

rhymed choruses, see F. T. Prince, The Italian Element in Milton's Verse 
(Oxford: Oxford Univ. Press, 1954), pp. 145-68. Their debt to Italian 
pastoral drama is beyond anything the author of T can borrow. 
8. Yale Prose, III, 213. 
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GEORGIVS BVCHA-

NANVS, JACOBO SEXTO, 

SCOTORVM REGI 

S.P.D. 

1 Cum omnes mei libelli, postquam tibi erudiendo sum appositus, ad te 
familiariter accedunt, salutant, confabulantur, & in tuae clientelae 
umbra conquiescunt, tum hie meus Baptistes, pluribus de causis, tui 
nominis patrocinium, audentius sibi poscere videtur: quod meus, 

5 quanquam abortivus, tamen primus est foetus, & adolescentes a vulgari 
fabularum scenicarum consuetudine ad imitationem antiquitatis 
provocet: & ad pietatis studium, quod tum ubique fere exagitabatur, 
animos excitare pro virili contendat. Illud autem peculiarius ad te 
videri potest spectare, quod tyrannorum cruciatus, & cum florere 

10 maxime videntur miserias dilucide exponat. Quod te nunc intelligere 
non conducibile modo, sed etiam necessarium existimo: ut mature 
odisse incipias, quod tibi semper est fugiendum. Volo etiam hunc 
libellum apud posteros testem fore, si quid aliquando pravis 
consultoribus impulsus, vel regni licentia rectam educationem 

15 superante secus committas, non praeceptoribus, sect tibi, qui eis recte 
monentibus non sis obsecutus, id vitio vertendum esse. Det Dominus 
meliora, & quod est apud tuum Sallustium, tibi bcne facere ex 
consuetudine in naturam vertat. Quod equidem cum multis & spero, & 
opto. Vale. Sterlino ad Calend. Novembres. 1576. 

[Vautrollier's Athena-head device, with cornucopia] 
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[George Buchanan greets James the Sixth, King of the Scots 

While all my books, after I was appointed to instruct you, approach you 
familiarly, wait upon you, talk with you, and rest in the shade of your 
patronage, especially this Baptistes of mine, for many reasons, seems 
rather daringly to demand for itself the protection of your name: because it 
is, although prematurely born, nevertheless my first offspring, and because 
it summons young men from the common usage of theatrical plays to the 

· imitation of antiquity; and strives to the best of its power to rouse the 
spirits to the pursuit of piety, which at that time was everywhere quite 
harassed. Moreover that part of it may seem to concern you particularly 
which clearly sets forth the torments of tyrants and their miseries when 
most they seem to flourish, a lesson which I deem not only advantageous 
for you to understand, but also necessary; so that you may early begin to 
hate that which you must always avoid. I also want this little book to be a 
witness to posterity, that if ever impelled by wicked counsellors, or with 
the license of royal power overcoming right education, you should do 
something wrong, it should be imputed as a failing not to your teachers, 
but to you who did not obey their virtuous warnings. May God grant better 
things, and, as is in your Sallust, may He tum acting rightly for you from 
custom into nature; something which indeed, together with many, I both 
hope and wish for. Farewell. Stirling, I November 1576.] 
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PERSONAE. 

Prologus. 

Malchus Pharisaeus. 

Gamaliel Pharisaeus. 

Ioannes Baptista. 

Chorus Iudaeorum. 

Herodes Rex. 

Herodias Regina. 

Reginae filia. 

Nuntius. 
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The Collocutors and Complaynants, or, 

Persons speaking. 

Malchus, 

Gamaliel, 
}- Pharises 

John the Baptist. 

Chorus, or a company of ]ewes. 

King Herod. 

The Queene Herodias. 

The Queens Daughter. 

Nuntius, or the Messenger. 
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1 

5 

10 

15 

20 

25 

30 

35 

PROLOGVS 

Veteres poetae fabulantur Protea 
Quendam fuisse, qui se in omnes verteret 
Formas, nee ullis contineri vinculis 
Posset, liquentes nunc in undas dum fluit, 
Nunc flamma stridet, nunc ferns rugit leo, 
Viret arbor, horret ursus, anguis sibilat, 
In cuncta rerum transiens miracula. 
At ego profecto, fabulam istam comperi 
Longe Sibyllae veriorem oraculis. 
Nam quotquot homines video, tot me Proteas 
Videre vultus credo qui sumant novas, 
Seseque vertant in figuras quaslibet. 
Subiecta quorum maxime calumniis 
Fortuna semper Scenici est spectaculi. 

Nam si vetustam fabulam quis proferat, 
Turbant molesti, tussiunt, & nauseant. 
At si novam quis attulit, tum protinus 
Vetera requirunt, comprobant, laudant, amant. 
Illiberali respuunt fastidio 
Nova, & priusquam noscere queant exigunt. 
Recteque dicta interpretationibus 
Vitiant malignis: omnia in peius trahunt, 
Ipsique somno dediti, ac ignaviae, 
Vacui laboris, invident laboribus 
Aliorum, & omnem collocant operam suam 
Ut deprehendant quad queant reprehendere. 
Si quis sit error, antevortunt Lyncea 
Visu, notaque perlinunt censoria. 
Bene dicta surdis auribus praetervolant. 
Horum severa supercilia nihil moror, 
Tristemque vultus tetrici arrogantiam. 

At si quis adsit aestimator candidus, 
Qui puriores promoventi litteras 
Studeat benignus, & favore sublevet, 
Et (quando ab omni parte syncerum nihil 
Humana gignit mens) levibus erroribus 
Ignoscat, illi fabulam afferimus novam 
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[Prologue. 

The ancient poets tell that there existed a certain Proteus who could 
change himself into all shapes and could not be held by any chains, while 
now he flows into liquid waters, now crackles as a flame, now roars as a 
fierce lion, is a green tree, bristles as a bear, hisses as a snake, passing into 
every kind of amazing thing. But I indeed have discovered this fable to be 
far truer than the oracles of the Sibyl. For as many men as I see, so many 
Proteuses do I believe myself to see, who assume new faces and change 
themselves into any form they please. And to the calumnies of these most 
of all is the fortune of a stage play always subjected. 

For if anyone brings forth an old play, they are troublesome and disrupt 
it; they cough and are disgusted. But if someone brings on the stage a new 
play, then immediately they demand old plays; they approve, praise and 
love old plays. With ungenerous disdain they reject new things, and before 
they can know them, they drive them off the stage. Things said rightly 
they vitiate with malicious interpretations; they construe all things for the 
worst, and being themselves given to sleep and laziness, free from labor 
they grudge the labors of others, and put all their effort into detecting what 
they can reproach. If there is any error, they surpass Lynceus in keenness 
of vision, and they smear it with a censorious mark. Without listening, 
they pass over things well said. I do not mention their severe eyebrows 
and the gloomy arrogance of their grim faces. 

But if there is present any candid judge who would give kind attention 
to one promoting purer literature and encourage him with favor, and (since 
the human mind produces nothing that is faultless in every respect) would 
pardon light errors, to him we offer our new play 
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40 

45 

50 

Aut potius historiam vetustam interpolem: 
Baptista quondam ut'regia libidine, 
Et invidorum subdolis calumniis 
Oppressus, indignam innocens subiit necem. 

Porro vocare fabulam veterem aut novam 
Per me licebit cuique pro arbitrio suo. 
Nam si vetusta est ante multa secula 
Res gesta, veteres inter haec censebitur. 
Sin quod recenti memoria viget, novum 
Existimemus, haec erit prorsus nova: 
Nam donec hominum genus erit, semper novae 
Fraudes, novaeque suppetent calumniae: 
Livorque semper improbus premet probos, 
Vis iura vincet, fucus innocentiam. 
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or rather old history refurbished: how once the Baptist, oppressed by royal 
willfulness and by the deceitful calumnies of the envious, innocent met an 
undeserved death. 

Moreover, as far as I'm concerned everyone may call it an old or new 
play according to his own judgment, for if a thing done many centuries ago 
is old, this will be considered an old thing. But if that which is alive in 
recent memory we think new, then this will be new; for as long as the 
human race exists, new frauds and new calumnies will always abound. 
And wicked envy will always oppress the good, violence will conquer 
justice, and deceit innocence.] 
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55 

60 

65 

70 

75 

Malchus & Gamaliel 
Rabini. 

Misera senectus, & supremi spiritus 
Propinqua meta, fataque infelicia 
In hosne vitae longioris terminum 
Tribuistis usus, serviente ut patria 
Polluta templa cemcrem nefarie, 
Profana sacra mista? Vidi impervii 
Arcana fani fracta, sacrum postibus 
Aurum revulsum: quicquid aut Gabinii 
Cupido rapere potuit, aut Antonii 
Haurire luxus, periit: ac ludibrio 
Etiam Cleopatrne fuimus (infandum) gulae. 
Ac ne deesset parte ab ulla indignitas, 
Rex Antipatri semi arabis pronepos 
Crudele sceptrum saevus Herodes gerit. 
Iudaea Idumae servit, Arabarchae Sion, 
Solyma profano, populus impio Dei. 
Tot sortis inter saevientis vulnera, 
In servitute quamlibet gravi, tamen 
Scintilla quaedam dignitatis pristinae 
Adhuc supererat: Disciplinae & patriae 
Vel qualecunque specimen, ipsis hostibus 
Etiam verendum: coeperat victor ferox, 
Et purpuratae non minima pars curiae 
Honore leges prosequi Iudaicas. 
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The life and death of 
JOHN the BAPTIST. 

The first part. 

[A2 missigned B2] 

Malchus, Gamaliel, Rabines. 

Malchus. 0 This old wretched Age, the neighbouring bounds 
Of our last breath, and you unhappy Fates, 
Long life on us have you bestow'd for this? 
Or for these uses: That we should behold 
Our Temples lewdly, cursedly defil'd, 5 
Our holy things prophan'd, our Country slav'd, 
The Reliques of our Fane (which none might enter) 
Broken before me, and the sacred gold 
Rent from the posts: what ere the greedy will 
Of stem Gabinius could by Rapine gaine, 10 
Or Antonies luxurious power exhaust, 
All's lost, and we have been a mocking stock 
(Which I abhorre to hear, much more to speake) 
To Cleopatra's gluttonous desires: 
And lest we should not be in every part 15 
Disgrac'd and vilified, we now are brought 
Under a cruell King, the Nephews Son 
Of halfe Arabian Antipater, 
Judaea serves an ldumaean Tyrant, 
While an Arabian Lord in Sion Reigns 20 
Gods people and Jerusalem, a man 
Prophane and impious: yet in this distresse, 
Among so many wounds of raging chance, 
Some sparks of ancient honor did remain 
A pattern of our Countries Discipline: 25 
Such as it is, which by our foes themselves 
Is to be reverenc'd: the/ furious Victor, [A2v] 
And no small number of his purpled Court, 
Began to dignifie the Jewish )awes. 

-
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Hae recreati spe caput vix tollere We with this hope refresht, though well neere tyr'd 30 
Fessi miseriis coeperamus: quum nefas With misery, had hardly taken heart 
Ortum repente est, unde nullius mali To re-advance our heads, when out alas, 
Metus imminebat. Ecce Baptistes novus A hainous matter which we never fear'd, 

80 Non e profanis editus parentibus, Did suddenly arise: a new Baptizer, 
Interque cultus educatus exteros, Whose Parentage is holy, who was bred 35 
Sed gente noster, genere Levites, Deo Among strange worships, but by Nation ours, 
Primis dicatus usque ab incunabulis, By Stock a Levite given unto God 
Pontificis ipse natus, ipse pontifex Even from his infant cradle, being Son 

85 Brevi futurus, ni cupitae gloriae Of an High-Priest, and shortly to receive 
Fructus acerbos rapere mallet, quam suo That dignity himself, unlesse he chuse 40 
Maturam honoris legere messem in tempore. Rather to taste false glories bitter fruit, 
Is ergo ruris devii solos colens Then honors harvest in due time to reape. 
Solus recessus, sanctitatis tetricae He therefore keeping in the desert soyle 

90 Vulgus fefellit imperitum imagine. Deceives, with shew of sanctity severe, 
Hirto capillo, terga opertus pellibus, The simple people, cloath'd in skins of beasts, 45 
Victu ferino, & id genus praestigiis His haire uncomb'd, and feeding Savage like; 
In se ora vertit omnium. Plebs credere By which delusions he draws the lookes 
Vatem repente redditum mundo novum. Of all men towards him, the common sort 

95 Et iam sequacis ille vulgi exercitum Being possest with ignorant beliefe, 
Traduxit ad se: iam relictis urbibus That a new Prophet to the world is sent; 50 
Hunc populus unum suspicit: proceres colunt: And now unto himself he hath reduc'd 
Reges verentur. Ille, stolidae insania An Army of the vulgar following him. 
Plebis superbus, alter ut Moses, nova Him only now the people all admire, 

100 Dat iura: Lymphis expiare crimina, Leaving their Cities, Noblemen and Kings 
Adulterare ritibus leges novis Honor and feare him, where he, puffd with pride 55 
Audet vetustas: ut furore facilius Through the madnesse of the multitude, 
Vulgi fruatur, omnibus probris patres New laws gives like another Moses, cleansing 
Lacerat, secundis plebis usus auribus. Crimes with water, and presumes our ancient laws 

105 Quod si furentis insolenti audacia With new Rites to adulterate, and rends 
Latronis huius nemo se conatibus The Fathers with reproaches, to enjoy 60 
Opponat, ilia celebris orbi sanctitas The peoples mad affection with more ease, 
Brevi peribit, imo perit, imo periit. Who give him gentle hearing; but if none 

Gamaliel. Himself oppose against this theifes attempts, 
Professionem nil temere nostram decet Raging and ranging with bold insolence, 

That sanctity throughout the world renown'd 65 
Will soon expire, nay it expireth now. 
Or rather hath expired. 

Garn. Men of our calling must do nothing rashly, 
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110 Statuere: mites lenitas decet patres. 
luvenum temeritati dari venia potest: 
At nulla nostram poterit excusatio 
Velare culpam. Paululum da irae locum, 
Residat impetus, & dolor deferveaL 

Malehus. 
115 Et tu Gamaliel, hie sacrilegus quae facit, 

Tua, ut videtur, approbas sententia. 
Gamaliel. 

0 Malche, Malche, nee probo, aut damno, prius 
Quam quale quodque sit sciam: quod vatem ad hunc 
Spectat, vir adeo (quantum ego audio) malus 

120 Non est, nee odio sic premendus publico. 
Malehus. 

0 sidera, o coelum, o solum! Huie etiam viro 
Non deest patronus, esse qui malum neget. 

Gamaliel. 
Qui vitia carpit, qui docet mores bonos, 

Praeitque primus quam indicat aliis viam, 
125 Hunc esse mihi persuadeas malum virum? 

Malehus. 
Qui ium spernit, qui docet sectas novas, 

Novosque ritus, qui petit conviciis 
Populi magistros, Pontificibus detrahit, 
Hunc esse mihi persuadeas bonum virum? 

Gamaliel. 
130 Si in nos severi & tetrici aeque iudices 

Essemus, aliis quam sumus saepe asperi, 
Minus paterent publicis conviciis 
Flagitia nostra. Blandiamur quamlibet 
Nobis, beati pmedicemur, coelites 

135 Vulgo putemur, integri, casti, pii: 
At nemo nostrum maximis vitiis vacat. 

Malehus. 
Ut haec Gamaliel vera sint, num cuilibet 

E plebe fas est praesuli male dicere? 
Plebs audiat: Plebs pareat: sit sobria: 

140 Iniecta fraena non recuset. qui praeest, 
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Mildnesse becomes milde Fathers; to young men, 
If through temerity they go astray, 70 
A pardon may be given, but a fault 
By one of us committed, no excuse 
To vaile it can prevaile; Be calme a while, 
This rage appease, and let your sorrow slake. 
Maleh. Then you Gamaliel (as it seems) approve 75 

This cursed Caitiffs actions. 
Garn. Malchus, no, 

I neither do approve, nor yet condemne, 
Before I know the matter that concerns 
This new-come Prophet, who is not a man 
(So far as I can hear) so full of ill, 80 
Nor to be so opprest with publick hate./ [A3] 

Maleh. 0 Stars, 0 Heaven, 0 Earth! that wicked wretch 
Wants not a Patron here, that can uphold 
His manners to be good. 
Garn. Who vice reproves, 

Good manners teaching, leads the way himself, 85 
Which unto others plainly he directs, 
Can you perswade me that this man is naught? 

Maleh. He that our Laws contemnes, new Sects doth teach, 
Besides new Rites, reviles our Magistrates, 
And our high Priests with calumny pursues, 90 
Can you perswade me that this man is good? 

Garn. If we were equally against our selves 
Judges austere, and milder towards others, 
Then we are oftentimes, our heynous crimes 
Would lye more open unto publike view 95 
And sharpe reproaches; howsoever we 
Flatter our selves and are proclaimed blest, 
Reputed by the common people, Saints, 
Chast, pious, and upright, but of us all, 
None from the greatest faults was ever free. 100 

Maleh: Gamaliel, that these things may be true, 
ls't lawfull for a vulgar man to rayl 
Against a Prelate? Let the people hear, 
Yielding obedience, and sober live, 
Refuse no reyns by him upon them cast. 105 
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Plebs si quid erret, earn reducat in viam. 
Lex ipse sibi sit: si quid autem erraverit, 
Est qui scelestum cemat, & plectat Deus. 

Gamaliel. 
Et tibi videtur aequa lex haec? Mal. 

Maxime. 
Gamaliel. 

145 Quinam? Mal. Quia propria est plebis 
ignorantia, 

Error, temeritas, imperitia, coecitas. 
Gamaliel. 

E plebe media saepe deprehenderis 
Qui principum non cesserit prudentiae. 

Malehus. 
Quin ergo cathedra cedimus opilionibus? 

Gamaliel. 
150 Opilio Moses, opilio David fuit. 

Malehus. 
Eos erudivit cuncta spiritus Dei. 

Gamaliel. 
Hunc poterit idem qui erudiit illos Deus. 

Ma/ehus. 
Nobis relictis erudiet ilium Deus? 

Gamaliel. 
Non sceptra spectat, non parentum stemmata, 

155 Decusve fonnae, aut regias opes Deus: 
Polluta nullo corda sed contagio 
Crudelitatis, fraudis & libidinis. 
Hoc ille templo spiritus capitur sacer. 

Malehus. 
Equidem Gamaliel, fatear ut verum, mihi 

160 Videre pridem sacrilegam hanc sectam tua 
Sententia probare. Non possum arnplius 
Caelare tacitus, cum tuis maioribus 
Indigna facias: qui tueri debeas 
Auctoritatem maxime unus omnium 

165 Nostram, repugnas maxime: idque in gratiam 
Iuvenis furentis: per Deum rogo edoce 
Qua spe ista tentas: aut quid hinc captas lucri? 

+ 
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He can reduce the vulgar, if they erre, 
To the right way, let him be as a law 
Unto himselfe, but if in ought he chance 
To go astray, the wicked God doth see 
And sharply punish. 

Garn. And do you conceive 
This Law is just? 

Maleh. I do indeed. 
Garn. And why? 
Mal. Because blind ignorance and want of skill, 

Rashnesse and error commonly are found 
As proper and peculiar to the vulgar. 

110 

Garn. He that to Princes wisdom gives not place, 115 
Is often taken from the vulgar thrung. 

Maleh. But give we place then in this chair to shepheards? 
Garn. Moses a shepheard was, and David too. 
Maleh. They were taught all things by the spirit of God. 
Garn. He that taught them can also tutor this. 120 
Maleh. Will God instruct him, and relinquish us? 
Garn. God, neither Scepter, parents, noble stock, 

Beauty, nor Kingly riches doth respect, 
But hearts that no contagion of deceit, 
Of lust, or cruelty doth once pollute; 125 
The holy spirit in this Temple rests./ [A3v] 

Maleh. Surely Gamaliel (to confesse a truth) 
You seeme to me of late by your opinion, 
A plain approver of that wicked Sect; 
I can no longer smother what I think, 130 
Seeing you do such things as are unworthy 
Both of your Ancestors and of your selfe, 
You that of all the rest ought to defend, 
Do chiefly our authority offend, 
And that in favour of a mad young man: 135 
For Gods sake tell me, Whats your tryalls hope, 
What profit do you seeke to get by this? 
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Forte ille honores, aut opes dabit tibi: 
Qui dignitatem funditus nostri ordinis 

170 Evertit omnem, nosque ad inopiam vocal. 
Gamaliel. 

O Malche vero procul aberras a scopo, 
Nostram tueri dignitatem si putes 
Nos posse fastu, viribus, superbia. 
Non haec parentes ratio nostros extulit. 

Malehus. 
175 Vetusta veteres, nostra nos magis decent. 

Suique vivat quisque more seculi. 
Gamaliel. 

Quin potius omnes bona bonos semper decent. 
Malehus. 

Si quid patemi spiritus nobis foret, 
Gamaliel. 

Et nos patemis viveremus moribus: 
Malehus. 

180 Poenas luisset morte nebulo hie, non minis. 
Gamaliel. 

Aliena nostro ab ordine est crudelitas. 
Malehus. 

Quicquid Deo praestatur, id sanctum & pium est. 
Gamaliel. 

Morti immerentes impia est pietas dare. 
Ma/ehus. 

Hunc immerentem cuncta qui evertit vocas? 
Gamaliel. 

185 Si peccat ille, quin palam redarguis? 
Quin lumen ingenii exeris illic tui? 
Rudem peritus, doctus indoctum, senex 
Aggredere iuvenem. Fors reduces in viam: 
Et tibi apud omnes comparabis gloriam. 

Malehus. 
190 Curanda non est ista plaga molliter, 

Sed fune, ferro, & igne: vel si quid scias 
Quod fune, ferro & igne sit crudelius. 
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Perhaps hee'l give you honor or great wealth, 
Who utterly destroyes our orders honor, 
And labours to undoe us. 
Cam. Truely Ma/ehus, 140 

You shoot far from the marke, that you suppose 
We can defend our dignity with pride 
And arrogancy, or with strength of Arms; 
Our parents were not by such means advanc'd. 
Maleh. Our ancient Laws and Orders more become 145 

Us that are ancient, and let each one live 
According to the manner of his time. 
Cam. But rather good things good men still become. 
Maleh. If wee had any of our fathers spirit--
Garn. Our fathers manners should our lives direct. 150 
Maleh. --This wicked fellow by a speedy death 

Not threatnings had beene punish'd. 
Cam. For our order, 

Cruelty is unmeet. 
Maleh. Whats done for God, 

Holy and pious is. 
Cam. To put to death 

Without desert, is impious piety. 155 
Maleh. Deserves not he to dye, that all subverts? 
Cam. If he transgresse, why do you not confute him 

In publicke view with arguments and reasons? 
Why do you not shew there your light of wit? 
You being expert, learned, and so old, 160 
Set upon one thats rude, unlearn'd, so young; 
To the right way perhaps you may reduce him, 
And glory to your selfe, 'mongst all men gain. 
Maleh. That wound is never to be gently cur'd, 

But with cord, sword, and fire, or if you know 165 
Any thing more tormenting. 
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Gamaliel. Garn. Be he such 
Sit ille qualem dicis, aut peior etiam As you expresse him, or worse if you will, 

Si vis, dare unum te tamen decet tibi Yet one thing to your selfe you ought to give: 
195 Ut ante moneas hominem amice & leniter: That first you freely and in gentle wise 

Ne malle quisquam praecipitare te putet Admonish him, least any one do think, 170 
Dubium salutis, dexteram quam tendere That you would rather cast him headlong down, 
lam pessum eunti. plurimum interest tuam Doubtfull of heaven, then extend your hand 
Ad famam, ut omnes invidi etiam intelligant To save him falling; It concemes you much,/ [A4] 

200 Servare te omnes velle, perdere neminem, That all your Enemies may understand, 
Nisi obstinata mente qui praeceps ruat. Your will is good to save all, none destroy, 175 
Unum oro saltem, te priusquam longius But such a one as with a mind perverse 
Abducat ira, cogita quid assequi Precipitates himselfe: one thing at least 
Hae obstinata pertinacia queas. I crave ere you by wrath be further drawn, 

Malehus. Consider by this obstinate condition 
205 Nempe illud, hostem ut opprimam, soler bonos, What you may gaine. 

Dubiosque firmem, & impudentes tcrream, Maleh. Why this, confound a foe, 180 
Legesque patrias hoc cruore sanciam. Comfort the good and terrific the shamelesse, 

Gamaliel. Confirm the wavering mind, and with this blood 
Quin potius illud assequere, ut omnibus Our Countries Laws establish. 

Grassatus esse viribus tyrannidis Gam. Rather this 
210 Credare, sanctum donec opprimeres virum, You shall obtaine, to be accounted one, 

Ratione quern non potueris convincere. That with all power of tyranny hath rom'd 185 
Malehus. Untill you did a holy man confound, 

Sit sanctus ille, sit gravis quantum libel, One whom by reason you could not convince. 
Divinus ilium spiritus non dirigit Maleh. Then let him bee as holy as he will 
Quando instituta prisca patrum negligit. And grave, Gods spirit doth not him direct, 

215 Et quando apud vos nil reperio praesidii, Who does neglect the Fathers ancient Rules, 190 
Contra ruinam regium auxilium petam. And seeing no redresse with you I find, 

Chorus. I'le seeke the Kings assistance against Ruine. 
Recte Gamaliel admonet me iudice. Chorus. Gamaliel in my judgement councells well, 

Et tu monenti obternpera. Sed consilii Obey him therefore; [Exit Malehus.] but I speak in vain, 
Recti hostis ira mentis aciem obnubilat: Since wrath, the enemy of Gods advise, 195 

220 Auremque monitis obstruit salubribus. Darkens his minds cleer sight, who stops his ears 
Gamaliel. To wholesome admonitions. 

Ille abiit ira incensus, & fastu turnens. Gam. Hee's gone in wrath and swelling with disdain; 
Ego quod licebat sedulo pro viribus For my part, what was lawfull, to my power 
Monui furentem, spiritus nixus feros I earnestly advis'd him with mild words 200 
Lenire verbis mollibus. Fidum dedi Endeavoring to asswage his raging spirits: 

225 Consilium: at ille tantum abest ut gratiam I gave him faithful) counsell, but so far 
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Ingratus habeat, etiam ut oderit bene Is he ingrate from giving any thanks, 
De se merentem. Vulgo ita modo vivitur, That he even hates me for my good desert. 
Nostrique coetus vitium id est vet maximum, Such is the common course, & a great fault 205 
Qui sanctitatis plebem imagine fallimus: In our degree is this, that we deceive 

230 Praecepta tuto liceat ut spemere Dei. With shew of sanctitie, the common sort, 
Contra instituta nostra si quid audeas, That safely we Gods precepts may despise; 
Conamur auro evertere adversarios: But if against our customes ought they dare, 
Tollere veneno: subditisque testibus We practise to subvert them with our gold, 210 
Opprimere. falsis regias rumoribus Or witnesses subom'd, and cut them off 

235 Implemus aures: quicquid animum offenderit, By secret poyson, filling Herods ears 
Rumore falso ulciscimur: & incendimus With feigned utterance, what our mind offends, 
Animum furore turbidum: & calumniis Revenging with false rumors, while his breast 
Armamus irae saevientis impetum. With rage affected we the more incense, 215 
Nullius ille nunc memor modestiae And arm the violence of cruell wrath 

240 Graditur ad aulam: comminiscetur novas With calumnies. But Malchus now is gone 
Sectas oriri, sacra patrum deseri, Unmindful of all modesty, to Court, 
Auctoritatem regiam ludibrio Where he will feigne the rising of new Sects, 
Patere: demum quicquid illi commodum est, Deserting of the Fathers holy Rites, 220 
Honesta sceleri nomina obtendens suo. And that the Kings Prerogative and power 

245 His si moveri senserit regem parum, Lyes open to derision: to conclude, 
Inveniet aliud saevius telum: in caput What ere he holds commodious to himself, 
lurata regis clamitabit agmina: Masking his wickednesse with honest names; 
Secreta fieri colloquia: nefarium If these he finds the King but lillle / move, [A4V] 225 
Facinus parari: consilia clam concoqui: Another dart more cruell hee'I invent, 

250 Coetus coire nocte: privatas opes Hee'] cry the swome Bands that attend the King 
Per factiones impias augescere. Do secretly conspire, some wicked plot 
Haec ille finget, aut atrociora, ut est Preparing, they digest: Troops meet by night 
Animi impotentis, barbaraeque iugiter Their private wealth by Factions to augment; 230 
Crudelitatis auctor. Haec in regias These he will feign, or worse into his ears 

255 Stillabit aures toxica ingenii sui. These poysons of his wit he will instill. 
Hoc adeo cunctis pene semper regibus And this in Princes is a common fault, 
Commune vitium, facile delatoribus Gently to hearken unto secret Tell-tales, 
Praebere sese: quo quid est crudelius Whereby what is most cruell, though but feign'd, 235 
Fictum, facilius creditur: vanos metus They easily beleeve, and feign vain fears 

260 Fingunt sibi ipsi, mobilis famae levem Unto themselves, pursuing the light ayre 
Sequuntur auram: qui fideliter monet, Of moveable Report, where he that gives 
Timidus habetur, languidus, torpens, haebes. Faithfull advertisement is holden dull, 
Virtutis olim vertimus iam nomina. Torped and timerous: We change the name 240 

Of quondam vertue now, now not adom'd 
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Virtute nulla splendidi, sed splendidis With any vertue, but with glorious titles 
265 Titulis superbi, fallimus vulgus rude. Proudly preferrd, the Vulgar we beguile. 

Quod ad prophetani spectat hunc, modestius As for this Prophet, with my soule I wish 
Se noster utinam gereret ordo, & cautius. Our Order with more modesty and wisdom, 245 
Si missus hue est ille consilio Dei, Would bear themselves: if hither he be sent 
Humana poterit nulla vis obsistere. By Gods appointment, there's no power of man 

270 Sin fraude tectum comminiscitur nefas, That can withstand him, but if he devise 
Sese ipse gladio subito confodiet suo. Mischief by fraud conceal'd, with his sword 
Interpraetetur quisque pro ingenio ut lubet: Hee'l soon confound himself; let every man 250 
Si quis sequatur hie meam sententiam, lnterprete as his own condition guides him: 
Cruore puras servet innocuo manus, If any here my sentence do allow, 

275 Nee temere sancti prodigus sit sanguinis: His hands he may keep cleer of guiltlesse bloud: 
Ne quae statuimus in alios crudeliter Nor let us be profuse of holy blood, 
Exempla, recidant postea in nostrum caput. Least those examples that in cruell sort 255 
Immanitatis non sat Herodes habet, Wee make for others, afterwards return 
Ni facibus irae subditis, accreverit On our own heads: dwells not in Herods heart 

280 Animi furentis impotens crudelitas? Immanitie enough, unlesse his rage 
Chorus. By firebrands added to his wrath, increase? [Exit.] 

Quanta mortales latebris opacis Cho: 0 what a night of darkenesse doth possesse 260 
Nox legit mentes! quibus in tenebris The minds of mortalls! What Cymerian Cave 
Degimus lapsu celeri, fugacis Do we inhabite, while this brittle life 
Tempora vitae! Doth swiftly fleet away? 

285 Occulit falsus pudor impudentem, False modesty doth skreen the brazen face, 
lmpium coelat pietatis umbra: Pieties vale the impious doth conceale, 265 
Turbidi, vultu simulant quieta, Litigious men peace in their looks do feigne, 
Vera dolosi. And the deceitfull, verities in words: 
Qui fuit tristi gravitate vultus, The Vissage where sad gravity did dwell, 

290 Unicum vitae specimen modestae, The only Symbole of a modest life, 
AEstuat praeceps furiis, & atrox Now tumes to cruelty with boyling wrath, 270 
Fervet in iras. And headlong estuates with furious fits. 
Qualis AEtnaeis vapor e caminis Even as the vapours of hot Etna's Furnace 
Saxa convolvit celeri rotatu, With a swift rolling turnes the stones about, 

295 Qualis arentem coquit in favillam Or, into embers, flames Vesevus bum: 
Flamma Vesevum: So the blind fury of revenge excites 275 
Talis hunc coecus furor ultionis This Malchus on a guiltlesse man to fall, 
Cogit in vatem ruere innocentem, And falsly to accuse poor naked truth. / [Bl] 
Ut truci nudam male veritatem 

300 Crimine vexet. 
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Tu mall tanti genitrix, cupido Oh thou desire of glory, swain with pride, 
Gloriae, vano tumefacta fastu, Mother of so great mischiefe, glittering praise 
Lausque fucati specie supeme Of goodnesse colour'd with a shew divine: 280 
Splendida honesti: When the minds Kingdom thou hast once possest, 

305 Mentis ut regnum semel occupasti, With flattering poison thou inchauntst our thoughts, 
Fascinas blandis animos venenis: And (reason banisht) thou disturbst the Court, 
Et relegata ratione, turbas The Court within us; Piety and truth, 
Pectoris aulam. With shamefastnesse and faith, are fled from thee: 285 
Te fugit verum, pietas, pudorque: Faith of the better Age a common Guest, 

310 Te fides, & quae melioris aevi Hath lastly left the vice-dishonor'd earth. 
Hospes, infames vitiis reliquit If there were any Artist that could set 
Ultima terras. (The foreheads clouds remov'd) our cares to sight 
Si quis (o) frontis nebulis remotis (The brest being made transparent) and disclose 290 
Artifex, nudas daret intueri Our minds dark inner parts, you might perceive 

315 Pectoris curas, penitus revelans Monsters there varied into wondrous forms, 
Abditae caecum penetrale mentis, And those all stabled in a little Cell, 
Cemeres miris variata formis Being more than in remote and forreign parts 
Monstra, non magno stabulare in antro, Ni/us and Ganges beare, or all the births 295 
Plum quam terris ferat in remotis That Affricke yeelds, with furious portents, 

320 Nilus & Ganges, Libyeque saevis And those that hared Caucasus affords 
Foeta portentis, latebrisque nigris In his darke Dens; the cruell Tygers rage 
Caucasus horrens. Would not be wanting there, nor the fierce wildnesse 
Non ibi tigris rabies cruentae Of the deep shining yellow Lyonesse, 300 
Deesset, aut fulvae feritas leaenae, Nor the dire gluttony of ranging Wolves, 

325 Non sitim nulla saturata strage Whose appetites no slaughter can asswage, 
Dira saevorum ingluvies luporum, Nor the fell Basalisk with poisoning breath, 
Nee venenata basiliscus aura Or stinging Aspe that brings long lasting sleepe, 
Pestifer, longumque ferens soporem Or Scorpion dreaded for his hooky tayle, 305 
Aspis, & caedae metuendus uncae Or Crocodile whose voice with feigned tears 

330 Scorpius telo, lachrymisque fictis So sounds through the seaweeds, nor the Foxes wiles, 
Personans seram crocodilus algam, Or the Hyenaes false play. 
Nee doli vulpis, Phariaeque fallax Counterfeit piety doth often cloak 
Ludus hyenae. Mercilesse Tyrants, and the guarded stole 310 
Ficta crudeles pietas tyrannos, Impious natures; in a homely weed 

335 lmpios mores stola fimbriata Under the Cottage shadow of a swain 
Celat: in panno tenui recondit Vertue obscured, lyes nor sells her selfe 
Nuda se virtus, tuguri sub umbra For haughty titles, laughing as in scorn 
Rustici, nee se titulis superbis At the mad tumults of our Justice-Courts, 315 
Vendit, insanosque fori tumultus 
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340 Ridet, & plausus popularis aurae: 
Nee cliens magni foribus patroni 
Assidet. Vitae tacitos beatae 
Rure secreto sibi nota tantum 
Exigit annos. 

Regina, Herodes. 
345 Tu lentus usque auctoritatem regiam 

Labare nondum sentis. in tuum caput 
Nondum parari coecus insidias vides. 
Nam concitator isle vulgi, si alterum 
Supersit annum, vincla, carcerem, cruces 

350 Frustra mineris. iam suas circumspicit 
Vires superbus. prosequentum iam grege, 
Obscurat aulae regiae satellites. 

Herodes. 
A turba inermi quod times periculum? 

Regina. 
Secreta si conventicula fieri sinas, 

355 A genere nullo non timendum existimes. 
Herodes. 

At hie ruentem sponte populum ad se docet. 
Regina. 

Magis timenda est fusa late factio. 
Herodes. 

Crimen refellit istud, hominis sanclitas. 
Regina. 

Hoc tecta vela saepe flagitia latent. 
Herodes. 

360 A purpuratis vis timenda est satrapis. 
Regina. 

Et a severis fraus timenda hypocritis. 
Herodes. 

Inops, inermis, unda cui sedat sitim, 
Dat sylva victum, terra gramineum torum, 
Quern cogitare poterit is sceptris datum? 
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And the applause of common peoples breath, 
Nor Client like sits waiting at the doore 
Of a great Patron, but doth passe away 
The silent Ages of her blessed life 
In rural! privacy, being unto none 
Saving her selfe, or but few others known. 

The second Part. 

Queen, Herod. 

Queen. My Lord, you live secure, and feele not how 
Your Kingly power decayes, nor yet discern 
Like one thats blinde, what snares are daily set 

320 

To ruine you; for if that vulgar Preacher 325 
Breath but another yeare, bonds, prison, crosse, 
In vain you then may threaten; proudly now 
His forces he surveyes, your persons Guard 
His followers obscure. 
Her. What danger fear you from th'unarmed rout? 330 
Qu. If private Conventicles you permit, 

How can you sleep secure? 
Her. But he instructs 

Those that run to him of their own accord. 
Qu. A wide spread Faction we should feare the more. 
Her. His sanctity confutes that crimination. 335 
Qu. This vaile doth cover detestable Acts. 
Her. Of purpled Rulers we may stand in dread. 
Qu. And fear the fraud of gravest hypocrites. 
Her. He that is helplesse, armlesse, that alayes 

His thirst with water,/ takes his food in woods, [Bl v] 340 
His lodging on the grasse; Oh what deceit 
Can he intend a Scepter! 
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Regina. Qu. His attire, 
365 Vides amiculum, & cibum & potum vides: His meat and drinke you see, but in his brest 

At quod reclusum pectore gerit, non vides. You see not what he bears. 
Herodes. Her. A Kings estate 

Conditio regum misera, si miseros timet. Is miserable, if he stand in awe 345 
Regina. Of those that are in misery. 

Si nil timendo praeda sit, miserrima. Qu. If a King 
Herodes. Through fond security become a prey, 

Quid ergo tutum iam supererit regibus? He is most miserable. 
Regina. Her. How then may 

370 Omnia, quieti si quod obstat auferant. A King remain in safety? 
Herodes. Qu. What withstands 

Nempe hoc tyrannus interest regi bono: His pleasant quiet let him soon extirp. 350 
Hie servat hostes, hostis ille civium est. Her. Surely a Tyrant and a King thats good, 

Regina. Differ in this; the one his foes preserves, 
Utrumque durum est, & perire & perdere. The other is a foe to them he Rules. 

Sed si eligendum est, praestat hostem perdere. Qu. Either is hard, to perish or destroy; 
Herodes. But it is better, if make choice he must, 355 375 Cum non necesse est alterum, utrumque miserum est. An enemy to destroy. 
Regina. Her. Where no necessity the one requires, 

Tanto in tumultu nil agendum est aspere, Either is miserable. 
Quum concitatur mobilis vulgi furor: Qu. Should you in such a tumult use no rigour, 
Leges, religio, auctoritasque principis The wavering vulgars fury being rais'd? 360 
Contempla, plebi est infimae ludibrio? The Princes Laws, Religion, Power contemn'd, 

380 Cave, lenitatis falsa species avocet Is to the base Plebeans made a scorn; 
Tibi mentem ab aequo: quae videtur lenitas, Take heed, that lenities deceitfull looks 
Propius tuenti, summa erit crudelitas. Draw not your mind from equity: what seems 
Dum parcis uni factioso & perdito, A farre off mildnesse to one neere at hand 365 
Is perditum omnes, in caput quos hie tuum Will be the greatest wildnesse; while you spare 

385 Armare satagit. finge fieri, quod fore One Factious man thats desperately bad, 
Tandem necesse est, concitari mobile You seeke to ruine all: whom he to arm 
Ad arma vulgus, cuncta passim lugubri Against your life endeavours day and night. 
Ardere hello, vasta linqui praedia, What needs must be at length feign to bee done; 370 
Urbes cremari, virgines per vim rapi, That the inconstant people are stir'd up 

390 Manusque dubia conseri victoria. To arms, that every where they all things burn 
Quum fraena legum ruperit licentia, With woefull War, and Villages left wasted, 

Our Virgins ravish'd and our Cities fir'd, 
And with ambiguous fortune Armies joyn'd. 375 
When Liberty shall burst the reynes of Laws, 

l 
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Damnabis istam sero tum clementiam. 
Atque ecce coram pestis & mali caput. 
Hie censor ille est. Hunc roga, plura audies 

395 Ni fallor ab eo, fama quam vulgaverit. 
Nee miror esse, sceptra qui spernant tua: 
Quando ipse pravos lenitate provocas. 

Herodes. 
Quum multa possis, facere viribus modum, 

Regum bonorum est. Reg. Hane, iam sceptris 
modum 

400 Hie faciet? huius, regnum habendum arbitrio 
est? 

Si regis esset animus in te. Her. Quin abis? 
Mihi haec relinque. Reg. Quin abeo, ne denuo 
In os ut ante contumelias feram. 
Regina inulta quando cedit infimis, 

405 Quae spes fovebit aequitatis caeteros? 
Herodes. 

Iamne abiit? abiit. Hoc agamus interim. 
Non est quod id te moveat, aut novum putes, 
Si laesa mulier nobilis, dives, potens, 
Regina denique gravius aequo irascitur. 

410 Ve! ipse testis esse poteris optimus, 
Quantum saluti faverim semper tuae. 
Narnque universae plebis odium te petit, 
Et ad luendas flagitat poenas reum: 
Dolentque proceres, & sacerdotes fremunt. 

415 Atque adeo quid sit, quod querelam publicam 
Incendat, edam breviter. Omnes ordines 
Laceras maledicis concionibus palam: 
Vulgusque, veterum decipis legum rude, 
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That clemency too late you'! then condemne. 
(John enters guarded.] 

And here behold that plague and mischiefs head, 
This is that high Reformer, question him, 
And if I do not erre, you shall hear 380 
From him much more than fame hath publisht: 
Nor do I mervaile that there can be some 
That scorn your Government, when you your selfe 
The wicked sort through lenity provoke. 

Her. When a good King is able to do much, 385 
His power he ought to moderate. 

Qu. Say you so? 
This upstart now will moderate your Scepter, 
And you must rule according to his will, 
But if you had the spirit of a King--
Her. But get thee gone, and leave these things to me. 390 
Qu. And so I will, 

Lest you raile at me as you did before: 
When Queens yeeld much to men of basest kinde, 
What hope of equity will cherish others. [Exit Queen.] 

Herod. John . Chorus. 

Ha, Is she gone? Shee is, now let me tell thee; 395 
There's nothing that may move thee, or that strange 
Thou mayest conceive, if an offended woman, 
Rich, noble, potent, finally a Queen, 
Do entertain more anger then is meet. 
Even thou thy self mayest witnesse it the best 400 
How much thy welfare I have still regarded; 
For all the people hate thee, and require thee 
As guilty to be punish'd; / our Priests murmur, [B2] 
Our Nobles grieve, and surely what it is 
That may increase the common sorts complaint, 405 
I will relate in brief: In thy Orations, 
Thou all the Orders openly revilest, 
The vulgar sort in our old Laws unskill'd, 
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Lethale spargens dogmatis virus novi: Thou cunningly deceivest, the deadly venime 
420 Et turbulentis vocibus, regni statum Of a new Sect dispersing, and impairest 410 

Tranquillitatemque labefactas publicam: With speeches turbulent, our regall State, 
Parere prohibes milites duci suo, With the Republick peace, prohibiting 
Parere populum Caesari, vulgo nova Our men of War their Captain to obey, 
Dum regna spondes: liberos iugo extero The people Cesar, while thou promisest 

425 Fore polliceris, speque vana concitas: New Kingdoms to the vulgar, and to free them 415 
Gentem rebellem nee sinis quiescere: Of their new forraign yok, and stir'st them up 
Et calamitatum ceu tulissemus parum, With a vain confidence, nor doest pennit 
Romana demens arma rursus provocas. This our Rebellious Nation to rest: 
Nee dubito quid sis ausus absens, quum palam And madman-like, as if we had endured 

430 Mihi impudicas exprobraris nuptias: But small calamity. thou reinsittest 420 
Et odia populi nixus in me accendere, The Romanes a new War against us to make; 
Fratremque mecum praelio committere Nor doubt I what thou darcst do being absent, 
Tentaris. in le quod erat. Ac velut parum Seeing thou openly dost me upbraid 
Scelerum patrasses, ausus omnia in omnium With an unlawfull marriage, and would heape 

435 Pariter salutem, bella iam coelo paras: The peoples hate upon me, and attemp'st 425 
Et sacra, quibus hoc hactenus regnum stetit, All that thou canst to make my brother raise 
Abolere tentas. Haec populus omnis fremit, Unnaturall War against mee: And as if 
Lentumque legum me queruntur vindicem Thou hadst done little mischief: for the safety 
Patriarum. at in te durius nihil tamen Of all alike presuming to do all things. 

440 A me profectum est: & modo, quicquid favor Now against Heaven thou preparest to fight; 430 
ludicis amici & benevoli poterit dare, Those holy Rites attempting to abolish, 
Tribuetur a me liberaliter tibi. Wherewith this Kindgom hitherto hath stood: 
Neque enim tyrannum genuit avidum sanguinis These things the people grudge at, and complaine 
Vestri, pater me Assyrius, aut Aegyptius. That I am slow to vindicate and right 

445 Et patria, & altrix, & parens eadem mihi Their Countries Lawes, yet have I shewn myself 435 
Vobisque terra est. infima quoties peril In nothing harsh to thee, but all the favour 
De plebe quisquam, corporis membrum mei That a benevolent and friendly Judge 
Toties revelli existimo: meus cruor Can shew thee, thou shallt plenteously receive; 
Mitti videtur. facilem & aequum iudicem For no Assyrian or AEgyptian Father 

450 Herodem habebis. Si refellere caetera Hath me begotten a blood-thirsty Tyrant, 440 
Who had with you one Country, parent, nurse, 
I mean the spatious Earth, so that as oft 
As any of the meanest People perish, 
I lose me thinkes a member of my selfe 
Even from this body tom; Know thou shalt find 445 
Of Herod an upright and gentle Judge: 
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Obiecta poteris, quicquid in me dixeris 
Olim, meosque, gratiam facio tibi. 
Tu, teste populo, intelliges iniuriam 
Negligere propriam, persequi me publicam. 

455 Utinam ipse reliqua diluas sic crimina, 
Severitatis ut mihi nullam tua 
Occasionem linquat innocentia. 

Chorus. 
Hae perge charus esse. Vives posteris 

Clarus. Nee auro, nee catervis militum, 
460 Tam crede regna tuta, quam quae caritas, 

Et aequitate parta defendit fides. 
loannes. 

Tenenda populi frena cui credit Deus, 
Audire oportet multa: cuncta credere, 
Necesse non est. quaestus, invidia, favor, 

465 Timor, dolorque saepe vera supprimunt. 
E plebe si quis aut patrum, inclementius 
Me credit in se prolocutum quippiam, 
Vitam necesse est arguat prius suam, 
Orationem quam meam culpet. mea 

470 Haec ratio semper fuit, uti reprehenderem 
Delicia publica publice. occulte nihil 
Facio, doceove. Non latebras aucupor 
Coecas. nee homines, sed vitia redarguo. 
Cum me rogarent milites, quonam modo 

475 Servire possent pariter & regi & Deo, 
Pulsare vetui, rapere, vim facere, dolo 
Circumvenire improvidos: componere 
Cupidinem iussi, ad modum stipendii. 
Nee spem novarum praedico rerum, nisi 
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If thou be able falsly to confute 
What other things are layd unto thy charge, 
All thou hast utter'd against me and mine 
I freely pardon, heartily remit, 450 
And thou shalt understand that I neglect 
Mine own and prosecute the publicke wrong, 
The people being witnesse: and I wish 
Thou mayest so cleer thy self of other crimes, 
That no occasion of severity 455 
Be left me through thy innocency. 

Cho: Go forwards to be gracious in this, 
And thou shalt live renown'd to thy successors, 
Not in Gold-ore or Military bands: 
And thinke thy Kingdom safe, as those atchiev'd 460 
By equity, which charity and faith 
Do evermore defend. 
John. He unto whom the Almighty doth committ 

A Kingdoms Rule ought many things to hear, 
But all things that he heareth to believe, 465 
It is not necessary; envy, feare, 
Griefe, lucre, favour, oft suppresse the truth. 
If any of the people or the fathers 
Thinke I have utter'd any thing against him 
In rigorous manner, or ungently rayl'd, 470 
Tis necessary, ere he mee accuse, 
That he examine his own course of life; 
This hath been ever my care and custome 
Publick offences to reproove in publicke, 
Nothing in private have I done or taught, 475 
Blind lurking holes I seek not, neither tax 
Men but their vices; when the souldiers ask'd me 
How I could serve at once the King and God: 
To ravish or/ use violence, abuse [B2v] 
Or circumvent the simple with deceit, 480 
I utterly forbad them: To compose 
Their sensual! desires, I gave them charge, 
According to the measure of their meanes: 
Nor any hope of new things do I preach, 
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480 Quam vos, prophetis ex vetuslis, creditis 
Mecum. Nee unus interim e lot millibus, 
Auctore me qui principem contempseril, 
Profertur. lsta, sive fama rettulit, 
Seu finxit ira coeca, dum praeceps furit 

485 Studio nocendi, nuda facile veritas 
Per se refeUet. Sacra quam pie colam, 
Et instituta vetera, null um certius 
Indicium opinor, quam meorum criminum 
Praeclarus index quod palam non prodeat, 

490 Clam murmuret, ubi facile fit fictis locus. 
Quod te negavi posse fratris coniugem 
Habere iure, id ipse tecum cogita 
Utrum placere tibi sit aequius, an Deo. 
Atque utinam is animus omnibus itidem foret, 

495 Quicunque regum sese amicitiae dicant, 
Ut vera malint proloqui ac salubria, 
Quam blanda damno mox futura: quot malis 
Praeclusus aditus esset, & molestiis! 
Ego si quid olim liberius, ac verius 

500 Dixi, tu, ut aequum est aequitatis vindicem, 
AEqui bonique, bonus & aequus consule. 
Tuaeque fines hos statue potentiae, 
Mensura legum quos tibi praescripserit. 
Quod ius in alios hie habes, in te Deus 

505 Aliosque reges omnium rex obtinet. 
Proinde quicquid de capite statues meo, 
Statuere id ipsum crede de tuo Dcum. 

Herodes. 
Quum in astra venies, loquere tum coelestia 

Terrena iura patere, dum tcrram coles. 
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But only that which you believe with me, 485 
Out of the ancient Prophets; ith meane time, 
None of so many thousand is produc'd, 
That through my doctrine hath contemn'd his Prince. 
Those matters whether by uncertain fame 
To you related, or by hoodwinkt wrath, 490 
Still raging head-long with desire to hurt, 
Falsly invented, naked verity 
Will by it self and easily confute. 
How piously I prize the holy Rites 
And ancient institutions, theres no sign 495 
More certain then the impeacher of my crimes, 
Because he comes not forth to publick view, 
Where feigned things be easily beleev'd, 
He secretly may murmure. 
For my denying that your Brothers wife 500 
Is yours by right, consider with your self 
Whether you ought to serve your carnal! will, 
Rather then your Creator, and I wish 
All men devoted to the love of Kings 
Would be in mind alike, to mention things 505 
That are both profitable, true, and good, 
Rather then what are pleasant and will soon 
Turne to their damage; Then against how many 
Mischiefs and molestations would the Gate 
Or entrance be shut up! If heretofore 510 
Freely and truely I have spoken ought, 
Do you that in your wayes are just and good, 
(As Equities defenders are oblig'd) 
Receive it in good part, and set these bounds 
To your high potency which are prescrib'd you 515 
By the Laws measure: For what Law you hold 
Here against others, God the King Supream 
Against you and others of your place retains: 
Then whatsoever you shall judge of me, 
Beleeve that God will judge the same of you. 520 
Her: When thou shalt come to heaven speak heavenly things, 

But while thou livest on earth, earths Laws abide. 
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loannes. John. To earthly Kingdoms reverence I bear, 
510 Terrena vereor regna. pareo regibus, And Kings obey, but those etemall Kingdoms 

AEtema patriam regna puto, regem colo. I hold my Country and their King adore. 525 
Herodes. Her: The matter even it selfe instructs thee how 

Res ipsa clamat, regibus quam pareas: Kings to obey, that doest desire a King 
Parere regem qui tuis vis legibus. Such Laws as thou ordeinest to obey. 

loannes. John . If I may Laws ordeine, I would proclaime: 
Si ferre leges mihi liceat, edicerem To Kings, their people should obedience yield, 530 

515 Parere populos regibus, reges Deo. And Kings to God. 
Herodes. Her: Thou hast enough contended--bear him hence, 

Sat litigatum est. rursus hunc abducite. [Exit John, guarded.] 
Perplexa res est. Donec cuncta certius The case is doubtful!; nought can I determine 
Comperta pateant, stat nihil decemere. Untill all things more ceartainly appear. 

Chorus. Chor. Who doth conceive that by a Tyrants words 535 
Qui de tyranni oratione se autumat The close or hidden meaning of his mind, 

520 Perspicere mentis posse sensus abditos, He can perceive, let him well understand, 
Nae, turbido se credere speculo sciat. He trusts into a foule deceitfull glasse; 
Utinam secundet cuncta coelestis parens: God prosper and tume all things to the best, 
Sed ominari metuit animus, quae timet. What my soule fears, it trembles to divine. 540 

Herodes. Her. How wretched and how overwhelm'd with care 
Fortuna regum quam misera sit & anxia, A Kings condition is, no tongue of man, 

525 Nee fando poterit explicare oratio, Or politique Oration can expresse, 
Nee cogitando mentis acies assequi. Nor any thoughts attain; the vulgar hold 
Nos esse vulgus liberos solos putat, Us only free and happy, that are vex'd 545 
Solos beatos, quos egestas obsidet, With terror, and with poverty besieg'd, 
Formido crucial, misera servitus premit. With miserable servitude opprest: 

530 Quodcunque populus diligit, cupit, timet, The people, whatsoever they desire, 
Audet fateri libere: procul metu Or love or dread, they freely dare confesse, 
Fruitur modestis opibus. at nobis foris And modest riches without fear enjoy: 550 
Persona honesta est induenda, cogimur But when we walke abroad we must assume 
Vultu benigno humaniter promittere: An I honest persons habit, and are forc'd [B3] 

535 Palam profari iusta: ficto pectore To promise courteously with gracious lookes, 
Differre bilem: supprimere odia in suum Our anger to defer and hide our hate, 
Tempus: minari maxime cum maximae Till a fit season, chiefly then to threat, 555 
Causae timoris anxium pectus premunt. When greatest cause of fear our mindes torments: 
Spemit modestum principem plebs: asperum A modest Prince the people do despise, 

540 Odere. Vulgo serviendum est mobili, One rigerous they hate; the wavering vulgar 
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Et imperandum. nil meo arbitrio gero. We are compell'd to serve, and can command 
Rune si prophetam perdo, populum offendero: Nothing to our desire. This new-come Prophet 560 
Si servo, regno consulo parum meo. If I cut off, I shall offend the people, 
Quid ergo agendum est? id ne dubium est? irnperi If I preserve him, for my Royall State 

545 Habenda ratio est. ipse mihi sum proximus. I little do provide; what shall I do then? 
Si ob sceptra populo serviendum est, stultius I must regard my Kingdom, none so neer 
Quid esse poterit, regna quam pessum dare, As I am to my selfe; if I must serve 565 
Placere vulgo dum studes? plebs gaudia, The people for a Scepter, what's more foolish 
Irasque temere sumit, & temere abiicit. Then, while thou seekest to please the vulgar sort 

550 Nunc stat, cruore auctoritatem regiam To cast away a Kingdom? Joy and wrath 
Stabilire: vulgus facile post placabitur. The people rashly take, and rashly leave: 
Si serpere malum latius praesens sino, Tis now my resolution to confirm 570 
Remedia vincet. ausus est videlicet The Royall power that I hold, with blood: 
Mihi impudicas exprobrare nuptias, The vulgar will be easily appeas'd. 

555 In os: id illi impune si permisero, If by my sufferance this evill creep 
Non stabit illic hominis impudentia. A little further, twill be past redresse. 
lam sceptra leges ad suas flecti volet: Why he forsooth durst tell me to my teeth 575 
lam vincla captis induet. Jam non regi, My marriage was unchast, and if he scape 
Sed regere cupiet, iura regibus dabit, For this unpunish'd, his audacious will 

560 Confundet imis summa. gliscenti malo There will not rest, but Scepters to his Laws 
Statim medendum est. antequam crescat, recens Then he will force to stoop, then he will cast 
Flamma opprimenda est. contumelias novas, His Captives into chaynes, then he will seeke 580 
Veterem ferendo, provocas, iniuriam. To rule, and not be rul'd, give Laws to Kings, 
Populo secundo, si expetere poenas queam, And tume all upside down; we must apply 

565 Populi faventis gratiam non negligam. Unto a growing evill speedy cure, 
Si nequeo, regno cuncta stat postponere. Flames rising must be quench'd ere they increase. 
Quid Malchus isle garriat de legibus, By suffering old injuries, we raise 585 
Quas curiosas quaestiones litibus Fresh contumelies, new reproachfull termes. 
Inexplicatis iactet, id nihil mea If with the peoples favour I may gaine 

570 Referre credo, modo populus unam hanc sciat Some satisfaction by this punishment, 
Legem tenendam, praeter ut leges mihi To wyn their favour I will not neglect: 
Licere quidvis, esse legitimum putet. But if perverse against me they persist, 590 

What Ma/chus of our Laws may freely bable, 
What curious questions he may vainly cast 
With intricate debate, that, I conceive, 
Concemes not me: and let the people know, 
This one Law to be kept, that they may think, 595 
All things to me are lawfull without Law. [Exit.] 
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Chorus. Chor. Oh thou Creator of this spatious Orbe, 
0 spatiosi conditor orbis! Whose nod makes all things tremble, Heaven adom'd 

Cuius trepidant omnia nutum, With glittering stars, Earth variously deckt 
575 Coelum nitidis ignibus aptum, With flourishing Array, and Seas that swell 600 

Tellus vario florida cultu, With raging violent motions, ebbes and flouds: 
Tumidum refluis aestibus aequor. Hath not lowd fame that knew the former age, 
Nonne ad nostras pertulit aures Brought to our hearing thy then famous acts? 
Fama, prioris conscia secli, When thou by vigor of thy puissant arme, 

580 Aevi splendida facta prioris: Proud Kingdoms boasting of their gold and wealth, 605 
Cum tu, validae robore dextrae, Hast utterly abolish'd and extirp'd, 
Auro atque opibus regna superba Us in their land to plant, their land prepard, 
Ipsa extinxti a stirpe revellens, Neither by counsell, strength, nor Arms of ours. 
Illorum ut nos agro insereres: But Heavens Almighty favour safely brought us 

585 Agro baud ense aut iaculis nostris, Through the fierce Am1ies; art not thou the King 610 
Aut consilio, vique parato. Of Isaacs lineage? Art not thou the God 
Sed nos coeli favor omnipotens, Of the Jews Nation, by whose guiding hand 
Per fera tutos agmina duxit (Our enemies destroyd) their treacherous Tents 
Non tu rex ille Isacidarum? We trampled under foot, confiding not 

590 Non tu gentis Deus Hebraeae? In our own strength and courage; but in thee 615 
Cuius ductu, perfida castra Our most auspicious Leader, bringing spoyles 
Proculcavimus, hoste perempto: And triumph to our Countrey. Wilt thou now 
Non confisi robore nostro, Being once our Father, utterly forsake 
Sed duce & auspice te, praeclaras The people whom thou lovest? Are we now left 

595 Saepe retulimus patriae palmas. A fable for our foes? Religion lyes 620 
Nunquid penitus deseris, olim, With Piety despis'd; in purpled Courts, 
Genitor, populum tibi dilectum? Fraud is predomanant; the holy flocke 
Nunquid fabula linquimur hosti? Yeild as a sacrifice their pious necks 
Spreta est pietas: religio iacet, To the fell Axe, our Prophets by the sword 

600 Fraus purpurea regnat in aula. Perish; our Tyrant enemies rejoice 625 
Populus, tanquam victima, sanctus In our laments, and they the Kingdom rule 
Oat pia saevae colla securi: Under pretext of piety and zeale, 
Vates pereunt ense tyranni, Though punishment deserving: whilest they smart, 
Nostris gaudent luctibus hostes, Whose worth deserves a Kingdome. Rise, 0 Lord, 

605 Et pietatis sub praetextu, And helpe thy people. To our Adversaries 630 
Meriti poenas, regna gubemant: Shew thy self such as Thee our Fathers saw 
Meritos regnum poena coercet. 
Exurge, tuo populo fer opem: 
Exurge parens optime, & hosti 

610 Date talem cemere, qualem 
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Te viderunt aequore patres 
Rubro Pharios mergere currus: 
Qualem vatis fatidici olim 
Te puer oculis vidit apertis, 

615 Dantem igniferis fraena quadrigis, 
Tatis flammas spargere campis. 
Te caligine pulsa erroris 
Humanae qui lumina mentis 
Obruta caeca nube recondit, 

620 Et quae primo sole tepescit 
Tellus, & quae mergere ponto 
Cemit rutilae lumina flammae, 
Unum agnoscat cuncta potentem. 

Ma/chus. 
Sic se profecto res habent mortalium, 

625 Ut optionem si tibi obtulerit Deus, 
lncertus erres quid recuses, quid velis. 
Opes, honores, rem tibi & tuis cupis, 
Quae perdiderunt saepe voti compotes. 
Hosti imprecaris vincla, carcerem, fugam, 

630 Quae saepe pariunt maximam illi gloriarn, 
Tibique damnurn . quod adeo verurn meo 
Didici periclo, exempla ne longe petam. 

Nam cum remotis montium degens iugis 
Baptista vulgus fascinaret hie novus, 

635 Plebisque secum credulae traheret gregern, 
Ego Pharisaeae dignitatis vindicem 
Me praestiti unum caeteris cunctantibus: 
Nee experiri cuncta desii prius 
Quam dura sontes vincla presserunt manus, 

640 Hostemque career publicus compescuit. 
Aulamque totam criminum implevi. At nihil, 
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In the Red-sea, confounding Pharaohs Roast; 
Such as the Prophets boy did thee behold, 
When to disperse the flames throughout the Camp, 
Thou to thy fiery Horses gavest the reigns. 635 
The mist of error that obscures the light 
Of humane understanding, overwhelm'd [understand-ling B3 v] 
With a darke cloud: 0 Lord: now drive away, 
Let both the Land warmd with the rising Sun, 
And that which doth it in down-going view, 640 
Confesse that onely thou canst all things do. 

The third Part. 

MALCHUS. 
Thus truly is the state of humane things, 
That if God grant that we should have our wish, 
We are to seeke, uncertain what to chuse, 
What to refuse; we covet honor, wealth, 
Dominion, Heritage for us and ours, 
Which having our desire, we often lose; 
Bondage, imprisonment, and shamefull flight 
Unto our foes we wish, which oft beget 
Their greatest glory, to our bitter shame: 
And surely I have leam'd, that this is true 
(Nor go to fetch examples a farre oft) 
By mine own danger; for when this Baptizer, 
Living remote from us on Mountaine tops, 
Bewitch'd and drew with him the rediculous rout; 
I onely (the rest idle) did defend 
The Pharisees Authority and worth: 
Nor did I cease all wayes and means to try, 
Untill this Adversaries guilty hands 
Were strongly bound, and in the common Gaol 
His insolence allay'd, and the whole Court 
His crimes had knowledge of by my report; 

645 

650 

655 

660 
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Ut video, prosunt vincla, career, crimina. 
Sic plebis animos occupavit impiae 
Vis dira pestis, omniumque pectora 

645 Lethale virus perbibere, ut illius 
Clades honorent, ingemant periculis. 
Quacunque pergo, me execrantur, indicant 
Me digito, iniquo me intuentur lumine: 
Illi favetur sacrilego, qui sustulit 

650 Rerum universa & ordinum discrimina, 
Et excubatur ante clausum carcerem. 
Nihil miserius esse nobis arbitror, 
Qui nos omissis rebus aliis commodo 
Populi dicamus. quisquis illi mancipat 

655 Se, collocatam gratiam sciat male: 
Ut qui maligno semper ingenio solet 
Favere pravis, optimates spemere. 
Quo conferam me? quid quaerar prim um? quibus 
Potissimum irascar? cui opem prim um feram? 

660 Pseudoprophetam populus impius colit: 
Mussant rabini: connivet rex, negligunt 
Proceres. ruentes solus his humeris ego 
His fulcio humeris patrios ritus, manum 
Nullo admovente: publicam solus vicem 

665 Doleo. quid igitur? deseram munus? sacra 
Legesque prodam. dignitatemque ordinis? 
Meque esse patiar hostibus ludibrio? 
Patiar, profecto. Nam quid aliud iam queam? 
Feramne solus, ferre quod cuncti abnuunt? 
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And yet his crimes, imprisonment, and bonds, 
Nought in my thoughts avail; the peoples hearts 
The honid power of this hellish plague 
Hath so possest, and every one hath quaft 
The deadly poyson, that they all bewaile 
His dangerous condition, yeilding honor 
Unto his eminent unworthy death. 
But wheresoeer he can, let MALCHUS go, 
Their curse he cannot scape, at me they point, 
On me they looke with a Malignant eye, 
Doing all favours to that wicked wretch, 
Who hath bereft us of all differences 
In our affairs and orders, keeping watch 
Before the Prison. Surely nothing now 
In misery exceeds us, that devote 
Our selves (all other businesse set apart) 
Unto the peoples profit; he that slaves 
Himselfe to them, may easily perceive, 
That such his favour he hath ill bestow'd, 
As upon those that being ill inclin'd 
Through innate malice, ever use to bear 
Toward the bad, good will, and to contemne 
The chiefest persons of a Common-weale. 
Oh whither shall I go? How first complain, 
Where shall my anger principally light? 
Whom shall I first assist? The ungodly crew 
Love that false Prophet, and the Rabines murmure, 
The King connives, the Nobles him neglect! 
I only with these shoulders do support, 
Even with these, our Countries falling Rites, 
None lending me a hand; why then do I, 
And none but I, the common change bewayle? 
Shall I put off my office, and forsake 
Our Orders dignity, with all our !awes 
And sacred Rites, and suffer my poor selfe 
To be a laughing-stock to those that hate me? 
Ile do it, Ile suffer it. ay indeed I will; 
For what else can I do? Shall I alone 
Bear that my self, which all refuse to bear? 
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670 Et me ruinae publicae obiiciam? Deus 
Sua tueatur, quando iam sic vivitur, 
Ut quisque caveat sibi: ego mihi sum proximus. 
Si male gero rem publicam, in meum caput 
Ruina verget. qui favent nunc maxime 

675 Stanti, iacentem calcibus primi petent. 
Si bene geram rem, gratiam male collocem: 
Nihil parabo praeter invidiam mihi. 
Nunc Gamalielis sero consilium placet, 
Nisi forte sero nemo resipiscere potest. 

680 Malo ego requirant hie meam constantiam, 
Quam re peracta temeritatem puniant. 
Quod cuique visum est, sentiant: molestiis 
Ego me explicabo, & gratiam resarciam 
Hoc cum propheta. nee animi simplex homo 

685 Renuet, opinor. Duriorem si mihi 
Se ostendet, omnes admovebo machinas, 
Ne populus illum credat artibus meis 
Periisse. populum si reconciliavero, 
Non undequaque cesserit res pessime. 

690 Atque ipse, opinor, ipse nimirum est. vide 
Qui coetus ilium sacrilegum sequitur comes. 
In urbe media nos inanes interim 
Inter cathedras desidemus. at libet 
Audire prim um quid magister hie feral. 

loannes. 
695 0 magne rerum rector, auctor, arbiter! 

Te quicquid aer continet laxo sinu, 
Quaecunque tellus educat, quicquid suis 
Fretum sub undis nutrit, agnoscit Deum, 
Sentit parentem, legibus semel datis 

700 Obsequitur ultro, tramite immutabili. 
lussu tuo ver pingit arva floribus, 
Fruges dat aestas, fundit autumnus merum, 
Hyems pruinis vestit albicantibus 
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And lay my self forth to the publike ruine? 
God keep his own, sith now the world is such, 
That every man must look unto himself: 
Ile do the like, and if the Common-wealth 705 
I rule amisse, then let the ruine light 
Upon my head; those that now while I stand, 
Favour me most, will first when I am falne, 
Assault me with their heels; if well I rule, 
And do ill place my favour, I shall get 710 
Nothing but envy: now too late I like 
GAMALIELS advise, unlesse perhaps, 
No man from error can return too late; 
I had rather they should seeke me constant here, 
Than when all is done, my indiscretion punish: 715 
What seemeth good to each man, let him think; 
Ile rid my selfe of troubles, and repaire 
My favour with this Prophet; nor will he 
Being a simple hearted man reject me; 
But if I finde him towards me perverse, 720 
Ile set all engines, lest the people think 
He perisht by my craft; if they to me 
Be reconcil'd, the businesse will not fall 
On every side, and here I think he comes, 
He comes indeed, see what a company 725 
Follows the wicked wretch, and we the while 
Sit in the Cities heart amongst our Chairs, 
Alone and idle, but I first will hear 
What this grand Mr. utters. 
JOHN. 0 thou that all things dost make, judge and rule 730 

What ere the ayre in its loose bosome bears, 
What ere the earth can procreate, or sea 
Within its waters nourish; thee their God 
All do acknowledge, and by thee alone 
Finde their creation; in a constant way 735 
Thy laws once given, freely they obey; 
At thy command the spring with flowers paints 
The fertile fields, and fruits the summer yeilds, 
Autumne, pure wine abundantly affords, 
And winter with white frost the hills attires, 740 
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Montes, in aequor curva volvunt flumina The crooked Rivers rolle into the sea 
705 Moles aquarum, mare reciprocal vices, Huge heaps of waters, the sea ebs and flows, [wa-/ters B4] 

Noctem Diana, Phoebus incendit diem, The silver Moon illuminates the night, 
Et inquieta lustrat orbem lampade. The golden Sun the day, and views this orb 
Nil denique usquam est sive coelo, seu solo, With never resting brightnesse; To conclude, 745 
Quod non libenter pareat regi suo, Ther's nothing whatsoere in heaven or earth 

710 Arnet parentem, & officiis quibus potest That does not willingly its king obey, 
In conditorem studia declare! sua. Its maker love, and towards him declare 
At solus homo, quern caeteris longe magis With all the service possibly it can 
Gaudere decuit & obsequi iussis Dei, Its good affection, but only man; 750 
Contemptor unus inter omnes maxime est: Man who is bound far more than all the rest 

715 Praecepta spemit, fraena legum reiicit: Gods precepts to delight in and obey, 
In omne praeceps facinus it: libidine Only contemnes them, and rejects the reigns 
Metitur aequum: ponderat ius viribus. Of laws divine; yea into every sin 

Malchus. Precipitates himselfe, accounts all just 755 
Principia recte sese habent tibi hactenus. In his own strength, and measures right by lust. 

loannes. Maleh. Thy fair beginnings as yet well proceed. 
Nee tam per orbem devias miror vago lohn Nor do I so much wonder at the Gentiles, 

720 Errore genies, quam populum qui se Dei That through the world do wander from the way, 
Haereditatem iactat, & conviciis As at this people that themselves do boast 7(JJ 
Incessit alios, impiosque clamitat: To be Gods heritage, yet raile at others, 
Quum nulla, qua sol cumque terras aspicit, And cry them down as impious, when no Nation 
Gens orbe toto vivat effraenatius. On this globe seated whersoere the sun 

Malchus. Surveys the earth, lives more licentious. 
725 Sane locutus cuncta vere est hactenus. Mal. Surely as yet he hath said no untruth. 765 

loannes. lohn Nor is this only the light vulgars fault: 
Nee ista vulgi culpa tantum est mobilis: The Levite in white vesture shining far, 

Levita longe veste fulgens candida, And the Law writer of his knowledge proud, 
Legisque scriba turgidus scientia, And you so reverend for age mature 
Et vos verendi aetate matura senes, By oblique error, are drawn out o' the way, 770 

730 Obliquus error devio flexu abstrahit. Widdowes and orphans causes where you Judge, 
Viduae orphanique causa vestra ad pulpita Fall to the ground, the rich oppresse the poore, 
Succumbit, opprimitque dives pauperem: Both right and wrong are set at equall price. 
Iniqua iuxta & aequa sunt vaenalia. Mal. To hear this and be mute, I burst with rage. 

Malchus. 
Disrumpor ira. tacitus haec ut audiam? 
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loa1111es. 
735 At vos r.ibini sanctitatc cactcros 

Praestare qui simulatis & scientia. 
Et vos sacerdotum sacrata dignitas. 
Princepsque sacri pontifcx collegii, 
Dccimatis omne terra quod profcrt holus. 

740 Non vos anethum, menta, ruta, & allium, 
Urtica non vos aut viride foenum fugit. 
At si legendum, si docendum scilicet 
Responsa vatum, & sanctioris orbita 
Monstranda vitae, vestra demum auctoritas 

745 Est muta, muti non latratis hie canes, 
Circumfrementes vestra non ovilia 
Lupos abigitis. quid lupos dixi? lupi 
Vos estis ipsi. vos gregem deglubitis: 
Vos lana vestit: lac sitim sedat, famem 

750 Caro. gregem non pascitis, vos pascitis. 
Ma/chus. 

Facessat hinc in maximam malam crucem 
Concordia. egone patiar amplius meo 
Sic insolenter contumeliam ordini 
Fieri? Deus me si ex olympo mitteret, 

755 Hae lege, ut haec sint audienda, deseram 
Mandala potius, ista quam dici audiam. 
Durare nequeo ulterius. Heus tu vir bone, 
Turbae magister unice, haec nempe est tua 
Doctrina? populum incallidum sic instruis? 

loa1111es. 
760 Si probus es, ad te haud attinent quae dicimus. 

Malchus. 
Ad te, sacerdotem attinet traducere? 

loannes. 
Bene puto dici, cum malis dictum est male. 

Malchus. 
Parere iuvenem convenit maioribus. 
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lohn But you, the Rabines, that in holy gifts 775 
And knowledge fain all others to excell: 
And you the sacred dignity of Priests, 
And the chief Prelates of the sacred Order, 
Tyth all the hearbs born of our mother earth, 
Dill, Mint, Rue, Garlick, Nettles, or green Hey, 780 
Does not escape you. But if you should read 
Or teach the Prophets oracles, and shew 
The track or steps of your own holy life, 
Then your authority is stricken mute; 
Then like dumb dogs that barke not: here you fret 785 
And fume about your sheep-coats, but the Wolves 
Which of you drive away? The Wolves sayd I? 
You are the Wolves your selves that flee your flocke, 
Cloth'd with their Wooll, their milke doth slack your thirst, 
Their flesh your hunger: thus your selves you feed, 
But not your flock. 791 
Mal. Hence Concord with a mischiefe, can I brooke 

My Order any longer to be checkt 
So insolently, with so base reproach? 
If God from Heaven should send me with this charge, 
That these things I should hear, such his command 796 
I rather would decline, than hear so much: 
I can endure no longer.--Ho sir, you 
Master of mis-rule, is this doctrine yours? 
Do you instruct the silly people thus? 800 
lohn If you be good, those things that I declare, 

Nothing concern you. 
Mal. To traduce a Priest, 

Does it belong to thee? 
lohn When I reprove 

A wicked man, I hold it spoken well. 
Mal. A young man ought his elders to obey. 805 
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loannes. 
Parere cunctos convenit magis Dco. 

Malchus. 
loannes. 

lubet profari vcra cunctos veritas. 
Ma/chus. 

Tacuisse vera saepe multis profuit. 
/oannes. 

Cum scelere iuncta nil moramur commoda. 
Malchus. 

Scelus videtur ni scelus dicas tibi? 
loannes. 

770 Scelus videtur, tot perire millia 
Speetare, passim cum reducere in viam. 

Malchus. 
Reducere? gregis nonne pastores sumus? 

loannes. 
Si res quidem eadem est pascere & deglubere. 

Ma/chus. 
Rerum tuarum satage, nostra desere. 

loannes. 
775 Vicina cum res agitur, agitur & mea. 

Malehus. 
Quis tandem es, oro, auctoritate hac praeditus? 

Tune ille Christus patribus promissus es? 
loannes. 

778 Non sum. Male. Propheta es ille? lo. Non sum. 
Malehus. 

778 Es Helias? 
loannes. 

Nee Helias sum. Male. Si nihil es horum, neque 
780 Spes nostra Christus, nee propheta, nee Helias, 

Quinam auctor audes esse baptismi novi? 
Quern te esse tandem perferemus? indica. 
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lohn 'Tis rather meet that all should God obey. 
Mal. Then dost thou speak these things by Gods command?/ [B4v] 
John. Truth doth command all men to speake the truth. 
Maleh. It often profits to conceale the truth. 
John. Profit with bad works joyn'd I nought account. 810 
Maleh. Thou mayest call goodnesse what seemes bad to thee. 
John. To see (when I am able to reduce them 

Into the way) so many thousands perish, 
It seems too bad. 
Maleh . Thou able to reduce them! 

Why, are not we the feeders of the flock? 815 
John. If it be all one both to feed and fley. 
Maleh. Do thine own businesse and let ours alone. 
John. My neighbours misery is likewise mine. 
Maleh. I pray, who are you with such power endu'd? 

Are you that Christ unto our Fathers promis'd? 820 
John. I am not. 
Maleh. Are you then a Prophet? 
John. Neither. 
Maleh. Are you Elias? 
John. No. 
Maleh. If none of these, 

Nor Christ our hope, no Prophet nor Elias, 
How darst thou be the author of new Baptisme? 
Declare to me, whom shall we say thou art? 825 
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loannes. John. lam a voice that on the Mountain tops 
Vox sum in remotis montium clamans iugis, Afar off call and cry, Prepare the way, 

Viam parate, facite rectas semitas Make strieght your paths, the Lord is neer at hand, 
785 Veniente domino: cuius adventu cavae At whose first coming shall the valleys rend, 

In plana valles explicabunt se, solo And Mountaines will be levyed with the plain, 830 
Saxosa mantes culmina aequabunt. ego l in his name the people do baptize, 
In nomen eius abluo populos aquis, Whose shoes lam not worthy to pull off, 
Cui detrahendis servus etiam socculis Whom none doth know though he converse with you. 

790 Indignus essem. nemo quern agnoscit, licet Maleh. What snares doth he invent, deluding me 
Versetur inter vos, & usque obambulet. With circumstances; by what miracle 835 

Malchus. Provest thou the authority which thus thou claimest? 
Quos iste laqueos nectit, atque ambagibus John. And by what miracle thine canst thou prove? 

Eludil! istam quam tibi sic vendicas I may on the other side thee also aske. 
Auctoritatem quo probas miraculo? Maleh. How obstinate he is! bee't nere so much 

loannes. That thou conceal est, yet all of us do know, 840 
795 Possem ego vicissim te rogare etiam, tuam What makes thee mad: Thou surely doest desire 

Auctoritatem quo probes miraculo. To grow up through our envy, thou wouldest gain 
Malchus. Glory and mighty riches by our losse, 

Ut contumax est! quamlibet caeles, tamen And become potent by flagitious Acts, 
Quid in furorem le rapiat, omnes sciunt. Nor doest deceive us but deceivst thy selfe: 845 
Nostra profecto crescere invidia cupis, Neither wert thou the first that did attempt 

800 Rem comparare gloriamque incommodo Thus to beguile, yet thee the last I wish, 
Nostro, artibusque vis potens fieri malis. That may be duely punish'd, or that thou 
Nee decipis nos. ipse tete decipis. By my advise thy mind wouldst rather change, 
Nee primus ista es fallere aggressus via. That as thou hast made many go astray 850 
Postremus utinam debitas poenas luas: Through thee they may into the way return. 

805 Aut potius animum in melius admonitu meo I have seen others that have made a shew 
Mutes: & auctor ut fuisti errantibus, Of sever holinesse by outward habit, 
Mutatus auctor sis revertendi in viam. Whereby more easily they might be thought 
Vidi severam veste sanctimoniam Of simple modest mind, but by such art, 855 
Prae se ferentes, ut facile facerent fidem Honor, and wealth when once they had obtain'd, 

810 Animi modesti & simplicis: post artibus Their dispositions by degrees appear'd 
Ubi his honores comparassent & opes, And were discover'd, for that pious course, 
Nudare sensim ingenia: probitatem prius Well clokd before they openly contemn'd 
Bene simulatam propalam contemnere, And to their true conditions gave the Reigns. 860 
Et fraena veris moribus permittere. But if this way thou aimest at honors hight, 

815 Quad si hac honorum tendis ad fastigia, Unskilfull men blinde ignorance deceives: 
Rerum imperitum fallit ignorantia. By that Crosse path, to glory none attain, 
Non isto ad altam tramite itur gloriam, 
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Ni me fefellit pessime non pessimus 
Magister usus, & senecta usus parens. 

820 Famae reique consules melius tuae, 
Si tuta potius appetas quam splendida. 

loannes. 
Si vera dico, recta facio, cur mihi 

Quisquam imperare debeat silentium? 
Sin faJsa, doctus imperito id indica. 

Malchus. 
825 Horum pigebit, morte quum poenas lues. 

loannes. 
Isthaec minare fata formidantibus. 

Malchus. 
Si vivo longum, faxo non laetabere 

Hae contumacia. Scies quid sit senes 
Negligere, scribas iurgiis proscindere, 

830 Dictis rabinos provocare procacibus: 
Et quando amicos nos habere negligis, 
Quid possit odium forte cognosces senum. 

Chorus. 
Ad furta qui se comparat, 

Noctuma vitat lumina. 
835 Odit facem sicarius, 

Sui furoris consciam. 
Puer recusat pharmaca, 
Condita amaro absinthio. 
Abhorret a saJubribus 

840 Vulnus resectum emplasmatis. 
Occulta cui mentis mala 
Secreta rodunt pectora, 
Huie est molesta veritas, 
Quae cor revelat turbidum. 

845 At vos severi hypocritae, 
Quos fronte duros tetrica 
Lucrum iuvat nefarium, ex 
Errore vulgi creduli, 
Quantum libet recondita 

850 Caelaveritis crimina, 
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Unlesse experience that best instructs, 
And age that such experience doth beget, 865 
Hath very much beguild mee. For thy fame 
And livlyhood thou better mayst provide 
Seeking rather safty than renown. / [CI] 
!oh. If I deliver truth and do what's right, 

Wherefore should any bid mee hold my peace, 870 
But if untruth, doe you that are so learned 
Declare it to the simple. 
Maleh. Of these things, 

When thou shalt suffer punishment by death, 
Thou wilt repent thee. 

!oh. Threaten that to Those 
Who feare to die. [Exit John.] 875 
Mal. But if I live, ere long, I'le make thee mourn 

For this perversness, and know what it is, 
The Elders to neglect, the Scribes, revile 
And vex the Rabines with thy saucy Tongue, 
And haply feele, since thou hast no regard 880 
To purchase friends, the power of old mens hate. [Exit.] 
Chor. He that himselfe prepares for secret stealth 
Avoyds the light, and Murderers doe hate 
A burning Torch, that's conscious of their crimes: 
A childe refuseth medicines intermixt 885 
With bitter wormwood, a cut wound abhorres 
The wholesome plaisters: and to him whose breast 
The hidden evills of his soule torment, 
The truth is grievous, which doth open lay 
His troubled heart and his bad minde bewray. 890 
But O you Hypocrites in shew severe, 
Whom lawlesse gaine with rugged brow delights 
Through error of the credulous common sort, 
How well so ever you your thoughts conceaJe: 
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Quanvis tegatur sordida 
Sentina mentis impiae, 
Vos vestra conscientia 
Secreta rodens arguit. 

855 Vos clausus intra viscera 
Occultus exest camifex, 
Duro flagellans verbere. 

0 ter beatum & amplius, 
Qui purus animi, ad iudices 

860 Non fit reus domesticos: 
Clauso nee in praecordiis 
Tortore, semper vapulat! 

Ma/chus. 
In rege nulla certa spes est, publicam 

Suamque causam prodidit pravo ambitu. 
865 Populo placere dum studet, dum gratiae 

Vaenatur auram, lenitatis imagine 
Me plebis irae nixus est supponere: 
Suasque voluit vindicare iniurias 
Meo periclo. Nempe Baptistae necem 

870 Ut si videret aegrius ferre populum, 
Populo paratus capite confestim meo 
Litare. populus si tulisset leniter 
Novae interemptum factionis principem, 
Quod se ultus esset maxima cum gloria 

875 Credi volebat, callide. sic exhibent 
Alterna reges civium de sanguine 
Spectacula sibi, & caede ludunt mutua. 
Quodcunque. vulgus approbat, sibi vendicant: 
A se patratum praedicant: laudi suae 

880 Nostri laboris arrogant industriarn. 
Popularis aura si favoris fiexerit 
Secus ac putabant & petebant, transferunt 
Culpam in ministros: & cruore innoxio 
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And though the foule sinke of your impious minds 
Be closely hid, your gnawing conscience 
Argues your lurking secrets; That tormenter 
Inclos'd within your Entrailes eats you up, 
Scourging with cruell stripes; 0 three times blest, 
And more is he, that being pure within, 
Becomes not guiltie to Domestick Judges, 
Nor by a torturer within his heart, 
Pent up unseene, endures perpetuall smart. 

The fourth part. 

Malchus, Chorus, Herodias. 

There is no certain trusting to the King, 

895 

900 

His and the Common cause, he hath betray'd 905 
Through foule ambition, while hee bends his thoughts 
To please the people, and with favour hunts 
For ayrie applause; Me, under shew 
Of lenity, hee labours to subject 
Unto the Commons wrath, and with my peril! 910 
Would vindicate his wrongs, even prepar'd 
To satisfie the people with my head, 
As if he saw they heavily did beare 
The Baptists death: But if to have the chiefe 914 
Of their new Faction slaine, they took it lightly; 
He subtily by the vulgar would be thought 
With greatest glorie to have tane revenge. 
Thus to themselves Kings of their Cities blood 
Exhibite shewes by turnes, and make a sport 
Of mutuall slaughter, challenge to themselves, 920 
And publish, all by them was/ only done, [Cl v] 
All whatsoever the vulgar Votes approve, 
And attribute our labours industry 
To their own prayse; but if the uncertain ayre 
Of popular favour otherwise doe turn 925 
Against their expectation and desire, 
Then on their Officers they cast the fault, 
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Animaque viii crimen avertunt suum. And with a vile breath, their own crime avert 
885 Superest doloris sola nostri particeps From innocent blood. One only now remaines 

Regina, tigris orba ceu catulis furens, A Partner of our griefe, the Queen enrag'd, 930 
Baptista thalami quod prioris foedera Much like a Tyger of her Whelps bereft, 
Polluta coram rege non probaverit, For that the Baptist had before the King 
Palamque vetitos lege damnarit toros Accus'd the alliance of her former Bed 

890 Cum uxore fratris. Flamma dum recens calet To be polluted, openly condemning 
Irae aestuantis, turbidae menti faces The league of marriage with a Brothers wife 935 
Supponam: alamque commodis sermonibus. Forbidden by the Law: now while the fire 
Atque ecce sese in tempore offert commode. Of estuating wrath is fresh and hot, 

Chorus. I will adde fire-brands to her troubled thoughts, 
Nunc flamma flammae, toxicum nunc toxico And feed them with fit language: But behold, 

895 Accedit: instat ultimum periculum. [Queen enters.] 
Malehus. How opportunely she presents her selfe. 940 

Regina salve, splendidum gentis decus, Chor. Now poison comes to poison, flame to flame, 
Et sola regni digna tanti culmine. Now comes the uttermost hazard. 

Regina. Maleh. Noble Queen, 
Et tu rabine Malche. sed quid tristis es? Our Nations glorious honour, who alone 

Malehus. In this so great a Kingdom doe deserve 
Idem quod animum, ut arbitror, pungit tuum. The highest place, God save you. 

Regina. Qu. And thee Malehus, 945 
900 Fortasse. sed tu quid sit, ede apertius. The most religious Rabine: but why sad? 

Malehus. Maleh. For that which I suppose, your mind afflicts. 
Ecquid animo aequo fers dignitatem tuam Qu. It may be so, but tell me, what is that? 

Spemi? per orbem sacrosanctam regii Maleh. Doe you, to see your dignity despis'd, 
Auctoritatem nominis vilescere? Your royal I names authori tie so sacred 950 
Et sceptra vulgi subiici ludibrio? Throughout the world to be accounted vile, 

Regina. Your crown made subject to the vulgars scome, 
905 Quid ergo faciam? quod remedium sit doce. Beare it with patience? 

Malehus. Qu. What then shall I doe? 
lras & animis, & tuis natalibus, Teach me a remedy. 

Thalamisque dignas corde tandem concipe. Maleh. Within your heart conceive 
Regina. So high a wrath, as may be worthy of 955 

Iandudum id actum est: rumpor ira, lachrymo, Your Princely stock, your nuptial! bed and bosome. 
Obiurgo, clamo. Sed nee ira & lachrymis Qu. That's done already, I am burst with ire, 

910 Promoveo quicquam. verba venti dissipant. Weep and exclaime and sharply reprehend, 
But no reliefe by wrath or teares I gaine, 
For all my words are scatter'd by the winde. 960 
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Malehus. Mal. If with your husband a meet power you had, 
Si auctoritate qua decet apud coniugem Would he have born your wrongs thus unreveng'd? 

Esses, inultas sic tuas iniurias Or rather (may I speak more truly) his. 
Tulisset, aut, ut verius dicam, suas? Qu. Thou seest the people, how they be inclinde. 

Regina. Perhaps by this imprisonment the King, 965 Studia ipse populi Malche cernis. Forsitan The Baptists eager spirits thinks to quaile, 
915 Hae rex putavit posse poena spiritus And to allay his boldnesse? 

Acres retundi, & mitigari audaciam. Maleh. If you suppose imprisonment and bonds, 
Malehus. Can bridle the fierce spirit of this thiefe, 

Tu si feroces spiritus coercitos Your Highnesse erres; The rage of savage beasts, 970 Putes latroni huic vinculis & carcere, That break their Dens and libertie regain, 
Erras. Ferarum saevit acrius furor Is much more vehement then theirs that range, 

920 Quas fracta fudit cavea, quam quas deviis In woods or desert Mountaines: Being freed, 
Silva alta semper educavit montibus. What will not he attempt, whose fetters now 
Quid liberatus non aget, cuius colit The people reverence? Wrath once provokd 975 Nunc vincla populus? provocata accenditur, Is kindled, not allaid; by taunts and scorn, 
Non mitigatur ira. contumeliis The haughty spirit is to fury born. / [C2] 925 Elatus animus ad furorem impellitur. Qu. This benefit should rather quench it quite, 

Regina. For that by royal! mildnesse he is free, 
Quin lenietur potius hoc beneficio, Who by his own perversnesse might have perish'd. 980 Quod qui perierat pertinacia sua, Mal. What you esteem a benefit, he holds 

Sit liberatus regia clementia. An injury, and will more oft remember, 
Malchus. That you imprison'd him, then set him free. 

Quod tu beneficium, ille putat iniuriam: Qu. A rough and crabbed nature, thou relat'st. 
930 Seseque vinctum quam solutum saepius Maleh. This in most men is naturally graffd, 985 Per te meminerit. Reg. Asperum ingenium refers. What favour you afford is quickly lost, 

Malchus. But what disfavor, no man doth forget, 
Id pene cunctis insitum est mortalibus. Good tumes if born in memory with bad, 

Quod bene patraris, gratia ilico perit: All men well neere doe hate; Think that the Baptist, 
Quod male patraris, null us obliviscitur. As oft as he remembers your Desert, 990 935 Odere cuncti propemodum beneficia, Will not his crime forget, and still believe 
Quorum memoriae iuncta sunt maleficia. He is not loose from that, but in your thoughts, 
Baptista quoties memor erit meriti tui, A guilty man by foule ambition freed, 
Meminisse toties sceleris eum sui puta. His paine remitted and your wrath supprest 
Se scelere credet non solutum, sed tuo But for a time. 

940 Animo nocentem, liberum pravo ambitu, Qu. Yet courtesie prevailes 995 Poenam remissam, in tempus iram supprimi. To mitigate fierce natures. 
Maleh. What with long use is hardned to the worst, 

We much more easily may break then bend. 
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Regina. 
Ingenia saeva mitigat benignitas. 

Malehus. 
Longo quod usu in peius usque induruit, 

Multo facilius fregeris quam tlexeris. 
Regina. 

945 Quin ergo dubiam, quid site re, praemones? 
Malehus. 

Reddam expedita haec facile, si credas mihi. 
Regina. 

Modo praemoneto, nulla erit per me mora. 
Malchus. 

Quaerendo, agendo, providendo, haud ocio 
Res magnae aguntur. Reg. Si nihil promoveris 

950 Quaerendo, agendo, providendo, non magis 
Praestat quiesse, quam negocium ut tibi 
Frustra facessas, & aliis sis risui? 

Malehus. 
Quod saepe vis non perficit, vincit labor. 

Nee alta quercus icta subito stemitur: 
955 Nee vertit aries bcllicus primo impetu 

Muros. frequenter quae putaris perfici 
Non posse, tempus expedit: quae non potest 
Plerunque ratio. expugnat importunitas. 
Proinde prensa: lacrymis misce preces, 

960 lrasque monitis, blanda dicta iurgiis: 
Ambi maritum sedulo omnibus modis. 
Occasiones usquequaque amplectere. 
Si peragi aperte res nequit, tendas dolos. 
Quod spectat ad me, certa stat sententia, 

965 Nisi re peracta, neutiquam desistere. 
Chorus. 

Tandem livor, & impiis 
Accensus furiis dolor 
Vires saevitiae suae 
In vatem exeruit pium. 

970 Illinc saeva calumnia 
Dirae iuncta tyrannidi, 
Pugnat fraude nefaria: 
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Qu. What doe you then advise me in this case? 
Maleh. I'le sbew you quickly, may I be believ'd. 
Qu. And what you counsell I will not delay. 1001 
Maleh. By seeking, agitating, and providing, 

(Not sitting still) great things are brought to passe. 
Qu. If seeking, agitating and providing 

Nought may availe, 'tis better to sit still, 1005 
Then to make work in vaine, and be to others 
A mocking stock. 
Maleh. Where strength oft cannot, labour overcomes: 

A tall Oake is not suddenly born down, 
Nor does the warring Ram at one assault 1010 
Overthrow the wals; what, often you suppose 
Cannot be finish'd, is in time dispatch'd. 
And importunity doth overcome, 
What reason sometimes cannot; therefore seeke, 
Solicite Herod, mingle tears with suite, 1015 
Wrath with monitions, flattring words with brawles, 
Work and intreat him by what meanes you can, 
Embracing all occasions every where; 
But if by such plaine course you cannot speed, 
Set snares and use deceit; for mine own part, 1020 
I am resolv'd, untill we finde successe 
In our designments, never to desist. [Exeunt.] 

Chor. Envie at length, and bitter griefe incens'd 
By impious Furies, on this pious Prophet 
Have cast the venome of their cruelty; J 025 
From thence fierce calumny and false detraction 
Joyn'd with fell cruelty, by cursed fraud 
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975 

980 

985 

990 

995 

1000 

1005 

Hine innoxia veritas 
Spemit terrificas minas. 
Nullo fulta satellite, 
Tot telis petitur caput 
Unum. tot pariter doli 
Intentant iuveni necem. 
Ille ut tunsa furentibus 
Ilex dura aquilonibus, 
Aut rupes remeabili 
Quam fluctu mare verberat, 
Nullo concutitur metu. 
0 numen venerabile 
Cunctis candida veritas! 
Quam nee bellica vis metu 
Nee fraus insidiis potcst 
Firmo pellere de gradu. 
Sola non metuis graves 
Fortunae instabilis vices. 
Non obnoxia casibus 
Ullis pectora robore 
Armas insuperabili, 
Et vitae dominam & necis 
Parcarum indomitam manum, 
Nobis esse vetas gravem. 
Sed cesso vatem convenire, nuncio 
Ut impleam aures omnium misenimo. 
Atque eccum ante ipsas carceris stantem fores. 
Propago sanctis sanctior parentibus, 
Et innocentiae una pristinae fides, 
Incolumitati, dum tempus sinit, tuae 
Consule. Rabinus Malchus intentat dolos 
Occulte. inops regina consilii furit, 
Blanditur aula. rex suam sententiam 
Dissimulat. alii vera mussant dicere. 
lam tempus instat ultimi discriminis. 

loannes. 
Quid est pericli? Chor. Mortis urget terminus. 
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Maintaine the battell, from hence harmlesse truth 
Supported by no guard, their threats contemnes. 
So many weapons doe one head assault; 
So many subtle drifts doe menace death 
To this young man, yet like the hardy Holme 
With North-east winds assaulted, or a Rock, ' 
That's/ beaten by the Seas returning flood, [C2v] 
He with no fear is mov'd: 0 power divine 
By all men to be honor'd! candid Truth 
Whom neither force of armes with tre~bling feare, 
Nor fraud with all her projects can depell 
From her firme station or unmov'd estate. 
The grievous changes of unstable fortune 
Thou only fearest not, and dost arme thy breast, 
Obnoxious to no chances, with a strength 
Insuperable, and th'impartiall hand 
Of the three Ladies, both of life and death 
Forbidst us to be griev'd at. But this Prophet 
I am too slow to meet with, and relate 
The ruthful'st newes that ever pierc'd his eares; 

[John enters.] 
Yet see he stands before the prison doore. 
0 thou more holy then thy holy Parents, 
And th'only credit of old innocence! 
Now for thy safetie in due time provide: 
The Rabine Malchus privately intends 
Deceit against thee, and King Herods wife, 
Unwitting what to doe is almost mad· 
The Courtiers flatter her, the King di~sembles 
What he conceives, and others twixt the teeth 
Mutter, as those that dare not speak the truth. 
Now is your finall perill. 

1030 

1035 

1040 

1045 

1050 

1055 
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Joannes. 
Haec summa nobis imminentis est mali? 

Chorus. 
1010 Quo nullum in hominem cadere possit amplius. 

Joannes. 
Ut vis tyranni cesset, ac dolus, feret 

Hane sponte nobis temporis longinquitas, 
Pravo timendam, at innocenti optabilem. 

Chorus. 
At tu salutem negligas tuam licet, 

1015 Te ratio nostri tangat. istos spiritus 
Paulum remitte, precibus animum regium 
Flecte. per amicos non inexorabilem 
Spero futurum. lo. Sedulo nonne hoc ago? 

Chorus. 
Utinam tibi istam praebeat mentem Deus. 

Joannes. 
1020 Nihil precari est opus. is animus iam cliu est. 

Explere properat rex meo iram sanguine. 
Nee ego recuso. qui magis regem queam 
Placare, quam quum volumus eadem & nolumus? 

Chorus. 
Bona verba. lo. Quid igitur mihi auctor es? duo 

1025 Reges utrinque facere pugnantia iubent: 
Coelestis alter, misericors, clemens, bonus: 
Terrenus alter, impotens, ferox, malus. 
Mortem minatur alter: alter me vetat 
Mortem timere, pollicetur praemium 

1030 Vim non timenti. Corpus alter perdere 
Potest: at alter corpus una & spiritum 
Torquere flamma poterit inevitabili. 
Hi quum repugnent, consule utri paream. 

Chorus. 
Placare nunquam postea Herodem datur, 

1035 Oblata si nunc praetereat occasio: 
Dei sed ira semper est placabilis. 
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/oh. And what's that? 
Cho. To escape death, you shall have much to doe. 
/oh. Of eminent evills, I hold that the sum. 1060 
Cho. Then which, none greater can a man befall. 
/oh. As Tyrants power and deceit may cease, 

Times length may bear it of its own accord, 
Which evill men do fear, good men do wish. 

Cho._ But your own safety though you doe neglect, 
Consider ours, and that high spirit of yours 1066 

A while remitting, sue for Herods mercy, 
And make some friends. I hope he will not prove 
Inexorable. 
Joh. Doe not I doe this? 
Cho. That minde, God grant you. 
/oh. To sue there's no need, 

For that minde hath been long; now with my blood 
The Tyrant hasts to satisfie his wrath: 
Neither doe I resist; how am I able 1073 
Rather to pacifie this bloody King, 
Then when the same things, we will not and will. 

Cho. Good words I pray. 
/oh. Why then report you thus, 

And thus advise me? Say there are two Kings, 
And they on both sides two things bid me doe 
That be repugnant. The one King is earthly, 
Cruell and mischievous, who threatens death, 1080 
And hath a power my body to destroy; 
The other heavenly, mercifull and milde, 
Forbids me death to fear, and a reward 
Proposeth to my courage, being able 
In flames inevitable to torment 1085 
Body and soule: Now seeing these two Kings 
Doe differ in command, give mee advice, 
Whether I shall obey./ [C3] 
Cho. If now occasion offerd you omit, 

Herod will never after be appeas'd, 1090 
But God is ever easie to be pleas'd. 
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loannes. /oh. Gods anger, the more gently it doth rage, 
Divina quanto saevit ira lentius, The more severely punishment requires, 

Hoc mota poenas exigit severius. Being once mov'd. 
Chorus. Cho. So, death which God would have all 

Sic fata spemis, quae Deus mortalibus mortals feare, 1095 
1040 Timenda voluit esse? neve corporis Doe you disdaine; the body with the soule, 

Animique sanctum dirimeret consortium He in a mutuall bond of love hath knit, 
Oblata temere causa, vinclo mutuo Lest unadvisedly some cause be offred, 
Amoris animum corpori connexuit. That may their holy fellowship disjoyne. 

loannes. !oh. Death I disdain not, but by momentany, ll00 
Non spemo mortem: at morte momentanea Shun that etemall, and the use of light 

1045 Fugio perennem: quern Deus lucis mihi Which God hath given me, at his command 
Concessit usum, reddo repctenti libens. I willingly surrender. 

Chorus. Cho. Will you then, 
Hane relinquis orphanos parens tuos? Being a Parent thus forsake your Orphans? 

loannes. !oh. He who believes that God his Father is, ll05 
Nunquarn orphanus erit, qui Deum credit patrem. Shall never bee an Orphan. 

Chorus. Cho. Can the teares 
Nil le propinqui, nil arnicorum movent Of all your friends and kindred, whom you leave 

1050 Lachrymae, impotenti quos tyranno deseris? Unto a spightfull Tyrant move you nothing? 
loannes. !oh. I leave them not, but they mee rather leave; 

Non desero, sed potius ab eis deseror. For truly unto death I run the way 1110 
Namque institutam ab initio mundi viam From the beginning of the world ordain'd, 
In fata curro. Nempe Iege hac nascimur, Yea all men that enioy the gift of life 
Quicunque lucis fruimur almae munere. Are born to die, and wee are all restrain'd 

1055 Conditio cunctos una cohibet, tendirnus With one condition, we tend all to death, 
In mortem: eo nos singuli ducunt dies. And thither every day doth surely lead us; 1115 
Mortem esse poenam voluit improbis Deus, God will have death a pennance to the bad, 
Bonisque portum: terminum longae viae, And to the good a Port, the utmost bounds 
Ad longioris vitae initium ianuarn, Of a long iourney, and the Gate that leads 

100) Quae nos perennis splendidam ad lucis domum To the beginning of a longer life, 
Mittat renatos verius quam mortuos. That sends us rather born againe then dead, 1120 
De carcere hie est exitus mortalibus, Unto a glorious house of endlesse light; 
Et ad carentem morte vitam transitus. This is to man from prison a release 
Hae universus praeiit coetus patrum: And a free passage to life wanting death; 

1065 Cuncti sequentur. quis ubi liquit carceres, This way the whole flock of the Fathers went, 
Non cursor animo rapitur ad metam? freto And all must follow them: what man is he, 1125 

That having once begun a race to run, 
Desires not instantly the goale to gaine? 
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Quis aestuoso nocte tenebrosa vagus 
Portu recuset se quieto condcre? 
Quis exul errans per peregrini soli 

1070 Deserta tesca, doleat in patriam cito 
Sese reverti? laetus ergo tramite 
Decurso ad ipsam stare metarn me puto. 
lam prope peractae liber e vitae freto 
Prospicio terram, de peregrino solo 

1075 Domum revertor, optimum primum patrem 
Visurus: ilium nempe patrem, qui solum 
Revinxit undis, induit coelum solo, 
Regitque certas mobilis coeli vices, 
Servator, auctor, rector unus omnium, 

1080 Cui cuncta vivunt viva iuxta ac mortua. 
Ut flamma sursum sponte volvit vortices, 
Undae deorsum perpeti lapsu ruunt, 
Propriumque pergunt ire cuncta ad fomitem: 
lamdudum anhelat spiritus coelo editus, 

1085 Rerum ad parentem lucis aetemae incolam, 
Quern contueri est vita, mars non cemere. 
Non, si pruinis obstet horrens Caucasus, 
Aer procellis, unda tempestatibus, 
Tractusque nimiis invius caloribus, 

1090 Eo ire pergam? non tot ut videam duces, 
Reges, prophetas, iudices pios, via 
Rumpenda, vel si mille mortes obstruant? 
Ergo recluso corporis de carcere, 
Eo evolare spiritus liber cupit, 

1095 Quo cunctus ibit orbis serius ocyus. 
Nam longa vita nil, opinor, aliud est, 
Quam lenta duro servitus in carcere. 
0 mars laboris una laxamen gravis! 
0 mors doloris portus, & mali quies! 
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Who, by night wandring in the stormy Sea, 
Refuseth shelter in a quiet Port: 
What exile straying or'e the Desert Hills I 130 
Of a strange Countrey, will bee discontent 
Into his own to make a quick retume? 
I therefore having overpast my way, 
Suppose my selfe come to the very goale. 
Now almost quitted from the sea of life, 1135 
I view the Haven; from a forraign soyle, 
Home I return to see my heavenly father, 
That father who with waters bounds the earth· 
Invested earth with Heaven, he that rules ' 
The certain courses of the moving Sphear, 1140 
Who only all things made, guides and preserves; 
To whom all things both quick and dead doe live. 
Even as the flame its Globes doth upwards roll, 
Waters perpetually downwards fall, 
And all things do proceed to their own foment; 1145 
My spirit from heaven descended, labours now, 
A habitation in eternal! light 
To gaine with/ him that all things did create, (C3v] 
Whom not to see, is death, life to behold. 
If Caucasus rough-growne with hoary frost, 1150 
The Ayre with Tempests and the Sea with stormes, 
And the whole Region with excessive heate 
Should all resist me, thither I would goe; 
To see so many Leaders, Prophets, Kings, 
And pious Judges, shall I not make way, 1155 
Though with a thousand deaths I be oppos'd? 
My spirit therefore from this body freed, 
(This carnall prison) thither longs to flye, 
Even whither all the world betimes or late 
Shall be dispatch'd; For long life I conceive, 1160 
Is nothing but a gentle Servitude 
In a hard painfull prison; 0 sweet death, 
That art of heavy Toyles the sole Release, 
The Haven where all grief and trouble cease, 
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1100 Notumque paucis commodum mortalibus, Yet unto few men profitable known: 1165 
Formido pravis, & bonis votum: tuo Receive this shipwrackt body in thy bosome, 
Sinu recepta naufragum hoc corpusculum, And bring it where etemall peace abides, 
Et sempitemae due quietis in domum, Whither no impious violence, deceit, 
Quo non sequetur vis, dolus, calumnia. Or calumny shall follow it. 

Chorus. Chor. 0 thou, 
1105 0 te beatum hac pectoris constantia! Thrice happy in this constancy of mind, 1170 

0 nos misellos, quos iners animi metus, 0 wretches that we are, whom foolish feare 
Felicitatis privat hoc consortio! Debarres the sweet Society and sight 
Quando igitur ipse quod opus est facto tenes, Of true felicity; Then since thou hold'st 
Salve valeque sempitemum dicimus. What's needfull to be done, to thee we wish 

1110 Quam discors hominum tramite dispari Etemall health and Farwell. [Exit John.] 1175 
Versat tis animos! non metuit mori How are the minds of men in wayes unlike 
Qui nil commcruit: qui meruit mori, Tum'd by discordant strife? Of no offence 
Si vanis leviter mors crepuit minis, He that is guilty, doth not feare to dye; 
Exanguis trepidat degcneri metu. He that deserves to dye, if with vaine threats 

1115 Quam mortem fugiunt gnaviter improbi, Death lightly greet him, with degenerate feare 1180 
Per flammas, per aquas, sax.ague devia, Growes pale and trembles; As the wicked wight 
Tam mortis cupidi praecipitant boni Shunnes death with heavy heart, so he that's good, 
Illustres animas dura per omnia. Of death desirous, thorough flames and flouds, 
Nempe ignota malis commoda mors habet: O're deveous Rocks, all dangers and Extremes, 

1120 Et fati comes est vita beatior. Freely precipitates his noble Soule; 1185 
Nee toti morimur: sed melior rogos For sundry benefits to death belong, 
Nostri pars avidos spemit, & aethera To evill men unknowne, a happy life 
Sublimis patrium scandit: & igneos Is Fates Associate; neither doe the Good 
Inter caelicolas certa animas manet Totally dye, but still their better part 

1125 Sedes innocuas. at male conscios Contemnes the greedy fire and and Mounts aloft 1190 
Manes exagitant sulfureo in lacu To its own Country, Heaven; Amongst the Saints 
Crinitae colubris Eumenides nigris, A certain Habitation doth attend 
Et ieiuna avidi guttura Cerberi, Soules that are harmlesse, but the guilty Ghost, 
Et nunquam saturi copia Tantali. By snake-haird Furies in a brimstone lake, 

1130 Hine formido malis, hinc bona spes bonis, With greedy Cerberus his hungry Iawes, 1195 
Et vitae fragilis prodiga pectora And Tantalus with plenty never fill'd, 
Dum vitam properant infragilem sequi. Is evermore affrighted, gnawne and whipt; 
0 Syren magicis illecebris potens, From hence comes feare to evill men; from thence 1200 

Good hope to good men, even while their mindes, 
Appearing prodigall of brittle breath, 
Hasten to prosecute unfading life; 
0 Syren! potent in bewitching baits, 
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Et fallacis amans vita fugax boni, 
1135 Tu nobis teneris blanditiis mali 

Vicinum effugium claudis, & obstruis 
Portum perpetuae pacis amabilem: 
Nullus terror ubi martius increpat, 
Nee rauco reboant classica murmure, 

1140 Nee pirata rapax aequora territat, 
Nee latro taciturn trux nemus obsidet, 
Nee sceptri misera praedo cupidine 
Insanus populis exitium crP,at: 
Nee felix placido solus ut ocio 

1145 Torpescat, tenues cladibus obruit, 
Nee viles animas qui miserabilis 
Vulgi pro titulis mutet inanibus: 
Sed tranquilla quies, almaque faustitas, 
Et simplex probitas omnia possidet, 

1150 Et ferri in tenebras indocilis dies, 
Et vita alterius nescia funeris, 
Et luctus queruli nescia gaudia. 
0 duke hospitium corporeae domus, 
Et vitae nimium career amabilis, 

1155 lam tandem magicis exue nexibus 
Mentem caeligenam, quam patriae suae 
Oblitam gremio amplecteris ebriam 
Lethes somniferae deside toxico, 
Et laetam thalami degeneris iugo. 

1160 0 fallax lutei legmen amiculi, 
Vanesce in cineres rursum abiens tuos! 
Ut rursus patrio reddita mens polo, 
Puri se radiis luminis expleat: 
Et te pestiferis morte laboribus, 

1165 Et mentem anxiferis solve molestiis. 
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Life, that abhorring goodnesse, doth affect 
What's fraudulent, and with thy flattering might 
Preclud'st the neighbour passage of our sinnes, 1205 
And shutst the Haven of perpetuall peace; 
Where neither Martiall clamor doth affright, 
Nor Trumpets, with hoarse clangor doe resound, 
Nor pilling pirates terifie by sea, 
Nor cruell theives beset the silent grove, 1210 
Nor any one mad with desire to rule, 
Destruction to the people doth procure, 
Nor I Felix, that alone with pleasant ease [C4] 
He may himselfe besot, the poore and weake 
Ore-whelmes with bloudy slaughter, neither he, 1215 
That for vaine Titles may exchange the lives 
Of the rude Commons, but where simple vertue 
With faire prosperity and tranquill rest 
Possesseth all, and day can never leame 
To end in darknesse, nor life ever know 1220 
Of any funeral!, nor Joy of griefe. 
0 thou sweet freindship of this camall house, 
And thou too lovely prison of our life; 
Now, now at length free from bewitching Bonds 
The heaven-borne soul of man, which too unmindefull 
Of her owne Country, joyful! in the yoke 1226 
Of her degenerate foule nuptial! bed, 
And with somniferous Lethes poysoning sloth 
Inebriated, in thy lap thou huggst. 
0 thou deceitfull covering of clay, 1230 
Into thy ashes vanishing retume, 
That to her country Heaven the soule restord, 
May fill it selfe with beames of purest light. 

So from all sorrow shee shall be enlargd. 
And of all troubles thou by death dischargd. 1235 
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Regina. 
Pharisaeus igitur spem fefellit: rex pari 

Se vanitate pariter & me prodidit, 
Vulgi loquacis dum timet rumusculos. 
Formido misere, nata quid rerum gerat, 

1170 Saltationis nuper in convivio 
Cui rex frequenti praemium spoponderat 
Quodcunque peteret. ilia Baptistae caput 
In lance pepigit se petituram, & feret, 
Feret profecto, nisi parum notus mihi 

1175 Sit regis animus. Liber invidia necis, 
In me odia populi vertet, ut reor, libens: 
Et ego peracta re, libenter id feram. 
Odium ultionis gaudio, maculam lucro 
Pensabo. turpe est esse atrocem foeminam. 

1180 Turpe: nisi reges esse inultos turpius 
Foret. Sed ambo proferunt pedem domo 
Rex & Puella. quo propior est spes, metus 
Hoc gravius urit: cuncta fortunet Deus. 

Herodes, Puella, Regina. 
Deliberatum quid rogares iam tibi 

1185 Salis videtur? Pue/. Sic satis, si quidem satis 
Promissa regum certa sint, & regia. 
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The Fifth part. 

The Queene. 
The Rabine Malchus hath my hopes beguilde, 
And Herod hath himself with mee his Queene, 
(Fearing the rumors of the babling crew) 
Through his owne vanity alike betrayd. 
Next, for my daughter, what shee may effect, 
I greatly feare; the King did promise her 
At his great banquet, that he would reward 
Her danceing feates (which gave him high content) 
With whatsoever shee of him should aske. 
Now unto mee the girle hath past her word, 
That shee would aske of him none other boone, 
But in a dish to have the Baptists head; 
And she will have it, certainly shee will, 
If Herods mind be not to me unknown; 
The peoples hatred I conceive on mee 
Hee will divert, himselfe remaining free: 
And I will beare it when the deed is done, 
With willing heart: with joy of my revenge 
Weighing their hate, and with my gaine my staine; 
For women to be cruell 'tis a shame, 
A shame indeed; unless more shame it were, 
That of such nature there are many Kings: 
But Herod and my daughter doe appeare, 
The neerer my hope is, my feare the more, 
More greivously doth burne. 

Herod, Daughter, Queene. 

[Herod.] And hast thou now sufficiently advisde 
What boone to aske? 
Daught. If promises of Kings 

Be sure enough and royal I. (C4 vl 

1240 

1245 

1255 

1260 
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Herodes. 
Ne metue finna, testibus coram, fide 

Sancita: regni posce dimidium mei, 
Vel siquid animo carius regno est tuo, 

1190 Peres. volentem nulla vis averterit. 
Puella. 

lstud brevi iam quale sit videbimus. 
Herodes. 

lam posce, certum est. Pue/. Nil opus regno tuo 
Mihi est, quod aeque, rege te, meum reor, 
Ac si ipsa teneam. rem facilem & aequam peto. 

Herodes. 
1195 Non ego, sed ipsa ne feras tibi in mora es. 

Pue/la. 
Da in hac recisum lance Baptistae caput. 

Herodes. 
Quod verbum ab ore temere tibi virgo excidit? 

Pue/la. 
Non temere. Her. Donum virgini indecens petis. 

Pue/la. 
Non indecorum est facinus hostem perdere. 

Herodes. 
1200 Hie igitur ira dignus hostis regia est? 

Puella. 
Is dignus ira est, scelere qui hanc meruit suo. 

Herodes. 
Quod nunc remcdium plebis odio rcpcriam? 

Pue/la. 
Parere populi est, imperare regium. 

Herodes. 
AEqua impcrare regium est. Pu. Quod iniquum erat 

1205 Prius, impcrando facere rcx acquum potest. 
Herodes. 

At imperandi lex facit regi modum. 
Puella. 

Si principi quod placuit est ius, iam modum 
Non rcgibus lex, legibus scd rex facit. 

Herodes. 
Pro rege fama me tyrannum pcrferet. 
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Hero. Never fear 
Things that are firme establisht with my faith 
And before witnesses; aske halfe my kingdome, 1265 
It shall be thine, no power can avert 
Him that is willing. 

Daugh. We shall shortly see 
What thing it is. 
Hero. 'Tis certain, ask it now. 
Daugh. Your Kingdome Sir I need not, which I deeme 

Ev~n as mine own while you possesse the Crown, 1270 
As 1f I held the Scepter, but I aske 
A thing both meet and easie. 
Hero. Thou thy selfe 

(Not I) art in the fault thou hast it not. 
Daugh. Give me the Baptists head then in this Charger. 
Hero. What words are these by thee so rashly vented? 1275 
Daugh. Not rashly neither. 
Hero. Thou demand'st a gift 

That ill becoms a Virgin. 
Daugh. To destroy 

An enemy is no uncomly deed. 
Hero. Is therefore he an enemy and worthy 

Of a Kings wrath? 
Daugh. He's worthy of such wrath, 1280 

Who by his crimes deserves it. 
Hero. What redresse 

May I then purchase for the peoples hate? 
Daugh. The people must obey, and Kings command. 
Hero. Tis a Kings duty iust things to command. 
Daugh. Kings by commanding, may make those 

things iust 1285 
Which were before uniust. 
Hero. But Kings commands, 

The Law doth moderate. 
Daugh. If that be right, 

Which pleaseth Princes, then they rule the Lawes, 
Not the Lawes them. 
Hero. Then, for a King, a Tyrant 

The people will divulge me. 
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Puella. 
1210 At sceptra metuit. Her. Metuit: & garrit tamen. 

Puella. 
Compesce ferro. Her. Regna male servat metus. 

Puella. 
Et regna vertit facile scelerum impunitas. 

Securus est, quern civium servat fides. 
Pue/la. 

Necesse reges est timeri, diligi 
1215 Necesse non est. Her. Odia crudelcm premunt. 

Pue/la. 
In rege vulgo lenitas contcmnitur. 

Regina. 
Haec tota opinor tendit hue oratio, 

Promissa vana ut effluant. Nondum mihi 
Regum videre nossc quae sint munera. 

1220 Si honesta credis esse regi & turpia, 
Quae honesta vulgus credit esse & turpia, 
Falleris. amici, proximi, socer, gener, 
Fratres, sorores, civis, hostis pauperum 
Sunt vincla: vana regibus vocabula. 

1225 Diadema quisquis induit capiti semel, 
Vulgaris omnes ponat officii gradus. 
Nil arbitretur turpe, quod regi utile. 
Nullum indecorum facinus esse existimet, 
Suae salutis quod facit causa. Salus 

1230 A rege populi pendet. igitur consulit 
Populi saluti, quisquis in regem est pius. 
Tantine sanguis huius erit homunculi, 
Ut tu diebus sollicitus ac noctibus, 
Non conquiescas? deme nobis hunc metum, 

1235 Sceptris pudorem, vastitatem moenibus, 
Armis rapinas, civicum helium omnibus. 
Statuere magno oportet cxemplo & novo, 
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Daugh. But your Scepter 1290 
Keeps them in awe. 
Hero. It doth, and yet they'! babble. 
Daugh. Such babbling Sir, by punishment severe Is bridled. 
Hero. Kingdomes are ill kept with feare. 
Daugh. And Kingdomes by impunity of crimes 

Are easily subverted. 
Hero. Yet we finde, 1295 

Kings are securest in the Cities faith. 
Daugh. It is not needfull that a King be lov'd, 

But fear'd. 
Hero. The cruell are ore whelm'd with hate. 
Daugh. A gentle King the Vulgar doe despise. 
Qu. My Lord, all you have pleaded only tends, 1300 

In my opinion, that your promise past, 
In vaine may passe away; as yet me thinks, 
You do not know the duties of a King; 
If those things which the common sort suppose 
Honest and otherwise, you, for a King 1305 
Beleeve to be the same,/ King Herod erres. [D1] 
Brothers and sisters, fathers, sonnes in law, 
Friends, kindred, Citizens, and adverse parties, 
Are bonds for poor men, but vaine words for Kings; 
Let him that on his head once puts a Crowne, 131 o 
Put from him all degrees of Common duty; 
Let him judge all things honest that conduce 
To a Kings benefit, and hold no fact 
To be unseemly, that he shall effect 
For his owne safety; on the King depends 1315 
The peoples welfare; Whosoever then 
Towards his Prince is pious, hath regard 
Unto the peoples welfare: shall the blood 
Of this base fellow be so highly prizd, 
That for anxietie by day nor night 1320 
You can repose? Release us of this feare 
Of shame, your Scepter, and of waste, yo~r City, 
Of rapine, Armes, and all of civill warre! 
Tis fit by an example new and great, 
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Ut sacrosancta regna sint mortalibus. You should ordein that Kingdomes to all men 1325 
Scelus patravit: scelere pessum eat suo. Be sacred and inviolably stand; 

1240 Si nil patravit, coniugi pereat tuae. He has committed an ungracious act, 
Da coniugi hostem. coniugem si negligis, And by that let him perish; if no crime 

Promissa redde filiae rex & parens. He has committed, let him seeke for mee: 

Herodes. Give to your Queene her enemy, your Queene 1330 
Promissa certum est optima reddere fide: If you neglect, yet as a King and father 

At ilia si me consulet, sapientius Your promise to your daughter see perfonnd. 

1245 Optabit. Reg. At si consulet me, ne sua Her. That Promise to perfonne with my best faith 

Consilia mutet. Her. ltane? sicne oportuit I am detennind, but if my advice 

Iurasse temere? sic puellae me meam The girle doe aske, more wisely shee will wish. 1335 
Obstringere fidem? sic salutem, regnum, opes, Qu. But if shee aske my counsell, yours my Lord 
Vitam, necemque foeminae committere? She may not change or take. 

Regina. Her. ls't even so? 

1250 Promissa regum, certa firmet veritas. Should I so unadvis'd have made a vow? 

Herodes. Thus to a foolish girle my faith obligd? 
Quando negare non licet, quod modo licet, And thus committed to a womans hands 1340 

Admoneo rursum, & oro ne quid sanguine, My Kingdome, safety, treasure, life, and death? 
Sexuque vestro & regio culmine parum Qu. Kings promises let certaine truth confinne. 
Dignum, patrare cogat iracundia. He~. Well. Sith I may not, what I may deny, 

Regina. Agame I doe admonish and intreat; 

1255 Haec mitte, nostrae linque curae cactera. Let not wrath urge you to a bloudy act, 1345 
Herodes. Unworthy of your dignity and sex. 

De vate si quid statueritis durius, Qu. Grant this, and leave all other things to us. 
Vestra illa culpa, vestrum erit periculum. Her. If of the Prophet you detennine ought 

Regina. More rigourous, the perill, blame, and shame 
lam vindicata dignitas est regia, Is only yours. [Exit Herod.] 

Ne pateat ulli in posterum ludibrio. Qu. Now shall we vindicate 1350 
1260 lam faxo populus pervicax de regibus Our royall dignity, in future times 

Loqui modeste, vel malo discat suo: To be of none derided, now I'l force 
Et sive reges aequa, iniquave imperent, The stub borne people to speake well of Kings 
AEquo ferenda populus animo omnia putet. Or learne it to their greif, and make them hold 

Chorus. That all their Kings commands they gladly must 1355 
Davidis regnum, Solymaeque turres, Beare and obey though never so unjust. [Exeunt.] 

1265 Et locupletis Solomonis arces, 
Unde tam dirus furor in prophetas? Chorus. 

Cho. 0 thou great City where King David reign'd, 
You Towers of/ wealthy Salomon and Salem, [DI v] 
From whence against thy Prophets doth arise 
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Sanguinis iusti sitis unde saeva? A rage so terrible, and cruel! thirst 1360 Quam decet normam pietatis esse, Of blood so innocent? Unhappy thou, 
Unicum est vitae specimen scelestae. Whom it becomes to be a pattern, rule, 

1270 Furta, vis, caedes, dolus, & rapinae Or helme of piety, art now become 
Sunt tuae tirocinium palestrae. The only mirror of a wicked life: 
Non sacerdoti pietas nefandis 
Fraudibus suadet cohibere dextras. 

Slaughter with violence, fraud, theft and rapine, 
Are thy chief exercise; no Godly zeale 

1365 

Cultor idoli populus reliquit Perswades the Churchman to restraine his hands 
1275 Omnium rerum dominum & parentem. From horrible deceits; the people now 

Pro Deo lignum colitur, lapisque: Forsake the Lord, that all things did create, 
His calent arae vitulis & agnis. And worship Idols for God, stone and wood, 1370 
Et suae dextrae simulachra adorat With Calves and Lambes their Altars are still hot, 
Artifex: vitam sine lege truncum And Images the workman doth adore, 

1280 Poscit, a muto eloquium precatur: Which hee himself hath wrought, life he requires 
Pauperi dives, dominus ministro Of a meere stock, and eloquence he craves 
Supplicat: ritus pereunt vetusti. Of a dumb stone; the rich intreats the poore, 1375 
Te prophetarum cruor innocentum The Lord the Servant, ancient Rites are lost; 
ludicis magni rapit ad tribunal: The guiltlesse Prophets blood brings thee perforce 

1285 Pauperes clamant, viduaeque coelum To the Tribunall of the greatest Judge, 
Quaestibus implent. The poore exclaime and widowes fill the ayre 
Ergo te iustae manet ultionis With their complaints, for which the fearfull paine 
Poena, non mendax nisi fallor augur. Of just revenge attends thee, unlesse I 1381 
Namque qui fastus premit insolentes Be in my divination much deceiv'd, 

1290 Arbiter coeli, maris, atque terrae, For hee that throwes down insolence and pride, 
Spectat ex alto, lachrymasque plebis (Being the Ruler of Heaven, Earth and Seas) 
Et preces tristes meminit, manuque Views from above th'oppressed peoples teares, 1385 
Vindice infandi sceleris propinquas Their heavie prayers never doth forget, 
Exiget poenas. quibus intumescis, And speedily with a revenging arme, 

1295 Insolens victor tibi vertet arces. Will punish thy unspeakable misdeeds: 
Barbarus miles tua possidebit And overturn thy Towers, wherewith thou swelst 
Praedia: extemo domino refundet Insolent victor-like; The barbarous foe, 1390 
Vinitor fructus tuus: alta qua nunc Shall all thy Buildings, Farmes and Lands possesse; 
Surgit in coelum Solomonis aedes, The Vineyard Keeper shall repaire his fruit 

1300 Exterus messem faciet colonus. To an Out-landish Master; And where now 
Ergo dum praebet tibi poenitendi Solomons Temple high towards Heaven doth rise, 
Numinis favor spatium, relictis A foraign rustick shall his harvest make: 1395 
Turpiter vitae vitiis peractae, 0 therefore, while Gods favour to repent 
Exteri ritus simulachra pelle, Affords thee respit, of thy ill-past life 

The sinnes forsaking, utterly amove 
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1305 Et sitim fratemi avidam cruoris, 
Et famem argenti cohibe profanam. 
Sed nee exactae male poenitebit 
Te tuae vitae, neque sacra ab aede 
Exteri ritus simulachra pelles, 

1310 Nee sitim fratemi avidam cruoris, 
Nee famem argenti fugies profanam. 
Ergo te pestis vitiosa carpet: 
Te fames, bellum, macics, egcstas 
Opprimet, donec merito repcndcs 

1315 Sanguine poenas. 
Nuncius, Chorus. 

Quis indicabit ubi reperiam gentium 
Comites prophetae, nuncium ut tristem feram? 

Chorus. 
Nisi forte properas, siste paulisper gradum. 

Eloquere paucis. scire quid feras iuvat. 
Nuncius. 

1320 At non iuvabit scisse, scire quod cupis. 
Chorus. 

Ut ut se habent res, ne moram invide brevem. 
Nuncius. 

Scisti puella ab rege quid petiverit? 
Chorus. 

In lance vatis sibi caput caesum dari. 
Nuncius. 

In lance vatis abstulit caesum caput. 
Chorus. 

1325 O facinus atrox! ille coclestis vigor, 
Decusque vultus morte tristi emarcuit: 
Et ora nuper plena sacro numinc 
Clausit perenni dira vis silentio. 

Nuncius. 
Quid fles? inanes mitte questus fundere. 

Chorus. 
1330 Quum flenda videam & audiam, flendum negas? 
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Those fruitlesse Images of forreigne Rites: 
Curb thy prophane desire of wretched wealth, 1400 
And greedy thirsting for thy Brothers blood; 
But thou wilt not repent thy ill-past life, 
Nor Images of forraigne Rites amove, 
Nor shun the greedy thirst of brothers blood, 
Nor the profane desire of wretched wealth: 1405 
A vicious Plague shall therefore seise on thee: 
Famine and warre, with barrennesse and want, 
Shall overwhelm thee, not to be withstood· 
Till thou be quitted with deserved blood. ' 

Nuncius, Chorus. 

Nun. Where may I find (0 who will tell me where?) 
The Prophets followers, that I may relate 1411 
My heavy tydings. 
Cho. Stay your pace awhile, 

Unlesse your haste be great, and speak in/ briefe, [D2] 
For what you beare I gladly would pertake. 
Nun. 0 but to know, what you to know desire, 1415 

'Twill not delight you. 
Cho. Yet your short abode 

Think not too long, how ere the matter stands. 
Nun. Know you what boone the Daughter of our King 

Hath beg'd of him? 
Cho. To have the Prophets head ~8-- [ 1"19 

Given her in a Charger. 
Nun. And his head, 

Even so shee hath obtaind. 
Cho. 0 horrible 

And most inhumane act; that heavenly vigour 
And comly countenance by rigorous death 
Is utterly decay'd, and cruell force 
With ever during silence hath shut up 1425 
Those lips that did abound with sacred vertue. 

Nun. Why weepe you? Cease to poure out vaine complaints. 
Cho. When things to be bewaild I see and heare, 

Why should I not bewaile them? 
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Nuncius. Nun. If death be 
Si flenda mors est, mortuos illi fleant To be bewaild, let us bewaile the dead, 1430 

Quorum sepultae spes iacent cum corpore, Whose hopes doe with their bodyes lye interrd; 
Qui post soporis terminum brevissimi Who doe not thinke, their short sleep being done, 
Reditura membra non putant, & alteram Their bones must rise again, and there remaines 

1335 Superesse vitam. Mortuos miseri fleant, Another life. Let wretched men bewaile 
Miserosque tantum. Ncminem facere potest Those that are dead, and only wretched Iiv'd; 1435 
Fortuna miscrum: similis insontcm licet None can be made by fortune miserable; 
Sontemque maneat terminus vitae, tamen Though the like end of mortall life betide 
Male morietur ncmo, qui vixit bene. The innocent and guilty, good and bad, 

1340 De genere miseros exitus si iudices, No man shall die ill, that hath lived well: 
Miseros putabis tot patres sanctos, quibus If by the severall manners of their ends 1440 
Crux, ensis, unda, flam ma clausit spiritum. You judge men miserable, you will thinke 

Nam veritatis qui satelles occidit So many holy fathers to be such, 
Pro religione, patriisque legibus, Who dyed by fire, or water, sword or crosse. 

1345 Ominibus ilium prosequi bonis decet, For him that dyed Defender of the truth, 
Votisque vitae poscere similem exitum. Both for Religion and his Countreys Lawes, 1445 

Chorus. In all good things pursuing wee should pray, 
Vere profecto es elocutus omnia. And wish to have like end or funeral! day. 

At nos, opinio quos & errores trahunt, Cho. Verily you have utter'd nought amisse, 
Oum fata fugimus, fata slulti incurrimus. But we whom errors and opinion draw, 

1350 lgnis pepercit, unda mcrgit: acris Foolish by flying death with death doe meet, 1450 
Vis pestilentis aequori ercptum necat: The water drowning whom the fire hath spard; 

Bello superstes tabidus morbo perit. And by the power of contagious ayre, 

Diferre, non vitare fata dat Deus, Others are killd that have escap'd the sea; 

Et foeneramur mortis indies moras And some, that in the batten have surviv'd, 

1355 Morbis, periclis, Iuctibus, molestiis: With sicknesse pyning die; God doth ordeine 1455 
Nee longa vita est aliud ac Iongi mali Wee may deferre, but not our deaths eschew; 
Cathena, mortis nexa ad usque terminum And daily wee delay our houres of death, 
Serie percnni. Nee ligati hoc vinculo Yet with diseases, danger, troubles, griefe: 

Servire miscri nos putamus: exitum Long life is nothing, but a brittle chaine / [02V] 

1360 Quam servitutem potius exhorrescimus. Of diutumall evill, which is knit 1460 
With a continuall course, and speedy race, 

FINIS. Even to the bounds of death: Nor doe we hold, 
(Bound with this bond) our selves to bee inthral'd 
In misery, but feare the fatal! knife, 1464 
With deeper horror then a servile life. [Exeunt.] 

FINIS. 
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Emendations to Copy-Text: Baptistes 

Epistle 

E 2 clientelae] F78; clientel4t 
E 5 adolescentes] F78; ad adolescentes 
E 19 opto.] F78; -, 

Baptistes 

1 poetae] F78; -, 
1 Protea] F78; protea 
2 qui se in omnes] P79A; in omnes qui se 
4 undas] P79A; aquas 
15 proferat,] F78; --" 
17 attulit,] F78; -" 
22 trahunt,] F78; --" 
27 error,) F78; --" 
29 praetervolant.] F78; --" 
43 suo.] F78; -, 
46 viget,] F78; -" 
55 usus,] F78;--" 
57 mista?] F78; -. 
59 Gabinii] F78; - . 
63 indignitas,] F78; -" 
69 gravi,] F78; -" 
89 tetricae] F78; -, 
106 huius] P79A; - , 
110 patres.] F78; -: 
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111 
113 
121 
131 
135 
139 
140 
142 
142 
149 
150 
155 
157 
160 
165 
178 
179 
185 
198 
198 
207 
208 
215 
221 
234 
247 
255 
260 
260 
26-1 
268 
272 
274 
275 
282 
284 
285 
286 
286 

potest:] F78; -. 
locum,] F78; -" 
solum!] P79A; -. 
asperi,] F78: -" 
pii:] F78; -, 
sobria:] F78; - . 
recuset.] F78; -: 
sit:] F78; -, 
erraverit,] F78; -" 
opilionibus?] F78; -. 
opilio] F78; Opilio 
Deus:] F78; -. 
libidinis.] F78; -" 
tua] F78; -, 
Nostram,] F78; -" 
foret,] F78; -. 
moribus:] F78: -. 
ille,] F78; -" 
eunti.] F78; -: 
tuam] P79A; tua (See Commentary) 
sanciam] F78; sauciam 
assequere] See Commentary 
praesidii,] F78; -" 
tumens] F78; timens 
Opprimere.] F78; -: 
agmina:] F78; -" 
sui.] F78; -" 
ipsi,] F78; -: 
famae] F78; -, 
monet,] F78; -" 
ille] F78; -, 
lubet:] ed.;-, 
manus,] F78; -: 
sanguinis:] F78; -. 
mentes!] F78; -? 
vitae!] F78; -? 
pudor] F78; -, 
coelat] F78 (subs.);-, 
umbra:] F78; -, 

287 
293 
293 
295 
296 
297 
297 
299 
301 
302 
304 
304 
309 
318 
326 
336 
336 
339 
340 
354 
356 
359 
360 
363 
364 
365 
365 
370 
371 
385 
397 
400 
401 
402 
404 
407 
413 
422 
426 

quieta,] F78; -: 
AEtnaeis] F78; aethnaeis 
caminis] F78; - , 
favillam] F78; -, 
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Flamma Vesevum] F78; Flamma ve saevum 
hunc] F78; -, 
ultionis] P79A; -, 
truci .. . veritatem] F78; -, ... -, 
tanti genitrix, cupido] P79A; -, -" Cupido, 
fastu,] F78; -: 
Splendida] A78; Spendida 
honesti:] F78; - . 
pudorque:] F78; -" 
antro,] F78; -. 
luporum,] P79A; -: 
Celat:] F78; - , 
tenui] F78; -, 
Yendit,] F78; -: 
aurae:] F78; - . 
sinas,] F78; -. 
hie ... se] F78; -, ... -, 
velo ... flagitia] F78; -, ... -, 
purpuratis] F78; -, 
terra ... torum,] F78; - ... -" 
poterit is] F78; -, -, 
amiculum,] P79A; -: 
vides:] P79A; -. 
obstat] P79A; -, 
bono:] P79A; -, 
satagit.] F78; -: 
ipse] F78; -, 
est?] F79; -. 
Quin abis?] F78; quin -. 
Quin] F78; quin 
Regina inulta] F79; -, multa 
putes,] P79A; -" 
reum:] P79A; -. 
suo,] F78; -: 
quiescere:] F78; -. 
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433 
437 
442 
456 
459 
475 
475 
477 
481 
482 
489 
489 
491 
494 
505 
524 
524 
531 
537 
538 
541 
542 
553 
557 
563 
563 
565 
568 
571 
577 
582 
583 
593 
597 
598 
600 
603 
612 
612 

parum] F78; -, 
fremit,] F78; -. 
tibi.] F78; -: 
Severitatis] F78; - , 
militum,] F78; - : 
possent] F78; possem 
regi] F78; -, 
improvidos:] F78; -. 
millibus,] F79; -A 

me] F79;-, 
index] F78; - , 
prodeat,] F78; -: 
negavi] F78; -, 
utinam] F78; -, 
obtinet.] F78; -, 
sit] F78; -, 
anxia.] F78;-A 
libere:] F78; - . 
maxime] F79; -, 
premunt.] F78; - : 
imperandum.] See Commentary 
offendero:] F78; -. 
videlicet] F78; -, 
sceptra] F78; -, 
Veterem] F78; -, 
provocas,] F78; -A 

gratiam] F78; -, 
quaestiones] F78; - , 
leges] F78; - , 
aequor.] F78; - , 
opibus] F78; -, 
extinxti] F78; -, 
nostro,] F78; -A 

dilectum?] F78; -! 
hosti?] F78; -. 
Fraus] F78; -, 
ense tyranni,] 1609 Plantin (# 20); -, -A 

Rubro] F78; -, 
currus:] F78; -. 

626 
628 
631 
635 
637 
641 
642 
648 
654 
669 
672 
675 
676 
677 
679 
682 
685 
690 
700 
701 
706 
708 
709 
713 
723 
726 
730 
731 
732 
738 
741 
748 
749 
750 
750 
756 
757 
769 
769 

velis.] F78; -: 
compotes.] F78; -, 
darnnum.] F78; -, 
gregem,] F78; -A 

cunctantibus:] P79k -
nihil,] F78; -A ' , 

video,] F78; -A 

lumine:] P79A; -, 
dicamus.] F78; -, 
abnuunt?] F78; -! 
sibi:] F78; -, 
petent.] F78; -, 
collocem:J F78; -, 
paraboJ F78; -, 
potest.] F78; -, 
est,] F78; -A 

Renuet,J F78; -A 
ipse,] F78; -A 

immutabile.] F78; -, 
tuo] F78; -, 
Diana] F78; diana 
siveJ F78; sine 
solo,] F78; -A 

decuit] F78; -, 
aspicit,] F78; -A 

mobilis:] P79A; -, 
abstrahit.] F78; -, 
Viduae] F78, -, 
pauperem:] F78; -. 
collegii,] F78; -A 
fugit.] F78; -, 
deglubitis:] F78; -. 
sedat,] F78; -: 
Caro.] F78; -: 
pascitis,] F78; -: 
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potius, ista] 1609 Plantin (# 20); -A-, 
SP om.] P79A; Malchus. 
niJ F78; in 
tibi?] Walsh;-. 
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776 
793 
796 
797 
810 
811 
815 
816 
819 
820 
830 
838 
840 
841 
854 
862 
864 
872 
875 
877 
878 
880 
884 
888 
892 
896 
898 
899 
900 
900 
900 
908 
913 
913 
914 
929 
932 
933 
933 

es, oro,] F78; -" -" 
Eludit!] P79A; -? 
miraculo.] F78; -? 
est!] F78; -, 
simplicis:] F78; -, 
opes,] F78; -" 
fastigia,] F79; -" 
Rerum] F79; -, 
parens.] F78; -" 
Famae] F78; - , 
procacibus:] F78; -, 
absinthio.] F78; -, 
emplasmatis.] F79; -, 
mala] F78; -, 
arguit.] F78; -, 
vapulat!] F78; -. 
ambitu.] F78; -, 
leniter] F78; leviter (See Commentary) 
callide.] F78; -, 
mutua.] F78; -, 
approbat,] F78; -" 
industriam.] F78; -, 
suum.] F78; -, 
probaverit,] F79; -: 
sennonibus.] F78; -, 
salve,] F78; -" 
Malche.] F78; Malce, 
animum, ut arbitror,) F78; -" - -" 
Fortasse.) F79; -, 
sit,] F78; -" 
apertius.] P79A; -? 
est:] F78; - , 
aut,) F78; -" 
suas) F78; tuas 
Malche) F78; Malce 
iniuriam:] F78; -" 
mortalibus.] F78; - , 
patraris,] F78; -" 
perit:] F78; -, 

934 
934 
938 
945 
946 
952 
958 
959 
960 
963 
964 
969 
972 
975 
978 
1002 
1003 
1006 
1008 
1027 
1029 
1046 
1049 
1054 
1056 
1060 
1061 
1062 
1063 
1077 
1083 
1087 
1087 
1088 
1089 
1096 
1101 
1110 
1111 

patraris,] F78; -" 
obliviscitur.] F78; -, 
puta.] F78; -, 
re,] F78; -" 
facile,] F78; -" 
risui?J Ruddiman; -. 
importunitas.J F78; -, 
preces,] F78; -: 
monitis, ... iurgiis:] F78; -: . .. -, 
dolos.] F78; -, 
sententia,J F78; -A 

pium.J F78; -, 
nefaria:J F78; -, 
minas.] F78; -, 
necem.] F78; -, 
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lncolumitati, ... sinit, tuae] F78; -" ... -" -, 
Malchus] F78; Maicus 
dicere.] F78; -, 
Mortis] A78; mortis 
impotens,J F78; -" 
timere, pollicetur] F78; -. Pollicetur 
usum,J F78; -" 
propinqui,] F78; -" 
munere.] F78; -" 
dies.] F78; -, 
domum] F78; -, 
mortuos.J F78; -, 
mortalibus,] F78; -: 
transitus.] F78; -, 
undis, ... solo,] F78; -: ... -: 
fomitem:] F78; -, 
Non,] F78; -" 
Caucasus] F78; caucasus 
tempestatibus,J F78; -" 
caloribus,] F78; -" 
nil, opinor,J F78; -" -" 
votum:] F78; -, 
] ~78; Indentation marking choral meter absent 
ammos!] F78; -? 
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1112 commeruit:] F78; -, 
1114 metu.] F78; -, 
1115 gnaviter] F78; graviter 
1115 improbi,] F78; -. 
1119 habet:] F78; -, (indistinct) 
1120 beatior.] F78; -: 
1128 Cerberi] F78; cerberi 
1130 malis, hinc . .. Hine] F78; -: Hine ... -: 
1130 bonis,] F78; -: 
1132 sequi.] F78; -, 
1136 claudis,] F78; -: 
1138 increpat,] F78; -: 
1140 territat,] F78; -: 
1141 obsidet,] F78; -: 
1144 felix] F78; Felix 
1145 obruit,] F78; - : 
1147 inanibus:] F78; -, 
1149 possidet,] F78; -. 
1150 dies,] F78; -: 
1151 funeris,] F78; -: 
1153 domus,] F78; -! 
1154 amabilis,] F78; -" 
1163 expleat:] F78; -. 
1167 prodidit,] F78; -. 
1169 gerat,] F78; - . 
1171 spoponderat] F78; sposponderat 
1175 invidia necis,] F78; -, -" 
1176 vertet, ut reor, libens:] F78; -" - -" - , 
1179 Pensabo.] F78; -, 
1180 inultos] P79B; multos, (See Commentary) 
1183 urit:] F78; -, 
1185 Sic] F78; sic 
1187 firma,] F78; -: (See Commentary) 
1189 Sancita:] Rudddiman; -, 
1192 Nil] F78; nil 
1198 Donum] F78; donum 
1204 Quod] Ruddiman; quod 
1205 Prius,] F78; -" 
1222 Falleris.] F78; -: 

1230 
1236 
1240 
1243 
1244 
1245 
1252 
1259 
1265 
1273 
1276 
1280 
1282 
1284 
1290 
1291 
1294 
1294 
1299 
1299 
1300 
1306 
1315 
1317 
1322 
1326 
1330 
1334 
1339 
1345 
1347 
1348 
1348 
1348 
1350 
1351 
1355 
1356 

pendet.) F78; -, 
omnibus.) F78; -, 
patravit,) F78; -" 
fide:] F78; -, 
consulet,] F78; -" 
sua] P79A; tua 
ne quid] F78; nequid 
ludibrio.] F78; -, 
arces,] F78; -" 
dextras.] F78; -. 
lapisque:] F78; -. 
precatur:] F78; - , 
vetusti.] F78; -, 
tribunal:] F78; -, 
terrae,] F78; -" 
plebis] F78; -. 
poenas.] F78; - , 
intumescis,] F78; -" 
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Solomonis] S79; solomontis (See Commentary) 
aedes,] F78; -" 
colonus.] F78; -. 
profanam.] F78; -, 
poenas] F78; paenas 
prophetae,] F78; -" 
petiverit?] F78; -. 
emarcuit:] F78; -. 
negas?] F78; -. 
putant,] F78; -: 
bene.] F78; -: 
Omi~ibus] F79; Omnibus (See Commentary) 
omma] F78; -. 
nos,] F78; -" 
opinio] F78; -, 
trahunt,] F78; -" 
mergit:] P79A; -, 
necat:] F78; - . 
molestiis:] F78; -" 
aliud] F78; -, 
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Press-Variants 

A78 
Sheet A (inner fonne) 
Corrected: BN, H, L, A 
Uncorrected: G, (2), NLS 
Sig. A5v 
102 ut] om. 

F78 
Sheet D (inner fonne) 
Corrected: H, L, AUG, NLS, NUR 
Uncorrected: REG 
Sig. D4 
1179 Pensabo] pensabo 

Sheet D (outer fonne) 
First state corrected: NUR 
Uncorrected: REG 
Sig. D4V 
1202 reperiam] reperian 

Second state corrected: H, L, AUG, NLS 
Sig. D4V 
1198 petis] peti 

For the key to abbreviations and locations of uncollated copies, see Table 
of Editions and Translations. 

Title-page] See "Early Editions." 

Epistle 

E 1 BVCHA-NANVS,1 -" F79; P 
E 2 clientelae] A78, F, P, R; clientel't L 
E 3-4 B . . . 1 -" A 7 8· " "P aptistes, ... patrocmmm .. . -, ,. , -: ... -

E4 
E5 
E 10 
E 12 
E 15 
E 19 

videtur:] -, F79 
adolescentes] F, P, R; ad adolescentes L 
videntur] -, P, S79 
incipias,] -: S79 
commiltas,] -: S79 
opto.] F; -, L, P 
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Baptist es 

1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
4 
12 
15 
17 
20 
22 
23 
25 
26 
27 
29 
32 
37 
42 
43 
45 
46 
47 
51 
55 
56 
57 
59 

poetae] F, P; -, L 
Protea] A78, F, P; protea L 
fabulantur] falubantur A78 
qui se in omnes] P, R; in omnes qui se L, F, w 
verteret] verteres S79 
undas] P, R; aquas L; aequas A78 
quas libet.] -: P 
proferat,] F, P; -" L 
attulit,] F, P; -" L 
queant] -, P, S79 
trahunt,] F; -" L; -. P, R; -; W 
dediti,] -" F 
suam] -. P, S79 
deprehendant] -, S79 
error,] F, P; -" L 
praetervolant.] F, P; -" L 
candidus,] -" A 78 
novam] -, P 
veterem] - , S79 
suo.] F, P; -, L 
censebitur.] -: F79, P 
viget,] F, P;-" L 
nova:]-. F79, P 
SE Malchus & Gamaliel I Rabini.] - - -, Rabini. Chorus. P, R 
usus,] F, P; -" L 
nefarie,] - ? S79 
mista?] F, R; -. L, P 
Gabinii] F, P; -. L 
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63 
64 
69 
71 
79 
89 
91 
97 
98 
102 
106 
110 
111 
113 
115 
117 
118 
121 
131 
135 
138 
139 
140 
142 
147 
149 
152 
155 
157 
160 
165 
166 
167 
168 
173 
178 
179 
180 
183 

indignitas,] F; -" L, P . . 
semi arabis] semiarabis F, Sem1arab1s P 
gravi,] F79; -" L, F78, P 
Adhuc] Adduc S79 
novus]-,P 
tetricae] F; P798; -, L, P79A 
pellibus,] -" A78 
suspicit: proceres colunt:] -, - -" A78; -, - -, P 
Ille,] -" S79 
ut] om. A78 (unc.) 
huius] P; -, L, F 
patres.] F, -: L, P 
potest:] F, P; -. L 
locum,] F, P;-" L 
Gamaliel,] -" P798 
damno,] -" P 
Quam ... sit] - ... -, P; -, . . . -, S79 
solum!] P, R; -. L, F 
asperi,] F; -" L; -: P 
pii:] F, P; -, L 
male dicere] maledice~e F . . . . _____ p 
audiat: Plebs pareat: sit sobna:] F; -. - -. - -. L, ' ' ' 
recuset. qui] F; -: - L, P; -. Qui S79 
sit: ... erraverit,] F, P; -, · · · -" L 
deprehenderis] -: S79 
opilionibus?] F, P , R; - . L 
idem ... illos] -, ... -, S79 
Deus:] F, P; - . L 
libidinis.] F; -" L; -, P; 
tua] F, P; -, L 
Nostram,] F, P; -" L 
furentis: per Deum rogo] -. - - -, P 
lucri?] -. P 

·b· ] " · F79· -" p honores, ... t1 1: _.. · · · -. • -, · · · 
fastu] fastus S79 
foret,] F; -. L, P,R; - · · · W 
moribus:] F; -. L, P 
Poenas] .. . poenas W 
immerentes ... pietas] -, · · · -, s79 
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184 immerentem ... evertit] -, .. . -, P 
185 ille,] F, P; -" L 
198 eunti.] F; -: L, P 
198 tuam] P, R; tua L, F, W 
199 intelligant] -, S79 
202 saltem, te] -"-, S79 
207 sanciam] F, P, R; sauciam L 
210 Credare] Credere S79 
214 negligit.] -: P798 
215 praesidii,] F, P, R; -" L; praesidi, W (legendum in R) 
217 admonet ... iudice.] -, ... -: P 
218 consilii] consili W (legendum in R) 
219 obnubilat:] - , F79 
221 tum ens.] F, R; timens. L; - , P 
232 adv_ersarios:] -, P 
233 veneno:] -, P 
234 Opprimere.] F; -: L, P 
247 agmina:] F; -" L; -, P 
255 sui.] F, P; -" L 
260 ipsi, mobilis famae] F; -: - -, L; -: - -" P 
261 monet,] F, P; -" L 
265 superbi,] -" P 
268 ille] F, P; -, L 
269 obsistere.] -: P 
272 lubet:] ed.; -, L, P; -. F 
274 manus,] F, P; -: L 
275 sanguinis:] F, P; -. L 
282 mentes!] F, P, R; -? L 
283 Degimus] -, P 
284 vitae!] F,P; -? L 
285 pudor] F, P; -, L 
286 coelat .. . umbra:] F, P; -, ... -, L 
287 quieta,] F; -: L, P 
293 AEtnaeis . . . caminis] F, P; aethnaeis ... caminis, L 
295 favillam] F, P; -, L 
296 Aamma Vesevum] F, R; Flamma ve saevvm L (indeterminate 

spacing); Flammave sevvm P 
297 hunc ... ultionis] P; -, ... -, L; - ... -, F 
299 truci . . . veritatem] F, P; -, ... -, L 
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301 
302 
302 
304 
304 
307 
309 
315 
318 
326 
336 
337 
339 
340 
346 
351 
354 
355 
356 
359 
360 
363 
364 
365 
370 
371 
373 
376 
382 
383 
385 
390 
395 
397 
400 
401 
401 
403 
404 

tanti genitrix, cupido] P, R; -, -" Cupido, L; - -" - F 
tumefacta] tu me facta S79 
fastu,] F; -: L, P 
Splendida] A78, F79, S79, P , R; Spendida L, F78 
honesti:) F, P; -. L 
ratione,] -" P 
pudorque:) F;-" L; -, P 
curas,] -" S79 
Monstra, . . . antro,] F; -, ... -. L, P79A; -" . .. -, P79B 
luporum,] P; -: L, F 
Celat: . .. tenui] F; - • ... -, L; -, ... - P 
virtus,] -" P 
Vendit,) F; -: L, P 
aurae:) F, P; - . L 
sentis.] -: S79 
grege,) -" P 
sinas,] F. P; -. L 
existimes.] -: S79 
hie . . . se] F; -, ... -. L, P 
velo ... flagitia] F, P; -, ... -, L 
purpuratis] F, P; -, L 
terra . .. torum,) F, P; -, . . . -" L 
poterit is) F; - , -, L, P 
amiculum, ... vides:] P; - : ... -. L, F 
obstat) P; -, L, F 
bono:] P; -, L, F 
perdere.] -: P 
nil] nihil A78, P. R 
tuenti,] -" P 
perdito,] -" A78 
satagit.] F, P; -: L 
victoria.] -: P 
Ni fallor] (- -) P 
ipse) F, P; - , L 
est?] F79, R; -. L, F78, P 
te.] - . . . R 
abis?] F, W; -. L, P; -: R 
os ut ante]-, - -, P 
Regina inulta] F79, R; -, multa L, F78, P 

405 
407 
413 
415 
417 
418 
422 
426 
433 
433 
437 
442 
449 
452 
453 
456 
458 
459 
461 
463 
466 
472 

475 
475 
475 
477 
480 
481 
482 
483 
486 
489 
491 
494 
497 
499 
501 
505 

S~ Herodes.] -. Ioannes. Chorus. P, R 
putes,] P; -" L, F 
reum:] P; - . L, F 
sit,]-" F 
concionibus] concinionibus A78 
Vulgusque,] -" P79B 
suo,] F, P79B; -: L, P79A 
quiescere:] F; -. L, P 
Ac] acF 
parum] F, P; -, L 
fremit,] F; -. L; -: P 
tibi.] F, P; -: L 
videtur.] -, S79 
Olim,] -" P79B 
Tu,]-" P79B 
Severitatis] F, P; -, L 
esse. Vives] -. vives F79; -: vives p 
militum,] F; -: L; -" P 
fides.] -, S79 
credere,] -" P 
patrum,] -" P79B 
Facio, doceove. Non]-,-. non F78; 
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-, -, non F79; -"-.Non P79B 
possent] F, P, R; possem L 
regi] F; -, L, P 
Deo,]-: P 
improvidos:] F; -, L, P 
vos, .. . vetustis,] -" . .. -, F; -" .. . -" p 
Nee . .. millibus,] F79; Nee ... -" L, F78; nee ... -, p 
me] F79, P; -, L, F78 
Ista,]-" p 
colam,)-" P 
index ... prodeat,] F; -, ... -: L; - .. . -: p 
negavi] F, P; -, L 
utinam ... foret] F· - - L- - "P 
futura:] -. F ' ' '· · · ' ' · · · -
liberius,] -" F 
bonique, ... consule.] -" ... -: p 
obtinet.] F, P; -, L 
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508 
510 
521 
524 
531 
537 
538 
539 
541 
542 
542 
553 
554 
555 
557 
558 
563 
564 
565 
566 
568 
570 
571 
577 
582 
583 
584 
586 
588 
593 
597 
598 
599 
600 

603 
606 
612 
617 

coelestia.] -: P 
regibus,] -: P 
Nae,]-" P 
sit & anxia,] F; -, - -" L, P 
libere:] F, P; -. L 
maxime] F79; -, L, F78, P 
premunt.] F; -: L, P 
plebs:]-, P 
imperandum.] -"P 
prophetam] Prophetam F 
offendero:] F, P; -. L 
videlicet] F, P; -, L 
nuptias,] -" P 
os:] -. F 
sceptra] F, P; -, L 
induet. lam]-: iam P 
Veterem . .. provocas,] F, P; -, ... -" L 
secundo,] -" P 
gratiam non negligam.] F; -, - -. L;-" - -: P 
postponcre] post ponere S79 
quaestiones] F, P; -, L 
sciat] scia F79 
leges] F; -, L, P 
aequor.] F; -, L, P79A; -: P79B 
opibus] F; -, L, P 
extinxti ... revellens,] -, ... -, L, P; -" ... -: F 
inseres:] - ? P79B 
parato.] -: F 
duxit:] -. F, P79B 
nostro,] F, P; -" L 
dilectum?] F, R; -! L, P 
hosti?] F, R; -. L; -! P 
iacet,] -: P 
Fraus ... aula.] F; -, . . . -. L; -, ... -: P 

(comma after Fraus uninked in P79B) 
ense tyranni,] 1609 Plantin (# 20), R (subs.);-,-" L, F, P 
gubemant:] -, F 
Rubro ... currus:] F; -, ... -. L; -" ... -. P 
Te]-,P 

623 
626 
628 
631 
635 
637 
640 
641 
642 
648 
654 
661 
662 
662 
665 
669 
672 
674 
675 
676 
677 
679 
680 
682 
685 
688 
690 
695 
700 
701 
706 
707 
708 
713 
723 
726 
728 
730 
730 

SE Malchus.] -. loannes. P, R 
velis.] F; -: L, P 
compotes.] F; -, L, p 
damnum.] F; -, L, P 
gregem,] F, P; -" L 
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cunctantibus:] F79 P · - l' -· F78· ? S79 
compescuit.] -: P ' '' ' ' ' '-. 
nihil,] F, P;-" L 
video,] F, P79A; -" L, P79B 
lumine:] F79, P; -, L, S79; -; F78 
dicamus.] F, P; -, L 
rabini] Rabini P79B 
Proceres.] -: p 
sol us] solis F 
Doleo.] -" S79 
abnuunt?] F, P; -! L 
sibi:] F; -, L, P 
verget.] -, S79 
petent.J F, P; -, L 
collocem:J F; -, l, P 
parabo] F, P; -, L 
potest.] F, P; -, l 
constantiam,] -" P79B 
est,] F; -" L, P 
Renuet,] F; -" L, P 
reconciliavero,] -. S79 
ipse, opinor,] F79;-" -, L, F78, p 
arbiter!]-. F79 
ultro, ... immutabili.] F; -, . .. -, L;-" ... -, A78, p 
tuo] F, P; -. L 
Diana] A78, F, P; diana L 
lampade.J-" S79 
sive coelo, seu solo,] F, P, R; sine - , - - " L 
decuit] F; -, L, P 
aspicit,] F; -" L, p 
mobilis:] P; -, l, F 
scientia,] -: P79B 
tlexu] tluxu P79B 
abstrahic.] F; -, L, P 
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731 
732 
734 
735 
735 
738 
741 
742 
748 
749 
750 
756 
757 
757 
761 
769 
769 
776 
780 
784 
786 
790 
793 
796 
797 
802 
803 
808 
810 
811 
815 
816 
819 
820 
830 
830 
831 
831 
834 

Viduae] F; -, L, P 
pauperem:] F, P; -. L 
ira.] -, S79 
At] AdP79A 
rabini] Rabini P 
collegii,1 F, P; -" L 
fugit.] F; -, L; -: P 
legendum,] -" S79 
deglubitis:] F; -. L, P 
vestit: ... sedat,] F; -: ... -: L; -, . · · -, P 

· · ] F · L· . - - p Caro .... non pasc1!Js, ; -: . · · - - . , -. · · · . '"-" 
potius, ista] 1609 Plantin (# 20), R;-" -, L, F, P, - W 
SP om.] P; Malchus. L, F 
nequeo] neque F78 
te,]-" F79 
ni] in L 
tibi?] W; -. L, F, P, R 
es, oro,] F; -" -" L, P 
propheta] Proheta F79 
parate,] -. S79 
se,] -" S79 
essem.] -, F78; -: F79 
Eludit!] P,R;-? L,F 
miraculo.] F, W; -? L, P, R 
est!] F, P, R; -, L 
decipis nos.] - -, F79; - -: P; -, -. S79 
via.]-, P 
sanctimoniam] -. S79 
simplicis:] F; -, L, P 
opes,] F, P; -" L 
fastigia,] F79, P, R; -" L, F78 
Rerum] F79, P,R; -, L, F78 
parens.] F; -" L; -, P 
Famae] F; -, L, P (weakly printed) 
rabinos] Rabinos P 
procacibus:] F, P; -, L 
Et]-, F 
nos] non A78 
lumina.] -: P79B 

838 absinthio.] F; -, L, P 
840 emplasmatis.] F79, P; -, L, F78 
841 mala] F; -, L, P 
852 impiae,] -. S79 
854 arguit.] F; -, L, P 
862 vapulat!] F, W; -. L, P, R 
862 SE Malchus.] -. Chorus. Regina. P, R 
864 ambitu.] F; -, L, P 
865 gratiae] gratia A78, P 
866 auram, lenitatis imagine]-" - -, W 
872 Litare .... leniter] F; - .... leviter L; 
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-: ... leviter, P; -: ... leviter R 
875 volebat, callide.] F; -, -, L; -. - . P (perhaps broken type) 
877 mutua.] F, P; -, L 
878 approbat, sibi vendicant:] A78, F, P;-" - -: L 
880 industriam.] F, P; -, L 
884 suum.] F, P; -, L 
888 probaverit,] F79, P; -: L, F78 
890 calet] cales S79 
892 sennonibus.] F78, P; -, L; -: F79 
896 salve,] F, P; -" L 
898 Malche.] F, P; Malce, L 
899 animum, ut arbitror,] F, P;-" - - "L 
900 Fortasse.] F79; -, L, F78; -: P 
900 sit,] F, P; - "L 
900 apertius.] P; -? L, F 
905 sit)-, P 
906 natalibus,] -" F79 
908 est:] F, P; -, L 
913 aut, .. . suas] F, P, R; -" ... tuas L 
919 Erras.)-" P79A (or, uninked) 
922 aget,J -" F 
926 beneficio,] -: P 
929 iniuriam:] F, P;-" L 
932 mortalibus.] F; -, L; -: P 
933 patraris, . .. peril:] F; -" -, L, P 
934 patraris, ... obliviscitur.] F; -" ... -, L; -" ... -. P 
938 puta.] F; -, L, P79A; -: P79B 
945 ere,] F; - -" L, P; ere, S79 
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946 
947 
952 
958 
959 
960 
961 
963 
964 
969 
972 
975 
977 
978 
986 
993 
995 
998 
999 
1002 
1003 
1004 
1005 
1006 
1007 
1009 
1011 
1017 
1021 
1027 
1029 
1046 
1049 
1050 
1054 
1056 
1056 
1060 
1061 

facile,] F; -" L, P 
praemoneto,] -. P79B 
risui?] R; -. L, F, P 
importunitas.] F; -, L, P 
preces,] F, P; -: L 
monitis, ... iurgiis:] F; -: . .. -, L; -, . . . -, P 
modis.] -,P 
dolos.] F; -, L, P, S79 
sententia,] F; -" L, P 
pium.] F, P; -, L 
nefaria:] F, P; -, L 
minas.] F, P; -, L 
Unum. tot) -: - F 
necem.] F, P; -, L 
metu] -, P 
insuperabili,] -: P 
indomitam] indomita A78, P 
miserrimo.] -? P 
fores.] -, A78 
Incolumitati, .. . sinit, tuae] F, P; -" ... -" -, L 
dolos) -: R (-" . . -" _. . _ _. w 
Occulte .... funt,] -: ... -, F; - .. .. -. P, · · · · R, , · · · , 
aula.] -: F 
dicere.] F; -, L, P 
SE loannes.] -, Chorus. R 
mali?]-. P 
cesset,] -" F79 (indistinct) 
Flecte.] - : P 
sanguine.]-: P; -, S79 
impotens,] F, P; -" L 
timere, pollicetur] F , P; -. Pollicetur L 
usum,] F, P;-" L 
propinqui,] F, P; -" L 
Lachrymae,] -" F 
munere.] F; -" L, P 
mortem:]-. F 
dies.] F, P; -, L 
domum] F, P; -, L 
mortuos.] F; -, L; -: P 

1062 mortalibus,] F, P; -: L 
1063 transitus.] F, P; -, L 
1064 patrum:] -, P 
1073 liber e] libere S79 
1077 undis, ... solo,] F; -: ... -: L, P 
1078 vices,] -: P 
1083 fomitem:] F, P; -, L 
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1087 Non, . .. Caucasus] F; -" ... caucasus L;-" ... Caucasus P 
1088 tempestatibus,] F, P; -" L 
1089 caloribus,) F; -" L, P 
1096 nil, opinor,] F; -" -" L, P 
1099 portus,) -" F79 
1101 votum:) F; -, L, P 
1110 ] F, P, R; fndentation marking choral meter absent L 
1111 animos!; .. mori]F;-? ... -L;-! ... -,P 
1112 commeruit:) F, P; -, L 
1114 metu.) F, P; -, L 
1115 gnaviter improbi,] F, R, W (naviter); graviter-. L; graviter -, P 
1116 devia,] -: P 
1119 habet:) F, P; -, L (perhaps .) 
1120 beatior.] F; -: L, P 
1128 Cerberi) F, P; cerberi L 
1130 malis, hinc ... bonis,) F; -: Hine ... -: L; -: - ... -: P 
1131 pectora) -, F 
1132 sequi.) F, P; -, L 
1136 claudis,) F; -: L, P 
1137 amabilem:) - , P 
1138 increpat,] F, P; -: L 
1140 territat,) F, P; -: L 
1141 obsidet,] F; -: L, P 
1144 felix] F, P, R; Felix L 
1145 obruit,) F; -: L, P 
1147 inanibus:] F; -, L; -. P 
1149 possidet,) F, P; -. L 
1150 dies,] F, P; -: L 
1151 funeris,] F, P; -: L 
1153 domus,] F, P; -! L;-" W 
1154 amabilis,) F, P; -" L 
1163 expleat:) F; -. L, P 
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1167 prodidit,] F, P79B; -. L, P79A 
1169 misere, ... gerat,] F; -, ... -. L, P79A; -" ... -. P79B 
1171 spoponderat] F, P; sposponderat L 
1173 feret,] -: P 
1175 invidia necis,] F; -, -" L, P 
1176 vertet, ut reor, libens:] F;-" - -" -, L; -" - -" -: P 
1179 Pensabo. turpe] F; - , - L; - . Turpe P 
1180 inultos] P79B, R; multos, L, F, P79A 
1182 spes,] -" A78 
1183 urit:] F, P; -, L 
1186 sint,)-" F79 
1187 firma,] F, R; -: L, P,-" W 
1188 mei,] -" A78 
1189 tuo,] -: F 
1195 es.] -" P79B 
1197 tibi virgo] -, -, P 
1205 Prius,] F, P; -" L 
1217 tota opinor] -, -, P 
1219 munera.]-" A78 
1220 regi] -, P 
1222 Falleris.] F; -: L, P 
1227 utile.] -: P79A 
1230 pendet.] F; -, L, P 
1231 saluti,] -" P 
1235 moenibus,]-" A78 
1236 omnibus.] F, P; -, L 
1240 patravit,] F; -" L, P 
1243 fide:] F, P; -, L 
1244 ilia ... consulet,] F; - ... -" L; -, ... -, P 
1245 At]-, P 
1245 sua] P, R; tua L, F 
1250 regum,] -" P 
1252 ne quid] F, P, R; nequid L 
1253 vestro] -, P 
1254 Dignum,) -" P 
1259 ludibrio.] F; -, L; -: P 
1262 aequa,]-" P 
1264 turres,]-" A78 
1265 arces,] F, P; -" L 

1268 Quam] Quern P, R; quam W 
1273 dextras.] F, P; -, L 
1276 lapisque:] F, P; -, L 
1280 precatur:] F, P; -, L 
1281 dominus] -, S79 
1282 vetusti.] F, P; -, L 
1283 Te] Ve S79 
1284 tribunal:] F, P; -, L 
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1288 Poena, non mendax nisi fallor] -, - -, - -, P79A; 

1290 terrae,] F; -" L, P 
1291 plebis] F; -, L, P 

-" - -, - -, P79B;-" - -, - -R 

1294 poenas. quibus intumescis,] F, R; -, - -" L, P 
1298 tuus: alta qua]-. - quae F 
1299 Solomonis] S79; solomontis L; Solomontis F, P 
1299 aedes,] F; -" L, P 
1300 colonus.] F, P; -, L 
1306 profanam.] F, P; -, L 
1317 prophetae,] F, P; -" L 
1322 petiverit?] F, P, R; -. L 
1326 emarcuit:] F, P; -. L 
1328 silentio.] -! F, R (-. W) 
1330 negas?] F, P, R; -. l 
1334 putant,] F; -: L, P 
1337 miserum:] -. F 
1339 bene.] F; -: L, P 
1345 Ominibus] F79, P79A, R; Omnibus L, F78, P79B 

(See Commentary) 
1347 omnia.] F, P; -, L 
1348 nos, opinio .. . trahunt,] F; -" -, . .. -" L; -"-" ... -, P 
1350 mergit:] P; -, l; -; F 
1351 necat:] F, P; -. L 
1353 Deus,] -: P 
1354 indies] in dies P, S79 (indistinct), R 
1355 molestiis:] F;-" l; -. P 
1356 aliud] F; -, L, P 

.J 
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3 bestow'd] Peck; bestowed 
7 Fane] Peck; Fame 
20 Reigns] ed.;-, 
34 arise:] ed.;-" (See Commentary) 
37 God] Peck; God, 
51 reduc'd) Brown (subs.); reduced 
55 he, puffd] Peck; he past 
64 insolence,] Peck;-. 
89 Rites] Peck; Ritts 
96 reproaches;] Peck;-, 
100 free.] Peck;-, 
104 obedience,] Peck; -" 
105 cast.] Brown; -, 
106 vulgar, if they erre,] Peck (subs.); -" - - are" 
111 Garn . . .. found) Peck; Garn. And why? blind ignorance and want 
-12 of skill. / Maleh. Because rashnesse and error commonly are found 
117 shepheards?] Peck;-. 
127 Maleh.] Peck (subs.); Mlach. 
139 orders] Peck (subs.);-, 
141 suppose] Peck;-, 
143 Arms;] Peck (subs.); -, 
144 advanc'd] Peck; advanced 
149 spirit--] Peck;-. 
151 --This] ed.; This 
152 punish'd) Brown (subs.); punished (See Historical Collation) 
161 unlearn'd] Peck; unlearned 
161 young;] ed.;-, 

471 
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172 
194 
199 
200 
200 
203 
224 
230 
231 
235 
241 
243 
246 
248 
249 
250 
259 
271 
271 
273 
274 
274 
280 
291 
291 
303 
307 
309 
313 
323 
326 
326 
327 
330 
340 
342 
350 
360 
36(, 

heaven,] Peck; ,.,I\ 

SD] Peck 
lawfull,] See Commentary 
advis'd] Peck; advised 
words] Peck;-, (See Commentary) 
he ingrate] See Commentary 
names;] Peck (subs.);-, 
augment;] Peck (subs.); -, 
feign, ... ears] Peck; -A • • • -, 

feign'd] Peck; feigned 
adom'd] Peck; adorued 
preferrd,] Peck; -A 
Would bear themselves:] Peck (subs.); and - - -, 
withstand] Peck; with-/ stand 
conceal'd] Peck; concealed 
himself.] Peck (subs.);-, 
SD] Peck 
headlong] Peck; healdong 
estuates] Peck; estautes 
about,] Brown; -A 

Or,] G.B. Evans; -A 

Vesevus] Peck; Vesveus (See Commentary) 
colour'd] Peck; coloured 
inner] Peck; in ner 
parts,] Brown; -A 

Basalisk] See Commentary 
sounds]/rom Peck; sound 
Counterfeit] Peck; Counterfeit 
obscured,] See Commentary 
decayes] Peck; debayes 
another] Peck; ano- / 
yeare,] Peck; ,.,I\ 

threaten;] Peck (subs.);-, 
rout?] Peck; root/\ 
water,] Peck; -A 

Scepter] Brown (subs.); Serpent 
quiet] Peck; queit 
rais'd] Peck; raised 
rais'd?] raised/\ (See Commentary) 

361 
364 
369 
372 
374 
375 
377 
394 
395 
395 
403 
408 
409 
419 
419 
420 
423 
432 
434 
441 
445 
449 
458 
460 
462 
466 
469 
470 
477 
477 
478 
480 
481 
487 
488 
498 
507 
510 
511 

Princes] Peck (subs.);-, 
equity:] Peck (subs.);-, 
night.] Peck;-, 
bum] Peck;-, 
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ravish'd . .. fir'd) Brown (subs.); ravished . . . fire 
ambiguous] Peck; ambigous 
SD] Peck (subs.) 
SD] Peck (subs.) 
Ha,] Brown;-. 
Shee] Peck; shee 
punish'd;] Peck; punshed, 
unskill'd] Peck; unskilled 
deceivest,] Peck (subs.); receivest 
madman-like] Peck; madmen like us 
endur'd] Peck; endured 
reinsittest] See Commentary 
Seeing] Peck; seing 
Wherewith] Peck; where-/ with 
slow] Peck; flow 
one] Peck; own 
Know] ed.; Nor 
utter'd) Peck; uttered 
renown'd] Peck; renowned 
atchiev'd] Peck; atchieved 
evermore] Peck; ever-/ more 
necessary;] Peck (subs.); - , 
utter'd) Peck; uttered 
rayl'd] Peck; rayled 
vices;] Peck (subs.);-, 
ask'd) Peck; asked 
I] See Commentary 
utterly] Peck; utthrly 
them] Peck; ihem 
produc'd] Peck; produced 
contemn'd] Peck; contemned 
beleev'd] Peck; beleeved 
what] Peck; whas 
up!] Peck; - , 
I] Peck; I (See Commentary) 
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513 oblig'd] Peck; obliged 618 forsake] Peck; for sake 
515 prescrib'd] Peck; prescribed 621 despis'd] Peck; despised 
529 proclaime:] Brown (subs.);-" 622 predomanant] See Commentary 
532 contended--] Peck;-" 626 they] Peck; they they 
532 SD] Peck (line 534) 628 deserving:] Peck; -" 
537 perceive,] Peck; -" 630 people.] Peck (subs.); -, 
537 understand] Peck; underdand 637 overwhelm'd) Peck; overwhelmed 
538 glasse;] Peck (subs.);-, 647 lose;] Peck (subs.);-" 
541 overwhelm'd] Peck; overwhelmed 652 Nor] Brown; not 
545 vex'd] Peck; vexed 653 danger) Peck; dangOr 
546 besieg'd] Peck; besieged 654 us] Peck; ns 
548 whatsoever] Peck; what-/ soever 655 bewitch'd] Peck; bewitched 
552 forc'd] Peck; forced 655 rediculous] See Commentary 
558 hate;] Peck (subs.);-, 657 Pharisees] Peck;-, 
559 compell'd] Peck; compelled 658 all wayes] Peck; alwayes 
563 provide;] Peck (subs.);-, 660 Gaol] Brown; Goal 
565 selfe;] Peck (subs.); -, 661 allay'd] Peck; allayed 
566 foolish] Peck; soolish 662 report] Peck; redort 
570 confinn] Peck; conffnn 663 And] Peck; and/ and 
572 appcas'd] Peck; appeased 663 crimes,] Peck;-" 
574 redresse.] Peck;-, 664 thoughts] Peck; thoguhts 
577 unpunish'd] Peck; unpunished 664 avail;] Peck (subs.); -, 
581 rul'd] Peck; ruled 669 eminent unworthy death] See Commentary 
582 down;] Peck (subs.); - , 681 bestow'd] Peck; bestowed 
584 quench'd] Peck; quenched 682 inclin'd] Peck; inclined 
590/ 687 How] Peck; how 
591] See Commentary 688 The] Peck (subs.); the 
594 me:] Peck (subs.);-, 696 Orders] Peck (subs.);-, 
596 SD] Peck 699 Ile] Peck (subs.); ile 
598 adom'd] Peck; adorned 699 ay] Peck; I 
602 fame] Peck; flame 700 Shall] Peck; shall 
605 their] Peck;-, 712 GAMALIELS] Peck; GAMALIES 
606 abolish'd] Peck; abolished 716 think;] Peck; -" 
606 extirp'd,] Peck; ex-/ extirped" 720 it] Peck; If 
607 prepard] Peck (subs.); to prepard 723 reconcil'd] Peck; reconciled 
608 counsell] Peck; couusell 730 make, judge] make" voyd, judge 
610 Atmies;] Peck (subs.) ; -, 733 their] Peck; there 
611 Art] Peck; art 748 love,) Peck;-. 
617 Wilt] Peck; wilt 756 and] Peck (subs.); aud 
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759 the] Peck; rbe 898 inclos'd] Peck; inclosed 

776 others] Peck; othes 930 enrag'd] Peck; enraged 

784 mute;] ed; -, 937 bot,] Peck; -; 

787 The] Peck; the 939 SD] ed. 

788 flee] See Commentary 947 afflicts] Peck; afflict 

789 doth] Brown; dot 960 scatter'd] Peck; scattered 

796 bear,] Peck; -" 961 unreveng'd] Peck; unrevenged 

796 command] Peck; -, 964 inclinde.] Peck; -, 

798 longer.--] Peck;-, 966 spirits] See Commentary 

810 joyn'd] Peck; joyned 966 thinks] Peck; think 

814 them!] Peck; -, 974 whose] Peck; Whose 

815 Why,] Brown;-" 975 reverence? Wrath] Peck;-, wrath 

815 flock?] Peck;-. 976 allaid;] Peck (subs.); -, 

817 alone.] Peck;-, 980 perisb'd] Peck; perished 

819 endu'd] Peck; endued 981 you] Peck; your 

820 promis'd] Peck; promised 989 bate;] Peck (subs.); -, 

823 no] See Commentary 991 believe] Peck; -, 

826 I] See Commentary 992 but] Peck; But 

826 on] Peck; one 994 your] Peck; you 

833 though] Peck; thougo 999 What] Peck; -, 

835 circumstances;] Brown (subs.);-, 1001 you] Peck; your 

839 is!] Brown;-, 1011 wals;] Peck (subs.); -, 

840 punish'd] Peck; punished 1012 finisb'd] Brown (subs.); finished 

844 Acts,]-" (slight impression of punctuation) 1012 dispatch'd] Peck; dispatched 

850 astray] See Commentary 1020 deceit;] Peck (subs.); -, 

851 thee ... return.] Peck;-, .. . -, 1021 resolv'd, untill] Peck; -" -, 

856 obtain'd] Peck; obtained 1022 SD] Peck 

857 appear'd] Peck; appeared 1027 Joyn'd] Peck; Joyned 

858 discover'd] Peck; discovered 1029 Supported] Peck; snpported 

859 contemn'd] Peck; contemned 1042 with] Peck; wib 

862 men] See Commentary 1047 SD] from Peck (See Historical Collation line 1048) 

866 mee. For] Peck (subs.);-, for 1068 friends.] Peck; -, 

871 learn'd] Peck; learned 1071 long;] Peck (subs.); -" 

875 SD] Peck 1073 resist;] Peck (subs.); -, 

876 mourn] Peck; muorn 1077 Say] Peck; say 

878 neglect,] Peck (subs.); -" 1079 repugnant.] Peck; -, 

881 SD] Peck 1079 earthly,] Peck; -" 

888 torment] Peck; torments 1104 Orphans?] Peck; -. 

897 secrets;] Brown (subs.); -, 1142 live.] Peck (subs.); -, 
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1143 its] Peck; it's 
1175 SD] ed. 
1177 Of] Peck; of 
1178 dye;] Peck (subs.);-, 
1211 mad] Peck; made (See Commentary) 
1214 besot,] Peck; ...A 

1226 Country,] Brown;-" 
1241 feare;] Peck (subs.);-, 
1249 Herods] Peck (subs.); Horods 
1262 SP] Peck. (subs.) 
1263 fear] Peck;-, 
1265 witnesses;] Peck (subs.); -, 
1280 wrath?] Peck;-. (perhaps: or?) 
1302 away;] Peck (subs.);-, 
1305 otherwise,] Peck;-; 
1321 Release] Peck; release 
1323 warre!] ed.;-? 
1334 advice] Peck;- , 
1335 aske,] Peck; ...A 

1338 advis'd] Peck; advised 
1343 Sith .. . deny,] Peck (subs.); sith ... ...A 

1350 SD] Peck 
1351 dignity,] Peck; ...A 

1354 and] Peck (subs.); aud 
1356 SD] Peck 
1361 Unhappy] Peck; unhappy 
1366 exercise;] Peck (subs.); -, (perhaps; in St. Andrews copy) 
1368 deceits;] Peck (subs.);-, 
1375 stone;] Peck (subs.);-, 
1390 Insolent] Peck; in silent 
1390 victor-like;] Brown; - - -, 
1397 respit,] Peck; -" (perhaps ,) 
1403 amove] Peck; a-/ move 
1417 matter] See Historical Collation 
1419 him?] Peck;-. 
1424 decay'd] Peck; decayed 
1427 Why] Peck; why 
1427 Cease] Peck; cease 
1434 life.] Peck; -, 

1436 miserable;] ed.; -, 
1443 crosse.] Peck;-, 
1445 Countreys] Peck (subs.); Countrey 
1448 utter'd) Peck; uttered 
1453 sea;] Indistinct pointing 
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1458 diseases] Peck; Diseases (See Historical Collation) 
1461 continual!] Peck; contiuall 
1465 SD]from Peck (Exit.) 



Historical Collation: Tyrannicall-Government Anatomized 

The Historical Collation records differences in substantives and semi-
substantives between the present edition and three earlier editions, T, P, 
and B. See "Editorial Procedure" for Tyrannicall-Government Anatomized 
for the principles of this collation. 

T Tyrannical/-Government Anatomized. London, 1642[43] 

Press-Variants 

Sheet D (inner forme) 
Corrected: H (14496.75), OH 
Uncorrected: PEN, L(2), COL, 0, C, NLS (2), MCG, A, F, OH, HUN (2), 
MIT (Stirling Library's M10112-12070:77) 
Sig. D2 

-tffl matt<*] maHeF I 'f-l ?- tnat-te..r J rnoste r 

For the key to abbreviations and locations of uncolllated copies, see the 
Table of Editions and Translations. 

P Francis Peck. Baptistes: A Sacred Dramatic Poem, in Defence of 
Liberty. In The New Memoirs of the Life and Poetical Works of Mr. 
John Milton. London, 1740, pp. 305-505. 
(Copy: Harvard College Library) 

B J. T. T. Brown. "An English Translation of George Buchanan's 
Baptistes Attributed to John Milton." In George Buchanan: 
Glasgow Quatercentenary Studies 1906. Ed. George Neilson. 
Glasgow: James Maclehose and Sons, 1907, pp. 61 -173. 
(Copy: Harvard College Library) 

481 
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SD Stage Direction 
SE Stage Entry/ Scene Division 
SP Speech-prefix 
om. Notln 
" Absence of punctuation 

Title-page] BAPTISTES: / A SACRED DRAMA TIC/ POEM,/ In 
DEFENCE of/ LIBERTY:/ AS,/ Written in Latin, by Mr. GEORGE 
BUCHANAN:/ Translated into English, by Mr. JOHN MIL TON: And/ 
First published in 1641. BY ORDER OF THE HOUSE OF COMMONS./ 
--Upon such Sacrifices I The Gods themselves throw Incense.--/ 
Shakespeare's K. Lear. Vol. V. p. 207. / LONDON: Printed MDCC, XL. P 

Second title-page om.] BAPTISTES: /A/ SACRED DRAMA TIC POEM. 
P (before the epistle, p. 297) 

Epistle] om. T, B; P supplies its own translation 

Argument om.] P supplies an argument (p. 300) 

The Collocutors] [ The Persons.) P 

Location om.] [SCENE, The Court; all but part of the Fourth Act, where it 
changes to The Street before the prison.) 

Prologue) om. T, B; P supplies its own translation 

Title) BAPTISTES. P 

1 The first part.] [ ACT I. SCENE I.) P 
1 SE Malchus, Gamaliel, Rabines.] - [&) -, -: 

[CHORUS.) P 
4 uses:] - ? P, B 
7 Fane) P, B; Fame T 
9 posts:] -? P; -,-- B 
9 what ere] Whatere P, B 

11 
20 
32 
34 
37 
37 
42 
51 
54 
55 
56 
64 
67 
74 
76 
89 
96 
101 
104 
106 
109 
111 
-12 

116 
117 
139 
141 
149 
151 
152 
152 
-55) 

154 
159 
160 
161 

exhausts,)-. B 
in) o'er B 
when out alas,)-, - -! P; - -, -! B 
arise:) ed.;-" T, P; -. B 
Levite] - ; P; -, B 
God) P, B; -, T 
Then) Than B 
reduc'd) B; reduced T; seduc'd P 
Cities,] -" P; - . B 
he, puffd) P; he past T; he, past B 
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Through the madnesse] Through madnesse P 
insolence,) P, B; -. T 
expired] expir'd P, B 
slake] slack B 
actions.) -? P 
Rites) P, B; Ritts T 
reproaches;] P, B; -. T 
that] though P 
obedience,] P, B; -" T 
vulgar, if they erre,] P, B;-" - - are T 
wicked]-. P, B 

Garn . ... found] P, B; Garn. And why? blind ignorance and 
want of skill. Malchus. Because rashnesse and error commonly are 
found T 
thrung] throng P, B 
shepheards?) P, B; - . T 
orders] order's P, B; -. T 
that] when P 
spirit--) P; - . T; -! B 
--This] "This T, P, B 
punish'd] B; punished T, P 

Pee~ ends verses at unmeet (153), pious is (154), desert (155), 
leavrng as a half-line: "ls impious piety." (155) (lineation) 
To put] [MALCHUS,] to put p 
wit?] -,--8 
old,) --- B 
young;] ed.; -. T, P; -? B 
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180 gaine.] -? P 
193 SD om.] [To Malchus.] P (before Gamaliel) 
194 SD/ SE therefore; [Exit Mal.] but) therefore--[Exit Malchus.] I 

[SCENE II. CHORUS & GAMALIEL.]--But P; om. T, B 
199 lawfull,]-" P, B 
200 him]-, P, B 
200 words] P, B; -,T 
203 he ingrate] - , -! P; -, -, B 
211 and] or P 
222 Lyes] Lye P 
223 What ere] Whatere P, B 
224 names;]-, T; -! P; - . B 
230 augment;] -. T; -! P; -. B 
231 worse . .. ears] - [a counselor I As he is always weak of mind, but 

full I Of barb'rous cruelty;] .. . -" P 
241 adom'd] P, B; adorned T 
243 preferrd,] P, B;-" T 
246 Would] P, B; and would T 
246 themselves:)-. P; -; B; -. T 
248 withstand] P, B; with-/ stand T 
250 himself.] P, B; -. T 
251 condition] discretion P 
255 those] these B 
259 SD Exit.] P; om. T, B 
259 SE om.] [SCENE III.) P; 
263 away?] -! P; -. B 
270 wrath) weakly printed tin several copies 
271 headlong) P; healdong T; head long B 
271 estuates) P, B; estautes T 
272 vapours] vapour P 
273 about,] B;-" T; -; P 
274 Or,] G.B. Evans;-" T, P, B 
286 Faith of the)Justice, o' th' P 
291 inner) P, B; inner T 
291 parts,] B; -" T; -; P 
293 those] these B 
297 hored] hoary P; 'horred B 
300 deep shining] deep-shining P 
304 long lasting] long-lasting P 
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307 So sounds] B; So sound T; Sounds P 
308 Hyenaes] [PHARIAN) Hy[a]enae's P 
309 Counterfeit] Counterfeit P, B 
313 obscured, lyes]-"-, P, B 
321 The second Part.] [ACT. II. SCENE I.] p 
321 SE Queen, Herod.] QUEEN, HEROD, [GUARDS.] p 
323 decayes] P, B; debayes T 
326 Breath] Breath[e) P, B 
326 another] P, B; ano- / T 
326 yeare,] P; -" T; --- B 
328 surveyes,) -. P; -; B 
330 rout?] P, B; root" T 
340 water,) P, B; -" T 
342 a Scepter!) a Serpent! T; to Sceptres? P; a sceptre? B; 
350 pleasant) present P 
359 rigour,]-? P 
360 rais'd?] ed.; -, P, B; raised" T 
361 Princes] Prince's P, B; -. T 
365 A farre) Afarre P, B 
369 night.] P ,B; -. T 
373 wasted] waste P 
374 ravish'd) B (subs.); ravished T; ravish P 
374 fir'd] B (subs.); fire T, P 
375 ambiguous] P, B; ambigous T 
375 joyn'd] joyn P 
376 Laws] law B 
377 SD/ SE John enters guarded.] [SCENE II. QUEEN, HEROD, 

JOHN guarded; CHORUS.) P; om. T, B 
380 erre, you shall] -. [then] - - P; -. you'll B 
380 And ... hear] And ... from him B (lineation) 
381 him much] him [himself] much P 
381 From . .. publisht:] Much more ... marvel B (lineation) 
382 Nor ... some] That there .. . gov'mment, B (lineation) 
383 That scorn .. . selfe) When ... lenity B (lineation) 
384 The wicked ... provoke. / much,) Provoke. . . . much, B 
-85 (lineation) 
393 yeeld much] must yeeld P 
394 cherish others) others cherish B 
394 SD Exit Queen.] P; om. T, B 
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394 
395 
395 
403 
409 
419 
420 
432 
434 
436 
441 
445 

445 
447 
459 
-60 
462 
466 
477 
478 
486 
486 
487 
497 
503 
510 
514 
515 
516 
529 
-30 
532 
532 
534 
535 
537 
538 
541 

SE om. ] [SCENE III. HEROD, JOHN, CHORUS, GUARDS.JP 
SH om.] Herod P, B 
Ha,] B; -. T; -! P 
punish'd) P, B; punshed T 
deceivest,] deceiv'st, P, B; receivest T 
madman-like, as] P, B; madmen like us, as T 
reinsittest] reincit'st P, B 
Wherewith] P, B; where-/ with T 
slow] P, B; flow T 
but] AndP 
one] P, B; own T 
tom; Know] tom, [& my own blood I Upon the ground seems let 
out.] No! P 
Know] ed.; Nor T, B; No! P; Now G. B. Evans 
be able falsly] be[e'st) able fully P 
Not ... safe,] And thinke not in Gold-Ore or Military bands/ Thy 
Kingdom safe, P 
evermore] P, B; ever-/ more T 
necessary] P, B; - , T 
vices;] P, B; -. T 
I] they P, B 
ith] I' th' P; sith B 
meane time] meantime B 
thousand] thousand[s] P 
view,]-. P;-" B 
Creator,]-?-- P; -. B 
up!] P, B; -, T 
these] those P 
To ... you] To ... prescribed B (lineation) 
By .. hold] You ... hold B (lineation) 

proclaime: / To Kings,] B (subs.);-" to-, T; -, I - -" P 
contended--] P;-" T; -. B 
SD Exit John, guarded.] P (line 534); om. T, B 
SE om.] [SCENE IV. HEROD, CHORUS.] P 
SD om.] [Aside.] P 
perceive,) P, B; -" T 
into] unto P 
SD om.) [Aside.] P 

542 
548 
553 
/554) 
563 
563 
/564) 
565 
582 
590 
/591] 
596 
596 
602 
606 
607 
608 
610 
612 
617 
618 
626 
628 
630 

631 
637 
638 
640 
641 
642 
647 
652 
652 
657 
658 
660 
662 
663 

is,]-! B 
whatsoever] P, B; what-/ soever T 

[Ever just things in publick to profess,] P 
do then?] do? P 
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[Here is there any room at all for doubt?] P 
my selfe;] P; -, T; myself, B 
down;] -, T; -!-- P; -. B 

[All must be slighted to preserve my Crown.] P 
SD Exit.] P; om. T, B 
SE om.] [SCENE V.] P 
fame] P, B; flame T 
extirp'd,] P, B; ex-/ extirped" (beginning of small type) T 
prepard] P, B; to prepard T 
counsell] P, B; couusell T 
Armies;] -, T; -! P; -. B 
Nation,] - ? B 
Countrey.] -! P; T perhaps reads-: 
forsake] P, B; for sake T 
they] P, B; they they T 
deserving:] P (reads T as deserving), B;-" T (indistinct deserving) 
people. To] B; -, - T; -! ['Rise O parent best! I Both GOD & 
parent!] To P 
thy selfe] Thyself B 
humane] human B 
away,]-! P; -. B 
which ... view,] which it in down-going doth view B 
The third Part.] [ACT III. SCENE I.] P 
humane) human B 
lose;] P, B;-" T 
Nor go to fetch] B; not - - T; Not to go fetch P 
a farre] af arre P, B 
Pharisees] P, B; -, T 
all wayes] P, B; alwayes T 
Gaol] B; Goal T, P 
report] P, B; redort T 
And] P, B; and/ and T 
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663 
664 
664 
666 
669 
678 
686 
696 
699 
701 
702 
717 
724 
724 
728 
728 
728 
729 
729 
730 
731 
732 
733 
756 
757 
765 
769 
774 
779 
785 
785 
788 
788 
788 
789 
789 
790 
792 
792 

crimes,] P, B; -" T 
Nought ... thoughts] -, ... - , P, B 
avail;] P, B; -, T 
hath quaft] so - P 
death] deeds P, B 
Our selves] Ourselves B 
complain,]-? P, B 
Orders] P, B; -, T 
ay] P,B; IT 
my self) myself B 
my self) myself B 
my selfe] myself B 
SD om.] [Aside.] P 
comes,] - ?-- P 
Alone . . . hear] Alone and idle ... B (lineation) 
first] om. B 
SE om.] [SCENE IL MALCHUS, JOHN, CHORUS.] 
What .. . utters.] But I will . . . utters.-- B (lineation) 
grand Mr.] Grand-Master P, B (subs.) 
dost make, judge] - -" voyd, judge T, P ; [made, and] judge B 
What ere] Whatere P, B 
What ere] Whatere P, B 
their] P, B; there T 
and] P, B; aud T 
SD om.] [Aside.] P 
SD om.] [Aside.] P 
SD om.] you [to Malchus] P 
SD om.] [Aside.] P 
Tyth] Tythe P, B 
not:] -" P; - , B 
here]-,P 
your selves] yourselves B 
flee] flay P, B 
flocke,] -; P; -" B 
Wooll,]-;B 
doth] B; do[n]t P; dot T 
your selves] yourselves B 
SD om.] [Aside.] P 
mischiefe,] -! P, B 

796 
798 
814 
815 
815 
817 
821 
826 
830 
833 
/834] 
835 
839 
845 
850 
851 
860 
860 
862 
864 
865 
866 
868 
871 
875 
875 
881 
881 
888 
894 
897 
903 
903 
904 
913 
931 
937 
939 
942 

hear,] P, B; -" T 
longer.--] P, B; -, T 
them!] P, B; -, T 
Why,] B; -" T; -? P 
flock?] P, B; -. T 
alone.] P, B ; -, T 
a] that P 
on] P, B; one T 
levyed] levell'd P, B 
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[1nd up & down amongst you walketh daily.] p 
crrcumstances;] B; -, T; -?-- p 
is!] B; -, T; -?-- P 
thy selfe] thyself B 
astray]-, P, B 
thee] P, B; -, T 
conditions] condition B 
Reigns] Reins P, B 
men] manP 
that ... instructs] (- . . . -) p 
that ... beget] (- . .. -) p 
mee.] P; -, T; -: B 
Seeking] By seeking P, B 
learned] leam'd P, B 
SD Exit John.] om. T, B 
SE om.] [SCENE III. MALCHUS, CHORUS.] p 
SD Exit.] P; om. T, B 
SE om. ] [SCENE IV.] p 
torment] P; torments T, B 
so ever] soever P 
secrets;] B; -, T; -! p 
The fourth part] [ACT IV. SCENE I.]. p 
SE Malchus, Chorus, Herodias.] MALCHUS, CHORUS. p 
SH om.] MALCHUS. P 
did] would P 
Tyger] Tygress P 
hot,] P, B; - ; T 
SD Queen enters.] ed.; om. T, P, B 
SE om.] [SCENE II. QUEEN, MALCHUS, CHORUS!] p (after 
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944 
947 
954 
-56) 

966 
966 
975 
976 
977 
981 
994 
999 
1001 
1006 

1007 
1011 
1012 
1018 
1022 
1022 
1047 
1048 
1048 
1048 
1049 
1075 
1092 
1100 
1104 
1114 
1125 
1126 

1129 
1138 
1139 

hazard.) 
doe] do'stP 
afflicts] P, B; afflict T 

Teach ... remedy./ Within ... wrath,/ As ... stock,/ Your ... 
bosome. P, B (lineation) 
spirits] spirit P, B 
thinks] P, B; think T 
reverence?] P, B; -, T 
allaid;] P, B; -, T 
to] in B (B transcription reads in) 
you] P, B; your T 
your] P, B; you T 
What] P, B; -, T 
you] P; your T, B 
Then . .. others] [Do nought at all,] then ... 
vaine, P (addition/or meter and lineation) 
A ... stock] And be to others [made] a mocking stock P (lineation) 
wals;] P, B; -, T 
finish'd] B; finished T, P 
every where] everywhere B 
SD Exeunt.] P; om. T, B 
SE om.] [SCENE III. The Street, before the Prison.] P 
SD John enters.] om. T, P, B 
see] -! P; -; B 
doore.] door! ... B 
SE om.] [SCENE IV. CHORUS & JOHN.] P 
SP om.] Chorus P 
will.]-? P, B 
gently] gentle P 
momentany] momentary P , B (B transcription reads moment any) 
Orphans?] P, B; -. T 
condition,]-. P; -: B 
And ... he,] And all must follow them. P (lineation) 
That . . . run,] What man . . . begun/ [To leave his prison,&] a race 
to run, P (addition and lineation) 
Port:] -? P, B 
bounds] bound P 
with] andB 

1139 he] Him P 
1140 Sphear] Sphears P 
1142 live.] -, T, B; -! p 
1143 its] P, B; it's T 
1159 betimes] P, B ; be-/times T 
1165 
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/1166] [0 death! the bad man's/ear, the good man's hope!] p 
1169 SD Exit.] P; om. T, B 1169 SE om.] [SCENE V.] p 
1211 mad] P, B; made T 
1213 Nor] Not B 
1214 besot,] P, B ; -" T 
1215 Ore-whelmes] Ore whelme P 
1217 Commons,]-! P; -; B 
1226 Country,] B;-" T; -; p 
1232 country Heaven] - (Heaven) P, B (subs.) 
1235 The Fifth part.] (ACT V. SCENE I.] p 
1241 feare,] - .-- P; -; B 
1255 
-57] a shame indeed/ Unless more shame . . . 

nature I There are many Kings .. .. B (lineation 
and omission) 

1258 doe] both P 
1260 bum.]-. [Heav'n speed all well.] P 
1260 SE om.] [SCENE II.] P 
1261 SH om.] [HEROD.] p 
1263 fear] P, B; -, T 
1265 witnesses;] P, B; -, T 
1265 
/1266) [Or ought else which thy mind esteems more dear;] p 
1274 Charger.)-? P 
1275 vented?] -! B 
1301 past) pass'd P, B 
1323 warre!] ed.;-? T; - . P, B 
1335 aske,] P, B; -" T 
1338 vow?] -" B 
1343 deny,] B; -" T; -; P 
1350 SD Exit Herod.] P; om. T, B 
1350 SE om.] [SCENE III. QUEENE, DAUGHTER.] p (after yours) 
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1356 
1356 
1366 
1371 
1390 
1392 
1392 
1397 
1397 
1402 
1403 
1409 
1417 
1417 
1419 
1430 
1436 
1438 
1438 
1445 
1446 
1457 
-58] 
1458 
1461 
1463 
1465 
1465 

SD Exeunt.] P; om. T, B 
SE om.] [SCENE IV.] P 
exercise;] -. T, B; -! P 
are still] still are B 
Insolent] P, B; in silent T 
victor-like;] B; -. T; -! P 
repaire] repoure P 
respit,] P, B; -" T (or, weakly printed) 
ill-past] ill-pass'd P 
ill-past] ill-pass'd P 
amove] P, B; a-/move T 
SE om.] [SCENE V.] P 
how ere] howere P; howe'er B 
matter] master T (unc .) 
him?] P, B; - . T 
us] them P 
miserable;] ed.;-. T, P, B 
guilty,]-: P 
bad,]-: P; -. B 
Countreys] Country's P , B; Countrey 
all good things] all things P 

P, B; And .. . yet with/ Diseases . . . griefe: T (/ineation) 
danger] dangers P 
continual!] P, B; contiuall T 
our selves] ourselves B 
SD Exeunt.] om. T, B; [Exit.] P 
FINIS.] om. P, B 

Commentary 

The Commentary should be used with "Observations on Renaissance 
Punctuation," Emendations to Copy-Text, Historical Collations, Table of 
Editions and Translations, and Bibliography. References to classical texts 
are to the Loeb series, unless otheiwise stated. References to "Textor" (i.e., 
Ravisius Textor, Epitheta [1518; Basie, 1573]) indicate the extent of 
Buchanan's being indebted to this popular handbook. Classical and non-
classical sources cited by Textor and other intermediaries, such as Francis 
Peck (New Memoirs, 1740) or A. Otto (Die Sprichworter und 
sprichwortlichen Redensarten der Romer [1890; rpt. Hildesheim: Olms, 
1971]) are confirmed and corrected when possible by standard editions. 
Translations are based on standard editions where available (e.g., Loeb 
series, Merrill for Grimald, Schuster for Vemulaeus), but may be adapted 
for clarity. The Vulgate used is Biblia (Paris: Robert Stephanus, 1528). 
Buchanan's works, other than Baptistes, are cited from Opera omnia 
(Leiden, 1725). Shakespeare's plays are, as a rule, cited from The Riverside 
Shakespeare, ed. G. Blakemore Evans et al. (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 
1974). "Walsh" refers to Baptistes in George Buchanan: Tragedies 
(Edinburgh, 1983; text, ed. P. G. Walsh; commentary, ed. P. G. Walsh and 
P. Sharrat). "Gilbert" refers to Allan H. Gilbert, Machiavelli's "Prince" and 
its Forerunners: 'The Prince" as a Typical Book "de Regimine Principum" 
(1938; New York: Barnes and Noble, 1968). An unpublished index 
verborum to the Baptistes editio princeps (==L), compiled by 
E. P. Quackenbos, has aided the preparation of this commentary. 
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Title-Page (1) 
evil-councellors] theme in 1640's; but the vacillating, Senecan tyrant is 
also part of English chronicle and theatrical history. Cf. Legge's Richardus 
Tertius, ed. Lordi, pp. xi; 328; Boas, Univ. Drama, p. 128. On Milton's use, 
see "Attribution: External Evidence." 

Epistle (E) 

E2 clientelae) The contracted form clientel~ is a unique occurrence in 
L. 

E2 clientelae umbra conquiescunt) A pastoral resonance that suggests 
that Buchanan's career in court is being contrasted to that of John (a 
shepherd, opilio; see lines 149-50). Cf. Spenser's Cuddie, who finds no 
Maecenas, no young Augustus, and no place for "Poesye" in the "pallace" 
(Shepheards Calender [1579], "October"). Cf. Cuddie's "humble shade" 
with Baptistes 337-38. Buchanan is asserting that royal patronage has 
brought together poetry, power, and protection. Michael Walzer speaks of 
T as "Protestant pastoral"; see The Revolution of the Saints (Cambridge: 
Harvard Univ Press, 1965), p. 241. 

ES abortivus] In the same long letter to Daniel Rogers in which 
Buchanan expressed his doubts on whether the normal bonds of social life, 
for example marriage, can restrain the powerful, we find a description of 
the manner in which he composed his dramas, and how some of his shorter 
poems, which he is now putting into order, were rashly published in 
premature and abortiva form (9 November 1579; Opera, 11, 755). 

E9 cruciatus] See 852 ff. on the torments of conscience felt by the 
tyrant. On Herod's own punishment--loss of rule and exile in southern 
France--see "Sources and Parallels." 

E9 cum florere maxime] Cf. Cicero, Rep. 2. 34: "quorum auctoritas 
maxime florebat." Cf. Grimald, Archipropheta, where Jehovah promises 
John, "Thou shalt conquer most when the tyrant thinks thee overcome" 
("Vincesque maxime, quom te victum autumat." Merrill, ed., p. 240). In 
Bale, also, John is "both ancient and modem, at once a historical and 
contemporary figure, a prototype of true martyrs, and a model for victims 
of persecution" (Blackbum, p.101). Bullinger, similarly, speaks of John's 
"hidden victory" (See "Sources and Parallels"). On "Martyrer," see also 
Elisabeth Frenzel, Motive der Weltliteratur, 2nd ed., Stuttgart: Kroner, 
1980, pp.486-501. 
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E13 odisse] Cf. Erasmus on the educating of the young prince that he 
not become a tyrant: "instill the hatred of what is base, the love of what is 
good" (Adagia 108-9; trans. Phillips, pp. 218-19). 

E17 apud tuum Sallustium ... vertat) Sallust, Jugurtha 85. 9 (Marius 
speaks of how his exemplary life bas prepared him to make temperate use 
of power): "bene facere iam ex consuetudine in naturam vortit" 

Personae 

Malchus] The name of the High Priest's servant whose right ear Peter cut 
off (Mtt. 26: 51, Jn. 18: 10-13). 

Gamaliel] The name of the liberal Pharisee who intervened on behalf of 
Peter and the other apostles. He advised that if their work was man's 
work it would fail; if God's, opposition was wicked and vain (Acts 5: 
34-39). 

Ioannes] The story of John's ministry, rebuke of Herod, imprisonment, and 
beheading is told in the Gospels and by Josephus. See "Sources and 
Parallels." 

Herod] Herod the Tetrarch of Galilee and Peraea or Herod Antipas, one of 
Herod the Great's sons. He was first married to the daughter of Aretas 
King of the Nabataeans, then to his half-brother's wife, Herodias. He ' 
was called "that fox" by Jesus (Lk. 13: 31). 

Herodias] Granddaughter of Herod the Great, married first to her uncle 
Herod (Philip) and then to his half-brother. 

Reginae filia] Called Puella. Herodias' daughter by her first marriage; she 
is unnamed in the Gospels(Mtt. 14: 3-11; Mk. 6: 21-28), but is called 
Salome by Josephus (Ant. XVIII. 136). 

Baptistes and Tyrannicall-Govemment Anatomized (1) 

1 poetae] L's comma after poetae seems to be a caesural reflex but it 
misleads, suggesting an opening vocative. ' 

1 Protea ... miracula] The changeability of Proteus is proverbial. See 
Adagia 473; Otto, 289. Ruddiman and Walsh note the various sources of 
this passage: Ovid, Met. 8. 730 ff., Ars Am. 1. 761 ff., and Virgil, Georgics 
4. 387 ff., with clear verbal echoes. A striking parallel is found in Acbillis 
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Bocchius, Symbolicarum quaestionum de universo genere quas serio 
ludebat libri quinque (Bologna, 1555), sig.Q3. Ruddiman notes that 
Buchanan may be familiar witha poem ofLicentius to Augustine ("spumat 
aper, fluit unda, fremit leo, sibilat anguis"). 

Proteus was inherently an ambiguous symbol in the Renaissance (besides 
being symbolic of ambiguity). On the evil side, Petrus Papeus calls the 
devil a "Proteus varius" in bis Samarites (Comoediae ac Tragoediae, k3): 
"subdolus, vafer, acer, astutus, / Blandus, severus, comis, durus, 
instructus,: Paratus in omnia fraudis monstra, ceu Proteus/ Varius." This 
passage would suggest that the Protean bad critic is being established as 
the theatrical equivalent of a Malchus among moralists. On Proteus and 
Socrates, see "Sources and Parallels." 

2 qui se in omnes] The revised word order (L reads in omnes qui se) is 
typical of Buchanan's metrical corrections in other works. See McFarlane, 
"Psalms," p. 324. L's reading, however, avoids elision of monosyllables. In 
this comic prologue, however, the elision may not have been perceived as 
offensive. I am grateful to Prof. Wendell Clausen for advice on this 
reading. 

Cf. Virgil, Georgics 4. 411: "formas se vertet in omnis." 
T3 Long life ... for this?] Is Malchus intended to sound Jewish? Cf. 

Cynthia Ozick, "Rosa," reprinted in The Best American Short Stories 1984, 
ed., John Updike (n.p.: Houghton Mifflin, 1984), p. 187: "From Siberia he 
lives for this day!" of a refugee who after much strenuous surviving is 
killed by a New York mugger. 

4 undas] The revised reading (from P79) is a metrical correction for 
aquas. P79 was not cut off from all possibility of authorial intervention. 
Cf.McFarlane, p. 265, and bis "Psalms," p. 337, an example of undas 
preferred in Buchanan's Psalm Paraphrases. 

The passage is rich in Virgilian echoes: "in undas" (G. 4. 235) cited in 
Erasmus, Adagia 761; "in aquas" (G.4. 410). 

5 ferus ... leo] Textor cites Columella. 
T6 our Country slav'd] Although no clear verbal echoes are present, 

Cicero opens Act II, sc. 2 in Alexander's Julius Caesar, with a speech 
whose tone of indignation may recall Malcbus': "Did I survive 
th'impetuous Sci/la's rage .... That bondage now might make my soule 
more sad?" (lines 635-41; p. 366). 

7 miracula] Cf. Virgil, Georgics 4. 441 : "omnia transformat sese in 
miracula rerum." 
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fabulam] The usual epithets attached to fabula indicate falsity and 
foolishness (Textor). Buchanan is remarkable in his appeal to the truth-
bearing capacity of afabula, especially since be could have made use of 
the conventional value of historia. 

10 Quot bomines) Proverbial. Cf. Terence, Phormio 454 Cicero De 
Finibus 1. 5. 15 and Alexander, The Tragedy of Croesus 198'. p. 20. See 
Otto, p. 166. Cf. Erasmus, Adagia 114, "Nihil vel bodie vulgo tritius 
est quam baec Terentiana sententia .. . Cui similis est apud eundem & illa, 
Suus cuique mos est." 

15 Nam si _- .. amant.J The fickleness of audiences is a commonplace 
of Roman comic prologues. Cf. the use made of this theme by Naogeorgus 
(one of the more talented of the "Christian Terences"), Hamanus (Dramata 
Sacra, sig. ii2): the adviser Cbarsenas to Artaxerxes, "Quapropter arbitror 
esse,_ Rex, consultius, / Credere quibusvis bactenus atque fidere, / Quatenus 
hoffilnes eos meminerimus esse, qui / Hodie hoc, eras vero aliud diversum 
sentiant." 

1? novam] On the fickleness of the crowd, compare Grimald, 
Arch1propheta (ed., Merrill, p. 274), Philautus, a priest, laments John's 
popularity, "Quam cito desciscunt a vetustis ad nova?" ("How quickly they 
break from the old to follow the new!"). 

T17 Nephe~s] N_ephew can mean grandchild, or more generally, 
descendant, besides its more common definition. Cf. Othello I. I. 112. 

21 Recteque ... malignis:] Cf. Cicero, De Nat. Deorum 3. 31. 77: 
"bene dicta male interpretarentur" --on the proper use of fables and 
philosophical instruction. 

23 somno dediti, ac ignaviae] Cf. Buchanan, Jephthes 637: "sopori 
deditus & ignaviae." Also, cf. Sallust, Cat. 2. 8 (Walsh). 

2~ Lyncea / Visu] Proverbial. See Horace, Epist. I. I. 28; Erasmus, 
Adagia 427; Otto, pp. 203-4. Cf. Erasmus' use of keen-sighted Lynceus: 

Nothing gets by him; be never makes a mistake; as if another 
L~ceus, there is nothing be does not see; be measures everything 
with a standard rule; be forgives nothing; be alone is satisfied with 
h~self alone, uniquely rich, uniquely sane, uniquely a king, 
umquely a free man; in short, uniquely all things, but notably 
unique in his own judgment 

Folly describes the super-Stoic (The Praise of Folly, Hoyt Hopewell 
Hudson, trans. [Princeton: Princeton Univ. Press, 1941]). While Erasmus' 
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use of the image is similar to that of the prologue, Boethius' brings us to 
one of the Stoic themes (not uncommon elsewhere in Erasmus) of the play 
itself: "And if, as Aristotle saith, men bad Lynceus's eyes, that they could 
see through stone walls, would not they judge that body of Alcibiades, 
seeming outwardly most fair, to be most foul and ugly by discovering bis 
entrails? Wherefore not thy nature but the weakness of the beholders' eyes 
maketh thee seem fair" (Loeb trans.; "Quod si, ut Aristoteles ait, Lynceis 
oculis bomines uterentur, ut eorum visus obstantia penetraret, nonne 
introspectis visceribus illud Alcibiadis superficie pulcberrimum corpus 
turpissimum videretur? Igitur te pulcbrum videri non tua natura sed 
oculorum spectantium reddit infirmitas." Cons. Phil. II Prosa 8, p. 254.). 

29 Bene dicta surdis auribus praetervolant.] Cf. Terence, Heauton 222: 
"Ne ille bau scit, quam mibi nunc surdo narret fabulam." Proverbial. See, 
for example, Livy 3. 70. 7: "Surdis auribus dicta." See Otto, p. 47. Cf. 
Gnapbius, Acolastus, ed. Atkinson, p. 106: "Sed nescit, quam surdo 
narrabit fabulam." Used by Thomas More in Utopia: "quam surdis essem 
narraturus fabulam?" (Surtz and Hexter, eds., pp. 96-97). Textor cites the 
phrase in Propertius ("Surdis auribus"), as a wooer's obstacle. Cf. Tilley, 
El 1 (from Udall's Terence (1533]}; E13 (from Palsgrave's Acolastus 
[1540)}; with biblical ring, E25; H295. On bene dicere, comic elements, 
and sententiae, see "Sources and Parallels." 

32 aestimator candidus] Cf. Horace, Epist. I. 4. 1: "Albi, nostrorum 
sermonum candide iudex." Also, (elder) Seneca, Suas. 6. 22: "aestimator 
candidissimus." Cf. lines 727, 985. The literary judge needs skill 
(aestimator) and morality (candidus). 

T34 arise:] T leaves space for punctuation and there is perhaps a faint 
imprint of it In my placement of the colon, I follow the Latin rather than 
preserve the strained syntax of the original English. Brown seems in 
agreement. 

T37 God] The meaning is that John was "given unto God even from 
bis cradle" and not "even from his cradle, son of a priest." T's old-
fashioned comma after God may emphasize the former meaning. But since 
end-line commas are unreliable, and this one misleads, I have accepted 
Peck's emendation. 

38 historiam vetustam interpolem] Ruddiman explains "I.e., 
interpolatam, renovatam, veteri politam," citing Pliny 29. 1 and Plautus, 
Mostellaria 275 for this use of interpolis ("patched up"). 
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Historia is for Textor "testis temporum," "lux veritatis," "vita 
memoriae," "magistra vitae," "nuncia vetustatis"--quite unlikefabula 
"mendax" and "anilis." 

41 indignam ... necem] Textor cites Ovid (an undeserved death is 
"the price of love"), Met. 10. 627: "pretium ... amoris." 

T41 fruit ... reape] Cf. "Lycidas" 1-2. 
T43 keeping] That is, "dwelling"; intransitive use not in Milton's 

poetry. 
T46 Savage like] T does not hyphenate this form (cf. T317, T419). 

. 48 Nam donec ... calumniae] Proverbial; see Tacitus, Hist. 4. 74, 
cit~ by Otto (~. 375): "vitia erunt, donec bomines, sed neque baec 
continua et mehorum interventu pensantur." On bow pessimistic Buchanan 
i~ on d~feating calumny, see "The Critical Tradition," especially, the 
d1scuss1on of Timothy Reiss's views. 

48 ff.] Cf. Boethius, Cons. Phil. I Prosa III, p.138-40, in which 
Philosophy tells Boetbius that this is not the first time she bas come to 
co~f?rt an innocent falsely accused ("quasi novum aliquid accident"). 
This 1~ not ~e first time wisdom bas been exposed to danger by wicked 
men ( apud mprobos mores lacessitam periculis esse sapientiam"). For 
example, Socrates bad the victory of an unjust death ("iniustae victoriam 
mortis"). 

11 
50_ ~remet probos] Cf. Boetbius, Cons. Phil. I Cann. 5. 29-30, p. 156, 

. PreIDit msontes / Debi ta sceleri noxia poena .... " The oppressing of the 
innocent and the virtuous is thematic. Cf. inter alia, lines 41, 50, 210, 639 
and 732. BY the final choral ode, we bear that the insolent and the wicked 
are oppressed justly (lines 1289 and 1314), but this comes as a painfully 
slow self-realization. 

. 52 M~sera ~nectus] Contrast the blissful martyr Ruffensis Episcopus 
(~1sbop Fisher) m Vernulaeus, Henricus Octavus: "Eamus, ecce nil moror, 
v1tam novam / Hine inchoabo, mors diem pandet novum / Foelix senectus, 
morte quae sera cadens / Reperit coronam" (Schuster, ed., p. 169). Malchus 
does, however, state a typically Roman--and comic--view of old age. Cf. 
Terence, Phonnio 575, Chremes speaks: "Senectus ipsa est morbus." See 
Adagia 594; Otto, p. 316. Of course, Malchus is miser, but be does not 
realize his spiritual infirmity. Cf. 367, 524, 1336-37, 1559. 
" . 52 supremi ... meta] Ovid uses the same metaphor in Tristia I. 9. 1: 
vitae ... tangere metam." Also, Virgil, Aen. 10. 472, of Turn us: 

"metasque dati pervenit ad aevi." Cf. Bapt. 1066, 1072. 
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T55 puffd with pride] The translator may intend the metaphor that 
John is puffd up by the breath of popular favor (aura popularis, lines 340; 
881). Cf. Alexander, The Tragedy of Darius 1547-48, pp. 196: "Wbil'st 
loftie thoughts tumultuous mindes do tosse, / Which are puft up with 
popular applause." 

T55 puffd ... multitude] Past (the reading in T) seems to owe 
something to the presence of through the madness, which should be kept. 
Through translates an ablative (insania, 98). 

57 Profana sacra mista] The same phrase occurs in Buchanan's 
Jephthes 130. Cf. Adagia 142: "miscebis sacra profanis" (Horace, Epist. 1. 
16. 54). On the breakdown of ordered discrimination, cf. lines 560 and 
650. 

62 Cleopatrae] No coincidence of epithet, but Textor stresses "ferox," 
"scelerata," "incesta," and "meretrix" as typical. 

64 pronepos] Ruddiman argues that the metrically impossible 
pronepos (short pro-) must read nepos. In Lewis and Short, pronepos (long 
pro-) is cited from Sidonius, an exception that Ruddiman rejected ( Opera, 
II, 644), but Buchanan may have accepted. Buchanan does, however, in bis 
De Prosodia (Opera, II, 174) listpronepos among words in wbicbpro is 
short See Ruddiman's long discussion in Opera, II, 640. 

In Anticrisis (1754) an answer to James Man's attack on the Opera Omnia 
(1715), Ruddiman states "[l]n my small Treatise De Metris Buchananaeis, 
I have noted, that instead of pronepos, we should here read nepos; and the 
Reason I gave for it is, that if we retain pronepos in that Iambic, it will 
make the fifth Foot a Trochee .. .. To elude this, Mr. Man tells us, that it 
is a licentia poetica, as if Poets bad a boundless Liberty of changing the 
Feet or Measures of their Verses at Pleasure. This is a Liberty that neither 
Buchanan nor any good Poet bath ever taken, nor can this Author produce 
so much as one Example of a Trochee in an Iambic Verse of any Poet 
whatsoever" (p. 79). The argument continued over whether pronepos is 
demanded by the sense of the line, as Man claimed. Confusion exists since 
both Herod's grandfather and great-grandfather were named Antipater. 
Ruddiman concluded the reference is more likely to Herod's grandfather, 
"a Prince of far greater Power and authority," but 11dded that, as Man 
allows, nepos can be applied to more distant relations as well. Whether 
nepos or pronepos is accurate historically or allowable metrically, there is 
no evidence Buchanan was unhappy with it. In its defense there is, besides 
the Sidonius citation, the sputtering effect of the repeated p sound. 
Pronepos, then, yields the more dramatic reading. See also Burmann's 
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~ote ~d Ruddiman's marginal response on his personal copy of Opera 
mma, 1715 (NLS Adv. Ms 5. 1-3), sig. 02v (" ... ogganit Jae 

Mannus ... "). · 
66 Iduma~J_Textor observes ofldumaea, "urbs est Phoeniciae 

palmarum feruhtate luxurians," citing Lucan 3. 216 and Virgil G . 3 12 H d' Id , eorg1cs . · ero s umaean grandfather had supported the legitimate Jewish · 
kmg H_yrcanus and then turned to Rome, which rewarded his service with 
dynastic power. See line 444. 6? Sion] Scanned with long i in Lewis and Short, but with short · · 
Bapt1stes. 

1 
m 

_66 Ambarchae] Ruddiman cites precedents in Cicero, Epist. ad 
Alltcum 2. 17, ~nd Juvenal l. 130, but observes that Buchanan's use of the 
te~ to ~ean htt_l~ more than a prince coming from Arabia is without 
an!lquar1an prec1s10n. 

75 Iudaicas] Scanned ludaicas (long u, short a) in Lewis and Short 
but long u, long a, short i in Baptistes. ' 

T76] P_eck fails to indicate half lines shared by two speakers. 
T86 directs,] Pe:k and Brown emend the punctuation for easier sense. 

Ts breathy punctuation fo!low~ Land is perhaps for this reason authorial. 
89 Solus reces~us ... m~agme.] The irony is that Malchus accuses 

John of the hypoc~sy of which he himself is guilty. Cf. 227-29; 654-55; 
746-50: The ~o_nsp1racy of the clergy and the nobles to fleece the simple 
people 1s trad1tJonal. See for verbal parallels Erasmus, Adagia 654-55. 

T92 Garn. If we were .. : ever free] T misunderstands the Latin (130-
133), and so, apparently, deliberately mistranslates it. The Latin means "if 
we were equal!~ severe and stem judges against ourselves as we are h~h 
to others, our cnmes would be less open to public reproaches " The II bl' rep h " . . pu 1c 

roa~ es are _not, ~s T believes, those successfully evaded by the 
hypocn~y desc~1bed m T96-IOO, but specifically John's accusations 
concemmg their hypocrisy. T balks at paradox. 

~9 Mo~es] Cf. 150. Moses along with Elijah is a familiar type of 
Ch~1st; to him Buchanan is linking John (778-80), whose Christ-like 
attribute~ are w~ll-defined in this play. Moses, Elijah, John, and Christ are 
all associated w1_th the Law: proclaimer, restorer, last prophet of the Old 
La_w, and proclaimer of the New. On this, see Barbara Kiefer Le al k. 
Milton's Brief Epic (Providence: Brown Univ. Press, 1966), p. 2";-,. s 

1
' 

. 101 Adulterare] Irony in that here as elsewhere the sins of which John 
is accused are more properly those of his several enemies. 
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103 ut furore} "In order that he may more easily enjoy the passion 
(furor) of the common people." Ruddiman defends this reading over the ut 
favore ("enjoy the favor") of later editions: he cites Raph. 1609, Elzev. 
1628 and 1676, London, 1656, et a/ios. T ambiguously translates "the 
peoples mad affection" (T61), suggesting a conflation of the two readings. 
Furor is a word rich in Latin association, especially in Virgil, and it is true 
that Buchanan "repeatedly ascribes to John's opponents the view that he is 
consumed by furor" as Walsh notes (p. 272); these attacks are another 
example of projection since it is John's enemies who truly are victims of 
passion. Cf. Malchus' ironic ragings against the "Stolidae insania / Plebis" 
(98-99). 

104 Lacerat) Peck (p. 395) cites for comparison Horace, Satires 2. 1. 
185: "si quis / opprobriis dignum laceraverit, integer ipse? / Solventur risu 
tabulae, tu missus abibis." 

Tl06 erre ... way] Accepting Peck's emendation err (for are) I print 
Ts characteristic spelling that encouraged the compositor's error. Cf. 
R. Barclay: "He that Errs in the Entrance, is not so easily reduced again to 
the Right Way" (Apol. Quakers; OED) 

108 Brevi peribit ... ) Both Malchus and, later, Herod (426 ff.) fear 
that John will upset the delicate balance by which local authorities 
preserve themselves from complete Roman domination. As a historical 
fact, Palestine was increasingly becoming more a Roman and less a Jewish 
state. Malchus realizes that the priests must support Herod to keep any 
power themselves. Rebellion would mean that a Roman governor would 
replace Herod, who at least must take into consideration the wishes of the 
priests because his claim to authority lies in part in his being a legitimate 
Jewish ruler. Eventually, of course, in A.D. 70, what Malchus feared came 
to pass and because of, or despite, revolts the stiff-necked Jewish state was 
destroyed (no doubt, to Buchanan, as a consequence of its rejection first of 
John and then of Jesus). Cf. line 1295. 

109 professionem ... nostraml Cf. Grimald, Archipropheta (ed., 
Merrill. p. 288), Typhlus, a priest, fears John "Nos cum professione nostra 
exterminet" ("will destroy us and our class"). Note the stress on the 
defense of the priestly class (professio). 

113 Paululum ... deferveat.} Cf. Cicero, Tusc. 4. 36. 78: "[Angry men) 
aut rogandi orandique sunt, ut, si quam habent ulciscendi vim, differant in 
tcmpus aliud, dum defervescat ira." 

118 propriam} Perhaps a distant source for Julius Caesar, III. 1. 7: 
"What touches us ourself shall be last serv'd." Kenneth Muir finds no 
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source--"apparently Shakespeare's invention"; see The Sources of 
Shakespeare's Plays (New Haven: Yale Univ. Press, 1978), p. 118. But 
whether we decide that Caesar's statement increases our respect for him, as 
Muir does, or gives another indication of bis vanity, may be colored by its 
heritage. 

130 severi & tetrices ... iudices] Textor cites Faustus Andrelinus and 
Calentius. Cf. Seneca, Agam. 270: "nobis maligni iudices, aequi sibi." 

142 lex ipse sibi] Cf. Rom. 2: 14, where Paul says that the virtuous 
gentiles by doing naturally what the law prescribes are, although outside 
the law, a law unto themselves ("ipsi sibi sunt lex"). Maitland makes this 
argument in De jure regni (Opera, I, 18). Buchanan's answer there is not 
unlike that found in Baptistes; cf. line 503. On life outside the law in Eden, 
cf. Milton, PL, 9. 653-54. 

151 Eos] Eos is scanned as a monosyllable. See Ruddiman's note and 
Opera, II, 641. 

156 Polluta nullo corda sed contagio] The same phrase occurs in 
Buchanan, Jepthes 897. 

Tl61 Set upon ... young;] Peck maintains Ts comma (young,). 
Brown's emendation young? is in error since there is no question in the 
Latin (187-88) nor need there be in the English. Walsh's translation is less 
a criticism, more a piece of advice: "As a man of experience you must 
confront the novice, as a man of learning the ignorant, as an old man the 
youth" (p. 138). Set upon is probably an imperative, translating aggredere 
in the sense, "You, being old, address the youth who is unskilled." 

169 dignitatem . . . nostri ordinis] Ordo is one of the several key words 
(others include dignitas and auctoritas) which will be contrasted in their 
true and ironic senses. Cf. lines 181,267,416,650,666, and 753, in which 
the priestly class, which Malchus would preserve, and the social hierarchy, 
which the secular authorities would sustain, are set against the divine 
arrangement. The ironic use of order is more sustained and economical in 
Baptistes, but we bear an echo in Grimald, Archipropheta (ed., Merrill, p. 
256), where the priests fear, "Pessum profecto, si pergit, nostrum ordinem/ 
Dabit" ("Certainly, if he continues, he will put an end to our order." p. 
257). The Priest Pbilautus repeats this fear in Grimald, p . 274. For the 
similar use of professio, compare Bapt. 109. 

174 parentes .. . minis] Cf. On the Pharisees' relationship to their 
ancestors, Jesus observes: "Et dicitis: Si fuissemus in diebus patrum 
nostrorum, non essemus socii eorum in sanguine propbetarum" 
(Mtt. 23: 30). Cf. line 1283. 
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175 Vetusta veteres ... seculi:] In Joseph by Andrea Dietherus, Joseph 
says to Sephirah: "Nunc hie dies aliam vitam adfert, & alios / Mores iam 
postulat, abice mollitiem animi" (Dramata Sacra, sig. q5). ~ut co~pare 
Cornelius Crocus, Joseph (Dramata Sacra, sig. L5v), Sephirah trymg to 
seduce Joseph: "Olim isti virtuti quondam fuit / Laus apud seculum 
prius: nunc hoc, aliam iam vitam / Affert, alios mores postulat. Isthuc 
sapere est, nunquam ita / Offirmato esse ad vitae institutum animo, quin 
suadeat / Si quid conducibilius res, aetas aut usus tibi, I Amplectare. 
/0. Quin, cum turpitudine esse nihil potest / Conducibile." Indeed it is 
hardly possible that Malchus' "modem" sentiments could have been heard 
without strong irony by a sixteenth-century audience. Cf. John O'Malley, 
"Historical Thought and the Reform Crisis of the Early Sixteenth Century," 
Theological Studies, 28 (1967), 531-48. 

187 doctus] Cf. 824, where John's sarcasm echoes Gamaliel's advice. 
191 Sed fune, ferro, & igne] Lebegue (1929) argues that Buchanan 

puts into Malchus' mouth a deliberate anachronism to point to the tortures 
used in his own time against heretics ("le supplice du bucher ... etait 
employe en France dcpuis 1524 a l'egard des lutheriens" [p. 2141). But, for 
"burning at-the-stake," compare Erasmus, Adagia 1125, "Igni ferroque 
minari." Erasmus cites Cicero, Philip. 12 and 13 for this "verbum & hodie 
vulgo tritissimum." 

198 tuam] The reading tua (L, F, and Walsh) is in itself not 
unidiomatic (i.e., interest tua re) but, in this case, awkward (i.e., two 
constructions, one ablative and one prepositional, follow interest). I have 
accepted P's tuam, followed by Ruddiman, although it is the easier reading 
(i.e .• it agrees with ad famam and P's compositor might easily have 
guessed that a mark of nasalization was overlooked or that the letter m at 
the end of the line was dropped). 

Tl99 lawfull,] Ts meaning seems to be "as much as I could, I urged 
him to do what was permitted" rather than "I urged him as much as was 
permitted," which is probably the meaning of the Latin. Another possible 
translation of the original is, "I (did) what was permitted (what I could), 
namely I warned him as strongly as possible" (Bapt. 222-23). 

T200 him with mild words) See Historical Collation. Peck and Brown, 
typically, emend T. substituting logical punctuation that follows the 
unambiguous Latin. The present compromise, omitting T's unreliable end-
line comma, preserves the squinting sense of Ts rhetorical pointing. . 

T203 ingrate] It seems unwise to adopt the modem practice of settmg 
off appositives, as Peck and Brown do. In this regard, Latin, too, in the 
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sixteenth century shows inconsistency, at times using a pair, one, or no 
commas 

208 asseq~~~e] Fu~e deponent, as indicated by F (assequere). 
215 Praes1d11] Ruddlffian suggests the reading (or the scansion) 

praesidi (II, 644) followed by Walsh. 
217 Recte ... ] Cf. Grimald's ironic use, when the priest Philautus 

approves the stratagem of his colleague Typhlus, "Rectissime putas." 
(Archipropheta, ed., Merrill, p. 256). 
. 218 consilii] Ruddiman suggests consili (II, 644). This reading is, 

stlently, followed by Walsh. 
220 auremque] Cf. Virgil, Aen. 4. 440 (Walsh). 
225 Co~silium] On giving and taking advice, cf. lines 501 and 1244. 
T229 digest] That is, "prepare by boiling or cooking" (concoqui) 
T231] T fails to translate "ut est ... auctor" (252-54). Peck's · 

~nslation "weak" for "impotentis" ("uncontrolled "or "raging") may 
mislead. 

234 ff.] It s~ould be observed that this passage, selected by Chambers, 
rev., Thomson, m 1855, as evidence that Baptistes attacks "priest.craft" as 
keenly as does Franciscanus, comes from Gamaliel's criticism of his own 
order. See Robert Chambers, A Biographical Dictionary of Eminent 
Scotsmen (rev. ed., T. Thomson, 1855; new. ed. 1870; rpt. Hildesheim: 
Olms, 1971), I, 466. 

T240 Torped] Unique spelling, perhaps derived erroneously from 
torpens (2~2). Torpid (fr~m torpidus) is not found in Milton's poetry. 

1:240 timer~us] ~pelhng perhaps from timeo, rather than timor. Both 
spellmgs occur m Milton, timerous being phonetic (Sprott, p. 95). 

T245 Our order ... wisdom,] Peck and Brown delete the comma 
(wisdom"). not wishing a divisive single comma. But, as in the Latin text, 
comma p~r~ are not_consistently used to set off words in T. In this system, 
the preposition with is the first signal, the comma after wisdom the second 
and concluding. 

24,9 concoqui] Cf. Livy 40. 11. 2 and Sallust, Cat., in general on the 
conspiracy (Walsh, p. 274). 

259 van?s metus ... auram] Although there is nothing new in the idea 
that weak 

1

kmgs pre.fer bad advice to good, there is something original in 
~uch~an s adaptation from Horace of the diction of erotic persuasion: 
non sme va~o./ aurarum et silvae metu. / Nam seu mobilis veris inhorruit / 

adventus folns (Odes l. 23. 3-6). Textor cites Ovid, Met. 9. 249, for vano 
metu. 
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260 mobilis famae] Textor cites many similar epithets (e.g., 
"Volitans," "volucris," "velox") but not mobilis. 

261 qui fideliter monet] Topos of the unappreciated good adviser. 
Cf. More, Utopia, (Surtz and Hexter, eds., pp. 96-97). 

T261 Cymerian Cave] T's own embellishment of tenebris (282). The 
Cimmerian people were supposed to dwell in caves shrouded in perpetual 
darkness. In Ovid, the poetical use is to refer to the lower world (Met. 11. 
592 ff.) Cf. Milton's "In dark Cimmerian desert ever dwell" ("L'Allegro," 
10). 

264-70 False modesty ... cruelty] Peck (pp. 270-71) cites Seneca, 
Hippolytus, 917-19, and recalls Shakespeare, l/ Henry VI 3. 1. 143 ("Virtue 
is chok'd with foul ambition"). 

T268 Vissage] A very rare spelling (OED), but not Milton's (visage or 
visadge). 

T270 wrath] The letter tis faintly visible in some copies, uninked or 
missing in others. 

270 Sin fraude ... confodiet suo.] "To die on one's own sword" is 
proverbial. See Otto, p. 154. 

T274 Vesevus] Spelled Vesaevus in Thomas Nabbes' Hannibal and 
Scipio (acted 1635; printed 1639), IV.i. See Edward Sugden, A 
Topographical Dictionary to the Works of Shakespeare (Manchester, 
1925), p. 547. 

T274 Or ... bum:] "Even as the flame burns Vesuvius into dry ash" is 
the meaning of the Latin (295-96). 

277 nostrum caput] On the theme of fitting retribution, cf. lines 504-7. 
278] Walsh remarks on the "bewildering inconsistencies in the 

characters of both the king and the queen" (p. 275). 
281-84 Quanta ... vitae!] Peck (p. 401) compares Ovid Met. 6. 472-

73: "Pro superi, quantum mortalia pectora caecae / Noctis habent!" Also, 
compare Boetbius, Cons. Phil. I Carm. 2. 1-3, p. 134: "Heu quam 
praecipiti mersa profundo / Mens hebet et propria luce relicta / Tendit in 
extemas ire tenebras." 

T283 the Court, / The Court] An expansion of the Latin pectoris aulam 
(308). 

285-89 Occulit falsus pudor .. . dolosi.] Cf. lines 359 and 808. On 
hypocrisy, compare Juvenal 14. 109-10: "Fallit enim vitium, specie virtutis 
et umbra,/ cum sit triste habitu vultuque et veste severum." Cf. Alexander, 
Julius Caesar 2109 ff., p. 410, Calpumia cites sententiae to warn Caesar 
on trusting Brutus: 
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The comers of the heart are hard to know; 

Yet doe not trust too much to th'outward show, 
For, men may differ much from what they seeme. 

Impiety sometimes appeares devout, 
And (that the world the more may be beguil'd) 
Even vice can cloath it selfe with vertues cote. 

T286 Faith of the better ... earth] Baptistes does not identify "that 
guest of a better age" (310-11), but it is not "Faith," as T mistakenly 
translates. Peck emends T accordingly to read "Justice." 

290 unicum ... specimen] Walsh compares Tacitus, Ann. 3. 4. Cf. line 
1269. 

291 aestuat] Walsh compares Vrrgil, Aen. 12. 666. 
293 Qualis AEtnaeis ... Vesevum:] Cf.Boethius, Cons. Phil. I Carm. 

4. 8, where nothing can batter down the Stoic philosopher, not even "hot 
Vesuvius." Also, Cons. Phil. II Carm. 5. 25-26 offers an echo: "Sed 
saevior ignibus Aetnae / Fervens amor ardet habendi. ("Now--no longer a 
golden age--the desire of having [gold] bums more savage than the fires of 
Ae~a.~' Loeb tr~s.) Buchanan has attributed to Herod those passions 
which m Boethms cannot shake a Stoic hero. Boethius, I Carmen 4 is 
notable as an epitome of qualities described in Virgil, Georgics 3. 409; 
Horace, Odes 3. 3; and Seneca, De vita beata. In this passage Boethius 
asks why the "miscri" fear "saevos tyrannos" who rage without the force 
even of waves and winds; our hopes and fears weaken us: 

Nee speres aliquid nee extimescas, 
Exarmaveris impotentis iram. 
At quisquis trepidus pavet vel optat, 
Quod non sit stabilis suique iuris, 
Abiecit clipeum locoque motu 
Nectit qua valeat trahi catenam. (I Carm. 4, p. 142). 

That tyrants are weak, but we make ourselves their slaves, placing 
ourselves in servile chains, is a theme of Baptistes; compare in particular 
the closing Chorus (1359-60). 

T295 or all the births ... portents,] Bapt. 320-21 read: "or that Africa 
rich with savage monsters, [gives birth to]." That is,foeta is an adjective,' 
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modifying Libye, not a noun. Although T mistranslates this line, it is not at 
all clear that its Latin read, as Peck prints, Libyaeque (320), a 
sophistication introduced in the 1621 Saumur edition and retained in texts 
of Baptistes printed with the Poemata until Ruddiman, who does not 
record the variant. 

296 Vesuvius] Anachronism as volcano. See Adams, in Kinsley, p. 78. 
297 coecus] Buchanan's preferred spelling. Cf. Buchanan's epigram to 

Roger Ascham (manuscript facsimile printed as frontispiece to Irving's 
Memoirs, 2nd edition, 1817). For coecus as an epithet for furor, Textor 
cites Horace, Epod. 7. 13. Cf. dirusfuror 1266, also found in Textor. 

T297 hored Caucasus] Peck's emendation hoary Caucasus is typically 
and admittedly far-fetched: "Caucasus, in the Scythian tongue, signifies 
snow" (p. 323). T follows the Latin horrens. Cf. Tl 150. 

299 nudam ... veritatem] In the imagery of this play, deception is 
cloaked. See also Bapt. 337,485. Proverbial is "simplex ratio veritatis" 
(Cicero, De Orat. 1. 53. 229). See Erasmus, Adagia 543; Otto, p. 367. 
Ultimate source is Greek tragedy, as known to Erasmus, through Seneca, 
Epist. 49. 12. Cf. Horace, Odes 1. 24. 7): "nudaque veritas." Horace 
praised Quintilian's moral and aesthetic candor (cf. Ars Poetica 438 ff.). 
This honesty is one of those rare, temporal virtues that nevertheless has no 
sway over death. For Buchanan, however, this virtue is more appreciated 
after death than during life. 

301 cupido / Gloriae] The desire for glory was as Milton knew the "last 
infirmity of Noble mind" ("Lycidas" 71). Sallust praises the desire for 
glory and contrasts it to the desire for material things (of which, unlike 
glory, there is never enough to go around, so causing countrymen to fight 
among themselves); see Cat. 7. 3-12. 3. Also, cf. Seneca, Hipp. 526-28: 
"auri caecus cupido." 
Boethius, like Sallust, sees the desire of possession ("amor habendi") as 

the fall from the Golden Age (Con. Phil. II Carm. 5. 26). But Philosophy, 
while appreciating the traditional desire for fame, like the Chorus, counsels 
against indulging in the vanity of gloriae cupido (II Prosa 1; p. 213). 

T303 Basalisk] The spelling Basalisk suggests compositorial 
carelessness, ignorance, or, more likely, mis-hearing. The author of T, 
with his Latin text in front of him, is unlikely to have misspelled this 
classical name. 

304 Splendida honesti] Horace uses "splendide mendax" of 
Hypermestra (Odes 3. 11. 35). 
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T307 So sounds] Brown's emendation of sound for agreement. Peck 
more ingeniously also omits the weak So, whichoould be the result of 
reduplication. Besides establishing grammatical agreement (not a sure 
argument; cf. T966), the s sound here seems desired by the poet 
Perhaps the final s of sounds was placed by error at the end of seaweed, 

since algam in the Latin is singular and seaweeds is an odd form. 
310 Te fides ... terras.] Peck (p. 401) finds a source in Ovid,Met. 1. 

150 ("Ultima caelestum terras Astraea reliquit") and emends Faith to 
Justice (T286-87). 

313 Si quis ... mentis] Peck observes (p. 401) that "Lucian makes 
Momus to find fault with Jupiter's workmanship when he made man, 
because there wanted windows or spie-holes thro' his breast to see his 
inmost thoughts. And Vitruvius relates, that Socrates wished he had a 
window on his breast, that every body might see the uprightness of his 
heart." Peck also cites Hoi:ace, Epist. 1. 18. 94: "Deme supercilio nubem." 

T313 obscured,] Emphatic comma. Peck rationalizes. See 
"Observations on Renaissance Punctuation." 

315 penitus ... men tis] On the idea of penetrating into the inmost 
recesses of the heart, compare Buchanan's dedicatory letter to Moray 
(Franciscanus, Opera, II, 256-57). 

317 variata ... Monstra ... ] On menagerie man, compare 
Naogeorgus, Hamanus (Dramata Sacra, sig. ii4): the Chorus reflects, "Est 
homo pemicies homini, vicinaque pestis, / Scorpius et serpens, est lupus 
atque leo." It is possible that Buchanan is bringing together the ideas and 
images found in Boethius, Cons. Phil. IV Prosa 3; IV Carm. 2; and IV 
Prosa 4. In the two prose passages, Boethius argues that a wicked man has 
only the outward shape of a man, but is really, inwardly, a beast--and 
names several. In the Carmen, however, he describes how Circe changed 
the shape of men into animals, but, since only poisons that work within the 
soul are mighty, could not change their hearts ("Sola mens stabilis super/ 
Monstra quae patitur gemit." lines 27-28; p. 322.). Boethius' catalogue of 
Circe's monstra verbally echoes those hidden in the breast of Buchanan's 
tyrant. 

T3 l 7 Nor Client like .. . Patron] Perhaps it was this line of Buchanan 
(Bapt. 341-42) that elicited SamuelJohnson's famous words of praise for 
this exceptional Scot. 

320 Libyeque saevis / Foeta portentis] Libya is snake-infested, 
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explains Ovid, since Perseus dripped blood from the decapitated Gorgon 
on its sands (Met. 4. 617-20). 

321 latebrisque nigris] Textor cites Baptista Mantuan. 
322 Caucasus borrens] Textor cites Virgil, Aen. 4. 366-67. Cf. 1087. 
323 Non ibi] Poemata, Edinburgh 1615, reads tibi for ibi. 
327 basiliscus] Textor describes the "serpens candida in capite macula 

velut in diademate quodam omatus . . . Premum non excedit, solo tamen 
halitu serpentem quamlibet magnum suffocat, tan ta est veneni acritate. 
Eum si quis vel baculo attigerit, paulo post moritur." 

T328 your persons Guard/ His followers obscure.] The meaning is 
that "the great flock of his followers overshadows those who attend your 
royal court" (351-52). One wonders if literal translation in T could stand 
alone, given the misleading ambiguity it allows concerning parts of speech. 

330 lacbrymisque fictis . . . crocodilus] Proverbial. See Erasmus, 
Adagia 543: "Sunt qui scribant Crocodilum, conspecto procul homine, 
lacbrymas emittere, atque eundem mox devorare." 

T330 rout] T's root is more likely a compositorial slip or a 
pronunciational deviation than an alternative spelling. Spelled rout at 
T665. 

T332 How can ... secure?] T's translation of Bapt. 355 is unliteral. 
Walsh translates Buchanan's difficult subjunctive, "you must believe that 
there is no class who you should not fear." 

335 stola funbriata] Cf. Mtt 23: 5. 
337 Nuda ... virtus] Like veritas, cf. line 299. "Virtus simplex" is 

cited in Erasmus, Adagia 1123, from Aristotle's Ethics II. 
339 vendit] For venditat (Ruddiman). 
339 insanosque ... Assidet.] Buchanan's description of the bumble life 

of nuda virtus recalls the quiet retirement of the Boethian Stoic sage: "Tu 
conditus quieti / Felix robore valli / Duces serenus aevum / Ridens aetheris 
iras" (Cons. Phil. II Carm. 4. 19-22, p. 196). 

340 popularis aurae] On the breath of public favor, compare Livy 3. 
33. 7; 30. 45. 6. Cf. Popularis aura (Bapt. 881), and Livy 22. 26. 4: "aura 
favoris popularis." Horace contrasts the public virtus to the arbitrio 
popularis aurae (Odes 3. 2. 20). Also, cf. Quintilian 2. 1. 45. Textor cites 
Virgil, Aen. 6. 816. On this convention, see George Boas, Vox Populi: 
Essays in the History of an Idea (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins, 1969). 

T342 intend aSe'eptre] The Latin means "what plot will such a man be 
able to contrive against a royal power" (364). 
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. 343-44 Vitae ... exigit annos.] On the quiet and detached nature of 
virtue, from a Senecan choruson the Stoic king, compare Thyestes 394-97 
400-3: "obscuro positus loco/ Jeni perfruar otio, / nullis nota Quiritibus / ' 
aetas per taciturn fluat." On T318-21 Peck (p. 404) quotes for comparison 
("somewhat of a kind") Milton, Comus 374-77: 

And Wisdoms self 
Oft seeks to sweet retired Solitude, 
Where with her best nurse Contemplation 
She plumes her feathers, and lets grow her wings[.] 

But Peck also cites Seneca, Thyestes 400-3: 

plebeius moriar senex, 
illi mars gravis incubat 
qui, notus nimis omnibus, 
ignotus moritur sibi moritur. (Loeb) 

And Politian, In Rustico: 

Foelix ille animi, di vis que simillimus ipsis, 
Quern non mordaci resplcndens gloria fuco 
Sollicitat, non fastosi mala gaudia luxus, 
Sed tacitos sinit ire dies, & paupere cultu 
Exigit innocuae tranquillae silentia vitae. (Peck) 

Cf. Alexander, Alexandraean Tragedy 2367-72, p. 308: 

And now I see, that Scepters, Crownes, & Thrones, 
Are burd'nous badges of a dangerous state. 
0 happie woman, of true pleasure sure, 
Who in the Countrey lead'st a guilllesse life! 
From Fortunes reach retyr'd, obscure, secure, 
Though not a Queene, yet a contented wife. 

The contrast is made in Alexander, Darius 1574, p. 197: "Though known 
to all, [Kings are] yet to our selves but strangers." Buchanan again refers to 
Se.neca, Thyestes on the Stoic ideal in De jure regni, Opera, I. 28. Cf. also 
Mtlton, PR, 2. 466-72. ' 
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345-75] Cf. 1200-16. Roger A. Mason points out the classical, 
humanist precedents for the speeches on how the tyrant differs from the 
ideal prince. He cites Aristotle, made familiar through Erasmus' The 
Education of a Christian Prince. See "Rex Stoicus: George Buchanan, 
James VI, and the Scottish Polity," in New Perspectives on the Politics and 
Culture of Early Modern Scotland, ed. John Dwyer, Roger Mason, and 
Alexander Murdoch (Edinburgh: Donald, 1982),pp. 13-14. Although 
properly correcting the common view that Buchanan's political theory was 
radical, Mason errs conventionally in yoking the play too closely with the 
tract De jure regni. 

352 obscurat] The Queen suggests that Herod has been living a 
relaxed, pastoral life (lentus, 345) and not the life of duty appropriate for 
his station. John's followers have, in sense, put Herod into the shade. 
Cf. immediately above, lines 336-44; E4: conquiescunt; and 1234: 
conquiescas. 

354 conventicula] "In the Fathers to describe heretical groups" (Walsh, 
p. 277). In Scotland during the latter part of the reign of Mary of Lorraine, 
we find "privy Kirks" used for secret Protestant worship, especially at 
night; also such in France. See John Durkan, "The Cultural Background in 
Sixteenth-Century Scotland," in David McRoberts, ed., Essays on the 
Scottish Reformation 1513-1625 (Glasgow: Burns, 1962), pp. 297-98. 

T359-62] See 376-79. Peck repunctuates Baptistes to conform to his 
repunctuation of T. Brown's punctuation of T may mislead. 

T362 Is] Another example of lack of agreement of subject (contemn'd 
laws, religion, and power) and verb (is), here following the Latin syntax. 

362 Inops . . . torum] Herod's description of John's spartan life in the 
wilderness corresponds, ironically, to Boethius' account of the virtuous 
simplicity of the Golden Age: 

Facili quae sera solebat 
Ieiunia solvere glande. 
Non Bacchica munera norant 
Liquido confundere melle 
Nee lucida vellera Serum 
Tyrio miscere veneno. 
Somnos dabat herba salubres, 
Potum quoque lubricus amnis, 
Vmbras altissima pinus. (Con. Phil. II Carm. 5. 4-12; p. 204) 
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365 Vides ... non vides] The theme of what lies hidden (hypocrisy or 
truth_) returns; for example, at line 849. Cf. Grimald's Herod, who openly 
admrres Johns constancy and modest audacity, "O quanto in illo maius est, 
quam se refert?" (0 how much more is in the man than shows!), 
Archipropheta, Merrill, ed. and trans, p. 296-97. 

T369 day and night] Not in Latin; cf. Tl320. 
T370 What needs ... done] The meaning is "imagine that what will 

surely come to pass has already occurred." 
371 Nempe hoc tyrannus interest . . . civium est] For this 

commonplace, Walsh cites Cicero, De rep. 2. 47 ff. Thomas More, too, 
recalled the classical distinction between a tyrant and a King in his 
epigram "Quid inter Tyrannum et Principem": "Legitimus immanissimis / 
Rex hoc tymnnis interest. / Servos tymnnus quos regit, / Rex liberos putat 
suos" (Epigrams No. 91, p. 48). 
As Francis Oakley points out, this distinction was established by Aristotle 

(Politics 3. 6-7) and maintained by Buchanan's teacher John Major and, 
later by Buchanan himself, in his De Jure regni. See "On the Road from 
Constance to 1668: The Political Thought of John Major and George 
Buchanan," The Journal of British Studies, 1 (1962), 21-22. 

T372 they all things burn,] Ardere (388) is intransitive: "all things are 
ablaze with woeful war." 

373 & perire & perdere] Cf. Seneca, Thyestes 203: "aut perdet aut 
peribet" ("slay or be slain," Loeb). 

376-79] Alternative pointing in later editions has created semi-
subs~tive readings. The present edition reads as follows: "Is it proper that 
nothmg be done harshly even in such a civil disruption when the furor of 
the mob is stirred, when laws, religion, and the authority of the ruler are 
despised and are a laughing stock for the base common people?" T's syntax 
(although timidly pointed) pauses after furor (line 377); but this is 
warranted by the colon of L. See T359. 

377 mobilis vulgi furor] The fickleness of the mob is proverbial; in 
Baptistes this is twice joined to its furor. Cf. 102-3, 386, 540, and 726. Cf. 
Seneca, Her. Furens 170, and see Otto, p. 170. 

T377 SD] Since Herod orders John taken away at the close of this 
interview (T532), it can be assumed that he was escorted by guards into the 
court. It is dramatically cogent that he enter and exit from the prisonhouse. 
Consequently, although we are not given specific information as yet, we 
can assume that John was earlier taken into custody on the strength of 
Malchus' slanders. This indeed is Malchus' later boast (T662). 
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In order to dramatize the theme of calumnia, Buchanan is forced to create 
the awkward scene (T730 ff.) of John's giving his sermon at large, yet after 
he has been imprisoned. By contrast, in Luke 3: 20, Herod imprisons John 
after hearing the reproofs of his marriage and after John's preaching. In 
Baptistes John's imprisonment comes about before Herod or the audience 
has heard his own words. See Commentary on line 403. 

384 Is perditum] Cf. Livy, 32. 22 
387-88 Cuncta passim Iugubri / Ardere bello] Cf. Horace, Odes 2. 1. 

33-34: "Qui gurges aut quae flumina lugubris / ignara belli?" "Mournful 
war" is used especially of civil war. 

389 Urbes cremari ... ] Erasmus writes in Adagia 654: "Villages go 
up in flames, lands are laid waste, churches are ravaged, innocent citizens 
are murdered, everything is overturned, while the prince idly plays at dice, 
amuses himself with dancing [Salome's?] and playes, hunts, drinks" (trans., 
M. M. Phillips, pp. 358-9). The irony is that Malchus and Regina fear 
rebellion--all turned upside down (cf. lines 56-57; 560)--but the true source 
of disorder and cruelty is themselves, and the weakness of Herod. Erasmus 
concludes that the rapacity of lords and bishops, who "are imposing on the 
simple populace with a display of sanctity" (Phillips, p. 360), must be 
endured, lest anarchy--a worse evil--tak:e the place of tyranny. He advises 
the good ruler to keep his nobles and clergy in line. In De jure regni 
Buchanan will argue that there is no obligation to endure tyranny. 

391-92 frena legum ... clementiam] The Queen argues for justice 
against mercy, but her use of the conventional terms is thematically ironic. 
Cf. lines 141 and 503. 

T392 as you did before] T takes the insults the Queen previously 
endured to be Herod's; perhaps they are John's (but now delivered to her 
face). The Latin leaves the question open (403). 

T393 yeeld much] See 404. 
T394 cherish others] Brown's emendation, others cherish, ignores the 

Latin. For cherish as to warm or nourish, see KJV, I Thess. 2: 7 and 
Milton, PL, 10. 1068 (OED). 

395 Ha!] Perhaps Ha. in T should read the speech-prefix Her. 
398 Quum multa possis ... bonorum est] Cf. Seneca, Troades 254: 

"Quo plura possis, plura patienter feras," said by Agamemnon of his own 
forbearance. 

400 animus] Regina talks like Malchus (cf. 178), making a false but 
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P:imafacie reasonable appeal to moral exempla (the spirit of ancestors and 
kings). 

401 Quin abis?] F and Walsh punctuate with a question mark, but 
Walsh translate~ •. "Do go" (p. 142). (T's translation is guided by the full 
stop.of ~ly ~1tions of Baptistes.) Probably Regina is not asked, "Are you 
leavmg? but 1s commanded, "Why do you not leave!" Her tirade is broken 
off not by her frustration but Herod's anger. 

4~3 In os ut ante contumelias] T takes this to mean that the Queen does 
n~t wish to suffer from John the reproof she has earlier endured from the 
King (T392). It is possible, of course, that she means she does not wish to 
be insulted again to her face by John. Herod, apparently, was openly 
reproved_b~ Jo~n p~v~ously (see 429). But cf. line 395, "fama quam 
vulgavent, which md1cates that until now rumor, not direct confrontation 
~as done its work. For in os .. .feram, Ruddiman cites a possible parallel ' 
m Terence, Adelphoe 269. Again we see comic elements slipping into 
Buchanan's tragedy. 

404 inulta ... cedit] At this moment, the unavenged Queen need yield 
only the stage to John. Mu/ta (for inulta) makes no sense. Peck's Latin text 
has inulta; he may have been unaware that many editions of Baptistes read 
m~lta. He emends T's translation (yeeld much T393) to must yeeld. Cf. 
Gnmald, Archipropheta (ed., Merrill, p. 290), in which Herodias vows her 
embarrasment shall not be unavenged ("Nee inulta me ... "), if she can 
win her husband's accustomed favor. Also, feeling herself insulted, 
Clytemnestra walks out on Cassandra's silence; cf. Aeschylus, Agam. 1068. 

405 ~uae spes .. . ] Grimald, Archipropheta (p. 324) picks up the 
desperation of the Queen, "Quid sperem?" 
. 406 I~mne abiit? ... interim.] This colloquial expression has a parallel 
m Cornelius Crocus, Joseph (Dramata Sacra, sig. llv): with Mago the 
;:ervant go~e,_ Seph~h cru:i soliloquize safely about her love for Joseph, 
Iamne abut 1lle? d1cere hie quidvis licet." 

T409 dec~ivest,] Peck's emendation translates decipis (418). 
T409 vemme] Un-Miltonic, irregular, phonetic spelling, not without 

etymological basis, but elsewhere spelled venome (Tl025). 
T413 Republick] That is, "of the state." 
T416 yok] Also spelled yoke (Tl226). 

. 417 odium) Walsh notes that Herod in this "trinity of allegations" 
mverts Malchus' complaint (lines 97-98). Herod is either credulous or 
duplicitous (p. 278). 
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T420 reinsittest] That is, "reincite," used by Milton in prose (OED). 
This ignorant, phonetic spelling is perhaps the result of auditory type-
setting. 

429 absens .. . palam] Presumably John has already had one interview 
with the king. 

430 nuptias] Contrary to Lev. 20. 21. Cf. line 491. Ironically, should 
we accept Buchanan's identification of John with Thomas More, it was this 
passage that so haunted the murky conscience of Henry VIII. 

443-44 Neque enim . .. Aegyptius.] Cf. Andrea Dietherus, Joseph 
(Dramata Sacra, sig. q6): Sephirah to Joseph: "Te lapis, & montes, 
innataque te robora / Rupibus altis, te saevae genuerunt ferae: / Duris te 
genuit perfide horrens cautibus / Caucasus, & tigres admoverunt ubera." 

T443-44 As any . . . my selfe] Cf. John Donne, Devotions upon 
Emergent Occasions (1624): "every man is a piece of the continent . . . any 
man's death diminishes me because I am involved in mankind" (XVII; ed. 
Herschell Baker, The Later Renaissance in England [Boston: Houghton 
Mifflin, 1975], p. 552. 

444-446 pater . . . terra] Cf. Cicero, Pro Fiacco (26): "eorum eadem 
terra parens altrix patria dicitur." Herod was in fact without a drop of 
Jewish blood. What religion he shared with his Jewish subjects was by 
adoption. That pater and patria are not only dramatically but also 
thematically ironic is made clearer by line 511 and later uses of these 
concepts. 

T445 Know] Ed. Peck emends, not implausibly, No! Also possible, 
For or Now. Brown, against sense, keeps T's Nor. Thal the Latin is not 
fully reproduced in the English at this point, makes conjecture uneasy. See 
Historical Collation: T for Peck's addition for the untranslated passage 
(lines 448-49). 

446-49 infima quoties .. . videtur] Herod makes enough good use of 
sayings on what a good King should be to deceive, at least for some time, 
the Chorus that wants to be able to believe him (458-59). But his choice of 
the word cruor must be for the author and audience deeply ironic (cf. 550). 
Interestingly, T omits here a translation of this key word blood (T445). 

Cf. Thomas More's epigram on this political theme, "De Bono Rege et 
Populo": "Totum est unus homo regnum, idque cohaeret amore. / Rex 
caput est, populus caetera membra facit. / Rex quot habet cives (dolet ergo 
perdere quenquam) / Tot numeral parteis corporis ipse sui . / Exponit 
populus sese pro rege putatque / Quilibet hunc proprii corporis esse caput" 
(Epigrams No. 94, p. 49). 
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T447 falsly) That is, "as false." Peck's emendation,/ul/y, is weak. 
449 aequum iudicem] Textor cites Ovid, Tristia 1. 1. 45: "Haec 

quoque quod facio iudex mirabitur aequus." ludex, too, is a word that 
cannot be used in the play without irony, since we are reminded of the 
f:otean cri~

1

cs of the prologue, the unfairly harsh judges, the priests, and 
fmally that great Judge" (lines 136,441, 1091, and 1284). 

459-61 _ ~ec auro . : . fides.] Cf. Thomas More, Epigrams ("Regem 
Non Satelhtmm Sed V1rtus Reddit Tutum," No. 102, p. 51): 

Non timor invisus, non alta palatia regem, 
Non compilata plebe tuentur opes, 

Non rigidus viii mercabilis aere satelles 
Qui sic alterius fiet ut huius erat. 

Tutus erit populum qui sic regit, utiliorem 
Ut populus nullum censeat esse sibi. 

Also on this theme, cf. lines 1211-15. Gilbert fmds precedents and later 
exam~les of the theme of whether fortresses or love are better security for 
the pnnce; see pp. 159-164, on II Principe, Ch. 20. Seneca, De Clementia 
teaches the prudence of relying on the love of the people (1. 3. 3). Cf. ' 
Commentary at line 539. 

T459-69) See Historical Collation: T. Peck's emendation turns T's Latin 
word order (following Baptistes) into English. 
. 4?6 E pl~bt: ... quippiam) Cf. Terence, Eunuchus, Prologue 4-5: "tum 

s1 qms est qui dictum in se inclementius / existumarit esse is sic 
existumet" (the passage continues "let him reflect that this' is not an attack 
but in self-defence" Loeb, p. 237). Again, we find unlikely profane 
contexts for sacred utterances. 

471 publica . .. occulte) John answers Herod's attack (429). Contrast 
Malc~us' "dolos / Occulte" (1003-4). Cf. Grimald, Archipropheta (ed., 
Memll, p. 288): Typhlus, a priest, says that John, "Nee ista occulte ait, sed 
publice intonat." The irony is that John's open honesty is here seen as a 
flaw. 

474 cum me rogarent milites] Cf. Lk. 3: 14. 
475 servire) Cf. Christ's answer in Mtt. 22: 21 (Walsh). 
T478 I could serve) On Ts following of the manifestly corrupt reading 

possem (475), see "The Latin Original" and "Quality of the Translation." 
484 ira caeca] Textor cites Ovid, Amores"!. 7. 44. 
T486 ith) monosyllabic i'th'. 
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503 Mensura le gum] On the rule of law, by which a king is 
distinguished from a tyrant, cf. 398,503,567,571, 715, 1206-08, and 
1344. Cf. De jure regni (Opera, I, 21). 

504 Quod ius ... obtinet] On the rule of the King of Kings, compare 
Horace, Odes 3. 1. 5-6: "regum timendorum in proprios greges, / reges in 
ipsos imperium est Iovis." 

511 patriam] See also lines 55, 445, 595, 1070 and 1156, in which the 
theme of true patria (Heaven) and false (earth) is developed. Cf. Cons. 
Phil. I Prosa 5, p. 1581; Philosophy explains to Boethius that he has exiled 
himself from his real patria (that is, heavenly philosophy). 

T51 l I] Italic fs indicating type-shortage are frequent on sigs. B2v, B3, 
and B4. 

519 Qui de tyranni ... abditos,] Cf. 285 ff. Buchanan may be 
developing a complex and ironic metaphor. The Chorus is 
characteristically (as a vulgus) benighted. By contrast, John's special 
heroism is his clear sightedness. We may compare Erasmus, Adagio 874: 
"Nee Tyrannis est ullum hominum genus magis invisum, quam horum, qui 
a vulgi sententia longe lateque dissentientes, nimium acute cemunt per 
tenebras." This unique and absolute vision makes John as uncomfortable a 
member of society as the Lynceus-eyed critics, attacked by Buchanan in 
the prologue (27). Equally unforgiving and unclubbable, John is redeemed 
solely by being an "aestimator candidus" (32). John truly sees; the false 
critics only pretend to see. The Chorus fears to see, and cannot. Cf. De jure 
regni, in which Claudian is cited on the impossibility of a king concealing 
his faults: "--nee posse dari regalibus usquam secretum vitiis" (Buchanan, 
Opera, I, 27). Cf Commentary on lines 524-26. 

524 Fortuna regum ... assequi.] There is some irony in the King's 
soliloquy that neither words nor thought can comprehend the misery and 
cares of Kings. Misera will remind the audience of Maleh us' opening 
lament (52) and looks forward to the Nuncius' "Let only the miseri mourn 
the miseros mortuos; fortune can make no man wretched" (1335-37). 
There is a progression here that may be called "Miltonic," if one thinks of, 
for example, "Lycidas," beginning in tears and culminating in the lesson 
"weep no more." Further, the King reveals here that he is a victim of self-
deception as well as a perpetrator of deceit, for, alone, he states that it is 
the wretched lot of Kings to conceal their true feelings (530-538). It is this 
"bad faith"--also felt by the tyrant Agammemnon in Euripides' Iphigenia in 
Aulis--that tortures Herod. 
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In case we should miss the irony, Herod's speech "nee fando poterit 
explicare oratio" (525) echoes the observation, made by the Chorus only a 
few lines before (519 ff.), that whoever believes he can know a tyrant's 
mind from his words should be aware that he is trusting in a cloudy mirror 
(turbido speculo). The epithet turbidus (which does not often modify 
speculum) may remind us, further, that disturbed (turbidi) hypocrites were 
described earlier as simulating a peaceful appearance (287; cf. 844, 891). 
The ironies mount when Malchus complains that he cannot trust the King 
(863 ff.) On the miseries of kings, Walsh compares Jephthes 628 and cites 
Euripides Iphigenia in Aulide 16 and Horace, Epodes 2. 1 (Walsh, pp. 256, 
280). In De jure regni, Maitland argues speciously that no one would want 
to be a king were not the difficulties of the position compensated for by the 
pleasures of arbitrary power (Opera, I, 12-13). Cf., also, Alexander, The 
Alexandrean Tragedy 2620-22, p. 315: "for, being Lords,/ They never 
know the truth that comes to light,/ When franke society speakes naked 
words." 

T526-27 The matter even it selfe ... ] T mistranslates. The Latin 
reads: "The matter itself proclaims how you obey Kings, you who wish the 
King to obey your laws" (512-13). 

T534 ceartainly] Also spelled certainly Tl248. Cf. hearbs (779). 
T538 rigerous] See note T622. 
539 Spemit modestum principem plebs) Cf. Puella's advice at line 

1216, with which Herod contends. In this conventional debate between 
mercy and justice, Machiavelli would stand with the Queen, Puella, and, at 
this moment, with Herod. See II Principe, Ch. 17. Herod's error is in 
wavering. Buchanan's pupil, James VI, in his Basi/ikon Doron, will argue 
that clemency should be applied to governing only after severity of justice 
has achieved firm control; otherwise, the king will be despised and he will 
in the end be forced to chastise many; while if he had acted early and 
strictly, he would have had to punish only a few (Bk. II, cited in Gilbert, 
p. 101). Cf. The Queen's advice at lines 382-84. 

540 vulgo serviendum] Herod makes the crucial errors of being 
irresolute, fearful of the people, and despised. Machiavelli advises that the 
prince will best protect himself from secret conspiracies by avoiding being 
hated or despised. How to keep the people's respect, however, is the main 
object of the education of the prince; one method--as Malchus recognizes--
is to delegate unpopular tasks to inferiors. See II Principe, Ch. 19. The 
fears of a cruel tyrant are a traditional topic; see Gilbert, pp. 140-58. Cf. 
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Seneca, Thyestes 352, where a true king is not moved by the favor of the 
mob (favor vulgi). 

541) See T558-60. 
544 imperi / Habenda ratio est] On the true and false, good and evil, 

understanding of words for kingdom, authority, dignity, and order, see 
"The Critical Tradition." When in More's Utopia, Hythlodaeus argues that 
it is futile to offer wise counsel to a king, one example he gives is that be 
would not be heeded were be to advise that certain harsh measures would 
actually hurt a king, that the king might "retain the name of authority 
[imperii nomen]" but "be loses its majesty" (p. 94-95). 

545 ipse mibi sum proximus] Proverbial, Terence, Andr. 636 
("Proxumus sum egomet mibi"--"Cbarity begins at home," Loeb trans.); 
Marlowe's Barabas counsels himself, "Ego mibimet sum semper 
proximus" (Jew of Malta 1. 1. 189, ed., Bowers). See Otto, p. 289. On the 
isolation of the tyrant, cf. Bapt. 1220 ff. For Malcbus' repetition, cf. 672. 

550 Nunc stat cruore] Cf. Julius Caesar 2. 1. 10: "It must be by bis 
death." Brutus' vacillating soliloquy is equally self-deceptive. His 
proverbial "serpent's egg" that must be crushed before it batches may recall 
Herod's prudential maxims (lines 552, 560-62; see note). Caesar's humility, 
like John's, is perceived as the hypocrisy of the ambitious man. 

T553/554] See Historical Collation: T. Peck translates "palam profari 
justa" (535). 

T558 wavering .. . desire.] T follows P79 punctuation of 540-41 
(generally adopted by the [Geneva] 1590 tradition until 1621). 

560 Confundet imis summa] Cf. the historian Quintus Curtius 8. 8. 8: 
"summa imis confundet." Herod dislikes the breakdown of distinctions and 
order. Cf. Malchus' lament (57). But it is John who keeps the distinction 
between what is eternal and what is temporal. Cf. Sophocles, Antigone 
672-74, where Creon says be must preserve the order of the state from 
Antigone's anarchy. 

560 gliscenti ... opprimenda est] For this proverb compare Ovid, 
Rem. Amoris 81 and 94, Heroides 17. 189, Seneca, Epist. 72. 11, and 
Persius 3. 64: "venienti occurrite morbo." See Otto, p. 287. 

T563/564] See Historical Collation: T. Peck supplies a translation for 
"idne dubium est?" (544). 

T564 none .. . my selfe] Walsh translates 545 by "I am my own 
neighbor." 

567 garriat . .. nibil] What Malcbus said of principles means nothing 
to Herod, yet the priest effected John's imprisonment on the strength of 
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rumours and fears. John's words to Herod and Herod's to John were 
clearly n? ineffective discourse. The Queen will later complain to Malchus 
that ~othmg she_ says to Herod achieves her goal. Finally, a rash promise, 
not discourse, bmds the King, or frees him, to do what it appears he thinks 
he wants to do--execute John. 

570-73 modo populus unam .. . putet.] Herod defines himself as a 
tyrant, one w~o sets his own will as a law unto his people. Cf. "Tyrannus 
est autem, qmsquis sibi gerit imperium " (Erasmus, Adagia 109). Malchus, 
the Queen, ~d Puella share Herod's view of temporal authority (139, 
1203). In this play, however, obedience to Herod is not contrasted with 
pop~lar sovereignity. To believe that John is setting his own authority 
agamst that of the king is to make the error Herod makes (line 513). 
Buchanan and John arg~e, ra~her,_that obedience is due "another King" 
(709, 764, 1033). Machiavelli believed it was prudent for the king to at 
least appear to obey the law; see I/ Principe, Ch. 24. On Machiavelli's 
sources a~d analogues, see Gilbert, pp. 197-201. Cf. Bapt. 1262-63. Cf. 
also,,fe Jure regni (Opera, I, 18): "Reges non sibi, sed populo, creatos 
esse. ~f. Vernulaeus, where Henry VIII sets himself up against the 
authonty of the law_and of the Pope: "Unum est necessum: pareant, sit 
quod volo. / Parere mstum est Regibus quando iubent. / Sum Rex & idem 
Pontifex ero meis" (Schuster, ed., p. 183). ' 
. 573-~23] The Chorus' lament and prayer that God, who shows his hand 
m ordermg the physical world and in history, be not indifferent to the 
needs of ~is pe?ple (60~) may be contrasted to John's sermon and prayer 
(695 ff.), m which man is accused of being the sole creature that spurns the 
Creator's laws (712). Cf. the Chorus' theme to these lines, also from a 
~h?ru~, from Seneca's Hippolytus: "O magne parens, Natura, deum / tuque 
1gm_f~n rector Olympi" (959-(i()), "hominum nimium securus abes, / non 
5?lhc~~s prodesse bonis, / nocuisse malis?" (97 5-77), and "vincit sanctos 
~rra hbido, / fraus sublimi regnat in aula" (981-82). That on earth "semper 
improbus premet probos" (50) is of course cause for lament and self-
exam~nation, b~t it is not for Buchanan the cause of the existential despair 
perceived by Ttmothy Reiss. See Tragedy and Truth: Studies in the 
Develop':'ent of a Renaissance and Neo-C/assica/ Discourse (New Haven: 
Yale Umv. Press, 1980). 
Also, compare "O stelliferi conditor orbis," the opening of a verse 

passa?e in B~thius, Cons. Phil. I Carm. 5. 1, p. 154), which curiously, but 
for this first lme, has more verbal similarities with John's hymnic sermon 
(695 ff.), yet expresses the complaint (26-48) that man alone is outside 
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God's governance and that He does not fairly distribute rewards and 
punishments. 

574 Cuius ... nutum] Ruddiman finds a parallel in Juvenal 10. 21: "Et 
motae ad lunam trepidabis harundinis umbram" (Loeb). 

575 Coelum nitidis ignibus aptum,] Cf. Ennius (Warmington, ed., line 
59): "Qui caelum versat stellis fulgentibus aptum," and Virgil, Aen. 4. 482; 
6. 797: "axem umero torquet stellis ardentibus aptum." Also, cf. Aen. 11. 
202 and Lucretius 6. 357 (Walsh). 

T590/591] See Historical Collation: T. Peck fills the lacuna in T from 
the Latin (566). 

T591 bable] "Perhaps designedly .. . to bring it nearer to Babel" (Peck, 
p. 410). But this spelling, also found at line T1238, is not consistent. In 
lines 1293 and 1294 we have babble and babbling. 

594 Sed duce & auspice] Cf. Horace, Odes 1. 7 . 27: "nil desperandum 
Teucro duce et auspice Teucro!" 

598 fabula . .. hosti] Cf. Malchus' concern for his people's dignity 
before their enemies (61, 72). 

601 Populus . . . colla securi:] Cf. Boethius, Cons. Phil. I Carm. 5, 32-
3, p. 156, "sanctaque calcant / Iniusta vice colla nocentes." 

603] See T625. 
606 Meriti poenas ... coercet.] See line 50. 
T607 prepared} Translates parato (586). 
614 puer} The reference is to the servant of Elisha, the boy whose eyes 

were opened by the Lord that he might see divine protection--that the 
mountain was full of horses and chariots of fire (ecce mons plenus 
equorum, & currorum igneorum, 4 Re gum 6: 17). There is some irony in 
the Chorus' request (610) that their enemies be made to see, since Elisha 
prayed successfully that the Syrian enemies of Israel be temporarily 
blinded (to mislead them before battle). The Chorus does not yet 
understand that it is not the nature of evil men to see the truth and that even 
the good need to be led to true vision by a prophet. 

617 Te caligine ... recondit,1 Cf. Boethius, Cons. Phil. I Prosa 2, p. 
136: "Quod ut possit , paulisper lumina eius mortalium rerum nube 
caligantia tergamus." Also, cf. Cicero, Tusc. Disp. 5. 6 and Jerome, Epist. 
100. 11 (Walsh, p. 281). 

619 coeca nube} Textor cites Lucan 2. 262. But the epithet is common; 
cf. Ovid, Met. 14. 816. 

622 rutilae ... flammae] Textor cites Ovid, Fasti 3. 285. Walsh cites 
in addition Ovid, Met. 12. 294 . 

• 
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T6:2 predoman~nt] Ts spelling, as in the case of Basalisk (T303), 
see~s ignorant, aud1to~, and compositorial, since the Latin etymology is 
obVIous. But the favonng of a over i may indicate pronunciation- also note 
that e is favored over o in timerous (T240) and rigerous (T538; but ri;our 
and rigo(u)rous (T359, T470, Tl349, T1423). And fore favored over; see 
rediculous (T655) and deveous (Tl 184). ' 

624 Sic se profecto . .. velis] On the idea that all too often we do not 
know our g_ood, compare Theobald's notes on Antony and Cleopatra 
(2. 1. _710: We ignorant of ourselves,/ Beg often our own harms, which 
the wise Powers I Deny us for our own good; so find we profit/ By losing 
o~ our prayers."): "If this be not an imitation of the following incomparable 
Lmes of Juvenal, they breathe so much of the same Spirit and Energy, as if 
the soul of the Roman Satyrist had been transfus'd into our Poet. 

--Quid enim Ratione timemus, 
Aut cupimus? Quid tam dextro pede concipis, ut te 
Conatus non poeniteat, votique peracti? 
Evertere domus totas optantibus ipsis 
Dii faciles--
Nam pro jucundis aptissima quaeque dabunt Di. 
Carior est illis homo, quarn sibi. Nos animorum 
Impulsu, et coeca magnaque cupidine ducti, &c. (SAT. X .) " 
(The Works of Shakespeare in Seven Volumes, by Mr. 
Theobald, London 1733). 

~625) T follows the pointing of early editions of Bapt. 603. The 
~eadmg of the present text, ense tyranni ("at or by the tyrant's sword") is 
mtroduced by the 1609 Plantin Psalm Paraphrases (No. 20), followed in 
later editions of the Psalm Paraphrases, but not by the Saumur Poemata 
(1621). 

T630] See Historical Collation: T. Peck translates 608-9, not in T. 
632 exempla ne longe petam] Cf. Buchanan's De Caleto 13 (Opera II 

408): "exempla longe ne repetam." ' ' 
654) Like Gamaliel (261), Malchus believes that the good adviser is 

unappreciated. 
T655 rediculous] See note on line T622. 
658 Quo conferam me] See "Sources and Parallels: Sententiae." 

Buchanan seems to have Medea on his mind; cf. line 624. 
660 pseudoprophetarn] Cf. Lk. 6. 26 (Walsh). 
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661 rabini] A sixteenth-century term (Walsh cites R. E. Latham, 
Revised Medieval Latin Word-List [Oxford. 1965]). 

662 solus] The reading solis that occurs in some later editions is 
metrically unallowable; there are no other fourth foot spondees in Baptistes 
unless possibly lines 2 and 1095. Solus was a legal term for the king's 
authority outside Parliament Consequently, there is some sense that in 
going it alone Malchus is here stepping beyond his authority; that is, the 
two swords of medieval political theory are being confused. See F. Le Van 
Baumer, The Early Tudor Theory of Kingship (New Haven: Yale Univ. 
Press, 1940), pp. 11, 21-22. Malchus' false isolation, along with that of 
Herod and Herodias, is being contrasted with true retirement, either in the 
form of virtue's pastoral retreat or of John's heroic independence amidst the 
crowds. Cf. lines 88-89, 527-28, 664,669, 712 (with great irony, coming 
after Malcbus' soliloquy), 885, 897, 989. See also "Sources and Parallels." 

T664 Nought . . . thoughts] Commas to set off parenthetical elements 
are commonly omitted in T and in L. 

T669 eminent unworthy death] Literally, "they honour bis disasters" 
(646). "Unworthy" (that is, "undeserved") seems an odd admission for 
Malchus and perhaps the translator is remembering "indignam .. . necem" 
(41). For "eminent" understand "imminent," that is, impending (cf. T1060). 

672 ego mibi sum proximus] Malchus' words remind us of Herod's 
(545). But this pose of heroic isolation is ironic when contrasted to John's. 
See Commentary on line 662. 

686 omnes admovebo macbinas] Cf. Plautus, Miles Glor. 813: 
"quantas moveo machinas." Malchus here too reveals bis comic ancestry in 
that the context of the original is in character. Cf. Scboepperus (Echtr. 5 
chorus, sec. 6): "omnes adhibet macbinas." Also used by Petrus Papeus, 
Samarites (Comoediae ac Tragoediae, K4), when the "Diabolus Leno" 
speaks of his determination to corrupt Aegio: "omnes machinas / Adhibeo, 
nee denique labor erit irritus." 

T687 Ob whither shall I go?] Commonplace lament of tragic figures. 
Cf. Milton's use of this motif, PL 4. 73: "Me miserable! which way shall I 
flie" (Columbia Works). Cf. "Sources and Parallels." 

689 undequaque] Cf. "viro undiquaque doctissimo" (Buchanan, Opera, 
II, 752). A late medieval word; see R. E. Latham, Revised Medieval Latin 
Word-List (Oxford, 1965), p. 500. 

690-1 Atque ipse .. . sequitur comes.] Malchus seems surprised that 
John bas left bis prison, before which bis followers, we have just been told, 
are keeping a watch (651). The translator E. Aignan explained that the 
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conditions of John's imprisonment were liberal (1823; p. 269); Lebegue 
(1?29; ~P· 270-71) was perplexed: "Jene comprehends pas comment ce 
pnsonmer peut se promener dans la ville." Should we imagine John on 
day-release or guarded in transit between palace and prison? Peck in his 
Argument_ to Tyrannical/-Government believed that John was "enlarged" 
and_there 1s some suggestion of this being considered, but not, I think, 
hav~ng occurred, at line 928 (liberatus). The Queen and Malchus discuss 
the mad~quacy of John's current imprisonment as a solution for the threat 
to secunty that he presents and the horrors that might arise were John now 
to be given his liberty (922). Later (997), John addresses the Chorus before 
the prison doors. 

Either Buchanan is not concerned to supply us with an explanation ("ohne 
dass gesagt"--Carl Fries, "Quellenstudien," p. 247), or his efforts to do so 
have only made the issue more puzzling. 

695 0 magne rerum .. .. arbiter:] Cf. Seneca, Herc . Fur. 205 (Walsh, 
p. 283). Also cf. Gnapheus, Acolastus, ed. Atkinson, p. 154: "solus rerum 
omnium arbiter." Bolte (Acolastus) records an echo of Acts 17: 28. Cf. 
Bapt. 1079. 

695-717 0 magne . . . viribus.] John's lament that man alone refuses to 
obey his creator is verbally similar to Boethius, Cons. Phil. I Carm. 5, 1-
25, p. ~54-56, but the Boethian passage continues (lines 26-48) to express 
a Job-hke attack on God's arbitrary abandonment of his duty to distribute 
rewar~s and punishments fairly . Cf. Bapt. 573 ff. It may be seen that John's 
attacking man for alone rejecting God's commands is a response to the 
presumptions of the Chorus (573 ff.). 

703 Hyems pruinis vestit albicantibus] Cf. Horace, Odes 1. 4. 4: "nee 
prata canis albicant pruinis." 

704 curva ... flumina] Textor cites Virgil, Georgics 2. 12: 
"camposque & flumina late curva tenent." 
" 707 Et inquieta lustrat orbem lampade.] Cf. Virgil, Aen. 7. 148-49: 
Postera cum prima lustrabat lampade terras / orta dies." 

709-10) That is, "If I should manage the affair well but incur the 
people's disfavor." 

718 Principia] Walsh finds it "impossible" not to see Malchus' "asides" 
and John's attacks "in the light of sixteenth-century events." 

719~33] John's references to wandering, inheritance, orphans, and 
oppression seem to be part of a pattern of imagery taken from an earlier 
Choral ode (573 ff.) and from Boethius (Cons. Phil. I Carm. 5 
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and Prosa 5, pp. 154-158). The Chorus complained that it bad been 
abandoned by its Father and that the evil oppress the good. In fact. the 
Chorus bas abandoned its Father, the priests have let their people wander, 
and they let widows and orphans suffer while the rich oppress the poor. 
Philosophy in like manner reprimanded Boethius for self-pity (cf. 
Commentary, lines 573 ff. and 695 ff.). See "Sources and Parallels." 

726-50] John's denunciation of the priests recalls that of Jesus (Mtt. 23; 
Mk. 12: 38-40; Lk. 1: 37-54; 20: 45-47). 

730 Obliquus error devio flexu abstrabit.] Cf. from Politian, "Signet 
iter, quo se confundat devius error," and from Seneca, Troades 389, 
"obliquis Hecate currere flexibus," both cited by Textor. Also, see 
Erasmus, Adagia 696. Buchanan comparatively seldom uses epithets in 
Baptistes, but bis use is alert. 

T730] The Creator does not make all things voyd. Perhaps, voyd was a 
marginal or verbal instruction directed at extra-metrical things erroneously 
placed within the text. See Historical Collation: T. 

731 Viduae orpbanique] Walsh recalls Mtt. 23: 14 where Christ attacks 
the Pharisees. 

733 Iniqua ... vaenalia.] Cf. Malcbus' complaint of "profana sacra 
mista" (57). The priests are the true cause of disorder. 

739-40 Decimatis ... menta] Cf. Mtt. 23: 23, "Vae vobis Scribae, et 
Pbarisaei bypocritae: quia decimatis mentham." The point in Matthew is 
the Pharisees' concern over unimportant details, not their greed. 

745-48 muti non latratis . .. ipsi.] John asks where is the priests' 
dignitas (737) and auctoritas (744) when their duty is called on. Then they 
are like silent watchdogs that fail to drive the wolves from the sheep; 
indeed they are the wolves. Cf. Thomas More on what is a good king: 
"Quid bonus est princeps? Canis est custos gregis inde / Qui fugat ore 
lupos. Quid malus? Ipse lupus.'' (Epigrams No. 97, "De Principe Bono Et 
Malo", p. 50). Cf. also Utopia, pp. 94-95. Again we see that even in 
discussing the corruption of the clergy, Buchanan's mind turns to the 
secular aspect of the issue, rather than to the strictly theological. 

Bad priests are also called Lupi in Hieronymus Ziegler, Heli (Dramata 
Sacra, sig. K2v). The origin of the topos is Biblical. Buchanan's John 
conflates the two ideas that the false prophets are outwardly sheep but 
inwardly wolves (Mtt. 7: 15) and that they are hireling guards frightened 
by the wolves away from the sheep they are obliged to protect (Jn 10: 12). 
Walsh compares Isaiah 56: 10. 

T746 ther's] Sole occurrence in T of the Miltonic spelling without 
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finale. See Peck (p. 348). 
748 deglubere] Cf. 748. One classical locus of this commonplace is in 

Suetonius (Tiberius 32fin.): "Praesidibus onerandas tributo provincias 
suadentibus rescripsit: 'boni pastoris esse tondere pecus, non deglubere."' 
Cf. Bapt. 90. Walsh (p. 284) finds a parallel in Erasmus, Adagia. 

751 maximam malam crucem] One of the many Plautine expressions 
in Baptistes. See "Sources and Parallels: Comedy and the Prologue." 

756 SH om.] Land F print a redundant speech heading Malchus. 
P79A omits this but shows a vestigial indentation at line 756, which is 
flush with the margin in P79B. 

756 ista] Plantin 1609 Psalm Paraphrases No. 20 is the first to omit 
the comma after ista. This reading, oddly, was rejected by the eclectic 
1621 Saumur Poemata, and by the later editions of the Poemata based on 
it T is unaffected by this variant. 

757 Durare nequeo ulterius.] Cf. Cornelius Crocus, Joseph (Dramata 
Sacra, sig.12): "Sephirah. Nequeo durare.'' Again, Buchanan's selection of 
diction for Malcbus reminds us of Ben Jonson's "Speak that I may see 
thee." But since Jonson's point is that one can see the mind of the speaker 
and the view of the Chorus is that one cannot. we may decide that the 
epistemological resolution is in the hearer. 

762 Bene puto dici, cum malis dictum est male.] Cf. Plautus, Cure. 
5112-13: "Indignis si male dicitur, male dictum id esse dico, / verum si 
dignis dicitur, bene dictumst meo quidem animo" ("Hard words are bard if 
spoken to those who do not deserve them, but if they deserve them, soft--at 
least in my opinion.'' See Plautus, Works, P. Nixon, trans., [1917; 
Cambridge: Harvard Univ. Press, 1965], II, 243)." 

763 maioribus] Cf. Creon in Sophocles' Antigone (726-27): "What, 
would you have us at our age be schooled, / Lessoned in prudence by a 
beardless boy?" (trans., F. Storr [Cambridge: Harvard Univ. Press, 1965), 
p. 371). Creon speaks to the Chorus which has approved Haemon's advice. 

769 tibi?] Walsh punctuates Malchus' line as a question and translates, 
"Do you consider it a sin not to speak of sin?" T translates the Latin as a 
declarative sentence in accordance with the full-stop in all previous 
editions: "Thou mayest call goodnesse what seems bad to thee" (T 811). 
Although unliteral, this translation may be closer to the import of the Latin. 
Probably line 769 is a question; the absence of -ne and a mark of 
interrogation in early editions is of course no serious objection. Tue 
meaning is, "Does it (tacuisse vera) seem a crime if you do not say to 
yourself it is a crime?" Walsh's reading gives Malchus a merely petulant 
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line (and is awkward Lalin in the use of subjunctive dicas and placement 
of tibi). Ts and the present interpretation attributes to Malchus an ethical 
relativism we have seen him express earlier to Gamaliel (175) and for 
which there was a notorious precedent in Euripides' Aeolus, fr. 19: 

"Cl O' a.taxpov -riv µ11 "COl<Jl xpwµlvot<; OOlCTl<; 

--cited and translated by E.R. Dodds as "There's nothing shameful but 
thinking makes it so" (of incest). See The Greeks and the Irrational 
(Berkeley: Univ. of California Press, 1968), pp. 187, 200. The Euripides-
Dodds reference was found by Ellen Quackenbos. 

It is worth noting that here sin is described as a fonn of discourse or 
silence, a theme of the play. 

T769] Peck's stage direction [to Malchus] is doubtful. You (vos) is 
plural. Malchus has not yet entered John's view. The scene is in the comic 
eavesdropping tradition. 

771-72] The exchange between John and Malchus recalls lines 141 and 
188. 

775 vicina] Cf. Lev. 19: 18, Mtt. 19: 19. 
776-96] John's authority is questioned by the priests in Jn. 1: 19-27. 

Jesus' authority is questioned in Mtt. 21:23-27 (cf. Mk. 11:27-33; 
Lk. 20:1-8). Buchanan conflates the two episodes. 

783-90 Vox sum] Cf. Mtt. 3:3-11; Mk. 1: 3-8; Lk. 3:4-6; Jn. 1:23-27; 
Is. 40:3. John proclaims precisely the disorderly revolution Malchus fears. 

785 veniente] The reading venienti that occurs in some later editions is 
metrically impossible. 

T788 flee] Alternative spelling of flay. 
790 Nemo quern ... obambulet] Source not precise, but compare Mtt. 

17: 12; Jn 1: 10. Buchanan strengthens the theme of seeing and hearing but 
not knowing. By contrast, Bale's John causally links the levelling of the 
mountains and the filling of the valleys with the gaining of vision: "For all 
men shall see their merciful saver plain" (Fanner, ed., p. 131). 

794 miraculo] Walsh correctly observes that John is here, as 
elsewhere, being associated with Christ who "was often asked for such a 
sign of his authority" (p. 295), citing Mtt. 12: 38, 16: 1, 24: 3, and 
especially, for this passage, Mtt. 21: 23 ff. Buchanan's testimony before the 
Lisbon Inquisition indicates that his own position on miracles was suspect 

794-96 probas ... probes] The slip probas (796), which Walsh from 
Ruddiman notes as in the Edinburgh 1578 edition, is not, in fact, found 
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un~! the London 1592 edition. Probas turns up again in the Leyden 1628 
editions and a few following editions (as noted in Ruddiman). McFarlane 
has discovered that in his revisions Buchanan reveals hesitancy over mood 
but here variant readings of later editions appear compositorial. ' 

798 furorem] Since Malchus and the Queen are the victims of evil 
passions, this is Buchanan's ironic use. Cf. lines 297, 919, 925, 1266. 

800 rem] Cf. line 167 (lucri), where Malchus attributes similar 
motives to John. 

805 mutes] Cf. line 1246. 
807 viam] Ironic. Cf. lines 188, 784, 803. 
818 non pessimus ... parens] Proverbial; see Otto, p. 359. Note that 

appositives ("non pessimus magister" = "usus" and "usus parens" 
="senecta") are not set off by punctuation. Peck marks them with 
parentheses. 

822-24 Si vera dico . .. falsa] Cf. Jn. 8: 46: "Si veritatem dico vobis, 
quare non creditis mihi?" The Pharisees answered, "Nonne bene dicimus 
nos quia Samaritanus es tu, et daemonium babes?" 

T823 no] Perhaps Mr should be read for parallelism and to translate 
nee (780). Peck's emendation ofT821 (that translates ille) would seem the 
preparation for Mr. But Malchus' conclusion that John is "no Prophet" 
follows from T821. 

826 I] Italic for emphasis. There is no evidence of roman / type-
shortage on sig, B4v. 

T830 levyed] Levyed, an incorrect translation of aequabunt (787· 
literally, "lifted up"), was often used for levelled (OED). Cf. Ts inco:.Cect 
use of eminent for imminent (T669, Tl060). 

831 Et, quando amicos ... senum.] Cf. Cornelius Crocus, Joseph 
(Dramata Sacra, sig. 17): Sephirah to Joseph, "Si amore non flectare, 
senties quae odium ferat meum." For amicos, cf. lines 1017, 1049, and 
1222. Friends are of no use to saints or tyrants. 

T833/834] See Historical Collation:T. Peck adds translation for"& 
usque obambulet" (791). 

837 pharmaca] Not in Lewis and Short; entry in Forcellini, Totius 
Latinitatis Lexicon (1771), p. 381): from the Greek; a remedy or a poison; 
Late Latin examples. Cf. Jephthes 712. 

840 emplasmatis] Unattested fonn. 
8~5-54 .~t vos ... arguit] For this portrayal of the power of the "quiet 

conscience, Peck (p. 416) reminds us of Juvenal 13. 193: 
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quos diri conscia facti 
Mens habet attonitos, & surdo verbere caedit, 
Occulto quatiente animo tortore flagellum. 

And Shakespeare, /I Henry VI 3. 2. 235; and Milton, Comus 380-83. 
T850 astray] Absence of punctuation may be error or authorial pattern 

at ends of verses--called a "principle of economy" by A. Thiselton (1903; 
p. 87). See "Observations on Renaissance Punctuation." 

852 ff. conscientia .. . ] For a parallel description of conscience 
tormenting a tyrant, compare Tacitus, Annals, 6. 6: 

Adeo facinora atque flagitia sua ipsi quoque in supplicium 
verterant. Neque frustra praestantissimus sapientiae firmare solitus 
est, si recludantur tyrannorum mentes, posse aspici laniatus et ictus, 
quando ut corpora verberibus, ita saevitia, libidine, malls consultis 
animus dilaceretur. 

[So surely bad his crimes and his infamies turned to the torment 
even of himself; nor was it in vain that the first of sages [Socrates] 
was accustomed to affirm that, could the souls of tyrants be laid 
open, lacerations and wounds would meet the view; since, as the 
body is tom by the lash, so is the spirit of man by cruelty and lust 
and evil purposes.] 

John Jackson, who translates this passage, indicates that this is an imitation 
of Plato (Gorgias 524E) and that Julian (Caes. 309C) imitates the same 
passage in describing Tiberius (Tacitus, Annals [1937; Cambridge: 
Harvard Univ. Press, 1963], III, 162-3). 

857 Duro flagellans verbere.] Ruddiman suggests that perhaps surdo 
should be read for duro, in imitation of Juvenal 13. 192: "Cur tamen hos tu 
/ Evasisses putes, quos diri conscia facti / Mens habet attonitos et surdo 
verbere cadit / Occultum quatiente animo tortore flagellam?" 

T862 men] Peck's emendation man corresponds to imperitum (816), 
but the translator may intend the universal. 

863 nulla certa spes] In defining the proverbial, poetical phrase tenuis 
or frigida spes (i.e., infirma or incerta), Erasmus, Adagia 894, points out 
that any hope on which we rely is tenuis ("lsta tenuis quaepiam est, qua 
nitimur."), citing Euripides, Iphigenia Aulidensis 1014 on "cold hope" 
(Loeb). (The relationship between Achilles and Clytemnestra at this point 
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in Euripides' play may recall that here between Malchus and Regina). Cf. 
also, Seneca, Medea 162: Nurse to Medea: "Spes nulla rebus monstrat 
!dflictis viam." Also, cf. Gnaphius, Acolastus, (ed. Atkinson, p . 132): 
A~olas_tu~. Ce~,. quod v~~ter sim repertus, gaudeo. / Sed nullane spes est, 

potmnd1 hie pnnctpatus? ( Indeed that I am considered one of you is a 
pleasure to me, but is there any chance I might become the chief citizen 
here?"_)- Acolastus speaks with the sharpers Pamphagus and Pantolabus. 
Irony 1s replete in the diction. 

865 gratiae] T translates gratia ("with favour" 908) from the P79 
tradition. See Historical Collation: Baptistes. Gratiae becomes common 
again in 1621 editions, probably picked up from Psalm Paraphrases 1609 
(No. 20) rather than directly from the L-F tradition. 

866 auram] See 340. 
866 lenitatis imagine] T's translation follows the punctuation of the 

present and all previous editions. Walsh's repunctuation is discussed in 
"Internal Evidence: Prosody." 

868 suasque ... periculo.] That is, "Herod wanted to avenge the 
wrongs he suffered, while shifting the risk of this revenge to Malchus." 
Meo periculo means "atmy risk." Cf. Cicero, Pro Sestio 52. 111; Plautus, 
Poe?,ulus 876 and Bacchides 752. 100. Cf. "and richt his wrangs at my 
cost (Sutherland, trans., p. 82). T910-ll and Walsh may mislead. 
See Introduction, "Translations." 

Again, Malchus is unaware of the irony: John not Herod has suffered 
iniurias, and were Herod to release John and ingratiate himself again with 
the people (and so right his wrongs), it would be by placing the blame for 
John's treatment on Malchus and so expose him to danger. Whatever action 
Herod chooses, Malchus fears that be will pay the price. 

872 leniter] The reading leuiter forms an unallowed trochee in the 
penultimate foot A similar crux is found in Livy 29. 9. 9: "nimis leniter 
(alternative, leuiter) latam suam injuriam ratus." Carl Fries believed 
Buch~~ confused leviter (long e) with leviter ("Quellenstudien," p. 189), 
but this 1s an unnecessary supposition. "The single most common error in 
the Paris text [of the Carmina of James Foullis (ca. 1485-1549)] is the 
confusion of n and u," observes John B. Dillon, "Some Passages in the 
Carmina of James Foullis of Edinburg," Studies in Scottish Literature, 14 
(1979), 187-95. See the Historical Collation: Baptistes. 
. T876] Malchus solus (Peck), supported by Chorus ("secret stealth"), 

hne T882. Cf. T94 l-42, where Chorus makes a direct observation on the 
action taking place before it 
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line (and is awkward Latin in the use of subjunctive dicas and placement 
of tibi). Ts and the present interpretation attributes to Malchus an ethical 
relativism we have seen him express earlier to Gamaliel (175) and for 
which there was a notorious precedent in Euripides' Aeolus, fr. 19: 

'tl 8' chcrXPOY -riv µ11 1:0tcrt xproµ£YOt<; 80JCT1<; 

--cited and translated by E.R. Dodds as "There's nothing shameful but 
thinking makes it so" (of incest). See The Greeks and the lrrationa_t . 
(Berkeley: Univ. of California Press, 1968), pp. 187, 200. The Eunp1des-
Dodds reference was found by Ellen Quackenbos. 

It is worth noting that here sin is described as a fonn of discourse or 
silence, a theme of the play. 

T769] Peck's stage direction [to Malchus) is doubtful. You (vos) is 
plural. Malchus has not yet entered John's view. The scene is in the comic 
eavesdropping tradition. 

771-72] The exchange between John and Malchus recalls lines 141 and 
188. 

775 vicina) Cf. Lev. 19: 18, Mtt. 19: 19. 
776-96] John's authority is questioned by the priests in Jn. 1: 19-27. 

Jesus' authority is questioned in Mtt. 21:23-27 (cf. Mk. 11:27-33; 
Lk. 20:1-8). Buchanan conflates the two episodes. 

783-90 Vox sum] Cf. Mtt. 3:3-11; Mk. 1: 3-8; Lk. 3:4-6; Jn. 1:23-27; 
Is. 40:3. John proclaims precisely the disorderly revolution Malchu~ _fears_. 

785 veniente) The reading venienti that occurs in some later ed1hons 1s 
metrically impossible. 

T788 flee) Alternative spelling of flay. 
790 Nemo quern ... obambulet] Source not precise, but compare Mtt. 

17:12; Jn 1: 10. Buchanan strengthens the theme of seeing and hearing but 
not knowing. By contrast. Bale's John causally links the levelling of the 
mountains and the filling of the valleys with the gaining of vision: "For all 
men shall see their merciful saver plain" (Farmer, ed., p. 13 I). 

794 miraculo] Walsh correctly observes that John is here, as 
elsewhere, being associated with Christ who "was often asked for such a 
sign of his authority" (p. 295), citing MtL 12: 38, 16: 1, 24: 3, and 
especially, for this passage, Mtt. 21 : 23 ff. Buchanan's testimony before the 
Lisbon Inquisition indicates that his own position on miracles was suspect. 

794-96 probas ... probes] The slip probas (796), which Walsh from 
Ruddiman notes as in the Edinburgh 1578 edition, is not, in fact, found 
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un_ti! the London 1592 edition. Probas turns up again in the Leyden 1628 
editi~ns and a few following editions (as noted in Ruddiman). McFarlane 
has discove~ed that his revisions Buchanan reveals hesitancy over mood 
but here vanant readmgs of later editions appear compositorial. ' 

~98 fur?r~m] Since Malchus and the Queen are the victims of evil 
passions, this 1s B~chanan's ironic use. Cf. lines 297, 919, 925, 1266. 

~00 rem] Cf. line 167 (lucri), where Malchus attributes similar 
motives to John. 

805 mutes] Cf. line 1246. 
807 viam] Ironic. Cf. lines 188, 784, 803. 
81_8_ non fessimus ... parens] Proverbial; see Otto, p. 359. Note that 

a~pos1tiv~~ ( non pessimus magister" = "usus" and "usus parens" 
= senecta ) are not set off by punctuation. Peck marks them with 
parentheses. 

822-24 Si ~~ra ~ic_o ,: .. falsa] Cf. Jn. 8: 46: "Si veritatem dico vobis, 
quare ~on cred1~s mih1? The Pharisees answered, "Noone bene dicimus 
nos qma Samantanus es tu, et daemonium babes?" 

T823 no] Perhaps nor should be read for parallelism and to translate 
nee (78~). Peck's emendation ofT821 (that translates ille) would seem the 
preparation for nor. But Malchus' conclusion that John is "no Prophet" 
follows from T821. 

826 I] Italic for emphasis. There is no evidence of roman J type-
shortage on sig, B4v. 
. T830 levyed] Levyed, an incorrect translation of aequabunt (787· 

hterally, "_lifted up''.), was often used for levelled (OED). Cf. Ts inco:.i.ect 
use of eminent for imminent (T669, Tl060). 

831 Et, quand~ amicos ... senum.] Cf. Cornelius Crocus, Joseph 
(Dr~mata Sacra, s1g. 17): Sephirah to Joseph, "Si amore non fleet.are 
senties q_uae odium ferat meum." For amicos, cf. lines 1017, 1049, ~d 
1222. Fnends are of no use to saints or tyrants. 

T833/834] See Historical Collation:T. Peck adds translation for"& 
usque obarnbulet" (791). 

~harmaca] Not in Lewis and Short; entry in Forcellini, Totius 
Latimtat_1s Lexicon (1771), p. 381): from the Greek; a remedy or a poison; 
Late Laun examples. Cf. Jephthes 712. 

840 emplasmatis] Unattested form. 
8~5-54 .~t vos .. . arguit] For this portrayal of the power of the "quiet 

conscience, Peck (p. 416) reminds us of Juvenal 13. 193: 
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quos diri conscia facti 
Mens babet attonitos, & surdo verbere caedit, 
Occulto quatiente animo tortore flagellum. 

And Shakespeare, II Henry VI 3. 2. 235; and Milton, Comus 380-83. 
T850 astray] Absence of punctuation may be error or authorial pattern 

at ends of verses--called a "principle of economy" by A. Thiselton (1903; 
p. 87). See "Observations on Renaissance Punctuation." 

852 ff. conscientia ... ] For a parallel description of conscience 
tormenting a tyrant, compare Tacitus, Annals, 6. 6: 

Adeo facinora atque flagitia sua ipsi quoque in supplicium 
verterant. Neque frustra praestantissimus sapientiae ftrmare solitus 
est, si recludantur tyrannorum mentes, posse aspici laniatus et ictus, 
quando ut corpora verberibus, ita saevitia, libidine, malis consultis 
animus dilaceretur. 

[So surely bad bis crimes and bis infamies turned to the torment 
even of himself; nor was it in vain that the first of sages [Socrates] 
was accustomed to afftrm that, could the souls of tyrants be laid 
open, lacerations and wounds would meet the view; since, as the 
body is tom by the lash, so is the spirit of man by cruelty and lust 
and evil purposes.] 

John Jackson, who translates this passage, indicates that this is an imitation 
of Plato (Gorgias 524E) and that Julian (Caes. 309C) imitates the same 
passage in describing Tiberius (Tacitus, Annals [1937; Cambridge: 
Harvard Univ. Press, 1963), III, 162-3). 

857 Duro flagellans verbere.] Ruddiman suggests that perhaps surdo 
should be read for duro, in imitation of Juvenal 13. 192: "Cur tamen hos tu 
/ Evasisses putes, quos diri conscia facti / Mens babet attonitos et surdo 
verbere cadit / Occultum quatiente animo tortore flagellam?" 

T862 men] Peck's emendation man corresponds to imperitum (816), 
but the translator may intend the universal. 

863 nulla certa spes] In defining the proverbial, poetical phrase tenuis 
orfrigida spes (i.e., infirma or incerta), Erasmus, Adagia 8~4, points out 
that any hope on which we rely is tenuis ("Ista tenuis quaepiam est, qua 
nitimur."), citing Euripides, Iphigenia Aulidensis 1014 on "cold h~pe" . 
(Loeb). (The relationship between Achilles and Clytemnestra at this pomt 
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in Euripides' play may recall that here between Malchus and Regina). Cf. 
also? S_ene_ca, !tf edea 162: Nurse to Medea: "Spes nulla rebus monstrat 
~dfl1ct1s v1am. Also, cf. Gnaphius, Acolastus, (ed. Atkinson, p. 132): 
'A~ola~tu~. Ce~,. quod vester sim repertus, gaudeo. / Sed nullane spes est, 

pot1und1 hie pnnc1p~tus? ("Indeed that I am considered one of you is a 
pleasure to me, but 1s there any chance I might become the chief citizen 
here?''.). Acolas~s speaks with the sharpers Pamphagus and Pantolabus. 
Irony 1s replete ID the diction. 

865 gratiae] T translates gratia ("with favour" 908) from the P79 
tra~iti?n. See Hi~t_orical Collation: Baptistes. Gratiae becomes common 
agam ID 1621 editions, probably picked up from Psalm Paraphrases 1609 
(No. 20) rather than directly from the L-F tradition. 

866 auramJ See 340. 

866 lenitatis imagine] T's translation follows the punctuation of the 
present and all previous editions. Walsh's repunctuation is discussed in 
"Internal Evidence: Prosody." 

868 suasque ... periculo.J That is, "Herod wanted to avenge the 
wrongs ~e suffered, while shifting the risk of this revenge to Malcbus." 
Meo perzculo means "at my risk." Cf. Cicero, Pro Sestio 52. 111; Plautus, 
Poenulus 876 and Bae chides 752. 100. Cf. "and richt his wrangs at my 
cost" (Sutherland, trans., p. 82). T910-ll and Walsh may mislead. 
See Introduction, "Translations." 

. ~g~n, Malchus is unaware of the irony: John not Herod bas suffered 
mzurzas, and were ~erod ~o release John and ingratiate himself again with 
the ~ople (and so nght his wrongs), it would be by placing the blame for 
Johns treatment on Maleh us and so expose him to danger. Whatever action 
Herod chooses, Malchus fears that he will pay the price. 

872 leniterJ The reading leuiter forms an unallowed trochee in the 
penultimate foot. A similar crux is found in Livy 29. 9. 9: "nimis leniter 
(alternative, leuiter) latam suam injuriam ratus." Carl Fries believed 
Buch~~ confused leviter (long e) with leviter ("Quellenstudien," p. 189), 
but this 1s an unnecessary supposition. "The single most common error in 
the P~s text [of the Cannina of James Foullis (ca 1485-1549)) is the 
confu~1on of n and u," observes John B. Dillon, "Some Passages in the 
Cann ma of James Foullis of Edinburg," Studies in Scottish Literature, 14 
0979), 187-95. See the Historical Collation: Baptistes. 
r T876J Malchus so/us (Peck), supported by Chorus ("secret stealth"), 
m~ T882: Cf. T941-42, where Chorus makes a direct observation on the 

action taking place before it. 
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881 Popularis aura ... favoris] See 866. 
886 tigris orba ceu catulis furens] Cf. Ovid, Met. 13. 547: "utque furit 

catulo lactente orbata leaena". 
T888 tonnent] Peck's emendation for tonnents corrects English syntax 

and follows the Latin (rodunt 842). T's questionableness concerning final s 
(cf. lines 307, 947, 966) increases the likelihood that lack of subject/verb 
agreement is non-authorial. 

889 palam] John's openness is viewed as compounding his sin. 
Malchus would have whispered rumours. 

T891 But o you ... rugged brow] In the Latin the "rugged brow" 
belongs to the hypocrites. Fronte duros modifies quos (846). 

893) Walsh notes that in the following scene, the Queen's "state of 
doubt" is "quite out of character"; at line 926, the Queen perhaps, like 
Herod, lines 532 ff., is "cloaking" her feelings. 

898 sed quid tristis es?] Cf. Jacobus Zovitius, Ovis Perdita (Comediae 
ae Tragoediae, sig. nl): Dicaeosyne (Justice) meeting Soter,_ who has lost a 
sheep, asks: "Hem quid adeo / Tristis es?" But cf. Macropedms, Heeastus 
Act Ill, Sc. ii (in Comoediae ae Tragoediae): Hecastus' old friends meet 
him after God's Nomodidascalus has summoned him to the highest judge 
and told him that he's going to die that day. Daemones to Hecastus, "Ut est 
Hecaste? non adhuc sapiunt tibi / Vina vetera? ecquid tristis es? Qui 
sese habet / Lateris dolor?" 

906 Iras & animas .. . concipe.] Cf. Grimald, Arehipropheta (ed., 
Merrill, p. 296), where the Chorus observes that Herodias grows angry, 
"Nam & iras ilia concipit." 

909 nee ira &] Ruddiman notes that the metrically unallowable reading 
nee ira nee is found in Hart's (Edinburgh) editions. It originates in the 1609 
Plantin Psalm Paraphrases. 

T91 l Would vindicate his wrongs] See 868. 
T920 challenge] Claim (for themselves). 
T928 And with ... innocent blood] Mistranslation in T. Latin reads 

"with a vile breath and innocent blood avert their own crime" (883-84). 
That is, kings avert their own guilt by slandering and executing their 
innocent ministers, whose lives the kings consider base. . 

929-36 Quod tu . .. maleficia.] Cf. on the idea that rather than feehng 
quiet gratitude a released prisoner will rage all the more, Sen_eca, Oedipus .. 
701: "Quisquis in culpa fuit, / dimissus odit; omne quod dubmm est cadat. 
Gilbert cites sources and analogues for Machiavelli's view (fl Principe, 
Ch. 17) that since men are malignant and ungrateful, the prince who is 
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sever~ will _be r~spected (¥P· 105-7). Guicciardini, perhaps influenced by 
Macb1avelli or representmg a current opinion" writes that "there is 
"?,thin~ more perishable than the memory of benefits received" ("Non e 
pm lablle cosa che la memoria de'beneficii ricevuti."); quoted by Gilbert 
p. I 11. ' 

931 Asperum ingenium] In defence of clementia, it was held that men 
by nature grew mild as a result of mercy. See Hildebert of Le Mans 
quoted by Gilbert, p. 98. ' 

939-41] Malchus on how John will interpret Herod's motivation recalls 
the description of the tyrant in Homer, Iliad I, 81-83: "Even though for the 
one day he swallow his anger, yet doth he still keep his displeasure 
thereafter in his breast till he accomplish it" ([New y ork: Modern Library, 
1950] trans. Andrew Lang, p. 3). 
.. 943 L??go ... flexe~s] Ruddiman finds a parallel in Quintilian, 2. 4: 
fran~as c1tms quam comgas, quae in pravum induruerunt." Cf. Grimald, 

Areh1propheta (ed., Merrill, p. 322), when Herodias advises Herod on 
John's case, "Qui bonis / Flecti verbis negat, frangatur viribus." 

J?47 afflicts] Peck's emendation of Ts afflict is likely both from the 
Enghsh grammar and the Latin original (pungit 899). Either the 
compositor was casual about finals, or the author was about agreement (cf. 
1222, T307, T966). 

948 ~f. Querendo] On the topic of how great things may be 
accomplished, Peck (p. 418) cites that favorite schoolbook of the 
Re~aissance, Sallust, Cat. 52. 29, in which Cato, in the Senate, says: "Non 
vous neque suppliciis muliebribus auxilia deorum parantur: vigilando, 
~gun~o, ben~ co~sulundo prospera omnia cedunt. Ubi socordiae te atque 
1gnaviae tradidens, nequicquam deos implores; irati infestique sunt." 

953 vincit labor. / Nee alta quercus] Buchanan brings together a 
num~~r of prov~rbs: "labo~ omnia vicit" (Virgil, Georgics I. 145; Otto, p. 
181~, Nam lev1ter quamv1s quod crebro tunditur ictu, / Vincitur in longo 
~pa~o tamen a~~-e lab~c_it" (Lucretius, 4. 1283; Otto, p. 96); and, perhaps, 
llhs (se. bland1u1s) et sil1ces et possint cedere quercus" (Propertius, 1. 9. 

31; cf. Ovid, Amores 3. 7. 57; Otto, p. 322). Explicitly, Malchus is 
recommending bard, persistent work, but there is an undertone that the 
Q~een's f~m~e wiles and charms may soften the most unyielding man. On 
this, cf. Virgil, Aen. 4. 365-67, suggested by Herod, lines 443 ff.). 
In Joh~nes Aal's play on John the Baptist (1549), Salome gives similar 

proverbial advice to Herodias: "Du solt in bitten nacbt und tag. / Du weist 
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frouw mutter das Kein eych / abghouwen wirt von einem Streich" (4340-
42; p. 155). .. . . 

Erasmus (Adagia 331) cites Hesiod, "Si paulum paulo adJ1c1es, fac1esque 
ita crebro, / Mox magnum quiddam tibi conficietur & ingens," to illustrate 
the saying, "Mullis ictibus dejicitur quercus. i.e., Mullis rigida quercus 
domatur ictibus." 

It is only Malchus' use of this sententia that makes it ironic. But that it is 
meant to be so is reinforced by the Choral ode that follows (966 ff., 
especially 979 ff.), where the Stoic hero who stands like a mighty oak, 
though buffeted, is praised. 

959 ff. lacrymis misce preces] Cf. Grimald, Archipropheta (ed., 
Merrill, p. 324), where the Syrian girl advises desperate Her~ias to plead 
with the King in every way. Herodias answers that she has tned 
everything; threats and prayers are in vain. As a parallel, Merrill cites Aen. 
4. 438-9. Earlier, Herodias told Herod of John's obdurateness (p. 322), 
"Precio nee ullo, nee preeibus impellitur / Nobiscum ut sentiat." 

T962 unrevenged?] Placement of question mark is typically not at end 
of the sentence, where Peck and Brown place it (his? T963). See 
"Observations on Renaissance Punctuation." 

T962 spirits thinks] Peck and Brown print spirit but Tis not 
consistent. In parallel cases, the plural spiritus is twice translated as spirits 
(223,915; T201, T966) and twice translated as spirit (917, . 
1015; T969, T1066). Again Ts finals weakness. Perhaps the compositor 
took the finals, of spirits from thinks. See Historical Collation: T. Cf. 
1'307. 

What is clear is that when Malchus maligns John's/ eroces spirit us (917) 
we are expected to remember Gamaliel's more fitting criticism of Malchus' 
spirit us feros (223). Again, Malchus is guilty of projection. 

972 fraude nefaria] Textor cites Cicero, In Verrem 5 (?): "In fraudem 
tam sceleratam ac tam nefariam descisti." 

975 terrificas minas] Textor cites Crinitus. 
T977 born] That is, "driven" to fury. 
979 ff. Ille ut tunsa] The variant tonso originated in the 1590 [Geneva] 

Psalm Paraphrases. Ruddiman notes that the frequent printing of tonsa for 
tunsa was falsely influenced by Horace, Odes 4. 4. 57-(i(): 

Duris ut ilex tonsa bipennibus 
Nigrae feraci frondis in Algido, 
Per damna, per caedes ab ipso 
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Ducit opes animumque ferro. 

But Buchanan bas conflated Horaces's image and diction with that of 
Virgil, Aen. 5. 124-26, cited by Ruddiman: 

Est procul in pelago sax.um, spumantia contra 
Litora, quod tumidis submersum tunditur olim 
Fluctibus, hiberni condunt ubi sidera Cori. 

Ruddiman further cites Claudian, In Rufinum 1. 276 and Buchanan's own 
Psalm Paraphrase 65 (Opera, II, 70): "Jugaque inquietis Tunsa procellis." 
Ts "assaulted" (Tl033) seems to translate tunsa. 

It is perhaps interesting that Loricbius Hadamarius, lob us (Dramata 
Sacra, sig. ee4v) uses a similar image to describe Job: "Ut dura cautes, 
nullis icta fluctibus / Labascit, aequoris quae infringit impetus." To the 
Chorus, John would certainly appear Job-like in that be is the prime 
example in this play of a good man whom God allows to suffer unjustly. 
Cf. line 603. 

984 numen venerabile] Textor cites Sidonius. 
985 candida Veritas] Walsh compares Martial, 10. 27. 11. 
990 Fortunae instabilis vices] Textor cites Conrad Celtis. 
994 dominam ... Parcarum] Cf. Buchanan, Misc. 3. 68 (Opera, II, 

411): "Non metuis dominasque Parcas." For dominam, Peck conjectures 
dominarum (metrically impossible), following Tl044. 

995 indomitam manum] lndomita, printed by A78, P79, and many 
which are in this line (e.g., Geneva 1590 and Edinburgh 1615), is not 
allowed by the meter, as Ruddiman notes. T translates indomitam. For the 
epithet indomitam with manum, Textor cites Musaeus. 

1000 Propago sanctis sanctior parentibus] Cf. Horace, Odes 1. 16. 1: 
"O matre pulchra filia pulchrior." We must assume that here as elsewhere 
no blasphemy was perceived in the humanist transmutation of a profane 
expression. 

TIO0I And what you counsell] Modo ("only") is translated by and also 
at line T594. The sense of the Latin (947) is "Just advise me; there will be 
no delay from me." Perhaps TIOOl should read, "And you counsell, I will 
not delay." 

Tl008-20] Rene Galland, "Milton et Buchanan," Revue Anglo-
Americaine, l3 (1936), p. 322, compares Milton's Samson Agonistes, 392-
404, where Samson recalls bow Dalila seduced him with "flattering 
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prayers," "importunity," and "feminine assaults"; "she surceased not day or 
night." 

1009 summa . . . mali] Cf. Vemulaeus, where Bishop Fisher, unlike 
Malchus, embraces old age as the path to death: "Mors summa vitae est, 
nee tamen summum est malum" (p. 173). As he nears his execution and 
martyrdom he feels reborn: "Iterum renascor, & iuventus est nova" 
(Schuster, ed., p. 173). Cf. Tl060. 

1016-17 precibus . .. amicos) The prudential counselling of the 
Chorus recalls Malchus' threats (831) and his advice to the Queen (959). 

1019 Utinam . .. mentem Deus.] Cf. Livy 6. 18: "vobis dent mentem 
oportet (di)." 

1024 Bona verba ... auctor est?] A comic or colloquial repartee. Cf. 
Plautus, Cist. 249: "Quid auctor nunc mihi es?" Also, Plautus, Poen. 410, 
Pseud. (1166); Terence, Adel. 939; Cicero. Epist. Att. 13. 40. 2, Epist. 
Fam. 6. 8. 2; Gnaphius, Acolastus, ed. Atkinson, p. 96. For "bona verba," 
also compare Buchanan's Alcestis 558: "Bona verba: facinus istud avertat 
Deus"; in a resonant context, More, Utopia (Surtz, ed., pp. 54-55); and, in 
English, Marlowe, Jew of Malta (ed. Bowers): Barabas responds to 
Femeze: "Governor, good words, be not so furious (5. 2. 61). 

1024-27 duo ... malus] Peck (p. 419) finds a source for this idea of 
dual threats in Seneca Her. Oet. 442: "Caelestis ira quos premit, miseros 
facit; / Humana nullos." 

1030 corpus . .. perdere) Walsh cites Mtt. 10: 28. 
1033 Hi quum repugnent ... ] Cf. Grimald, Archipropheta (ed., 

Merrill, p. 320); in prison, John rebuffs Heroclias's inducements to change 
his mind, "Non est mihi loquendum ad voluntatem tuam, / Dei voluntas cui 
repugnat maxime" (" ... for God's will and yours are greatly at variance"). 

1036 ira . .. placabilis) Cf. Textor, imp/acabilis ira. 
1037 Divina quanto saevit ... severius.) Proverbial. On the slow but 

stern anger of the gods, compare, for example, Tibullus 1. 9. 4; Juvenal 13. 
100: "lcnta ira deorum." See Otto, p. 111. Cf. Erasmus, Adagia 925, 
"Vindicata tarda, sed gravis." One senses some irony in the Queen's _ 
triumphantly short-sighted "vindicata dignitas . . . regia" (1258), for which 
Herod demands she assume full blame. 

TI043 impartial!] Ts imprecise translation of indomitam (995) 
resulted perhaps from some lack of logic in calling the hand of the Parcae 
"unconquerable" if Truth too is "insuperable" (993). It is unlikely that Ts 
text read indomita, as do many later editions. 
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1044 momentanea] As Ruddiman recognized, non-classical diction but 
frequent in Christian Latin. Momentarius is the Roman word. 

1047 relinquis orpbanos] Cf. John 14:18: "Non relinquam vos 
orphanos: veniam ad vos." Here as elsewhere Buchanan's John 
appropriates Christ's words. 

1048 patrem] Cf. Jesus' advice, "Et patrem nolite vocare vobis super 
terram: unus est enim Pater vester qui in caelis est" (Mtt. 23: 9). 

1050 deseris? / Non desero] Cf. lines 596-98. 
1051-1104] John's long speech on why death is not to be shunned but 

embraced as the final release and reward of the virtuous man is a pastiche 
of commonplaces. Peck (pp. 420-21) observes that the passage beginning 
at 1090 is a "manifest allusion to the speech of Socrates when he was 
condemned to die, & sent to drink the hemlock." After citing Cicero on 
Socrates ("so far this wonderful heathen") he turns to Cyprian ("Hear now 
the Christian Father"): "Patriam nostram . . . ad hue de nostra solicita." 
(De. Mortal. 18). 
An interesting verbal parallel is found in Macropedius, Hecastus 

(Comoediae et Tragoediae): Hecastus, leaving to go to the highest court, 
takes leave of his friends and family who have all refused to accompany 
him, saying, "Desertus ita vos desero." When we compare Baptist es, or 
even Hecastus, to Everyman, we see how far the humanist drama has 
travelled from the allegorical picture of Everyman abandoned by all but 
Good Deeds. 
For Cicero on despising death and on Socrates, see Tusc. Disp. I, 

especially 97-100. On Erasmus' "Saint" Socrates, see "Sources and 
Parallels: Erasmus." 

1054 lucis . .. almae] Textor cites Aen. I. 306: "Ut primum lux alma 
data est, exire locosque." 

1055 Conditio ... mortem] On "mors omnibus communis," see 
Erasmus, Adagia 923; Otto, p. 228-29. 

1056] See Historical Collation: Baptistes. Fs punctuation (period 
followed by lower case initial) is equivalent to L's colon. 

1058 portum] Proverbial. On death as a long-desired port, see Cicero, 
de Senectute 71: "quo propius ad mortem accedam, quasi terram videre 
videar aliquandoque in portum ex longa navigatione esse venturus." Peck 
(p. 421) finds sources also in Seneca, Agam. 592: "portus aetema placidus 
quiete"; Her. Furens, 1021: "mors solaportus." Cf. lines 1068, 1099, and 
1137. Also see Otto, pp. 284-85. 
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Tl060 eminent] "Imminent," that is, "Is this the whole of the threat 
hanging over me?"--or, as it sounds to the Chorus, "Is this all I have to 
wony about?" Oddly, T effaces the question. Evidently the ttanslator's 
Latin text at this point did not have the question mark present in L (1009), 
or he overlooked it. P79A replaces the question mark with a full-stop. The 
question mark becomes commonly used again in the 1621 editions. 

1062 De carcere hie est exitus mortalibus] On life as a prison, compare 
Thomas More, Epigram No. 102, p. 51, "In Huius Vitae Vanitatem": 

Damnati ac morituri in terrae claudimur omnes 
Carcere. In hoc mortem carcere nemo fugit. 

Carceris in multas describitur area partes, 
Inque aliis alii partibus aedificant, 

Non aliter quam de regno de carcere certant, 
In caeco cupidus carcere condit opes. 

Carcere obambulat hie vagus, hie vincitur in antro, 
Hie servit, regit hie, canit hie, ille gemit. 

lam quoque dum career non tanquam career amatur, 
Hine aliis alii mortibus extrahimur. 

This topos is also found in lines 1097 and 1154, with a pun on prison 
(Career) and starting gates (eareeres, plural fonn,) for the race of life that 
leads good runners to the heavenly goal. 

1065-66] Cf. Heb. 12: 1: "per patientiam curramus ad propositum nobis 
certamen." 

1068 Portu] Cf. 1058. 
1079 Servator ... omnium] Cf. Gnaphius, Aeolastus, ed. Atkinson, pp. 

152-4: "deus ... cuius manus / Moderator omnia" (Eubulus advises 
patience to Pelargus whose son is sowing wild oats). 

Tl079 earthly,] The comma (Peck) is not strictly needed, coming as it 
does at the end of the verse but is a concession to syntactic clarity. 

1085-87 Non, si ... caloribus] Cf. Plautus, Mere. (859-63); the young 
Athenian gentleman Charinus: "neque mihi ulla obsistet amnis nee mons 
neque adeo mare,/ nee calor nee frigus metuo .... aut amicam aut mortem 
investigavero" ("Neither river, nor mountain, no, nor sea, shall bar my 
way; neither heat nor cold fear I ... . before I've found my sweetheart or 
my death!"--Paul Nixon, trans., Plautus, [1924; Cambridge: Harvard Univ. 
Press, 1963]. III, 96-97). One wonders to what extent John's rugged piety 
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should sound comic, romantic, or, at the least, hackneyed, for all its 
authenticity? 

1~95 Quo cunctus ... ocyus] Unscannable ("non reduci") observes 
Rudd1man (Opera, II, 644). But his reason is unclear. Walsh compares 
Horace, Odes 2. 3. 25-28. 

. 1098 0 ?1ors] On death not to be feared, see Erasmus, Adagia 1209. 
~mce ~eath 1s the easef ul end of life's evils, Socrates' wisdom and fortitude 
1s admired by Erasmus. The good dead are not to be mourned. Cf. 
Commentary note on line 1331-36. 

1098 laxamen] Entries in Thesaurus Unguae Latinae, VII, and Du 
Cange, G/ossarium Mediae et lnfimae Latinitatis (1883-87), V, 48. 

1099 0 mors doloris portus] Cf. 1058. Cf. Alexander, Alexandraean 
Tragedy 2449-5 I, p. 310: "Death is the port where all may refuge finde, / 
The end of labour, entry unto rest; / Death hath the bounds of misery 
confin'd." 

Tl JOO momentany] From momentanea (1044). Cf. Shakespeare, 
MND 1. 1. 143. 

Tl 104 Orphans] "The disciples of every prophet are often reckoned 
his spiritual children .... And, if I err not, the translator would here be 
understood to put Prynne on the footing of a prophet" (Peck, p. 420). 

1109 valeque ] Walsh recalls Catullus, 101. 10. 
11 _10 Quam discors hominum] The baseness and futility of fleeing 

death 1s a c~m~onplace. Otto (p. 229) cites Curtius 4. 14. 25: "Effugit 
mortem, qmsqu1s contempserit; timidissimum quemque consequitur." 
Also, Livy 8. 24. 4, Sallust, lug. 87. 2, Horace, Odes 3. 2. 14. We can see 
how the classical idea that the greatest hope of safety for the hero lies in 
brave~y facing death becomes for the Christian more a paradoxical fact of 
salvation than a prudential maxim. Sallust, for example, adds that the 
soldiers "realized that it was by arms (armis) that liberty, country, parents, 
and all else were protected" (J.C. Rolfe, trans., Sallust [1921; Cambridge: 
Harvard Univ. Press, 1965), p. 325. Cf. Bapt. 173,459. Vemulaeus has 
"Scelesta semper vita sic mortem timet" (Schuster, ed., p. 203). Cf. Bapt. 
1096 ff., 1331 ff.). . 

1112-14 qui meruit ... metu] Peck (p. 422) finds a borrowing from 
Persius 3. 39-41: 

Anne magis Siculi gemuerunt aera iuvenci, 
Et magis auratis pendens laquearibus ensis 
Purpureas subter cervices terruit, "imus 
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Imus praecipites" quam si sibi dicat et intus 
Palleat infelix quod proxima nesciat uxor? (Loeb text) 

Textor cites Lucan 3. 148: "venia est haec sola pudoris / degenerisque 
metus." 

1115 gnaviter] The meter as well as the sense seems to demand 
gnaviter ("energetically") not graviter. Perhaps gnaviter is also a play on 
words. Those who flee death are commonly described as ignavi 
("cowardly," also "lazy"). 

1115 ff. Quam mortem fugiunt] Peck (p. 422) delicately observes that 
"the original alludes to a passage of Virgil; tho' that passage relates to a 
very different affair." Virgil's Georgics 3. 266-77 refers to the sexual 
passion of horses: 

ante omnis furor est insignis equarum; 
Et mentem Venus ipsa dedit, quo tempore Glauci 
Potniades malis membra absumpsere quadrigae. 
Illas ducit amor trans Gargara, transque sonantem 
Ascanium; superant montes, et flumina tranant. 

Saxa per et scopulos et depressas convallis 
Diffugiunt. . . . (Loeb text) 

We see here again that for Buchanan the dramatic possibilities inherent in 
attributing the furor of sexual passion to Herod or Herodias are far from 
being realized. Grimald's Archipropheta is evidence that not so much the 
age as the man determined this bias. 

1118 illustres animas] Textor cites Aen. 6. 758. 
1121-23 Nee toti . .. scandit] Cf. Ovid, Amores 3. 9. 29: "defugiunt 

avidos carmina sola rogos." Also, cf. Horace, Odes 3. 30. 6-7: "non omnis 
moriar multaque pars mei / vitabit Libitinam; usque ego postera crescam / 
laude recens." The diction by which Horace and Ovid claimed immortality 
for themselves through the fame earned by their poetry (or by the poems 
themselves) is transmuted to Christian purposes. Walsh cites Ovid, Met. 
15. 871 ff. 

Tl 126] Peck's half-line addition is superfluous and misses the pun. 
Carceres (1065) are both starting gates for a race and prisons. 

1127 colubris ... nigris] Textor cites Baptista Mantuanus. 
1133 magicis illecebris] Walsh compares Apuleius, Apol. 34. 
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11~ fallacis arnans vita fugax boni] Cf. Seneca Hipp. 634, cited by 
Textor. 0 spes amantum credula, o fallax Amor" (Loeb)." Phaedra speaks 
of the credulous hope of lovers. Again, Buchanan converts amatory 
phrases to non amatory uses. 

1135 Tu nobis teneris] On the topos of death as a port see 1058 Cf 
here Buchanan's close imitation of Seneca, Agam. 589-604 a1 h. ·1 
passage: , so a c ora 

Heu quam duke malum mortalibus additum 
Vitae dirus amor, cum pateat malis 
Effugium et miseros libera mors vocet 
Portus aetema placidus quiete. 
Nullus hunc terror nee impotentis 
Procella Fortunae movet aut iniqui 
Flamma Tonantis. 
Pax alta nullos 
Civium coetus timct aut minaces 
Victoris iras non maria asperis 
Insana coris, non acies feras 
Pulvereamve nubem 
Motam barbaricis equitum catervis 
Non urbe cum tota populos cadentes 
Hostica muros populante flamma ' 
Idomitumve bell um. (Loeb text/ 

TI 138 bounds] Peck emends to bound to translate revinxit (1077). 
1139 rauco . . . murm_ur~J Textor cites Virgil, Cata/epton. 
Tl 139 r:ules] Very f~1~t impression of the sin Harvard copy. 
1142 m_1sera ... cup1dme] Textor cites Horace, Epist. 1. 1.3. 
Tl 143 its] The spelling its is clearly favored. 
1148 alma~ue faustitas] Cf. Horace, Odes 4. 5. 18. The paradisal 

pleasures descnbed by the Chorus are in Horace those of the Augustan 
peace. As elsewhere, Buchanan uses resonant but profane diction to 
express sacred truths. Cited by Textor. 

1153 dulce hospitium] Textor cites Crinitus. 
1158 Lethes somniferae] Textor cites Baptista Mantuanus. 
Tl 167] Pe~k a~ds a translation of "Formido pravis, et bonis votum" 

(l 101). See H1stoncal Collation:T. 
1174 parum notus] Cf. lines 519-21. 

-
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1175 invidia necis] The comma following invidia in L seems to 
indicate an emphasis on necis, achieved by F in the more modem way by a 
comma following necis. See "Observations on Punctuation." 

1177 libenter ... Odium ultionis gaudio] Cf. line 1258. Herodias' 
gladly accepting the burden of her revenge contrasts with Malchus' fear; it 
also places her among the great. female avengers. Unlike, Medea and 
Clytemnestra (especially, as in Seneca's version), there is no struggle 
within her between love and bate. Her furor is purely a desire for revenge. 
Cf. Aeschylus, Agam. 1380-81, 1394-95; Euripides Medea 765-67, 809-10. 
Seneca's Medea asks "shall I be unavenged" ("inulta patiar," 398), and later 
(896), rejoices, at least in part "pars ultionis ista, qua gaudes, quota est." 

1180 inultos] Field's 1592 Psalm Paraphrases reads inultos, yet 1590 
[Geneva] is its copy. P79B is the only possible printed source for inultos; 
but a full collation with P79B is hard to imagine, especially since Field 
fails to correct many other errors in 1590 Geneva but not in P79B. Perhaps 
Field consulted a corrected L 77, printed in the shop he received with 
Vautrollier's widow. Gratiae (865) and omnibus (1345) 
may come from from L 77. Whatever method Field used, it was spotty. 

Tl 182 with heavy heart] The easier reading graviter is illogically 
translated by T. Gnaviter (1115) yields: "As zealously as the wicked flee 
death, even so does the good man embrace it" T seems also to have been 
misled by a full stop after improbi (a pointing that is not found with 
graviter in editions after L). Peck prints graviter and improbi, to follow T. 

Tl 184 deveous] For spelling, see note (T655). 
1187 firma] The meter demands a long syllable, but the position before 

the caesura allows a short syllable in place of a long. 
1187 Ne metue firma] Cf. the rash oath given by Acolastus to Lais the 

courtesan after the banquet ("Quicquid possideo, tuum est" --Acolastus, 
Atkinson, ed., p. 160). 

1187 testibus] Since we are not shown Herod's public discomfiture, the 
force of the "witnesses" is to strengthen the vow rather than a matter of 
humiliation. 

1188 regni posce dimidium mei] Cf. Mk. 6: 22-24. The Biblical 
passage is also used by Thomas Naogeorgus, Hamanus (Dramata Sacra, 
sig. mm8v): at a banquet, Artaxerxes to Esther, "Die demum Esthera mea, 
quid tibi velis dari. / Confirmo enim, sancteque promitto, omne me I Usque 
ad regni daturum dimidiam tibi / Partem." The importunate Artaxerxes bad 
made this offer earlier (sig. kk8). 
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1192~94 ~il opus . .. teneam.] Cf. Seneca, Thyestes 535: "Meum esse 
credo qmdqmd est, frater, tuum." 

11_96-~16 Da_ in hac recisum ... contemnitur.] Cf. Mtt. 14: 8. Puella's 
shoc~ng tmperative, taken over from the Vulgate, is weakened by Peck's 
question mark._ Buchanan's sober economy here substitutes the horror of 
the empty servmg tray for the vulgar sensationalism of the prop head 
Cf. Seneca, Octavia 438-61, 574-87: After a call for heads to be bro·u ht 

Seneca and Nero debate whether Kings should execute rabble rousers g ' 
Walsh surmise~ that Herod draws back not from John's execution--w-hich 

he h_as long felt 1s necessary to "preserve his power"--but from the 
P~tcular "manner of it, which would stigmatise him as a murderer for 
tnv1al reasons" (p. 280). 

T1209 pilling] pillaging. 
. l~l?-16 _At sceptra . . . contemnitur] Cf. Seneca, Oedipus 703: "Odia 

qm nimmm timet / regnare nescit; regna custodit metus." 
. 121~ . Securus ... fides.] Peck (p. 425) cites Seneca, Octavia 457 on 

this ~h~tcal commonplace: "Nero. Ferrum tuetur principem. Seneca. 
Melius f1des." 

T1213 Felix] That is, "the rich man." T's Latin text it seems read 
Felix notfelix (1144). ' ' 

1214-15 ~ec~sse reges ... est.] Cf. in its proverbial form, "oderint 
dum metuant (C1<:ero, Philip. 1. 14. 34; De Officiis 1. 28. 97). See Otto, 
P· 252. The theatncal tyrant was especially fond of this maxim· indeed ·t 

beth . f ' ,1 
~ay . e action o tragedy. Long entry in Erasmus, Adagia (676): 
Tyranmca vox su~ta e Tragoedia, & a nemine scriptorum non usurpata." 

Cf. Buc~nan: ~e Jure regni (Opera, I, 28). The maxim was not unknown 
to Machiavelli, m whose I/ Prin~ipe it takes on new force for being 
approv<:<1 (Chapter XVII). On thts topos, see Gilbert, pp. 98-117. 
"Cf. ~nmald, Archipropheta (ed., Merrill, p. 348); Herodias soliloquizes: 
. Odennt

11

me her<:le, _du~ metuant modo, / Regina si maneo, mea quid 
mter~st?, Herodtas 1s driven by raging love (anwr furens), however, unlike 
Bapllstes Queen whose furor is hatred, vengeance and wrath like bum in 
Aetna. ' g 

. 1220-24 Si honesta credis] On the idea that there is one moral law for 
~nvate_ peo~le and anothe~ for Kings, compare Seneca, Thyestes 217: 
Sanct1tas ptetas fides / pnvata bona sunt; qua iuvat reges eant " Also cf 

~enec~ _Agam. 264: Clytemnestra ready to forgive her husband's ' · 
mfi~ehlles--an~ her own--says, "lex alia solio est, alia privato in toro." 
Aegisthus remmds her that this privilege is jealously reserved by kings for 
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themselves (272). Gager imitates in Ulysses Redux (Boas, ed., p. 209): "lex 
alia regii, alia privati est tori," as cited in Seneca, Agamemnon, R. J. 
Tarrant, ed. (Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. Press, 1976), p. 221. Note tbat 
Buchanan bas transfonned tbe issue from sexual liberties to political ones. 
In Erasmus, Adagia 875, we find verbal similarities with Baptistes. 1214-
15 and 1220-24: 

Uni aquilae cum nullo prorsus animante, nee amicitia, nee affinitas, 
nee sodalitas, nee consuetudo, nee foedus, nee induciae. Hostis est 
omnibus, & neminem non babel hostem . . .. [V]idelicet 
Tyrannicum illud secum volvens, Oderint dum metuant .... At in 
aquilas ubique gentium eadem lex est, quae in lupos & Tyrannos, ut 
praemium sit, qui communem omnium hostem occiderit. Ergo nee 
amat ullum, nee amatur ab ullo animante aquila, non magis profecto 
quam mall Principes, qui magno Reip. malo sibi gerunt imperium. 

[The eagle alone bas no friendship nor affinity nor brotherhood nor 
social intercourse nor treaty nor truces with any other living 
creature at all. He is an enemy to all and bolds all as enemies ... 
evidently pondering tbat saying of tyrants, "let them hate, provided 
tbat tbey fear." But everywhere in the world tbe same law applies to 
eagles as to wolves and tyrants, namely tbat tbere be a reward to 
anyone who bas killed the common enemy of all. Therefore tbe 
eagle neither loves any creature nor is loved by any, indeed no more 
than are bad princes who to tbe detriment of the republic rule for 
themselves.) 
(partly translated by M. M. Phillips, Adages, pp. 243-44) 

Like tbe lion or the eagle, the tyrant is tbe enemy of all. The theme of 
Herod's tyrannical isolation was established early (545). 

Unlike John's abstract view of his soul's freedom from normal social 
duties, the Queen's position seems illogical and self-serving. She laments 
that tbe King does not keep his promise to her but argues tbat Kings need 
not keep faith with their people. The Queen questions whether Herod 
knows bis proper duties, as Malcbus questioned Gamaliel's loyalty to bis 
class (159 ff.). 

T1218 tranquill] "a Latinism; & a very pretty poetical word" (Peck, p. 
423). Peck cites Othello: "Farewell tbe tranquil mind!" (3. 3. 348). 
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1222-24 amici ... vincula] H od' · · 
(cf. l_ine 1049). Machiavelli also b:~iev~s~::1~; perve~ly mm:or~ John's 
chanty, humanity and reli -

0 
. ough faith, Chnshan 

not regard them , the t _n are ~enumely good things, the ruler need 
Gilbert, who giv~~. aral~ er is reqmred only t? maintain his state" (see 

T1225 h p els,~- 118). See// Pnncipe, Chapter 18. 
eaven-bome] A hteral tr 1 · 

caeligenam (1156) that . b . ans ation of the relatively rare 
. ' is, orn 1n heaven but perh I . 

earned to heaven, suggested by b I ' . aps a so a pun, that is, 
Cf ti . . orne, e sewhere m T alwa II db . or a s1m1larly possible pun Tl 120_21 ys spe e orn. 

1229 salutis ... salus] Cf. Cicero D ·, 3 " . 
lex esto," as quoted in De1·ur . (0, e eg. . 8: Popuh salus suprema 

Tl2 2 e_ ~egm pera, l, 21) 
commo~ pr!~;:.n] An appositive undistinguished by punctuation as was 

1233 d!e?us ... conquiescas] Cf. Livy, I. 47. 1 
1236 c1v1cum helium] Walsh n " . 

destruction pillage and c· ·1 otes that these suggestions of 
. . , 1v1 war seem outrao I . I . 

biblical context· B[uchanan]' . . ,,eous y irre evant rn the 
events .... [Alt.the time th s v1s1on must be affected by contemporary 
been only prophetic, but at ~t;~rm:ai:rod~ce~ the_ remark ~ould have 

limited revision, referring to the Freic~bh~~ll_on it was ~mte apposite." 
implausible. But the horrors of rebellion re 1~1~us wars, is not 
commonplace. Cf. line 1305,fraterni. and CIVIi war are a classical 

1241 coniugem ... parens] Ther . . . . 
appeal to the d 1· f . . e ~s considerable irony m Herodias' 

u ies o consangum1ty smc h h . . 
th~t s_uch obligations do not bind kin~s 0I2~-;3t Just prev1o~sly argued 
wife is precisely the immorality at . . d . A~so, her bemg Herod's 
daughter, unless by adoption. issue, an Puella is not Herod's 

1243 Promissa ... fide] Cf "Anh . . ,, 
Pamphagus "I th· h · aec promissa fides (Pantolabus to 

' s is ow you keep your d" h . 
Gnaphius, Acolastus, ed. Atkinson p 17w4or on s anng winnings) in 

Tl243 · ' . · 1247 I dancemg feates] See "Quality of the Translation " 
urasse temere] Buchanan str h f . 

the keeping of face before guests at th e~ses t e orce of ~he ras~ vow' not 
caught by words. e anquet. Herod views himself 

l250 veritas] Veritas has b th · 
485,766,843,973,985 and l;B upnghl and_fallen uses. Cf. lines 299, 
verbal irony are hono 'd. . · Also submitted to this technique of 

' s. 1gmtas, and spes. 
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T1257 That of such ... ] T follows the frequent early reading multos 
rather than inultos (1180), that is, "unless more shame it were, that kings 
be unavenged." 

1259 de regibus /Loqui modeste] A cynical variant on bona verba and 
bene dicere. Cf. Buchanan's unpublished epigram on Thomas More: 
"lingua irreverentur in omnes / reges." See "The Critical Tradition." 
Cf. line 1327. 

T1260] See Historical Collation: T. Peck translates "cuncta fortunet 
Deus" (1183). 

1262 Et sive reges ... putet.] Cf. Herod's similar conclusion (570-72). 
Also, cf. Andrea Dietherus, Joseph (Dramata Sacra, sig. p4): Joseph 
(being sold) says of his masters, "Aequom aut iniquom imperent, pensi 
omnino nihil / Habent: quod collubitum est, licere existimant." Apparently 
a popular phrase in Joseph plays. Cf. Cornelius Crocus, Joseph (Dramata 
Sacra, sig. k8v): Mago (a servant) says of master, "Aequom an iniquom 
imperent, nihil iam pensis habent." Cf. Plautus, Amphitr. 173. In tragedy, 
cf. Seneca, Medea 194: "Aequum atque iniquum regis imperium feras"; 
perhaps from Sophocles, Antigone 666-61. See Otto, p. 5. 

T1263 fear] Ts comma (fear,) may introduce the direct object. But it 
is more likely another unreliable, end-line comma or the result of 
composition by dictation. 

1264-1315] The sixth Choral ode contrasts with that of 573-623. The 
Chorus no longer accuses God of unjustly oppressing innocents nor of 
abandoning his people. Rather, the Chorus now accepts John's rebukes 
(695 ff.) and turns them into a Jeremiad. God is not to be blamed, but his 
people who abandoned Him (1274; cf. 596-98, 1050-51) and allow their 
prophets to be killed. The poor and the widows defended by John (731) 
still cry for justice (1285). The rich and the poor still have achieved no just 
relationship (732, 1282). 

Ironically, Malchus' fears will come to pass; Israel will be destroyed since 
what should be a pattern of piety is an example of wickedness (1269; cf. 
72, 290). But this destruction will be just, deserving blood (merito 
sanguine, 1314-15) will pay for innocent blood (cf. 41; 1283). Walsh tries 
to find sixteenth-century correspondences for the Jewish history (pp. 292-
93). 

T1265/1266) See Historical Collation: T. Peck translates 1189. 
1266 furor in prophetas) Cf. Mtt. 23: 37: Jesus laments over Jerusalem, 

"quae occidis prophetas." Cf. Lk 13: 34-35. 
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1267 sanguinis iusti] Cf. Mtt. 27: 4, Judas speaking: "Peccavi, tradens 
sanguinem iustum." 

1268 Quam] The antecedent of the relative pronoun is ambiguous, as 
in the corresponding Tl361-62. 

1274 cultor idoli] "It is difficult to see why such idolatry should be 
incorporated amongst the sins of first century Jerusalem. It is accordingly 
reasonable to infer that B[uchanan] is exploiting the stock Christian 
arguments against the religious practices of pagan Romans to pass oblique 
criticism on religious practices of his own day" (Walsh, pp. 292-93). 
Walsh compares Jephthes 362. 

1281 Pauperi ... Supplicat] The disorder Malchus feared (57) has 
come about through his own efforts. Cf. 733. 

1283 prophetarum·cruor] Cf. Mtt. 23: 30: "in sanguine prophetarum." 
1288 non mendax nisi fallor augur] Cf. Horace, Odes 3. 17. 12-13, 

"aquae nisi fallit augur/ annosa comix." 
T1290 divulge] Translates perferet (1209), "spread the word about." 
1295 victor] Walsh finds a "clear reference to the prophesied fall of 

Jerusalem," besieged 66-70 A.O. He cites Jer. 26: 6, Lk. 21: 20. 
1296 Barbarus ... Praedia:] Cf. Virgil, Eclogues I. 70-71: "Impius 

haec tam culta novalia miles habebit, / Barbarus has segetes," a passage 
closely echoed by Hieronymus Ziegler, Heli (Dramata Sacra, sig. LIV). 

1299 Solomonis] Ruddiman incorrectly believed that all editions read 
Solomontis. But S79, probably unknown to Ruddiman, printed Solomonis, 
which seems to be the proper spelling. Cf. 1265. 

1306-11 famem argenti ... famem argenti] Cf. Horace, Epist. I. 18. 
23: "quern tenet argenti sitis importuna famesque." 

1314 merito ... sanguine] Contrast to this "punishment-worthy blood" 
the unmerited death of John and the innocent blood of the victims of 
tyrants (41, 183, 883, 1283). 

1315 poenas] Regularized frompaenas (L) since the -oe- spelling 
occurs in 13 of L's 14 uses and seems to be favored elsewhere by 
Buchanan. 

1316 Quis indicabit . .. feram?] Cf. 658. Unlike Malchus, the Nuntius 
is properly directed. 

1326 morte tristi] Textor cites Seneca, Octavia 101: "Nisi morte tristi 
nostra finiri mala." The Chorus will be reminded that death is not sad, 
because it puts an end to the evils of life. The conventional epithet is 
ironic, not casual. 
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1327 oral Cf. Buchanan's unpublished epigram on Thomas More in 
which "lips" are mentioned with little sympathy. See note on line 1261. 

1329 Quid fies? ... negas?] Cf. Plautus, Capt. 139-40: "He. Ne fie. Er. 
Egone ilium non fleam? egone non dcfleam / Talem adolescentem?" . 

TI329 us] Peck's emendation, them, translates illi (1331). Ts us, if 
intentional, is a significant reflection on the Nuntius and the Chorus. 

1331-35 Si flenda mors ... vitam] Peck quotes at length Cyprian, De 
Mortal., on who should fear death: 

Eius est mortem timere qui ad Christum nolet ire. Eius est ad 
Christum nolle ire qui se non credat cum Christo incipere regnare 
(Sec. 2). quae caecitas animi quaeve dementia est amare pressuras 
et poenas et Iachrymas mundi, et non festinare potius ad gau~u~ 
quod numquam possit auferri? (Sec. 5). Hoc tamen fit ... qma fide~ 
decst, quia nemo credit vcra esse quae promittit Deus (Sec. 6). Mon 
plane timeat, sed qui, ex aqua et Spiritu non renatus, gehennae 
ignibus mancipatur. Mori timeat, qui non Christi cruce et passione 
censetur: mori timeat qui ad secundam mortem de hac morte 
transibit: mori timeat, quern de saeculo recedentem, perennibus 
poenis aeterna flamma torquebit: mori timeat cui hoc mora longiore 
confertur, ut cruciatus eius et gemitus interim differatur (Sec. 14). 
Multi ex nostris in hac mortalitate moriuntur, hoc est, multi ex 
nostris de saeculo Iiberantur. Mortalitas ista, ut Judaeis et gentilibus 
et Christi hostibus pestis est, ita Dei seivi salutaris excessus est. 
Hoc quod, sine ullo discrimine generis humani, cum injustis 
moriuntur et justi, non est quod putetis bonis et malis interitum esse 
communem ... (Sec. 15). Exercitia sunt nobis ista, non funera (Sec. 
16). fratres nostros non esse lugendos ... cum sciamus non eos 
amitti sect praemitti, recedentes praecedere, ut proficiscentes, ut 
navigantes solcnt . .. nee accipiendas esse hie atras vestes, quando 
illi ibi indumenta alba jam sumpserint (Sec. 20). Quid non 
properamus et currimus ut patriam nostram videre, ut parentes 
salutare possimus? (sec. 26). (Corrected and expanded from 
Patrologiae Cursus Completus, ed. J.P. Migne (Paris, 1844), IV, 
582-602) 

Cf. 1 Thess. 4: 13. 
1337 insontem] Walsh compares Sallust, Cat. 16. 3. 
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1341 Miseros ... spiritum] The contrast between this view and that of 
Malchus which opens the play ("misera ... spiritus," 52) is stressed by the 
verbal echoes. 

1344 legibus] See Commentary on line 503. 
1345 Ominibus] The reading ominibus is defended by Ruddiman, who 

cites parallels in Livy, Praef. 13 ("cum bonis potius ominibus votisque ac 
precationibus"), Cicero, Philip. 12. 8. 19, Suetonius, In Augusto, cap. 57, 
and Buchanan, De Jure regni, pag. 19. I. 16. Cf. also Buchanan's Alcestis 
1074, which, according to Ruddiman's collation, reads ominibus bonis in 
early editions. The reading omnibus, translated by T (fl444), is 
unmetrical. The common variant and "easier" reading omnibus is a poor 
guide to filiation. Field's 1592 Psalm Paraphrases reads omnibus, although 
his copy, 1590 [Geneva], reads ominibus. 1593 Geneva also reads 
omnibus, althou·gh it too seems to derive from 1590 [Geneva], and not 
from Field. The 1609 [Heidelberg] edition reads omnibus, although it is 
based on the 1597 [Geneva] (ominibus). Less certainly, but very likely, 
1601 Chalons is based on 1597 [Geneva], but reads omnibus. 
Textor cites Ovid, Epist. de Pon. 4. 9. 54: "bonum . . . omen." 

1349 Dum fata fugimus ... incurrimus.] Cf. Livy 8. 24. 4: "ut ferme 
fugiendo in media fata ruitur." Cf. also Buchanan, Misc. 31 (Opera, II, 
425): "Ut arma fugias, fata non fugies tamen." Cf. Alexander, Tragedy of 
Julius Caesar, line 1600, p. 395: "None flies the fate which stablish'd for 
him stayes." Also, Alexander, Croesus 1373-74, p. 59: "Man may his fate 
foresee,/ But not shunne heavens decrees." 

Tl351] Here and at Tl397 caesural commas are omitted in T where 
they could guide sense. Possibly, as in the case of unmarked verse endings 
(Tl343), the natural pause satisfied the author. ,~S-7-SB' 

-B-52=58 Cat:beno, mortis nexa ... perenni] Cf. Buchanan, Jephthes C a.thenC\. 
840-41, "Dein perpetuis nexa catenis/ Longi subeunt agmina luctus." 

1356-60 Nee longa vita ... exhorrescimus] Cf. fatum Stoically defined 
by Cicero, De Div. I. 55. 125, and Aulus Gellius 7(6). 2. 1 (C. Hosius, ed., 
Teubner 1903, p. 283): "Fatum est sempiterna quaedam et indeclinabilis 
series rerum et catena" This final reference in Baptistes to the tedious 
chain of long life picks up the early image of the chains of John's prison--
his cell and his body--from which his soul was pleased to fly. It is an ironic 
counter to the opening speech of Malchus in which long life was deplored 
for precisely the opposite reason--that it brings one closer to the exit--
except that the Chorus, for all its Stoic wisdom, still finds less to hope for 
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in death than to fear. While the Chorus' sentiments may indicate its need 
for grace, they may also reflect sixteenth-century skepticism. 

Tl412 tydings.) Ts mark of interrogation follows where (Tl410). On 
placement of question mark, see "Observations on Renaissance 
Punctuation." 

T1417 mailer) Peck and Brown emend master to matter, unaware of 
the corrected stale. 

Tl419 him?) T's punctuation (him.) follows L (1322); F, P. and later 
editions read petiverit?. The period may be both sloppy and authorial. 

Tl446 In all good things) T translates the incorrect reading omnibus. 
Accepting ominibus (1345) yields: "attended by good omens [and by 
prayers.)." 

Tl457-65] T lineated as the present text except Tl457-58. See 
Historical Collation: T. 

Tl458 danger] Perhaps danger in Tis matched with the singular 
griefe. Peck's emendation dangers corresponds to the Latin (1355); also in 
its favor is T 's final s instability. 

5 

Appendix A: Rogers' Epigram 
Baptistes (Frankfurt, 1578) 

DANIELIS ROGERSIJ ALBI-

MONTIJ ANGLI, AD GEOR-

gii Buchanani Scoti poematia, 

Epigram ma. 

Quis sacer haec Phoebus, quis carmina diclat Apollo? 
Enthea qui rursus plectra poeta quatit? · 

Phoebus is est (quid enim dubitem?) cui in carmine docto 
Gratia divino mixta lepore nitet. 

Aut si non Phoebus, Phoebi est qui praesidet arti 
Par numeris Phoebo. parque Iepore suo. ' 

~hat sacr.ed Ph~ebus, what Apollo composes these poems? What poet 
trikes agam the inspired lute? It is Phoebus (for why should J doubt it?) · 

whose le~~d song Grace shines mixed with divine charm. Or if not · m 
Phoebus, 1t 1s one who presides over Phoebus' art eq al · h · 
Phoebus, and equal in his loveliness.] ' u m is verses to 

! ~epore J Hertf~rd MS, 31188, folio 88r, reads nitore ( underscored) 
. 1th the correctJon lepore m the margin apparently in the same hand and 
mk. Quoted by permission of the Huntington Library (San Marino). 
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Baptistes (Strasbourg, 1579) 

AD ILL VSTRIS-

SIMVM PRINCIPEM GVIL-

HELMVM ROBERTVM a 

Marcka, ducem Bullionaeum, se-

danensem, & Iametensem su-

premum Dominum, Co-

mitem a Brayna 

loannis Sturmii praefatio. 

Buchananus Scotorum regis moderator Guilhelme dux: in Comoediis et 
Tragoediis novis faciendis: et veteribus convertendis: mihi si audeam 
dicere: pene solus inter eos. quos legi, placet: cum propter delectum: in 
quo moribus consuluit: tum propter artem: qua veteres imitatur: tum etiam 
propter Latinae linguae puritatem: et verborum compositionem et sonum. 
Menandrum non desiderarem: si non requirerem propter latinorum 
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. m Nemo credit, et tamen verum est: 
imitationem, et ho~u~ co_nvers1~n:terierunt: nihil recuperare malim: quam 
eorum quae ex scnplls C1cero~s AEschinis orationes: a Cicerone* 
contrarias inter se Demosthems et 01 ·ndustria Buchanani: in quo 

d ·cterium ego compens . ct· . conversas. Harum es1 . . . tandis atque expnmen is. , . . . t Trag1c1s graec1s mu . 
aeque miror: m com1c1s e . si hae quas dixi orauones, . . . ·ngen1·um· quad in Cicerone m1rarer: , hums vm 1 · 

non interiissent. t erunt Menandri interitum: 
Graeci Theologi facile ferre fortass~ pCoounstantinopolitani Caesares 

. ct· s Et fortass1s · propter lepores ,mpu ,c_o . .. latinos ad posteritatem v1vere. 
G os trag1cos Poetas, quam 

maluerunt raec . m debet habere liber. 
Ut ut acciderit: victurus genm ct·as Graecas· quae apud 

al. asdam tragoe 1 · . Vertit Buchananus ias qu .h. . quadam Epistola copiam 
. nt· quarum m1 1 m D Plantinum Antuerptae su . . r . et eas ad te Bullionaee ux 

obtulit. Si adipiscar has: ed:1"1 m p_ub ,cum. 

Post hanc Calumniam Bapllstae m1ttam'. tram Academiam admitto: in . . oematum m nos 
Huius enim vm hoc genus p . arum bene scribere, et bene 

caeteris me difficilem osten~o. Est :~~n~~~;ae tempora. Hie Buchanani 
iudicare. Et me terrent sup~nora a~ b·t· pius est: purus est: doctus est. 
Baptista nihil impurum et ill?t~m a , habent cum quo contendant. Hoc 
Habent literati in hoc: quod ,m,tentur: l t , 

timum secu o es . 
genus scriptorum nostro op h us· et quoniam Duces honore 

Scripsit hanc Regi discipu~o suo Bue _anrGuilhelme Dux Bullionaee hoc 
Regibus proximi sunt: statu1 tuae ~uto~ta '. memoriam defendas: et 
Poema commendare: ut habeas poetam. cums 

.. 1. am tuam mentemque cuius sententus mgu . ct·olo Stunniano. 
erudias. Vale: m prae i 

Calend. Ianuarii 1 5 7 9. 

* Cicerone] ed.; Ciceronae 

Sturm's Prefatory letter 555 

[Preface by Jean Sturm to the very illustrious prince, William Robert de la 
Marek, Duke of Bouillon, Supreme Master of Sedan and Jam bes, Count of 
Bray.I 

Buchanan, the tutor of the King of Scots, is almost the only one, Duke 
WilJiam, if I may say so, among those I have read, who pleases me in the 
making of new comedies and tragedies and in the translating of the old, 2 
not only because of his delightfulness,3 in which he has had regard for 
morality, but also because of the art with which he imitates the ancient 
writers, and furthermore because of the purity of his Latin, and the 
arrangement and sound of his words. 

I would not feel the lack of Menander, if I did not miss him because of 
the imitation of him by the Latins and their translations. No one believes it, 
and yet it is true: of what perished from the writings of Cicero, there is 
nothing I would rather recover than the opposing orations of Demosthenes 
and Aeschines, translated by Cicero. I make up for the lack of these by the 
industry of Buchanan. In whom I equally admire the wit of this man in 
changing and imitating Greek comedies and tragedies as I would admire 
the genius of Cicero, if these orations of which I spoke had not perished. 
The Greek theologians were, perhaps, easily able to bear the death of 

Menander, because of his unchaste charms. And perhaps the Caesars of 
Constantinople preferred that the Greek tragic poets rather than the Latins 
live for posterity. 
However it happened, for a book to live it ought to have a guardian spirit. 
Buchanan has translated certain other Greek tragedies, which are at 

Plantin's in Antwerp; he has offered me copies of them.4 If I get these, I 
will publish them and I will send them to you, Duke of BouiIJon, after this 
Calumny of the Baptist. 
For I admit into our Academy this kind of poetry, of this man. In other 

cases I make myself known as hard to please. For it is given to few to write 
well, and to judge well. And the earlier years of our age frighten[ed] me. 5 
This Baptist of Buchanan will afford nothing impure, nothing unclean; it is 
pious, it is pure, it is learned. Those devoted to literature have in this 
something to imitate, something to rival. This kind of writing is the best of 
our age. 

Buchanan wrote this for his pupil the King; and since Dukes are next in 
honor to kings, I have decided, William Duke of Bouillon, to commend 
this poem to your authority, so that you may have a poet whose memory 
you may defend and by whose sententiae you may 
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instruct your tongue and your mind. Farewell. Written at Jean Sturm's 
farm. January 1, 1579. b /\ 

NOTES 

I. Guillaume-Robert de la Marek (or, Mark, 1563-88) was the teenaged 
son of Henri-Robert, Prince of Sedan (d. 1574), who governed Normandy 
and favored Protestants. See "de la Marek, Guillaume-Robert," La Grande 
Encyclopedie (Paris, n.d.). 

2. The reference to Buchanan's comedies is unclear but not without 
precedent. See "Sources and Parallels: Comedy and the Prologue." 

3. Sturm seems to use delectum for delectationem. Delectus may mean 
"choice of words", but because the purity of Buchanan's Latin and the 
arrangement and sound of his words is mentioned at the end of the 
sentence, it seems likely that here Sturm intends to recall Horace's "aut 
prodesse volunt aut delectare poetae" (Ars Poetica, line 333). 

4. I have not been able to determine Sturm's reference. It may simply 
refer to Buchanan's translations of Medea and Alcestis and to bis Jephthes. 
Charlton's claim that Buchanan translated Sophocles is, as W. Sypherd 
noted, a non-starter, but even this error seems to refer to a much earlier 
Paris edition of Greek drama See H. B. Charlton, The Senecan Tradition 
in Renaissance Tragedy (Manchester: Manchester Univ. Press, 1946), 
p. xlix; W.O. Sypherd, Jephthah and His Daughter (Newark, Delaware: 
Univ. of Delaware Press, 1948), p. 39. 

5. There is some evidence that the early years of the sixteenth century 
were viewed as cataclysmic. See John W. OMalley, "Historical Thought 
and the Reform Crisis of the Early Sixteenth Century," Theological 
Studies, 28 (1967), 531-48. 

6. Also worth consulting for Sturm's view of drama, is bis preface to 
Buchanan's translation of Alcestis with Jephthes (Strasbourg: Josiah Ribel, 
1567). See McFarlane, Buchanan (London, 1981), p. 238. 

Handlist of Buchanan's Major Works 

For con:enience a list of the common titles and the dates of the first 
substan_tt~y complete editions of Buchanan's individual works are given 
here. ~ttatJons to Buchanan's works other than Baptistes are to the 
Ruddtman-Burmann edition of the Opera Omnia (Leiden, 1725). 

Medea 
Jephthes 
Alcestis 
Baptistes 

Poetic Works 

Plays 

1544 
1554 
1556 
1577 

Psalmorum Davidis paraphrasis poetica (Psalm Paraphrases) ?1565 

Poemata (Short Poems) and Sphaera 

De Caleto ab Henrico II Francorum . . . recepta 
Franciscanus 
Elegiarum liber, sylvarum liber, endecasyllabon Uber 
Franciscanus et frat res 
Sphaera libri V 
Poemata omnia 
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1558 
1566 
1567 
1568 
1586 
1615 
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Prose Works 

Rudimenta grammatices 1533 
Ane Admonitioun 1571 
Ane Detectioun ?1571 
De Jure regni apud Scotos. 1579 
Rerum Scoticarum Historia (History of Scotland) 1582 
De prosodia libellus ? 1595 
Vita ab ipso scripta (Vita) 1595* 
Chamaeleon 1710 
Epistolae 1711 

* With the exception of this Rostock 1595 printing of 
Buchanan's Vita, (discovered by John Durkan) dates of 
publication are taken from the "Check-List" in 
McFarlane's Buchanan (London, 1981), Appendix A. 

Table of Editions and Translations 

In this table, two categories should be explained: Locations are of copies 
which I have either seen or of which I have particular confirmation. Since I 
have not accepted at face value the evidence of catalogues, this is an 
extremely conservative finder's list. The McFarlane number refers to I. D. 
McFarlane's "Preliminary Check-List of Works by Buchanan" (Buchanan, 
[London, 1981), pp. 490-518). Format is presented only when it is certain 
and of some bibliographic importance for early editions; approximate 
dimensions are given in inches (height and width of the trimmed page) as a 
rough distinguishing trait. I 

Abbreviations for Libraries 

A 
ABE 
AMB 
ASC 
AUG 
BER 
BN 
BPL 
C 
CHA 
CHI 
CLA 

COL 
COP 

University Library, St. Andrews 
Aberdeen University 
Biblioteca Ambrosiana, Milan 
Hofbibliothek, Aschaffenburg 
Staats- und Stadbiblithek, Augsburg 
Deutsche Staatsbibliothek, (East) Berlin 
Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris 
Boston Public Library 
Cambridge University 
Chapin Library, Williamstown 
University of Chicago 
William Andrews Clark Memorial Library, 
University of California, Los Angeles 
Columbia University 
The Royal Library, Copenhagen 
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COR Cornell University 
E Edinburgh University 
F Folger Library, Washington 
FRE University Library, Freiburg 
G Glasgow University 
GOT Gottingen, Bib. Acad. Georgiae Augustae 
H Harvard University (including Houghton Library) 
HAN Niedersachsische Landesbibliothek, Hannover 
HEI University Library, Heidelberg 
HUN Huntington Library, San Marino 
ILL University of Illinois 
L British Library, London 
LEY University of Leiden 
MAR University Library, Marburg 
MIT Mitchell Library, Glasgow 
MOR Pierpoint Morgan Library, New York 
MS University Library, Munster 
MUN Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, Munich 
NEW Newberry Library, Chicago 
NLS National Library of Scotland, Edinburgh 
NUR Stadtbibliothek, Ntimburg 
OH Ohio State University 
OLD Landesbibliothek, Oldenburg 
PEN University of Pennsylvania 
PRI Princeton University 
REG Staatliche Bibliothek, Regensburg 
SOE Stadtbibliothek, Soest 
STR Bibliotheque Nationale et Universitaire, Strasbourg 
STU Wtirttembergische Landesbibliothek, Stuttgart 
TUB University Library, Ttibingen 
UTR University of Utrecht 
V &A Dyce Collection, Victoria and Albert Museum, London 
VIR University of Virginia 
WRO University Library, Wroclaw (Breslau) 
Y AL Yale University 
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DA TE SHORT TI1LE PLACE PRINfER 
SELLER 
EDITOR 

1 1577 Baptistes, sive London Thomas 
Calumnia Vautrollier 

2 1578 Baptistes, sive London Thomas 
Calumnia Vautrollier 

3 1578 Baptistes, sive Edinburgh for H. 
Calumnia Charteris 

4 1578 Baptistes, sive (London for J. 
Calumnia false Henricius, 

imprint) Antwerp 

5 1578 Baptistes, sive Frankfurt A. 
Calumnia Wechel 

6 1579 Baptives, sive Frankfurt A. 
Calumnia Wechel 

7 1579 Elegiarum liber I. Paris Mamert 
... Baptistes Patisson, 

in R. Estienne 
workshop 

8 1579 Elegiarum liber I.Paris Mamert 
... Baptistes Patisson, 

in R. Estienne 
workshop 

FORMAT 
SIZE 

go 

6x3.8 

go 

6x3.8 

go 

6x3.8 

go 

6x4.5 

go 
6x3.8 

go 
6x3.8 

16° 

3.8x2.3 

16° 

3.8x2.3 

Table of Editions and Translations 563 

BRIEF NOTES LOCATIONS STC /WING/MCFARLANE # 

1 See "Early Editions." BPL, L(2), 0 STC 3969 / 42 

2 State of #1 with 
variant imprint. 

H,HUN,O, 
C,NLS 
COP (copy missing) 

STC 3970/43 

3 Issue of# I with L, 0, STC 3971 / 45 
variant title-page; printed by Vautrollier for Charteris who did not have 

his own press at this time; note the small number of extant copies and that 
none are found in ScotJand. 

4 Diplomatic from BN, H, L, A 
#1 probably printed (corrected); 

in Antwerp, or Louvain G (2), NLS (unc.); 
by J.Heybergius (STC), L (undifferentiated) 
"not STC book." 

STC 3972/44 

5 From #1, 
adds prel. poem by 

Daniel Rogers (see 
Appendix A). 

H,L,AUG, 46 
NLS (notes on 
performance )2, 
(corrected); REG, NUR 
(uncorrected); 
COP (missing); MUN (war loss) 

6 Page-for-page HUN, NLS, 
corrections.from #5. S, COP, F, A, SOE, 

7 Bapt. from #4(?); CHA, G (2), MOR, 
without De Caleto (P79A). COP, BN 

8 Page-for-page 
from #?;includes 
De Caleto;(P79B). 

H,L,A,MOR, 
BN (2), HUN, VIR 

47 

172A 

172 
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9 1579 Baptistes, sive Strasbourg N. Wyriot 
Calumnia (Argentorati) 

10 1590 Paraphrasis [Geneva] J. Stoer 
Psalmorum Davidis Poetica 
... Jephthes ... Baptistes 

11 1591 Paraphrasis [Geneva] J. Stoer 
Psalmorum Davidis Poetica 
... Jephthes ... Baptistes 

12 1592 Paraphrasis London Richard 
Psalmorum Davidis Poetica Field 
... J ephthes . . . Baptistes 

go 

go 

5x3 

go 

16° 
4x2.5 

13 1593 Sacratiss. Psalm- Geneva F. le Preux 80 
orum Davidis 
.. . Jephthes & Baptistes 

14 1594 Sacratiss. Psalm- Geneva F. le Preux 
orum Davidis 
.. Jephthes & Baptistes 

[151595 Psalmorum Wittenberg 
Davidis ... Jepththes & Baptistes 

16 1597 Georgii Bucha- [Geneva] Petrus 
nani Scoti Sanctandreanus 
Operum Poeticorum Pars Altera . .. 

17 1600 Tragediae duae Leyden C. Raphelengius, 
sacrae . . . Plantin workshop 

18 1601 Paraphrasis 
Psalmorum 
Poetica ... 

[Cha.Ions- C. Guyot 
sur-Marne] 
Cathalauni 

Davidis Jephthes ... Baptistes 

6x3.8 

go 

go 

4.8x2.5 

Table of Editions and Translations 565 

9 From #5; adds WRO 
preface by Jean Stunn 
(see Appendix B). 

10 Sets pattern L, AMB 
of printing Jephthes and 

Baptistes with Psalm Paraphrases; 
Bapt. from #7. 

11 Re-issue of#IO AUG 
with variant title-page. 

12 From #10 L, 0, NLS STC 3985 
(McFarlane); 
Field married Vautrollier's widow.3 

13 From #10. L, A (2), STU 

14 Page-for-page from TUB, BN (H microfilm) 
#13. 

15 Reported by McFarlane as in G and NLS; 
Apparently a ghost. 

48 

138 

139 

140 

141 

142 

143 

16 An edition of the L, NLS, A, H, HUN, REI, 51 
four plays; Baptistes from 
#7; second part of McFarlane's #175 (Poemata, 1594); 

P. _Sanctandreanus was the cousin of Jerome Commelin (Heidelberg) who 
pnnted McFarlane #175. On these printers and booksellers 
see Wiem, p. 93. ' 

17 From #10; adds U1R 
lineation by scene. 

18 An early example L, G, MS, BN 144 
of printing from Cha.Ions. 

Guyot had ties to A. Hart (see #23 and #26)4; from #16. 
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19 1604 Baptistes, sive Wittenberg Laurentius 
Calumnia Seubcrlich 

20 1609 Paraphrasis [Leyden] Raphelingius, 
Psalmorum Davidis Plantin workshop 
Poetica ... Jephthes & Baptistcs 

20A 1609Paraphrasis [Leyden] Raphclingius, 
Psalmorum Davidis Planlin workshop 
Poetica .. . 
Jephthes ... Baptistes 

21 1609 Georgii [Heidelberg] Commelin's 
Buchanani Scoti Operum shop 
Poeticorum Pars Altera . .. 

22 1611 Paraphrasis Edinburgh A. Hart 
Psalmorum Davidis 
Poetica ... Jephthes & Baptistes 

23 1615 Poemata Omnia Edinburgh A. Hart, 
ed.,J. Ray 

24 1618 Paraphrasis 
Psalmorum 

Amsterdam Henricius 
Laurenti us 

Davidis Poetica ... 
Jephthes ... Baptistes 

25 1618 Homo-Diabolus Frankfurt Johannis 
Thymius, 
Nicolai 
Voltzius; 
ed., Caspar 
Domau 

26 1621 Paraphrasis Edinburgh A. Hart 
Psalmorum Davidis 
Poetica .. . 
Jephthes ... Baptistes 

80 

445 pp. 

4x2 
286pp 

7x3.1 

4.5x2.5 

4.3x2 

5.5x3.25 

4x2.8 

Table of Editions and Translations 567 

19 From #6; act COL 49 
divisions; in usum novae 
scholae Salderianae Brandeburgensium recusa (title-page). 

20 Both #20 & #20A BN 
are eclectic, corrected editions; 
lineated by scenes. 

145 

20A McFarlane L, 0 (2), C, NLS 85 
describes as unaccompanied by Baptistes; 
copies of #20 & #20A. are confused in McFarlane. 

[Baptistes not on general title-page; play on Q6-S7v, pp. 251-86). 

21 Page-for-page L, 0(2), C(2), E, A(2), H, REI 
from #16; careless, 

52 

but corrects some obvious errors; Commelin died 1597. 

22 From #10; 
few corrections. 

L,A STC 3986 / 146 

23 First complete L, 0, C, NLS(2), G, STC 3990 / 177 
poems; H,HUN 

Psalm Paraphrases, Jephthes, and Baptistes 
constitute Part I; Baptistes from #22; 
Part II seems to have been issued separately at least once 
(see NLS notice of an L copy, with variant title-page), but I have not seen 
this issue, which, in any case, does not include Baptistes.5 

24 From #20 or #20A; NLS 
Mcfarlane lists a 1621 re-issue in NLS of 
#24, but I cannot find it. 

25 Baptistes L, C 
(Tt3-Bbb4) from #5; corrections; the last 

of a large collection of documents on calumny; 
Domau (1577-1632), a physician, orator, poet. 

26 From #27(?). L,NLS 

147 

50 

STC 3987 / 148 
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Table of Editions and Translations 569 

27 1621 Paraphrasis Leyden Isaac Elzevir 4.5x3 27 From #24; lineation H,NLS,L, 149 Psalmorum Davidis Poetica for H Laurentius by scene; see #35. O,C,E ... J epthes ... Baptistes 
28 The relationship ABE, BN, MAR, A 178 28 1621 Poemata quae Saumur for Cl. Girardus, 4x2 between #28 and #29 is unclear,6 

supersunt ... Dan. Lerpinerius, Baptistes in Part I (title-page, 1621); 
Jonn. Burellus general title-page and that of of Part II, 1620. 

Eclectic edition. 
29 1621 Poemata quae Leyden Abraham 4x2 

supersunt . . . Elzevir 29 Baptistes H, NLS, A, HAN 179 same sheets as #28. 
(301624 Poemata Saumur 

31 1628 Poemata quae Leyden Elzevir 561 pp. 30 Existence doubtful.7 180 supersunt ... in 12's 
31 From #29. 0 (2), A (2), NLS (3) 181A 32 1628 Poemata quae Leyden Elzevir 511 pp. H,ASC,BN, L supersunt ... 4.5x2 in 8's 
32 From #31 ; L, C, G (2), 181 33 1637 Poemata Amsterdam Naiden notes "two A (2), E, GOT, BN (4) 
varieties" of this edition," 

34 1641 Poemata quae Amsterdam J. Janssonius 561 pp. "copies ... everywhere" (p. 161). 
extant, editio postrema 4.5x2 

33 Listed by McFarlane as in 182 
Dundee (Brechin); unseen. 

35 1650 Paraphrasis Amsterdam J. Janssonius 4.3x2.8 
Psalmorurn 34 From #31 (?). L, FRE, OLD,A (2), 0, NLS 183 Davidis Poetica 
... Jephthes ... Baptistes 35 From #27.H, L, 150 

Some same sheets. 
36 1660 Paraphrasis Edinburgh Acad. Edin. 5x2.5 

... Psalmorum Davidis Poetica 36 NLS 151 ... Jephthes ... Baptistes 
37 MS,O,C, 184 37 1665 Poemata quae Amsterdam J. a Waesberge 4.8x2.3 NLS,H,L 

extant, editio postrema and Elizeus W eyerstraet 
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38 1672 Paraphrasis 
Psalmorum 

Aberdeen by J. Forbes, Jr. 

Davidis Poetica . .. 
Jephthes . .. Baptistes 

for J. Miller, 
J. Masson 

39 1676 Poemata quae Amsterdam Daniel Elsevir 
extant, editio postrema 

40 1677 Poemata quae Edinburgh J. Cairns 
supersunt omnia ... 

[ 411677 Poemata 
postrema 

Edinburgh J. Cairns 

42 1684 Paraphrasis Glasgow Robert Sanders 
Psalmorum Davidis Poetica 
... Jephthes ... Baptistes 

43 1686 Poemata in London B. Griffin 
Tres Partes Digesta . .. 

44 1687 Poemata quae Amsterdam Henricius 
extant Wetstenius 

45 1687 Poemata quae Amsterdam Henricius 
extant Wetstenius 

46 1694 Paraphrasis Edinburgh George Mosman 
Psalmorum Davidis Poetica 
.. . Jephthes . .. Baptistes 

47 1715 Opera Omnia Edinburgh Robert Freebairn, 
ed., T. Ruddiman 

48 1716 Paraphrasis Edinburgh R. Freebaim, 
Psalmorum J. Paton, 
Davidis Poetica ed., T. Ruddiman 
... Jephthes & Baptistes G. Brown, 

4.5x2.5 

5x2.8 

5x2.5 

Sx2.S 

6. lx3.8 

4.8x2.4 

4x2.5 

Folio 

5x2.8 
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38 NLS Wing B2770B? /151A 

39 H, L, A (2),0, C, NLS 185 

40 H, L, 0, A, E Wing B5291 / 186A 

41 Both McFarlane (in L, 0) 
and Wing (in L) list this 
edition; I cannot find a copy. 

42 

43 Handy edition. 

44 Undifferentiated 
holdings of #44 
and#45. 

O, G, 

H,E, 
A (3), L, 0, NLS 

H, L (2), 0 (4), 
A (4), C, E, NLS, AMB 

Very common editions. 8 

45 See #44. 

46 Mosman had NLS 
projected the Ruddiman Opera 
Omnia that eventually became #47. 

Wing B5290 / 186 

Wing B2771 / 151B 

Wing B5292 / 187 

188 & 188A 

188 & 188A 

Wing B5285 / 152 

47 Baptistes in H (Andover), NLS (Ruddiman's own MS notes) 

48 

Vol. II, F2-K2v.9 
very common. 

H copy defective (lacks 
Baptistes), BN, NLS 

153 
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49 1716 Poemata London R. Gosling 
in Tres Partes Digesta . . . 6. lx3.8 

50 1725 Opera Omnia Leyden Langerak, 40 
ed., P . Burmann 

51 1732 Paraphrasis Edinburgh R. Freebairn 
Psalmorum ed., Ruddiman 
Davidis Poetica .. . 
Jephthes . . . Baptistes 3.2x2.3 

52 1740 Baptist es. London ed., Francis 
In New Menwirs of Peck 
.. . Mr. John Milton 

53 1762 Paraphrasis Edinburgh A. Kinkaid, 
Psalmorum J. Bell, ed., Ruddiman 
Davidis Poetica 
. . . Jephthes 
. . . Baptistes 4.8x2.7 

54 1764 Paraphrasis . .. Edinburgh 
Jephthes ... Baptistes 

55 1983 Baptistes. Edinburgh Scottish 
In George Buchanan: Academic Press 
Tragedies eds., P. G. Walsh, 

P. Sharratt 

Table of Editions and Translations 573 

49 Page-for-page 
from #43. 

L 

50 Large quarto, H (2);common 
from #47; adds through lineation; 
the received text. Io 

51 McFarlane describes L 
as "unaccompanied by other 
texts" but L copy includes 

Baptistes {P5-R5). 

52 Text edited as a H (2) 

53 

companion to Tyrannica/1-Government; 
pp. 298-1504. 

NLS 

54 Unseen; listed by both McFarlane and 
Murray (in Neilson, p. 420) . 

55 modernized accidentals; 
fine introduction and commentary; 
inadequate textual apparatus; pp. 95-133. 

189 

114 

154 

155 
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TRANSLATIONS 

Gennan 

56 (1583.] Lobwasser, Ambrosius. Ein Tragoedia von der Entheuptung S. 
Johannis des Teuffers, Calumnia genant, erstlich durch Georgium 
Buchanan lateinisch gemacht, und darnach aus dem latein in deudsche 
reim gebracht, durch D. Ambrosium Lobwasser. 

57 1585. Anonymous. Baptistes oder Calumnia, ein Tragoedia Georgii 
Buchanani Scoti .. . 1.5.8.5. In "Die Heidelberger Verdeutscbung von 
Bucbanans Tragodie Baptistes. (Heidelberger Codex 377)" Ed. Johannes 
Bolte. Archiv fiir das Studium der Neueren Sprachen, 162 (1932), 174-184 
and 163 (1933). 

FRENCH 

58 1590. Roland Brisset. Le Premier Livre du Theatre tragique. Tours: 
Claude de Montr'oeil, Jean Richter. 

59 1613. (Brinon, Pierre de]. Baptiste, ou la Calomnie, Tragedie. 
Traduitte du Latin de Buchanan. Rouen: Jean Osmont. 

60 1823. E. Aignan. Jean-Baptiste, ou La Calomnie. In Bibliotheque 
etrangere d'histoire et de litterature. Vol III. Paris, Ladvocat. pp. 203-71 

DUTCH 

61 1654(?). J. de Decker. Baptistes of Dooper, Treurspel. Getrocken uyt 
de Latijnsche Vaersen van G. Buchanan. In Gedichten (1656). 
Amsterdam: Jacob Colom. 

56 Lobwasser (1515-85); BER 
edition 
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undated; another, presumably earlier, 1583 edition (lost) cited by Bolte 
(see #57., below, p. 30) and, more fully, Wiem, p. 132. 

57 Attributed to George Michael Lingelsheim (1556-1636). On this and 
other translations, see "Translations." 

58 Verse. BN 

59 Verse. BN 

60 Prose. BN 

61 Verse. H, common 
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ENGLISH 

62 1642/43. Anonymous. Tyrannnica/1-Governmenl Anatomized: Or, A 
Discourse Concerning Evil-Councellors. Being The Life and Death of John 
the Baptist. And Presented to the Kings rrwst Excellent Majesty by the 
Author. London. For John Field. 

63 Seventeenth-Century. Anonymous. Bodleian MS Rawlinson D1388-91. 
"Baptist." Folio 44v.79, Included with translations from Plautus and 
Schonaeus. 

64 1740. Baptistes: A Sacred Dramatic Poem in Defence of Liberty. In 
New Memoirs of . .. Mr. John Milton. Ed. Francis Peck. London. Pp. 297-
1505. 

65 1907. "An English Translation of George 
Buchanan's Baptistes Attributed to John Milton." Ed. J. T. T. Brown. In 
George Buchanan: Glasgow Quaternary Studies 1906. Ed. George 
Neilson. Glasgow: Maclehose. Pp. 61-173. 

66 1870. Alexander Gibb. The Jephtha and Baptist. Edinburgh: J.M. 
Miller. 

67 1904. A. Gordon Mitchell. John the Baptist: A Drama Translated from 
the Latin of George Buchanan. Paisley: A Gardener. 

68 1906. Archibald Brown. The Sacred Dramas of George Buchanan. 
Edinburgh: J. Thin. 

69 [19071 Lionel S. Charles, trans. Selections from Baptistes. In George 
Buchanan: A Menwrial 1506-1906. Ed. D. A. Millar. St. Andrews: W. C. 
Henderson. Pp. 351-62. 

70 1983. P. G. Walsh. In George Buchanan: Tragedies. Ed. P. G. Walsh 
and P. Sharratt. Edinburgh: Scottish Academic Press. Pp.134-64. 
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62 See Introduction for T. Collated: Wing B5298 
Corrected, H (14496.75), OH; 
Uncorrected, PEN, L(2), COL, O, C, NLS (2), MCG, 
A, F, OH, HUN (2); MIT (Stirling Library's M10112-
12070:77) 
Uncollated: 
ILL, V &A, L (161.a.37), CHI, NEW, Y AL, CLA, 
COR, Blackwell Sale Catalogue A8 (Oxford, 
1980).11 

63 c. l 700; 0, H (microfilm of O) 
see "Translations." 

64 Edition of #62 H(2), L, 0, 
see #52. 

65 Edition of #62; H 
Brown argues for Milton's authorship. 

66 Verse. H,COL 

67 Verse; PRI 
brief annotations. 

68 Verse. MS, common 

69 Verse. H, common 

70 Prose; see #55 
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SCOTS 

71 1959. Robert Garioch Sutherland. Jephthah and the Baptist Translatit 
Frae Latin in Scots. Edinburgh: Oliver and Boyd 
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71 See "Translations." 
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71 1959. Robert Garioch Sutherland. Jephthah and the Baptist Translatit 
Frae Latin in Scots. Edinburgh: Oliver and Boyd 
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71 See "Translations." 
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NOTES 

1. The reader should be aware that until recently bibliographical 
information on Buchanan was painfully inadequate. Typically, in 
discussions of Baptistes, any year between 1540-79 and any city, London, 
Edinburgh, Frankfurt, or Paris, might have been given as that of the first 
publication. Even more outrageous errors of comprehension or 
transcription occurred, and efforts at correction not infrequently lead only 
to half-truths. Although be praises Buchanan's plays, Hardin Craig shows 
the accustomed casual error: "The Baptistes (Frankfurt, 1579) written after 
Buchanan's return to Scotland, is the more mature performance of the two 
tragedies and is noted for its elegance in style, its dignity, and its sense of 
tragedy." See English Religious Drama of the Middle Ages (Oxford: 
Clarendon, 1955), pp. 374-75. Even the Germans were no exception. For 
example, an egregious error ("Baptistes [Lutetiae, 1564]"), traced back to 
J.P. Niceron (1753) by Carl Fries ("Quellenstudien," [1900], p. 183), 
picked up by Bahlmann and faithfully transmitted by Bolte in the Vablen 
Festschrift, was corrected by Irene Wiem, who misrepresented the original 
error. See P. Bahlmann, Die lateinischen Dramen von Wimphelings 
Stylpho bis zur Mitte des Sechszehnten Jahrhunderts 1480-1550 (Munster, 
1893), p. 82; Johannes Bolte, "Die Lateinischen Dramen Frankreichs aus 
dem 16. Jahrhundert," in Festschrift Johannes Vahlen, ed. Wilhelm von 
Hartel (Berlin: Georg Reimer, 1900), p. 595; and Irene Wiem, Das 
englische Schriftum in Deutsch/and von 1518-1600 (Leipzig: Becker and 
Erler, 1940), p. 99. By contrast, James Naiden's work can be described as 
almost meticulously reliable. See The "Sphera" of George Buchanan, 
(Privately printed, [1952]. 

McFarlane lists a number of the standard catalogues most useful for 
finding copies of Buchanan's works (pp. 490-92). His own articles, which 
culminated in his Buchanan, are invaluable bibliographical guides, 
especially for editions of the Psalm Paraphrases and Poemata in which 
Baptistes frequently is included. Two useful surveys were made for 
Buchanan's Quatercentenary (1906): J.M. Anderson, "The Writings of 
Buchanan," in David Millar, George Buchanan: A Memorial 1506-1906 
(St.Andrews: W. C. Henderson, [1907]), pp. 165-85, and David Murray, 
"Catalogue of Printed Books, Manuscripts, Charters and Other 
Documents," in [George Neilson, ed.] George Buchanan: Glasgow 
Quatercentenary Studies, 1906 (Glasgow: Maclehose, 1907), pp. 393-442. 
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I am grateful to Dr K. Pantzer of the Houghton Library, Harvard 
University, for a photocopy of the relevant pages of the new edition of the 
STC. A new bibliography for Buchanan is being prepared in Edinburgh by [i on,L 1 
John Durkan and William Beattie. 7 '7 "CJ 

2. The NLS copy (5. 5691 (18)] includes the annotation that on 26 April 
1585 the play was acted at the ducal court of Wittenberg. 
3. On Field (1579-1624), see A. E. M. Kirwood, "Richard Field, Printer." 

The Library, 4th Series, 12 (1931-31), 1-39. On his six years with 
Vautrollier, see bibliographic note on Vautrollier in "Early Editions." Field 
based his Baptistes on 1590 [Geneva]; see Commentary for line 1180 for 
the possibility that a corrected L77 was used for his edition. 

4. See Henry R. Plomer, A Dictionary of . .. Booksellers and Printers ... 
1641-67 (London: Bibliographical Society, 1907), pp. 120, 127. 

5. Ray, the editor, was the "first professor of Humanity in the Univ. of 
Edinburgh" (J. M. Anderson in Millar, p. 176). The book "may have been 
printed in Edinburgh, but it has all the appearance of having been imported 
from Holland" (Anderson, p. 174); David Murray agrees ("Leyden or 
Amsterdam") and adds that the volume was "very carelessly printed" (in 
Neilson, p. 481 ). 

6. Le Clerc first claimed that the Leyden imprint of #29 was false and 
that the volume was actually printed in France (Bibliotheque choisie, 
[1706), VIII, 127). E. M. Goldsmid repeated this information, that the 
stock was printed in Saumur and Elzevier "inserted a new title-page" ( A 
Complete Catalogue of all the Elzevier Presses, (1885), I, 54. On this see 
Naiden (p. 161) and D. Murray (pp. 481-82). Since in 1620, John Cameron 
was the Professor of Divinity at Saumur, there is considerable likelihood 
that he is the vir doctus mentioned in the printer's "Address to the Reader" 
introduced into this volume. The printer, finding the Edinburgh 1615 
edition unsatisfactory, asked for learned aid in making his edition, with 
significant conseqences for the Sphaera. Baptistes, although an eclectic 
text, did not receive especial attention. 

The simple explanation of an Elzevier issue of a Saumur edition might 
turn out to be the true one (the St. Andrews and Harvard copies seem to 
bear this out). But a comparison of the Marburg copy of the Saumur 1620-
21 edition with the Hannover copy of the Leyden 1621 imprint, reveals 
that the volume with specious priority is substantially less integral than the 
other. That is, the Saumur volume frequently had tipped in title-pages, 
while the corresponding pages in the Elzevier were conjugate. This is 
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important since the separate title-pages that divide each volume into three 
parts do not mark the divisions of the integral structure of the book. I 
should like to thank Mr. G.D. Hargreaves of the University Library, St. 
Andrews, for examining copies of the Saumur and Leyden editions. 

7. McFarlane, in "Notes on the Composition and Reception of George 
Buchanan's Psalm Paraphrases," Forum for Modern Language Studies, 7 
(1971), 349, lists an edition as "1624 Saumur, reprint ofElzevier 1621. 
(Copy: Amsterdam)." I suspect that by slip of the pen this became the 
Poemata, Saumur, 1624, location Aberdeen, listed by McFarlane as# 180 
in his Check-List (Buchanan, 1981). The ultimate source of this entry is 
probably Naiden's so-called "missing link" between #28 and #29 which he 
says is reported by the University of Amsterdam: "an edition of 1621 
by Abraham Elzevir, printed in Saumur in 24" (Naiden, p. 161). Naiden's 
description of the presumed format has been metamorphosed into a year of 
publication in McFarlane's article. In fact, the Amsterdam catalogue lists 
two copies of a Poemata (Saumur, 1621) but without printer. Neither I nor 
Naiden could "obtain a photograph or a transcript of the title page." The 
Keeper of Special Collections of the Aberdeen University Library has 
informed me that McFarlane's No. 180 cannot be traced. It should be added 
that McFarlane's work seems somewhat dependent on Naiden's, and that 
Naiden depended to some extent on photographs and descriptions. All 
started, of course, with Le Clerc's observation. 

8. In 1687 at least two very similar editions of Poemata quae extant were 
published in Amsterdam for Henricius Wetstenius. There are at least three 
states of these two editions distinguished by their engraved title-pages and 
by the spelling variant coecus (#44.) and caecus (#45.), line 297, on sheets 
intermixed promiscuously. Naiden distinguishes two states: one with page 
546 misnumbered 549 (p. 163). See also McFarlane, "Psalms," p. 350. 

9. George Chalmers discusses the genesis, nature, and success of the 
Ruddiman-Freebairn publishing project in The Life of Thomas Ruddiman, 
A.M. (London, 1794), pp. 65 ff. Initiated in 1701 by Mosman an Edinburgh 
bookseller, it was transferred after his death to Freebairn, a printer. 
Ruddiman was "induced rather by the approbation of others than by his 
own forwardness to undertake" the task. Freebaim's preface to the edition 
was, according to Chalmers, "plainly written by Ruddiman," who also 
"exposed the chronological errors and the factious spirit of The History." 
On Ruddmiman and his edition, also see Douglas Duncan, Thomas 
Ruddiman (Edinburgh: Oliver and Boyd, 1965) and Naiden (p. 158). 
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10. The text of Baptistes in Burmann's edition is identical to Ruddiman's. 
What may seem like additional notes accompanying the Baptistes text are 
in fact taken from other places in Ruddiman's edition. According to 
Chalmers, the Burmann edition in Leiden was a missed opportunity for 
Ruddiman's critics to substantiate their objections. Impatient of receiving 
none of the promised documents, the publisher Langerak "urged Burmann 
to proceed," alleging "that the boastings of the favourers of Buchanan in 
Scotland were perhaps idle and vain" (p. 74). 

11. Blackwell's Rare Books, Catalogue A8 (Oxford, 1980), Item No. 81, 
p. 26. The author of the sale catalogue seems to have misunderstood W.W. 
Greg's description (Bibliography of the English Printed Drama to the 
Restoration [London: Oxford Univ. Press, 1951], No. 623.) claiming, 
"That this translation has been skilfully adapted for contemporary 
propaganda purposes can be seen on leaf B3 where the lower half of the 
recto and the whole of the verso of the leaf have been set in much smaller 
type to incorporate fresh material." But Greg argued not that "fresh 
material" had been added to the translation of the Latin--for which there is 
no evidence--but that what had been left out in a presumed original setting 
had to be squeezed into the printing as we have it. 

The catalogue admits that the attribution to Milton is based on "scanty 
evidence." The volume, cropped as usual and in modem cream wrappers, 
was offered successfully at £300. 
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